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By Kelly Outram
Asst. FeAture editor

R achael Salloum holds her 
breath as she watches the 
price on the gas gauge 

reach more than $50. Hoping that 
the numbers slow down before it 
hits $60, she grips her wallet. The 
pump finally clicks, stopping at a 
whopping $80. Feeling dejected, 
the sophomore psychology 
major removes her receipt and 
steps inside her Dodge Caravan, 

dreading the next time her car 
will need gas. 

 Traveling this year has 
proven to be a difficult task, as 
drivers pay more for gas than in 
previous years. Prices reached 
a record high of more than $4 a 
gallon – slightly more than a dol-
lar increase since last August — 
affecting everything from airline 
fare and baggage procedures to 
school bus routes in some cities. 

 The increase left students 

wondering whether bringing 
their cars to campus was worth 
the price.

 “It would add to convenience 
(having a car on campus), but 
I just didn’t want the extra 
expense,” Salloum said. This 
past summer, she avoided driv-
ing anywhere other than her job 
with the hopes of saving money. 

 Michael Miller, a senior Eng-
lish and textual studies major, 
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Full Throttle
su senior designs and 
displays custom-made 
motorcycles. Page 11
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One more chance
su men’s soccer midfielder isaac 
Collings has suffered three ACL tears 
in five years. But he’s back for one 
more season.   Page 20
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Doors Open
the daily orange takes a 
look at the newly completed 
Life sciences building. 
Page 3
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Classrooms lean left
Jimmy Paul speaks out on 
professors’ liberal bias. 
Page 5

University confirms single 
diagnosis of hepatitis A
Health Services investigates, finds 
no evidence of risk to students

ben addonizio | photo editor
Because of higher gas prices, fewer students are bringing cars to campus. As a result, the CeNtro 
bus lines added more routes to ease travel for students who decided to forgo a vehicle this semester.

U.S. News & World Report ranks SU 53rd, position down from last year
see hepatitis page 4

see gas station page 13

see ranking page 9

Gas prices affect 
the number 
of students 

who bring cars 
to campus

By Stephanie Musat
FeAture editor

A worker in Syracuse University 
Food Services was diagnosed with 
hepatitis A, a viral disease that can 
be spread through consumption of 
the virus, the university announced 
Tuesday.

 The employee worked in Haven 
and Shaw Dining Centers Aug. 23 and 
Aug. 27. 

 There is no evidence that any 
other person is infected or that any 
other person is at significant risk of 
infection, said James Jacobs, director 
of SU Health Services.

 There is also no evidence of risk 
to anyone who eats at these dining 
facilities, he said.

 But Dessa Bergen-Cico, an SU 
health and wellness professor, said it 
may be too early to conclude that no one 
else is infected. According to the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention 
Web site, symptoms can appear two to 
six weeks after exposure.

 “I would say in another week, 
eight days or so, we should have a 
more clear and confirmed picture 
of whether or not anybody gets ill,” 
Bergen-Cico said.

 Jacobs said an investigation took 
place to ensure the practice of sani-
tary codes at dining centers, and vac-
cinations are being provided for Food 
Services workers.

 “There are no other precautions 
that we are doing because there is 

nothing spreading,” he said.
 The Onondaga County Health 

Department was notified and worked 
with the university to investigate 
hygienic conditions in the dining 
halls. 

 Cynthia Morrow, commissioner 
of health for Onondaga County, said 
the dining halls were inspected and 
precautions were made to limit the 
possibility of spreading the disease.

 The county health department 
performed an environmental inspec-
tion of the dining centers this past 
weekend. 

 The department determined that 
the identified individual was likely 
infected outside of Onondaga County.

 The investigation also found that 
all safety protocols in the two din-
ing halls are followed, including the 
use of gloves for food handling and 
the disinfection of food preparation 
areas. 

 Jacobs sent an e-mail to the 
campus community explaining the 
situation and ensuring that “casual 
contact — as in the usual school or 
office setting — does not spread the 
virus.” He said the disease is rarely 
fatal, and most people recover in a few 
weeks without any complications.

  “Onondaga County has a pretty 
good system of responding to and 
working with these outbreaks, 
because they’ve happened in the 
past,” Bergen-Cico said.

Driving on
EMPTY

Ryan Balton
Asst. CoPy editor

In high school guidance offices across 
the country, prospective college 
students find the thick report titled 
“America’s Best Colleges.” The 2008 
publication by U.S. News and World 
Report released last week, ranks 
Syracuse University at its 53rd spot — 

three spaces lower than 2007. 
 The drop is “not a big change,” 

said Robert Morse, director of data 
research for U.S. News. The univer-
sity has alternated between 50th and 
52nd for past four years.

 “Generally speaking, it’s a very 
small change,” he said. “There’s small 
changes in some of the variables that 

accounted for the difference, or a 
school moved ahead of you ... and 
pushed you down.”

 The small changes were in admis-
sions data and faculty data, he said, 
noting it would be too time consum-
ing to determine exactly what caused 
the three spot deficit this year.

 Ranked 83rd is the State Univer-

sity of New York College of Environ-
mental Science and Forestry, up from 
last year’s ranking of 85.

 U.S. News has published its 
rankings of colleges annually since 
1985. This year, Forbes.com joined 
the college-ranking arena, because, 
according to Forbes.com, “for too 
many years, information about the 

quality of American higher education 
has been monopolized by one publica-
tion.”

 Forbes.com has much different 
rankings, placing SU at 320th, trail-
ing 189th-ranked SUNY-ESF.

 Morse, who has worked at U.S. 
News since 1976, thinks Forbes.com’s 
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By Megan Saucke
asst. news editor

T
hough Pride Union 
may be best known for 
putting on the annual 
Totally Fabulous Drag 
Show at Syracuse 

University, it is also available to 
the community as a resource for 
anyone who has questions about 
LGBTQ issues.

Pride Union, the discussion-
based group for undergraduate les-
bian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
questioning/queer and ally stu-
dents at the LGBT Resource Cen-
ter, hosts weekly discussions and 
several other events each year.

“We want to be the support 
group and the place that people 
can feel comfortable being them-
selves,” said Lauren Hannahs, 
president of Pride Union. “A place 
to chill and hang out and talk 
about pertinent issues that are 
affecting the students.”

Discussion topics she listed 
included what it means to be a 

straight ally, intersections of race 
and LGBTQA issues, how to come 
out to a roommate and being gay 
overseas.

Hannahs, a senior music edu-
cation major, stressed that Pride 
Union welcomes people of all dif-
ferent backgrounds.

“We are not a group that says 
you have to be lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual, transgender, queer to come to 
this,” she said. “We want allies, we 
want all walks of life to come in.”

Pride Union has adjusted and 
added to its event schedule this 
year. Coming Out Week is now 
Coming Out Month in October, 
Hannahs said.

Coming Out Month’s events 
include National Coming Out Day, 
the Rainbow Bridge on the Quad, 
the BIG Gay Dance and Coming 
Out Stories.

One of the new events this year 
is OUTSpoken, a student leader-
ship conference hosted by SU.

“Student leaders travel to Syra-
cuse to come together and talk 

and brainstorm and make some 
change,” Hannahs said.

Another new event is a benefit 
dinner during Homecoming week-
end, with special guest Johnny 
McGovern from Logo’s “Big Gay 
Sketch Show.” The proceeds made 
at the dinner will go to the local 
PFLAG — Parents, Families and 
Friends of Lesbians and Gays — 
chapter.

“Overall, we’re trying to revamp 
what Pride Union has been,” Han-
nahs explained. “It’s worked really 
well for a long time, but we want to 
put a fresh spin on things and get 
more people involved.”

Pride Union meets every 
Wednesday from 9 to 10 p.m. at 
the LGBT Resource Center at 750 
Ostrom Ave. Consistent attendance 
is not mandatory, and students can 
come whenever they can or want. 
To find out about more Resource 
Center programs and events such 
as the drag show or “HoliGay” 
party, visit lgbt.syr.edu.

mcsaucke@syr.edu

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: sU abroad info meetings
When: australia at 12 p.m., india
at 1 p.m. sea semester at 3 p.m. 
Where: 106 walnut Place
How much: Free 

What: eeCs/Case Colloquium: 
Jin Li
When: 1:30 p.m.
Where: 369 Link Hall
How much: Free
 
What: off-Campus apartment
search 101
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Boland Hall lounge
How much: Free 

What: open doors: student group
for LGBt graduate students
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: 750 ostrom ave.
How much: Free

What: Pride Union: Undergraduate
LGBta student group
When: 9 p.m.
Where: 750 ostrom ave.
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

Google introduces its 
own web browser
Google announced Chrome on 
tuesday. Chrome touts tight 
integration with Google search 
and Google apps like Gmail, 
faster speeds than its competi-
tors and a unique, streamlined 
tabbed-browsing interface. “what 
we really needed was not just 
a browser, but also a modern 
platform for web pages and appli-
cations, and that’s what we set 
out to build,” said Google’s web 
site. the browser is available as 
a windows-only beta test down-
load. Google is still working on 
versions of Chrome for Linux and 
Mac os X.

Gulf Coast escapes 
Gustav hammering
two million people fled the Gulf 
Coast with the pending arrival of 
Hurricane Gustav, which did not 
come close to delivering the dev-
astation of Hurricane Katrina, as 
many officials initially feared. new 
orleans’ levees held, and Gustav 
struck only a “glancing blow.” 
now officials worry people in the 
Gulf Coast will not heed future 
evacuation warnings. Louisana’s 
largest utility, entergy Corp., 
said 70 percent of its 1.1 million 
customers were without power 
a day after Gustav hit. tropical 
storm Hanna now threatens the 
U.s. after killing 14 people in the 
Caribbean.

youth suicide on the rise
suicides among youth in the U.s. 
may be growing after a 15-year 
decline. a spike in 2004 was 
originally considered a fluke by 
researchers, but a new study 
suggests the increase in suicides 
continued in 2005. today’s Jour-
nal of the american Medical asso-
ciation includes an article about 
the research by Jeff Bridge from 
nationwide Children’s Hospital in 
Columbus, ohio. He said suicide 
rates of youths jumped 18 percent 
in 2004. the blame might be the 
influence of social networking 
web sites, an increase in suicide 
rates among returning troops 
from iraq and afghanistan or 
higher rates of undiagnosed and 
untreated depression, he said.
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T o m o r r o w
n e w s

under new leadership
Meet thomas wolfe, interim  
director of student affairs 
 
p u l p

Bloc Party in september
UU’s annual Juice Jam concert 
provides music, entertainment  
 
s p o r t s 

Full circle
Former sU linebacker dan Conley 
has returned as an assistant coach

s P o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 5  
vs. Central Michigan 
@ 3 p.m., Mount Pleasant, 
Mich. 
 
 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 5  
vs. Michigan state 
@ 4:30 p.m., newark, del. 
  
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 5  
vs. UnC-wilmington 
(Mayor’s Cup) 
@ 5 p.m., oneonta, n.Y. 
 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 5  
vs. Fordhman 
@ 7 p.m., sU soccer 
stadium 
 
 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 6  
Harry Lang invitational 
@ tBa, Hamilton, n.Y. 
  
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 6  
vs. akron 
@ 3:30 p.m., Carrier  
dome

GroUP  oF  tHE  wEEK

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Mars, 
1976

Viking II 
takes the 

first photos 
of the red 
planet’s 
surface.

Robinson, 
1974
Frank 

Robinson is 
the first black 
major league 

baseball 
manager.

Paris, 
1783

The Treaty 
of Paris 
officially 

ended the 
Revolutionary 

War.

Richard I, 
1189

The “lion-
hearted” 
king was 

crowned at 
Westminster 

Abbey.

daily orange file photo
MEMBERS OF PRIDE UNION take part in the rainbow Bridge celebration on the Quad during 
2006 Coming out week, which the group plans to expand to Coming out Month this october.

Pride Union
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Life Sciences Complex open for fall semester

max nepstad | staff photographer
The Life Sciences Complex has been under construction for two years. The 230,000-square foot building, located across from the College 
Place bus stop, features a greenhouse on the roof, a cafe and specialized research laboratories for chemistry and biology students.

Science fields 
merged under 
one location   

see life sciences page 4

ABC News 
bureau to 
open at SU
Five students 
hired to produce 
material for 
national audience

see abc bureau page 8

By Julia Terruso
STaff WriTer

Meghan Lisson has all the normal 
responsibilities associated with 
being a Syracuse University senior 
— plus a paid reporting job for ABC. 
She’s one of five SU students work-
ing for the student-run ABC News 
Bureau opening next Wednesday in 
Newhouse II. 

It was origanally slated to open 
today, but pushed back to next 
Wednesday.

  A senior broadcast journalism 
and political science major, Lisson 
will be able to attend her classes 
and then walk a few minutes to the 
basement of Newhouse II, where the 
tucked-away bureau awaits.

 ABC News launched the program 
“ABC News on Campus” and selected 
Syracuse’s S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications out of 50 
schools as one of the five participating 
institutions. 

 “It shows the respect ABC has 
for the quality of the broadcast jour-
nalism program at Newhouse,” said 
former Newhouse Dean David Rubin. 
“Second, it shows they respect the 
technological facilities we have, and 
it demonstrates the school’s close tie 
to the profession.”

 The bureau will provide college 
students an opportunity to produce 
local news with a national applica-
tion. Student content will appear 
online and some stories may appear 
on ABC programs such as “Good 
Morning America” and “Nightline.”

 As the only campus bureau in the 
northeast, the team has the consider-
able task of covering and investigating 
trends across a vast geographic area.

 “If something big happens nation-
wide, they want us to find out how it’s 
affecting people in our demographic,” 
Lisson said. 

 Lisson, who’s worked at CitrusTV, 
previously known as HillTV, said 
she’s excited to see her audience grow 
by millions of viewers.

 “ABC is giving us this incredible 
opportunity to get our work out there, 
to get people to see it and to make an 
impact beyond our school,” she said.

 Two faculty liaisons, Frank Cur-
rier and Randy Wenner, will act as 
mentors aiding the five student mem-
bers of the bureau staff. 

SCieNCe CompLex 
feAtUreS
■ 250-seat auditorium includes 
a behind-the-scenes prep room 
and mobile laboratory worksta-
tion with a fume hood
■ Cathryn r. Newton advanced 
Teaching Lab: advanced biology 
teaching laboratories
■ Chemistry computer lab 
where students can develop 3-D 
simulations of complex mole-
cules and chemical interactions
■ Genomics Center: provides 
faculty and students tools to 
extract and analyze an organ-
ism’s genetic code
■ Microscopy that allows close 
looks at living cells and the abil-
ity to label proteins
■ research wing including 27 
interconnecting research labo-
ratories 
■ The Jack and Laura Milton 
atrium: a café and public gath-
ering space
■ The Lundgren room: gath-
ering space for departmental 
seminars and special functions
■ Tissue culture facilities will 
be available to researchers on 
every floor
■ Two research greenhouses 
■ Talking elevators

By Rebecca Kheel
CoNTribuTiNG WriTer

Syracuse University’s first new sci-
ence facility since the 1960s opened 
its doors Aug. 25. It took two years 
and $107 million to construct.

 “The Life Sciences Complex is 
the largest, most ambitious academic 
building in SU history,” said Robert 
Enslin, communications manager 
for The College of Arts and Sciences. 

 The goal of the new building 
— comprised of 230,000 square feet 
— was to bring together biology 
and chemistry students in order to 
understand how the fields overlap.  
This is a novel idea for the country 
and the first time the two have been 
together at SU, said Jon Zubieta, 
chemistry department chair and a 
member of the building’s planning 
committee.

 Zubieta said the chemistry 
department hopes to make students 
of biology “more aware of what we do 
as chemists.”

 Funding for the project was 

approved in 2001, after surveys 
determined that SU needed more 
space for teaching life sciences.

 At the initial planning stages, 
the building was projected to cost 
$60 to $70 million, said John Rus-
sell, biology department chair and 
a member of the building’s plan-
ning committee. But the building’s 
amount of laboratory space and tech-
nology heightened that number.

 “A building that has laboratories, 
a research wing and an instructional 
wing is going to be more expen-
sive than a building that simply has 
classrooms in it,” Zubieta said.

 A majority of the money used, 
about $80 to $90 million, came from 
a university bond. The remaining 
money was from private donors.

 Some faculty members and stu-
dents seem to agree the money was 
well spent.

 “This building is, if anything, 
better than we imagined it would 
be,” Russell said. “It’s spacious; it’s 
light; it’s easily accessible. It has lots 
of public spaces where faculty and 
students can get together and talk 
about science and do science.”

 Students appreciate the safety 
features in the science classes, as 
each has a large fume hood above 
each workspace, which allows the 

labs to run more efficiently and 
safely, Zubieta said.

 “It’s 10 times better,” said Aman-
da Kanekuni, a senior biology and 
psychology major.

 Zubieta also said the laboratories 
are much more “user friendly,” as 
each laboratory was designed with 
special uses in mind. For example, 
the organic chemistry lab was 
designed specifically for organic 
chemistry, general chemistry spe-
cifically for general chemistry and 
so on.

 But there are a few kinks in the 
technology.

 “It’s got some great technology,” 
said Melody Sweet, an anatomy, 
physiology and cell physiology pro-
fessor. “But some of it needs a little 
polishing.... The lighting is supposed 
to be controlled by the computer, and 
they still haven’t gotten that.”

 Kanekuni said the document 
camera in one of her classes was also 
not working.

 Another problem was that stu-
dents arrived on campus with no 
knowledge of the building’s location.

 “The only problem was the first 
week, people were trying to find it,” 
said Bob Stokes, a first year sci-
ence education graduate student and 
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teaching assistant.
 While the building was ready for classes 

Aug. 25, there are still parts yet to be completed. 
Final projects include finishing the research 
labs — putting in cabinetry, shelves and sinks.

 The building will be officially dedicated Nov. 
7, with a keynote address by genomic researcher 
J. Craig Venter.

 “I think that having this building is going 
to make Syracuse University a much stronger 

teaching and research unit,” Russell said. “The 
life sciences are the glamour sciences of the 21st 
century, and we’re sort of competing to get the 
best faculty and the best students.... We couldn’t 
hope to compete favorably in our old buildings, 
and now we have as nice a facility as anybody in 
the country.”

rhkheel@syr.edu

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 4th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year at the American 
University in Cairo. Credits are SU credit and 
most �nancial aid will transfer.

Please note that applications are due to the SU 
Abroad o�ce by JANUARY 26th for the Fall 09 
semester and JULY 24th for Spring 2010.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472
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life sciences
f r o m  p a g e  3

Cost Compared
Life Sciences building
$107 million

Martin J. Whitman School of 
Management building 
$44 million

Carrier Dome
$25 million 

 It was necessary that the food service worker 
brought his or her illness to the attention of the 
county health department, especially working 
in a dining center with a salad bar where there 
is more personal contact and likelihood of con-
tamination, Bergen-Cico said. 

 The dining centers remain open as usual.
 Jacobs assured that the hepatitis A has 

not spread. But he said, “as with many ill-
nesses on college campuses including mono, 
strep (throat), the flu and hepatitis A, the single 
easiest thing to prevent it is to wash hands.”

— Asst. news editor Megan Saucke 
contributed reporting to this article.

sdmusat@syr.edu

hepatitis
f r o m  p a g e  1

hepatitis fast faCts
■ Hepatitis A is the most common type 
of viral hepatitis and one of the most 
frequently reported vaccine-preventable 
diseases in the United States. A virus that 
affects the liver causes the disease.
■ The virus is transmitted through the 
fecal-oral route, meaning someone puts 
food, a drink or an object that has been 
contaminated with feces that contains the 
virus, into their mouth. 
■ Most infections in the United States 
result from contact with a household mem-
ber or sex partner who carries the virus.

■ Consuming food or drink that has been 
handled by an infected person may also 
spread Hepatitis A. 
■ Symptoms of the disease include dark-
colored urine, depression, fever, jaundice, 
loss of appetite, nausea and stomach pain.
■ The symptoms commonly appear within 
28 days of exposure, with a range of 15 to 
50 days.
■ There is no specific treatment for the dis-
ease. Anyone who is concerned he or she 
may have hepatitis A should contact his or 
her health care provider immediately.

dailyorange.com
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S c r i b b l e

L iberal bias runs rampant on the Syra-
cuse University campus, even in places 
you wouldn’t expect. Last fall, students 

gathered for their first lecture of an American 
History class that covered the Puritan era 
to the Civil War. The professor veered away 
from the subject matter within minutes and 
focused his attention on the threat of global 
warming and the tragedy of the 2000 election. 

 This was an “American History until 
1865” class, right? Students must have been 
rechecking their schedules to make sure they 
had not entered the wrong class. What did 
any of this have to do with American history, 
besides the fact that our founders created the 
Electoral College, which Al Gore probably 
bemoans to this day? It seems that unfortu-
nately, this sort of liberal bias has become 
mainstream at most universities across the 
United States and especially here at SU.  
 Colin Ennis, a sophomore information 
studies major, attests to the lack of political 
balance within the university.

 “I definitely feel there is a liberal spin at 
SU,” he said. 

 The inconvenient truth of the matter 
is that while Mr. Gore has no doubt raised 
awareness on climate change, such a topic 
has no place being discussed in an American 
history course. 

 For a school that stresses diversity with 
such passion and enthusiasm, it is disappoint-
ing that diversity does not apply to political 
thought. 

 The left wing bias at Syracuse is hard to 
deny. Look no further than an April article 
in The Daily Orange, reporting that 39 of 45 
reported campaign contributions made by 
Syracuse University employees have gone to 
Democratic candidates. This is a continuing 
trend across the country, not just an issue 
at SU. Until last April, 75 percent of dona-
tions from all educators had gone to Demo-
cratic candidates, according to the Center for 
Responsive Politics.

 A sophomore Political Science major, 
who preferred to be known only as Caitlyn, 
took MAX 132: “Global Community,” a class 
focused on globalization in spring 2008. In 
the course, Caitlyn found that her professors 
“imposed their political beliefs on the class.”

 “I was upset because I was under the 
impression that professors should present the 

material, allow students to dissect the infor-
mation and come to a conclusion on their 
own,” she said. 

 Although young people have had a history 
of not showing up to the polls, they do tend to 
be liberal. In the 2004 election, John Kerry 
won the 18- to 29-year-old demographic by 
54 percent to President Bush’s 45 percent. 
Despite the liberal majority of young voters, 
they have not, by any means, finalized their 
political beliefs.

 Upon entering college, professors are 
looked up to as a firm source of knowledge 
and wisdom, as they should be. However, 
when these sources have no diversity in 
their message, students are having the leftist 
platform hammered into their minds. The 
dominant, overriding left wing message of 
American colleges is creating waves of young 
liberals who have no interest in opposing 
points of view. 

 Conservatives are often the ones accused 
of being close minded, but the setup of this 
university is a prime example of liberal preju-
dice. 

 There are two clear solutions to the prob-
lem. The first is for SU to make a concerted 
effort to hire more conservatives. This may 
not be appealing for the university, or they 
may claim to be unable to find conservative 
voices within the elite academia. 

 The other option is for professors to 
refrain from making their political views so 
clear and public. Some of the best professors 
in government classes are those who do not 
give away their political views.

 SU should apply its oft-spoken diversity 
message to political balance throughout 
the faculty, taking the lead towards a more 
moderate and balanced American education 
system.

Jimmy Paul is a sophomore political sci-
ence major. His columns will appear bi-weekly. 

He can be reached at jdpaul01@syr.edu.

SU classrooms lean liberal
J i m m y  P a u l

no relation to ron
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Power play
Every Wednesday, in the eight weeks leading 
up to the election, The Daily Orange will explore 
major political issues and compare presidential 
candidate stances. 
Next week: Iran

Sen. Barack Obama (D-Ill.) 

Obama was born in Hawaii in 1961 to a Kenyan father and an American 
mother. He moved frequently in his youth, living in Indonesia and New 
York, and graduated from the University of Columbia in 1983. He received 
his law degree from Harvard University in 1991 and then moved to Chi-
cago to practice law. 

 Obama was elected to the Illinois State Senate in 1996, and was 
reelected in 1998. In 2004, he successfully ran for U.S. Senate and was the 
featured speaker at the Democratic National Convention that year. 

Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.)

McCain was born in 1936 and served 22 years in the U.S. Navy. He spent 
five years as a prisoner of war during the Vietnam War. 

 He left the Navy in 1981, and a year later, he was elected to the House of 
Representatives. Then in 1986, he left the House and became a senator. He 
ran for president in 2000 but failed to receive his party’s nomination. 

Ralph Nader 

Nader was born in 1934 and educated at Princeton University and Har-
vard Law School, where he graduated with honors. 

 He is best known as a consumer advocate. His book, “Unsafe at Any 
Speed,” revolutionized the car industry and made companies refocus on 
protecting the consumer. Nader has previously run for president, most 
notably in 2000 when he won almost 3 percent of the vote as the Green 
Party candidate.
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The Daily Orange compares where presidential candidates McCain, Nader and Obama stand on critical issues 

Abortion Economy EnErgy HEAltHcArE immigrAtion irAq

Calls himself a “leading 
advocate” of continuing the 
war in Iraq. Says special 
attention must be spent on 
Iraq’s economy. Does not 
support a troop withdrawal 
of any kind until the Iraqi 
government can function 
on its own. 

Is against abortion. Has 
called Roe v. Wade a 
“flawed decision” and 
says that it “must be over-
turned.”

Calls for a comprehensive 
strategy for the American 
economy emphasizing the 
creation of millions of new 
jobs. Wants to make many 
of the Bush tax cuts per-
manent and to balance the 
budget by 2013. 

Supports plan called “The 
Lexington Project” to 
expand America’s oil and 
natural gas production and 
exploration. Would offer 
a “clean car challenge” 
and a $300 million prize to 
improve battery technology 
to help diversify American 
energy.

Would propose a simpli-
fied healthcare system. He 
would offer a tax credit of 
$2,500 for an individual or 
$5,000 for a family towards 
its healthcare costs. 

Plans to secure the bor-
ders by increasing funding 
to those regions. Would 
penalize employers who 
hire illegal workers. Immi-
grants already in the coun-
try would take an English 
and citizenship course and 
reenter the immigration 
process. 

Does not support the 
war in Iraq. Would bring 
home the troops within six 
months of assuming office. 

According to a CBS report 
released in 2000, the 
National Abortion and 
Reproductive Rights Action 
League released an anti-
Nader ad and did not sup-
port his election campaign. 

Would increase the pros-
ecution of white-collar, 
corporate crime. Wants to 
reform the pension pro-
gram. Says that “corpora-
tions must be held more 
responsible for the retire-
ment system.” 

Proposes moving entirely 
to solar and wind-based 
energy system and invest-
ing in clean fuels. Would 
add a carbon pollution tax 
and does not support corn 
ethanol.

Prefers the Canadian 
healthcare system of a pub-
lic health insurance system 
that includes choice of hos-
pital and doctor. Under his 
plan, all Americans would 
be covered for all medically 
necessary services.

Views on immigration has 
not been voiced recently. 
Has not discussed any 
immediate reforms. 

Since 2002, “is fully com-
mitted to ending the war in 
Iraq as president.” If elect-
ed, would immediately 
begin planning a “respon-
sible phased withdrawal.” 
Hopes to complete this 
plan by the summer of 
2010.

Supports abortion rights 
and hails himself as a “con-
sistent champion of repro-
ductive choice.” Opposes 
any attempt to overturn the 
1972 Supreme Court deci-
sion Roe v. Wade.

Would authorize the 
spending of $50 billion to 
jumpstart the economy 
and support middle class. 
Also proposes eliminating 
income taxes for the Ameri-
can elderly who earn less 
than $50,000 each year.

Supports the diversification 
of American energy. Plans 
to eliminate the need for 
Middle Eastern and Ven-
ezuelan oil within 10 years 
by increasing fuel economy 
standards and supporting 
hybrid.

Plans to present a universal 
healthcare program that is 
affordable and offers com-
prehensive benefits, which 
will include a simple enroll-
ment process. 

Supports bringing in more 
legal immigrants to meet 
the demands that exist 
in the economy for their 
labor. Proposes allowing 
current illegal immigrants 
to pay a fine, learn Eng-
lish and then reenter the 
immigration application 
process. 

Source: The Record: The Independent Newspaper at Harvard Law School
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 “ABC has high ambitions, and the students 
are beginning to feel the pressure of network 
news reporters and the appetite in New York,” 
Currier said. “They want to feed the beast.”

 Currier said the opportunity is one of the 
most impressive experiences a student can have 
at college, and he sees it as a step forward for all 
college journalists.

 “It’s a chance for the millennial generation 
to have a voice and be part of the news gathering 
process,” he said.

 In addition to Currier’s and Wenner’s men-

torship, ABC reporters will provide training 
and support from the NYC bureau.

 “It’s like having a daily life line to people 
who are doing what we ultimately would like to 
do out of college,” said Jason Tarr, the bureau 
chief and a senior broadcast journalism, inter-
national relations and Spanish major. 

 ABC also set the bureau up with computers, 
software and video cameras and will pay each 
of the five student staffers “a couple thousand 
dollars” for their work this year, Lisson said.

 Another goal of the bureau is to make news 
interesting and accessible to students by pro-
ducing content that reflects the interests of the 
college demographic.

 “I hope students will start to see their beliefs, 

issues and worries up on the screen,” Tarr said. 
“And I hope they see students who look like 
them or who are from their school putting that 
stuff up.”

 Students applied for the position by submit-
ting two video stories and then interviewing 
with ABC executives on campus last spring. Lis-
son, Tarr and the other three bureau students 
attended a training session in early August with 
executives from ABC and professors. 

 Tarr said that while the students in the bureau 
hold the paid positions, he’s hoping many more get 
involved. Applications for next year’s staff, which 
requires students to stay on-campus over the sum-
mer, will be available in the spring.

 “This is a once in a lifetime opportunity,” Tarr 
said. “It’s something that a lot of students across 
the country don’t have the fortune to do, and ABC 
has been wonderful to choose Syracuse.”

jmterrus@syr.edu
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INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS:
September 3rd, noon @ SU Abroad
September 9th, 3pm @ SU Abroad

Learn how you can spend a semester in Australia. 
We o�er placement at three universities; Univer-
sity of New South Wales (UNSW), University of 
Queensland and University of Wollongong.

New changes for UNSW, they will only accept 
SU students who apply through the SU Abroad 
o�ce. Come to a meeting for more informa-

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 3rd, 3:00 pm
SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Spend six weeks on shore in Cape Cod, then set 
sail for six more weeks on a tall ship. Credits are 
SU credit and most financial aid will transfer.

A Sea Semester representative will be available 
at the Schine on Wednesday, September 4th 
from 11am-1pm.

106 Walnut Place / Syracuse, NY 13244-2650 / 1-800-235-3472 or 1-315-443-3471 / http://suabroad.syr.edu

abc bureau
f r o m  p a g e  3

Other SchOOlS Selected 
fOr ABc NewS ON cAmpuS
■ Arizona State University’s Walter 
Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication

■ University of Florida’s College of Jour-
nalism and Communications

■ University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill’s School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication 

■ University of Texas at Austin’s School 
of Journalism

Key plAyerS iN 
the BureAu
Faculty Liaisons
■ Frank Currier, broadcast journalism 
professor, S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications

■ Randy Wenner, broadcast journalism 
professor, S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications

Bureau Staff
■ Jason Tarr, bureau chief, senior broad-
cast journalism major

■ Matt Gelb, senior history and newspa-
per journalism major

■ Sabina Kuriakose, senior broadcast 
journalism major

■ Meghan Lisson, senior broadcast jour-
nalism and political science major

■ Torie Wells, junior broadcast journalism 
and political science major

“It’s a chance for the 
millennial generation 
to have a voice and 
be part of the news 
gathering process.”

Frank Currier
FACULTy LIAISoN To “ABC NeWS oN CAMPUS”
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rankings are weaker than the ones he works on.
 “Their rankings don’t make any sense,” he 

said.
 High graduation and freshmen retention 

rates are two of SU’s greatest strengths com-
pared to other schools, Morse said. Gradua-
tion rate performance, the difference between 
predicted and achieved graduation rate, was 
another strength Morse pointed out.

 SU’s biggest weakness was what Morse 
called financial resources — not financial aid, 
he emphasized, but rather how much the univer-
sity spends on the education of each student.

 While the rankings give a snapshot of a 
school’s strengths and weakness, it is meant 
to be only a guideline for prospective students, 

Morse said.
 “The students should not use the rankings 

as the sole reason to attend a school or not,” he 
said. “They should only be used as one tool in 
the student’s deciding to go to a school or not go 
to a school.”

 Dana Schwartz, a freshman to major in 
psychology, agreed. She found college visits to 
be more helpful in making her choice.

 “I feel like I visited schools who were ranked 
higher than what Syracuse was, and they made 
a bad impression,” she said.

 She and Zach Levandov, an undeclared 
freshman in the College of Human Ecology, said 
they thought SU’s ranking should be higher.

 “The rankings are just numbers,” Levandov 
said.

 The three-point drop for SU is nothing to 
worry about, Morse said.

 “Your school has bounced around the same 

level for a number of years, so its ranking is 
pretty stable,” he said.

 If it continues to go down little by little in 
the future, Morse said there could be cause for 
alarm, but for now he sees no downward trend 
over the past five years.

 The process for rankings each year starts 
in January. The eight-month process lasts until 
August, while U.S. News conducts surveys to 
collect data from schools, including quantita-
tive data like graduation rate and freshmen 
admissions data, Morse said.

 College administrators also complete 
reputation surveys, a method that raised con-
troversy in May 2007 when college presidents 
across the country signed a letter criticizing 
the report and refusing to complete surveys of 
their peers.

 At the end of the process, Morse compares 
the data from all of the schools among their 

peer institutions. SU, for example, is compared 
only to other research and doctoral granting 
universities.

 “People need to understand: Are the 
rankings accurate?” he said. “They’re accurate 
in the sense that they’re measuring the relative 
merits of the schools using the set of variables 
and the weights that we’ve chosen.”

 Cristina Luiggi, a graduate student at the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communica-
tions, questioned the ranking system.

 “I’m skeptical about it,” she said. “You have 
your top schools that are great at everything, I 
guess, but then other schools have their really 
good department, and so the ranking — the 
whole general ranking thing – what does that 
even mean?”

 Susan E. Donovan, SU dean of admissions, is 
on vacation and unavailable for comment.

rsbalton@syr.edu
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9TH ANNUAL

SEPT 5&6
CLINTON SQUARE

IRISH CULTURAL EXPERIENCE 
 THE TASTES & MERCHANTS 

OF IRELAND

WIN A TRIP TO

IRELAND
Courtesy of Coleman’s Irish Tours 

Sponsored by

Megan MacMurphy’s
Blarney Stone · Coleman’s · Rosie’s 
JP Mulligan’s · Faegan’s · Blue Tusk

Kitty Hoynes · Limerick Pub

BUY A PINT
KEEP A PINT!

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 4TH

Be in one of the listed pubs when the Guiness Teams 
show up, order your pint and get a free tee!

www.syracuseirishfestival.com for more festival information

ranking
f r o m  p a g e  1

Want to write for news?
E-mail news@dailyorange.com
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ComiC artists wanted!

submit your ComiCs at
ComiCs@dailyorange.Com

the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

dinosaur ComiCs by ryan north | quantz.com

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com
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ËFriday Happy Hour-No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Don’t drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

Great food Fun times
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see motorcycle page 12

Senior’s 
motorcycle 
art roars at 
‘MotoStars’
exhibit 

Sidewalk A street preacher is a common 
sight near the SU campus, 
but not many students listen 
to his roadside messages

see Preacher page 12

By Talie Tebbi
Asst. FeAture editor 

D om the Street Preacher 
doesn’t care if people spit 
on him. 

 He doesn’t respond to their curses 
or clenched fists. 

 He doesn’t mind that those who 
aren’t yelling completely ignore him, 
even though he’s shouting as loud as 
his voice will let him. 

 He yells about the sin of fornica-
tion. He yells about hell. He yells 
about salvation. Students walk on by. 

 From the sidewalk at the corner 
of Waverly and University avenues, 
Dom Mauro, a local born-again Chris-
tian, preaches his beliefs to the rush-
ing passers-by. If the stream of blank 
faces is any indication, hardly anyone 
is listening. But that’s not the point, 
he said.  

 “They need to hear the gospel,” 
Mauro said. “They need to hear it.”

 Mauro preaches the gospel as he 
knows it on the streets near Syra-
cuse University regularly. He brings 
a handful of fellow believers along to 
hold signs and pass out flyers. 

 Zachary Clement lives in Con-
necticut, but came down to Mauro’s 
corner to take part in what he calls “a 
commandment to all Christians.”

 “If they take it to heart or not is 

not our job, it’s their decision,” Clem-
ent said. “When we get to heaven and 
God judges everyone, they won’t have 
an excuse.”

 The fundamental belief of born-
again Christianity, as explained in 
the group’s pamphlets, is that there is 
no salvation without a belief in Jesus 
Christ, who they believe died for the 
sins of mankind. 

 Every so often, someone stops to 
take one of the blue pamphlets. In bold 
letters the cover asks, “Where are You 
Going to Spend ETERNITY?”

 Though the preachers maintain 
that they are just the messengers, 
some students feel put-off. 

 Matt Campbell, a master of busi-
ness administration graduate stu-
dent, became accustomed to people 
like Mauro. But the practice still 
bothers him. 

 “It’s kind of annoying when people 
press their beliefs on you,” he said.

 Mauro, however, doesn’t think his 
preaching is pushing anyone. 

 “If a guy tells me, ‘I’m a Muslim, 
and I’ll always be a Muslim,’ I say 
‘OK,’” Mauro said. He may not be 
trying to force people, but that doesn’t 
mean he supports them. Judaism, 
Catholicism and other faith tradi-
tions, he said, are not true salvation. 

 The response from students is 

mixed. 
 While graduate student Abhendra 

Singh takes the flyers to encourage 
the preacher, Raisa Velez takes them 
“just to be nice.” 

 “I think they have really good 
intentions,” said Velez, a senior in the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications. “I just think they’re not 
doing it in the right way.”

 Others are less supportive.  
 “It makes me uncomfortable,” 

said Erin Elzo, a sophomore interna-
tional relations major. “I don’t like 

it. There’s supposed to be separation 
between education and the church.”

 Maggie Griffiths, another sopho-
more international relations major, 
also felt uneasy as she waited at the 
corner near the preachers Thursday.

 “I’m aware of free speech,” Grif-
fiths said. “This crosses a line.” 

 Actually, Mauro falls just 33 
feet short of that line. According to 
information from First Deputy Com-
missioner David Clifford, on the 
northwest corner of Waverly and Uni-

matthew leistikow | contributing photographer
 While preaching, dom Muaro has been cursed at and spat on, but 
this doesn’t deter him from spreading his message. 

sermon

matthew leistikow | contributing photographer
DOM MaurO stands on the corner of Waverly and university avenues praises the teachings of Jesus Christ even if nobody is paying attention.

By Dan Kaplan
Asst. FeAture editor

This summer, Chris Leykam 
shared the spotlight with celebri-
ties like Brad Pitt, Keith Urban and 
Peter Fonda. But not in the sense 
one might expect.

 Leykam, a senior industrial 
design major at Syracuse Uni-
versity, had his original designs 
featured in a special exhibit at the 
Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum 
in Pickerington, Ohio. The exhibit, 
“MotoStars: Celebrities + Motor-
cycles,” showcased bikes owned by 
celebrities from Carlos Mencia to 
Black Eyed Peas singer will.i.am.

 Leykam designed a themed 
motorcycle for the Connecticut 
Public Television show, “DINERS.” 
The final product incorporates 
an image of a vintage Wurlitzer 
jukebox floating in a dream-like 
landscape onto a post-World War II 
“bobber”-style bike.

 “The challenge of the design 
was to make the image as eye-
catching as possible, without tak-
ing away from the mechanical 
beauty of the bike itself and the 
historical presence of the style it 
carries,” he said.

 Bobbers are similar to modern 
“chopper” motorcycles, where the 
bike is stripped of unnecessary 
parts. Leykam said this allowed for 
improved speed and even prevented 
injury to riders in some cases.

 In addition to a feature in 
the exhibit’s coffee-table book, 
Leykam’s motorcycle has received 
numerous honors from other 
shows and publications. In April 
2007, it was the centerfold picture 
in New York Rider Magazine and, 
more recently, was one of six cus-
tom bikes chosen for feature in 
Yamaha’s 2008 Star Motorcycles 
Calendar.

 The recent acclaim represents a 
lifetime of involvement in the field 
of design for Leykam. He started off 
drawing motorcycles and hockey 
equipment, and decided designing 
one of the two may one day become 
his career.

 “My love for the field of indus-
trial design, combined with my 
love of motorcycles, has directly 
sparked a business concept,” he 
said. 

 In addition to motorcycle 
design, Leykam helped create 
leather motorcycle wear for a Con-
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versity avenues, the preachers are protected by 
the First Amendment. If they were to cross the 
street toward the Hall of Languages, then they 
would lose that protection. 

 The line of ownership runs down the center 
of Waverly Aveune Syracuse University owns the 
southern half; the city owns the northern half. 

 Mauro knows he’s protected and says that 
what he does is absolutely within his rights. He 
said he’s never even been a public nuisance. 

 He has gotten his fair share of heckling in 
his time on the corner, but that hasn’t turned 
him against the students. He says he loves 
them anyway, even if he disagrees with what 
they’re learning on the Hill. The different ideas 
and convictions often conflict with born-again 
beliefs.  

 “That’s what education is designed to do,” he 
said. “It is designed to free man of the absolute 
truth.”

 But he isn’t here to fight the university, 
or the state fair or any of the other places he 
chooses as his pulpit. Mauro just goes where the 
people are and speaks his peace. If he stirs up 
controversy, that’s not really his concern. 

 “We’re not protesters,” Mauro said. “We’re 
proclaimers.” 

nstebbi@syr.edu

 courtesy of chris leykam
chris leykam and his designs are featured in the Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum, 
New York Rider Magazine and Yamaha’s 2008 Star Motocyles Calendar.

necticut-based company (he declined to give its 
name). His work included designs for sustain-
able dirt bike clothing. Fabrics were made from 
bamboo and recycled plastic bottles. Leykam 
attributes his ventures to his experiences at SU.

 “My education here at Syracuse is what gave 
me the confidence to move into the retail market 
in this way and encouraged me to see one of my 
dreams come to life by giving me the skills and 
insight into formulating valid design concepts,” 

he said.
 Despite his recent design achievements, 

Leykam remains grounded, refusing to cast 
himself ahead of his peers at SU.

 “I am one of 23 kids in my class,” he said. 
“All of us are very talented people and work 
very hard for the subtle amount of attention and 
even awards we may get.”

 Perhaps it was the commonality of this 
modest characteristic that made Leykam enjoy 
the MotoStars exhibit. He said being featured 
among so many celebrities really helped put 
several things into perspective.

 “Aside from their careers and bank accounts, 
they are regular people joined together by a 
common thread: the love of motorcycling,” he 
said. “I was just proud to be a part of it.”

sdkaplan@syr.edu

motorcycle
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“My love for the field 
of industrial design, 
combined with my love of 
motorcycles, has directly 
sparked a business concept.”

Chris Leykam
SeNioR iNduStRial deSigN MajoR

“They need to hear 
the gospel. They 
need to hear it.”

Dom Mauro
BoRN-agaiN CHRiStiaN
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 4th, 12:30 
SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Study for a semester or a year at Freie  
Universität in Berlin. Credits are SU credit 
and most financial aid will transfer.

106 Walnut Place / Syracuse, NY 13244-2650 / 1-800-235-3472 or 1-315-443-3471 / http://suabroad.syr.edu

Gas 
f r o m  p a g e  1

dailyorange.com

said he drives because he lives in Jamesville, 
a city seven miles away from campus, where 
there is no bus route to Syracuse University. 

 “I was pretty nervous about driving this year 
considering the price,” Miller said. Although he 
drives a Volkswagen Jetta, a reasonably fuel-
efficient car, he still pays at least $50 to fill up 
every two weeks. 

 Miller said having a car is worth it because 
he lives so close to campus. 

 “If I lived farther away, it probably wouldn’t 
be. But it is a hassle,” he said.

 Economics and international relations pro-
fessor David Richardson believes gas prices will 
remain in the $3 to $4 range for several years to 
come. 

 “A little known fact is prices in the 1990s 
were just really low and currently, we are back 
to the levels they were in the early 1980s with 
inflation adjusted,” Richardson said. 

 Senior linguistics major Cerise Bell, who 
lives on South Campus, didn’t let the high prices 
stop her from driving. Bell spends an average 
of about $50 to fill her 1993 Buick Skylark and 
plans to mainly drive locally. 

 “Since I’m living in an apartment, I thought 
having a car would be useful to buy groceries 
and things,” Bell said. “It just makes things a lot 
easier. I don’t have to worry about missing the 
bus to P&C or the mall.”

 The Department of Parking and Public 
Transit made a few changes to its usual bus 
routes, adding a new CENTRO route providing 
a one-way trip from Schine Student Center to 
Wegman’s DeWitt grocery store.

 Also, a Fare Deal, an unlimited CENTRO 
ride pass program, began this year. Students 
pay $30 a semester for unlimited rides on the 
Westcott (#30) and Carousel Mall (#50) routes 
with the program. Other free routes CENTRO 
offers are a shuttle service for Syracuse students 
to Carousel Mall every Friday and Saturday 
from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m., the Connective Corridor 
route, which takes students to several cultural 
sites throughout the city, and finally, students 
have the option of riding the Warehouse route 
downtown as well. 

 The Student Association is offering Thanks-
giving shuttles this year so students can get 
rides to New York City, Boston and Philadelphia 
for only $99 round trip. 

 Although the addition of more bus routes 
was intended to make travel easier, for some 
students like Bell, it just makes it more difficult.

 “I’m pretty confused by the CENTRO sched-
ule,” Bell said. “The last bus for the mall leaves 
at, like, 9 or something, so it’s just not conve-
nient for me.”

 She also cites weather and the option of 
traveling off-campus as reasons she brought 
her car. Bell works and uses money from her 
student loan to pay for transportation. If the 
price of transportation increases, so does her 
loan.

 Currently, the lowest gas price in the Syra-
cuse area is $3.61, as of Sept. 2. 

 “Gas prices aren’t that bad here if you look 
at it internationally,” said B.J. Meltzer, an unde-
cided sophomore in the Martin J. Whitman 
School of Management. “It’s much more money 
in other parts of the world.”

 Despite spending as much as $120 filling up 
his father’s Chevrolet Suburban which he drove 
this summer, Meltzer said if he had his own car 
he would drive on campus. Salloum shared a 
similar opinion.

 “A lot of people brought cars and they still 
will continue to no matter what,” she said. “It 
makes life easier.”

kaoutram@syr.edu
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lunch                A TAD CHILI
What you’ll need:
Tomatoes, Beans, Hot water, Cheese, Meatball (optional)

This one’s risky. If it doesn’t feel hearty enough, you can always add some 
soup as stock. To start, squeeze the tomatoes, and leave the skins in the 
take-out bowl if you like. Get beans from the salad bar. Add hot water 
from the coffee area, and cut up a meatball. Pop it in the microwave to 
reheat it when you want it.

breakfast

FINE DINING... H ALL
The Daily Orange 

offers creative 
alternatives on a 

meal-plan budget

W hen people think of fi ne cuisine, dining hall food may not 
immediately come to mind; the options are limited, it’s hard 

to customize meals and the hours are confi ning. To quiet your 
grumbling stomach, The Daily Orange offers alternatives. 

 These meals are made with equipment in a dorm room and 

ingredients from your local dining hall. Just grab a take-out box 
and head upstairs. No stoves, no ovens and no grills are required. 
All you need for these something-like-gourmet meals are a micro-
wave, an iron, a radiator, a fridge and a plastic freezer bag. 

— Talie Tebbi. asst. feature editor
nstebie@syr.edu

dessert

S P I C E  R AC K

       PEANUT BUTTER BARS
What you’ll need:
     Peanut butter, Oatmeal, Crisp rice cereal, Chocolate chips, 
M&Ms or Reese’s Pieces
The trick with these treats is to use a little bit of peanut butter and a 
lot of everything else. Use one of the small take-out containers to mix 
the ingredients. First add the dry oatmeal and cereal to the bottom 
half of the box. Then, add a small amount of peanut butter, and roll it 
around with a spoon until it’s not sticky anymore. Next, fl atten the mix 
in the other half of the box. Repeat until you fi ll the box top. Sprinkle 
the candies over the top and press them in with a spoon. Refrigerate, 
cut and enjoy.

                                            SMASHED SMOOTHIE
What you’ll need:
     Bananas, Orange juice with pulp, Apple juice, Yogurt
In place of a blender, use a plastic freezer bag. Cut up the banana and 
smash it in the bag. Use yogurt (you can fi nd these in the dining hall 
salad bar or grab an individual cup from the mini fridge), and add all 
the ingredients to the bag and shake. Hard.

                                MAGGIE PIZZA BAGEL

What you’ll need:
Bagel, Sliced tomato, Cheese, Olive oil, Basil

We call this the “Maggie Pizza Bagel” because it’s something like a 
Margherita pizza, but uses sliced tomatoes instead of sauce. Pick a 
savory bagel and your favorite cheese (we recommend mozzarella). 
You can get tomatoes from the sandwich area, basil from the pizza bar 
and olive oil from the salad bar. Back in the dorm, top the bagel with 
cheese and add the tomatoes. Microwave until the cheese is melted. 
Sprinkle the basil on top and add just a touch of olive oil. Press the 
bagel halves together to have a meal on the go, or keep them apart for 
a more traditional pizza experience.

        RADIATOR QUESADILLAS

What you’ll need:
Wrap/Flat bread, Cheese, Green peppers, Tomatoes, Hot sauce

This is a winter meal for one reason only: the heaters are on. Just 
melt the cheese and other ingredients (all on the salad bar) in a folded 
slice of wrap bread or fl at bread. Put it near a radiator until it gets nice 
and gooey. If you’re scrounging for a warm and cheesy treat in the 
moments before the snow rolls in, you can substitute Ironed Cheese 
(grilled cheese without the grill) pretty easily. Just butter the bread, 
sandwich the cheese and iron it until it all melts. 
Note: please put a paper towel or something between your iron and 
your food. As long as nothing lights on fi re, it seems like a safer bet.

             DIRTY CEREAL

What you’ll need:
Rice or Corn Square Cereal, Chocolate bits, Peanut butter, Butter, 
Powdered Sugar

It’s time for some math. Measuring is tough in a dining hall. You need 
to have twice as much chocolate as you have peanut butter, and twice 
as much peanut butter as butter (or margarine). Got that? Now get as 
much cereal and powdered sugar as you can in a plastic freezer-bag. 
Then melt the chocolate, peanut butter and butter in the microwave. 
Add the mix to the bag of cereal and shake until the sugar covers 
everything. Put it in the fridge to harden.

ben addonizio | photo editor
Instead of being limited to the food provided by the dining halls, by taking certain ingredients it can be turned into gourmet cuisine in the comfort of a dorm room.

dinnerdinnerdinner
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collings
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

megan lange | staff photographer
isaac collings has battled through injuries in his time at SU, missing 47 games since the start of the 2003 season. His best sea-
son came 2005 when he started all 19 games for the Orange and led the team with five assists.

2007 Record
W	 L	 T
6 8 4  (3-8-0)

Key Losses
M Luis Martinez, D Brad Peetom, D Aaron 
Bonser, D Ryan McCormick

Key Returns
F Hansen Woodruff, F Kyle Hall, GK Rob-
ert Cavicchia, F Tom Perevegyencev

Outlook
       Syracuse did not lose in its first 
seven games, but went 3-7-1 in the final 
11 games. The Orange looks to string 
together an entire season of quality play 
and has the talent to do so. It returns all 
but three starters from a year ago, includ-
ing its top five scorers. Last year, SU went 
toe-to-toe with eventual NCAA runner-up 
Ohio St. and has already tied tournament 
qualifier Colgate this season. 
       Goalie Robert cavicchia returns for 
his senior campaign, 4th in the program’s 
history in goals against average. The 
defense in front of him will look differ-
ent from last year, as the team lost three 
starters. To fill out the defense Brien 
chamney and Pete Hill were moved from 
midfield to the defense.

Collings Career 
statistiCs
Year	 pLaYed/	sTarTed	 GoaLs	 assisTs	 poinTs
2003 Did not play
2004 17/17 2 3  7
2005 19/19 1 5  7
2006 4/4 1 1  3
2007  Did not play
2008 2/0 0 0  0

I want to make the most of it. A couple of months 
ago, I was thinking there is no way I’m coming 
back, college soccer is done for me.”

*  *  *

 Oriskany High School (N.Y.) needed a win 
to reach the Section III tournament. To do so, it 
would have to defeat its biggest rival, Herkimer 
High School. It was a cool night, and plenty of 
people were in attendance — the perfect recipe 
for a rivalry game.

 Oriskany won the game behind its captain 
at the time, who finished his career with 91 
goals and 91 assists. The captain, of course, was 
Collings. 

 “Isaac played midfield for us that game, and 
he was just dominating everybody out there,” 
said former Oriskany High School coach Keith 
Bremiller, who worked with Collings his senior 
season. “Everybody was just in awe. It was the 
coach’s dream where everybody on the team 
played well, and Isaac was always the leader in 
our games.”

 From a young age, Bremiller said, Collings 
was always around soccer. He remembered how 
during his brother’s indoor soccer games as a 
youngster, Collings used to come stand at the 
mid-line and just shoot balls at the goals. Nine 
out of 10 times, Collings would score.

 Collings would go on to graduate from 
Oriskany as a McDonald’s High School All-
American. Life could not be better for him on 
the soccer field.

*  *  *

 He had never been seriously injured before. 
Maybe some twisted ankles and stuff like that, 
but never anything serious. But this was a seri-

ous injury.
 As a member of the United States U-18 

national team, Collings tore his left ACL during 
the summer of 2003 — just before he was sched-
uled to become a Division I college player.

 “It was really tough,” said Collings, now 23. 
“It really sucked. That’s what you look forward 
to about college, getting that first year and 
proving yourself as a freshman, but it was 
unfortunate.”

 The injury kept him out for the first season. 
He finally donned the Orange as a redshirt 
freshman in 2004 and played a full season in 
2005. In that stretch, he started all 36 games for 
SU and scored three goals and had eight assists. 
He led the Orange in assists in 2005 and was tied 
for second on the team in points in 2004. 

 He continued to play well into the 2006 sea-
son. In the first four games that year, he scored a 
goal and had an assist. Collings was the force he 
expected to be when he came to Syracuse.

 But injuries would strike again.
 In the fourth game against Georgetown, Col-

lings injured his left knee again. It was another 
torn ACL.

 “We were just getting into the season and 
starting to play well and to have a player like 
that go down was definitely a big blow,” said 
senior teammate Spencer Schomaker. 

 Collings sat out the rest of the season, but 
was ready to play the following year. He played 
during the summer and rehabilitated his knee. 
He was ready for one last season. 

 Unfortunately, his right knee was not. 
 He tore his right ACL this time and would 

have to sit out another season.
 “The third time, it was just unbelievable 

when it happened,” Collings said. “I was think-
ing there is no way this can be happening, the 
third time before my last season.”

  After missing the 2006 season, Collings 
had been sidelined for 47 games in his Syracuse 
career. His time to shine on the collegiate level 
was shrinking — as well as any hopes to play 

professionally.
 “The injuries definitely shattered some 

goals I was going for,” Collings said. “The first 
year, I wanted to start in those games, and I did 
that. I then really wanted to start making a huge 
impact after that, and it was going well until the 
injuries, and it’s unfortunate.”

*  *  *

 Hanging up the boots. Quitting. The option 
of ending his collegiate career at Syracuse 
crossed Collings mind during his tenure. With 
his graduation and the real world approaching, 
calling quits to what had been an injury-plagued 
college career became a viable option.

 He knew he could apply for a medical red-
shirt, but that was a just-in-case scenario. He 
would need graduate school. He wasn’t planning 
on coming back. He graduated with a bachelor’s 
degree in biology in December. 

 Others were planning on his return.
 “It took some time before we even 

approached the subject of him returning to play 
and whether or not he’d be eligible to play and 
getting a waiver for him to play,” Foti said. “He 
was just so down in the dumps about not being 
able to play last year that it wasn’t something 
that we brought up, and eventually over time, 
we saw that through the rehab he was going to 
recover and that he is going to be able to play.”

 Foti and Collings talked about graduate 
school and how he could play one more season 
for the Orange. Foti’s confidence lifted Collings’ 
spirits.

 After graduating, Collings went to visit his 
family and got a job in Tampa, Fla. He continued 
to rehab his knee, but didn’t know what he was 
working for. 

In May he got a phone call from Foti that gave 
him a reason to keep working.

 Collings had been accepted to graduate 
school at Syracuse, where he now studies sci-
ence education. He could continue to play soc-

cer. After times considering whether to quit, 
Collings could have one last year with the 
Orange.

 “I was really excited as it just seemed too 
good to be true,” Collings said. “I just wanted 
to take it one day at a time because I knew that 
it happened twice before with me while I was 
training in the summer while getting ready for 
the fall.”

*  *  *

 He moves around the field, calling for the 
ball. He makes several passes to his teammates, 
but nothing special. He sprints, but seems to be 
playing within himself. It’s not until with more 
than 11 minutes in the half that he dazzles the 
crowd.

 He gets the ball at the top of the box, moves 
the ball between several defenders and fires a 
shot at the goal that is blocked by the defender. 
It could have been the perfect welcome back 
moment, but there is plenty of season left for 
that. He plays out the rest of the half in a 3-0 vic-
tory over Canisius and sits the second half. It is 
enough for the first game.

 When healthy, Schomaker said Collings 
brings quickness, speed and power to the mid-
field. On this night, the quickness with his feet 
and power seems to be there, but the speed will 
come later.

 He still has ambitions of possibly playing 
professionally later, but for now, playing in front 
of students and fans at the SU Soccer Stadium is 
enough. It’s one last chance at ending his career 
on the right foot. One last chance to fulfill the 
promise he brought to Syracuse.

 “I’m not going to turn it down,” Collings 
said. “I’ve been playing my entire life, that’s 
what I’m here for. The real world is waiting for 
me, and it will still be waiting for me when I’m 
done playing. I’m only young once, and I have to 
go through with this.”

mrehalt@syr.edu
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By Meredith Galante
Asst. Copy Editor

To George O’Leary, playing South Florida 
seems like a “natural game” to have on the 
schedule.

 Even though Central Florida has been man-
handled recently by No. 17 South Florida, the 
Knights’ head coach is disappointed the UCF-
USF series will come to an end Sept. 6, at Bright 
House Networks Stadium in Orlando, Fla. The 
four-year contract between the two teams ends 
this season, and there has been little indication 
a new deal is in the works.

 “That is not my decision,” O’Leary said in 
reference to the series ending. “People just have 
more interest in a conference game because 
more is on the line.”

 USF head coach Jim Leavitt wants his team 
to consider the UCF game an important one. 
However, Leavitt seems somewhat less emo-
tional about the final meeting with UCF (1-0).

 “It’s been talked about a lot why the series will 
end this season,” Leavitt said. “I’m just focused 
on playing this Saturday. UCF is the conference 
champs, and the game will be a challenge.”

 This season, South Florida (1-0), was ranked 
in the preseason polls for the first time in the 
program’s history at No. 19.

 After destroying the Knights last season, 
64-12, the Bulls seem to have little to gain from 
the match up. South Florida has defeated UCF 
by an average of more than 25 points in the 
series.

 Still, O’Leary praised non-conference 
games like the ones against USF because 
“those are the games that get you the respect 

that you want from the country.” Since South 
Florida is nationally ranked, playing well 
against its rival could give O’Leary’s team 
extra credibility.

 Leavitt does not have any doubts about his 
team playing on the road, in the Knight’s new 
stadium. South Florida has the potential to 
sweep the fourth and final game in the series.

 “I would think their students will be fired 
up, but so will ours,” Leavitt said. “Concern is 
the not word, as much as excited is. It’s a heck of 
a challenge. They are going to be ready to play. 
Our guys are excited. For both teams, it’s a great 
opportunity.”

 O’Leary’s game plan is simple – keep the 
Bulls’ junior quarterback Matt Grothe in check. 

 “I think he is a very good football player who 
makes good decisions and has good control of 
what is going on out there,” O’Leary said. “He 
has hurt us more on key downs running the 
ball, more so than passing. The key is keeping 

him in check. Their teams goes as he does, and if 
he struggles, so do they.”

 Grothe completed 15-of-28 passes for 212 
yards and two touchdowns in the Bulls’ romp 
last year. The multi-dimensional quarterback 
also ran for 100 yards and two more scores. 

 In South Florida’s 2006 win, Grothe threw 
for 302 yards as a freshman. It was the last time 
the teams met in Orlando and was also the Bulls 
slimmest victory at 24-17. 

 Both teams won their opening game of the 
season. South Florida trounced Tennessee-
Martin, 56-7, while UCF shut out South Carolina 
State, 17-0.

 The Knights hope it can carry that momen-
tum Saturday when the team faces the Bulls.

 “Jim has done a great job as far as getting 
them to play to the echo of the whistle. I thought 
we had not done that,” O’Leary said. “We had an 
opportunity two years ago and fell short. It is a 
60-mintue game, and we have to sustain.”

Cards give one away
Louisville lost its season-opener to Kentucky, 

27-2. The Cardinals had five turnovers which 
Kentucky scored 21 points off of.

 “It was a tale of two teams not running the 
football well,” said Louisville head coach Steve 
Kragthorpe. “We never got our offensive estab-
lished to get into the plays we wanted.”

 It wasn’t all bad. Kragthorpe was happy with 
the defensive end of the game. The Cardinals 
started three linebackers who were not around for 
spring practice and who didn’t see a snap before 
the opening game against Kentucky. The Wildcats 
rushed the ball 33 times only for 63 yards.

 “When you don’t score on offense, it’s pretty 
simple — you didn’t play well,” Kragthorpe 
said. “We have to run the football better if we 
are going to be a good offensive team. On the 
defensive side, the defense controlled the line of 
scrimmage very well.”

mkgalant@syr.edu

not allowed to comment on prospects. 
 But Jamieson said Tuesday that he has 

been attending class since Aug. 25. He finished 
his final classes at OCC in mid-August, and his 
name is listed in Syracuse University’s online 
directory as a freshman in The College of Arts 
and Sciences. He plans to study communica-
tions and rhetorical studies. 

 “It’s a lot different from OCC,” Jamieson 
said about campus life. “It’s a lot bigger, a lot 
more people. But everybody seems pretty nice, 
pretty friendly. All the guys are team are pretty 
nice, off the field anyway. 

 “We’ll see how much they slash me once we 
get on the field.”

 Jamieson would join a recruiting class — 
already ranked No. 4 in the nation by Inside 
Lacrosse magazine — bolstered in August when 
two Big East players also transferred to Syra-
cuse. 

 Sophomore John Lade left Villanova to join 
the Orange, while senior Scott Kahoe arrived 
from Georgetown. 

 Lade was a first-team All-Colonial Ath-
letic Association pick and played on the gold 
medal-winning United States U-19 lacrosse 
squad this summer. Kahoe started twice for 
the Hoyas last year after missing 2007 with a 
shoulder injury.

 Lade will participate in fall practice, Morri-
son said. Kahoe will as well, barring a physical. 

 But neither brings the profile of Jamieson, a 
star at both OCC and on the Canadian Junior A 
indoor circuit, where he played with Sid Smith 
on the Six Nations Arrows. He comes to campus 
with sterling statistics — 237 points in two 
seasons at OCC — and a bundle of championship 
hardware, the 2007 National Junior College 
Male Athlete of the Year Award included. He is 
the only lacrosse player to win the award since 
its inception in 1992. 

 Jamieson could be a panacea for a team look-
ing to replace its leading scorer, Tewaaraton 
Trophy-winning attack Mike Leveille. 

 “Cody is probably the most complete lacrosse 
player I’ve ever seen,” said OCC head coach 
Chuck Wilbur. 

From Six Nations to Syracuse
Syracuse recruited three standouts from OCC 

following the 2007 season: Jamieson, defender 
Sid Smith and midfielder Kent Squires-Hill. All 
three also played together for Six Nations. 

 It made sense. The Lazers won its second 
straight junior college title that year, buoyed 
by flashy players like Jamieson that succeeded 
in the tighter confines of the Canadian box 
lacrosse game. The Orange slumped to a 5-8 
season and missed the playoffs for the first time 
in 25 years. 

 The OCC players were supposed to jump-
start the Orange. But it didn’t work out that 
way. 

 Smith had more credits than Jamieson and 
Squires-Hill when the three were recruited. He 
arrived on campus last fall and anchored the 
championship defense this spring. Squires-Hill, 
on the other hand, did not have enough credits 
to enroll for the 2008 season, and Jamieson 
choose to wait for this fall as well. 

 “Kent and him are like brothers,” Wilbur 
told Inside Lacrosse last December. 

 But on April 28, Squires-Hill was charged 
with second-degree murder in the strangling 
death of 21-year-old Tashina General. He was 
arrested by police from the Six Nations reserve 
and placed in police custody. 

 A statement from OCC at the time said that 
Squires-Hill “voluntarily withdrew” from the 
school last April. 

 Jamieson continued on, however, taking 
classes at OCC and playing for Six Nations this 
summer. Now he has enrolled at SU — and he 
might be the best of the bunch. 

 Wilbur gushes about him. About his speed. 
His off-ball play. His riding. His passing. And 
about his finishing, so deadly from the left side.

 “One on one,” Wilbur said, “he’s almost 
impossible to stop.”

 Jamieson spurned potentially becoming a 
top selection in the National Lacrosse League 
entry draft, choosing SU instead. 

 “Growing up, you always dream of some-
thing,” he said. “And my dream was always 
to go to college and get a degree. No one in my 
family’s ever gone to college. Well, a couple 
people have gone to college, but nobody’s got a 
degree.” 

 And playing on the field? That role will 
develop with time. 

 “Whatever I can do to help this team win 
another championship,” Jamieson said. “That’s 
the final goal.”

ramccull@syr.edu
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In-state rivals 
square off in 
final game of 
4-year series

jamieSoN
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

photo courtesy of central florida athletic department
central florida (left) and south Florida will end their four-year series this saturday. No.17 south Florida has won the last three 
meetings between the squads, including a 64-12 victory last season in which UsF QB Matt Grothe had four touchdowns.
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By John Clayton
SportS Editor

Greg Robinson generally shuns hitting during 
practice. 

 The Syracuse head coach would rather 
avoid the risk of his players getting hurt and 
missing game action.

 There’s a flip side to that strategy. When 
the Orange defense entered its season opener 
Saturday at Northwestern, it had gotten few 
chances to actually work on tackling during 
summer camp.

 The rustiness showed. Syracuse’s 
defenders repeatedly whiffed during the 
second half of Saturday’s 30-10 defeat, 
allowing the Wildcats’ offense to take con-
trol of the game.

 “We had a number of missed tackles,” 
Robinson said during his Tuesday press 
conference. “These missed tackles were 
situations when we had three or four people 
around the football making contact. But 
sometimes, they made contact with each 
other as opposed to make contact with the 
ball-carrier.”

 Robinson also speculated his tacklers were 
over-excited about their first game and were 
“trying too hard.”

 Many of SU’s tackling woes came against 
Northwestern tailback Tyrell Sutton, who 
terrorized the Orange to the tune of 185 all 
purpose yards.

 Sutton and the rest of Northwestern’s 
offensive weapons repeatedly got past the first 
and second levels of the Syracuse defense. 
Hence why two of SU’s top three tacklers were 
its safeties, senior A.J. Brown (11) and sopho-
more Randy McKinnon (8).

 “We made some mental errors,” said line-
backer Mike Mele, who had seven tackles. 
“Technique wasn’t that great, tackling. We 
just got to improve.”

 But how exactly does the Orange fix its 
tackling deficiencies before Saturday’s home 
opener against Akron?

 One thing’s for sure. Robinson won’t devi-
ate from his practice philosophy.

 “I just don’t know you can go live enough,” 
Robinson said. “Maybe that’s just my paranoia 
of getting too many people get banged up 
during camp ... I think that film really is some-
thing that can help our players.”

 He better hope so. Akron’s offense, though 
a far cry from Northwestern, showed some 
flashes in its opening day loss, 38-17, at Wis-
consin. In particular, Zips quarterback Chris 
Jacquemain went 22-for-36 for 227 yards and a 
pair of touchdowns.

 For now, Robinson’s confident the defense’s 
performance against Northwestern was a hic-
cup.

 “We will be (a good tackling team),” Robin-
son said. “I know we will.”

Tailback talk
Once again, Robinson endured more ques-

tions about his team’s crowded running back 
corps.

 And once again, Robinson played coy, 

refusing to divulge any information about 
how Syracuse will handle its tailback situa-
tion Saturday.

 For now, indications are Curtis Brinkley, 
Delone Carter and Doug Hogue will once again 
split the load almost evenly.

 “The running back situation will take 
care of itself,” Robinson said. “ … One thing I 
will say is this: the one concern I didn’t have 
was at the running back position. I thought 
we had productivity. If it isn’t broke then 
why try to fix it?”

 That sort of talk likely won’t satisfy any of 
the three tailbacks. After Saturday’s defeat, 
Carter expressed his frustration with the situ-
ation, saying the coaching staff would eventu-
ally have to make a decision on who would 
play more.

 Brinkley seemed to echo those concerns 
Tuesday.

 “Obviously, in a perfect world, it’d be this 
person is the starter, and we play him until he 
gets tired, but honestly I really don’t even care 
no more,” Brinkley said. “It’s frustrating, to be 
honest with you. But I can’t deal with it. That’s 
not my say.”

 In other personnel news, Robinson refused 
to discuss whether he’d consider starting 
sophomore Jonathan Meldrum at tackle 
against Akron. Starting right tackle Corey 
Chavers was burned multiple times during the 
Orange’s opening day loss.

Opening day festivities
Syracuse will honor several of its athletes 

during Saturday’s game. At the end of the 
first quarter, Orange basketball head coach 
Jim Boeheim and women’s soccer coach 
Phil Wheddon will be honored for their 
accomplishments in the Olympics. Both won 
gold, Boeheim as an assistant on the U.S. 
men’s basketball team and Wheddon as goal-
keeper’s coach on the U.S. women’s soccer 
squad. 

 At halftime, SU will honor the 2008 men’s 
lacrosse national championship team. The 
team’s championship banner will be unveiled.

jsclayto@syr.edu
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Tackling top priority as SU 
defense prepares for Akron

rachel fus | staff photographer
curtis brinkley rushed for 37 yards on six carries in a starting effort against 
Northwestern. the starting tailback for Saturday’s game against Akron is uknown.

that started the game,” Robinson said Sunday. 
“It was really too close to call on any of them, 
but Curtis was the senior football player. I told 
all three of them that was for this game and 
where we go from there will be determined this 
week.”

 For Brinkley, though, seniority may be a 
slight, a favor insulting. Concessions are for 
the fifth-year walk-on hoping to steal some 
playing time on Homecoming. They’re for the 
third-string quarterback in a 40-point blow-
out. They’re not for one of the greatest run-
ning backs to ever come out of a Philadelphia 
high school, who battled through two knee 
surgeries and a broken fibula in a 12-month 
span.

 They’re not for a player who has started 
more games on offense than any other member 
of the team. Yet Brinkley must still face the 
fact that though he’s healthy, he’s bigger and 
stronger, he practiced with the first team all 
during camp, and he’s been “the guy” before, 
the opportunity to be “the guy” again may have 
evaporated as a Buffalo defender came crashing 
down on his right leg last October.

 “Emotionally and physically” painful was 
how he described missing the last four games 
of 2007, hobbling on crutches with eight screws 
and a plate holding together a leg that once 
broke Philly’s high school rushing record. Yet 
he refused to call it a career. He refused to give 
up his desire to be a Big East starting running 
back again.

 He worked his way back, through weeks of 
rehab, adding muscle, keeping quickness, main-
taining speed. He began his rehab the day after 

removing his leg cast. He worked out nonstop, 
he said, with trainers and strength coaches as 
he did the year before.

 People prayed he’d get healthy quickly then. 
This time they told him he should quit. That 
he would never be the same. That his time had 
passed.

 It would’ve been so easy for Brinkley to 
listen and acquiesce, to quit cold and drift away, 
and he even thinks about it now.

 “I could have, yes,” Brinkley said. “But 
I wasn’t raised like that. My father and my 
grandmother didn’t raise me that way.

 “I’ve got my personal reasons for why I 
wanted to come back better than I ever felt. But 
that type of stuff motivated me, too. It means 
a lot to me. It motivates me a lot when I hear 
people say stuff about me.”

 No, this is not a redemption story — this 
is retaliation. It would have been cleaner if 
Brinkley had been carted off the Carrier Dome 
turf last October and faded out silently into the 
background, but where’s the courage in that? If 
there’s nothing else to root for on this Syracuse 
football team, is it too much to applaud effort in 
the face of antagonism?

 Brinkley makes no apologies: he wants to be 
the starter this season. It’s frustrating, he said, 
not knowing whether it’s his job again or not, and 
it’s easy to understand why. He’s not the savior 
anymore — that was last season. He’s not the 
talented new face — that was two seasons ago. 

 He’s just trying to go about his business as 
the long shot, no matter what anybody says. 
He’s been a long shot before, and this time, in 
his senior season, he won’t back down without a 
fight.

Zach Schonbrun is the sports columnist for The 
Daily Orange, where his columns appear every 

Tuesday. He can be reached at zsschonb@syr.edu.

“We will be (a good tackling 
team). I know we will.”

Greg Robinson
Su hEAd coAch

Remaining SU SchedUle
sep 6  Akron
sep 13  Penn state
sep 20  northeastern
sep 27  Pittsburgh
oct 11  @West Virginia
oct 18  @South Florida
nov 1  louisville
Nov 8  @rutgers
nov 15  connecticut
Nov 22  @Notre dame
Nov 29  @cincinnati
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By Conor Orr
Staff Writer

While greeting the media after Tuesday night’s 
game against Colgate, Shannon Taylor was sur-
prised when she found out that her performance 
wasn’t just good, it was record-breaking. 

 The senior captain tallied nine points off 
four goals and an assist, 
breaking the record for 
most points in a single 
game by a Syracuse player 

during No. 18 Syracuse’s 12-0 thrashing of the 
Raiders at J.S. Coyne Stadium. 

 “I actually didn’t know that until you just told 
me,” Taylor said with a smile. “But it feels great.” 

 Taylor, who also tied the record for most 
goals in a game by a Syracuse player, opened up 
the scoring for the Orange just five minutes into 
the game, finishing off a well-placed cross by 
forward Lindsey Conrad to put SU up 1-0. 

 The midfielder added goals in the 23rd, 56th 
and 59th minutes to seal her place in the SU 
record books. 

 “Shannon’s just great,” said SU head coach 
Ange Bradley. “She holds spaces well, she’s a 
great distributor, and she has the gift to finish.”

 Not surprisingly, in a game that saw twelve 
goals scored by the Orange, Taylor’s wasn’t the 
only record-breaking performance. 

 The Orange broke a 23-year-old record for 
goals in a game, beating the former record of 10 
set back in 1985 in a victory over Rider. 

 The four goals were Taylor’s first tallies for 
Syracuse. Taylor is in her first season at Syracuse 
after transferring from Richmond. She now sits 

tied atop the team leader board for goals with 
freshman midfielder Martina Loncarica. 

 The two midfielders are leaders in one of the 
Big East’s most potent and aggressive offenses 
so far this season. 

 Tuesday, they played part in an onslaught 
of Colgate goalies, Sarah Pedersen and Kirsten 
Lalli, as SU fired off 49 shots throughout the 
game — compared to just two for the Raiders. 

 “It’s our system,” Bradley said. “It’s the way 
we set people up that makes our offense run, and 
I’m really pleased with what were doing. Like I 
said, we’re moving the ball and opening up the 
field.”

 Mariana Vernet, who scored the record-
breaking 11th goal, said the way in which the 
team won felt good after a long week of practice. 
That week included a workout yesterday, despite 
being only one day removed from an upset vic-
tory over No. 8 Old Dominion on Sunday. 

 “It feels good,” Vernet said. “We’ve been prac-
ticing all week, and we did what we wanted to do.”

 Vernet, a freshman back, added two more 
goals, giving her three on the season. 

 Although they are just two games into the 
season, Bradley is starting to take notice of her 
team’s growth in the midst of her second season. 

 “Tactically and technically, we are a better 
team (than last year),” Bradley said. “We’re 
definitely a much better team, but we wouldn’t 
have been able to be where we are without 
the work of last year’s team. That team set 
standards for to us and rewrite our history. 
And fortunately we did that several times 
tonight.” 

 The Orange emerged from halftime with 
a 6-0 lead, keeping its foot on the accelerator 
against a worn Colgate squad. 

 Syracuse kept the Raiders stretched out with 
a constant stream of steady passing around the 
18, allowing Nicole Nelson, a substitute forward, 
to sneak behind the defense and bury a slapshot 
from 14 yards out five minutes into the second 
half.

 Afterward, the rout was on as the Orange 
continued to dominate possession in the second 
half and create scoring opportunities. 

 The midfield, anchored by Taylor, Loncarica 
and sophomore Lena Voelmle, could be a major 
part of the team’s rapid growth. Combined, the 
unit is responsible for 23 points off nine goals 
this season. 

 Perhaps more importantly, though, the unit 
is playing stellar defense.

 While working in Bradley’s patented dia-
mond formation, Syracuse has only surrendered 
four total shots on goal this season, leading to 
two consecutive shutouts. That ties the amount 
of shutouts the Orange had all of last season. 

 Bradley won’t let her team dwell on the 
recent success for too long with a road trip to 
Central Michigan looming on Thursday. 

 When asked how much longer she would let 
her team celebrate the victory, the coach looked 
at her watch, grinned and shook her head. 

 “They’ve got about a half hour left,” Bradley 
said. “We have to keep moving forward ... you 
have to keep working until the end so you can 
play for a championship.”

ctorr@syr.edu 
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Strong defense 
makes for easy 
night in goal

f i e l d  h o c k e y

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
maggie befort and the Syracuse field hockey team set a record with 12 goals in a shutout of Colgate tuesday night. teammate 
Shannon taylor set a school record with nine points in the game, and tied the school record for goals in a game as well.

SU shatters records with scoring barrage

SyracUSe 12
albany 0

By Edward Paik
Staff Writer

She couldn’t break a sweat. Standing feet 
from her goal, the goalie would stand, watch 
and shout from behind the Syracuse arc.

 No need to slap sticks. She didn’t have to 
raise her pads. Heather Hess anticipated in 
vain for the shots that never came.

 “I can’t really complain,” said the senior 
goalie. “It’s obviously working, what we’re 
doing.”

 It’s what left Colgate head coach Cathy 
Foto and her team with zero shots at the 
end of the first half Tuesday at J.S.Coyne 
Stadium. On a night when No. 18 Syracuse’s 
offense broke all the records, defense led 
them to convincing 12-0 victory.

 “This defense, they barely let the ball go 
past the fifty,” Hess said. “It’s probably the 
best team that I’ve been on the four years I’ve 
been here.”

 Quick hands from the backfield gave 
Syracuse the transitions needed to counter-
attack. It was the team’s second consecutive 
shutout, and the second straight game Hess 
would not see a shot in the first half. 

 The team did not allow a shot in the 
first half of Sunday’s 5-0 shutout over No. 
8 Old Dominion in its season opener. Now, 
Syracuse remains undefeated against the 
Raiders in the past six games since 2003.

 “When we work together, we get good 
results,” said Kim Coyle, the sophomore 
back. “That allows us to communicate.”

 Regardless of Hess’s motivational shouts 
— “Pressure ball!” and “Off your left!” — in 
her empty half of the field, the eventual shut-
out didn’t come without cautious moments.

 Seven minutes into the game, Colgate 
took advantage of a timeout to move the 
ball into Orange territory for the first time. 
Their scoring stalemate seemed to break 
the 2-0 deficit when a Raider marched down 
SU’s half. But Anne-Sophie Van der Post, the 
freshman back, tipped the ball.

 “That could have been 2-1 against me,” 
Hess said.

 Colgate couldn’t respond to SU’s strat-
egy, and it showed in the box score. By the 
end of the first half SU outshot Colgate, 
24-0.

 Bradley replaced Hess for Christina 
Puggi in the second to prepare the sopho-
more for future games. 

 Foto pulled Peterson for Kirsten Lalli 
with 12 minutes remaining, but the shots 
kept pace. Syracuse would add another six 
goals on the scoreboard and 25 additional 
shots in the second half.

 Syracuse eventually gave up two shots in 
the frame.

 Two shots are a statement, said Bradley, 
that defense won the game.

 “Clearly the ball didn’t get back behind 
there but I think our defenders ... did have 
the ball in their hands quite a bit,” Bradley 
said.

 Foto, though, would have to disagree. 
Passing the chain-linked fence after the 
game, Colgate’s coach laughed.

 “You’re kidding right?” Foto said. “On 
defense, we didn’t really test them.”

edpaik@syr.edu
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

ApArtments for rent
furnished 2-8 bedroom apts/ houses.
livingston,sumner, claredon, ackerman. 469-
6665

lancaster 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/d,furnished, close, and clean! 
starts June 1.  call rich 374-9508

aVailable noW: sunny 4-bedroom apt 
furnished, on livingston ave, 3 blocks from su, 
non-smoking (315) 422-7193

large furnished houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 

2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

 John o. Williams
Quality campus area apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

              478-7548
      collegehome.com

for sAle
2 couches and 1 nice chair in great condition 
for sale. together or sold separately. best offer, 
contact terry at 637-4450 from 9-noon or leave a 
message.

Help WAnted
help Wanted for afterschool program.  days 
flexible, hours 3-5:30.  K-6 grade kids, call Mel 
besdin 445-0049

PART-TIME JOB: Cashier/Stock Person. Lom-
bardi’s imports. apply in person. 534 butternut 
street, syracuse 472-5900

PART-TIME WORK 

$14.25 base-appt. 
· flexible schedules

· customer sales/service 
· no experience necessary 

· all majors welcome 
· conditions apply, all ages 18+ 

call 434-9553 
We will be on campus accepting applica-
tions in the schine student center from 

10-2 on the following dates: 

Mon 8/25 , Mon 9/8, Mon 9/22, Mon 10/6, 
Mon 10/27, Mon 11/17, Mon 12/1

6
2 3 9

1 6 8 4
4 1 8

3 9
5 6 2

8 6 1 4
4 5 8

2

hard sudoku!

 JIMMY
 JOHNS

.COM
© 1 9 8 5 ,  2 0 0 2 ,  2 0 0 3 ,  2 0 0 4 ,  2 0 0 8  J I M M Y  J O H N ’ S  F R A N C H I S E ,  L L C

WE
 D E L I V E R!

AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS™

103 MARSHALL ST. ~ 315.479.SUBS

AMERICA'S
#1

SANDWICH
 DELIVERY

™
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T his is not a “Meet Curtis Brin-
kley” story, because that was 
done four years ago. It isn’t a 

story about Brinkley’s record-setting 
high school career, or his religious 
beliefs, or his numerous leg injuries, 
or the passing of his father. Those 
have all already been written.

 And this definitely is not a 
redemption story, because I wrote 
that, last fall, when the spotlight was 
on him and him alone.

 “Honestly, I don’t even care any-

more,” Brinkley says now in regards 
to the ongoing running back saga 
that has seized the first two weeks 
of the 2008 season. Mostly because 
he knows there’s nothing he can 
do about it. Because he knows how 
good his competitors, Delone Carter 
and Doug Hogue, are. How the fans 
clamor to see them, not the senior 
who’s already had his opportunity.

 Last fall, Brinkley had come full 
circle, as the starting tailback with 
the offense resting on his shoulders 

and the chance for a quick resuscita-
tion of a once-promising college 
career.

 But that was last fall, when there 
was hope and promise surrounding 
Curtis Brinkley, and now that inevi-
tably is gone. He started his third 
straight season-opener on Saturday, 
yet the comeback story is Carter, 
the talented athlete is Hogue, and 
Brinkley is left trying to add another 
chapter to a book that’s already been 
passed off as finished, sold and forgot-
ten.

 If Greg Robinson decides as 
anticipated to whittle his running 

back contingent down to two, it 
may well leave Brinkley as the 
one left out. The head coach hasn’t 
named anyone yet, and likely won’t 
before the kickoff on Saturday. Yet 
it couldn’t have boosted confidence 
when Robinson essentially made his 
vanilla decision to start Brinkley 
vs. Northwestern purely because of 
seniority.

 “He’s made a real effort, and 
that’s why he ended up being the guy 

By Matt Ehalt
Asst. Copy Editor

H
e bounced on his feet and waited. His coach came over to him 
and made sure he was ready for action. For the first time 
in over 23 months, he would be on the field for the SU men’s 
soccer team.

 He kicked his legs in circles and continued to get loose. The orange 
and white number seven jersey moved in the wind. The referee waited 
for the next stop of play to put him in the game. The ball went out of 
bounds, and he trotted onto the field. 

 The microphone crackled for a second.  A few moments later, the 

name that had been said so many times previously at the Syracuse 
Soccer Stadium would be said again: Isaac Collings. The clock showed 
25:37. 

 He positioned himself at midfield. The ball came back into play and 
sailed over his head. Fourteen seconds later, Collings would touch the 
soccer ball — and he was back. The sixth-year senior, who has suffered 
three torn anterior cruciate ligaments in his time at SU, was on the field 
for Syracuse for one last season.

 “It’s kind of like a second chance,” Collings said. “It’s rare what I’m 
going through grad school and stuff like that. So it’s a second chance, and 

w e d n e s d ay
september 3, 2008

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e 

Jamieson 
enrolls, close 
to joining SU
Top recruit would 
boost Orange attack

Senior Brinkley still finds himself the underdog in SU’s tailback battle
z a c h  S c h o n b r U n

just le jus

megan lange | staff photographer
isaac collings is back for a sixth season with syracuse. He has played in 42 games in his career, but has missed close to three full 
seasons due to three knee injuries. Coming into the season, Collings ranked 10th in sU history in career assists per game.

see jamieson page 16

see schonbrun page 17

see collings page 15

By Andy McCullough
EntErprisE Editor

He’s not yet a member of the Syracuse 
men’s lacrosse team, but top recruit 
Cody Jamieson is enrolled at the uni-
versity after months of applications 
and apprehension.

 Jamieson, an attack who led Onon-
daga Community College to a pair of 
national junior college titles in 2006 
and 2007, spoke with The Daily Orange 
in a telephone interview Tuesday. Fall 
practice for the defending national 
champions begins Sept. 8. 

 “Right now I’m at 11 credits — 
part-time,” Jamieson said as he rested 
on the quad in between classes. “And 
hopefully within the week, or by next 
week definitely, hopefully I can pick 
up another couple classes and be full-
time.”

 The 5-foot-10, 190-pound lefty 
from Six Nations, Ontario — who was 
recruited to join the Orange for the 
2008 season but deferred his enroll-
ment until this semester — said he 
was waiting for some paperwork to be 
cleared by the NCAA before he could 
be recognized officially as a member 
of the team. He would have two years 
of eligibility.

 The Syracuse athletic department 
could not comment on Jamieson’s 
status due to NCAA regulations, said 
Mike Morrison, assistant director of 
athletic communications. 

 Because Jamieson is not a full-time, 
matriculated student, he is still consid-
ered a prospect, Morrison said. The 
athletic department and its coaches are 

He’s still here
Isaac Collings has endured 3 knee surgeries in 5 seasons, but...

non-rev SeaSon preview pArt 1 of 5
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By Stephanie Musat
Feature editor

Wesley Miles stopped by Juice Jam 
last year just to see what it was all 
about. He happened to be in the area 

playing a small 
gig with his 
band, Ra Ra 
Riot, at Funk ‘n 
Waffles. 

 He was 
impressed with 
what he saw — a 
lot of people, good 
music. It was cer-

tainly different than the coffee joint 
where he and his band played.

By Melissa Daniels 
StaFF Writer

F or Thomas Wolfe, Syra-
cuse University isn’t just 
a workplace — it’s where 
his family is. 

 His eldest daughter graduated 
three years ago, his youngest is cur-
rently a junior and his wife is working 
on a master’s degree in social work. 
Further back, his grandfather attend-
ed Syracuse at the beginning of the 
20th century. And when his daughter 
got married to a fellow Syracuse alum-
nus last October, the ceremony took 

place in Hendricks Chapel. 
 Wolfe has been part of the Syra-
cuse community for 18 years, begin-
ning as the Protestant chaplain and 
serving as dean of Hendricks Chapel 
since 1998. He earned his Ph.D. in 
higher education at SU in 1995. This 
summer, Chancellor Nancy Cantor 
offered Wolfe the position of interim 
senior vice president and dean of stu-
dent affairs after Barry Wells stepped 
down from the position on June 3.
 “I’m very excited,” Wolfe said of 
his new role at SU. “I’m very glad to be 
at this end of the process, and very glad 
we have the new leadership in place.”
 With Wolfe serving as the leader 
of the Division of Student Affairs, the 
restructuring streamlines upper-lev-
el positions once held by Anastasia 
Urtz, Jeannette Steffes and Juanita 

Williams as associate vice president 
and dean of students, vice president 
for student affairs and associate dean 
of students, respectively. The three 
were terminated by the university on 
June 3. 
 The division now contains three 
main branches — health and well-
ness, student learning and inclusion 
and community and citizenship, all 
of which have individual directors 

under Wolfe. 
 “These groups will really nur-
ture us, as part of the essence of 
student affairs,” Wolfe said.
 Though different than Hendricks, 
Wolfe feels confident the newly struc-
tured division can become a collab-
orative force within the university. 
His familiarity with the campus has 
already proven very helpful, he said, 

thursday
september 4, 2008

hide and seek sun 
hi 80° | lo 63°

I N S I D e p u l p

Limited access
Student bands are having a hard 
time finding a place to play their 
music. Page 11

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Teaching tradition
after a stellar playing career at 
Syracuse, dan Conley is back 
as the orange’s linebackers 
coach. Page 20

I N S I D e N e w S

Housing hunt
off-campus housing 
search seminars begin 
as students sign leases 
for next year. Page 3

joey baker | new media editor
Thomas wolfe, former dean of Hendricks Chapel, replaced Barry Wells as senior vice president and dean of student affairs June 3.

No lone Wolfe
Interim dean of 
student affairs aims 
to unite campus

Former 
students 
sentenced

see wolfe page 4 see juice jam page 13

see students sentenced page 7

u n i v e r s i t y  u n i o n 

Juice Jam 
to open with  
Ra Ra Riot

two given jail 
time, probation for 
armed robbery

IF YOU GO
what: Juice Jam 
2008
where: Skytop 
Field, South 
Campus 
when: Sunday, 
noon to 6 p.m. 
how much: $10 
with Su id

WHO Is THOmas WOLFe?
■ Former dean of Hendricks Chapel 
■ replaced Barry Wells as senior vice president and dean of 
student affairs after Wells stepped down June 3
■ Served as pastor at the Four Stone Chapel in ithaca, N.Y., and 
then at united Methodist Church of Moravia in New York state. 
■ Holds a Master of divinity degree from the Pacific School of 
religion in Berkeley, Calif.

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

Let’s get together
Kevin eggleston speaks out 
on party unity. Page 5

By Megan Saucke
aSSt. NeWS editor

Two former Syracuse University 
students who were arrested in con-
nection with an armed robbery in 
February were sentenced Wednes-
day morning.
 Onondaga County Judge Wil-
liam Walsh gave Akhere and Odion 
Akhuemokhan five years of proba-
tion, including six months in jail, 
according to The Post-Standard.
 The sophomore Akhuemokhan 
twins, freshman Michael Uko and 
Brian Reyes, who was not an SU 
student at the time of the crime, were 
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: SU Abroad info. meetings

When: Egypt at noon, Germany 
at 12:30 p.m.
Where: 106 Walnut Place
How much: Free
 
What: “Onondaga Lake: Prob-
lems and Promises” lecture
When: 4:00 p.m.
Where: 113 Heroy Geology Lab
How much: Free 

What: LGBTA Fusion 
discussion group
When: 6:00 p.m.
Where: 750 Ostrom Ave.
How much: Free 

What: UU Cinemas: “Iron Man”
When: 8:00 p.m.
Where: Goldstein Student Center
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by daniel bortz

six killed in washington 
state shooting spree
A sheriff’s deputy and five 
other people were shot and 
killed Tuesday by a 28-year-old 
near his home in northwestern 
Washington state. The suspect, 
Isaac Zamora of Alger, turned 
himself in to police at the Skagit 
County Sheriff’s Office after a 
16-mile car chase on Interstate 
5. Two other people — a State 
Patrol trooper and a motorcyclist 
— were injured during the high-
speed chase. Zamora had been 
released from jail in the first 
week of August after serving 
time for felony drug possession 
and was under state supervision.

assassination attempt 
on Pakistan Prime 
Minister fails
Shots were fired at the car of 
Prime Minister Yousaf Raza 
Gilani of Pakistan Wednesday 
afternoon near the city of Rawal-
pindi. Gilani was returning to 
Islamabad after a visit to the city 
of Lahore. However, he was not 
in any of the cars in the motor-
cade. The motorcade was on 
its way to pick Gilani up at the 
Chaklala Air Base. The attack 
took place just three days before 
the country’s presidential elec-
tion. Gilani has been prime min-
ister since March after an elec-
tion win by his Pakistan People’s 
Party, the party of former Prime 
Minister Benazir Bhutto, who 
was assassinated in Rawalpindi 
last December.

Tropical storm Hanna 
strands Haitians 
for two days
After sweeping through the 
city, Tropical Storm Hanna left 
the streets of Haiti flooded and 
hundreds of people stranded 
on rooftops and upper floors 
for two days. U.N. peacekeep-
ers found the hungry Haitians 
Wednesday, though rescue con-
voys had been trying to reach 
them for days. In its wake, the 
storm killed 26 Haitians, raising 
the number killed by storms in 
the last three weeks to 126.
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the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.
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C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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T o M o r r o w 
only on dailyorange.com

n e w s

a day in the life 
The Daily Orange follows the 
ROTC activities and operations. 

 
p u l p

organization.com
A Web site to organize a college 
student’s life is now available. 

 
s p o r t s 

Zips come to the dome
A 12-page guide as SU tries to 
get first win against Akron.

s P o r T s  s C H E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 5  
vs. Central Michigan 
@ 3 p.m., Mount Pleasant, 
Mich. 
 
 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 5  
vs. Michigan State 
@ 4:30 p.m., Newark, Del. 
  
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 5  
vs. UNC-Wilmington 
(Mayor’s Cup) 
@ 5 p.m., Oneonta, N.Y. 
 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 5  
vs. Fordhman 
@ 7 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 6  
Harry Lang Invitational 
@ TBA, Hamilton, N.Y. 
  
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 6  
vs. Akron 
@ 3:30 p.m., Carrier  
Dome

T H I s  d ay  I N  H I s T o r y
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George 
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Nine black 
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blocked by 
National 
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1972

The swimmer 
wins his 7th 

Olympic 
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“That definitely concerns me. It 
makes me want to go get tested.” 

  Will Stuart
SOPHOMORE BIOLOGY MAjOR

“It makes me nervous because I’ve 
eaten at Shaw before, and I’ve seen 
people working without gloves on.”

  Sime Jurac
jUNIOR FINANCE MAjOR

P E r s P E C T I V E s
compiled by daniel bortz

Are you concerned that a Food Services 
worker was diagnosed with hepatitis A?

“I’m nervous about it because 
I don’t want to get sick.” 

  Brittany Martorella
FRESHMAN SOCIAL WORk MAjOR

“I think proper precautions will 
be taken, and the university won’t 
allow students to be put in danger.”

  Dylan Vazzano
jUNIOR WRITING MAjOR

“I’m not concerned because I’ve 
always known SU to take great 
care and safety in their students.” 

  Nicole Jimenez
GRADUATE SOCIAL WORk MAjOR

“I’m not too worried because the 
university’s open about it, and the dining 
halls are relatively clean and sanitary.” 

  Stephanie Eckelkamp
SENIOR MAGAZINE jOURNALISM MAjOR
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By Michael Boren
Contributing writer

Animal lovers and environmental 
activists will come together in the 
Thornden Park Amphitheatre Sun-
day to celebrate being environmen-
tally responsible and cruelty-free 
lifestyles with live music, vegetar-
ian food and speeches about animal 
rights.

 Syracuse Vegfest 2008, hosted by 
the student animal liberation group 
Syracuse Animal Rights Organiza-
tion, will run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

 “We’ve got a ton of speakers 
and musicians, a ton of vegetarian 
vendors (and) a bunch of cool non-
profit groups,” said Caroline Sav-
age, junior international relations 
major and SARO member.

 Bands will include Akuma 
Roots, 27, Jared Paul, Hello, Hale-
bopp! and Revision, a pop rock 
group from Ithaca, N.Y., that travels 
in vegetable oil-powered vehicles.

 “They’re not the Britney Spears 
of our age,” Savage said. “They 
all live or recommend environmen-

tally sustainable lifestyles and also 
happen to be very talented.”

 Speakers for the event include: 
Gene Bauer, the founder of Farm 
Sanctuary, a vegan farm animal 
rescue organization; Erica Meier, 
the executive director of a nonprofit 
animal advocacy group called Com-
passion Over Killing; and Colleen 
Higgins, an activist for People for 
the Ethical Treatment of Animals.

 Along with music and speakers, 
Vegfest will symbolize today’s age 
of environmentally friendly ideas 

and a move toward more healthy 
food options in Syracuse.

 “We’re celebrating the fact that 
Syracuse is ahead of other cities as 
far as vegetarian options go,” said 
Amber Coon, a freshman at the 
State University of New York Col-

By Shayna Meliker
Asst. news editor

Darya Rotblat has seen Syracuse 
University students sign a lease that 
put them in the wrong house two 
miles away. She’s helped a student 
who signed a lease giving the land-
lord permission to enter whenever 
he deemed it necessary. One student 
signed a lease that required her to 
shampoo all the rugs in the house.
 Seminars hosted this week by 
SU’s Office of Orientation and Off-
Campus Programs aim to help stu-
dents avoid these types of issues. 
Rotblat, the associate director of 
the department, is leading the ses-
sions in an effort to help students 
go through the process of finding 

off-campus housing.
 And although students just got 
to campus, they can start signing 
leases with landlords within the next 
two weeks. That came as a shock to 
Ali Baldenebro, a sophomore biology 
major looking to move off campus 
next year.
 “I thought the seminar was help-
ful, but I definitely feel rushed. I 
didn’t realize we had to sign leases 
so soon,” she said. “I’m just afraid 
of gross apartments, or creaky win-
dows that won’t open, or shoveling 
snow.”
 Rotblat said these sessions pro-
vide more education than the hous-
ing fair her department has held for 
the past five years.

 “Students weren’t getting the 
education they needed to make wise 
decisions,” she said. “This helps 
them consider if they’re ready to 
work with a landlord, or pay electric, 
water, gas and cable bills.”
 During Tuesday evening’s ses-
sion, attended by 20 students, Rotblat 
expressed concern about signing 
leases. She encouraged students to 
take advantage of a service sponsored 
by SU’s Graduate Student Organiza-
tion in which Student Legal Services 
will read through any undergradu-
ate or graduate student’s lease for 
free — even if the student only has 24 
hours to sign it.
 Despite the fact that lease signing 
for the next school year begins this 

month, Rotblat said moving off cam-
pus is a great opportunity for students 
who know they’re ready for more inde-
pendence and responsibility.
 And for students concerned about 
making the transition, there’s a new 
option for the 2009-2010 school year.
 The current construction on 
South Campus’ East Colvin Street 
will house a privately developed $28 
million apartment complex called 

t h u r s d ay
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let the search begin 
ben addonizio | photo editor

Construction of the university Village Apartments started last month. the complex will be available for students to live in next fall. 

Off-campus living seminars prepare students to sign housing leases 

see vegfest page 7

if yoU Go
What: Housing 101
Thursday: watson Auditorium, 
6:30 p.m.
Friday: 228A schine, 6:30 p.m.
How Much: Free

thornden park to host festival promoting green lifestyle
if yoU Go
What: Vegfest 2008
Where: thornden Park Amphitheater
When: sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
How much: Free

Admissions controversy
Tim Groseclose, a professor of 

political science at the University of 
California, Los Angeles, submitted 
a report Sept. 2 concerning UCLA 
taking race into account during its 
admissions process. He then resigned 
from his position on UCLA’s Commit-
tee on Undergraduate Admissions and 
Relations with Schools. Groseclose 
charges application readers with cre-
ating a loophole in the law since some 
students opt to include their race in 
their personal essays. UCLA adminis-
trations deny his claim. 

source: the daily bruin, university of California-
Los Angeles

Congo language offered
The University of California-Berke-

ley announced that classes in Nzadi, 
an obscure Bantu dialect spoken by a 
small community in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, will now be 
offered starting this semester. Not 
only has the obscure language never 
been taught on UC-Berkeley’s campus 
before, but it has never been taught 
at any institution in the world. Larry 
Hyman, the professor of the class, 
has no previous experience with the 
language, but to assist him is Simon 
Tukumu, a native Nzadi speaker. 

source: the Californian, university of California-
berkeley 

BU bomb scare
Boston University’s Emergency 

Alert system was tested Tuesday 
afternoon when a suspicious brief-
case was left unattended in Kenmore 
Square. The BU Police Department 
chose to inform students by e-mail 
only, stating that they “thought the 
best way to alert the campus was 
through e-mail.” While the alert sys-
tem does include the option of text 
messaging and phone alerts, BUPD 
decided against it. When the brief-
case was dismantled, only papers and 
audio cassettes were found. 

source: the daily Free Press, boston university 

Harvard police under 
internal probe

The Harvard University Police 
Department will be investigated by a 
six-person committee after HUPD’s 
treatment of minorities was called 
into question. In the most recent 
incident in August, HUPD allegedly 
harassed a black high school student 
working at Harvard for the sum-
mer as he tried to unlock his own 
bicycle. The conversation was “laced 
with obscenities,” one source said. In 
another incident in May 2007, HUPD 
officials went to a black student orga-
nization’s field day and asked if they 
had permission to be there. One year 
before that, a black professor was 
stopped in the middle of Harvard Yard 
and forced to show identification.

source: the Harvard Crimson, Harvard university

see off-campus page 7
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in getting the division off and running. With 
assorted new directors, having a leader who is 
known in the campus community is a benefit 
to the division’s success.
 In terms of how he’d like to see the division 
and university progress, Wolfe said he’s excited 
by the idea of Scholarship in Action and how it 
can change not only the way the university 
works, but the landscape of higher education.
 “The whole notion of the university being 
present in the world, and the world being so 
present in the university, will strengthen not 
just what we know, but who we are,” he said.
 In his temporary office in the Schine Stu-
dent Center, a lone plane propeller hangs above 
his desk. “My favorite item,” he calls it. Wolfe 
learned to fly when he was 16, and enjoys oppor-
tunities to fly small, private planes or jets. 
 “I got back into it this year,” he said. 
 He calls his family “a sailing family.” They 
take trips to Lake Ontario and the Finger 
Lakes region — some of his favorite places to 
be. 
 When referencing Syracuse, Wolfe doesn’t 
follow the ideology of “life on the Hill.” Rather, 
he says it’s more important to have a relation-
ship with the world around you if only to learn 
something more about yourself.
 “I don’t use in my language anymore, ‘life 
on the Hill,’” he said. “I think what we’re 
seeing is an old history of elitism. I think the 
boundaries of the university have changed.” 
 In his tenure as dean of Hendricks, Wolfe 
was instrumental in making the chapel com-
munity close. When he began his role as dean, 
the number of people who walked through the 
doors each year fell between 30,000 and 35,000. 
Now, it’s between 65,000 and 70,000, said Sue 
Martini, senior secretary at Hendricks. 

 “I was here at the chapel when he was 
Protestant chaplain,” Martini said. “And the 
students loved him even then. He had a good 
following and an active congregation. Then 
when he became dean, he just very quickly 
assumed the responsibilities of that position.”
 Wolfe’s leadership allowed Hendricks to 
become a place to resolve conflict, she said, 
whether it was during union issues, panel dis-
cussions or even when HillTV was shut down in 
2005.
 The chapel serves as a welcoming environ-
ment for any faith, and it was Wolfe’s goal 
as dean to build relationships between the 
different communities who gathered within its 
walls. 
 He organized interfaith trips for students 
for the past two years — one to Spain and one 
to Turkey — for Christian, Muslim and Jewish 
students to come together and travel during 
Spring Break to a destination where their 
faiths intertwined. A third trip to Israel and 
Palestine is planned for this spring.
  Kelly Sprinkle, former Protestant chaplain 
and current interim dean of Hendricks, con-
siders Wolfe both a friend and mentor who is 
valued and loved by staff and students alike.
 “What I’ve always valued about Tom is 
his strong commitment to cooperation among 
diverse groups,” he said. “Interfaith work, 
folks who may have no faith or on a spiri-
tual journey, all people are welcome. He always 
talked about the open doors of the chapel.” 
 Ever modest, Wolfe smiles a nervous smile 
when asked about his accomplishments so far 
at SU. His proudest moments are derived from 
times of conflict when both groups come out 
with a deeper understanding of each other.
 “For me, that is the most satisfying day at 
work,” he said. 

mdanie01@syr.edu

ESF strives for sustainability 
despite rising oil prices 

By Carrie Jordan
Staff Writer

The cost of oil is quickly increasing and many 
institutions, including the State University of 
New York College of Environmental Science and 
Forestry, have begun introducing cheaper and 
more sustainable ways of producing energy. 
 And it is this cost of energy that has ESF stuck 
dealing with how to exist in the same natural 
world its students study.

 Currently, it takes about 80 barrels of oil for 
one student to earn a degree, said Charles Hall, 
a professor of environmental and forest biology. 
This figure includes construction, food, electricity 
and other factors. Even breakfast in a dining hall 
uses high amounts of energy. 

 “If you want cream cheese on your bagel, that’s 
another gallon of oil,” Hall said.

 To combat high oil costs, ESF has started 
running campus vehicles on grease collected from 
dining halls. In addition, ESF is now taking advan-
tage of solar power with photovoltaics — machines 
that convert solar energy into electrical power. 

 There are also plans to use a wind turbine on 
one of the school’s remote campuses this fall, said 
Michael Kelleher, director of Renewable Energy 
Systems at ESF.

 Still, the photovoltaics do not meet design 
specifications because they produce only half of 
the electricity they were said to produce.

 “Everybody says ‘rah rah technology’ but tech-
nology is not keeping up with (oil) depletion,” Hall 
said.

 Hall and Kelleher are both on the Campus Cli-
mate Committee, a group that meets each month 
to discuss sustainability projects to execute on 
campus. 

 “We are worried about the cost of natural gas 
just like everybody else,” Hall said. “Oil is pretty 
easy to predict; we know it’s going to go way up; 
a lot of people want oil, but gas is a little harder to 
predict.” 

 Instead of using natural gas as fuel for heating 
and energy, ESF is to use wood and wind as both a 
heat source and combined heat and energy source, 
Kelleher said. 

 “We have to go after our big producers of 
carbon which are heat and electricity,” Hall said. 
“In order to do that, our long range plans call for 
trying to do that with wood, but it’s not easy.” 

 Hall said he believes the school should build a 
belt system from the railroad tracks down the hill 
from the ESF campus. This would allow trains to 
dump woodchips to be moved uphill on a belt to a 
co-generation facility to produce energy and heat. 

 However, the school has not finalized any 
plans yet, and Hall predicts such plans will not 
be put in place for another 10 years.

 ESF’s current goal is to have a carbon neu-
tral campus by 2015.

 “We’re trying to conserve regardless of cost 
just because of environmental concerns,” Kelle-
her said.

cejordan@syr.edu
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Democratic party finds peace at last

S c r i b b l e
David Saracino

“Hank Aaron, she did it. She did it! 
Right out of the park,” exclaimed C. 
Michelle Bryant of Wisconsin towards 
the end of Sen. Hillary Clinton’s speech 
at the Democratic National Conven-
tion in Denver. While I was at the 
convention, I noticed Bryant’s opinion 
was widely accepted among the other 
guests and delegates. 

 Just prior to the Democrats’ 
mass gathering in Denver, a CNN 
poll found that 27 percent of Hillary 
supporters were planning to vote for 
McCain in November. Indeed, the 
interminable feud between supporters 
of Sen. Barack Obama, the democratic 
nominee, and Hillary was beginning to 
feel like the Hundred Years’ War.

 Some saw the fact that the Clintons 
had negotiated to headline two consecu-
tive nights of the convention as a weak-
ness on Obama’s part. New York Times 
columnist Maureen Dowd wrote after 
the lineup was announced that “Bill and 
Hill were able to drag No Drama Obama 
into a swamp of Clinton drama.”

 The Clintons did bring the drama. 
They brought it in the form of inspir-
ing rhetoric and seemingly authentic 
endorsements of the nominee, as well 
as Hillary’s theatrical releasing of her 
delegates to Obama onto the conven-
tion floor. Both went all out to convince 
their supporters to vote for the Illinois 
senator, and based on reactions on the 
floor and here at Syracuse University, 
they just might have succeeded.

 Members of the SU Hillary for 
President group, Hillblazers, agreed 
that Hillary’s speech was instrumental 
in uniting the party. Melissa Marrone, 
a graduate student in the College of 
Human Ecology, was one of Hillary’s 
more fervent supporters. When Hillary 
asked “Were you just in it for me?” 
it registered to her as “the unifying 
moment” of the convention. 

 Michelle McClafferty, a senior 
policy studies, religion and sociol-

ogy major, attended the convention 
and watched Hillary speak live. The 
words of the Clintons and the unifying 
experience of the convention energized 
her support for Obama: “I am ready to 
campaign for Obama in place of Hill-
ary,” she said.

 Matilda Garcia, 89, a delegate at-
large from Tampa, Fla., had pledged 
her full support to Hillary in the 
primary. She was skeptical of Obama 
prior to the convention — but after 
Hillary’s floor speech, she told me she’d 
reconsider.

 The Gallup Poll conducted just 
after the convention and during Labor 
Day weekend showed that support for 
Obama had blossomed to 50 percent 
compared to McCain’s 42 percent. 
These numbers taken right after Gov. 
Sarah Palin was announced as Sen. 
John McCain’s running mate, could 
be seen as a brazen attempt to attract 
disgruntled Hillary supporters. 
Apparently, that goal has not been 
accomplished — Hillary’s supporters 
may still be disappointed, but they are 
disgruntled no more. 

 The Clintons have successfully 
passed the torch to Obama while still 
keeping the fire burning in the hearts 
of their supporters. The party is ener-
gized and united behind its candidate, 
and come January, this unity should 
bring Obama into the White House. 

Kevin Eggleston is a bi-weekly 
columnist for The Daily Orange. His 

columns will normally appear every other 
Monday. He is a junior political science 

and television, radio and film major and 
can be reached at kmeggles@syr.edu.

k e v i n  e g g l e S t o n

still smitten with bill clinton
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By Tory Marlin
Staff writer

Hurricane Gustav’s postponement of Republican 
National Convention events in Minneapolis-St. 
Paul didn’t change Syracuse University College 

Republican Nick 
Johnson’s goal 
for the week. 

 “We  have 
a message that we 
have to get across 
in three nights 
instead of four,” 

said Johnson, a junior on the executive boards for 
both College Republicans and Students for John 
McCain. “People need to know who John McCain 
is.”

 Republicans at the convention and at SU are 
making sure this week still counts for them, he 
said. 

 Most major speeches at the GOP convention 
were rescheduled, including those of President 
George W. Bush and Sen. Joe Lieberman, but 

some observers worry about the effect of the 
schedule changes on the convention’s success.

 SU sophomore Caitlyn Schneeweiss said 
she is concerned the changes in the convention 
agenda will make it difficult for viewers to know 
when to tune in.

 “It’s kind of hard to keep up with the sched-
ule because it seems like it’s changing on an 
hourly basis,” said the political science major, 
who is the secretary of SU’s chapter of College 
Republicans and co-chair of Students for John 
McCain. “Some of the people I talked to didn’t 
even know McCain was speaking on Thursday.”

 Eli Saslow, an SU alumnus and former Daily 
Orange sports editor, covered both parties’ con-
ventions this summer as a reporter for The Wash-
ington Post. He said the mood in the Twin Cities 
earlier this week was dramatically different from 
that of the Democrats’ last week in Denver. 

 “So far, at least, it hasn’t had the same 
energy,” he said. “The change has definitely 
sapped some of the momentum out of the week.”

 Still, Saslow said Republican Party mem-
bers and delegates are happy with the decision 
to postpone convention activities, despite any 
potential negative consequences. 

 “Republicans feel like they’re really proud 
of the restraint they’ve shown here,” he said, 
adding that party members believe this is a 

good demonstration of McCain acting on the 
convention’s theme of “Country First.”

 Republican Johnson agreed. 
 “It was the right thing to do,” said Johnson, 

a political science and international relations 
major. “How can you have a national party 
when there’s a natural disaster going on?”

 Political science professor Daniel Hayes said 
he doesn’t think the schedule changes will affect 
the overall campaign. 

 “The opportunity to reach out to hurricane 
victims was a benefit to the party,” he said, pre-
dicting higher levels of enthusiasm as the week 
continues.

 Republicans and McCain supporters at SU 
still have a chance to share excitement about the 
convention from campus. College Republicans 
and Students for John McCain are co-hosting 
a convention-viewing party tonight to watch 
Sen. McCain accept the nomination and help 
interested students get involved in the cam-
paign. The event will occur at 8:30 p.m. in Hall 
of Languages Room 207.

 “We’re still trying to do something from 
here,” Schneeweiss said. “We’re trying to roll 
with the punches and make sure that the mes-
sage still gets out there.”

 With only 60 days until voters head to the 
polls, Hayes said there is work to be done. 

 “McCain needs to continue to make the 
argument that he is a good choice, not just that 
Obama is the wrong choice,” he said. “He has 
to reach out to Americans and convince them 
that he’s the right candidate to solve their prob-
lems.”

 SU students like Johnson and Schneeweiss 
are working with the McCain campaign to 
deliver this message to the campus and the 
Syracuse community. Both College Republicans 
and Students for John McCain are working in 
the DeWitt area to bring voters out on Election 
Day in support of the Republican Party, John-
son said.

 “The nature of this campaign has piqued 
a lot of interest in politics,” Schneeweiss said. 
“We could be a major influence on whether 
McCain wins this county.”

 Saslow agreed that this is a good time to 
be involved in politics. “This election is really 
exciting because a lot of people really care and 
that’s something you really see in the conven-
tions,” he said.

 Schneeweiss emphasized the rol students 
can play in government by getting involved in 
the campaign: “We could look back on this and 
say we actually made a difference in the presi-
dential election.”

vlmarlin@syr.edu
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Members stay updated 
on key speeches, 
candidate addresses

e l e c t i o n  2 0 0 8

Student Republicans adapt to convention schedule changes

IF YOU GO
What: McCain’s speech- 
viewing party 
Where: Hall of Languages 
room 207
When: tonight, 8:30 p.m. 
How much: free
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lege of Environmental Science and Forestry.
 Savage said she believes Syracuse can 

“rebuild itself as a green city,” and Vegfest 
celebrates that potential.

 She added that the push to go green rep-
resents a transformation in the area, which, 
according to Onondaga Lake Partnership, 
is still recovering from the large amounts 
of waste and sewage dumped into Onondaga 
Lake during Syracuse’s industrial prime.

 “There’s a real revolution in Syracuse,” 
Savage said. “We’ve got this culture of peo-
ple who are interested in green living. If we 
can just show other folks it’s easy to live a 
vegetarian life, we can rebuild a city that’s 
greener and more sustainable.”

 SARO members said Vegfest would be a 
community event suitable for families and 
students.

 “The social events really allow you to 
connect with other like-minded people on 
campus,” Coon said.

 In the five years since its creation in 
2003, SARO has been fighting animal cru-
elty and working for a greener lifestyle to 
spark a change in post-industrial Syracuse. 
It has combined its efforts with several local 
and national campaigns, from Syracuse to 

Antarctica.
 In early 2004, the group successfully 

removed Georgios Furs out of the Carousel 
Center through a petition signed by 300 peo-
ple. And in 2005, SARO members traveled to 
Antarctica to fight illegal whaling with the 
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society.

 Coon said SARO is not just a group about 
animal cruelty and going green, but it deals 
with other types of oppressions in society as 
well.

 “We talk about how animal issues are 
connected with other forms of oppression,” 
Coon said. “We’ve done events dealing with 
anti-hunger and anti-racists and participat-
ed in all these other groups because oppres-
sions are connected. We need to work on all 
ends of those.”

 This year, the group plans to publicize 
its views on oppressions and environmental 
friendliness through events such as vegan 
potlucks, protests, a trip to Farm Sanctuary 
and a vegan ice cream social.

 Any students interested in joining SARO 
can get involved by going to the group’s 
meeting Monday at 6 p.m. in Hall of Lan-
guages, Room 421.

 Times for both the speakers and bands 
are yet to be determined, but the list can 
be found online at vegfest.syracuseanimal-
rights.com.

mcboren@syr.edu

University Village Apartments. The location 
will include 2- and 4-bedroom apartments for 
432 upperclassmen. Freshman and sophomores 
cannot live in the complex due to the universi-
ty’s two-year on-campus housing requirement.
 SU does not own this housing. The private 
developer, Allen and O’Hara Development Co., 
is leasing the land from the university — mean-
ing students pay rent to the private company.
 David Braden, a regional director for Allen 
and O’Hara, estimated rent will cost students 
approximately $1,000 a month. This includes 
utilities, cable, Internet, heating and parking. 
The complex will have 311 parking spaces, 
Braden said. He’s in charge of this property, as 
well as others at the University of Louisville 
and the University of Cincinnati.
 The two-bedroom apartments have two 
bathrooms, and the four-bedroom apartments 
have four bathrooms. Each apartment also has 
a living room, kitchen and washing machine 
and dryer.
 The entire complex includes five four-story 
apartment buildings and a one-story clubhouse 
with a movie theater, game room, tanning salon, 
study room and fitness area.
 Eric Beattie, director of SU’s Office of Cam-
pus Planning, Design and Construction, said 
this project — which broke ground last month 
— has been an opportunity for his department 

to see how a private developer works.
 “The timing is different — they move very 
quickly,” Beattie said. “And in this instance, the 
developer owns and operates the entire facility. 
They’re responsible for hiring their own people 
— maintenance, engineers, designers, builders, 
people to manage the building.”
 Beattie said there were minor issues that 
had to be worked out to comply with university 
construction standards, like the quality of the 
roof shingles. There are additional concerns 
that come along with having such a high con-
centration of students living in housing not 
owned by the university, he said.
 “The building won’t have the usual student 
life governance, like RAs and residence direc-
tors, to enforce rules,” Beattie said. “And the 
university still has to work out how much 
involvement DPS will have.”
 Braden, the regional director for the private 
developer of the complex, agreed that working 
with the university required a lot of coopera-
tion.
 “We started construction a bit later than 
we’d hoped, but for the most part, we’ve had an 
excellent relationship with the university,” he 
said.
 Allen and O’Hara Development Co. will 
start accepting housing applications from stu-
dents in a week.
 This is the company’s first property in Syra-
cuse. It owns 71 housing sites at 51 universities 
in the United States.

shmelike@syr.edu

students sentenced
f r o m  p a g e  1

arrested by the Syracuse Police Department 
Feb. 10 on felony charges of first-degree rob-
bery, first-degree burglary and first-degree 
criminal use of a weapon, as well as the misde-
meanor charge of fourth-degree criminal pos-
session of a weapon, according to SPD police 
reports published at the time of the arrests.
 Akhere Akhuemokhan, Uko and Reyes 
entered a Winding Ridge apartment at 12:25 
a.m. Feb. 9 wearing black masks and ordering 
the six students in the apartment to stay on the 
ground. Odion Akhuemokhan drove the other 
three to and from the crime scene in his white 
1999 Nissan Quest van, the Syracuse Police 
records said.

 No illegal substances were found in the 
apartment when SPD arrived at the scene, 
Sgt. Tom Connellan told The Daily Orange in 
February.
 Though the evidence against the four 
alleged robbers was to be heard before Judge 
Jeffrey Merrill at the County of Onondaga/
City of Syracuse Criminal Courthouse in Feb-
ruary, the case was waived to the grand jury. 
The grand jury was required by law to deliver 
an indictment or dismiss the case within 
six months of the arrest, The Daily Orange 
reported.
 The Akhuemokhan brothers pleaded guilty 
to attempted second-degree robbery charges in 
April, according to The Post-Standard.
 The status on Uko’s and Reyes’ cases are 
unknown.

mcsaucke@syr.edu

off-campus
f r o m  p a g e  3

   dailyorange.com
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OPEN CALL FOR COMICS!

SUBMIT YOURS TO
COMICS@DAILYORANGE.COM

ThE hUMAN CONDITION by michael scialdone | mjsciald@syr.edu

ThE PERRY BIBLE FELLOwShIP by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ThE LIFE OF BORIS by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

MICROSCOMIC by brett willard | bjwillar@syr.edu
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By Rebekah Jones
Asst. FeAture editor

C ombine the writer and produc-

er of “South Park” and “Team 

America: World Police” with 

the writer and director of “The Craft,” 

and the result is “Hamlet 2,” a film 

about tragedy, betrayal and one serious 

acid trip. 

 Set in the town of Tucson, Ariz., 

“Hamlet 2” follows a failed actor’s jour-

ney to stardom — or something like it. 

 In a desperate attempt to save his 

high school drama program, Dana 

Marschz (Steve Coogan) writes a play 

based on the biggest ‘what if’ of Shake-

spearian drama: what if Hamlet had 

a time machine and could go back to 

save his sister, wife and even forgive 

his father? Even better, what if he could 

take Jesus, Satan and George W. Bush 

with him?

 The play gets Marschz fired from 

his teaching job and starts a national 

uproar over free speech. But Marschz’s 

students’ love for drama and belief in 

their teacher makes the show a success 

— eventually leading them to Broad-

way. 

 Nothing goes right for good-natured 

Marschz, which elicits some overwhelm-

ing sympathy from the audience, making 

“Hamlet 2” more than a simple, shock-

ing comedy. It becomes a story about an 

actor’s journey from a herpes commercial 

star to a Broadway inspiration. 

 Coincidentally, the role launched lead 

actor Coogan into critical bliss, after 

years as a Hollywood “almost.”

 While he was no blockbuster mishap 

— with roles in “A Night at the Museum,” 

“Tropic Thunder” and “Hot Fuzz” — after 

20 years of acting, he has only recently 

been acknowledged as Hollywood gold. 

 Coogan’s portrayal of the washed out, 

infertile drama teacher left audience 

members delighted and brought a sense 

of humanity to his first on-screen lead. 

 Better yet, director Andrew Flem-

ing brings a colorful cast of young, 

unknown actors to the production — 

making the film all the more interest-

ing to watch. Hollywood newcomers 

Skylar Astin and Joseph Soria star 

alongside the more experienced “The 40 

Year Old Virgin” star Catherine Keener 

and David Arquette of “Scream” fame. 

The mix supports Coogan’s goofy, but 

charming endeavors. 

 Although “Hamlet 2” was marketed 

as a controversial movie mocking Jesus, 

Bush and the American Civil Liberties 

Union, at its heart the film is about for-

giveness and the struggle to accomplish 

something great.

 Of course farcical comedy, crude 

sexual remarks and humor through 

humiliation weren’t off limits. Any 

film that creates a song centered on the 

expression “raped in the face” doesn’t 

hold back much in the way of class, but 

the “wow” factor didn’t make this film 

raunchy, it made it painfully amusing. 

 For example, “Rock Me Sexy Jesus,” 

the film’s most infamous ballad, preach-

es morality through humility, under-

standing and compassion — while 

Jesus dances around in a wife-beater 

and stonewashed blue jeans.

 Overall, “Hamlet 2” did something 

most comedies can’t: it brought purpose 

to something that would otherwise be 

ridiculous. 

rdjone03@syr.edu

s p l i c e

To die, to sleep no more — 
because this time Hamlet has 

teamed up with Jesus and there’s 
no stopping this divine duo

“hamlet 2”
Directed by: Andrew Fleming
Starring: steve Coogan, Katherine 
Keener, Joseph soriax
Rating: ★   ✩✩✩✩

To ROCK

ROCK
or not to

casting call
Besides television appearances, 
steve Coogan has appeared in 
several motion pictures. Here are 
some of his most famous roles:

■ the indian in the Cupboard 
(1995) as tommy Atkins

■ ella enchanted (2004) as 
Heston the snake

■ Marie Antoinette (2006) as 
Ambassador Mercy

■ Night at the Museum (2006) as 
octavius

■ Hot Fuzz (2007) as the Metro-
politan Police inspector

■ tropic thunder (2008) as 
damien Cockburn

■ Night at the Museum 2: Battle 
of the smithsonian (2009)
still in production

Photo courtesy of Bona Fide Productions
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 4th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year at the American 
University in Cairo. Credits are SU credit and 
most �nancial aid will transfer.

Please note that applications are due to the SU 
Abroad o�ce by JANUARY 26th for the Fall 09 
semester and JULY 24th for Spring 2010.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

dailyorange.com
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the sweet stuff in the middle

t h u r s d ay
september 4, 2008

By Dan Kaplan
Asst. FeAture editor

W hen Pierson Trimarchi returned 
to Syracuse from his hometown 
of Cleveland, his two electric 

bass guitars were the first items he 
unpacked. 

 Together with roommate and fellow 
musician Mike Barnett, the sophomore 
mechanical engineering major plans on 
converting his Winding Ridge apartment 
into a rehearsal space, where the two will 
share the ultimate venture of starting a 
band at Syracuse University. 

 His transition from playing in Ohio, known 
for being a hub for rock n’ roll, to starting over 
in Syracuse was not an easy one.

 “Going to Syracuse was definitely an 
eye-opener,” Trimarchi said. “I took for 
granted how many exceptional musicians 
and opportunities there were in Cleveland 
for me. The Syracuse music scene leaves 
much to be desired.”

 Andrew Maury, a 2008 SU graduate and 
former lead guitarist of the student band 
Magic Hour, voiced a similar frustration 
with the limited musical opportunities in 
Syracuse.

 “Syracuse, as a city, has little to noth-

ing to offer for the indie-rock scene,” he 
said. “We soon got tired of what Syracuse 
had to offer. Shows just weren’t bringing 
in audiences. There is nothing waiting 
around at the venues.”

 However, the city’s recent contributions 
to the music scene say otherwise.

 In the last 15 years, Syracuse has pro-
duced successful artists from a variety 
of genres, including metal (Brand New 
Sin, Ed Gein) and rock (SU alum Pete 
Yorn). More recently, six members of SU’s 
indie-rock band Ra Ra Riot, currently tour-
ing and signed to Seattle-based Barsuk 
Records. 

 But despite the occasional success 
story, area promoters still consider the 
city’s music scene a mere blip on the 
radar.

 “Because the music scene experienced 
such a downward slide from its level in 
the 70s, 80s and 90s, not many acts feel 
that Syracuse is an appropriate market for 
them to play anymore,” said Kelly Bertog, 
director of concerts for University Union. 
He pointed to a lack of adequate venues as 
the reason.

 “On campus, we go from the 350-person 
(Schine) Underground to the 1500-person 

Goldstein (Auditorium) to the 2800-Land-
mark (Theater) to the Dome,” Bertog said. 
“There are not enough right size venues for 
this market. More venues to fill in the gaps 
would help bring in certain artists that 
might not play here normally.”

 Ryan Canavan, an independent music 
promoter and member of the board of 
directors at the Westcott Community Cen-
ter, blames music’s decline on a lack of 

By Talie Tebbi
Asst. FeAture editor

Doug MacCraw got approximately 30 
college students to get on stage and 
humiliate themselves last year. They 
drove imaginary cars, danced bal-
lets and strutted their stuff down the 
aisles of Goldstein Auditorium. 

 It comes as no surprise that he has 
been invited back for more.

 ACACIA Fraternity will host the 
comic hypnotist’s sixth performance 
at Syracuse University Friday night 

at Goldstein 
Auditorium. 
With a new 
f r a t e r n i t y 
house on 
Ostrom Ave. 
and this 
t r i e d - a n d -
true event, 
the frater-

nity hopes the class of 2012 will be 
more aware of ACACIA than previous 
classes have been. 

 MacCraw, who was a fraternity 
brother in University of Nebraska’s 
chapter of ACACIA, is a comedian-
turned-hypnotist. While his focus 
may have changed, his act continues 
to make people laugh.

 As one of the lesser-known greek 
organizations on campus, ACACIA 
hopes the recognition it will gain 
from this event can launch the group 
into the public eye. 

 Junior Matt Hagerty, president of 
the fraternity, attributes the lack of 
awareness in part to the fraternity’s 
location, but time is also a factor. 

 ACACIA came to SU in 1904, dis-
solved in the 80s and re-formed in 
2000. The hypnotist event was a big 
influence in getting the fraternity 
going again, said Tuan Nguyen, the 
fraternity’s treasurer and fraternity 
brother leading the event.

 For last year’s show, an extra 
dollar was added to the ticket price 
to raise money for City of Hope, a 
biomedical research center, to show 
support for a fraternity brother whose 
mother died of cancer. 

 This year, the tickets will return 
to their usual price of $3. The frater-
nity could have kept the price higher 
and supported another charity, but 
Hagerty said the group worried that 
people might not show up if they have 
to pay more. 

 Nguyen said, “When you see your 
ticket count at 100 — that’s what it 
was a couple days ago — it’s still very 
nerve wracking.”

 Hagerty pointed out that college 

Disappearing acts
Syracuse music scene leaves little room for growth

Hypnotist 
to charm 
SU for 
sixth time 

see hypnotist page 12 see music scene page 12

daily orange file photo
Mikey Powell and his band, Villian’s trust, perform in the Corner Bar in Armory square in February, one of the few 
places available for local bands to play in syracuse.

IF YOU GO
what: Hypnotist 
doug MacCraw
where: Goldstein 
Auditorium, schine 
student Center
when: Friday, 8 p.m.
How much: $3

What’s cOmInG at 
FUnk ‘n WaFFles
Thurs., Sept. 4
8:30 p.m. tBA $7
9:30 p.m. the Void union $7
10:30 p.m. rubblebucket orchestra 
$7

Fri., Sept. 5
12:30 a.m. rubblebucket orchestra 
$7

Tues., Sept. 9
8:30 p.m. Giant Panda Guerilla dub 
squad $10
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Stoudt’S AmericAn 
PAle Ale
5 percent alc/vol
Stoudt’s Brewing Company, Adam-
stown, Pa.
$11 per 6 pack

With the sale of Anheuser-Busch, makers of 
Budweiser, to Belgian company InBev, some 
hardcore United States beer drinkers have 
been searching for a God’s honest American 
alternative. Enter Stoudt’s American Pale Ale. 
Starting as a small microbrewery in eastern 
Pennsylvania, Stoudt’s Brewery typifies living 
the American Dream and prospering, thanks 
to its flagship beer the American Pale Ale. 
With a light, crisp taste, thick lace and deep 
color, APA is one of the finest American Ales 
on the market. Unfortunately, Stoudt’s gain 
national recognition on a Budweiser level, 
but that does not stop them from making a 
damn good beer.

dixie
4.6 percent alc/vol
Dixie Brewing Company, New 
Orleans
$10 per 6 pack

Laughing in the face of Hurricane Gustav 
in the Gulf Coast comes Dixie, one of New 

Orleans’ signature breweries and beers. 
While admirable that the Dixie Brewing 
Company has survived so many hardships 
and still produces its product with pride, it 
seems as though all the skilled brewers left 
town before the storms hit. Dixie is a sub-par 
American lager that looks and smells awk-
wardly like urine. Flatness, yeasts and bland 
malts dominate the first gulp — something 
you would expect from a 30 of Busch Light, 
not a $10 sixer.

orlio orgAnic SeASonAl 
BlAck lAger
4.5 percent alc/vol
Orlio Organic Beer Company, South 
Burlington, Vt.
$8 per six pack

It was only a matter of time before 
America’s new infatuation with organic 
food and healthy eating caught up with 
beer drinking, and Orlio Organic Beer 
Company is the pioneering force for the 
hippie beer-drinking movement. Adorned 
with an official “United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture Certified Organic” 
patch on every bottle, Orlio’s Black Lager 
tastes every bit as good as it is good 
for you. With a deep black color and tan 
foam, Black Lager has a dark, roasted 
malt bite that you would expect from a 
heavy porter, but with a light airiness and 
clean finish. Black lager is one of the bet-
ter things to come from Vermont and is 
definitely worth a taste.

—  Chris Curran, staff writer

cjcurr01@syr.edu

 thirsty thursdayhypnotist
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

music scene
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

kids tend to procrastinate, so sales are likely 
to pick up at the last minute.

 Filling the audience is a real concern for 
the fraternity. Although it has sold out past 
shows, each event is different. Nguyen has 
been watching ticket sales anxiously, hoping 
the fraternity’s four months of planning will 
measure up to years past. 

 However, since MacCraw has performed 
at SU, some upperclassmen aren’t planning 
on attending.

 Senior finance major Brian Romm 
remembers the show from freshman year, 
but won’t be in the audience on Friday.

 “I liked him, but I’ve already seen the act, 
so I’m not really compelled to go,” Romm said.

 For a fresh audience, ACACIA is target-
ing the freshman class. 

 “This is really (the freshmen’s) intro to 
Syracuse University,” Nguyen said, “and we 
want to make it a good one.”

 The event isn’t just for freshman, he said, 
but for “anybody who’s looking for a good 
time, looking for an alternative to getting 
drunk on a Friday night.”

In addition to the hypnosis show, ACACIA 
will be raffling off gift cards to Carousel 
Mall.

 The fact that it’s not a stereotypical greek 
organization event is important to Nguyen. 
In addition to sending a message about ACA-
CIA, Nguyen hopes to tell people something 
about greek life in general. 

 “It’s really a statement to all of campus,” 
he said. “That we are not the delinquents of 
SU. We are actually able to organize an event 
for people other than greek life.” 

nstebbi@syr.edu

activity in local bands.
 “There are a lot of bands from around here 

who only play in Syracuse, and I feel that is 
extremely limiting,” Canavan said. “It seems 
that only a small subgenre of the overall musi-
cal output of this town really puts in a lot of road 
time. They ought to try and get out there a bit 
and see more of the world.”

 At the same time, many people, like Wesley 
Miles of Ra Ra Riot, feel that things are looking 
up, and that many opportunities for young 
bands are available, if not in the city then on-
campus.

 “It’s so easy for a band to show up at a house 
party and play a show,” Miles said. “We played 
a few attics and second floors at SU which were 
always fun. Parties around the campus always 
were interested in having a band play.”

 In addition to the fraternity and house par-
ties, he pointed out the many steps taken by UU 
to promote campus talent. 

 Last year, UU Concerts introduced a new 
concert series in the Jabberwocky Café called 
“Artists on the Brink” aimed at showcasing 
student bands and other local talent. Each 
show filled the Café to near capacity, Bertog 
said.

 The concert board went a step further for 
April’s Block Party concert in the Carrier Dome. 
It granted local band Sophistafunk, composed of 
current SU students and alumni, the opening 
slot for headliners Fergie and Sean Kingston. It 
was the first time an amateur band had opened 
for a major act playing at SU.

 “Nurturing on-campus talent is an impor-
tant part of building a strong college music 
scene,” Bertog said. “You never know where 
some of these bands might go, so it is important 
to showcase quality talent while we have the 
chance.”

 Mikey Powell, known for his lacrosse legacy, 
came back to SU last year, not for a lacrosse 
game or media circuit. He came to play in 
Corner Bar in Armory Square with his band, 
Villain's Trust.  

 Though some degree of fame follows him 
as a lacrosse player — once at Syracuse, now 
as a member of the Boston Cannons of Major 
League Lacrosse — Powell came back to play 
music. His appearance helped bring attention 
to the music scene, attracting athletes as well 
as music.

 Bertog is keeping his hopes up for the Syra-
cuse music scene campus at least. 

 “Believe it or not, I think this might be the 
best time to be starting a band,” Bertog said. 
“If you can put a solid band together, it is likely 
you’ll be able to get some decent exposure rather 
quickly.”

 Canavan intends to continue to do his part 
at Westcott to support the music scene in Syra-
cuse. The Community Center holds all-ages 
shows most weekends, giving many new bands 
opportunities to play their first shows among 
their friends. And while he calls the future of 
Syracuse music “cloudy,” he believes there are 
always possibilities.

 “You never know what’s going to happen 
here,” he said. “Or what random kid in the 
audience is going to start a great new band 
somewhere down the line.”

sdkaplan@syr.edu
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 4th, 12:30 
SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Study for a semester or a year at Freie  
Universität in Berlin. Credits are SU credit 
and most financial aid will transfer.

106 Walnut Place / Syracuse, NY 13244-2650 / 1-800-235-3472 or 1-315-443-3471 / http://suabroad.syr.edu

dailyorange.com

juice jam
f r o m  p a g e  1

Back at Syracuse again, Miles has the chance to 
perform at the place that impressed him a year 
before. 

Ra Ra Riot is one of three scheduled acts for 
this year’s Juice Jam, sponsored by the Univer-
sity Union at the Skytop Field on South Campus. 
The other two acts are Bloc Party, an English 
indie rock band, and Talib Kweli, a rap artist.

“Funk ‘n Waffles is great place to play, very 
intimate,” he said. “But Juice Jam should be fun 
with a lot more people.”

  Juice Jam is scheduled for Sunday at 
noon. Tickets are $10 and are available in the 
Schine Box Office.

 Even though their names are headlining the 
event, the frontmen are still a bit star-struck. “I 
used to listen to Talib (Kweli) in high school so 
I’m looking forward to see him live.”

 As for Bloc Party, Miles is excited even 
though he doesn’t know too much about them, 
but “I hear good things,” he said.

 Miles isn’t the only one doesn’t know much 
about Bloc Party. Daphne Moser, a freshman 
photography major, said she might not be able to 
name the group’s songs but has heard of it and 
likes its sound. 

 Moser plans to attend Juice Jam even though 
she has never heard the other acts, including Ra 
Ra Riot. 

 “They seem pretty cool,” she said. “It might 
be something I would listen to.”

 This is also an opportunity for Ra Ra Riot to 
introduce its music to younger people at SU, like 
Moser.  Playing at Syracuse is always exciting 
for Miles, but this time, playing for such a large 
part of the school gives them the chance to intro-
duce themselves.

 “There will be people that will know us, 
but in a school there is always a turnover of 
people so the number of people who will actu-
ally remember you changes,” he said. “But we 
always have a good time.”

 Kelly Bertog, director of concerts for UU, 
said Juice Jam is the perfect time to have Ra 
Ra Riot perform because it introduces them 
to the freshmen, especially because it’s a local 
sound.

 The six members of Syracuse's own Ra Ra Riot 
have been playing concerts around the university 
area but this concert will put the band on a larger 
scale to a mixed audience, Bertog said. 

 He expects there to be a record number of 
attendants, with more than 4,000 tickets sold 
already.

 Juice Jam will be taking place at Skytop 
because of last year’s successful concert. Last 
year the concert was on South for the first time. 
In addition to the concert area, there will be tables 
sponsored by clubs and student organizations.

 There will also be caricatures, free give-
aways and plenty of food, Bertog said.

 New to this year’s concert is a field area 
where there will be volleyball tournaments and 
Frisbee games. 

 “It’s going to be place to chill and be active 
while still being able to hear the music,” he said.

 Ava Sacco, a junior computer engineering 
major, has never been to Juice Jam before, 
mostly because the music doesn’t interest her. 
But with the addition of new activities, she 
might stop by this year. 

 “I don’t really have an interest in this type of 
music but the other activities like the skydiving 
tank sound cool so I would go to those,” she said.

 Like Sacco, Miles isn’t only there for the music. 
Although he is playing, he said he still wants to 
participate in other Juice Jam activities. 

 “Last year, a lot of people were outside, and 
I remember the skydiving thing which looked 
pretty awesome,” he said. “I probably won’t do 
it, unless it’s free.” 

sdmusat@syr.edu
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jeff harwell | zips sports photography
Andre jones might play both offense and defense for Akron this season. This fall, 
Jones, who has played safety for three years, will now play at wide receiver.

Key three 
Here’s a trio of other Akron players Syra-
cuse will have to watch out for Saturday.

Chris Jacquemain — QB
After Wisconsin mounted a 17-0 lead 
against Akron last week, Jacquemain 
led the Zips back. The junior quarterback 
directed a 72-yard drive capped off by a 
touchdown pass and a late field-goal drive 
to pull the Zips within one score at half-
time. The Badgers beat Akron 38-17, but 
Jacquemain posted respectable numbers 
(22-for-36, 227 yards, 2 TD, 0 Int.).

Dennis Kennedy — RB
While Wisconsin bashed Akron for 404 
rushing yards — yes, 404 — Akron’s 
running game was miserable. The Zips 
only garnered 3.2 yards per carry, as the 
starter Kennedy only had 35 yards. If 
Akron plans on following Northwestern’s 
blueprint, Kennedy must be a force.

Deryn Bowser — WR
Bowser was Jacquemain’s top target last 
week, catching five passes for 76 yards. 
Look out for the 6-foot-2 junior, who has 
played the last two years at Los Ange-
les Harbor College where he became a 
four-star prospect on Scout.com. In two 
seasons of junior college play, Bowser 
caught 109 passes for 1,763 yards. 

By Heather Crowley
STAff WrITer

A
ndre Jones has a motto for the 2008 sea-
son: take no plays off. 

 He means it literally. Akron’s senior 
safety-turned-wide receiver is seeing 

action on offense, defense and special teams for 
the Zips this year.

 It’s rare for a college football coach to take a 
veteran player and throw him on the other side 
of the ball. Akron head coach J.D. Brookhart 
did exactly that with two of his team’s best 
returning players — seniors Jones and Bryan 
Williams. 

 Williams, the team’s leading returning 
rusher, is now playing safety while Jones, a 
three-year free safety who had 79 tackles and 
three interceptions last year, is now at receiver. 

 “It’s still just football, and they are both 
football guys,” Brookhart said. “You had all 
spring camp and fall camp to make that tran-
sition so I wasn’t too concerned. There will be 
some growing pains as there were last week. 
By the time we get to league play, hopefully 
they will be impact players on both sides of the 
ball.”

 Syracuse (0-1) will host Akron (0-1) in the 
Orange’s home opener Saturday at 3:30 p.m. in 
the Carrier Dome. Jones anticipates playing on 
both sides of the ball against SU, just like he did 
last week against Wisconsin.

 “This week they have me playing a little bit 
of strong safety, cornerback and wide receiver,” 
Jones said. “When the game comes I guess I am 
starting on offense, and when the defense goes 
out I will be right back in there again.”

 Wisconsin took care of business against the 
Zips, 38-17. Still, Williams and Jones were given 
their first game time at their new positions.

 Only one pass went Jones’ way early in the 
first quarter, but he soon saw action at his old 
position. By the second quarter Jones was back 
at safety. He forced and recovered Wisconsin 
running back P.J. Hill’s goal line fumble to 
stymie a Badger scoring threat.  

 Jones also returned a kickoff for 31 yards 
— the longest of the Zips’ seven returns. 
At Wisconsin, Jones made the rounds from 
offense to defense to special teams and record-
ed stats in all but his “official” wide receiver 
position.

 Meanwhile Williams, in his first game at 
strong safety, nabbed the game’s sole intercep-
tion. He even flashed his running back speed, 
returning the pick 62 yards from the Akron goal 

line into the Badgers’ territory. That set up an 
Akron field goal which pulled the Zips within 
one touchdown. 

 But neither switch represents the first time 
Brookhart has shifted his best players around 
the field.

 In 2004, Brookhart moved his leading tack-
ler, Domenik Hixon, to wide receiver. Hixon 
flourished at his new position, hauling in 
66 receptions to tie the Akron single-season 
record. 

 Hixon even took his act to the NFL and, 
although perhaps best-remembered for his 
collision with former Buffalo tight end Kevin 
Everett that almost left Everett paralyzed, the 
fourth-round pick eventually won a Super Bowl 
with the New York Giants.

 In 2005, Brookhart turned his backup quar-
terback Jabari Arthur into a wide receiver as 
well. Arthur caught 184 passes over the course 
of his career at Akron — a school record — and 
is now a wide receiver for the Kansas City 
Chiefs. As a wide receivers coach at Pittsburgh 
for four years, Brookhart helped develop NFL 
wide receivers Larry Fitzgerald from Arizona 
and Tampa Bay’s Antonio Bryant.

 The most difficult part of the transition 
for Jones has been running routes. Jones said 
his extensive time in the film room has helped 
him get a better understanding of the game.

  “(Jones) was a great running back in high 
school so we felt that was a pretty logical move 
because we needed a little help at the receiver 
position,” Brookhart said. “I felt that defen-
sively Bryan was recruited defensively by most 
Big East teams coming out of high school so we 
are hoping that will be a pretty good fit for him.”

 Williams, on the other hand, initially came 
to Akron to play safety. But his success as a 
running back at Valley Forge Academy in Penn-
sylvania made him the most qualified candidate 
to fill in that spot with the Zips. Last season as 
Akron’s main back, Williams rushed for 728 
yards on 152 carries with two touchdowns.

 The two nomads have forged a friendship 
out of their situation.

 “We just motivate each other, and we became 
real good friends,” Jones said. “It was funny 
because he was on offense and I was on defense, 
so we were never really together in meetings. 
The only time we got to talk was when we were 
in special teams meetings. Now he helps me out 
a lot too when I got back to the defensive side of 
the ball.”

 Akron wide receivers coach Mauro Monz 

said Jones has been strictly focusing on the 
wide receiver position since spring practice 
because he already has extensive knowledge of 
the other side of the ball. Despite still pitching in 
when necessary on defense, Jones’ preparations 
are the same as any other wide receiver. 

 “I think (Jones) has made great strides but 
he has room to grow just like everyone else,” 
Monz said. “We’re just scratching the surface 
with him because he’s an explosive player, it’s 
our job to put him in good situations.”

hscrowle@syr.edu

switch
Akron is hoping two radical position 
changes will pay off this season

double

“It’s still just football 
and they are both 
football guys. You had 
all spring camp and 
fall camp to make that 
transition so I wasn’t too 
concerned. There will 
be some growing pains 
as there were last week.”

J.D. Brookhart
AKroN HeAD CoACH
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conley
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

courtesy of syracuse athletic communications
Dan conley set the Syracuse record for most tackles by a freshman in 1990 with 126 
stops. Conley eventually earned All-Big East first team honors in 1994.

r e c r u i t i n g  n o t e b o o k

Lemon could bring depth, attitude to SU receiving corps

lobby of the Iocolano-Petty Football Complex. 
He grabbed a seat on a dark blue leather couch, 
his back facing a wall lined with black and white 
photos of Syracuse’s football All-Americans.

 Conley’s picture isn’t on this wall, but he 
came close. Close enough to understand what the 
players behind him meant to this program. He 
leaned forward on the couch as he spoke, talking 
about the No. 44 and Syracuse football, a pyramid 
to which each added their own slab of brick.

 “It’s not just about certain guys, but it’s 
about all the guys,” he said. “Everybody who’s 
ever played here, in my opinion, they played for 
that number, that tradition.”

 Now he coaches players who represent that 
tradition, laid low though it may be today. 

 He’s back at SU, hired this offseason to replace 
former defensive coordinator and linebackers 
coach Steve Russ, who left for Wake Forest. Head 
coach Greg Robinson took over the defense and 
bequeathed the linebackers to Conley.

 Most football coaches played the game, but 
Conley still looks the part. He looks like a line-
backer. Perhaps the muscles are sedated when 
they used to be supercharged, but they’re still 
there, the shoulders and trunk and quads and 
thighs all massive. 

 He coaches that way too, his players say. 
Like a linebacker. He teaches tips to remember 
schemes, how to fill up a gap quicker, how to play 
aggressive.

 But he’s more than just an old linebacker. 
Conley insists that. He’s a coach now, a 12-year 
vet who worked his way back here. He coached 
at small schools: Canisius, West Virginia Tech, 
Iona, Wagner College. He performed tasks 
menial and monotonous: lining fields, washing 
jocks, making copies. 

 When Robinson brought him in to interview 
in February, Conley had spent the past three 
years as an assistant at Wagner on Staten Island. 
He’d settled down with his family. But Robinson 
wanted him. And Conley couldn’t say no. 

 “The more time I spent with him, the more I 
really felt like he could really do a fine job for us 
coaching,” Robinson said. “And when you take 
into consideration that he played here at Syra-
cuse and overcame all the adversity that he had 
to overcome, I thought that it was a no-brainer.”

 Conley inherited a linebacker core in flux. 
Senior Jake Flaherty returned as the starter 
in the middle, with junior Mike Stenclik back-
ing him up. But former starters on the outside 
Vincenzo Giruzzi and Ben Maljovec are gone: 

Giruzzi converted to defensive end, Maljovec to 
tight end. 

 Starting in their place are sophomores Der-
rell Smith and Mike Mele. Mele is 6-foot, 218 
pounds. Smith is a converted tailback. They are 
a work in progress, caught in a haze of missed 
tackles and blown assignments in last week’s, 
30-10, season-opening loss to Northwestern. 

 But Conley’s demeanor keeps them loose, 
and his presence keeps them motivated, even 
after Saturday’s deflation.

 “Having Conley be this Syracuse legend and 
now he’s our coach, it’s just like, we just don’t 
want to let him down,” Stenclik said. “So it’s 
sort of that whole pride issue. Syracuse Orange 
pride.”

 Conley carries that with him. He talks about 
his memories of playing in the Carrier Dome, of 
trips to the Fiesta Bowl, of that time he missed 
former Colorado quarterback Kordell Stewart 
on a speed option.

 He was All-Big East twice and 11th all-time 
in tackles for the Orange. He set an SU fresh-
man record for tackles (126) in 1990. He was the 
real deal, 6-foot-2, 250 pounds with a nose for 
the football, a fan favorite and a lock to play on 
Sundays. 

 Except his right knee just wouldn’t hold up. 
 He first ripped up the knee in 1991 and had 

surgery. Thus, the birth of a pattern: Conley 
would rip up his knees and then they’d be 
repaired. The injuries kept coming during his 
career — 15 total surgeries and four reconstruc-
tions at this point. 

 But because of all the injuries, the NCAA 
granted him a sixth year of eligibility He played 
nine games that season, none more memorable 
than Nov. 5 against Miami.

 Doctors again operated on that right knee 
midway through the 1994 season. He came back 
a few weeks later against the Hurricanes with 
18 tackles and an interception in a loss. But 
the game was more than that, a test of wills in 
which the Orange shut Miami out in the first 
half before collapsing in the second. It was his 
calling card, a testament to a body so fragile 
but so resilient, the Pittsburgh kid who’d given 
everything for his team. His fans would always 
have Miami. 

 But Conley wanted more. He kept pushing, 
his hopes set on the NFL. He earned a spot at 
the 1995 Hula Bowl, the postseason collegiate 
all-star game in Hawaii. He was captain of the 
North squad and persuaded the coach to let him 
play defensive end when the starter went down. 

 He was rushing the passer with a few min-
utes to go when he tore his anterior cruciate 
ligament. Of his left knee. He knew soon after 

that his career was over.
 “Somebody once told me it’s like being a rock 

star and being the lead singer of the band, and 
playing in front of 40,000, 50,000 people day in and 
day out,” Conley said. “And all of a sudden, one 
day, it’s over. And everyone says, ‘Hey, nice job.’ 

 “But it’s over. What do you do afterwards?”
 Conley didn’t know. He wasn’t ready. His focus 

had always been on football, on the next level, 
blinders slicing everything else out of his way.

 He got a job at Tully’s on Erie Boulevard to kill 
time. He tried to latch on in the Canadian Football 
League, traveling to Saskatchewan. He lasted four 
practices. He was lost; he understood that much. 

 But then Conley caught a break. 
 George Mangicaro, the head football coach 

at Liverpool High School, needed another assis-
tant for his junior varsity team. Conley needed a 
paycheck. 

 “The very first day I was there, as little as I 
knew about the schemes,” Conley said, “I knew 
that I could teach them linebacker skills.”

 He coordinated the defense, another Syra-
cuse grad named Gary Acchione ran the offense 

and the team had a winning season. Conley 
found his direction.

 Then he caught another break. There was 
an open spot as a graduate assistant with SU, a 
chance for the big man on campus to be the low 
man on the totem pole. Conley didn’t hesitate. 
Two years later, he coached special teams and 
linebackers at Southern Connecticut State. He 
arrived at Wagner five years after that.

 Three years later, Greg Robinson called and 
Dan Conley came back to Syracuse. 

* * *
 Here’s one more quick story about Conley: 
 Eighteen years after Conley, the player, 

asked to wear 44, Conley, the coach, stood before 
a group during spring practice.

 “How many of you guys know why Elmira, 
N.Y., is important to Syracuse?” he asked.  

 The coach did. Ernie Davis — who helped 
make 44 into 44 — grew up in Elmira. About half 
the kids knew what Conley was talking about. 

 The other half? 
 They’ll learn, Dan Conley thought. 

ramccull@syr.edu

By John Sutton
StAff WritEr

Alec Lemon is a playmaker. At least he describes 
himself that way.

 The senior wide receiver from Arundel 
High School in Gambrills, Md., recently gave 
Syracuse a verbal commitment to play for the 
Orange in 2009. Lemon hopes to bring depth to 
a position that is currently in desperate need of 
an infusion of young talent.

 “I have good hands, and I rarely drop balls,” 
Lemon said. “I can make short passes into big 
plays for touchdowns.”

 That confidence could serve Lemon well 
heading into the college game, but his current 
head coach at Arundel, Chuck Markiewicz, has 
a short message for him that could temper that 
confidence.

 “Know your role and shut your mouth,” 
Markiewicz said.

 Markiewicz believes that some players spoil 

their chance to play at a Division I school 
because of overconfidence, but he doesn’t think 
this will be a problem for Lemon.

 Standing at 6-foot-2 and weighing only 185 
pounds, a quick look at Lemon might leave 
something to be desired. Markiewicz knows 
differently after three years of experience with 
the wide receiver.

 “He’s faster than he looks, he’s more slippery 
than he looks, and he’s stronger than he looks,” 
Markiewicz said. “One thing I do know is that 
when he gets the ball in his hands, he had the 
ability to make a play with the ball because of all 
those things.”

 Early in his career, Lemon has already 
shown the ability to adjust on the fly and improve 
his game. He switched from quarterback to wide 
receiver during his sophomore season. The 
transition was natural — Lemon immediately 
felt that he always belonged at receiver.

 “I felt like I was meant to be catching the 

ball, and I liked playing receiver,” Lemon said. 
“It wasn’t that hard because of that.”

 The ultimate decision to make Syracuse his 
college choice came this summer when Lemon 
visited the campus for a football camp. The day 
before the camp, Lemon toured the campus and 
found it to be a place that he could play football 
and live comfortably.

 The atmosphere of Central New York and 
the chance, as a football player, to live in a South 
Campus apartment stood out to Lemon. He felt 
that even without football, Syracuse would have 
been a good fit for him.

 Lemon is coming off an impressive junior 
season at Arundel, in which he caught 70 passes 
for 969 yards and 13 touchdowns.

 Lemon, his parents and coaches were very 
aggressive during the recruiting process. 
Lemon missed some summer workouts with his 
high school team to attend camps at Connecticut 
and Syracuse. The receiver needed to find out if 

he was actually good enough to play college 
football at the Division I level.

 Lemon got his answer when Syracuse 
offered him a scholarship.

 According to Scout.com, Lemon is one of 
four commits that Syracuse has received for its 
recruiting class of 2009. Two of the other three 
commits for the Orange are also listed as wide 
receivers.

 With the tough decision of choosing a col-
lege already over with, Lemon now turns his 
primary focus to the upcoming high school 
football season and his senior year. Although, 
he might have missed some workouts with his 
teammates over the summer, Lemon hopes to 
end with a stellar season and leave his mark on 
the Arundel football program.

 “Right now we are just trying to bond togeth-
er and get that team chemistry so that we can go 
back to work.” Lemon said.

jssutton@syr.edu
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about it because you know you’ll be cushioned 
by the sand,” Kern said.  “But if you come in and 
dive like that on the hardwood, you’re going to 
hurt yourself.”

 Beach players have to attack the ball differ-
ently and must move faster, LaMarche said. 

 The increased difficulty is what drives many 
of the players away. Not MacTavish, though.

 “I like knowing I’m the one who has to dig 
the ball no matter what,” MacTavish said. “It’s 
me and one other player who are responsible for 
the game, and I kind of like that.”

 Most of the abilities MacTavish hones 
during the summer translate well onto the 
hardwood court for indoor season. She’ll need 
those skills to replace last year’s leading scorer, 
Cheryl Cobbina, who graduated. Cobbina led 
the team with 470 kills.

 MacTavish finished second with 414 kills 
in 2007, 146 more than 2006. She also had an 
additional 72 digs and 16 total blocks in 2007 
compared to 2006.

 MacTavish returned from the summer 
stronger and fitter for the 2008 season. She 
jumped her personal best, her outstretched arm 
reaching 9-feet-11-inches, and her time in the 
mile run dropped below seven minutes.

 Two years ago, MacTavish was invited to 
a tryout and earned one of four spots on the 
Canadian team at the 2006 Bermuda Under-
19 Beach Volleyball World Championship. She 
missed two weeks of class her freshman season 
to compete in it.

 Since 2006, the Syracuse coaching staff has 
not allowed MacTavish to take such time off to 
compete.

 Though she has asked again for the time 
off, the coaches believed having MacTavish on 
the court in Syracuse was more important for 
her and the team.  MacTavish was fine with the 
coaches reasoning.

 “I was still playing volleyball and improv-
ing,” MacTavish said. “But I think missing a 
player in preseason when you’re trying to figure 
out who the team is going to work isn’t the best. 
The preseason is when you’re trying to get your 

chemistry going.”
 One of the few cons LaMarche sees in Mac-

Tavish’s beach play is in her hitting. 
 Beach volleyball forces a player to hit the 

ball around defenders, not simply at them. It 
requires more finesse and technique, rolling 
and dropping the ball to open spots around the 
opposition.

 Away from the beach, volleyball does not 
always require such plays. Sometimes MacTav-
ish just needs to swing hard at the ball and not 
worry about pushing it to a corner, LaMarche 
said.

 Beach players also usually have to adjust 
their timing and approach to the ball when they 
step back onto the hardwood. On the hardwood, 
a player gets more lift because the sand does not 
hold them down, Kern said.  

MacTavish has made the transition between 
sand and a gymnasium plenty of times. Syra-
cuse is banking on her doing it again.

 “She improves every year after playing on 
the beach,” Kern said.  “Playing on the beach 
requires you to be smarter and she’s become a 
much smarter player.  That goes with experience 
and she’s getting a lot of that playing beach, too.”

jtcaputo@syr.edu

volleyball
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

 daily orange file photo
Kacie macTavish will be Syracuse’s primary offensive weapon this season. 
MacTavish had 414 kills and 1,177 total attacks last season for the Orange.

w o m e n ’s  s o c c e r

Freshman Ramirez makes instant impression for Orange

Volleyball at a glance
Last year
W	 L
21 13 (8-7)

Key Losses
Cheryl Cobbina, Joscie Kaup

Key Returners
Kacie MacTavish, April Quigley, Sarah 
Morton, Brittany Kern

Outlook
Syracuse returns almost all of its key con-
tributors from a year ago. It returns five 
of its top six scorers and April Quigley, 
who averaged 10.81 assists per game. 
No other player averaged more than 2.39. 
The problem will be replacing the one 
player not returning: Cheryl Cobbina. She 
graduated last year and led the Orange 
with 4.15 kills per game. Kacie MacTavish 
will now be the go-to-outside hitter. She 
was second on the team with 2.71. 

Kacie MacTavish career sTaTs
       
	 Games	 KiLLs	per	Game	 Ta	 D	 D/G	
2006 95 2.82 824 278 2.93
2007 123 3.37 1177 350 2.85
2008 3 3.00 33 5 1.67

By Alexandra Rowley
STAff WrITer

The starting lineup was posted a night before 
the Syracuse women’s soccer team took the 
field for its season opener versus Albany. When 
freshman Casey Ramirez scrolled down the list 
she stood in shock. Her name was listed among 
10 veterans, she the only rookie. 

 “I was so excited to be able to start the first 
game, it was a big deal for me,” Ramirez said. “I 
went home and called my mom right away, but she 
didn’t believe me. She thought I was kidding.”

 Now, it’s no joke.
 In her first career start, Ramirez scored on 

her first shot after a pass from sophomore Megan 
Bellingham. The ball rolled into the left corner. 

 Ramirez said she would have been thrilled 
if the shot was just on net, never mind if it found 
the back of the net. Ramirez earned Big East 
Rookie of the Week honors for her efforts.

 “I feel like I’m expected to play better,” Ramir-
ez said of the accolade. “I have to live up to that 
reputation. I’m going to just keep working hard.”  

 Teammate Amanda Arcuri thinks Ramirez 
can handle the heat.

 “Casey has a real good touch and speed,” 
Arcuri said. “She still has a lot to learn because 
she’s only a freshman, but she’s doing awesome. 
I think she’ll make a big contribution all four 
years.” 

 Ramirez also tallied an assist in last week-
end’s game versus William and Mary where 
the Orange lost 2-1 at the JMU/Comfort Inn 
Harrisonburg Invitational. 

 Ramirez is unique to the team as the only 
freshman starting. At only 5-foot-5, Ramirez is 
one of the shortest players on the team. After 
being recruited for both defense and center 
midfield, the Orange saw Ramirez better suited 
at midfield. 

 “I played midfield in high school, but I 
changed to defense because I got asthma,” 
Ramirez said. “When I got here, I didn’t think 
they’d put me (at center midfield), but then again 
I’m a little small for defense.”

 Ramirez said her size works both in her 
favor and against her. As a midfielder, she is 
up against some larger defenders, but her size 
allows her to outrun a larger physique. Ramirez 
admits college players are bigger and stronger, 
but she said the preseason helped prepare her 
for the change.  Syracuse assistant coach Robyn 
Pepicelli does not see Ramirez’s size as an issue. 

 “Casey plays really quickly,” Pepicelli said. 
“She’s not a big kid, but she plays with a big pres-
ence and plays with a ton of personality.”  

 Ramirez never went on an official visit at Syra-
cuse, but that did not prevent her from returning. 
She said she was drawn to the big school atmo-
sphere at Syracuse and wanted to play soccer in 

the Big East. After being recruited by schools like 
Northeastern, University of Vermont, Rutgers 
and Princeton, Ramirez chose Syracuse. When 
she committed to SU, Pat Farmer was the head 
coach. However, soon after he resigned.

 “After (Farmer) told me he was resigning 
I was a little nervous about what that meant 
because he recruited me,” Ramirez said. “After 
that, I didn’t have any connections.”

 Ramirez said she stuck with the Orange 
because her mom told her to choose the school 
before the team, and Syracuse was where she 
wanted to be. 

 Ramirez is now an integral part of the mid-
field.

 “She’s smart and she knows what she wants 
to do with the ball before she gets it,” Pepicelli 
said. “She’s very unpredictable; people don’t 
know what she’s going to do.” 

amrowley@syr.edu 
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n a t i o n a l  n o t e b o o k

Baylor’s speedy receiver drops track to focus on football

media relations balyor athletic department 
david gettis started his athletic career at Baylor as a two sport athlete. After domi-
nating the track, Gettis turns his focus to team success on the football field.

By Didier Morais
StAff Writer

In high school David Gettis became one of the 
fastest prep runners in the nation in the 400-
meter run, all with a hamstring injury. 

 Gettis recorded a national-best 45.84 in the 
400 and was selected as the 2005 Boys’ Track 
& Field Athlete of the Year by The Los Ange-
les Times. He won two Los Angeles City 400 
crowns, anchored his high school relay team 
to two state titles and became California’s first 
prep athlete to claim three consecutive state 
400-meter titles.

 In addition to his running accolades, Gettis 
also had a prosperous football career. After 
rejecting football scholarships from Arizona, 
Arizona State, San Diego State and Washington, 
he chose to enroll at Baylor as a two-sport ath-
lete. 

 Last December, after two mediocre football 
seasons and a coaching change, Gettis realized 
it was time to make a crucial sacrifice. He had 
enough of track’s individual honors, trading it 
in for team-oriented success of football. 

 “I would say I officially made my decision 
right after Coach Art Briles was hired,” Gettis 
said. “I knew I was talented at both sports, but 
I got into football before track, so I wanted to 
focus on improving my skills for the football 
team.”

 By focusing solely on football, Gettis 
believed he could hone his skills and become a 
dangerous weapon for the Bears’ offense. 

 During the offseason, Gettis dedicated his 
newfound free time to watching film of his oppo-
nents on a consistent basis. Most of the time, he 
displayed initiative by holding his own private 
film sessions.

 Determined to enhance his versatility, Get-
tis expanded his film sessions by studying NFL 
receivers and patenting himself around their 
styles. 

 “My favorite player to study is Jerry Rice,” 
Gettis said. “I study how he ran routes because 
he ran impeccable routes with quickness and 
precision. I also watch T.O. and study his aggres-
sive nature. I look at how Chad Johnson runs 
his routes and also try to watch how Steve Smith 
plays and runs in the open field.”

 Besides analyzing film, Gettis also began 
allotting extra time in the gym to improve his 
strength and conditioning. He trained routinely 
with the team trainers to augment his physique 
and ameliorate his footwork. 

 It didn’t take long for Gettis’ teammates to 
notice that his workout regimen paid significant 
dividends. The team’s cornerbacks experienced 
the lesson firsthand when it wasn’t as easy stop-
ping Gettis. 

 “He’s really tough to cover now,” said Baylor 
senior cornerback Dwain Crawford. “He wasn’t 
as big and muscular back then as he is now. His 
body is pretty well put together now, especially 
since he dropped track. You know, ever since he 
dropped (track) I have seen his route running 
get better, his hands get better, and his overall 
skills got better.”

 After starting eight games last season, Get-
tis is ready to assume his role as the full-time 
starter and is poised to have a breakout junior 
season. Last season, he had 31 catches for 407 
yards for no touchdowns. 

 But this season, he holds himself to higher 

expectations, especially as a big-play receiver 
in a new spread offense. Briles’ offense will pro-
vide several opportunities for Gettis to outrun 
and outmuscle cornerbacks in the open field.

 “My personal goal is to be on the Big 12 all-
receiving team,” Gettis said. “But my ultimate 
goal is to help this team win the Big 12 champi-
onship.”

 At 6-foot-4, 210 pounds, Gettis has the proto-
typical size needed for a wide receiver to thrive 
in college football and reach his goals. Gettis’ 
aptitude and robust build has also eased the 
transitional process for Baylor freshman quar-
terback Robert Griffin.

 “He makes my job a little easier because 
gives me an out,” Griffin said. “If I’m ever under 
pressure I know he can get to any spot needed 
and will bail me out.”

 Despite prematurely ending his track career, 
Gettis still showcases his signature speed on the 
football field. And now that his strength is up to 
par, Griffin wholeheartedly believes that Gettis 
can establish himself as one of the premier 
receivers in all of college football.

 “He has the potential to be one of the best 
receivers in the nation, if not the best receiver 
in the nation,” Griffin said. “He has every-
thing you need: size, speed, strength, and all 
of that along with a good pair of hands. With 
all that said, he has the potential to be one of 
the best.”

Wells Watch 
 Throughout the week, Ohio State running 

back Chris “Beanie” Wells’ toe has probably been 
the most scrutinized body part in all of college 
football. After injuring his right toe in Saturday’s 
game against Youngstown State, Wells was listed 
as doubtful for this weekend’s game against Ohio. 
However, Wells’ mother recently disclosed that 
her son’s injury was not turf toe, and stated that he 
plans to suit up on Saturday.  

 If Wells is not available, head coach Jim 
Tressel will rely on senior Maurice Wells, 
redshirt freshman Dan Herron and sopho-
more Brandon Saine to carry the load by 
committee. 

 Either way, Tressel will be forced to make 
a difficult decision on Wells’ playing status. 
By benching Wells, he risks the tailback being 
rusty going into the Trojans showdown with 
Ohio State on Sept. 13. But if Tressel starts 
Wells, then he risks further aggravating his 
star player’s toe injury.

Game to watch: Oregon State at No. 19 Penn 
State

 After routing Coastal Carolina, 66-10, last 

weekend, Penn State plays Oregon State next. 
The Nittany Lions will attempt to prove its 
offense is as talented as advertised. However, 
this game has a historical undertone, as well. 
With a victory this weekend and a Florida State 
loss, Penn State coach Joe Paterno will pass 
Florida State coach Bobby Bowden for most all-
time wins by a Division I college coach with 374. 
If FSU wins, the 81-year-old Paterno could pass 
Bowden next week at Syracuse. 

dsmorais@syr.edu

AP ToP 25
Team	 RecoRd
1. USC (21) 1-0
2. Georgia (20) 1-0
3. Ohio State (15) 1-0
4. Oklahoma (2) 1-0
5. florida (5) 1-0
6. Missouri (1) 1-0
7. LSU (1) 1-0
8. West Virginia 1-0
9. Auburn 1-0
10. texas 1-0
11. Wisconsin 1-0
12. texas tech 1-0
13. Alabama 1-0
14. Kansas 1-0
15. Arizona State 1-0
15. Brigham Young 1-0
17. South florida 1-0
18. Oregon 1-0
19. Penn State 1-0
20. Wake forest 1-0
21. fresno State 1-0
22. Utah 1-0
23. UCLA 1-0
24. illinois 0-1
24. South Carolina 1-0

“My personal goal is to be on the Big 12 all-
receiving team. But my ultimate goal is to help 
this team win the Big 12 championship.”

David Gettis
BAYLOr Wide reCeiVer

Check out a special sports edition of The D.O. Friday
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Coaches rally behind growth of Big East tourney to 16 teams

daily orange file photo
Jim Boeheim supports the expansion of the Big East tournament to include all 16 teams. In 2006, his SU team won four straight games to win the tournament as the ninth seed.

By Tyler Dunne
ASSt. SportS EdItor

It was easy for Keno Davis to get distracted.
 Three years ago, the then-Drake head coach 

was sidetracked from his recruiting itinerary — 
the constant “bits and pieces” of drama unrav-
eling on his television refused to leave him 
alone. With each successive Gerry McNamara 
3-pointer at Madison Square Garden, logic was 
challenged. And for Davis — now the head coach 
at Providence — the moment is fresh to this day.

 “I think everybody in America remembers 
that run,” Davis said. “Whether you were a fan 
or a coach getting ready for your own games, 
you were watching the highlights and seeing 
(Syracuse’s) amazing run.”

 Three years ago, ninth-seeded SU won four 
games in four days to take the Big East crown. 
Last season, Georgia (13-16) won four games in 
three days to take the SEC title. And now the 
Big East is welcoming four new underdogs to its 
conference tournament every season. The odds 
are slim for the new invites to replicate such a 
run, but now at least they have odds.

 “Those are the moments that make college 
basketball special,” said Davis, referring to 
SU’s run. “A team that has a sub-.500 record can 
go into their conference tournament with an 
opportunity to make the Big Dance.

 “And anything can happen.”
 Last November, presidents of the Big East 

conference convened in Philadelphia and 
decided to include all 16 schools in its men’s and 
women’s conference tournaments. Previously, 
the top 12 schools advanced to the postseason.  

 The new format does not penalize the goli-
aths, as the top four seeds will still receive byes 
into the quarterfinal round. Teams seeded 9 
through 16 battle in the first round with win-
ners advancing to play schools seeded 5 through 
8. The winners of this round then play the top 
four seeds. 

 Big East associate commissioner John 
Paquette didn’t say which schools voted for 
or against the measure, only hinting that the 
decision was met with minimal opposition. 
The increase in games is a major financial 
boost.  

 “I think schools and fans of a lot of schools 
think that the Big East tournament is a prime 
event. It’s a signature event,” Paquette said. 
“Certainly, schools are able to use that for ticket 
sales, alumni activities and fundraising activi-
ties so schools certainly see the benefit.”

 Syracuse head coach Jim Boeheim, who 
has won five Big East titles, echoes Paquette’s 
praise, saying, “I think every player should 
get the opportunity to play in New York. (The 
expansion) makes it hectic, but I think it’s bet-
ter.” 

 Davis said that the Big East’s parody gives 
realistic hope even to the bottom seeds.

 “You could be the 15th, 16th seed and feel 
like you have a shot to beat anybody on any 
given night,” Davis said.

 While McNamara’s heroics in 2006 surely 
gave the tournament an anything-can-happen 
flair, the four new neighbors at Madison Square 
Garden probably will be temporary residents. 
In 29 years, no Big East team has entered the 

tournament with a losing overall record and 
won it, although Syracuse did it twice with a 
losing Big East record.

 “It’s hard enough to win three games in 
three days,” Boeheim said. “I don’t think one of 
those teams will win, but they’ll get the opportu-
nity to go.”

 The expansion does create more white space 
on the postseason resume. Suddenly games exist 
where there were none before — opportunities 
for more signature wins.

 South Florida head coach Stan Heath was 
salivating for a fifth quarter to his season, last 
year. After dropping 10 straight Big East games 
by an average of 13 points, the Bulls surged late. 
USF blindsided Syracuse, nearly upset then-
No.17 Connecticut in overtime and then lost 
three more games by an average of two points. 

 The damage was done, though. Weeks of win-
ter futility had already finalized South Florida’s 
spring vacation. Now there’s extra incentive to 
win those tight games that used to be virtually 
meaningless. 

 “The percentages are low,” Heath said. “But 
with Syracuse (in ’06) and Georgia last year, it 
can happen. There’s a window of possibility. I 
would hope more than anything it is motivation 
for the student-athlete (to say), ‘I still have a 
chance. We may not be the best team early in the 
season, but at the end of the year we got on a roll 
and maybe didn’t open up the window for the 
NCAA Tournament, but it got us in the NIT or 
the College Invitational.’”

 Yet does the tournament itself become 
watered down — dead weight overcrowding the 

postseason field? The coaches don’t think so.
 Heath believes this season could be the Big 

East’s best ever with potentially eight teams 
making the preseason top 25. Davis joked that 
he joined the Big East at the worst possible time. 
And Boeheim quickly rebuked the notion that 
the tournament will be oversaturated.

 And if nothing else, visions of McNamara 
from ’06 are still fresh, providing a glimmer of 
hope for schools toiling down the stretch.  

 “I’ll remember that run, and I’m sure other 
coaches will as well,” Davis said, “because they 
might have to win four games to win their tour-
nament. You can look back to the not-so-distant 
past and say, ‘Look who did it, how they did it. 
Let’s follow that mode.’”

Another game set
 Slowly, but surely, Syracuse’s non-con-

ference schedule is taking shape. The team 
announced Wednesday that it will host Long 
Beach State on Dec. 13 at 2 p.m.

 The 49ers are coming off a 6-25 season in 
which they finished 3-13 in the Big West Confer-
ence under first-year head coach Dan Monson, 
who previously coached at Gonzaga and Minne-
sota. In 1998-99, Monson led the Zags to the Elite 
Eight. He resigned at Minnesota at the start of 
the 2006-07 season after the Gophers dropped 
their fifth-straight game. Monson was 44-68 in 
the Big 10 with Minnesota.

 Long Beach State boasts the conferences top 
scorer from last season, Donovan Morris (21.2 
points per game). 

thdunne@syr.edu
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

ApArtments for rent

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 

2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality campus area apartments

over 30 years of service

           call John or Judy 

              478-7548

      collegehome.com

rent from the landlord the daily 
orange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair”. 

call ben for one - eight bedroom 
houses and apartments. 

furnished, laundry. 
livingston, euclid, sumner and 

ackerman. 

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

furnished 2-8 bedroom apts/ houses.livingston, 
sumner, claredon, ackerman. 469-6665

lancaster 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/d,furnished, close, and clean! 
starts June 1.  call rich 374-9508

aVailable noW: sunny 4-bedroom apt 
furnished, on livingston ave, 3 blocks from su, 
non-smoking (315) 422-7193

large furnished houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

Help WAnted
help Wanted for afterschool program.  days 
flexible, hours 3-5:30.  K-6 grade kids, call Mel 
besdin 445-0049

Help Wanted: 
daily orange It manager

We are hiring a new computer specialist/it 
Manager to look after the office environ-
ment, including Windows and linux serv-
ers, Windows XP and Mac OSX worksta-
tions, network and websites.  

You must have basic computer repairs 
skills (hardware and software), experience 
with a server (however brief). 
direct questions and inquires to it@daily-
orange.com. send cover letter and resume 
today (work study preferred).

Part-time street team: delivery People 
needed for home football saturdays.  
$15 an hour, 3 hours a day could expand 
into other work. Work study preferred, but 
not necessary. send interest to pwaack@
dailyorange.com

Classifieds Manager. if you have 
good grammar, attention to detail, 
basic sales ability, and some indesign 
layout skills come work for the daily 
orange.  Pay starts at $9 an hour, just 
a few hours a day for 3 or 4 days a 
week (during business hours). Please 
send resume to pwaack@dailyorange.
com. Work study required!

PART-TIME JOB: Cashier/Stock Person. Lom-
bardi’s imports. apply in person. 534 butternut 
street, syracuse 472-5900

PART-TIME WORK 
$14.25 base-appt. 
· flexible schedules

· customer sales/service 
· no experience necessary 

· all majors welcome 
· conditions apply, all ages 18+ 

CAll 434-9553 

We will be on campus accepting applica-
tions in the schine student center from 

10-2 on the following dates: 
 

Mon 8/25 , Mon 9/8, Mon 9/22, Mon 10/6, 
Mon 10/27 , Mon 11/17, Mon 12/1

Harry’s Bar and ZJ’s Pizza
present

THE NFL TICKET IN HD EVERY SUNDAY!!
700 South Crouse Ave 

(315)422-2123 
We Deliver!

6
2 5

3
1

3
2

hard sudoku!

dailyorange.com
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Beach
Bum

After a decorated playing career, Dan Conley has 
made his way back to Syracuse as linebackers coach

Kacie MacTavish 
uses beach volleyball 

to hone her game

jamie depould | contributing photographer
Dan Conley was named Syracuse linebackers coach in February. Conley was a fan favorite at SU as a linebacker in the early 1990s.

see Conley page 15

see volleyball page 16

olympic season preview part 2 oF 5

By Andy McCullough
EntErpriSE Editor

H ere’s a quick story about Dan 
Conley, the new linebackers 
coach for the Syracuse foot-

ball team, who’s back on campus this 
season more than a decade after ending 
his six-year, injury-marred, fan-beloved 
career as a SU linebacker: 

 Before his first season in 1990, before 

he’d played a down for Syracuse, before 
he’d shredded his knees for Syracuse, 
Conley asked long-time equipment man-
ager Kyle Fetterly if he could wear No. 
44.  

 It wasn’t a big deal to him at the time. 
Tailback Mike Owens would graduate 
soon, and the number would be avail-
able. Conley wore 44 in high school. Why 
not now? 

 Fetterly put his arm around Conley.
 “Son,” he said, “You don’t know 

much about Syracuse, do you?”
 No, he didn’t. Conley wore 49 

instead.
* * *

 Eighteen years later, Dan Conley 
walked off the practice field, through 
two sets of double doors and into the 

By Jesse Caputo
StaFF WritEr

Sun, sand, being outside, getting the 
chance to represent her country play-
ing on some of the best beaches in the 
world — Kacie MacTavish loves every 
part about playing beach volleyball.

 Except the sand in her face.
 “It’s not fun when you get sand in 

your mouth,” MacTavish said. “But 
it’s definitely easier on the body.”

 MacTavish, a junior captain of the 

Syracuse volleyball team, has been 
playing beach volleyball since middle 
school and is part of the minority of 
Orange players who partake in the 
sport during the offseason. The Sha-
ron, Ontario, native has even repre-
sented Canada on the sand courts.

 Now, as Syracuse’s best return-
ing scoring threat, MacTavish will 
have to use her beach skills to lead 
an Orange attack that lost its leading 
offensive threat from last season.

 “Anyone coming in could prob-
ably guess that Kacie is a beach player 
just because of her overall ball con-
trol, her quickness and her ability to 
read the ball,” said Syracuse assistant 
coach Carol LaMarche. “Those are all 
things good beach players have.”

 Beach volleyball and indoor volley-
ball are two distinct games, LaMarche 
said. Beach volleyball is played on a 
sizably smaller court, uses a different 
ball, requires different skills and has 

only two people are a team. There are 
six players on the court indoors.

 Syracuse senior blocker Brittany 
Kern also plays beach volleyball and 
loves the fact she can dive in the sand 
and not have to worry about being 
injured. Sand helps players remain 
healthy, avoid injuries and go all out for 
balls they might not dive for inside. 

 “Diving in the sand, you’re more 
apt to fall awkwardly and not worry 

Full Circle
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FRIDAY
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HOT ROUTE
HI 90° | LO 64°

 FOOTBALL EXTRA 

The magic 
number
After losing its 
season opener 
last weekend, 
Syracuse needs 
to improve in 
three key areas 
to beat Akron.
PAGE 12

End game
After recover-
ing from a torn 
ACL, defensive 
end Jared   
Kimmel may be 
ready to lead 
SU’s pass rush.
PAGE 3

Pregame 
graphics 
inside
Get all the 
details behind 
Saturday’s 
matchup with 
position pre-
views, stats 
and more. 
PAGE 5

HOME IMPROVEMENT?
Can SU use a four-game

 homestand to kick its
 season into gear?

End game
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USC leapfrogs to No. 1
 
Southern California jumped two 
spots into the No. 1 slot of the lat-
est Associated Press Top 25 this 
week, buoyed by a dominating, 
52-7 victory over Virginia. The Tro-
jans moved ahead of both Georgia 
and Ohio State, who also won com-
fortably in their own season open-
ers. The Trojans got 21 first place 
votes, compared to 20 for Georgia 
and 15 for Ohio State. 

Mauk stil hoping 
for 6th season
 
Former Cincinnati quarterback 
Ben Mauk continued his fight to 
earn a sixth year of eligibility. He 
testified in a Hardin County (Ohio) 
court Thursday that a foot injury 
prevented him from playing or 
practicing during his freshman 
season at Wake Forest, where 
Mauk played before transferring 
to Cincinnati. Mauk threw for 
3,121 yards and 31 touchdowns 
last year, leading Cincinnati to 10 
wins and a No. 17 final ranking. So 
far the NCAA has denied Mauk’s 
request, saying there is not enough 
evidence to prove Mauk was indeed 
injured during his freshman season. 

Wells will not play
 
Ohio State’s Heisman Hopeful tail-
back Chris “Beanie” Wells will miss 
the Buckeyes game against Ohio 
Saturday. Wells injured his right 
foot during No. 3 Ohio State’s 43-0 
win over Youngstown State last 
weekend. Wells did not practice 
this week and wore a protective 
boot for much of the week. Ohio 
State is hopeful Wells will be able 
to play when the Buckeyes visit No. 
1 Southern California on Sept. 13. 

The junior rushed for 1,609 yards 
and 15 touchdowns last season.

Gustav forces 
postponement
 
Louisiana State’s scheduled game 
this weekend against Troy will be 
postponed after Hurricane Gustav 
damaged Tiger Stadium in Baton 
Rouge, La. LSU made the decision 
Wednesday after surveying the 
damage. The game will be resched-
uled to Nov. 15. The No. 7 Tigers 
had to move their season opener 
Saturday against Appalachian State 
to 10 a.m. in an effort to get the 
game in before Gustav struck the 
area. 

Three Penn State 
players suspended
Penn State players Maurice Evans, 
Abe Koroma and Andrew Quarless 
have all been suspended for Satur-
day’s game against Oregon State after 
police found marijuana in their apart-
ment earlier this week. Penn State 
head coach Joe Paterno announced 
the decision Thursday night.

NC State battling 
elements as well
North Carolina State will try to play 
its scheduled home opener against 
William and Mary Saturday at 6 
p.m., even with the threat of rain 
and wind from Tropical Storm Han-
nah. The storm was expected to 
make landfall on the Carolina coast 
late Friday into early Saturday. Still, 
NC State athletics director Lee 
Fowler made the decision to con-
tinue the game as scheduled.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation
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Big East schedule released 
The 18-game, Big East portion of the Syracuse men’s basketball  
schedule was released today. Here’s the rundown:

SPort S  BLoG
t h u r s d a y,  s e p t.  4 

SU to play Canisius 
In 2006, SU played at Canisius 
and quickly fell into a 23-8 
holen before eventually win-
ning, 81-71. Now, they’ll duel 
again. This time at the Carrier 
Dome. The New York foes 
will clash on Dec. 17 at 7 p.m. 
Canisius was abysmal last 
season, going 6-25, although 
the Golden Griffs do return all 
five starters. The Orange own 
the all-time advantage in the 
series, 43-25.

— Tyler Dunne, 
 asst. sports editor
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Jammer has arrived 
Cody Jamieson has enrolled at 
Syracuse University, the highly 
touted attack transfer from 
OCC told The Daily Orange 
this afternoon. I had a chance 
to speak with Jamieson on 
the phone this afternoon.He’s 
been taking classes since last 
Monday. He plans to study 
communications and rhetorical 
studies. Jamieson won two 
titles at OCC and was named 
National Junior College Athlete 
of the Year in 2007. He scored 
237 total points in 2006 and 
2007. 

— Andy McCullough, 
enterprise editor
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McClain makes 
Ravens 
As a change of pace, I figured 
I might throw in some good 
news for the Syracuse football 
program. Former defensive 
end Jameel McClain made 
the final cut for the Baltimore 
Ravens, after rosters were 
trimmed to 53 on Saturday. 
Considered a long shot to 
make a pro team after being 
passed over in the NFL Draft 
in April, McClain has appar-
ently looked very impressive 
for Baltimore and is listed as a 
backup outside linebacker for 
the Ravens’ 3-4 scheme. He’ll 
likely see some special teams 
action as well. On the other 
side of things, former Orange 
players WR Taj Smith (Pack-
ers), S Joe Fields (Panthers) 
and S Dowayne Davis (Cow-
boys) were each cut by their 
respective teams on Saturday.

— Zach Schonbrun, 

staff writer

daily orange file photo
JONNy FLyNN was named Co-Big East freshman of the year 
last season after averaging 15.7 points per game.

STAy UPDATED By READING SPORTS.DAILyORANGE.COM

Date  OppOnent time LOcatiOn
Tue, Dec. 30 Seton Hall TBA Carrier Dome   
Fri, Jan. 2 South Florida 8:30 p.m. Sun Dome
Wed, Jan. 7 DePaul TBA Carrier Dome  
Sat, Jan. 10 Rutgers TBA Louis Brown Center  
Wed, Jan. 14 Georgetown 7 p.m. Verizon Center
Sat, Jan. 17 Notre Dame Noon Carrier Dome
Mon, Jan. 19 Pittsburgh 7:00 p.m. Petersen Center
Sun, Jan. 25 Louisville TBA Carrier Dome  
Wed, Jan. 28 Providence TBA Dunkin Donuts Center  
Wed, Feb. 4 West Virginia  7 p.m. Carrier Dome
Sat, Feb. 7 Villanova  Noon Wachovia Center
Wed, Feb. 11 Connecticut  TBA TBA
Sat, Feb. 14 Georgetown  Noon Carrier Dome 
Sun, Feb. 22 Villanova  1:00 p.m. Carrier Dome
Tue, Feb. 24 St. John’s  TBA Madison Square Garden  
Sun, March 1 Cincinnati  TBA Carrier Dome  
Tue, March 3 Rutgers  TBA Carrier Dome  
Sat, March 7 Marquette  TBA Bradley Center
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Student support 
for football 
team waivers
School gives tickets 
away in dorm mailboxes 
for home opener

kris wilson | staff photographer
Jared kimmel has recovered fully from a torn ACL that ended his 2007 season after four games. He started at defensive end 
during the Orange’s season opener at Northwestern on Saturday, tallying two tackles and a fumble recovery.

By Jared Diamond
StAff Writer

W hen Chandler Jones arrived at train-
ing camp, he was afraid of Jared 
Kimmel. Not that Kimmel wasn’t a 

nice guy or a good teammate, but few people 
make the 6-foot-5 Jones feel small or weak.

 “From the time you look at him, you 
would assume he’d be mean and more scary,” 
said Jones, a freshman defensive end. “Well, 
actually, he is mean and scary.”

 Most importantly for Syracuse, he’s 
healthy — fully recovered from the left knee 
injury that stole from him the final eight 
games of last season right when he was 
becoming a vital cog in the Orange’s defensive 
line. In the game he tore his anterior cruciate 

ligament, Kimmel had already deflected a 
pass and forced a fumble.

 That’s the Kimmel Syracuse expects to 
see this year, lining up at defensive end next 
to Art Jones for a full season, becoming one of 
the keys to what could be one of the Orange’s 
most consistent and successful units.

 So far, so good. Against Northwestern last 
Saturday, Kimmel made two tackles, includ-
ing one for a seven-yard loss, and forced a 
fumble in the backfield that set up Syracuse’s 
lone touchdown.

 “I was really thinking about the knee dur-
ing the game, especially for the first couple 
plays or during the first drive, even after feel-
ing fine during training camp,” Kimmel said. 
“But games are a whole new speed, a whole 
new level. After a few plays of testing it out 
and feeling no pain, I knew I was totally fine. 
I’m back.”

 But why would Chandler Jones think 
Kimmel is scary? Why does his brother, Art, 
call him a “beast” and a “physical freak of an 
athlete?”

 Well, just look at the guy. 
 For starters, Kimmel is 6-foot-6 and 260 

pounds, with plenty of room to fill out even 
further. Syracuse co-defensive coordinator 
Derrick Jackson said he’s possibly the best 
looking young athlete he has ever seen, with 
arms so long, it’s as if he could stand across a 
room and open the door.

 Jackson calls it the Popeye look — thin 
wrists, massive forearms; thin ankles, giant 
calves.

 “If there’s even an ounce of body fat on 
that guy,” Jackson said, “I’m still looking for 
it because I haven’t seen it.”

 There sure are a lot of muscles, though. 
When Kimmel arrived at Syracuse before 
the 2006 season (in which he redshirted), 
he weighed less than 220 pounds. Kimmel 
started lifting weights regularly for the first 
time and ate more than he ever had before. 
He always had been tall and fast, but now he’s 
tall, fast and strong. 

 Despite gaining nearly 40 pounds and 

Physical ‘ freak’
Now that he’s healthy, 
Jared Kimmel is ready 
to lead SU’s pass rush

see kimmel page 11

By Meredith Galante
ASSt. COpy editOr

Will Ruff is not interested. He’s not interested 
in a team that went 2-10 last season, and he’s not 
interested in paying $115 for Syracuse football 
season tickets.

 Ruff, a junior history major, had season 
tickets his freshman year and would stay in the 
Carrier Dome until the end of a game — win or 
lose. Now Ruff said it’s not worth the money, 
especially with a season-opening loss. 

 Last season, approximately 3,000 student 
season tickets were sold for football games. 
Officials from the Syracuse athletic department 
said they had not sold that many tickets yet, but 
expect to reach that number within the next few 
home games as students continue to buy tickets. 

 This year, the package of football and bas-
ketball season tickets costs $275 (football costs 
$115 by itself, and basketball costs $160). A 
single-game student ticket costs $18. 

 In an attempt to kick start interest and ticket 
sales, SU athletics is giving away tickets to stu-
dents to encourage game attendance. Students 
received free tickets in their dorm mailboxes, for 
the opening game against Akron, this Saturday. 

 Scott Sidwell, senior associate athletics 
director for development, said the athletic 
department does these types of promotions from 
time to time to help get students to come out to 
games, and then hopefully decide they would 
like to buy season tickets.

 Sidwell said the number of season ticket pur-
chasers stays pretty consistent from year to year.

 “We always want to encourage the students 
and community to come out and watch the 
football games,” Sidwell said.

 Last season, Syracuse opened its season at 
the Carrier Dome with a loss to Washington, 
42-12, in front of 40,329 fans.  

 Despite the athletic department’s high hopes 
see tickets page 9

HOme alOne
Average attendance for SU football has fallen 
gradually over the past five years.
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0
The number of times 
Syracuse and Akron have 
played.

9-26
Akron’s all-time record 
against Big East teams

0-3
Syracuse’s record in 
home-openers under 
Greg Robinson

404
The number of rushing 
yards Akron allowed last 
week in its 38-17 loss to 
Wisconsin

122
The number of rush-
ing yards Syracuse had 
against Northwestern

3.7
Andrew Robinson’s yards 
per pass attempt against 
Northwestern.

SYRACUSE OFFENSE
9 QB  ANDREW ROBINSON
32 RB  DOUG HOGUE
43 FB  TONY FIAMMETTA
11 WR LAVAR LOBDELL
7 WR  DONTE DAVIS 
85 TE  MIKE OWEN
77 LT  TUCKER BAUMBACH
70 LG  RYAN 
 BARTHOLOMEW
60 C  JIM MCKENZIE
75 RG  RYAN DURAND
64 RT  COREY CHAVERS

AKRON OFFENSE
QB 11 CHRIS 
 JACQUEMAIN
RB 3 DENNIS KENNEDY
WR 81 ALPHONSO OWEN
WR 12 JEREMY BRUCE
WR 1 DERYN BOWSER
TE 83 MERCE 
 POINDEXTER
LT 74 CHRIS KEMME
LG 71 MIKE WARD
C 51  ELLIOT BATES
RG 78 ZACK ANDERSON
RT 75 COREY WOODS

Saturday
Connecticut at Temple
noon, ESPNU 

Cincinnati at Oklahoma
3:30 p.m., ABC 

Louisville vs. Tennessee Tech
3:30 p.m.

West Virginia vs. East Carolina
4:30 p.m., ESPN 

Pittsburgh vs. Buffalo
 6 p.m.

South Florida at. Central Florida 
7 p.m., ESPN2

Syracuse 24
Akron 17
A loss here and the sky will 
start to fall on Greg Rob-
inson and co. Luckily, the 
Orange takes care of busi-
ness — barely. 

Syracuse 27
Akron 20
The Dome will be full of 
freshmen, and there is still 
some excitement about this 
team for at least another 
week. Well, not if it loses 
this one.

Syracuse 19
Akron 14
A nip-and-tuck win against 
a non-BCS opponent before 
an underwhelmed audience? 
Welcome to Syracuse foot-
ball, Class of 2012. 

SATURDAY, 3:30 P.M., TW 26
AKRON VS SYRACUSE

Syracuse will try to establish 
the run Saturday, and Brinkley 
has a chip on his shoulder. 
Campbell was all over the 
place against Wisconsin, tally-
ing a game-high 18 tackles.

CURTIS
BRINKLEY

RB

TYLER
CAMPBELL

FS

Chavers was burned for a pair 
of sacks last week, one of 
which resulted in a safety. The 
sophomore Sewell is the Zips 
leading returning pass rusher 
(three sacks last year).

COREY
CHAVERS

T

ALMONDO
SEWELL

DE

Giruzzi was perhaps SU’s best 
defensive player last week, 
with a sack and a forced 
fumble. Woods started all 12 
games as a redshirt freshman 
last year.

COREY
WOODS

T

VINCENZO
GIRUZZI

DE

Bruce moved to wide receiver 
from safety before the sea-
son started. Bryan made the 
opposite move for the Zips. 
We’ll fi nd out which player has 
adjusted better on Saturday.

BRUCE
WILLIAMS

WR

BRYAN
WILLIAMS

SS

BIG EAST SCHEDULE

KEY MATCHUPS
TEAM RECORD (BIG EAST)
Cincinnati 1-0 (0-0)
Connecticut 1-0 (0-0)
South Florida 1-0 (0-0)
West Virginia  1-0 (0-0)
Louisville 0-1 (0-0)
Pittsburgh 0-1 (0-0)
Rutgers 0-1 (0-0)
Syracuse 0-1 (0-0)

BIG EAST STANDINGS

BEAT WRITER  PREDICTIONS

DID YOU KNOW?

JOHN 
CLAYTON

JARED 
DIAMOND

ANDY 
McCULLOUGH

PASSING COMP-ATT YDS TD INT 
Andrew Robinson 14-28 103 0 1

RUSHING ATT YDS AVG TD 
Curtis Brinkley 9 49 5.4 1
Delone Carter 6 45 7.5 0
Doug Hogue 6 23 3.8 0

RECEIVING REC YDS TD 
Donte Davis 4 38 0
Lavar Lobdell 2 22 0
Doug Hogue 2 12 0
Curtis Brinkley 2 7 0

AKRON ON OFFENSE

SYRACUSE ON OFFENSE

17

45

35

81

50

90

74

97

71

20

25

30

78 75

3

83

6

12

95

51

11

1

48 24

11

785

54

64

20

60

77

30

99

70

1

75

27

11

56

60

9

43

32

SYRACUSE DEFENSE
90 DE  JARED KIMMEL
97 NT  ARTHUR JONES
95 DT  NICK SANTIAGO
30 DE  VINCENZO GIRUZZI
25 SLB  DERRELL SMITH
45 MLB  JAKE FLAHERTY
50 WLB  MIKE MELE
35 CB  MIKE HOLMES
6 CB  DA’MON 
 MERKERSON
17 SS  A.J. BROWN
20 FS  RANDY MCKINNON

AKRON DEFENSE
DE 56 ALMONDO SEWELL
NT 99 COWLES STEWART
DE 60 DAN MARCOUX
OLB 20 MIKE THOMAS
MLB 30 KEVIN GRANT
OLB 54 DOUG WILLIAMS
SS 24 BRYAN WILLIAMS
CB 27 WAYNE COBHAM
CB 1 BRANDON 
 ANDERSON
FS 48 TYLER CAMPBELL
CB 11 MIGUEL GRAHAM

SEASON LEADERS

BY THE NUMBERS STARTING LINEUPS

PASSING COMP-ATT YDS TD INT 
Andrew Robinson 14-28 103 0 1

RUSHING ATT YDS AVG TD 
Curtis Brinkley 9 49 5.4 1
Delone Carter 6 45 7.5 0
Doug Hogue 6 23 3.8 0

PASSING COMP-ATT YDS TD INT 
Andrew Robinson 14-28 103 0 1

RUSHING ATT YDS AVG TD 
Curtis Brinkley 9 49 5.4 1
Delone Carter 6 45 7.5 0
Doug Hogue 6 23 3.8 0

The Zips were originally 
known as the Zippers 
until 1950. The name, 
coined in 1926, was 
derived from a popular 
overshoe invented by 
Akron’s B.F. Goodrich 
Company known as 
“The Zipper.”

ROBINSON BRINKLEY DAVIS

RECEIVING REC YDS TD 

DAVIS
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Cicero  
7915 Brewerton Rd.   (315) 698-0915

East Syracuse  
5841 Bridge St., (Next to Bailey's 
Gym)   (315) 445-3051
Oswego  
437 State Rte. 104, (Widewater 
Commons)   (315) 343-4200

Syracuse  
Carousel Mall
(First Level in Center Atrium)   (315) 423-0870
Utica  
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Potsdam  
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Rome  
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Utica  
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Syracuse University,
we’ve got you covered.

Students, ask about a 5% discount. Faculty and staff, ask about a 20% discount.

NEW!

LG VU™
$12999
AFTER MAIL-IN REBATE

Pay $179.99 and after mail-in  
rebate, receive $50 AT&T 
promotion card.^ $20/month 
feature package purchase  
and 2-year wireless service 
agreement required.

Stereo Bluetooth®
2.0 megapixel camera
AT&T Music™

LG SHINE™ 
$4999
AFTER MAIL-IN REBATE

Pay $124.99 and after mail-in  
rebate, receive $75 in AT&T  
promotion cards.^ $20/month  
feature package purchase  
and 2-year wireless service 
agreement required.

MusicID and XM Radio 
capable
Multimedia picture and 
video messaging

LG CU515 
$1999
AFTER MAIL-IN REBATE

Pay $69.99 and after mail-in  
rebate, receive $50 AT&T 
promotion card.^ $20/month 
feature package purchase 
and 2-year wireless service 
agreement required.

1.3 megapixel  
camera with video
Bluetooth® enabled



By Zach Schonbrun
Staff Writer

Ryan Howard, the senior punt returner/
defensive back, took a few minutes to talk to 
The Daily Orange about everything from his 
thoughts as a punt is in the air to why Kobe 
Bryant is his athletic idol.

On what it takes to be a 
good punt returner:

 “Quickness, vision, good 
judgment, smarts. All that 
kind of goes into it.”

On what he’s thinking 
about when the ball is in 
the air: 

“How close the gunners are. Where the 
gunners are, where the ball’s at — I don’t real-
ly have time to think about anything else.”

On which NFL punt returner he tries to 
resemble most: 

“I don’t really know. I’ve kind of got my own 
style.”

On if returning punts is scary for him: 
“It’s not really scary, you’ve just got to know 

what you’re doing. You’ve got to be smart about 
it. It’s not scary at all.”

On being a Los Angeles Lakers fan: 
“They’ve been my team since I was a little 

kid.”

On why he likes Bryant: 
“He’s a competitor. He’s got all the physical 

talent, he’s got all that stuff, but he’s a competi-
tor. He always wants the challenge, he always 

takes the challenge. That’s what I respect 
about him most.”

On why high ticket prices don’t allow him to 
get to many Lakers games: 

“Between that, food and parking, it’s just 
better to watch it on TV.”

On who’d be a better football player – Bry-
ant or LeBron James: 

“LeBron’s got a better football body. From 
an athlete’s perspective, LeBron is just picture 
perfect.”

On the toughest Syracuse receiver to cover: 
“Bruce (Williams). Bruce uses his body 

real well. He’s strong. He doesn’t need a lot of 
separation to catch the ball.”

On what makes Williams frustrating for 
him: 

“I’m kind of quick so quickness doesn’t really 
bother me. But somebody like Bruce is tough 
because you can be right on him and he still finds a 
way to catch the ball because of the way he uses his 
body. And he’s so strong once he catches it, it’s kind 
of hard to knock it out of his hands.”

On why he doesn’t play fantasy football: 
“I’m more of a realist (laughs). It takes too 

much time. I’ve been hearing of people need-
ing to check that stuff too much. Too much 
research, got to change the lineups and all 
that. I don’t have time for all that.”

On whether he’s ever been mistaken for the 
Philadelphia Phillies’ slugger: 

“(Laughs) Naw. He’s too tall.”
zsschonb@syr.edu
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9TH ANNUAL

SEPT 5&6
CLINTON SQUARE

FOR THE KIDS!
LAOH CHILDREN’S AREA

(Presented by the Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians)

SATURDAY
12:00 UNICYCLIST & JUGGLER 
 EXTRAORDINAIR! WILL STAFFORD!
 1:00 BALLOON SCULPTOR 
 MIKE LAWLER
 2:00 CARICATURE ARTIST
 MIKE CARTER
 3:30 TWIN MAGICIANS
 PAUL & DAVID JACKMAN
 4:30 IRISH STORYTIME
 ROSEMARY DAVENPORT

ALSO Through out the afternoon:
SYRACUSE SKYLINE MINIATURE GOLF
FINGER PRINTING BY THE SYRACUSE POLICE DEPT.
COOKIE DECORATING BY P&C
AND MUCH MUCH MORE!

The Syracuse Scottish Pipe Band and the 
Syracuse Kilties Pipe Band will be performing 

through out the festival.

Syracuse Irish Dance Schools perform in 
between acts and Roving Traditional Irish 

Session players throughout festival 
ground daily!

MUSIC STAGES
P&C MAIN STAGE

FRIDAY
 5:00 THE FLYING COLUMN
 6:20 BEOGA 
 8:05 SCYTHIAN 
 9:45 THE ELDERS

SATURDAY
10:00 GAELIC LANGUAGE MASS
11:15 TOM DOOLEY IRISH CHORALIERS 
12:45 CELI RAIN 
 2:05 SYRACUSE IRISH SESSION
 3:05 OLD FRIENDS 
 4:05 ENTER THE HAGGIS 
 5:35 THE CAUSEWAY GIANTS
 6:50 RATHKELTAIR 
 8:15 THE ELDERS
 9:50 ENTER THE HAGGIS
CITIZENS BANK TRADITIONAL STAGE
FRIDAY
MERRY MISCHEIF
AN CEOL
MERRY MISCHIEF
CASSIDY McDALE

SATURDAY
TIPP HILL GAELS
CEILI DANCING WORKSHOP (ANN JOHNSTON)
AN CEOL
FIDDLE PRESENTATION (JOE DAVOLI)
JOE DAVOLI & HARVEY NUSSBAUM
BANJO PRESENTATION (MICHELLE OSBORNE)
TOM DOOLEY CHORALIERS
UILLEANN PIPES PRESENTATION (NICK WHITMER)
FREEBORN MEN
NICK WHITMER AND FRIENDS
WHISTLE PRESENTATION (PAT KENNY)
AN CEOL
MERRY MISCHIEF
BODHRÁN COMPETITION
BILL DELANEY
All scheduled performance times are subject to change 
without notice due to circumstances beyond our control.

www.syracuseirishfestival.com 
for more festival information

WIN A TRIP TO

IRELAND
Courtesy of Coleman’s Irish Tours 

Sponsored by

IRISH CULTURAL EXPERIENCE 
 THE TASTES & MERCHANTS 

OF IRELAND

BE PART OF THE
CONGRESSMAN

james walsh
tribute

Don’t forget to bring your outdoor chairs

Q & A with Ryan Howard

hOWArd

n o t e b o o k

SU understands magnitude 
of month-long home stretch

By John Clayton
SportS editor

Greg Robinson knows how important these 
next four games are.

 The Syracuse head coach knows his team 
needs to use this quartet of games — all in the 
familiar confines of the Carrier Dome — to 
build confidence and momentum heading into 
the Big East schedule.

 Not that these four games will be a walk 
in the park. After Saturday’s 3:30 p.m. kickoff 
against Akron, SU will play host to No. 19 
Penn State, Northeastern and Pittsburgh the 
next three weekends. The Orange will be 
heavy underdogs against the Nittany Lions 
and Panthers.

 Regardless, Syracuse will need to produce 
some results in those games. Or else it will 
find itself in desperate times, with a meager 
record staring down a daunting Big East spell, 
in October.

 “It’s an opportunity for us to have four 
games and really position ourselves well to 
make a run in the Big East,” Robinson said. 
“That’s really how I see it. We’ve got a chance 
to really work ourselves to get into a groove to 
where we need to be.”

 Except homefield advantage hasn’t count-
ed for all that much during the Greg Robinson 
era. The Orange is 5-14 at the Dome over the 
last three seasons, including a 1-6 mark last 
season. 

 That will need to change this year. After 
its homestand, the Orange will embark on 
back-to-back trips to No. 8 West Virginia and 
No. 17 South Florida.

 “Confidence is a part of it. And when we 
play well and win, that builds confidence,” 
Robinson said. “We’ve got to take advantage 
of these next four football games to play better, 
one, and win football games.”

 First things first, Syracuse will have to 
fend off its Mid-American Conference foes. 
The Orange lost to Miami (Ohio) from the 
MAC last year. 

 That lost was away, though. SU is banking 
on its homefield helping to prevent a similar 
fate this year.

 “When I look at the Akron film, I see 
Akron is a pretty aggressive team,” said SU 
tailback Curtis Brinkley. “I haven’t actually 
gotten a chance to break them down yet, but 
they showed it yesterday that Akron is aggres-
sive and it should be a good matchup.”

Get on ‘The Express’
The Syracuse football team was treated 

to a special advance screening of Universal 
Picture’s “The Express” Thursday night.

 The entire team made the trip to Shopping-
town Mall to catch the film, which profiles 
the life of legendary Syracuse tailback Ernie 
Davis.

see noTEbook page 8
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 8th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year in Korea. SU 
o�ers placement in three universities; Postech 
University, Korea University and Yonsei Univer-
sity.  Credits are SU credit and most �nancial aid 
will transfer.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

 The film had an uplifting effect on at least 
one SU player. Wide receiver Bruce Williams 
said he almost teared up during the movie.

 “I just like the way Ernie Davis dealt with 
adversity,” Williams said. “We really have to get 
this thing on the road and get this thing going.”

 Davis became the first African-American 
to win the Heisman Trophy and led Syracuse to 
its only national championship in 1959. He was 
diagnosed with leukemia in 1962 and passed 
away the following year at the age of 23.

Together again
Saturday will be a reunion of sorts for Robin-

son and Akron head coach J.D. Brookhart.
 The pair crossed paths in 1995-96 when 

both were with the Denver Broncos. Robinson 
was the team’s defensive coordinator, while 
Brookhart was a coaching assistant trying to 
break into the industry.

 Robinson joked with reporters Tues-
day when asked about his relationship with 
Brookhart.

 “Who is J.D. Brookhart? Who is this guy?” 
Robinson said. “Is he wearing a mask? He’s 
never been so popular.

 “J.D. is an outstanding person,” Robinson 
added. “He’s an outstanding family man. And 
on top of that, he’s a fine football coach.”

jsclayto@syr.edu

noTebook
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sports.dailyorange.com
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Located three miles from Notre Dame Stadium five miles to the College Football Hall of 
Fame, the Varsity Clubs of America is an all suite property that offers first class 

accommodations and facilities to its guests. Spacious one and two bedroom suites with 
indoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, fitness center, high speed internet, and a restaurant/lounge 
make Varsity Club a great choice for the Syracuse vs. Notre Dame game, November 22. 

1-800-946-4822Call

for reservations

for student turnout at this year’s slate of games, 
the student reaction about attending games is 
mixed.

 Freshman international relations major 
Elton Wong plans to attend Syracuse’s home-
opener against Akron, but only because he 
received the free ticket in his dorm mailbox. 
Wong is not a season-ticket holder.

 “If the team had a better record last year and 
had a chance (to go to a bowl game), I’d be more 
interested,” Wong said. “I’ll go to show my school 
sprit and get the experience of going as a fresh-
man, but I’m really not interested in the team.”

 Matt Ventolo, a junior civil engineering 
major, has faith in the 2008 Syracuse squad. 
Ventolo feels that since it is head coach Greg 
Robinson’s fourth season at the helm, the team 
has potential. 

 “I didn’t want to give up my season tickets 
and SU go above .500 this year,” Ventolo said. 
“Robinson has recruited everyone on that team, 
he has a new coaching staff and a returning 
starting quarterback. If that doesn’t equal suc-
cess, I don’t know what will.”

 For most returning Syracuse students who 

had the chance to watch SU play last year, sea-
son tickets do not seem as appealing. Sophomore 
management major Katie McCusker bought 
football and basketball season tickets last year; 
but this year, she only purchased basketball 
season tickets.

 “(Football season tickets) are such a waste of 
money,” McCusker said. “I can’t stand to watch 
them lose. If they were winning, it would be so 
much more fun to be in the student section. I 
went to two games last year and left both early.”

 Syracuse won only one game last year in front 
of its home crowd — a 20-12 win against Buffalo. 

 Silvia Milanova also had season tickets her 
freshman and sophomore years, but decided 
not to purchase them this season. Milanova, 
a junior, does not plan to attend the Orange’s 
game against Akron because she doesn’t want to 
spend the money on an individual game ticket.

 Milanova said she might attend Syracuse’s 
game against Penn State on Sept. 13 because she 
has friends coming up to see the game.

 “Freshman year, I bought season tickets 
because I wanted to sit in the student section 
and get the feel for going to a Division I sports 
school,” Milanova said. “This year, they are 
probably going to lose so I don’t want to waste 
my money.”

mkgalant@syr.edu

tickets
f r o m  p a g e  3

daily orange file photo
SyracuSe fanS look on during a 2007 football game. SU was 1-6 at home last year.

Sign up for our e-mail edition to get  
The Daily Orange sent to your inbox every morning. 

Only at dailyorange.com
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 8th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year at one of three 
universities in Japan. SU o�ers placement at 
the International University of Japan, Waseda 
University and Kansai Gaidai University. 

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

Sizing up 
Akron

By Meredith Galante
Asst. Copy Editor

Akron and Syracuse will meet for the first time 
in the programs’ history this Saturday at 3:30 
p.m. at the Carrier Dome. 

 Here’s a quick introduction to the Orange’s 
Mid-American Conference opponents:

They have an experienced quarterback
Chris Jacquemain is the Zips starter for the 

second consecutive season. Jacquemain com-
pleted 22-for-36 over 227 yards against Wiscon-
sin. Last season, Jacquemain led the team by 
throwing 154-for-275 over 1623 yards.  

 “We’re really excited about him,” said assis-
tant head coach Bill Bleil. “Hopefully, his expe-
rience will pay off for us this season.”

 Jacquemain beat out teammate Carlton 
Jackson last season for the starting position, 
but the two shared the spotlight throughout the 
season. Jacquemain ended the year with a 111.50 
efficiency compared to Jackson’s 106.50.

Get ready for another no-huddle attack
Akron plays a no-huddle offense, trying to 

get in as many plays as possible. The plays will 
all be called from the sideline in the attempt to 
keep the opponent constantly moving.

 “Our team is very well conditioned,” Bleil 
said. “We try to run down the other team by 
keeping the offensive moving.”

 Expect to see the same type of offense that 
Northwestern featured against Syracuse last 
week. The Wildcats attack appeared to wear 

the Orange down in the second half, though the 
SU players and coaches maintain fatigue didn’t 
play any part as the game went on.

They have an inexperienced wide receiver corps
Deryn Bowser and Alphonso Owen led the 

Zips in receiving during the Wisconsin game. 
Bowser, a junior, missed all of training camp, 
but led the team with five catches and 76 receiv-
ing yards. 

 “I was very impressed with the eight catches 
our wide receivers had between them,” Bleil 
said. “They’re getting better and better and can 
be dangerous for us.” 

 Last season, Owen had 14 catches and 159 
receiving yards. This is Bowser’s first seasons 
of eligibility with the Zips. He transferred from 
Los Angeles Harbor College, after playing two 
seasons with the Seahawks. Bowser has two 
seasons of eligibility with the Zips including 
this season. 

A green tandem of safeties
Tyler Campbell, a sophomore walk-on, led 

the Zips against Wisconsin in defense, last 
weekend. Campbell had a career-high 18 tackles, 
eight of them were solo. As a freshman Campbell 
played in 12 games, but did not see enough time 
to record any stats.

 “I thought our defense was strong,” Bleli 
said. “We had a strong secondary team, every-
one came together pretty well for our first 
game.”  

 Campbell’s partner, strong safety Bryan 
Williams, was Akron’s leading rusher last year 
but was shifted to safety in the offseason.

mkgalant@syr.edu 

jeff harwell | zips sports photography
Bryan williams and fellow safety tyler 
Campbell are both in their first season as 
starting safeties for the Zips.

Here’s a quick look at 
Syracuse’s opponents 
this weekend

sports.dailyorange.com
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suffering a major knee injury, Jackson said 
Kimmel did not lose any speed. In fact, Kimmel 
swears he is faster now than he was before he 
tore his ACL. All the rehab and training on his 
knee made it stronger than it ever was before.

 Now he has to show that physical prowess 
on the field, not just in the weight room or the 
sideline. A body can only take a player so far.

 On the field, Kimmel said it’s his goal to 
record a few sacks this season, like his father, 
Jamie, who recorded 20.5 sacks in his SU career 
from 1980-84. He also wants to step up as a leader 
on this inexperienced struggling defense, which 
is searching for an identity.

 Chandler Jones said the younger defensive 

players admire Kimmel for his work ethic and 
physical strength. Jones, like Kimmel, is starting 
his Syracuse career tall and skinny. If Kimmel 
can gain 40 pounds and bulk up, why can’t he?

 But before he takes on a leadership role, the 
coaching staff wants to see Kimmel completely 
establish himself as a defensive end. No doubt 
he has talent. He has to prove not that he’s 
healthy — because it appears he is — but that 
he is mentally tough enough as a starter to take 
every play at a high level. That’s the next step in 
his development.

 “The focal point for Jared this year, and 
this is something we’ve discussed with him, is 
the attention to detail in playing the defensive 
line,” Jackson said. “He needs to become more 
detailed and more consistent to be a great foot-
ball player. He can’t take any plays off. He’s 
going to make mistakes, but it’s really about the 

consistency.”
 The injury is totally behind him now. Kim-

mel said he doesn’t expect to think about the 
knee at all during Saturday’s game against 
Akron. It has been 11 months since he hurt 
himself, and he is ready to move on.

 Kimmel thinks he is a better player now 
than he was last year. All those “mental reps” 
while standing on crutches on the sideline are 

finally paying off. Now it’s about knocking the 
rust off and showing everyone he’s more than 
just an impressive physical specimen.

 “It was tough not being able to play last year, 
but it was a learning experience for me,” Kim-
mel said. “I’m going to use my speed and length 
better this year, and that will translate to sacks. 
It’s going to be an exciting year.”

jedamon@syr.edu

kimmel
f r o m  p a g e  3
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SATURDAY, 3:30 P.M., TIME WARNER 26
AKRON VS. SYRACUSE

UPSET
After last week’s defeat, 
there are 3 things SU needs 
to improve on to avoid an

Will the Orange be a good tackling team this season? Greg Robinson thinks so. 
 “We will be,” he said during a press conference this week. “I know we will be.”
 But when? That’s the question as the Orange faces the Zips Saturday. 
 Tyrell Sutton ran wild last week for Northwestern, ripping forward through arm tackles galore 

en route to 144 yards (backup Omar Conteh had himself a time too, slashing for 71 yards). The 
Orange was out-of-control at times, Robinson said after he watched the game film.

 What’s the answer? Sophomore linebacker Mike Mele said the team had to trust the fundamen-
tals. Junior linebacker Mike Stenclik said it was something the Orange had to correct in practice. 
Mental errors and blown assignments can be corrected in the film room, but tackling had to be 
fixed on the field. 

 Stenclik, though, didn’t think there would be any extra tackling this week. 
 “Coach Robinson usually stays with his type of practice,” Stenclik said Tuesday. “So I don’t 

expect any type of change.”
— Andy McCullough, enterprise editor 

Yes, it’s always a good idea to jump on the other team. But the last thing Syracuse wants to do is trip 
over its own feet at the outset: a surefire recipe for a deflated Dome and inflated underdog opponent 
hoping for an upset. 

 It’s more than just taking a shot on the first drive and hoping Lavar Lobdell or Donte Davis 
can break one deep — though that would be a nice change of pace after last week’s steady diet of 
dump-offs and check-downs. It’s more than making a big play or two. The Orange needs to establish 
control — and a lead — from the outset. 

 Let’s face it: this team needs to run the ball to succeed. If they play from behind, they won’t 
have a chance to establish whatever combination of Curtis Brinkley, Delone Carter and Doug 
Hogue they play to use at tailback. That carousel needs time to operate. An early touchdown drive 
would facilitate that. 

— Andy McCullough, enterprise editor

No, Akron quarterback Chris Jacquemain isn’t quite as good as Northwestern’s C.J. Bacher. But 
he’s no slouch. Against Wisconsin, the junior went 22-or-36 for 227 yards and had two touchdowns.

 Granted, those numbers came in a losing effort, but Syracuse can’t afford to let Jacquemain sit 
comfortably in the pocket. That’s what Bacher was able to do, and he picked the Orange apart in the 
second half.

 Akron doesn’t spread the field quite as much as Northwestern, but expect to see Jacquemain 
slinging balls around the field. The onus will be on Syracuse defensive ends Jared Kimmel and 
Vincenzo Giruzzi to create a consistent rush off the edges. Giruzzi had SU’s only sack last Saturday 
and was perhaps the best defensive player on the field for the Orange.

 The challenge now is creating a consistent rush — not an easy task for a team that managed a 
pitiful nine sacks last year. But if Giruzzi, Kimmel and co. can create some pressure, that might 
force Jacquemain to make a few mistakes. Not to mention it would take some pressure off Syra-
cuse’s paper-thin secondary.

— John Clayton, sports editor 

1. Tackle beTTer

2. STarT faST
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By Rebekah Jones
Asst. FeAture editor

Walking through the booths at Juice 
Jam, Ian Solomon is bombarded by 
all the groups recruiting new mem-
bers. He is drowning in flyers and 
magazines handed out from every 
direction.
 Pride Union and Planned Parent-
hood provide information on sexu-
ally transmitted infections and birth 

control. Verbal Seduction and Jerk 
distribute copies of last semester’s 
issues. Rabbi Yaakov Rapoport blows 
his Shofar across the grass. VPA 
Printmakers draw in a crowd, and 
sororities hand out T-shirts. 
 The festivities are almost over-
whelming for him. 
 “It looks like there’s a lot of stuff 
to do other than listen to music,” 
said Solomon, a senior television, 
radio and film major. “But, weather 
permitting; it should be an awesome 
day.”
 Unlike last year’s Juice Jam 
festival, there was no skydiving 
simulator or rock wall for students. 

Instead, band paraphernalia, cari-
cature drawings and spray-painted 
hats took up the space once occupied 
by those attractions. 
 Last year’s show achieved a then-
record high turnout, but this year’s 
crowd for Bloc Party, Talib Kweli 
and Ra Ra Riot managed to outshine 
that performance, bringing in more 
than 4,000 people. 
 Although attendance increased, 
the cutbacks on activities stood out 
at this year’s event. 
 “We’re trying to accommodate as 
many people as possible,” said Brian 
Greene, the director of production at 
University Union.

 “Last year, the bands complained 
that the engine for the sky-tank was 
making too much noise,” Greene 
said.  “It was interfering with the 
sound, and the music is supposed to 
be the main attraction.”
 Last year’s fourth annual Juice 
Jam brought in Third Eye Blind, 
White Rabbits and Max Bemis of Say 
Anything. 
 Greene said UU wanted to make 
the concert more grass-roots style, 
incorporating more summer-time 
activities like volleyball and Fris-
bee. 
 “People were waiting in line for 
an hour, hour and a half last year,” 
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balmy monday
hi 77° | lo 56°

o n l i n e

Bloc Party 
uncensored
dailyorange.com for 
exclusive Block Party extra.

i n S i D e S p o r t S

Embarrassed
the syracuse football 
team was stunned 
saturday, losing at home 
to Akron, 42-28. Page 28

i n S i D e n e w S

Game plan
New dean of L.C. smith aims to 
boost college to national level. 
Page 3

i n S i D e o p i n i o n

Picking Palin
Kevin eggleston questions Gov. 
sarah Palin’s credentials. Page 
11

see south campus page 10see Juice Jam page 16

nick mccann | staff photographer
Bloc Party entertains the crowd at the fifth annual Juice Jam event on south Campus’ skytop Field sponsored by university union. 

South 
Campus 
break-ins 
continue

Juice Jam attracts big crowd, new clubs
UU Concerts 
forgoes attractions 
to focus on music

By Shayna Meliker
Asst. News editor

Three student apartments on South 
Campus’ Small Road were broken 
into early Friday morning. These 
break-ins, in addition to two others 
last weekend, total five burglaries on 
Small Road in six days. 
 Department of Public Safety Chief 
Anthony Callisto could not confirm 
the number of arrests made Friday, 
but said at least one of those arrested 
was a juvenile. A report was not made 
available by the Syracuse Police 
Department.
 Callisto confirmed two of the 
three burglaries that took place Fri-
day. The two were located at 250 and 
175 Small Road.
 A perimeter was set up by DPS 
and SPD, and some Syracuse Uni-
versity students chased the suspects, 
Callisto said.
 An SPD report listed a third 
burglary Friday at 260 Small Road, 
though it is unknown if the incidents 
are related.
 In the burglary at the 250 build-
ing, three iPods, cash, one laptop and 
one Wii video game system were sto-
len, two of the three residents said.
 One of the residents made an hour-
long phone call outside and came back 
into the apartment at 1:35 a.m. to see 
her window screen was slit. A second 
roommate was sleeping in her bed, 
and the third was out of town. A chair 
was situated beneath the bedroom 
window, one of the three female resi-
dents said. 
 The first roommate called DPS, 
and both DPS and SPD arrived at the 
apartment. Police photographed the 
scene and left before 5 a.m., the SU 
juniors said. They were told by DPS 
their possessions had been recovered.
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Healthy Monday fruit
When: All day
Where: Health Services
How much: Free 
 
What: Healthy Monday massages
When: 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Where: Goldstein Student Center
How much: Free 

What: e5m open house
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: Health Services, room 1

How much: Free 

What: Planet Orange discussion 
group
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: 750 Ostrom Ave.

How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by daniel bortz

Pakistan elects 
new president
Asif Ali Zardari, the widower of 
Benazir Bhutto, was selected 
by Pakistan’s Electoral College 
Saturday to succeed Pervez 
Musharraf. Facing impeachment 
charges resonating from the 
governing coalition, Musharraf 
was forced to resign August 19. 
The former Pakistani president 
and prime minister is accused of 
violation of the constitution and 
gross misconduct. Zardari spent 
more than a decade cumulatively 
for charges of murder, influence-
peddling and money launder-
ing. The leader of the Pakistan 
People’s Party was viewed as a 
political liability for the PPP after 
he took over the position when 
his wife was assassinated last 
December. He will inherit the 
presidency for a country that has 
lost nearly 1,200 people in the 
last year alone, killed by bomb-
ings and suicide attacks. Zardari 
won by a two-thirds majority 
vote in the secret ballot among 
Pakistani lawmakers.

Hurricane Ike 
slams Bahamas
The category four hurricane 
transformed into a greater 
threat for Florida and the Gulf 
Coast after sweeping through 
the Bahamas Sunday morning. 
With sustained winds clocked 
at 135 miles per hour, Ike’s 
path destroyed homes, swept 
boats aside and prompted 
the evacuation of a number 
of residents and tourists. 
The storm ripped plywood 
off the windows of a church 
sheltering about 50 people. 
Forecasters project Ike to gain 
in strength as it approaches 
Cuba. The storm could follow 
the path of Hurricane Gustav 
if it passes through the Gulf 
of Mexico toward Louisiana 
and Texas. Once again, New 
Orleans — still recovering 
from the damage Gustav left 
last week — lies in the storm’s 
path. President Bush ordered 
a state of emergency for the 
state of Florida on Sunday. A 
hurricane watch for the Florida 
Keys has been issued by the 
National Hurricane Center.
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T o m o r r o w
n e w s

a new landmark 
Part one of a three-part series on 
“The Express” world premiere. 

 
p u l p

lights, camera, action
An SU sophomore started and 
runs his own film company. 

 
s p o r t s 

British invasion
England native Phil Wheddon is 
adjusting to life as SU women’s 
soccer head coach.

s P o r T s  s C H E d u l E
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 11  
vs. Monmouth 
@ 7 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 13  
vs. Penn State 
@ 3:30 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 13  
Harry Groves Invitational 
@ University Park, Penn. 
 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 14  
vs. Colgate  
@ 1 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 13  
vs. Maryland 
@ 11 a.m., College Park,
Md.

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 14  
vs. Delaware 
@ 2 p.m., College Park

PHoto  oF  tHe  weeK

Hot trash
FIREFIGHTERS Paul Balinski, left, and Mike Raymie, right, of Engine 8 respond to a dumpster fire on 
South Campus Friday night.

How I got the shot ...
IT WAS FRIDAY NIGHT at around 
9:00 and I was getting ready to 
go out, when my roommate yelled 
from upstairs that there was a 
fire in the dumpster outside. I 
thought that it couldn’t hurt to just 
step outside and take a couple 
shots. I ended up with this. 

        — Ben Addonizio

SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.

T H I s  d ay  I N  H I s T o r y

Nixon, 
1974

President 
Gerald Ford 
grants the 

former 
president a 
full pardon.

Star Trek, 
1966

The show 
debuts on 

NBC with its 
first episode, 

“The Man 
Trap.”

Hemingway, 
1952

He publishes 
“The Old Man 
and the Sea,” 

his first 
Pulitzer Prize 

winner.   

World War II, 
1951

Japan signs 
the San 

Francisco 
Peace Treaty 
with United 

States.  
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By Rachel Eldridge
Asst. News editor 

Working as a woman in the male-
dominated world of engineering 
schools might seem like a challenge, 
but after living through four hurri-
canes, Laura Steinberg is prepared 
to handle a little turbulence.
 Steinberg became the first 
female dean of the L.C. Smith Col-
lege of Engineering and Computer 
Science Aug. 1, following a yearlong 
search.
 The opportunity to work along-
side Syracuse University’s faculty 
and staff, and interact directly with 
the students drew Steinberg to Syr-
acuse, she said. Before accepting 
the position, she had served for two 
years as a professor and chair of 

the Department of Environmental 
and Civil Engineering at Southern 
Methodist University in Dallas.
 Steinberg is the first external 
candidate given deanship at L.C. 
Smith in more than a century. She 
is the fourth woman to serve as 
dean of an engineering and comput-
er science school in the Association 
of American Universities, a group 
of 62 research colleges.
 “It is indeed rare to be a woman 
in this position,” she said.
 Danielle Sutton, a sophomore 
civil engineer major, said the 
dynamics involved in the program’s 
high male-to-female ratio can be 
overwhelming.
 “When I first got to Syracuse, 
I was surprised to see how many 
girls were in my engineering class, 
but now it seems as if more girls 
have dropped out since freshman 
year,” she said. “I have only had one 
female TA, and all my other profes-
sors have been males.” 
 Steinberg has goals to tackle 
that unbalanced ratio by recruiting 
female faculty members and gradu-
ate students, as well as encourag-
ing women in high school to study 

engineering and computer science, 
in hopes that they continue on to 
receive doctoral degrees in the 
field.
 “Colleges had 27 percent 
women in engineering when I 
was in college,” she said. “Women 
have certainly increased their 
numbers in the engineering field. 
One of the challenges is guiding 
women through their undergradu-
ate experience into their graduate 
education so that they stay in the 
program and are excited about the 
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Engineering equality

see Biden page 6 see SteinBerg page 8

By the numBers
Number of students who 
graduated with a bachelor’s 
degree in engineering in the 
2005-2006 school year:

54,036 males 

13,009 females

source: the chronicle of Higher  
education

l . c .  s m i t h

see Middle eaStern page 8

Biden keeps 
close ties to 
alma mater
SU alumnus’ role 
in campaign draws 
campus attention

sarah stapp | contributing photographer
Laura steinberg, dean of the L.c. smith college of engineering and computer science, survived 
four hurricanes over the course of a decade. Before su, she worked at southern Methodist university. 

Major created after 
five year process

middle 
eastern 
program 
expands

First female 
dean strives to 
tackle college’s 
unbalanced 
gender ratio

By Darren Benda
stAff writer

Sen. Joe Biden could soon be the first 
Syracuse University alumnus to be 
vice president of the United States. 
 On Aug. 23, Sen. Barack Obama, 
the Democratic presidential candi-
date, selected Biden, a 1968 graduate 
of SU’s College of Law, as his running 
mate for the 2008 election.
 “Sen. Biden is a graduate of the 
Syracuse University College of Law 
with a long and distinguished record 
of serving the public,” said College of 
Law Dean Hannah Arterian.
 Biden, 65, has served as a U.S. 
senator since 1972. Throughout his 36 
years in office, the senator from Dela-
ware has never been shy to speak his 
mind, which has led to a long career 
in the Senate. He currently serves as 
chairman of the Senate Committee 
on Foreign Relations, formerly served 
as chairman of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee and has run twice for 
president.
 With Biden’s substantial record 
in office, he became a popular choice 
to complement Barack Obama, said 
Keith Bybee, director of the Sawyer 
Law and Politics Program and a SU 
political science professor. 
 “I think Biden provides in some 
obvious ways a balance to Obama, 
as he is running on this position of 
change, a transformation of politics 
as we know it,” he said. “And Biden 
balances that claim of ‘We need an 
outsider; we need someone who’s new, 
who knows how the system works.’ So 
I think in that respect Biden balances 
the ticket.”
 Throughout Biden’s tenure in 
office, he has maintained close ties 
with both his and his son’s alma 
mater. Biden’s son Beau, now attorney 
general of Delaware, also graduated 
from SU’s College of Law. 
 Since her arrival at SU in 2002, 
Artenian said Biden has played an 
integral role with the university.
 Though Biden has been busy in 
Washington, he has returned to SU 
on multiple occasions. In 1994, 2002 
and 2006, Biden delivered the College 
of Law’s commencement address. He 
also made the keynote address at the 
College of Law’s Centennial Celebra-

By Noelia de la Cruz
coNtriButiNg writer

Middle Eastern studies will be offered 
as a major in The College of Arts and 
Sciences for the first time beginning 
this fall. 
 The new major will join Latino-
Latin American studies and Russian 
Central European studies as foreign 
culture majors offered at Syracuse 
University.
 The College of Arts and Sciences, in 
partnership with the Maxwell School 
of Citizenship and Public Affairs, now 
offers a 36-credit bachelor’s degree in 
Middle Eastern studies, as well as a 
12-credit graduate certificate. Before 
this year, the Middle Eastern Studies 
Program offered only a minor.
 “Unfortunately for the average citi-
zen, the Middle East invokes a series 
of images:  religious fundamental-
ism, terrorism and oil,” said Mehrzad 
Boroujerdi, director of MESP. “The 
aim of what we’re offering is to really 
open up intellectual horizons, to really 
go above the headlines and develop 
some understanding of this extremely 
complex region of the world.”
 Laila Kabbaj, a junior interna-
tional relations and Middle Eastern 
studies minor, found that the program 
helped broaden her perspective about 
a place that seemed so far away.
 “I definitely had my preconceived 
notions,” she said. “The Middle East 
is unfortunately plagued with conflict 
and crises and is often publicized, but 
still misunderstood.” 
 Boroujerdi submitted the propos-
al for the new major last year. When 
Boroujerdi came to SU in 1992, he was 
the only person for a number of years 
who taught courses with relevance to 
the Middle East. Over the last decade, 
he said he’s noticed an increase in 
student interest in the Middle East, 
especially after Sept. 11.
 “International relations is an 
events-driven field of study,” Boroujerdi 
said. 
 Students are curious about a 
region that is constantly featured in 
the media, he said. 
 Boroujerdi founded MESP in 2003 
in an effort to offer interested students 
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Palin pick swings too far right

S en. John McCain’s vice president 
pick seems like a bit of a shock 
and awe campaign: A relatively 

unknown governor from Alaska whose 
past policies and stances are now in the 
forefront of the Republican campaign. 
When it comes to conservative, hockey-
mom Gov. Sarah Palin, she’s certainly 
been eliciting some unusual headlines.

 “WOW! She hunts! She fishes!” 
declared the New York Post in 
response to McCain’s surprise selec-
tion, eliciting cringe-worthy thoughts 
of the current gun-totin’ vice president. 
What the Post didn’t headline is that 
maverick Palin likes to hunt public 
servants just as much as moose and 
trout. 

 Gov. Palin, who won the titles of 
“Miss Congeniality” and “Miss Wasil-
la” in 1984, wasn’t so congenial to a city 
librarian she tried to fire a few months 
after she refused then-Mayor Palin’s 
request to censor controversial books. 
According to CBS news, the Governor 
wasn’t so kind to Alaska State Trooper 
Mike Wooten, who she allegedly tried 
to fire while he was in the middle of a 
divorce with Palin’s sister. In Alaska, 
they’re calling the ongoing investiga-
tion Troopergate. I call it bad domestic 
policy.

 If Palin ever makes it to Washing-
ton, D.C., these micro-scandals will 
likely melt away as fast as Alaskan 
snow. What will remain: Palin’s 
shockingly extremist stances on social 
issues.

 According to OntheIssues.org, 
Palin opposes abortion even in cases 
of rape and incest, opposes stem cell 
research, supports a constitutional 
ban on gay marriage, supports teach-
ing creationism alongside evolution in 
schools, opposes the theory that global 
warming is man-made and opposes 
explicit sex-education programs in 
public schools.

 Megan Sunzeri, a junior, art his-
tory and television, radio and film 
major, can’t help but notice the irony. 

 “First Mary Cheney contradicts 
her father’s administration’s stance 
on gay issues and now Bristol Palin 
makes a mockery of her mother’s 
stance on sex ed,” she said.

 OntheIssues.org has not yet found 
any “issue stance” on foreign policy for 
Gov. Palin, who would be one breath 
away from the office occupied by a 

septuagenarian with a history of skin 
cancer during a time of war and inter-
national crisis. 

 When Charlie Gibson of ABC News 
brought up Palin’s foreign policy naive-
té in this age of an “insurgent Russia,” 
John McCain replied, “Alaska is right 
next to Russia. She understands that.”

 Here on campus, College Republi-
cans are smitten with the pit-bull with 
lipstick — as Palin jokingly referred to 
herself in St. Paul. Alexander Panas, 
a freshman in The College of Arts and 
Sciences, believes that McCain made a 
wise decision by choosing Palin. 

 “She’s a strong woman who has 
strong morals and has demonstrated 
herself to be a strong leader,” Panas 
said. 

 Kevin Young, a sophomore in The 
College of Arts and Sciences, called 
Palin a “ballsy pick” who has “mobi-
lized the conservative base.” 

 “Palin is about as far right as they 
come,” he said. 

 Young’s observation brings up 
the issue of McCain’s ability to reach 
across the aisle and be the “uniter” 
that President Bush failed to embody. 
McCain has selected an inexperienced 
social extremist re-labeled as a like-
minded reformer. It is a pick that will 
reignite the “culture wars” of George 
Bush and Pat Buchanan instead of 
initiating the reunification process 
promised by Sens. Barack Obama and 
Joe Biden.

 Palin’s selection may have been 
a shock, but she makes the choice 
on Election Day quite clear. McCain 
now represents four more years of 
partisanship, social warfare and divi-
sion. Obama still represents unity and 
change. And once this current media 
over-dose of Palin and McCain wear 
off, Americans will realize what’s 
going on and cast sober votes for 
Obama.

Kevin Eggleston is a junior political sci-
ence and television, radio and film major. 
His column appears every other Monday. 
He can be reached at kmeggles@syr.edu.

K E V I N  E G G L E S T O N

still smitten with bill clinton
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tion in 1995.
 Yet his connections to the Hill don’t stop 
there. 
 In 1980, Biden received the Chancellor’s 
Medal. In 2003, he took home the SU Law 
Alumni Association’s Distinguished Service 
Award and was the recipient of the highest 
and most distinguished alumni award, the 
2005 George Arents Pioneer Medal. He is also 
an honorary member of the College of Law’s 
Board of Advisors. 
 “Sen. Biden has shown great appreciation 
for the opportunities his legal education and 
Syracuse provided him,” Arterian said. “He 
has been forthright and proud of his connection 
to his alma mater. I am sure we will institution-
ally recognize him, as we have in the past and 
will continue to mark his accomplishments.”
 With the SU connection in the upcoming 
election, Artenian predicts more people associ-
ated with SU will follow the race closely. 
 But Biden running as Obama’s second in 
command will not necessarily garner national 
exposure for SU. Bybee said it depends on how 
Biden plays the connection.
 “Using the example of (George W.) Bush, he 
went to Yale and Harvard,” Bybee said. “Those 
did not play a central role in his campaign. It 
was rarely mentioned with those elite universi-
ties, which aren’t exactly consistent with the 
regular guy image that he was projecting on 
the campaign trail.”
 Bybee acknowledged that Biden has stayed 
close to SU. 
 “Biden has always actually been pretty 
close, as he has spoken at a number of occasions 
on campus,” he said. “So I think he has strong 
ties to the university and the College of Law. I 
don’t think that he is really going to distance 
himself, which is ultimately good, win or lose.”
 Dean of SU’s Maxwell School of Citizenship 

and Public Affairs Mitchel Wallerstein said 
Biden’s relation to the university is something 
SU can use to its potential advantage. 
 “Certainly the fact that both he and his 
son are alumni of the law school can’t be a bad 
thing for the school,” Wallerstein said. “It’s not 
immediately obvious how that would translate 
to additional opportunities for the university, 
but I’m sure that’s something that will be 
certainly be explored if he is elected.”
 Grant Reeher, director of graduate studies 
and an associate professor in Maxwell, said 
any benefits for the university will depend on 
how Biden presents his life story.
 Reeher made the analogy to Yale University 
and its relationship to recent presidents.
 “Yale certainly got a lift from being the 
alma mater, either undergraduate or law 
school, for the last three presidents and one 
first lady,” he said. “But has Columbia Univer-
sity benefited from Obama yet?” 
 Regardless of the SU connection, Reeher 
said Obama’s selection of Biden was a good 
decision since they appear to compliment each 
other.
 To Bybee, the selection of Biden as vice 
president reminded him of the 2000 election 
when Bush selected Dick Cheney as his run-

ning mate.
 “You had a candidate who was from the 
outside, promising to shake things up a little 
bit, offering an approach that was going to be 
a little different than in the past,” Bybee said 
of President Bush. “He was someone who had 
some political experience, but there were ques-
tions about whether he had experience on the 
foreign stage. And I think the pick of Biden this 
time around reflects some of the same desires 
to balance the ticket the same way that Bush 
picked Cheney.”
 Nevertheless, with the presidential race 
heating up and less than two months until 
Election Day, it’s unlikely for SU to expect to 
see Obama in Syracuse. Wallerstein said that 
if Obama comes to New York, it would probably 
be to campaign in New York City. 
 “On the other hand, I think it is possible 
that Biden may come upstate,” he said. “So I 
think that if they do an upstate swing it’s pretty 
likely that Biden will stop through Syracuse.”
 Mike Short, who heads SU Students for 
Barack Obama, said he would love to see 
Obama or Biden in Syracuse, but thinks that 
they should campaign in areas they are most 
needed.
 “While we would be excited if either can-
didate on the Democratic ticket was to visit 
Central New York, we realize that it might not 
be the best use of their valuable time,” he said.
 Coming to Syracuse shouldn’t indicate that 
Biden is relying on the city’s vote, Bybee said. 
 “I would just imagine that his attachment 
and affection to the university is not contingent 
on delivering the vote,” he said. “A person’s 
attachment to their university is decades in the 
making. How Biden feels about Syracuse Uni-
versity today has much more to do with what 
has happened in the past since 1968. That’s 
40 years, not what’s happened in the past two 
weeks.”

dhbenda@syr.edu

biden
f r o m  p a g e  3

“I think Biden provides 
in some obvious ways a 
balance to Obama, as 
he is running on this 
position of change, a 
transformation of 
politics as we know it.”

Keith Bybee
SU political Science profeSSor and director 

of the Sawyer law and politicS program

Life of Biden:
1940: Born in Scranton, penn.

1950: moves to claymont, del.

1961: graduates from archmere academy

1965: graduates from University of dela
ware

1968: graduates from SU college of law

1968: Begins work as trial attorney, public 
defender

1970-1972: Serves on new castle county 
council

1972: elected delaware’s U.S. Senator, 
beating incumbent

1972: wife and three children in car acci-
dent, two children survive

1975: Becomes member of Senate for-
eign relations committee, which he later 
chairs

1977: Becomes member of Senate Judi-
ciary committee, which he later chairs

1987: announces candidacy for president

1988: diagnosed with two aneurysms; 
undergoes successful surgery

1991-present: adjunct professor at wid-
ener University School of law

2007: announces bid for president

2008: Becomes vice presidential demo-
cratic nominee

dailyorange.com
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Sorry, we’re not talking 
top secret operations. 
But, if you have good grammar, attention to 
detail, basic sales ability, and some InDesign  
layout skills, come work for The Daily Orange as our 

Classifieds Manager.  
Pay starts at $9 an hour  just a few hours a day 
for 3 or 4 days a week (during business hours). 
Please send resume to pwaack@dailyorange.com. 
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By Nya Wilson
Contributing Writer

Professor Larry Elin has written two textbooks, 
and he can’t believe how much students pay for 
them — or get back after only using them for a 
few months.
 Today is the last day to return fall semester 
textbooks to the Syracuse University Bookstore, 
and that means students returning books after 
today will receive only a fraction of the original 
price. Some professors are well aware of this 
dilemma, but admit publishers often leave no 
other option.
 Elin, a professor in the television, radio and 
film department at the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications, authored two books 
on developing multimedia and producing televi-
sion commercials that sell for $95.60 and $72.18 
on Amazon.com. He’s been teaching for 11 years 
and said such steep prices for textbooks haven’t 
changed drastically in that time.
 “It pains me to assign expensive textbooks,” 
he said. “But often the best text is the most 
expensive.”
 According to a report released in April by 
the New York Public Interest Research Group, 
during the 2007-08, the average college student 
paid $988 for books and supplies.
 Yet, some professors say they have no con-
trol over these high prices — they don’t choose 
what textbooks their students use. 
 In SU’s Mathematics Department, a com-
mittee chooses the course books for lower-level 
classes, said Yuesheng Xu, who teaches calculus 
and upper-level courses.
 “We do care about our kids and for them not 
to overspend,” he said. “But we cannot pick the 

cheapest book because it’s cheap. We have to see 
if it’s suitable to the level and the students.”
 Tia Florence, a junior education major, said 
students suffer from the process of testing new 
material.
 “They’re too expensive and too heavy,” she 
said. “Older teachers have a better understand-
ing of what they want their students to learn, 
so they make a better choice of textbooks. New 
teachers are experimenting, and we end up 
spending a lot more money.”
 But Kathleen Bradley, manager of the SU 
Bookstore, said the inflation of textbook prices 
has to do with publishers increasing costs.
 “In some cases, (the bookstore) holds the 
prices by semester,” she said. “But if the 
publishers raise their prices, we have to do the 
same.”
 The SU Bookstore is currently in the pilot 
stage of a ‘Guaranteed Buyback’ program. The 
program targets professors committing to using 
a textbook for two or more consecutive semes-
ters. A student taking one of those courses 
would purchase the textbook at the bookstore’s 
price, and then would be reimbursed for half of 
the cost at the end of the semester. For the next 
semester, a student could purchase the book 
at its depreciated value and will still receive 
50 percent of the original price back once the 
course concludes.
 Another initiative would demand that pub-
lishers disclose the cost of a textbook prior to 
selling it in bulk to professors — a plan that 85 
percent of surveyed professors approve, accord-
ing to the April NYPIRG report. 
 Some students and professors recognize 
there are alternatives to purchasing textbooks 

from the university. eTextbook, a site where 
students can download a digital format of the 
text instead of purchasing a hard copy, is just 
one of a number of options for textbook retail.
 Jed Greenwald, a freshman advertising and 
marketing major, said he plans to use online 
alternatives like eTextbook to buy books next 
semester.
 “I’ll have a better handle on what to do,” he 
said. “I’ll wait until classes start, instead of buy-
ing (books) before.”
 Roy Gutterman, a professor of news writ-
ing and communications and media law at 

Newhouse, suggested students buy books from 
each other to save money. He said he’s never put 
together a required course reader, but instead 
finds supplements that don’t violate copyright 
laws.
 Both course readers and materials posted 
on Blackboard require the rights of publishers. 
As is the case with textbooks, the publisher and 
the store selling the reader make a profit from 
the sale.
 “Readers are pretty expensive, too,” Gutter-
man said. “It’s not a way out to save money.”

nywilson@syr.edu

High textbook prices prompt students to seek alternative choices

Cost Comparison:
“Constitutional Law for a Changing 
America: A Short Course,” edited by 
Lee Epstein and Thomas G. Walker

Class: PSC 324: “Constitutional Law”

SU Bookstore
new: $79.50
used: $59.75

Amazon.com
new: $70.15
used: $51.62

Half.com
new: $59.95
used: $51.62

Barnesandnoble.com
new: $77.95

“Biology” by Eldra Solomon, Linda Berg 
and Diana W. Martin

Class: BIO 121: “General Biology I”

SU Bookstore
new: $176.25
used: $132. 25

Amazon.com
new: $156.76
used: $129.00

Half.com
new: $166.29
used: $128.91

Barnesandnoble.com
new: $195.95

Courtesy of the Su bookstore, amazon.com, half.com and 
barnesandnoble.com

Want to write 
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prospect of being an engineer.”
 Before working for SMU, Steinberg spent 
more than a decade serving as an assistant 
professor and an associate professor in 
Tulane University’s Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering.
 In 2005, Hurricane Katrina hit New 
Orleans, the home of Tulane. For 10 years, 
Steinberg had anticipated a hurricane of that 
magnitude hitting the city and had told her 
friends to evacuate when a major storm blew 
their way. 
 “I thought I would be back in a couple of 
days,” she said. “I was able to make a reserva-
tion to Philadelphia to stay with my family 
once I realized that the hurricane looked as if 
it was headed towards New Orleans and it was 
getting stronger.”
 She had previously evacuated in 1998 for 
Hurricane Georges, for Hurricane Ivan in 
2004 and for a fourth hurricane in 2001.
 Steinberg’s personal experiences have 
influenced her professional career by helping 
her create goals for L.C. Smith that reflect 
her belief in engineering and its influence on 
society.
 She highlighted the differences between 
the engineering programs at SMU, Tulane 
and SU, including the program’s collabora-
tion with other colleges on campus and its 

relationship with the global community. 
 “I think that Syracuse is more outward 
looking than those schools,” she said. “It’s 
very engaged by working with local commu-
nities and solving regional and national prob-
lems. The second thing is that the engineer-
ing school is not a stand alone college here. It 
clearly works closely with other colleges.” 
 Some of her goals for L.C. Smith involve 
SU’s surrounding communities.
 “One of my goals for the college is that it 
becomes the engineering and computer sci-
ence best college in New York state,” she said. 
Every high school student in the state should 
consider SU their best choice if they’re think-
ing about studying engineering or computer 
science, Steinberg said.
 Other goals embrace the college’s hopes of 
situating itself globally. 
 Faculty members at L.C. Smith are trying 
to give students in-depth technical educa-
tion as well as broader horizons, so students 
understand where engineering fits into the 
greater society around them. Students need 
to be ready to use technology to improve the 
lives of others and at the same time protect 

the environment, she said.   
 “I am pleased that Syracuse University 
has taken the step of electing me to run L.C. 
Smith College,” Steinberg said. “And if I can 
serve to encourage students and even to serve 
as a role model for them, I am more than 
delighted to be able to do that.”

rseldrid@syr.edu

Steinberg
f r o m  p a g e  3

Laura Steinberg’S 
additionaL roLeS: 
■ Courtesy appointment by SU’s Max-
well School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs in recognition of her work com-
bining engineering and public policy

■ Researcher at NATECH, an organi-
zation focused on the effects natural 
disasters have in industrialized areas

■ Member of the Science Advisory 
Board of the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (Drinking Water Com-
mittee)

■ Member of the editorial board of 
the Journal of Homeland Security and 
Emergency Management 

■ Associate editor of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers Natural Haz-
ards Review 

“It is indeed rare to be a 
woman in this position.”

Laura Steinberg
DEAN of l.C. SMiTH

the opportunity to minor in the subject. Knowl-
edge of the region, its history and its language 
provides students with career opportunities, he 
said.
 Demand for the program steadily increased as 
students and faculty began to request more courses, 
leading to the creation of the major this fall.  
 To support the program’s expansion, four 
new professors were hired this semester.
 Among them is Rania Habib, assistant pro-
fessor in linguistics and Arabic. She joined 
the MESP faculty as the first ever tenure track 
professor of Arabic. In the future, she will also 
be teaching courses that explore non-political 
aspects of the Middle East.
 “(The students) will be able to examine rela-
tionships in the Arab world and learn about the 
diversity that exists among the many countries 
of the Middle East,” Habib said. 
 The courses will focus on lesser-known 
aspects of the cultures, such as the music, food 
and family traditions that define and distin-
guish them.
 MESP has already received recognition by 
the Middle East Studies Association. In the 
MESA August 2008 newsletter, SU was listed 
along with Cornell University, Colgate Univer-
sity and New York University as schools that 
have Middle Eastern programs of study.
 “The trend is unmistakable,” Boroujerdi 
said.

nsdelacr@syr.edu

middle eaStern
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new facuLty in the 
MiddLe eaStern 
StudieS PrograM:

Miriam F. Elman
Specialty: Democratization in 
the Middle East, israeli-Pales-
tinian conflict, intersection of 
religion and politics

Carol Fadda-Conrey
Specialty: Study of gender, 
race, ethnicity, religion, war, 
trauma and transnational 
citizenship in Arab and Arab-
American literary texts

Kara Richardson
Specialty: influence of medi-
eval islamic philosophy on 
the latin West

Rania Habib
Specialty: Arabic language 
and linguistics, gender and 
society in Arabic culture, 
dialect variation in the Arab 
world

Check out the Friday Web edition at dailyorange.com 
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 In the second burglary at 175 Small Road, 
an SU sophomore walked out of the shower at 
1:40 a.m. and saw three people standing in his 
bedroom and one more person standing in his 
living room. He yelled to his roommates, but 
three of the suspects jumped out of his bedroom 
window screen — which had also been slit — and 

ran. The fourth suspect ran out of the apartment 
door, the student said.
 His two roommates chased the suspects 
and attracted the attention of a DPS car. The 
student said DPS stopped at least two of the 
suspects.
 The student estimated the total value of the 
stolen items at $3,500, which included a Wii, 
an Xbox 360, eight video games, video game 
controllers, a laptop, an external hard drive, a 
cell phone, a wallet and a digital camera. SPD 

had recovered his possessions, he said.
 The third burglary occurred at 260 Small 
Road sometime after 1 a.m. Friday. An SU 
sophomore’s credit card, debit card, ID card, 
driver’s license, keys and cash were stolen from 
her handbag, which was placed on a chair near 
the apartment’s entrance.
 An SPD report of the 260 Small Road inci-
dent referenced the earlier two burglaries. The 
SPD officer who authored the report wrote he 
had been informed of the other two burglaries 

and that there had been arrests made in those 
cases.
 The student said she left her door unlocked 
because another roommate was coming home 
late, according to the report. She noticed at 
noon Friday that the contents of her wallet 
were missing.
 When reached by cell phone Friday night, 
Sgt. Tom Connellan of SPD could not confirm 
the incidents at 250 and 175 Small Road. 

shmelike@syr.edu

South campuS
f r o m  p a g e  1
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Annie Wilson: A good girl from Kansas, who 
has a love for theater. After getting on the 
bad side of queen bee Naomi and stealing 
the theater spotlight away from Adrianna, it 
looks like there might be some catfights in 
the future. 
Most like: Brenda Walsh (Shannen 
Dougherty)/Donna Martin (Tori Spelling)
Similarities: Brenda and Annie love theater 
and were transplanted from the Midwest to 
Beverly Hills, which would make them the 
obvious pair. However, Annie’s sweet per-
sonality and innocent naïveté align her right 
up with the angelic Donna Martin.
Differences: Annie seems a lot nicer than 
Brenda, who was basically known as the 
sassy hothead throughout her time on the 
show. Also, when it came to love triangles, 
Brenda was usually on the losing end, wait-
ing for the guy to choose her. 

Dixon Wilson: The athletic, adopted son, 
who happens to be black (though it doesn’t 
seem the writers will focus on race). He 
does, however, get in a fight with the old 
lacrosse captain after Dixon steals his spot 
in the lineup. 
Most like: Brandon Walsh (Jason Priestly)
Similarities: Both Brandon and Dixon are one 
half of a sibling duo which move to the glam-
orous Beverly Hills. Also both the boys seem 
to be the “nice guy,” do-gooders who usually 
put morals above all else — not to mention on 
Brandon’s first day of school, he goes to the 
“West Beverly Blaze” newspaper and Dixon 

shows up at “The Blaze” TV station.
Differences: Brandon was hardly an athlete, 
after trying out for track and failing, he stuck to 
writing. Dixon however seems to be brains and 
brawn as the new star lacrosse player for West 
Beverly. Also, the adoption story draws a huge 
contrast between the two.

Naomi Clark (AnnaLynne McCord): Clas-
sic mean girl with issues. In true snotty 
fashion, she steps on her former best friend 
on her way to the top and has mindless par-
ents who defend their little girl to the end. 
Flashes of insecurity flare up in Naomi when 
she finds out her boyfriend’s cheating on her 
and having her mom “nicely” tell her that she 
simply isn’t a smart person. It’s clear this girl 
will be the main event in the show. 
Most like: Kelly Taylor (Jennie Garth)
Similarities: Both the girls are the high pro-
filed princess in school that every guy wants 
and every girl wants to be. Much like Kelly, 
Naomi seems to have some lurking family 
issues that will threaten to destroy her.
Differences: Although both the girls have the 
perfect exterior, damaged interior problem, 
Kelly’s character grew tremendously into 
a caring, loveable character rather quickly. 
Judging by Naomi’s past, it doesn’t seem 
like she has a nice bone in her body. 

Erin “Silver” Silver (Jessica Stroup): Those 
who watched the original Beverly Hills, 
90210 may remember Kelly and David’s cute 
kid sister. Well, she’s back and not so cute. 

As an outcast of the high-profile lifestyle, Sil-
ver is known as the girl who makes a vicious 
blog about her fellow schoolmates. 
Most like: Brenda Walsh (Shannen Doherty)
Similarities: Brenda and Silver seem to be 
super assertive dark-haired girls looking for 
revenge. Brenda always got the last word in 
arguments and never backed out of a fight. 
Silver looks like she carries her brass knuckles 
in her pencil pouch. Both the girls also seem to 
be OK with being out of the in-crowd.
Differences: So far, Silver doesn’t seem 
to be the type to mourn the break-up with 
a boyfriend for more than a few episodes. 
Brenda, on the other hand, mourned the end 
of her relationship with Dylan for two sea-
sons. In the end, while Brenda was rude, she 
never caused trouble that wasn’t necessary. 
Silver loves to stir the pot with her blog.

Ethan Ward (Dustin Milligan): The heart-
throb lacrosse player who kicks Naomi to the 
curb. His sights seem to be set on Annie, but 
he better watch out for the sensitive Ty.
Most like: Steve Sanders (Ian Ziering)
Similarities: Steve and Ethan are the newly 
minted exes of the queen bee and seem to be 
the golden boys with the world at their feet. 
Differences: Steve used his position in soci-
ety to cut corners and get as many girls as 
he could. While later in the series; he grew 
into a nicer guy, what made Steve who he 
was when he was younger: rich kid looking 
for a party, a trait viewers haven’t yet seen 
in Ethan.

By Kelly Outram
ASST. FEATurE EDITOr

A fter the old crowd grew up, got 
married and moved on, life went 
on in Southern California. With a 

new cast and new problems the popular 
zip code is back to attract a new genera-
tion to the sex, lies and intrigue that lie 
in Beverly Hills, 90210. 

 The newly revamped 90210 seems 
to be a mixture of “Gossip Girl,” “My 
Super Sweet 16” and “Scrubs.” It has 
bratty rich kids with problems and a 
unique comedic spin that is less witty 
and pop-culture charged than “The 
OC,” but still funny. 

 When the Wilson family moves from 
Kansas to Beverly Hills, daughter Annie 
(Shenae Grimes) and adopted son Dixon 
(Tristan Wilds) get thrown into a crazy, 
fast-paced world much like the Walshes 
did 18 years ago. 

 In its two-hour premiere last Tues-
day, the show broke records for The CW. 
More than 4.9 million viewers tuned in 
to make 90210 the highest rated premiere 
on the network. With better acting, and 
fewer cheesy moments, 90210 will be on 
its way to becoming the next breakout 
teen show. 

kaoutram@syr.edu

The new 90210 cast takes inspiration from its former years, but adds more twists than other teenage dramas

character breakdown New characters and more drama can be confusing, so here’s 90210 characters 101
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University Union sponsored the fifth annual 

Juice Jam concert held at Skytop Field on 

South Campus. Ra Ra Riot opened the show, 

followed by Talib Kweli and Bloc Party. More 

than 4,000 people attended this year’s Juice 

Jam, making it the most successful concert 

by UU to date, said Kelly Bertog, director of 

concerts for UU. 

Juice Jam outtakes

nick ray mccaan | staff photographerx
SU students rock out to Bloc Party, the last act to perform at this year’s Juice Jam. During their set, it started to rain but it did not deter fans from dancing.

nick ray mccaan | staff photographer 
ra ra riot (left),  kele okereke of bloc party (center) and alexandra lawn 
of ra ra riot (right) perform at the fifth annual Juice Jam, hosted by UU Concerts.

nick ray mccaan | staff photographer

nick ray mccaan | staff photographerjoey baker | staff photographer

nick ray mccaan| staff photographer

Students pound their firsts in rhythm to Talib Kweli’s set. Kweli encouraged 
participation while he was performing.
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Fifth annual Juice Jam brings rap, indie rock 
and British underground to Skytop Field

By Melissa Daniels 
Staff Writer

Bloc Party frontman Kele Okereke got close and 
personal with Syracuse University students at 
Sunday’s Juice Jam Festival.

 In a preppy blue polo shirt with a proudly 
popped collar, Okereke jumped off stage, past 
the barriers and into the middle of the dancing, 
clapping crowd while the band performed its 
latest single “Mercury.” 

 After that moment, the crowd was sold to 
Bloc Party, who only played until 5:30 p.m. due 
to a slight drizzle. With enough onstage energy 
to spark most of the festival goers into standing 
up and dancing, the British alternative rock 

juggernauts successfully ended what had been a 
day of constantly rising energy. 

 The festival kicked off at 1 p.m., with Syra-
cuse alumni Ra Ra Riot taking the stage for 40 
minutes, followed by rapper Talib Kweli. The 
crowd was at its peak during Kweli’s set in 
terms of attendance and energy — the hip-hop 
star commanded the crowd into hand-bouncing 
and fist-pumping sprees in almost every song. 

 With about 4,000 people in attendance, the 
festival was one the most successful events 
University Union has hosted, said Kelly Bertog, 
director of UU Concerts.

 “We proved today to ourselves, to the stu-
dent body, and even to school administration 

that bringing quality artists that the students 
are looking for, even if they have less name 
recognition, makes for an unbelievable show,” 
Bertog said. 

 While many students exited the South Cam-
pus field after Kweli’s set, the remaining crowd 
for Bloc Party was still substantial. Most were 
on their feet, while earlier in the day most stu-
dents listened to the show while sitting on the 
hillside. 

 Between Okereke’s stage presence and the 
effects-driven sound of lead guitarist Russell 
Lissack, Bloc Party put on an impressive per-
formance. Stepping into the electronic music 
realm, Bloc Party used live recording tech-

niques to loop vocal lines or have backing 
tracks. 

 The band was lighthearted, with Okereke 
asking several times where the band could 
stop by after the show. After a quick false exit, 
the band returned with white towel togas and 
Okereke in a Syracuse basketball jersey, much 
to the crowd’s satisfaction. 

 The midday show had a relaxed atmosphere 
like any music festival, but more intimate. Ber-
tog said that after the performance, Bloc Party 
noted how much they enjoyed play for a smaller 
crowd, and the crowd seemed to really appreci-
ate the music. On Saturday night, the band had 

see freestylin’ page 16

  megan lange | staff photographer

talib kweli delivers a performance that combines freestyling and political activism. His performance attracted the largest crowd of all three acts at Juice Jam.
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Bloc Party rocks Euclid 
house after Juice Jam gig

By Dan Kaplan
Asst. FeAture editor

John DeNapoli couldn’t believe it.
 Bloc Party frontman Kele Okereke had 

taken a break between songs at Sunday’s Juice 
Jam festival to ask the crowd where in Syracuse 
to party. 

 DeNapoli, a third year architecture student 
at Syracuse University, dismissed the ques-
tion as mere rock star foolery. Even after get-
ting past security and jokingly holding up an 
addressed sign to the band members, he and his 
roommates at 418 Euclid Ave. had their doubts.

 “They came out, joking around, so we 
walked up to them like ‘You guys want to 
have an American toga party? Let’s do it!’” 
DeNapoli said. “Fingers crossed, you know, 
nobody believed me. We went out and started 
preparing, and then we’re just sitting there 
doing nothing, we get a knock on the door, and 
it’s Bloc Party.”

 The band members scattered throughout the 
house and mingled with party-goers. Despite 
the many photo requests from star-struck fans, 
Okereke and drummer Matt Tong said they 
were enjoying themselves.

 “It’s great to be in Syracuse,” Okereke said. 
“The show was quite good, but the party’s really 

awesome. The party’s the best thing about it.”
 Most of the party took place in the house’s 

first floor and attic. With music blaring and mul-
tiple drinking games set up, the band members 
were able to fit right in with the college crowd, 
said resident Neeraj Agrawal, a junior policy 
studies major.

 “I’ve been thoroughly impressed by the way 
they just blend in, as if they’re one of the guys,” 
Agrawal said. “The accents are tough to get 
used to, but generally they just fit right in.”

 Caitlin McCarthy, a junior accounting 
major, said she had met the band members 
while playing drinking games at the party.

 “Everyone was freaking out,” she said. “But 
it was fun, I got to play flip cup with them. I 
talked to Kele and the drummer.”

 With guitarist Russell Lissack and bassist 
Gordon Moakes nowhere to be found, Okereke 
and Tong were the only constant band presences 
at the party. And even with the extra attention, 
Tong said the experience was thoroughly enjoy-
able.

 “It’s very professional,” he said. “They’ve 
got a bar set up, and when I demanded a toga 
someone just went up and tore the sheets off 
their bed for me. I’m having the best time.”

sdkaplan@syr.edu

juice jam
f r o m  p a g e  1

FreeSTYLiN’
f r o m  p a g e  1 3

performed at the Virgin Mobile Festival in 
Toronto to an audience of about 30,000.

 “They don’t really play college shows a lot, 
so they got to see what it’s like to have bunch 
of 20-something energetic, college kids to play 
to,” he said. 

 Morgan Nowak, a sophomore aerospace 
engineering major, thought Bloc Party put 
on a great show. He said he was impressed by 
UU’s capabilities in bringing quality acts.

 “I think they (UU) do a pretty good job,” 
he said. “I was surprised they could get Bloc 
Party.”

 Bertog said he knew it was a gamble to 
have a show with a rap artist and indie rock 
bands, but it turned out to be a successful 
combination. 

 “You don’t need a top act or someone who’s 
been on the Disney Channel to appear to the 
student body,” he said. 

 University Union has often received com-
plaints over the years for not having enough 
diversity in its program, or just making poor 
choices on whom to bring. But Bertog said this 
year’s Juice Jam lineup was a step in the right 
direction for the organization since it reached 
two different types of music fans.

 “We try to program with all of campus in 
mind,” he said. “Now we’ll try to find some 
artists that will appeal to a different group, 

and maybe a reach 2,000 kids who didn’t show 
up today.” 

 Sophomore communication design major 
Matt Smiroldo noted that the $10 ticket price 
for all three acts made the concert a bargain, 
with the bonus of having a diverse, relaxed 
crowd. 

 “(Juice Jam) is bigger than last year because 
of the multiple genres,” he said. “Here, we have a 
mix. I like it. It’s a step toward the future.”

 Adam Gould, who graduated from SU in 
2005 and runs local concert venue Funk ‘n 
Waffles, was equally happy to see all kinds of 
people having a good time, people who might 
otherwise not be at the same show. 

 “Music is just the universal language,” 
he said. “You don’t know have to know how 
to speak it or play it; everyone loves music. 
It’s one way to bring everyone together and 
upgrade our entire social scene, to bring a lot 
more music.”

mdanie01@syr.edu

nick ray mccann | staff photographer
talib kweli takes the stage after ra ra riot and before Bloc Party, adding hip-hop to the rock-based lineup.

“(Juice Jam) is bigger than 
last year because of the 
multiple genres. Here, we 
have a mix. I like it. It’s a 
step toward the future.”

Matt Smiroldo
soPhomore communicAtion design mAjor

J u i c E  J a m

 Greene said. “It ate up the budget. People 
were missing the music; it just wasn’t worth it.”

 For new student organizations and Jam 
veterans, the diverted attention meant more 
recruits for their associations. 

 “We’ve seen a lot of interest from first year 
students,” said Steve Klimek, a junior archi-
tecture major who worked at the American 
Institute of Architecture booth. 

 Klimek said he was surprised by how many 
people were interested in his organization. 

 New groups like Sexually-Conscious Youth-
ful, Mature, Black and Latino Students known 
by its acronym “Sex Symbal,” used the opportu-
nity to get the word out about the new organiza-
tion.

 “Our goal is to empower students of color to 
make healthy sexual decisions,” said Francis 
Carrero, a junior communications and rhe-
torical studies major involved in Sex Symbal. 
“We’ve been doing pretty well so far today with 
recruiting new people. I think we will get a lot of 
new members.”

 Students took advantage of the breaks 
between band sets, as signing up for multiple 
list-servs was more convenient then waiting 30 
minutes in the hat line. 

 Alexandra Greiner, a freshman fashion 
design major, came for the music, but quickly 
became interested in the sororities represented. 

 “I know that I’m going to rush,” Greiner 
said. “But today gave me a better idea of what 
sororities I’m interested in.”

 Other students like freshman communica-
tions and rhetorical studies major Courtney Yeh, 
enjoyed the “fair-like” experience of Juice Jam.

 “I’m from Hong Kong, and we never have 
these kinds of things,” Yeh said. “I really like 
being able to just walk around with the music in 
the background, get souvenirs and learn about 

the clubs.”
 Juice Jam wasn’t just for freshmen, though. 

Neil Hueber, a fifth year architecture student, 
stood next to the VPA printmaking stand, 

watching other students enjoy the art work in 
front of them.

 “It’s always good to see all the groups out 
for the freshmen,” Hueber said. “This day is 

for everyone, though. You can be a senior and 
just learn about groups on campus, and there’s 
always a new group to see.”

rdjone03@syr.edu
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i reject your reality

Google’s new web browser brings Internet back to basics

G oogle announced the release of its 
new, home-brewed Internet browser, 
dubbed Google Chrome on Sept. 3.

 This seemed a bit strange because Google 
backs Firefox, one of the more popular browsers 
on the Web today. So why the sudden desire to 
make an Internet browser of its own? Is it even 
all that special?

 As always, curiosity got the best of me, 
and even though I’m running Firefox, Internet 
Explorer and Safari, what’s one more browser? 
So download I did — on the day it was released, 
no less. 

 It’s important for everyone to realize this is 
a beta release, meaning it’s in the testing phase 
and only released for people to give Google feed-
back. Since it’s based on open source code, it can 
be edited by anyone. 

 In other words, expect to see tons of third 
party add-ons and fixes for it in the near future 
and for the rest of its lifespan.

 First thoughts: Great install; quick, easy 
and painless. The installation allows for easy 
importing of bookmarks and even quick buttons 
from Firefox and Safari, while providing the 
option to keep your original default browser 
instead of Chrome taking over.

 Aesthetically speaking, it’s nothing special 
— except for a few features that caught my eye 
right from the get go. 

 It was meant to be simple, and Google suc-
ceeded again.

 The search bar and address bar are one in 
the same, saving plenty of space for the hun-
dreds of buttons and links that don’t yet exist. 

 The search/address bar can be configured 
to be run by whatever search engine Chrome 
supports. So if for some reason you don’t like 
Google (even though you’re using their browser) 
and you want the search bar to be a Yahoo! 
search bar, you can have it.

 Interestingly enough, the tabs feature pro-
vided is set up opposite of the standard tabs view 
for, let’s say, every browser known to man. 

 For example, Firefox’s tabs show up under 
your toolbars and just above the actual site 
you’re viewing. However, Chrome tabs are at 
the very top of the window above the toolbar, 
address bar and quick buttons. It looks great, 
and makes navigation much easier.

 The default homepage is a nifty little combo 
of your search history and, of course, a Google 
search bar (or whatever your default search 

engine is). 
 The page displays your top six (why six? I 

have no clue) most visited pages in thumbnail 
form, which is aesthetically pleasing. The home 
page also provides you with a most recent book-
marks section and a “show full history” link 
that allows users to view everything they have 
ever possibly viewed on Chrome. 

 You can change the default homepage, 
however, a “Home” button isn’t on the default 
toolbar and has to be enabled, which is a serious 
negative. 

 To make up for this flaw, Chrome allows you 
to program tabs to open up to any sites upon 
launch. In other words, you can take your favor-
ite sites you visit all the time, and when you load 
Chrome, it opens them all in separate tabs, and 
it does it FAST. 

 And now for the technical jargon. 
 If you’re easily confused, please look away 

now. 
 Previous browsers such as Firefox and 

Internet Explorer have had problems with mem-
ory allocation for their tabs. In situations where 
multiple tabs are constantly being opened and 
closed, the memory usage for the tabs that are 
closed becomes fragmented and can no longer 
be used again, creating an unnecessary buildup 
of memory. 

 To solve this problem, Chrome went a step 
further and made separate tabs act as though 
they were individual windows or tasks. 

 Once closed, the tabs end all memory they 
had been taking up, and allocate it to the rest of 
the tabs to eliminate any excess memory dump. 

 This is very similar to how applications 
work within an operating system such as Win-

dows. In doing so, not only does Chrome take 
up less memory usage, but tabs open and close 
much faster and the speed of browsing within 
each tab increases dramatically.

 Although innovative, this is nothing spec-
tacular, and it still has a lot of bugs to work out. 

 So why even bother making this browser if 
others have defiantly made progress already? 

 It’s simple — Internet browsing isn’t what it 
used to be. When Internet Explorer and Firefox 
were founded, surfing the net was much more 
simple. There were fewer applications and many 
more Web sites. 

 In creating Chrome, Google wanted to sim-
ply allow for change. 

 It made an open source browser so average 
people with their own ideas could edit it and 
make it grow — a similar concept on how the 
Internet was born. 

 A fantastic idea, some may say. 
 However, it still has a long way to go before 

it’s number one.
Matt Bellezza is a senior information man-
agement and technology major. His column 

appears every other week in The Daily Orange. 
He can be reached at mlbellez@syr.edu.
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Polly Pocket (1990) 

B igger than a fingernail, smaller than a 
paperclip, the blonde curly-haired cutie 
named Polly Pocket exploded onto the 

scene in the early 90s, proving that bigger isn’t 
necessarily better. 

 The beauty of Polly Pocket wasn’t just her 
bite-sized stature, but also that she seemed to 
come packed with fun and surprises. While 
some of her fun sets were actual toy houses 
and cars, some of the more classic Polly fun 
sets were disguised as either makeup com-
pacts or a small lockets which made toting 
your favorite toy to show and tell so much 
easier. 

 When opened, they would expose all types 
of wonder from a playground that included 
a merry-go-round you could actually twist 
around to a mall that had a working elevator. 
You could also set up a scene by sticking Polly 
and her friends into their holding places so 
they could stand (or sit) and enjoy all the fun 
that imagination had to offer. But the thrills 
didn’t stop there. 

 “Pockets of fun” with secret rooms and 
toys were also hidden inside. In her underwa-
ter mermaid world there was a treasure chest 
filled with gold. And who could forget “Pol-
lyville?” Which had spinning clothing racks 

and the boat that magically (or in this case, 
magnetically) moved down the river. 

 Polly was so easy to have fun with; she was 
also easy to choke on, easy to lose and easy 
to break in half. Despite setbacks, her size 
made it easy to play with her in your lap when 
second grade math got too boring. 

 - Kelly Outram, asst. feature editor

kaoutram@syr.edu
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yards later, the Orange was 0-2 and Robinson’s 
grip as Syracuse head coach was even more 
slippery.

 How pitiful was Robinson’s defense? On 
a 3rd-and-23 in the first quarter, the Orange 
allowed Akron tailback Dennis Kennedy to 
slash up the middle on a draw and scamper 35 
yards for a touchdown.

 That made it 14-0, the first of many gut-
punch moments for the Dome crowd.

 Those 31,808 — the smallest crowd for a 
home opener since 1985 — already knew it was 
bad. But Akron?

 “The fans have every right to be upset and 
be disappointed,” Robinson said after the game. 
“What can I say other than… I’ve got to go and 
get these guys playing? 

 “That was not a good showing today and 
everyone knows it. That’s the bottom line.”

 But this was more than just “not a good 
showing.” This was embarrassment, served 
straight up, without a chaser. Syracuse’s 
second-half comeback — led by freshly installed 
quarterback Cameron Dantley — couldn’t apply 
enough makeup to this loss.

 The Zips could barely believe it, either. They 
gave head coach J.D. Brookhart an ice-water 
bath as time expired, while the smattering of 
blue and gold fans in the corner of the stadium 
cavorted around in disbelief. The mood couldn’t 
have been more different for the orange-clad 
contingent.

 Sure, the loss against Iowa two years ago 
was bad. When SU had seven tries inside the 

two-yard line to score a touchdown and tie 
the game in double overtime. But at least the 
Hawkeyes were a proud program and a double-
digit favorite that day. 

 Sure, Miami (Ohio) last year was bad. But at 
least that game was away, and the Orange could 
use its hangover from the previous week’s upset 
at Louisville as a crutch.  

 There have been plenty of other lowlights in 
these last 37 games — losses that should have 
qualified as rock bottom. But they weren’t. This 
was. Even if Robinson wouldn’t say so after-
ward.

 “I don’t know. I just came off the field,” he said 
when asked if this was his toughest loss at Syra-
cuse. “This was a tough loss, a very tough loss. We 
have to respond, that’s the bottom line.”

 There are still 10 games to do that. But it’s 
getting hard to imagine Robinson turning 
this ship around. Remember, he almost didn’t 
have this fourth season, another chance to lift 
this program out of the depths. But after two 

games, indications are the Orange has only 
sunk further. 

 Robinson assigned himself the blame after-
ward. He blamed himself for the blown cover-
ages, the lack of preparation and utter inability 
to execute on defense.

 He was even more somber Sunday at his 
weekly post-game press conference, as if the 
magnitude of Saturday’s debacle had truly sunk 
in. He spoke softly most of the time, his words 
carefully measured. He is human, after all. He 
understands that the calls for his job will be 
louder than ever now.

 “If I spent a lot of time dwelling on it, it’s 
terrible,” Robinson said in reference to the fans’ 
calls for his head. “I really have to be strong 
about it and not dwell on it because, really, I 
can’t control it. I understand it. But I can’t con-
trol it.”

 But it will be hard not to dwell on this one 
for a while. This is rock bottom, after all. It can’t 
get any lower than this loss.

 Can it?
John Clayton is the sports editor of The Daily 
Orange, where his columns appear occasion-

ally. He can be reached at jsclayto@syr.edu.
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da’mon merkerson (6) tries to tackle Akron tailback Dennis Kennedy. Akron ran for 
218 yards and three touchdowns against the Orange. 

“The fans have every 
right to be upset and 
be disappointed. What 
can I say other than I’ve 
got to go and get these 
guys playing? That’s 
what it comes down to.”

Greg Robinson
SyrAcuSe heAD cOAch



opponent. 
 If Robinson knew, the Zips might not have 

run for 218 yards on the ground, buoyed by the 
tailback tandem of Alex Allen and Dennis Ken-
nedy. 

 But Robinson only knew what went wrong, 
not why. So he blamed himself. 

 “There’s no excuses for it,” he said. “I just 
think that really, we like to think we were pre-
pared. Obviously we weren’t.”

 The bleakness of the defense overshadowed 
an awakening from the offense Saturday. New 
quarterback Cameron Dantley — named the 
starter this week in place of the struggling 
Andrew Robinson — converted 65 percent of his 
passes, a safe collection of short check-downs 
and dump-offs. He threw three touchdowns.

 Curtis Brinkley and Delone Carter got into 
a groove after the first quarter and dragged the 
Orange back into the game. Brinkley rushed for 
143 yards — a career high — and a touchdown, 
while Carter slashed for 77. 

 Except it wasn’t enough. A good day from 
the offense couldn’t fix a dreadful one from the 
defense. 

 “They were calling the right plays on our 
defenses, we were making mistakes,” said safety 
A.J. Brown. “They capitalized on our mistakes.”

 Akron capitalized early and often, surging 
to a 14-0 lead in the first quarter. Jacquemain 
tossed a 33-yard strike to Andre Jones on the 
Zips first drive, beating cornerback Mike Hol-
mes — a blown coverage, Greg Robinson said 
afterwards. Two drives later, Kennedy broke 
loose on a 35-yard scamper into the end zone on 
3rd-and-23 — an embarrassment, Greg Robinson 
said. 

 That set the tempo for the day. Third and 
longs offered little solace, only more gloom 
when the Zips converted. Akron converted 10-of-
14 third downs total. 

 “Coach (Robinson) had a right to be mad at 
us,” said defensive tackle Art Jones, who had 
five tackles and a sack. 

 But there was a chance to salvage this one, 
on a day when the defense was outclassed by a 
team picked to finish last in the Mid-American 
Conference East Division.

 The offense started to grind away at the defi-
cit after the opening quarter. It was 28-14 at the 
half, but things tightened. Brinkley and Carter 
went to work. Early in the fourth, Dantley 
scrambled and found Nick Provo as the tight end 
slid to the ground in the back of the end zone to 

tie the game at 28.
 But Syracuse could not hold. Jacquemain 

led a 10-play, 78-yard drive to answer, hitting 
Jones for another touchdown. Holmes was again 
beaten in coverage. 

 On the ensuing drive, the Zip defense 
swarmed Carter in the backfield on a 4th-and-1 
at the Akron 46. 

 There was 4:50 to go, but it was over and the 
fans understood, energy leaking out of the sta-
dium as they headed for the aisles. The Orange 
had been unable to stop Akron all day. Why 
now? They were right.

 Jacquemain hit tight end Merce Poindexter 
for an 18-yard touchdown five plays later and the 
defense walked off the field, heads down, just as 
the fans had — ugly symmetry for a program 
facing its lowest depths. 

 “The fans have every right to be upset and be 
disappointed,” Robinson said afterward. “What 
can I say?”

 As he spoke, a boom microphone toppled 
over and slammed into the ground, a bang! that 
resonated through the press room. 

 This is Syracuse football in 2008: double-
digit losses to MAC teams, equipment malfunc-
tioning at random and a coach desperate for 
answers — and none in sight. 

ramccull@syr.edu
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jake flaherty (45) and the rest of the Syracuse defense could not contain Akron, allowing 478 yards and six touchdowns. In two 
games, the SU defense has given up an average of 36 points and 481 yards en route to an 0-2 record. 

SYRACUSE
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
Dantley 13-20 135 3-0

Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
Brinkley 21 143 1
Carter 13 77 0
Hogue 3 9 0
Fiammetta 2 3 0
Dantley 4 -13 0

Receiving
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Owen 5 59 2
Davis 4 40 0
Fiammetta 2 13 0
Provo 1 15 0
Chew 1 8 0

SCORING BY QUARTERS
						 1	 2	 3	 4	 F
Akron 14 14 0 14 42
Syracuse 0 14 7 7 28

SCORING SUMMARY
1st quarter
Akron — Jones 33 pass from Jacquemain 
(Iveljic kick), 11:39
Akron — Kennedy 35 run (Iveljic kick), 
1:41

2nd quarter
SU — Owen 32 pass from Dantley (Shadle 
kick), 14:14
Akron — Allen 1 run (Iveljic kick), 7:35
SU — Brinkley 1 run (Shadle kick), 2:17
Akron — Allen 1 run (Iveljic kick), 0:22

3rd quarter
SU — Owen 4 pass from Dantley (Shadle 
kick), 11:30

4th quarter
SU — Provo 15 pass from Dantley (Shadle 
kick), 12:56
Akron — Jones 12 pass from Jacquemain 
(Iveljic kick), 7:28
Akron — Poindexter 18 pass from Jacque-
main (Iveljic kick), 2:43

AKRON
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
Jacquemain 20-26 260 3-1

Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
Allen 21 103 2
Kennedy 11 89 1
Johnson 7 39 0
Jacquemain 5 -9 0

Receiving 
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Jones 7 98 2
Bruce 6 49 0
Bowser 3 41 0
Miller 2 32 0
Williams 1 22 0 

Check out our sports blog during the Penn 
State game for the latest updates

sports.dailyorange.com
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CAMERON DANTLEY (4) was effective in his second career start for the Orange. Dantley threw for 135 yards and three touchdowns 
against the Zips and kept Syracuse in the game until a failed fourth down conversation late in the fourth quarter. 

Surprise starter Dantley effi cient in defeat

F O O T B A L L

DRILL
UP

DOWN

HERO

ZERO

Curtis Brinkley and 
Delone Carter
The two running backs shone for the 
Orange and kept the team in the game. 
Brinkley tallied a career-high 143 yards, 
and Carter added 77 of his own. 

Cameron Dantley
Most of his passes were short, but he 
converted 65 percent of them (13-for-20) 
for 135 yards and three touchdowns. 

Mike Owen
Dantley, keeping things simple, relied 
on his tight end throughout the game, 
and Owen came through. He led the 
team with fi ve catches, two of them 
for touchdowns. 

Mike Holmes
The cornerback got beaten on two 
touchdown passes to Andre Jones. 
In a secondary that spread mistakes 
around liberally, Holmes stood out. 

Doug Hogue
The sophomore tailback hasn’t pro-
duced at the same level as his two tail-
back teammates. It’s less of a knock 
on Hogue than a nod towards Brinkley 
and Carter. 

Mike Mele
Too many options to choose, but Mele 
fi ts the bill. Fellow linebackers Jake 
Flaherty and Derrell Smith struggled 
too, but Flaherty led the team in tack-
les, and Smith picked off a pass.

Chris Jacquemain
Jacquemain ran the Zips’ spread, no-
huddle offense with ease. He threw for 
260 yards on 20-for-26 passing, with 
three touchdowns.

Greg Robinson
The whole defense 
deserves blame, but 
the Orange head 
coach put this one on 
himself afterwards. 
And that’s fair. He 
coaches the defense 
and he recruited these 
players. 

TURNING POINT

4:50
4th Quarter

Akron took over on downs after stuff-
ing Carter on a 4th-and-1 at the Zips’ 
46 yard line. The ensuing touchdown 
drive was academic: the Orange 
defense leaked like sieve all day. But 
stopping Carter and regaining posses-
sion was the key. 

“The week took a long 
time to get to Saturday. 
I was just thinking a 
lot, just more than 
usual. I was nervous 
in the beginning, just 
wanted to get that couple 
plays out of the way.”

Cameron Dantley
SYRACUSE QUARTERBACK

By John Clayton
SPORTS EDITOR

There was an illusion during the summer that 
Andrew Robinson was the stalwart of the Syra-
cuse offense. That the junior quarterback was 
one of the few Orange players whose job was 
safe.

 Not exactly. Toward the end of the summer, 
head coach Greg Robinson couldn’t help but 
notice that junior backup Cameron Dantley 
was simply outplaying the Orange’s incumbent 
passer.

 Save for a bit of sentimentality, Dantley’s sec-
ond career start might have come a week earlier.

 “I sat Cam down and said, ‘Cam, you’ve had 
a great camp,’” Greg Robinson recalled after the 
Orange’s bitter, 42-28 defeat to Akron. “‘Many 
days out here you’ve outplayed Andrew. But I feel 
like I owe it to Andrew … that he deserves to go out 
in that fi rst game and play.’”

 Those feelings dissipated in the wake of the 
Orange’s opening day loss, in which Andrew Rob-
inson was ineffective. That led Robinson to name 
Dantley the starter prior to the home opener.

 Dantley responded with an effi cient effort 
Saturday, leading an Orange offense that shined 
amidst the bleakness of an embarrassing home 
defeat. He completed 13-of-20 passes for 135 yards 
and tossed a trio of touchdowns. Dantley managed 
an offensive effort Greg Robinson said was as good 
as any he could remember during his tenure at 
Syracuse.

 “I thought that Cam Dantley did an out-
standing job,” Robinson said. “He threw three 
touchdown passes and ran the offense very well. 
He got us in and out of plays and did what he had 
to do.”

 Dantley’s defi ning performance capped a 
whirlwind 24 hours for the former walk-on. The 
previous night, he had been in Springfi eld, Mass., 

to watch his father, former NBA star Adrian 
Dantley, be inducted into the Hall of Fame.

 “I’d sacrifi ce almost anything to get down 
there,” Cameron Dantley said. “So I got back late 
last night, but it was all worth it.”

 Especially considering the way he played. 
 There were some jitters early. Like when 

Dantley tripped while dropping back in the fi rst 
quarter. But the senior quickly settled down to 
lead the Orange’s furious second-half comeback. 

 Certainly, Dantley was buoyed by a potent 
running attack. The Orange rushed for 218 yards, 
143 of those from senior Curtis Brinkley. But 
Dantley — who is a senior academically, but has 
junior eligibility — was solid when he needed to 
be, often opting for short safe patterns to tight 
ends and backs.

 “The week took a long time to get to Satur-
day,” said Dantley, who started in place of an 
injured Andrew Robinson in a 41-10 defeat to 
South Florida last season. “I was just thinking 
a lot, just more than usual. I was nervous in the 
beginning, just wanted to get that couple plays 
out of the way.

 “I felt like I did pretty good today.”
 Dantley found a security blanket in tight end 

Mike Owen, who had a team-high fi ve grabs, 
including a pair of touchdown catches. The fi rst 
of those was a dart from Dantley up the seam that 
Owen snagged and scampered for a 32-yard score.

 “Once he got his feet in the ground, his per-
formance kept building and building,” said SU 
tailback Delone Carter. “I thought he did real 
well”

 Dantley had to be good. Three separate times 
in the fi rst half, the Orange found itself down two 
touchdowns. But Syracuse battled back after half-
time. First, Dantley found Owen for a four-yard 
touchdown pass in the third quarter. 

 Then, on a 1st-and-10 from the Akron 15, Dant-

ley rolled right and fi red a laser into the corner 
of the end zone to tight end Nick Provo. It was 
perhaps Dantley’s best pass of the game and tied 
the game at 28 with 12:56 left in the contest.

 That excitement didn’t last long. Akron 
marched downfi eld on the ensuing drive for a 
touchdown. On the next drive, the Orange turned 
it over on downs when Carter was stuffed on a 4th-
and-1. Syracuse never recovered.

 There were other blips for Dantley. He coughed 
up a fumble in the third quarter — a ball Greg 
Robinson said he should have thrown away — and 
took a pair of sacks, the last of which forced a 
turnover on downs with just over two minutes left 
and SU trailing by 14.

 All things Syracuse’s new No. 1 will likely get 
a chance to work on next week when the Orange 
hosts on Penn State.

 “I’m not going to say what our decision will 
be,” Robinson said on Sunday. “I’d be surprised if 
we made a change right now. I think Cam deserves 
another shot.”

jsclayto@syr.edu

Greg Robinson
The whole defense 
deserves blame, but 
the Orange head 
coach put this one on 
himself afterwards. 
And that’s fair. He 
coaches the defense 
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Brinkley, Carter key sharp 
Syracuse rushing attack

jamie depould | staff photographer
curtis brinkley (22) ran for a career-high 143 yards and a touchdown against Akron. 
Brinkley, along with Delone Carter, saw increased playing time against the Zips.

By Andy McCullough 
and John Clayton

The DAily OrAnge

For one game, at least, Syracuse’s three-man 
running back rotation was trimmed to two. 

 Syracuse racked up 218 yards on the ground 
in Saturday’s 42-28 loss to Akron, led by Curtis 
Brinkley and Delone Carter.

 Doug Hogue started the game, but only 
gained nine yards on three carries. He sat after 
the first two offensive series and watched as 
his two teammates shone. Brinkley rushed for 
a career-high 143 yards and a touchdown, and 
Carter added 77 of his own. 

 “We pounded it,” Carter said. “We got aggres-
sive. We were able to get aggressive, getting into 
that rhythm that we got into.”

 Both are coming off cataclysmic injuries 
last season: a dislocated hip for Carter and a 
broken fibula for Brinkley. 

 Brinkley came in for Syracuse’s third series 
and made the most of it. The senior slipped through 
holes and slipped past tacklers, averaging 6.8 yards 
a carry and keying both Syracuse scoring drives in 
the first half. He scored in the second quarter, vault-
ing over the pile at the goal line. 

 “It went beyond his effort,” head coach Greg 
Robinson said. “His true talents really began to 
show.” 

 Carter, playing against his hometown col-
lege, didn’t get in until the third quarter. He 
snapped off a 27-yard-run on his third carry, 
shaking a man at the line of scrimmage and 
busting into the open field. 

 “To see him doing what he’s doing,” Robin-
son said, “he’s persevered and fought through so 
much.”

 Brinkley and Carter were the hub of the 
Orange offense, as they played Hogue out of 
Saturday’s rotation. 

 “Curt and Delone are the best tandem of 
backs in the Big East,” said wide receiver Bruce 
Williams. “Nobody can doubt that.”

 That wasn’t enough Saturday. And Carter 
was stuffed on a key fourth-and-one late in the 
fourth quarter, when the Orange had a chance 
to tie the game. But for a team mired with 
problems, at least the backs looked strong. 

 “The frustrating part is done,” Carter said 
of the rotation. “It is what it is now.”

Owen on target
 It was a good day to be an Orange tight 

end. With new quarterback Cameron Dantley 
not taking too many chances downfield, Mike 
Owen became his favorite target. 

 Owen, a defensive end and linebacker as 
a freshman in 2006, led Syracuse with five 
catches, including a pair of touchdowns. He 
caught five passes all last season. But he was 
important to Dantley against the Zips. Most 
of his catches were short passes thrown in the 
flat, as Dantley rolled out of the pocket on play-
action fakes. 

 Redshirt freshman tight end Nick Provo 
got in on the action, too. He caught his first 
career pass Saturday in the fourth quarter, a 
fifteen-yard touchdown as he slid on the turf in 
the back corner of the end zone. 

Defensive backs down
 Syracuse’s already-thin secondary took two 

more hits in the first quarter, when starting cor-
nerback Nico Scott (sprained ankle) and starting 
free safety Randy McKinnon (bone bruise) went 
down with injuries. Neither player returned.

 With those players out, Akron quarterback 
Chris Jacquemain picked the Syracuse second-
ary apart to the tune of 260 yards and three 
touchdowns. 

 Paul Chiara, filling in for McKinnon, did tie 
for the team-high with nine tackles, but that was 
mostly loss amid SU’s inability to defend the pass.

 “They’re important parts to our team,” said 
safety A.J. Brown. “We have people that can step 
in and fill the spots. Paul came in and did a good 
job.”

This and that
 Syracuse women’s soccer head coach Phil 

Wheddon and men’s basketball head coach Jim 
Boeheim were on hand and honored after the first 
quarter of Saturday’s game for their part in a pair 
of gold medal winning teams at the Olympics in 
Beijing. Wheddon was the goalkeeper’s coach for 
the U.S. women’s national team, while Boeheim 
was an assistant for the U.S. men’s basketball 
team. ... Syracuse also honored its national cham-
pion men’s lacrosse team. The squad paraded 
onto the field carrying the national title trophy 
during a halftime ceremony.

ramccull@syr.edu

jsclayto@syr.edu 
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 8th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year at one of three 
universities in Japan. SU o�ers placement at 
the International University of Japan, Waseda 
University and Kansai Gaidai University. 

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472
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INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS:
September 9th, 3pm @ SU Abroad

Learn how you can spend a semester in Australia. 
We o�er placement at three universities; Univer-
sity of New South Wales (UNSW), University of 
Queensland and University of Wollongong.

New changes for UNSW, they will only accept 
SU students who apply through the SU Abroad 
o�ce. Come to a meeting for more informa-
tion.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

s t a f f  r e p o r t

Field hockey earns 2nd win over top 10 team
The No. 18 Syracuse field hockey team got its 
second win against a top 10 opponent this year, 
traveling to East Lansing, Mich., and upsetting 
No. 10 Michigan State, 3-1. The Orange (4-0) 
handed the Spartans (3-1) its first loss of the 
season despite being out-shot, 18-7.

 SU fell behind when Angie Lucik put one 
past SU goalie Heather Hess on a rebound after 
a penalty shot. Only two minutes after falling 
behind, SU tied the game when forward Lindsey 
Conrad found the back of the net. 

 Maggie Befort gave Syracuse its first lead 
at 59:29 when she tapped in a rebound. It was 
a lead SU would not relinquish. Freshman 
forward Nicole Nelson padded the lead with her 
second goal of the season shortly afterward. 
Conrad tallied an assist on the final goal of the 
game. 

 The Orange is now 4-0 for the second con-
secutive season and for only the fourth time in 
the 37 year history in the program. 

Volleyball goes 1-2 on weekend
Syracuse had an up-and-down weekend at the 

Delaware Invitational, winning one of its three 
weekend contests. The Orange fell to Michigan 
State in straight sets, 3-0, Friday before splitting 
a doubleheader Saturday. SU beat New Hamp-
shire, 3-0, and fell to Delaware, 0-3. 

 Sarah Morton led the Orange (2-4) with 
eight kills and three total blocks against the 
Spartans, while April Quigley had 25 assists.  
The Orange’s attack percentage plagued it 
throughout the contest. The team percentage 
was .053, .148 and .188 in each of the three games, 
respectively.

 Syracuse rebounded to sweep New Hamp-
shire. Morton and Kacie MacTavish each had 
10 kills, while Quigley contributed 30 assists. In 
the first game of the set, the Orange had a kill 
percentage of .433.

 The Orange would like to forget the last 
match, though, in which it was blanked by the 
Blue Hens. SU dropped the first set 25-23, but lost 

the next two 25-19 and 25-17. Morton, named to 
the all-tournament team, had 11 kills along with 
Lefebvre’s eight. Quigley also had 20 assists.

Women’s soccer falls to Niagara
After a scoreless tie Friday night, the Syra-

cuse women’s soccer team fell to Niagara on the 
road Sunday, 3-2. 

 Megan Bellingham netted two goals in the 
loss for Syracuse (1-3-1). Niagara’s Stephanie Gart-
ley also had two goals, the latter giving the Purple 
Eagles the lead for good in the 85th minute. 

Bellingham put her team in prime position 
for a win when her second goal gave SU a 2-1 lead 
in the 60th minute on a free kick. The lead lasted 
until the 72nd minute, when Niagara’s Kathryn 
Potter scored for the first time this season. 

 The teams were even in shots at 14. SU will 
return to action Sunday at the Syracuse Soccer 
Stadium against Colgate. 

— Compiled by Asst. Sports Editor 

Michael Bonner and Asst. Copy Editor Matt Ehalt
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By Michael Bonner
Asst. sports Editor

ONEONTA, N.Y. — Dean Foti didn’t have much 
time to devise a gameplan. Less than 48 hours 
after the Syracuse head coach’s team beat North 
Carolina Wilmington, the Orange would play 
again — this time against Florida Gulf Coast. 

 Still, the strategy wasn’t hard for Foti to devise 
— target a weak Eagles backline. The Orange 

relentlessly attacked the 
Eagles’ defense, winning 
3-0 and capturing the 33rd 
annual Mayor’s Cup in its 

second appearance in the tournament. SU beat 
UNC-Wilmington Friday, 1-0.

 “We knew that their back four, I mean noth-
ing against them, but kind of give up a lot of 
breakaways in the past,” SU forward Spencer 
Schomaker said. “So as forwards, we tried to work 
on gaining possessions from their back four and 
winning balls from them and from their just look-
ing forward.”

 Forward Kyle Hall was named offensive tour-
nament MVP, scoring two goals in the two games. 
Goalkeeper Robert Cavicchia was awarded the 
defensive MVP after posting two shutouts. 

 The 156 people in attendance at Elmore Sta-
dium in Oneonta, N.Y., witnessed countless plays 
in which Syracuse (3-0-1) executed something 
similar to a give-and-go in basketball. After gain-
ing possession of the ball, an SU forward would 
pass to a teammate then bolt down the field. If all 
went well, a deep pass would land over the heads of 
the defense right in stride to a streaking forward. 

 The gameplan didn’t lead to results immedi-
ately. SU scored its first goal 59:15 into the game. 
It almost took an hour, but the Eagles (1-2-1) 
began to show the weakness that SU originally 
focused on. 

 “We’re trying to stretch the game,” Foti said. 
“We felt like the speed we have on the front, we 
could try and get behind them ... and I thought we 
were OK at that. But we were struggling to finish 
them off, but all of a sudden, once you get the first 

one then things open up a bit.”
 Forward Tom Perevegyencev put the Orange 

on the board with his team-high forth goal of the 
season after receiving a deep pass from Karol 
Wasielewski. The play worked to perfection, as 
the ball landed evenly with the defenders, and 
Perevegyencev avoided being offside. 

 “They’re a good attacking team, but at the 
same time their defending wasn’t as good, their 
marking wasn’t as tight,” said Hansen Woodruff, 
who scored the Orange’s second goal of the game. 
“Especially in the back, they want to keep the ball, 
you know they’re not really interested in playing 
defense so they’re slow in transition. So we won 
the ball, played it back, then that first one over the 
top was open most of the time.” 

 The strategy led to the Orange’s third goal at 
75:27, when Hall deflected one in the back of the 
net. The goal came 1:09  after SU’s second goal. 

 Hall, Woodruff and Perevegyencev all had 
breakaway chances during the game. Perevegy-
encev fired the ball off the cross bar, ricocheting 
to Schomaker for a header at the goal, but Eagles 
midfielder Cristian Raudales used his hands to 
prevent the goal. The referee awarded Pete Rowley 
with a penalty kick, which the goalie denied. 

 Even if the deep pass didn’t work, the Orange 
still wanted to push the ball and continue to be a 
nuisance to the Eagles defense. 

 “We don’t even have to go to goal,” Schomaker 
said. “You can hold the ball up, we can get our 
whole team on their half of the field and just keep 
possession. That’s what we really wanted to do, 
hold the ball and keep possession on their side of 
the field.”

 The strategy worked, but the execution was 
not always there. In attempting to get behind the 
defense, SU was offside seven times. Syracuse had 

committed the infraction nine times in its first 
three games. 

 Foti said the game plan contributed to the 
number of times his team was offside, but said 
many could have been prevented.

 The Orange stayed on the right side of the ball 
more than enough to secure an easy win. After the 
game the players and Foti acknowledged it’s nice 
to win any tournament, but in reality the Big East 
season is their “bread and butter.”

 More pleasing was that the Orange could 
devise a game plan and execute it flawlessly on 
such short notice.

 “It’s nice to go in and see the result of a game 
plan work out,” Schomaker said. “Especially with 
us and the coaches too, it’s nice to go and have a 
plan and have it turn out. So it’s definitely a posi-
tive.” 

mibonner@syr.edu

By Matt Ehalt
Asst. Copy Editor

ONEONTA, N.Y. — The Syracuse men’s soccer 
team had an unusual way to celebrate its 3-0 vic-
tory over Florida Gulf Coast Sunday afternoon¬ 
— helping fix the divits in the field. 

 Immediately after the win, the team helped 
replace the grass back in the divits made during 
the game. 

 The field, along with other elements, cre-
ated some adversity that the Orange had to 
overcome in its Mayor’s Cup clinching victory 
over Florida Gulf Coast.

 “I think both teams struggled early on to 
figure out if this was going to be a real sloppy day 
or if this was going to get better as the day went 
on,” said Syracuse head coach Dean Foti. “We 
(Foti and FGC coach Bob Butehorn) were hoping 
it would dry out as the day went on, and I think it 
did, but there were some really sloppy parts of it.”

 With the rain from Saturday night and the 
continuous use of the field over the past few 
days, it was no surprise the field was sloppy. 

 Syracuse’s game against the Eagles was 
the fifth game in three days on Elmore Field 
at Hartwick College in Oneonta, N.Y. The field 
took a continuous beating over the weekend and 
with the rainfall last night, created slippery 
conditions for the players.

 About 15 minutes into the game, Foti was 
on the sideline fixing parts of the field he could. 
Senior forward Spencer Schomaker took some 
spills as players could not get a grip of the field. 
It was soft in many locations, which made foot-
work challenging for the squads.

 “It affected the game tremendously,” said 
senior midfielder Pete Rowley. “Anytime you 
play on a field like that you get tired, it’s like 
running on sand. That’s a credit to our team 
because we probably used 17 or 18 guys today, 
and we just subbed people in. You have to be that 
much better with the ball, and that’s what we 
were able to do today.”

 While the field helped create sloppiness on 
both ends of the field, the time of the game may 
have also factored into some sloppiness. 

 The game began at 11 a.m., which is the 
earliest start time for the Orange this season 
and its only game in the morning. Schomaker 
and Rowley could not remember a time that SU 
had to play this early in their time at Syracuse. 

 The team woke up at 6:30 a.m. and had 
breakfast at 7 a.m., far different from the normal 
wake-up procedure for night games.

 “That might have done it,” Schomaker said. 
“This is the first time I’ve played a morning 
game in four of five years, but at the same time, 
it could have been we were a little tired. We 
picked it up at the end and definitely our matu-
rity showed.”

 The referees did not seem to make things 
easier for either team. There were constant 
whistles for offside calls and plenty of whistle 
blowing that each squad seemed to think was 
going in the other team’s direction.

 Seventeen seconds into the second half, 
junior forward Tom Perevegyencev shot a ball 
off the top cross bar that careened to Scho-
maker, who headed it toward the goal where it 

was stopped by a hand of an Eagles defender. 
Schomaker thought he had the goal, but instead, 
the Orange had to settle for a penalty kick, 
which Rowley did not convert.

 Rowley was hit later in the game with a yel-
low card for arguing a possession call that went 
against the Orange, and one Florida Gulf Coast 
player was ejected. Several times, Foti and assis-
tant coach Jaro Zawislan yelled at the referees 
about a play that did not go in SU’s favor. Even 
Kyle Hall, who is often calm and collective on 
the field, seemed agitated by one of the calls.

 Foti thinks his team got too caught up with 
worrying about the refs and it became a distrac-
tion to his players. He said his team needs to 
focus more on just playing soccer.  

 In the end, though, the coach will take the 
victory considering the circumstances.

 “Playing in these environments where maybe 
things aren’t going your way, you have to be able 
to survive,” Foti said. “You have to be able to func-
tion. I thought we did OK with it today.” 

mrehalt@syr.edu

Offensive surge 
helps SU take 
Mayor’s Cup

Syracuse overcomes sloppy field, frustrations in victory

megan lange | staff photographer
kyle hall moves the ball forward against Colgate earlier this season. Hall tallied two goals in the Mayor’s Cup this weekend to 
garner the offensive MVp award and lead a syracuse team making its second straight appearance in the tournament.

SyraCUSe 3
FLOrIDa GC 0

m e n ’ s  s o c c e r
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By George Williams
Staff Writer

After one half of play Friday night at the Syra-
cuse Soccer Stadium, the Syracuse women’s 
soccer team looked like an all too familiar 
replica from last season. 

 In the first 45 minutes, the Orange regis-
tered not a single shot on 
its opponent, Fordham. 
From the first whistle, 
SU’s struggles mirrored 

those of last season: lack of possession, an 
inability to move the ball forward and attack 
and a failure to score goals. 

 “You play to come out strong in the begin-
ning, and that’s how you should play,” said 
freshman midfielder Amanda Morris. “That’s 
what we failed to do.”

 SU’s flat first half performance led to an 
altered, more aggressive approach in the sec-
ond half. Though unable to score a goal, Syra-
cuse (1-2-1) out shot the Rams 6-1, dictating the 
pace for the rest of the game en route to a 0-0 
overtime tie against Fordham (1-0-1) in front of 
148 fans at the SU Soccer Stadium. 

 With the tie, Syracuse ended a two-game 

losing streak. It also represented the first 
shutout of the season for SU goalie Eliza 
Bennett-Hattan, who moved into second place 
on the Orange’s all-time career shutout list 
with 13. 

 After a first half in which the Orange 
was outshot 4-0 and outplayed by a smaller, 
more direct Fordham team, head coach Phil 
Wheddon told his players to stop playing to 
Fordham’s strengths.

 “I said something to them at halftime, 
too fancy,” Wheddon said after making his 
home debut for Syracuse. “We were playing 
their style of play. They’re knocking the ball 
forward, and we’re putting it in the air and 
knocking it back. That’s not the way we’re 
playing. We want to play a game that comple-
ments our players.” 

 SU’s type of game, Wheddon said, is one 
on the ground where its players can relax, 
hold possession, move the ball and force 
the opposition to chase. In the first half, the 
Orange did the exact opposite, playing the 
ball in the air and trading possessions with 
Fordham. 

 With a more aggressive second half pos-

ture, the Orange was able to move the ball 
away from its defenders and into Fordham’s 
territory, where it had several near-scoring 
opportunities. Sophomore forward Megan 
Bellingham led SU with three shots, two of 
which were on the goal. 

 Syracuse’s best scoring chance came 
in the 80th minute of the second half when 
senior Amanda Arcuri took the first of 
three consecutive corner kicks from the left 
side. On her first attempt, she connected 
with junior Sara Grimsgaard for a header. 
Fordham goalie Jen Byer reached out at the 
last moment, just barely deflecting Grims-
gaard’s shot over the crossbar and keeping 
the game scoreless.  

 “We’re dangerous off of corner kicks, espe-
cially when someone like Sarah Grimsgaard 
is on the field,” Wheddon said. “I’d just like to 
capitalize on that.”

 SU’s 4-5-1 alignment of four defenders, five 
midfielders and an attacker plays into Whed-
don’s more aggressive strategy. It increases 
the strength in the middle and allows the 
midfielders to push up when there’s a chance 
to attack, Morris said.

 Morris substituted in as an attacker in 
the first half and started the second half at 
midfield.  She registered Syracuse’s first shot-
on-goal in the eighth minute of the second 
half. Morris was one of four freshmen to start 
the half.

 “I don’t care whether they’re 18 or 21,” 
Wheddon said. “They’re going to play in the 
game if they’re doing it in training, and these 
(freshman) have performed in training, and 
therefore, they should be playing.” 

 Last season, the Orange missed the Big 
East tournament for the second consecutive 
year, subsequently leading to head coach Pat 
Farmer’s resignation. Wheddon inherits a 
team with essentially the same problem: a lack 
of offense and possession up front.

 By introducing a new formation and 
preaching a possession-based style of play, 
Wheddon’s trying to eliminate the Orange’s 
offensive woes from seasons past.

 “We’re being a little more creative on the 
ball this year,” Grimsgaard said. “We have a 
different approach going into tackles and win-
ning the ball.”

gjwill02@syr.edu

Wheddon relaxed in home debut as Orange head coach

Familiar problems bog down Syracuse offense in scoreless draw

SyracuSe 0
FOrDHaM 0

By David F. Baer
Contributing Writer

If Phil Wheddon was feeling any pressure 
during his home debut Friday night, he wasn’t 
showing it.

 The new Syracuse head coach’s calm and 
relaxed personality on the sideline was evi-
dent throughout the regulation and double 
overtime of the Orange’s 0-0 draw against 
Fordham.

 “The players here, and myself, have been 
very relieved,” Wheddon said. “I do not think 
there was any pressure here for my home 
opener. I think that most of the pressure was 
felt by the players because they were the ones 
who had to perform.”

 Wheddon missed his team’s first game — 
a 3-1 victory over Albany at home — because 
he was still working as goalkeepers coach 
for the U.S. women’s soccer team at the 

Olympics in Beijing.
 Friday night, though, wasn’t Wheddon’s 

first game as a college coach. He previously 
worked as a goalie coach for Southern Con-
necticut State University’s men’s and women’s 
squads, including the 1999 men’s team which 
won the NCAA Division II Championship.

 “I am treating these players the same way 
we treated the U.S. National Team,” Wheddon 
said. “I expect the same things from them as 
far as mental and physical preparation, and 
they have responded very well to it.  I cannot 
ask for anything more.”

 Wheddon’s presence should serve as a 
boost for SU goalkeeper Eliza Bennett-Hattan. 
The junior posted her first shutout of the 
season, moving her to second on SU’s all-time 
shutout list. 

 “I have been learning a lot from him,” Ben-
nett-Hattan said. “He has just been helping 

me with the little details, like how to get to the 
ball quicker, kick a ball further. I think that 
overall my decision-making will get better, 
and hopefully the entire team will get better, 
and hopefully it will lead to more wins.”

 In addition to his more laid-back style of 
coaching, Wheddon’s approach to his team is 
much different than that of former head coach 
Pat Farmer, who resigned at the end of last 
season. Throughout Friday’s game, Whed-
don’s demeanor rarely changed.

 Having played for Wheddon for more than 
one week now, his players see the difference. 

 “Coach Wheddon is definitely a lot calmer 
than Coach Farmer was, and he just has a 
different type of coaching style; they’re just 
complete opposites,” said junior midfielder 
Danielle Jordan. “For our team, this is a good 
thing.  I think people are responding better 
to him, and his personality just gels with the 

team a little bit better. 
 “People are willing to take more risks for 

him and play harder, and they want to work 
for him and they want to work together as a 
team.”

 Despite all of his experience at the national 
and international level, this is still the first 
time Wheddon has ever been a head coach — 
Friday being his first home appearance with 
Syracuse. The tie was an improvement from 
losing his first two games last weekend in the 
JMU/Comfort Inn Harrisonburg Invitational.

 “Obviously, as the head coach, you make 
the ultimate decisions,” Wheddon said. 
“Whereas, if you are an assistant coach, you 
can say, ‘Well, the head coach did that,’ and 
pass it off.  But here, the buck stops with me.  
Win, lose or draw, a lot of it comes down to me, 
and I will take the responsibility for it.”

dfbaer@syr.edu

wo m e n ’ s  s o c c e r

c l a s s i f i e d s
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

ApArtments for rent

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 comstock ave.
812 ostrom ave.
319 euclid ave.

203 comstock ave.
145 avondale Pl.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Apartments/Houses
2008-2009

one through eight bedrooms, com-
pletely furnished, parking, laundry, dish-

washer, fireplace, near University on 
ostrom, euclid, sumner, and Ackerman.
responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon

student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

part-time street team: Delivery people 
needed for home football saturdays.  

$15 an hour, 3 hours a day could expand 
into other work. Work study preferred, but 
not necessary. send interest to pwaack@

dailyorange.com

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall st.
145 avondale Pl.
812 ostrom ave.
319 euclid ave.
415 euclid ave.

1202 harrison st.
329 comstock ave.

510 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

large furnished houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

lancaster 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/d,furnished, close, and clean! 
starts June 1.  call rich 374-9508

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

917 ackerman ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 university ave.
145 avondale Pl.

1011 e. adams st.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

rent from the landlord the daily 
orange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair”. 

call ben for one - eight bedroom 
houses and apartments. fur-

nished, laundry. livingston, euclid, 
sumner and ackerman. 

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 

2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality campus area apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

               478-7548

      collegehome.com

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut ave.
1202 harrison st.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 livingston ave.
415 euclid ave

215 comstock ave 

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

furnished 2-8 bedroom apts/ houses.
livingston,sumner, claredon, ackerman. 469-
6665

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2008-2009
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 euclid
600 euclid ave
614 euclid ave
814 lancaster

917-9 ackerman ave

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

rent YoUr oWn Home

2009-2010 

sAVe-sAVe-sAVe 

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 bedrooms 

close to campus

furnished, spacious, fireplaces, Parking 

call 315 476-9933

nJtMgtcorP@aol.coM

HeLp WAnteD
help Wanted for afterschool program.  days 
flexible, hours 3-5:30.  K-6 grade kids, call Mel 
besdin 445-0049

Help Wanted: 
Daily orange It manager

We are hiring a new computer specialist/it 
Manager to look after the office environ-
ment, including Windows and linux serv-
ers, Windows xP and Mac osx worksta-
tions, network and websites.  

You must have basic computer repairs 
skills (hardware and software), experience 
with a server (however brief). 
direct questions and inquires to it@daily-
orange.com. send cover letter and resume 
today (work study preferred).

Part-tiMe Job: cashier/stock Person. lom-
bardi’s imports. apply in person. 534 butternut 
street, syracuse 472-5900
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ROCK BOTTOM
Potent Akron 
attack stuns 
hapless SU

j o h n  c l Ay t o n

inside the huddle

Shocking loss 
a new low for 

Syracuse

see clayton page 19

see akron page 20
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BIG nUMBER

Yards by the Zips, who torched 
Syracuse through the air and on the 
ground all day.

thEy SAId It
“There’s no excuses for it. I 
just think that really, we like 
to think we were prepared. 
Obviously we weren’t.”

Greg Robinson
SYracuSe head coach

‘tAnGIBlE IMPRoVEMEnt’ tRAckER

jamie depould | staff photographer
greg robinson prepares to answer a question following Saturday’s 42-28 loss to akron. The orange 
dropped to 7-30 overall under robinson and 0-4 in home openers.

478

B ruce Williams said it all. 
The senior wide receiver 

and team captain has been 
front-and-center for all the defeats 
and disappointments of the last three-
plus seasons. But this latest one was 
different. More distressing than the 
29 other losses Williams has been a 
part of.

 “We’re stunned now. Just like 
the fans are stunned,” Williams 
said after Syracuse’s 42-28 loss to 
Akron in front of a sparse Carrier 
Dome crowd.

 Williams wasn’t alone in his 
alarm. Curtis Brinkley struggled 
for words when trying to convey his 
frustration. Greg Robinson looked 
weathered as he took the podium, 
his upbeat façade eroded away by his 
30th and perhaps most devastating 
loss in 37 games.

 They all had a good reason to be 
distressed.

 Because this was rock bottom. 
The lowest of the low. Certainly there 
have been plenty of nadirs during 
these last three-plus seasons. Plenty 
of times when it looked like things 
couldn’t any worse for Greg Robinson 
and Syracuse football.

 But they did Saturday. Syracuse 
wasn’t just beaten by Akron. It was 
outclassed. The Zips were faster, 
more efficient and better-coached. By 
the Vegas books this was an upset, 
but the evidence Saturday intimated 
Akron was simply the better team.

 Think about that. This is Akron. 
A middling team from the Mid-Amer-
ican Conference. A program that had 
one win against a Bowl Champion-
ship Series team prior to Saturday. A 
team that went 4-8 last year and lost 
to Buffalo and Temple.

 That same Zips squad had little 
trouble dissecting the Syracuse 
defense with ruthless efficiency. For-
ty-two points and nearly 500 Akron 

By Andy McCullough
enTerpriSe ediTor

T
he blue door opened in the back 
of the press room and Greg Rob-
inson walked in, a man with no 

answers, fresh off perhaps the worst 
loss of his four-year career at Syra-
cuse, a 42-28 home defeat to Akron. 
Even for a head coach who has won 
seven games in his time at SU and lost 
30, this was stunning, a snapshot of a 
team sinking into the abyss. 

 Robinson’s hands gripped the 
podium, his cheeks shining under 
the camera lights and his polo shirt 
unbuttoned and askew. He spoke for 
nine minutes but could give no reason 
why his defense, his program, had 
fallen so far. Why the Orange (0-2) 
had been unable to stop the Zips (1-1). 
Why his team lost at home to a pro-
gram that had beaten only one other 
BCS-conference opponent ever prior 
to Saturday — and gave up 478 yards, 
29 first downs and six touchdowns in 
the process. 

 “If I knew that,” he said, “I would 
have fixed it.”

 If Robinson knew why, he might 
have prevented Saturday’s defensive 
debacle, a haze of missed tackles and 
blown assignments witnessed by 
31,808 at the Carrier Dome. 

 If Robinson knew, his team might 
have stopped Akron quarterback 
Chris Jacquemain, who threw for 
260 yards and three touchdowns on 
20-for-26 passing — a clinic on how 
to run the no-huddle, spread offense 
against an undersized, overwhelmed 

does it get worse than this?

going bowling

after game no. 2:
it can only get better after 
the worst loss of the greg   
robinson era

●
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tuesday
september 9, 2008

oh rainy day! 
hi 66° | lo 47°

I N S I D e p u l p

Lights, camera, action
Sophomore Chad Cooper 
has played his movies for the 
audience at the Cannes Film 
Festival. Page 9

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Phil it up
New women’s soccer head 
coach Phil Wheddon is 
winning his team over with his 
laid-back approach.Page 20

I N S I D e N e w S

A long journey
John Dau Sudan Foundation 
draws support from 
Olympic athlete. Page 3

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

South campus 
safety reforms
The D.O. Editorial Board speaks 
out on campus safety. Page 5

ax nepstad | staff photographer
The 80-year-old Landmark Theatre hosts world premiere of the film on the life of famed SU running back Ernie Davis this Friday evening.

Bike stolen 
in front of 
Newhouse

landmark theatre primed to host world premiere of ‘the express’

Forward progress

see bike theft page 7

the exPreSS
Part 1 of 3 in a series 
previewing the  
premiere weekend  

By Garrett Larsen
CONTriBUTiNg WriTEr 

The same theater that Ernie Davis 
and his friends hung out at during 
their college days will host the world 
premiere of the Syracuse University 
football player’s biographical film, 
“The Express,” this Friday. 
 The premiere — complete with 
an “orange carpet” for the stars of 
the film — is the result of months of 
planning by SU, the City of Syracuse 
and the Landmark Theatre.
 Built in the 1920s, 30 years before 
Davis attended SU, the Landmark 
Theatre operates as a charitable orga-
nization. Some of that money goes 
toward maintaining the 80-year-old 

theater, which had minor renovations 
done for Friday’s event. 
 Universal Pictures donated 
a new screen for the premiere, said 
Landmark Theatre executive director 
Denise DiRienzo. The theater had been 
operating with the same vinyl screen 
since the first day it was opened. 
 Landmark Theatre currently 
contributes to the greater Syracuse 
community by bringing in significant 
revenue for the downtown area.  
 “We definitely have an impact,” 
DiFrienzo said. “We brought $12 mil-
lion into the local economy last year 
from money going out to restaurants, 
bars, taverns and payroll.”
 The theater is beginning a capital 

campaign to raise money to expand the 
stage area and install new electronics 
and lightning.  Following this year’s 
minor world premiere renovations, the 
Landmark Theatre hopes to add new 
lifts and a more modern electrical sys-
tem.
 During the event, Jefferson and 
South Salina Street will be closed off so 
bleachers can be placed for the public 
to watch stars arrive for the premiere.  
After the film, the stars and guests of 
the premiere will go to the War Memo-
rial for a theme party.  
 According to SU’s website, all net 
proceeds from the premiere will ben-
efit the Ernie Davis fund.

gklarsen@syr.edu

max nepstad | 
staff photographer

The marquee had minor renovation 
work done this summer.

By Shayna Meliker
ASST. NEWS EDiTOr

A bicycle was stolen in front of the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications Monday, said Depart-
ment of Public Safety Chief Anthony 
Callisto.

 Police officers weren’t able to cap-
ture the suspect, who yelled that he 
had a gun as he fled on the bicycle, 
Callisto said. There was no gun 
shown, Callisto said, citing a DPS 
report.

 This bicycle larceny adds to mul-
tiple crimes committed in the past 
two weeks on Syracuse University’s 
campus. Three bikes were stolen in 
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By Dan Kaplan
asst. feature editor

F or Japanese student Haruka 
Asano, coming to study in 
America meant exposure to 

a new world. She was struck by the 
differences in environment, in the 
people — and even in simple trips to 
the grocery store.

“I love the huge supermarkets and 
the really big carts,” Asano said. “It’s 
a really small thing, but I really love 
it. I love the sweet, colored cakes. In 
Japan, it’s really different.”

Three weeks ago, Asano came 
to the English Language Institute 
at Syracuse University’s University 
College to study abroad for a year. 
She is originally from Kamakura, 
a town of roughly 170,000 people in 
Japan’s Kanagawa prefecture. She 
said her studies at Tokyo’s Tokai 
University led her to the school’s 
study abroad program.

“When I was a kid, I was living in 
the United States, so it was my dream 
to come back to this culture again,” 
she said. Asano lived in California 
from ages 2 to 7 and made frequent 

visits to Hawaii with her family.
While her courses this semester 

are limited to basic English classes 
at the University College, she said 
she hoped to improve enough by next 
semester to take some classes at SU.

“I’m taking writing, reading, 
listening and speaking — the 
basic English course this semes-
ter,” Asano said. “I’ll have to work 
hard.” 

At first, the journey to the United 
States proved a difficult one. The 
plane ride was Asano’s first solo 
flight, and she said that at one point, 
she cried for more than 30 minutes 
straight. Since this experience is 
her first time living away from 
home, she occasionally feels tinges 
of homesickness.

But through e-mail and Skype, 
she has been able to keep in touch 
with her family and friends. She has 
also kept in touch with the two other 
Japanese students that came abroad 
to Syracuse. These correspondenc-
es, along with the support of her new 
roommates, have combined to make 
the adjustment an easy one.

“My roommates are really nice, 
and the friends are really nice here,” 
she said. “I love the people because 
they’re really open and really hon-
est — really nice and really warm, 
I think.”

Asano said she’s also been struck 
by the similarities in Japanese and 
American cultures, such as the 
automobiles and the shared forms of 
entertainment. But the differences in 
everyday life really surprised her.

“In the United States, if we meet the 
first time, we often hug, and it’s really 
natural,” she said. “But in Japan, we 
don’t do that. Japanese are shy. Maybe 
they want to hug and be friendly like 
that, but because of their shyness they 
don’t hug so much.”

In the end, Asano said that even 
though she misses her family and 
friends from home terribly, she 
expects the abroad experience to be a 
good one.

“I’m doing good,” she said. 
“Everything’s new here, but I’m 
really enjoying the life here in Syra-
cuse.”

sdkaplan@syr.edu

ben addonizio | photo editor
Journeying from tokyo, HARUKA ASANO is spending one year at su. despite homesickness, she’s 
enjoying life in syracuse, discovering differences and similiarties between Japanese and u.s. culture.

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: su abroad info Meetings

When: 12 p.m. – africa, 

3 p.m. – australia 106

Where: Walnut Place

How much: free 
 
What: syr. symposium: samuel 

Clemence and Gary radke

When: 7:30 p.m.

Where: shemin aud., shaffer

How much: free 

What: syracuse stage: “Ma

rainey’s Black Bottom”

When: 7:30 p.m.

Where: 820 e. Genesee st.

How much: $24-31 

What: university organist Kola

owolabi

When: 8 p.m.

Where: setnor aud., Crouse

How much: free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

Bush plans to keep steady 
troop levels in Iraq
President George W. Bush will 
announce today he will keep 
stable u.s. combat troop levels 
in iraq until he leaves office in 
february, according to his speech 
released by the White House on 
Monday. one army brigade will 
be withdrawn from iraq. simul-
taneously, Bush will announce 
increases in the number of u.s. 
troops fighting in afghanistan 
against the taliban militia. a 
Marine battalion will be added in 
November and an army brigade 
will be added in January. 

McCain gets bump 
in polls after rNC
a new Gallup Poll had arizona 
sen. John McCain leading his 
opponent illinois sen. Barack 
obama 54 percent to 44 percent 
among likely voters. the poll 
comes after McCain’s announce-
ment of alaskan Gov. sarah Palin 
as his running mate. experts say 
Palin has re-energized McCain’s 
campaign, as did the republi-
can National Convention, where 
McCain was portrayed as a 
“maverick of change.” despite 
McCain’s lead, polls show that 
democrats are more enthusiastic 
about the race than republicans. 
analysts are unsure whether 
McCain’s bounce will last through 
the election in November.

Global stocks surge 
after Fannie, Freddie 
Mac takeover
emerging markets in africa, asia, 
europe, and the Middle east 
posted strong gains Monday, after 
the u.s. government’s takeover of 
mortgage institutions fannie Mac 
and freddie Mac. the takeover 
and resulting gains have eased 
concerns about the global econ-
omy’s health and have boosted 
investors’ risk appetites. u.s. 
stocks soared on Wall street as 
the dow Jones industrial average 
jumped nearly 300 points. the 
gains come as most emerging 
markets were posting sharp year-
to-date declines.
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Foreign influence
a look at Middle eastern  
students on the su campus 
 
p u l p

Curtain call
“Ma rainey’s Black Bottom” 
debuts tonight at syracuse stage 
 
s p o r t s 

Elmira Express
ernie davis’ legend is alive and 
well in his hometown of elmira

s p o r T s  s C h E d u l E
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 9  
vs. Binghamton 
@ 7 p.m., Manley field 
House 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 11  
vs. Monmouth 
@ 7 p.m., su soccer 
stadium 
 
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 12 
vs. Northeastern 
@ 7 pm., Manley field 
House 
 

CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 13  
Harry Groves spiked  
shoe invitational 
@ tBa, university Park,  
Pa. 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 13  
vs. Penn state 
@ 3:30 p.m., Carrier  
dome

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 13  
vs. Maryland 
@ 11 a.m., College Park, 
Md.

s tudENt  oF  thE  w EEK
Haruka Asano

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Mao Zedong,
1976
The 

communist 
Chinese 

leader died
in Beijing 
at age 82.

Elvis, 
1956

The King of 
Rock and Roll 
made his TV 

debut on “The 
Ed Sullivan 

Show.”

California, 
1850

The 31st 
state of the 
union joined 
the United 
States of 
America.

USA,  
1776

The country 
changed its 
name from 
the United 
Colonies to 
the USA.
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Crossing paths 

daily orange file photo

john dau came to Syracuse in 2001. While working 60 hours a week, he earned an associate’s 
degree at Onondaga Community College. The Sudanese native is married and has a daughter.

Two Lost Boys of Sudan reunite, work to revitalize Sudanese health care

m a x w e l l

see john dau page 4 see military page 6

n e w h o u s e

study finds 
access to 
military 
records 
restricted
Free speech center 
reports one-third of 
bases don’t release data

c a m p u s  b r i e f s

By Bryan Young
STaff WriTer

Access to military court proceed-
ings across the nation is too limited, 
according to a survey conducted by 
the Tully Center for Free Speech at 
Syracuse University.
 The study looked into the avail-
ability of court proceedings to the 
public and the need to make it easier 
for citizens to access information. 
 The center, based at the S.I. New-
house School of Public Communications, 
was established in fall 2006 to emphasize 
the importance of the First Amendment.
 Barbara Fought, director of the 
Tully Center and associate profes-
sor in the Newhouse School, said she 
wasn’t impressed with the results.
 The study sought to survey one-
fourth of military bases from each 
branch of the military — Marine 
Corp, Navy, Army, Air Force and 
Coast Guard. Out of the 99 bases 
contacted between October 2007 and 
March 2008, 76 replied to the tele-
phone survey, according to the study. 
More than one-third of those military 
bases surveyed did not release any 
court information, Fought said.
 “From the soldiers’ viewpoint, I 
think the biggest thing I can say is that 
these are men and women who are wear-
ing the uniform and are fighting, or are 
trained to fight, to protect democracy,” 
Fought said. “And yet that very same 
Constitution that they’re defending guar-
antees them a public trial, and yet they 
might not get one if nobody knows when 
their trial is being held.”
 Fought, along with Colleen Keltz, a 
2008 Newhouse graduate student, con-
ducted the survey in partnership with 
the Reporters Committee for Freedom 
of the Press, a non-profit organization 
that helps the press obtain information 
under the First Amendment.
 Each military base was asked to 
provide information regarding the 
preliminary hearings and courts-
martial cases. Each base was also 
asked how the information was made 

U. Iowa prof teaches class 
from DNC

An associate professor at the Uni-
versity of Iowa taught his first few 
classes this year from the Democratic 
National Convention. David Red-
lawsk’s duties as a DNC delegate con-
flicted with the first week of school, 
so he lectured his Problems in Ameri-
can Politics: The Modern Political 
Campaign classes using a webcam 
while he was in Denver. He conducted 
interviews with people at the DNC to 
share with his students, encouraging 
them to join the discussion. In addi-
tion to video, Redlawsk maintained a 
blog with details about his experience 
and photos from the convention.

SOUrCe: The Daily iowan, University of iowa

Tree-sitting students refuse 
to come down

University of California-Berkeley 
police began removing branches on a 
redwood tree located on campus after 
four tree-sitters refused to vacate. 
The tree-sitters, protesting the 
removal of the tree, did not meet the 
72-hour deadline given on Friday. Due 
to their defiance, the university has 
stopped providing food and water to 
those above ground.  Passersby con-
gregated near the tree as police cut 
branches, leaving less moving room 
for the tree-sitters. The tree-sitters, 
campus officials and police have yet 
to reach an agreement. 

SOUrCe: The Daily Californian, University of 
California-Berkeley 

Harvard supports wind 
energy

A parking garage and roof of the 
Holyoke Center at Harvard Univer-
sity may soon host small-scale wind 
turbines. Though they won’t produce 
a large portion of Harvard’s electric-
ity, they are intended as a symbol 
of Harvard’s commitment to sustain-
ability, a representative told The New 
York Times. Earlier this summer, 
Harvard committed to reducing its 
greenhouse gas emissions 30 percent 
below 2006 levels by 2016.
SOUrCe: The Harvard Crimson, Harvard University

University suffers $40 mil-
lion in damages 

Hurricane Gustav slammed Loui-
siana last week leaving power out-
ages, destroyed roofs and shattered 
windows. Among the number of bro-
ken generators, structural damage 
to buildings and overall wreckage on 
the Louisiana State University cam-
pus, the storm’s damage could be as 
high as $40 million, according to the 
university’s Energy Operation Cen-
ter.  Two funds are being set up for the 
LSU Foundation to assist recovering 
students and their pets. 

SOUrCe: The Daily reveille, Louisiana State 
University

By Daniel Bortz
aSST. COpy eDiTOr

John Dau takes a brief pause before 
he recalls the hardships and obsta-
cles he faced during his 14-year 
journey from his home village in 
Sudan to the United States.
 “It was not a journey that 
I should have started, it was not 
a journey that I was supposed to 
take,” he said. “At some points, des-
perate, I did not know if I would 
survive.”
 Both a Lost Boy of Sudan and 

a current policy studies student at 
Syracuse University, 35-year-old 
Dau created and leads the John 
Dau Sudan Foundation, a non-profit 
group aimed at garnering support 
for the construction of health clin-
ics in Southern Sudan. 
 This weekend, Lopez Lomong, 

The LosT boys 
of sudan:
More than 27,000 boys were 
displaced, orphaned or both 
between 1983 and 2003 dur-
ing the Second Sudanese 
Civil War. Most fled to South-
ern Sudan to escape persecu-
tion by Muslims and resettled 
in refugee camps. in 2001, an 
estimated 3,800 Lost Boys 
arrived in the United States.

SOUrCe: johndaufoundation.org

TomorroW
a closer look at Olympic athlete 
Lopez Lomong’s contributions to 
John Dau’s foundation 
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
Sept. 10th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year in Latin America. 
SU o�ers placement in several countries; Cos-
ta Rica, Ecuador, the West Indies and our two 
NEW PROGRAM in Cuba (fall only) and the Do-
minican Republic (spring only).   Credits are SU 
credit and most �nancial aid will transfer.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

john dau
f r o m  p a g e  3

the Sudanese-born track and field athlete who 
carried the U.S. flag in the Opening Ceremony 
of the Beijing Olympics, announced his support 
for the JDSF and its initiative of improving 
health care in Sudan.
 Dau distinctly remembers the first time he 
and Lomong met. 
 “When we were in northern Kenya in a refu-
gee camp called Kakuma, we were among 90,000 
Sudanese,” Dau said. “So as you can imagine, 
a lot of people found it difficult to pin down a 
friend or talk to someone or find a companion.” 
 Despite communication barriers created 
by the sheer size of the camp alone, Dau and 
Lomong overcame their fears and intimida-
tions. They not only befriended each other but 

also bonded over a shared desire to change their 
way of life and help others do the same.
 Now reunited through Chris Royce of 
Primerica Financial Services after more than 
five years spent apart, Dau and Lomong find 
themselves on the right path — a path aimed 
at transforming health care in Sudan through 
donations, support groups and fundraising 
campaigns.
 The 1,000 Koiye Miooc project is the most 
recent campaign initiated by the JDSF. By 
garnering support from 1,000 “koiye miooc,” a 
Dinka term that means generous persons, Dau 
hopes to raise enough money to take care of a 
range of health issues, from doctors and nurses 
salary to costs for medical supplies and auxil-
iary workers.
 So far, about 30 people have signed up and 
paid in full, Dau said. The campaign began two 
weeks ago.

 Though the JDSF has received significant 
funding through donations from other orga-
nizations and prominent activists, including 
$100,000 from Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, Dau 
stressed the importance of the individual.
 “Lots of our funding comes through small 
donations, which is something that we value,” 
he said. “I think some other organizations over-
look those small, small donors, but you can’t 
underestimate them.”
 The Sudanese native grew up in the village 
of Duk County, where the JDSF’s first clinic was 
built in 2007. He arrived in Syracuse in 2001.
 “There have been many, many culture 
shocks that I went through,” Dau said. “For 
example, you may not believe, but this is one I 
went through: choices. In America, even soda 
comes as a culture shock. Here, when people 
ask, ‘What would you like to drink?’ and you 
would say soda and be presented with ‘Pepsi, 

Coke, 7UP, Ginger ale,’ ... it came as a shock 
because when we were in the refugee camp we 
chose nothing. You got what you got.”
 He said seeing women driving cars and see-
ing people even owning their own cars — rather 
than the government owning all motor vehicles 
— were things he never thought he would see.
 While Dau is pleased with how far the orga-
nization has come, he said at this point it would 
be premature to say that he and the others 
involved with the JDSF have accomplished 
what they intended to do when creating the 
foundation.
 Now, with Lomong’s help, who is expected to 
speak with members of the JDSF in the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs today, 
Dau hopes to expand the foundation’s scope, 
starting with the construction of more clinics in 
Southern Sudan.
 “We can do more,” Dau said. “We can do 
more than just one clinic because we have 
seen the impact of that first clinic, and we can 
replicate that. How many lives will be saved? 
How many people will be freed from all those 
places that keep people hostage? We are still on 
the brink of where we started.”

dsbortz@syr.edu

The life of John Dau
1987: Flees Sudanese government

1992: Arrives at Kukuma refugee camp in 
Kenya 

2001: Selected with 140 other refugees to 
come to Syracuse, N.Y.

2003: Becomes founder and president of 
Sudanese Lost Boys Foundation of Cen-
tral New York

2005: Becomes co-founder and president 
of the American Care for Sudan Founda-
tion

2006: Featured in “God Grew Tired of 
Us,” an award-winning documentary 

2007: Co-authors “God Grew Tired of Us: 
A Memoir”

2007: Becomes president of the John 
Dau Sudan Foundation

2007: Wins the Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Award from Syracuse University 

Courtesy of www.johndaufoundation.org
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Campus crimes call for 
security reforms

A series of burglaries, thefts and 
robberies on North and South 
Campuses have raised alarm 

among Syracuse University students. 
Since school began, there have been 
five burglaries on South Campus, 
three bikes stolen at Shaw Hall, one 
student robbed at knife point on Har-
vard Street and one bike taken from 
Newhouse in broad daylight, the last 
of which occurred yesterday. 

 South Campus seems like an 
off-campus community, but students 
have the comfort of knowing that the 
university is monitoring the safety of 
the neighborhood. Main campus resi-
dence halls are closely monitored 24 
hours a day by card-reading devices 
and by Residential Security Aides 
from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m. each day. 

 However, the recent of security 
concerns at SU has forced all students 
to double-check their doors and win-
dows.

 Monday morning, Pam Peter, 
the assistant director of the South 
Campus Office of Residence Life, sent 
out an e-mail to all South Campus 
residents warning students of the 
security issue. The e-mail reminded 
students to follow their own security 
measures by locking their doors and 
windows.

 In addition to reminding students 
of basic safety measures, the e-mail 
included a list of things being done to 
keep South Campus safe. 

 South Campus is monitored 24 
hours a day by two Department of 
Public Safety patrol cars. Along 
with DPS patrol, the South Campus 
Welcome Center, located on Skytop 
Road, is meant to keep out unwanted 
guests. 

 The Welcome Center is staffed 
from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m. and only allows 

students, faculty and staff to enter 
South Campus by vehicle between 
those hours. 

 These are the current problems 
facing South Campus: 
  The two-car DPS patrol is 

insufficient for the over 2,300 stu-
dents living on South Campus.  
 People are still free to walk 

into South Campus without being 
checked. 
 The buses that run from Main 

Campus to South Campus until 3:30 
a.m. are not monitored for security.
  Small Road, where the majority 

of burglaries have taken place, is the 
most vulnerable area to crime. The 
road lies on the outer edge of South 
Campus, leaving it open to anyone 
who is traveling on East Colvin 
Street. 

 DPS has attempted to increase 
safety on South Campus by increas-
ing its Crime Prevention Unit and 
adding a South Campus Crime Pre-
vention Manager to organize a better 
program for South Campus safety. 
But this will not necessarily increase 
security.

 One of the additions to South 
Campus safety programs includes 
a Public Safety Student Advisory 
Committee, where students will meet 
monthly to discuss how DPS can 
improve its performance. 

 Although this is a step in the 
right direction, the answer to campus 
safety issues is clear: there needs to 
be more DPS cars patrolling on South 
Campus and a better way to monitor 
who is entering the neighborhood.

Scr ibble

editor ial
by the daily orange 

editorial board
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available to the public and how easily people 
could get onto the base to attend a hearing or 
court-martial. The study also looked to see if the 
names of the defendants and the charges filed 
against them were made available to the public.
 The results showed that one-third of the 
bases declined to provide any information to 
the researchers about their court proceedings. 
Information on preliminary hearings was not 
given 45 percent of the time. Courts-martial 
information was denied 37 percent of the time. 
 In both cases, only 23 and 21 percent of bases 
provided partial information, respectively. The 
partial information often lacked the name of 
the defendant in the military case or criminal 
charge.
 “There’s no set answer for whether or not 
there’s public access,” Keltz said. “It’s not a yes 
or no answer. Here’s the big issue: if you call 
one office (to obtain information) and they say 
yes and you call another office, they say no. We 
found that a lot. The conclusion is that there is 
not widespread public access to the documenta-
tion of upcoming court proceedings.”
 Keltz said a lot of the time the information 
obtained in the survey depended on whom they 
talked to. There was no set protocol for the 
release of the military court information.
 The inconsistencies between the answers 
could be explained through “ignorance,” said 
Lucy Dalgish, executive director for the Report-
ers Committee for Freedom of the Press.
 “Most of the time though, people in that 

position don’t know that the law requires them 
to give the information. I think ignorance is the 
biggest reason,” Dalgish said.
 The right of the public to view a trial was pro-
tected in the Supreme Court ruling in Richmond 
Newspaper, Inc. v. Virginia in 1980, in which 
two Richmond newspaper reporters challenged 
the state of Virginia after a trial judge closed 
the courtroom during a series of mistrials in 
a murder trial. The Supreme Court upheld the 
public and journalists’ right to attend the court 
case under the First Amendment.
 “This country has a tradition of open trials, 
and the Supreme Court has said we have a right 
to attend most trials and to look at most court 
records,” said Mark Obbie, director of the Carn-
egie Legal Reporting Program at SU. “The only 
way for the public to trust the integrity of their 
judges and courts is to be able to watch them at 
work.”
 The results of the survey have been sent to 
higher-level military personnel, but no respons-
es have been received, Fought said. The next 
step would to take the issue to Congress to enact 
legislation that would require the military to 
create a protocol for the release of information.  
 “We hope some better access system will 
be designed,” Fought said. “An online, easy-to-
access database which any citizen, any soldier, 
any victim could find out when hearings and 
trials are being held, and basic information 
on who’s being charged and the nature of the 
charges. The exact same thing that everybody 
has in their state court system is what we’d 
like.”

bjyoun01@syr.edu
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front of Shaw Hall Aug. 29, and there have been 
five burglaries on South Campus in the past 
seven days on Small Road.

 DPS officers were dispatched to the Newhouse 
School at 11:52 a.m. Monday. When they arrived, 
an SU student reported witnessing a man trying 
to steal a red mountain bike on the upper patio 
between Newhouse I and Newhouse II. The bike 
was linked to the railing by a bicycle lock.

 He added that a Newhouse staff member also 
witnessed the incident. The staff member looked 
out of his office window to see a male take out a 
large red bolt cutter from his backpack and cut 
through the bike lock, Callisto said.

 The staff member went outside and yelled to 
the man to get his attention, but the man started to 
walk away with the bike and reportedly said, “What 
are you, a cop?” as he rode the bike down the stairs 
below the patio. As he rode away, toward Irving 
Avenue, he yelled that he had a gun, Callisto said.

 The staff member and the student witness 
confirmed in the police report that the suspect 
had been wearing a blue baseball cap with an SU 
logo. The staff member said the suspect still had 
the bolt cutters in his hands as he rode away. 

 “We’ve had bicycle larcenies in the past, and 
often people will dress up to look like students,” 
Callisto said. “Usually these crimes are not 
committed by students.”

 DPS was unable to find the suspect, he said. The 
Syracuse Police Department also responded to the 
call, but DPS will continue the investigation.

 Callisto said DPS does not know the owner of 
the bike, as no one had reported a stolen bicycle 
as of Monday evening.

shmelike@syr.edu

Bike theft
f r o m  p a g e  1Charities raise money unconventionally with 

alternative search engine GoodSearch
By Melissa Daniels

Staff Writer

Instead of using Google or Yahoo!, students 
can help a charitable cause while doing their 
last-minute research on the Internet by using 
GoodSearch.com.
 Developed in 2005 by MSNBC anchor JJ 
Ramberg and her brother Ken, GoodSearch 
donates a penny to the charity of each user’s 
choice every time he or she searches. 
 Yahoo! powers the search engine.
 “Because of the economy, charities are see-
ing a decrease in donations this year and an 
increase in need,” Ramberg said. 
 The idea of GoodSearch came about by look-
ing at the billions of dollars search engines like 
Google or Yahoo! generate, and conceiving a way 
to use that money for charity, Ramberg said. 
 There’s no charge to use GoodSearch. Funds 
come from advertiser revenues. 
 Early in its development, GoodSearch was 
used for a Pennsylvania State University dance 
marathon, Ramberg said. 
 “It really caught on with the students at 
Penn State,” she said. “Since then we’ve seen 
this really take off with schools. What this has 
really turned into is a movement on college 
campuses. Students are saying ‘Why wouldn’t 
I do this? I care about Sudan; I care about the 
environment. Why wouldn’t I do this? It doesn’t 

cost me anything.’”
 Ramberg noted the influence of students using 
Facebook and MySpace to link to GoodSearch.
 At Syracuse University, the John Dau Sudan 
Foundation, a non-profit humanitarian organi-
zation, has teamed up with the site and plans on 
promoting its use throughout the semester. 
 Katelyn Hancock, assistant to the presi-
dent of the foundation, said they hope to create 
a whole grassroots movement to get students 
using GoodSearch. 
 “It’s a great way for us to tell our donors, ‘Hey, 
you don’t have to write us a donation but you can 
also help on a daily basis, and raise money just by 
doing your daily routine,’” she said.
 In addition to using GoodSearch, online 
shoppers can use the newly launched GoodShop.
com. Up to 37 percent of each purchase goes 
to the chosen charity. GoodShop is partnered 
with companies like Amazon, eBay, Half.com, 
iTunes, Orbitz and Target.
 Students use a search engine or shop online 
several times each day, Hancock said. Using the 
site is a way to give back even if students don’t 
have money to donate to their favorite charities.
 The Maxwell Citizen Education Learning 
Community is spreading the word about Good-
Search to the SU community in order to help the 
John Dau Sudan Foundation, Hancock said.

mdanie01@syr.edu

The compeTiTion

■ Google released a new Web browser 
called Chrome last week in an attempt 
to compete with Microsoft’s standard 
Web browser, internet explorer. 

■ the new browser offers faster speed 
and more accessibility by incorporat-
ing Google’s powerful search engine. 
Chrome combines many of Google’s 
popular add-ons in a single program.

■ One of Google’s search engine 
advantages is its ability to “fuzzy 
search,” the term used to describe 
Google’s automatic grammar and spell-
ing corrections in searches.

-Compiled by Paul Squire, staff writer
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Shayna Meliker
Asst. News editor 

In the 1920s, being a jazz musician 
wasn’t as glamorous as it seemed. 
And in an era plagued by racial dis-
crimination, trying to get a gig was 
even harder if all the band members 
were black.

 This is the story behind “Ma Rain-
ey’s Black Bottom,” the first show of 
Syracuse Stage’s new season, which 
runs Sept. 9 to Oct. 4.

 Timothy Bond, artistic director 
of Syracuse Stage, wants to shine the 
theater spotlight on minority groups 
that have been oppressed in the past. 
It was in that mindset that he selected 
the new lineup of productions.

 It’s one of a 10-play collection writ-
ten by Pulitzer Prize-winning play-
wright August Wilson. The plot is set 
in 1920s Chicago, and centers around 
the obstacles blacks faced in the jazz 
industry. 

 This marks the Syracuse Stage 
directing debut for Bond, the theater’s 
new producing artistic director. He 
said he chose this show because of the 
social relevance he sees in its charac-
ters.

 “It’s kind of a key for me in pick-
ing a play that it touches something 
in my heart, and that it’s relevant and 
important to be talking about now,” 
he said. “History is always a way 
to teach us about our present, and I 
think especially now with Obama and 
his campaign, people will see a lot of 
that reflected in this show.”

 Bond said he thinks students will 
be able to relate to the play’s main 
characters, specifically a young man 
named Levee.

 “The show’s got great music and 
great drama, and it’s got the conflict 
between Gertrude “Ma’ Rainey’s 
old-fashioned style and Levee’s new 
dance style of jazz,” he said. “The 
three younger characters in the play 
are terrific to identify with. I think 
(students will) dig the music, and I 
think they’ll dig how raw the dialogue 
is.”

 The strength of this show will 

t u e s d ay
september 9, 2008

At age 19, SU sophomore 
Chad Cooper taps into 
movie industry success

see stage page 12 

courtesy of lauren monaco

By Rebekah Jones
Asst. FeAture editor

S itting in the Schine cafeteria, sophomore 
Chad Cooper might not stick out of the 
crowd. His orange Syracuse hat, black-

rimmed glasses and 5 o’clock shadow seems nor-
mal but Cooper isn’t simply sitting in the cafeteria 
eating lunch — he’s thinking about the next few 
movies he’ll write and produce. 

 He has worked on the set of “Indiana Jones and 
the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull,” partied with 
Shia LaBeouf and has had his films seen all across 
the country.   

 Cooper freelanced for MTV, was offered a job 
with Sony and began the first entirely student-run 
film festival for students, where all proceeds were 
donated to charity. He also founded SEEFiLMS 
LLC, a film company which produces romantic 
movies and thrillers. 

 To Cooper, it’s all about the art and the ability 
to stretch reality.

 “I love creating my own work,” Cooper said. “I 
like to go to different worlds. I can make decisions 
about characters and, in a way, play God.”

 Despite his divine aspirations, he still man-
ages to sleep in until 4 p.m. on Saturdays, watch a 
movie or two every day and keep his grades up. 

 “Chad’s unbelievable, and modest, too,” said 
Nate Stein, a sophomore Bandier student and vice 
president of Cooper’s film company, SEEFiLMS 
LLC. “I remember the first time I saw one of his 
films. I was so impressed with the quality; I knew I 
wanted to be a part of what he was doing.”

 Cooper and Stein teamed up and created their 
own production company in January. They are 
currently working together on 10 films. 

 “In order to make big budget movies, you have 
to be legit,” Cooper said. “The company exists 
so that we can take the next creative steps and 
develop our films.” 

 In two weeks, Cooper’s short film “Sweet 
Cement” will play at the Insomnia Film Festival 
hosted by Apple in New York City. 

 Over the summer, “See Saw,” an independent 
film Cooper worked on, debuted at the Cannes 
Film Festival in France, one of the most interna-
tionally renowned film festivals around. 

 Several of Cooper’s other short films have 
shown across the United States, as well. As his suc-
cess continued to blossom, creating SEEFiLMS 
LLC became a necessity.

 His passion for film has made him an unusual-
ly successful 19-year-old student and professional 
filmmaker. 

 “I take on a lot of stuff,” Cooper said. “But I love 

to be challenged.” 
 Cooper is no stranger to rejection — producers 

have turned several of his ideas down, but he con-
tinues to make films, unrelenting in his endeavors 
and dedication to the art. 

 His enthusiasm shines through when he 
speaks, pushing his eccentric nature out. 

 He blushes when his friends talk about sex; he 
doesn’t have the patience for video games and has 
less time to do other things he misses — like   play-
ing music. 

 While Cooper’s guitar and love life may be 
neglected from time to time, Stein doesn’t doubt 
that Cooper will be successful. 

 “I think as long as he keeps making movies, 
it’ll pick up and could become something great,” 
Stein said. 

 Cooper’s ambitious nature appeals to many 
major companies. Last year, Sony offered him a 
job working in production. It was the chance to 
leave school and jump right into big budget films.

 While Cooper still works for several major pro-
ducers during his summer and semester breaks, 
he declined the offer. 

 “I want the college experience,” Cooper said. 
“I want the education, and I want to be able to go 
through this phase of my life like everyone else.”

 

New Syracuse 
Stage director 
brings original
season line-up
Lesser-known 
shows fill schedule 
for 2008-2009

IF YOU GO
What: Ma rainey’s Black Bottom
Where: syracuse stage
When: sept. 9 - oct. 4
How much: $21, $28, $31

see reel deal page 12

CHad Cooper has started his own film company, seeFiLMs LLC, as a sophomore and had some of his original films appear in film 
festivals across the country. 
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the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

the briarpatch by brett willard | bjwillar@syr.edu

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyoranGe.com
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By Dan Kaplan
Asst. FeAture editor

F or Gym Class Heroes, 2007 was the kind 
of year most bands would dream about.
Its popularity surged, leading to an 

opening slot on Gwen Stefani’s tour and the 
award for Best New Artist at the MTV Video 
Music Awards. In addition, singles “Cupid’s 
Chokehold” and “Clothes Off!” charted on the 
Billboard Hot 100, and the band’s 2006 album 
“As Cruel as School Children” was certified 
gold.

 But now, just a year later, the band appears to 
have hit rock bottom. Gym Class Heroes’ latest 
release “The Quilt” sends the once promising 
band back down to Earth, suffering from incon-
sistency and too wide a range of influences. “As 
Cruel as School Children” was an immediately 
catchy, fun album with a great flow; by contrast, 
anyone who can listen to “The Quilt” in its 
entirety should be awarded for perseverance.

 It’s quite a shame because the album’s open-
ing track, “Guilty as Charged,” might be the 
best song the band has done. With keyboards 
and a brass section as supplements, this song 
is undeniably pop, but manages to emulate a 
vintage jazz sound simultaneously. Above all, 
a guest performance from English R&B star 
Estelle reveals that, despite her song “American 
Boy,” she may not be as much of a joke as she let 
on.

 Unfortunately, it’s all downhill after this, 
as the band attempts to jump into more styles 
than it can handle. One can’t help but wonder 
if Gym Class Heroes’ newfound fame has gone 
to the members’ heads. They seem to think they 
can pull anything off, from hip-hop to sensitive 
piano ballads. But much to the dismay of our 

ears, they can’t.
 “The Quilt” features a variety of guest per-

formances with varying degrees of success. Fall 
Out Boy vocalist Patrick Stump, a frequent Gym 
Class Heroes collaborator, turns in a solid effort 
on one of the few non headache-inspiring tracks, 
“Blinded By The Sun.” 

 But when the band tries to mix its casual, 
carefree hip-hop style with hardcore rapper 
Busta Rhymes on lead single “Peace Sign/Index 
Down,” the results aren’t merely ‘bad,’ but actu-
ally sort of laughable.

 Lyrically, the band hits a new low. With 
previous songs about utterly captivating top-
ics as high-school locker rooms and MySpace, 
one can’t have expected much from Gym Class 
Heroes in this department. But vocalist Travis 
McCoy still manages to disappoint, with topics 
and rhymes so absurd that they make the album 
as a whole completely impossible to take seri-
ously.

 One such example comes on the song “Drnk 
Txt Romeo,” a poignant ode to drunken text 
messaging. Ever the wordsmith, McCoy’s cho-
rus consists of “I start texting/I keep texting/I 
can’t stop; it’s my obsession.” It’s almost as if 
the band heard about a contest for the stupidest 
song ever and decided to enter.

 In a year seemingly divided solely between 
excellent albums (such as Coldplay and R.E.M.) 
and terrible ones (The Kooks, Katy Perry), “The 
Quilt” at least avoids the title of “Year’s Worst 
Album.”

 However, given the band’s past successes, 
it’s a serious contender for a far more significant 
one: biggest disappointment.

sdkaplan@syr.edu

Gym Class Heroes’ latest album proves 
to be too ambitious for the band’s abililty
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 10th, 12:30
SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Study for a semester or a year at Boğaziçi  
University in Istanbul. Credits are SU credit and 
most financial aid will transfer.

turkey

106 Walnut Place / Syracuse, NY 13244-2650 / 1-800-235-3472 or 1-315-443-3471 / http://suabroad.syr.edu

REEL DEAL
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STAGE
F R O M  P A G E  9

Although Cooper has nearly been snatched by 
Hollywood on several occasions, he attends 
class and parties just like every other college kid 
— even if his party crowd sometimes includes 
Seth Rogan and LaBeouf.

 “My life’s nuts,” Cooper said. “Every day is 
different.”

 But Cooper doesn’t do it for the celebrity 
friends, the money or the babes. The most 

important thing to Cooper is the art. 
 Cooper makes his movies to entertain 

people, he said. But he isn’t always the boss; 
he’s working his way up the ladder, trying to 
become accomplished and respected in the fi lm 
industry.

 While helping directors with their visions 
and using cinematography as language, Cooper 
works on sound, editing and directing. 

 “My dream is either to be a director or a cin-
ematographer for the big budget, $100 million 
fi lms,” he said. 

rdjone03@syr.edu

pilot the rest of season, Bond said. Syracuse 
Stage’s second show is called “Don’t Look Back: 
Stories from the Salt City” and is a compilation 
of Syracuse city residents’ life stories. Other 
season highlights are “Godspell” and “The 
Diary of Anne Frank.” 

 The season’s fi fth production was scheduled 
to be “Souvenir,” the life story of a famous 1930s 
opera singer. But a late disagreement between 
the playwright and Syracuse Stage involving 
casting and staging the show forced an altera-
tion to the schedule. Bond declined to provide 
more details of the disagreement.

 Bond decided to replace “Souvenir” with 
Stephen Sondheim’s “Putting It Together,” a 
show that strings together 30 of Sondheim’s 
most popular songs. That show will run Jan. 27  
through Feb. 15.

 Gabriela Fernandez, a sophomore acting 
major in Syracuse University’s department of 
drama, said she’s pleased with Bond’s season 
lineup. Bond was hired by Syracuse Stage last 
year, but former artistic director Bob Moss had 
already picked the season and was directing all 

of the shows. This is Bond’s fi rst season select-
ing and directing productions.

 “They’re defi nitely interesting choices,” she 
said. “But I like that he’s not doing all the con-
ventional plays.”

 Another acting student, sophomore Amy 
McGuirk, is looking forward to the theater’s 
season.

 “It’s like jumping into the real world, but 
you still have the security of being a student and 
learning,” McGuirk said. “(Bond) is trying to 
make some interesting changes. Good or bad, 
we’ll have to see.”

shmelike@syr.edu

   

“It’s kind of a key for me 
in picking a play that it 
touches something in 
my heart, and that it’s 
relevant and impotant to 
be talking about now.”

Timothy Bond
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR OF SYRACUSE STAGE

dailyorange.com

comment on 
our stories at 

dailyorange.com
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his three years as an assistant at Southern 
Connecticut State, followed by successes with 
the women’s national team, under some of the 
world’s top head coaches.

 The bad? Well there’s some of that, too. Tom 
Lang, head coach at SCSU — Wheddon’s first stop 
after receiving a degree from East Stroudsburg 
(Penn.) in 1994 — remembers an inconspicuous 
start to Wheddon’s career at SCSU. 

 In Wheddon’s first game as an assistant, one 
of his goalkeepers made a blunder, and Lang 
turned around and berated his new assistant on 
the sideline.

 Wheddon wasn’t happy about it at first, Lang 
remembers. But when Lang approached him after 
the game to talk about it, Wheddon was quick to 
forgive, and the two forged a friendship that even-
tually helped Wheddon land the job at Syracuse.

“He didn’t take it so well there sitting on the 
sideline during the game,” Lang remembered, 
laughing. “But we talked about it afterwards, 
and I think again that this is part of Phil’s 
strength, that he understands the game, he 
understands people, and he understood at that 
time that it wasn’t personal, my getting on him 
a little bit.”

And the ugly? Wheddon doesn’t elaborate 
much on that, but it’s easy to trace the low point 
in player-coach relations Wheddon has wit-
nessed: a much-publicized incident during the 
2007 Women’s World Cup, in which Hope Solo, 
the starting goalkeeper, was benched in favor 
of backup Brianna Scurry for the semifinal 
game against Brazil. After Scurry gave up four 
goals and the U.S. was eliminated, Solo publicly 
criticized head coach Greg Ryan’s decision. She 
was suspended from the team, and Ryan was 
fired soon thereafter.

 “It was a decision that was made by the head 
coach, and unfortunately it didn’t work out,” 
Wheddon said.

 Through it all, Wheddon said he learned 
how players should be treated, and how impor-
tant good relations are to having a successful 
team.

 “I’ve been very honest and very open with 
them, and that’s the way it’s going to stay,” 

Wheddon said. “There are a lot of coaches out 
there that will play mind games with players, 
and players won’t know where they stand — ‘Do 
I have a chance, do I not have a chance?’ — I’m 
very honest with my players. We’re trying to 
build team chemistry.”

 Throughout his time in Beijing, Whed-
don kept close tabs on his new team, working 
through assistant coach Robyn Pepicelli. He 
would send frequent e-mails to his team, weav-
ing the lessons of the national team into what 
he was trying to teach his Syracuse team from 
halfway around the globe.

 And after the U.S. women’s team won 
the gold medal on Aug. 21, the players, who 
had gathered to watch the game, phoned him 
immediately afterward to offer their con-
gratulations.

“I think he has a good understanding of 
when to push players a little bit, and when to 
ease off,” Lang said. “I think he has very good 
communication skills. He just has a good feel 
for players.”

And just as Wheddon doesn’t get upset with 

his own players, he doesn’t get upset when he 
recalls what could have been for himself. He 
doesn’t get upset when recalling how a disease 
formed in the tendons of his hand, requiring 
seven surgeries in seven years, starting at age 
25. It cut short a promising career as a goal-
keeper, one that led him all the way to Swindon 
Town, at that time, the second-highest level of 
English soccer. 

He’s not mad at the obvious irony. The fact 
that he chose the one position on a soccer field 
that involves work with hands, only to have his 
hands go lame from a disease doctors told him 
was hereditary, even though nobody in his fam-
ily had ever had it.

“It’s just one of those unfortunate things,” 
he said. 

From England, he moved to the United States 
and went to East Stroudsburg. He had hoped 
to play for the team, but was ruled ineligible 
because of his time spent as a professional in 
England. The school asked him to stay on as a 
goalkeepers coach, which he did.

 From there, it was on to SCSU, followed by 

stints with both the men’s and women’s national 
teams, Major League Soccer and the now-defunct 
Women’s United Soccer Association, before land-
ing with the women’s national team.

 By the time the Syracuse job came about, 
he was a seasoned assistant coach. So when SU 
men’s soccer head coach Dean Foti called his 
friend Lang, the SCSU coach, to ask if he knew 
any good prospective candidates, Lang immedi-
ately thought of Wheddon.

And it was that range of experience that 
made him an attractive candidate for Daryl 
Gross, SU’s director of athletics, last March 
when Wheddon was hired as SU women’s soc-
cer’s third head coach.

 Wheddon said becoming a head coach is the 
logical next step for his career. The next step for 
the imposing but mild-mannered coach who’s 
learning on the job.

“People ask me, ‘What are you going to do 
next? What are you planning to do?’” Wheddon 
said. “I haven’t really planned anything. I don’t 
think you can really plan this type of thing.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

 Nor is it science fiction, though, for as wave 
after wave of Hall of Famers walk down the 
orange carpet Friday evening, there will be the 
tangible presence of SU’s gloried past — not just 
stitched cloth hanging from the Carrier Dome 
rafters.

 This was always meant to be a week of 
nostalgia; a moment, Gross said after the 
announcement Syracuse would host the pre-
miere, that the athletic department intended 
to embrace. It was always meant to be a week, 
more or less, that Syracuse could claim as its 
own and feel good about itself.

 How many Big East schools have Hollywood 
hyping up their history? When’s the last 
nationwide movie to open in the backyard of 
Piscataway, N.J., or Morgantown, W.Va.?

 Kick-starting a beaten down fan base was 
the intention for the week of Sept. 12, but stir-
ring up hype and excitement is not the only 
reason for the event. It’s an opportunity for 
Gross to stay true to his relentless embracing of 
the past.

 Effectual murals and jerseys coloring 
the roof of the Dome didn’t materialize out of 
thin air. The museum-like wing in the new 
Iocolano-Petty Football Complex was not a 
concept from a past Syracuse athletic depart-
ment regime.

 And when Gross finally pulls the drape off 
the Ernie Davis statue erected in the heart of 
Syracuse’s campus on Saturday, it will be a 
crowning achievement for this school’s most 
passionate sports history connoisseur. His 
legacy, after all, is not just attached to football 
wins.

 That can’t hide the facts, though, as every 
nod toward the past only illuminates the 
discrepancy between now and then. When the 
greatest era of Syracuse football comes to town 
on Friday, it will be harshly juxtaposed with 
the worst.

 Saturday’s game will still be played without 
Jim Brown, Floyd Little or Art Monk — though 
they’ll certainly be watching. As SU’s football 
past is put under the microscope, so, too, will its 
present. That loud groan you hear may be the 
concerted teeth grinding of an anxious alumni 
base, finally gathered all at once, antsy to make 
something happen.

 Believe it or not, nobody recognizes the 
heightened importance of Saturday’s matchup 
more than the beleaguered Orange head 
coach — the Los Angeles native, John Wayne 
aficionado and west coast devotee himself. Rob-
inson was asked on Monday’s Big East coaches’ 
teleconference to dig back deep into his mental 
reservoir and reveal what he foresaw for the 
progress of the SU program when he took the 
job in 2005.

 “In my vision I really thought it was going 
to come down to Sept. 13, 2008, because I knew 

we were going to be playing Penn State and that 
rivalry was going to be restarted again. That 
was going to be the tipping point,” Robinson 
said.

 He then started laughing, revealing the sar-
casm in his response to an impossible question.

 “It sounds good, doesn’t it”? Robinson 
added.

 Good enough for Hollywood. But in a cruel 
twist of fate — and on-field futility — Syra-
cuse fans will have to separate the images 
they see on the silver screen from the green 
turf.

Zach Schonbrun is the sports columnist for The 
Daily Orange, where his columns appear every 

Tuesday. He can be reached at zsschonb@syr.edu.
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wheddon
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

schonbrun
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

joey baker | staff photographer
delone carter (3) ran for 77 yards on 13 carries in Syracuse’s loss to Akron. The 
Orange will host No. 17 Penn State Saturday at 3:30 p.m.

women’s soccer review
2007 Record
7-8-4 (3-6-2)

Key Players lost
Jen Taormina, Lauren Jentzen

Key players returning
Megan Bellingham, Sarah VanSickle, Kar-
rah Benson, Lauren Cappelli

Season Outlook
Syracuse started the season on the right 
foot winning its first game against Albany. 
Since then, the Orange is 0-3-1 and its 
head coach wasn’t in the country for the 
sole win. Thus far, Megan Bellingham has 
truly stood out, scoring four goals in five 
games. The rest of the team has three 
combined.
       Phil Wheddon’s squad has a game 
left against Colgate before it begins 
conference play. SU needs to improve in 
the Big East,  going 9-19-6 the last three 
years. 

max nepstad | staff photographer
phil wheddon has yet to witness a Syracuse victory as head coach. In his four 
games since returning from the Olympics in Beijing, the Orange is 0-3-1.
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By Jeff Westfall
Staff Writer

O.J. Abanishe could feel the excitement when 
he loaded the Lincoln University football team 
onto the team bus to Avon Grove High School 
in Pennsylvania. The bus ride would take 
the Lincoln head coach and his team fewer 

than seven miles down the 
road from the Lincoln cam-
pus. The journey to that night 
however took far longer than 
that. Forty-eight years lon-
ger. Finally, Lincoln football 

had returned.
On Aug. 30, Lincoln celebrated the revival 

of its football program by beating George 
Mason, 34-7, in the Lions’ first football game 
in 48 years. 

 “The atmosphere was ecstatic, and we 
had alumni and former players dating back to 
1933,” Abanishe said. “It’s one of those things 
where you want to be part of history, and as a 
coach you want to establish your base of how 
the program is run.”

To understand the present and future of 
Lincoln football, you have to first understand 
its past. 

 Lincoln is the first historically black uni-
versity in the United States. For 66 years, the 
football program was a staple of the 2,500-
student university nestled inside southern 
Chester County in Pennsylvania. 

But at the conclusion of the 1960 football 
season, Lincoln University decided to termi-
nate its football program because of a lack 
of enrollment and the school’s increasing 
inability to remain competitive. 

 For over 40 years, the program laid life-
less.

“Historically, black colleges and universi-
ties are identified for their football programs,” 
Abanishe said. “So us being the first HBCU 
and not having a football program left Lincoln 
feeling like something definitely was missing. 
I can’t say enough about the excitement level 
of the return of football to Lincoln.”

 Lincoln is currently a transitional mem-
ber of the Central Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association and will be welcomed back as 
a full-fledged member of the conference by 
the 2010 season, elevating itself to Division II 
status.

 Without its own field, Lincoln plays its 
games at neighboring Avon Grove High 
School. The Lions practice on the Avon Grove 
baseball field during the week, allowing them 
about 90 yards to practice and no goalposts.

 But this revival isn’t about glamour, it’s 
about tradition.

 “The university wanted to bring back the 
football experience to the campus,” said Lin-
coln Director of Athletics Dianthia Ford-Kee. 
“The reuniting of alumni and friends of Lin-
coln University through athletics shows what 
most people know, and that is that football 
brings about camaraderie.”

 After being admitted to the CIAA and 
securing a schedule, the next hurdle for Lin-
coln was assembling a formidable football 
team.

Abanishe began building the Lions from 
the ground up around eight transfer players 
with college football experience. The rest 
of the Lions teams consist of inexperienced 
freshman and walk-ons.

 “As far as selling the program, we sold the 
kids on the fact you get a great quality educa-
tion at Lincoln and the chance to be a part of 
history,” Abanishe said. “A lot of other places, 
you don’t have the opportunity to play for four 
years, and it is not very often in life that you 

get to put your mark on history by being at the 
beginning of something.”

 After leaving his alma mater Langston, 
Abanishe began camp by re-instilling the 
fundamentals of football in his inexperienced 
team. Practicing the basics of the game like 
blocking technique and gang tackling soon 
evolved into the development of an explosive 
offensive scheme. 

 Approaching the Lions’ home opener, 
Abanishe was worried his team would become 
over-consumed with the atmosphere of the 
game. To guard against that, he went as far 
as making the team practice in full game-day 
uniform to subdue the excitement and anxiety 
that went with putting it on for the first time.

The new era of Lincoln football began in 
emphatic fashion with the win over George 
Mason. Ford-Kee estimates the teams played 
in front of over 3,000 fans. The Lions totaled 
418 yards of total offense and left a college and 
a community brimming with memories of 
Lincoln’s gridiron tradition.

Last Saturday, in its first game against a 
Division II opponent, Lincoln lost to Southern 
Virginia, 55-25. But unlike 1960, it won’t be 48 
years until Lincoln can find redemption.

“Whenever you are put in the position I 
am in to restore a program and university as 
historical as Lincoln you have to realize how 
important it is,” Abanishe said. “Hopefully 
over the next couple years we can make it a 
success.”

jwestfal@syr.edu

Westfall’s Picks
No. 13 KaNsas at No. 19 south Florida (-6)
Friday, 8 p.m., ESpN2

Kansas QB Todd Reesing is completing over 
76 percent of his passes so far this season. Look 
for more precision against South Florida. 
Pick: kansas 21, south Florida 17

No. 5 ohio state at No. 1 usC (-10)
Saturday, 8 p.m., aBC

Jim Tressel’s signature sweater vest will 

feel awfully hot in the California sun against a 
powerful USC offense.
Pick: usc 35, ohio state 24

No. 10 WisCoNsiN at No. 21 FresNo 
state (-2)
Saturday, 10:30 p.m., ESpN2

Wisconsin needs to be weary. This could be a 
trap game for the Badgers.
Pick: Fresno state 24, Wisconsin 21

MiChigaN (-1) at Notre daMe
Saturday 3:30 p.m. NBC

These are two teams in a transitional period. 
Lou Holtz picks the Irish to beat Michigan and 
global warming this week.
Pick: notre dame 27, michigan 21

No 17 PeNN state (-26) at syraCuse
Saturday 3:30 p.m. aBC

ABC better slap a parental advisory notice on 
this one. It will not be for the faint of heart. After 
a porous SU defense allowed 42 points against 
Akron, what will they allow to Penn State? 
Pick: Penn state 49, syracuse 17
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INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS:
September 9th, 3pm @ SU Abroad

Learn how you can spend a semester in Australia. 
We o�er placement at three universities; Univer-
sity of New South Wales (UNSW), University of 
Queensland and University of Wollongong.

New changes for UNSW, they will only accept 
SU students who apply through the SU Abroad 
o�ce. Come to a meeting for more informa-
tion.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

After 48-year hiatus, Lincoln football program makes return

RACE
FOR THE
CASES2

0
0

8

Race standings
in honor of tom Brady’s season-ending 
knee injury, we name our racers after 
their favorite stars to suffer 
season-ending injuries.

W. McGahee (Crowley) 6-4
D. Levens (Dunne) 6-4
J. Posada (Westfall) 5-5
C. Pavano (ehalt) 5-5
O. Umenyiora (Palka) 5-5
C. Barmes (John) 4-6
B. Wagner (Gelb) 4-6
B. Gramática (Diamond) 4-6
r. Cunningham (Clayton) 4-6
C. Pennington (Schonbrun) 4-6
M. Vaughn (Bonner) 3-7
r. Williams (Paik) 3-7
L. Harbor (McCullough) 3-7
a. Banks (Galante) 3-7
M. Bradley (Caputo) 3-7
U. Krupp (austin) 3-7
J. theisman (Sutton) 2-8
J. Cage (tarr) 2-8
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By Matt Ehalt
Asst. Copy Editor

Dean Foti tells his SU men’s soccer team 
it should never assume what the lineup is 
going to be until a few days before the squad’s 
upcoming game. He stresses the lineup could 
change from week-to-week, as evidenced by 
the three different starting lineups Foti has 
posted in the first four games.

 The lineup is also usually composed of 
players with college experience under their 
belt. But in the midfield, there have been two 
freshmen who have seen their name on the 
starting card for all four games.

 Redshirt freshman Nick Olivetti and true 
freshman Raoul Meister have become key 
pieces to the Orange’s midfield this season, 
starting all four games for Syracuse (3-0-1). 
The duo has provided solid minutes on the 
field for Syracuse this season and helped cre-
ate scoring opportunities.

 “Nick has been a nuts-and-bolts player who 
has done the work, rolled up his sleeves and 
made his way into some playing time,” Foti 
said. “Raoul is very composed on the field, and 
he reads the game very well. He brings a lot of 
different dimensions in his ability to strike 
long balls over distances as well as to combine 
in shorter play.”

 Olivetti stepped into the starting lineup 
after redshirting last season because he was 
not in the mix for playing time and needed 
to work on his strength and endurance, Foti 
said.

 During the summer, Olivetti devoted plen-
ty of time to running and lifting regimens. He 
also kept active on the soccer field by playing 
with a club team, Super Nova, based out of 
Pennsylvania.

 Foti said Olivetti might be the most 
improved player on the team from where he 

was at this point in the season to now. Olivetti 
is just pleased to get his chance on the field. 

 “I’m really happy with the opportunity to 
start and show how my hard work over the 
summer and stuff has paid off,” Olivetti said. 
“I didn’t really expect to step into the starting 
lineup, but after the scrimmages and pre-
season, I guess I did that for me.”

 Foti also credited Olivetti’s ability to be a 
simple player. Foti said he knows what he will 
get from Olivetti on a daily basis, and the mid-
fielder has proved that he belongs on the field. 
The head coach cited Olivetti’s performance 
against Colgate when he struck a powerful 
shot that the Raiders goalkeeper made a div-
ing stop on, that would’ve ultimately won 
Syracuse the game.

 With Meister, Foti said the experience he 
brings to the table has helped him earn his 
spot. Meister, who is from Sprockhoevel, Ger-
many, is 20 and played for the U-19 and U-20 
Westfalia regional soccer teams, along with 
being the team captain for the TSG Sprockho-
evel youth soccer team.

 Foti said Meister is a polished player tech-
nically who reads the game well. Meister 
already has two assists as well on the season 
for the Orange. In the first game against Cani-
sius, Meister assisted on a goal by Tom Perev-
egyencev, and on Sunday against Florida Gulf 
Coast, Meister’s free kick led to junior Hansen 
Woodruff’s second goal of the season during 
the Orange’s 3-0 victory.

 Perhaps more impressive, though, is Meis-
ter’s acclimation to American style of soccer. 
He said he has to work more on defense while 
playing midfield at Syracuse, compared to what 
he used to play in Germany. In Germany he said 
there were two midfielders, but here, he is alone 
in what he called the holding midfield.

 “I didn’t know what to expect with the 

opportunity, and then I came here and saw 
there are good players, and I am proud to play 
with the first team,” Meister said. “I talked a 
lot to the assistant coach Jaro (Zawislan), and 
he said we expect you to play in the midfield 
and have that role and it was quite clear.”

 While Olivetti and Meister have been 
stalwarts in the startling lineup, that could 
change at any time. Foti brought in several 
midfielders this season including Kevin Chan-
Yu-Tin, David Neumann and Charles Schoen-
ing along with returning players such as 
seniors Isaac Collings and Pete Rowley.

 But for now, both are helping the Orange to 
a 3-0-1 record, and their teammates are taking 
notice.

 “It’s good they’ve stepping up,” Woodruff 
said. “Nick has definitely developed into a 
good player, and Raoul is a great player as 
well. They bring a lot of the team so it’s good 
having them on the field. I think in time 
they’re really going to flourish.”

mrehalt@syr.edu
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Freshmen earn starting 
nod in midfield for Orange

megan lange | staff photographer
raoul meister has started all four games for sU this season and has added two 
assists. Meister is one of two freshman to start all four games in the midfield.

c r o s s  c o u n t r y

Graves chooses Syracuse to compete for father’s college teammate
By Andrew L. John

ContribUting WritEr

Griff Graves has had to live in a shadow his 
entire life. 

 That’s because the freshman has had to live 
up to lofty expectations as a runner, based on 
events that happened long before he was even 
born. 

 Graves’ dad, the legendary Tom Graves, 
was an All-American runner at Auburn in the 
late 70s and early 80s, and still has his name 
draped all over the Tigers record books. During 
Tom’s time at Auburn, he just happened to be a 
teammate and roommate of current Syracuse 
cross country coach, Chris Fox. The two former 
teammates have maintained a close friendship 
through the years.

 “That’s basically what I’ve been basing my 
training off of all of the years I’ve been run-
ning,” Griff Graves said, “just trying to chase 
my dads goals and accomplishments. That’s the 
driving force behind what I do.”

 While Graves knows living up to the high 
standard his dad set during his running career 
may be easier said than done, he also believes 
he’s been able to get to this point in his career 
largely because of his dad’s influence. 

 “He coached and encouraged me a lot 
through high school,” Graves said. “He’s basi-
cally helped me get to this point ... it’s helped out 
to have a father like that.”

 Graves started his career in Alabama, 
where he had been allowed to run for the high 
school varsity team since the sixth grade. 
Prior to his sophomore year in high school, 
however, Graves moved to Abingdon, Va., 
where his cross country career really started 
to take off. 

 He immediately made a connection with his 
new teammates and coaches and found himself 
as the AA State Cross Country Champion. He 
repeated as a junior. His success also earned 
him a spot at the Foot Locker Cross Country 
Championships in San Diego. 

 “I had heard that he was a good runner,” 
said Abingdon High School coach Don Cumbow. 
“But I had no idea how good. We quickly found 
out. He’d put the work in when training and 
preparing, then he’d push himself to do even 
more.”

 As a senior, however, a case of mononucleo-
sis prevented him from doing that. Despite the 
illness, he persevered through the season and 
decided to run at states, where he still ended up 

finishing ninth. Though he didn’t fair as well 
as he’d hoped, he once again earned a spot at 
nationals.

 “He’s very dedicated to everything he does, 
has a good work ethic, and does exactly what’s 
he’s told to do by the coaches,” said Graves’ 
teammate sophomore Steve Murdock. “I think 
he’s got the whole package.”

 When it came to accepting scholarship 
offers, Graves briefly looked at what Louis-
ville, Oklahoma and Tennessee had to offer, 
but was sold as soon as he took his official visit 
to Syracuse. After all, he figured, what better 
way to follow in his fathers’ footsteps than to 
run for the guy that dad his dad ran with in 
college?

 “Coach Fox is on the same page as my 
dad training wise,” Graves said, “and they’re 
both really knowledgeable about running, so I 
decided to trust somebody that my dad knows 
and respects.”

 Though Graves is just one runner that 
helped the Syracuse men’s cross country team 
to a nationally ranked recruiting class this 
year, his decision to sign early played an instru-
mental part during the recruiting process. 
Graves knew that if he signed early, he could 

potentially help the coaching staff recruit some 
of the other top runners that were looking at 
Syracuse during the Foot Locker champion-
ships.

 “Usually the top 40 kids in the country are 
Foot Locker finalists,” said Syracuse assistant 
coach and recruiting coordinator Brien Bell, 
“and Foot Locker finalists kind of beget Foot 
Locker finalists in recruiting.”

 Some of those runners that Graves had a 
chance to speak with at the national champi-
onships included Zach Rivers, Tito Medrano 
and Pat DuPont. Though Graves isn’t quite 
sure if he played a large part in their recruit-
ment, all three ended up following him to 
Syracuse.

 As for that giant shadow he’s had to live 
under? He hasn’t quite yet escaped it, but he’s 
OK with that for now.

 “As of right now, I’m behind,” Graves said 
about matching his dad’s accomplishments. 
“But I’m still maturing physically and hope-
fully, during college, I can surpass some of what 
he’s done. Right now, I just hope I can contribute 
to us getting to nationals and hopefully a top-15 
finish, if not better.”

aljohn@syr.edu

Men’s soccer at a glance
Record: 3-0-1

Last 3 games
t (1-1) vs. Colgate
W (1-0) vs. UnC-Wilmington
W (3-0) vs. Florida gulf Coast

Next 3 games
thursday Monmouth  7 p.m.
sept. 19 at Marquette 8 p.m.
sept. 21 at notre dame 7 p.m.

Synopsis
the orange could easily be 4-0 had it 
not been for a game-tying goal with 20 
minutes left by Colgate in the second 
game of the season. tom perevegyencev 
has been a threat off the bench with four 
goals, and sU has outscored it’s oppo-
nents 8-1. the first few big East games 
will be key. syracuse has not had luck in 
the big East in recent years and would 
like to buck that trend. 
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By Andy McCullough
EntErprisE Editor

John Desko knows someone on the Syracuse 
men’s lacrosse team will replace Danny Bren-
nan in the faceoff circle, someone will take 
draws now that Brennan graduated and took 
his nation-leading 66.7 percent win rate with 
him. 

 Desko has plenty of options: upperclass-
men, underclassmen, newcomer freshmen. He 
just doesn’t know who it will be. 

 “There’s a bunch,” Desko said Monday, as 
the Orange kicked off fall practice. “There’ll 
be a lot of competition.”

 Just a little more than three months ago, 
Syracuse paraded around Gillette Stadium 
in Foxborough, Mass., hoisting the national 
championship trophy and savoring a season of 
redemption. They had answered all the ques-
tions following 2007’s 5-8 disaster. They had 
quieted all the critics.

 And now they face a new batch of questions 
— Can they repeat? Who replaces Tewaaraton 
Trophy-winning attack Mike Leveille? — but such 
is the burden of being a lacrosse powerhouse. 

 The team has time to prepare itself for the 
spring season, to find answers to the fresh ques-
tions. The Orange can experiment through this 
month of fall practice, with a three-team scrim-

mage against Bucknell and SUNY-Stony Brook. 
 “We can’t be satisfied, that’s the biggest 

thing,” said midfielder Pat Perritt. “I mean, 
last year, we obviously weren’t satisfied, 
because of everything that happened. And 
we knew we needed to make a statement and 
prove some things to people. And I think we 
want to prove something new to people, that 
we can win it and come back and have a great 
season and hopefully win it again.”

 Syracuse has won a NCAA-record 10 nation-
al championships, but hasn’t won back-to-back 
national titles since it won three straight from 
1988 to 1990. One of the keys to repeating this 
spring will be finding an effective man in the 
faceoff ‘X.’ Few positions on the field are as 
critical as the faceoff man. Few play the position 
as well as Brennan did last year. He also led 
Syracuse in ground balls scooped. 

 Desko listed the names of those who might 
step in: senior Jake Moulton, sophomores Tim 
Harder and Tim Desko, and freshmen Zach 
Badalucco and Tyler Granelli. 

 Desko also threw in senior midfielder Matt 
Abbott, the jack-of-all-trades who was second 
on the team in ground balls last year.

 “Can’t forget about Matt,” John Desko 
said. “He’s a nice option, because Matt does 
everything anyway. If he takes faceoffs and 

you lose them, you’ve got one of your best 
defensive players on the field. 

Galloway, Hardy recovering 
 Dan Hardy ran at the front of the pack 

Monday as the team raced around Wohl Field. 
He led stretches and passed the ball back and 
forth in drills afterwards. But Desko said the 
senior midfielder won’t be available for much 
of fall practice, as he comes back from offsea-
son ankle surgery. 

 While Hardy practiced behind him, Desko 
spoke of the midfield rotation as if he wasn’t 

even there. 
 “Danny Hardy’s not out there right now,” 

Desko said, “so we’re going to be figuring out 
who we’re going to be working with this fall.”

 Starting goaltender John Galloway is also 
on the mend, nursing a leg infection. Desko 
said he expects the sophomore back within the 
next two weeks. 

 Until then, Al Cavalieri is the starter. Pete 
Coluccini — who started in net in 2005 and 
2006 but lost the job to Galloway last spring — 
transferred to Ohio State last month. 

ramccull@syr.edu
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Danny brennan was the top faceoff man in the country last year, winning 66.7 
percent of his faceoffs. syracuse has the task of replacing Brennan, who graduated.

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Syracuse returns to practice 
looking to fill faceoff void
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 9th, noon @ SU Abroad

Learn about the various options to spend a se-
mester or year in Africa. SU o�ers placement 
through the School for International Training, 
St. Lawrence University, Augsburg College and 
Organization for Tropical Study.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

 classified discount rates
runs classifieds boxed
1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

ApArtments for rent
5 Bedroom Houses

and Apartments

604 Walnut ave.
1202 harrison st.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 livingston ave.
415 euclid ave

215 comstock ave 

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Would you enjoy performing in front 
of 6,000 fans? don’t miss this year’s 
sYrACUse CrUnCH ICe GIrLs 

try outs sunday, september 21st. for 
more information contact Karen at 

473-4444 x20 or 
ksimbari@syracusecrunch.com. 

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 

2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010
John o. Williams
Quality campus area apartments
over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

               478-7548
      collegehome.com
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c l a s s i f i e d s
4 Bedroom Houses

and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2008-2009
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Rent from the landlord the Daily 
Orange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair”. 

Call Ben for one - eight bedroom 
houses and apartments. Fur-

nished, laundry. Livingston, Euclid, 
Sumner and Ackerman. 

315-420-6937
 or email at

 su_topia@hotmail.com 

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
329 Comstock Ave.

510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

BEST LOCATIONS
 APTS-HOUSES

 2008-2009
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 Furnished, Laundry, Parking
 Ostrom

Livingston
Euclid

446-2602 or 
446-6268

Apartments/Houses
2008-2009

One through eight bedrooms, completely 
furnished, parking, laundry, dishwasher, 
fireplace, near University on Ostrom, Eu-

clid, Sumner, and Ackerman.
Responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon
Student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

Furnished 2-8 Bedroom Apts/ Houses.
Livingston,Sumner, Claredon, Ackerman. 469-
6665

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

203 Comstock Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 Euclid
600 Euclid Ave
614 Euclid Ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 Ackerman Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

HELP WANTEd
PART-TIME JOB: Cashier/Stock Person. Lom-
bardi’s Imports. Apply in person. 534 Butternut 
Street, Syracuse 472-5900

Part-time Street Team: Delivery 
People Needed for Home Football 
Saturdays.  $15 an hour, 3 hours a 
day could expand into other work. 

Work study preferred, but not neces-
sary. Send interest to 

pwaack@dailyorange.com

PART-TIME WORK 
$14.25 Base-Appt. 

· Flexible schedules
· Customer sales/service 

· No experience necessary 
· All majors welcome 

· conditions apply, all ages 18+ 

CALL 434-9553 
We will be on campus accepting ap-

plications in the Schine Student Center 
from 10-2 on the following dates: 

Mon 8/25 , Mon 9/8, Mon 9/22 
Mon 10/6, Mon 10/27 , Mon 11/17 

Mon 12/1

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508

RENT YOUR OWN HOME

2009-2010 

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 Bedrooms 

Close to Campus 

Furnished, Spacious, Fireplaces, 
Parking 

Call 315 476-9933

NJTMGTCORP@AOL.COM

Be a part of the team! Syracuse 
Crunch Hockey Club seeking 

game night staff. For more 
information contact Steph at 

ssauda@syracusecrunch.com or 
473-4444 x30

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 Euclid
600 Euclid Ave
614 Euclid Ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 Ackerman Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com
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I n 1976, in the midst of the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers’ 0-14 season, 
head coach John McKay was 

asked what he felt about his team’s 
execution.

 “I’m in favor of it,” was McKay’s 
famous response.

 Which is probably not too far off 
from the feelings of Syracuse Director 
of Athletics Daryl Gross, or head foot-
ball coach Greg Robinson, or a whole 
litany of fans and team personnel that 
wish they could shut their eyes, tap 
their feet and make four insufferable 
years magically disappear.

 All this negativity, on the week 
some California love comes to bail 
out New York’s college team.

 On Salina Street in downtown 
Syracuse, the lights were off in the 
Landmark Theatre on a dreary, gray 
Saturday afternoon, so it takes some 
imagination to envision a world-class 
movie showcase coming to the neigh-
borhood in less than a week. The 
switch off from blue-collar to black 
tie seems a faraway reality at this 
point, and it even hints at despera-
tion. A billboard mirage may even 
materialize in the distance: “Wel-

come, Hollywood (tell your friends)!”
 The timing of SU’s grand football 

festival — once thought to be perfect 
— now looks comically unflattering. 
No amount of movie star makeup can 

hide the scars on this program. No 
screenwriter can script more than a 
glimmer of hope as Penn State comes 
into town.

 No person unfamiliar with the 
team will easily be made to believe 
that, yes, Syracuse once had a proud 
program, and, yes, Syracuse once 
had a Heisman Trophy winner, bowl-
game appearances and successful 
records. Gross’ toughest task this 
weekend may be explaining that 
while “The Express” is a historical 
biopic, it is not ancient history.

pa g e  2 0
the daily orange
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INSIDE
The defending national 
champion men’s lacrosse 
team kicked of its fall 
practice schedule Monday. 
Page 17

will halsey | staff photographer
Phil wheddon enters his first year as head coach at Syracuse after serving as the goalkeepers 
coach for the gold-medal winning U.S. women’s Olympic team this past summer.

England native Phil Wheddon is 
favoring a laid-back style in his 
1st year as women’s soccer coach

see wheddon page 14

see schonbrun page 14

Z a c h  S c h o N b r u N

just le jus

‘The Express’ weekend marred by football team’s futility

By Kyle Austin
STaff WriTer

I n the beginning, it was a little 
intimidating. A 6-foot-6, athleti-
cally built, former professional 

soccer player with hair slicked back 
and a deep British accent, coming 
from the best women’s soccer team in 
the world to coach at Syracuse, a Big 
East program stuck in neutral.

 The Syracuse players were natu-
rally a bit nervous when they heard 
this past spring that Phil Wheddon 
would become their new head coach, 
right after spending a month in Bei-
jing with the women’s national team.

“When he came, we’re thinking 
‘Oh my God, he came from the wom-
en’s national team to our practice. 
What does he expect?’” said senior 
forward Amanda Arcuri.

But once the players got to know 
their new coach when he showed up 
for spring practice, they learned that 
his resume and stature are deceiving. 
They learned he’s actually one of the 
more laid-back coaches they’ve had. A 
coach who quickly learned everyone’s 
name and was soon joking and laugh-
ing with the team.

“At first, I guess it’s maybe a little 
intimidating,” said goalkeeper Eliza 
Bennett-Hattan. “But once you get 
to know him, you just know that he’s 
here for you.”

That doesn’t take away, though, 
from the formidable task Wheddon 
has in front of him in rebuilding 
Syracuse women’s soccer. The team 
qualified for the NCAA Tournament 
just two years after its inception, in 
1998. They did it again in 2001, but 
have gone 35-60-17 since, the last three 
of those with Pat Farmer at the helm.

So instead of returning from Bei-
jing, world title in hand, ready to take 
the Big East by storm, Wheddon is 
more taciturn when he talks about 
this year’s expectations. He’s looking 
for improvement, and hopefully a spot 
in the Big East tournament. His team 
currently sits at 1-3-1. It’s only win 
— an opening night 3-1 decision over 
Albany — came while Wheddon was 
still in China.

 His outlook says a lot about his 
style as a coach — relaxed and easygo-
ing. It’s a style he’s picked up after 
spending more than 15 seasons as 
an assistant coach, working under a 
plethora of different head coaches. He 
saw what worked. But more impor-
tantly, he saw what didn’t work, and 
what coaching styles drive players 
apart and away from a team.

  “The good, the bad, and the ugly,” 
as he says.

 The good? There’s plenty of that. 
Two Division II national titles in 

Gentleman’s
game

olympIc SEaSoN prEvIEw parT 3 Of 5
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O N L I N E

More from 
Elmira
Visit our Web 
site to view 
photos from 
staff writer 
Michael Bon-
ner’s trip to 
Ernie Davis’ 
hometown. 

I N S I D E
P U L P

Good eats
Phoebe’s Res-
taurant and 
Coffee Bar give 
SU students 
a tasty and 
affordable alter-
native to dining 
halls.
PAGE 9

I N S I D E
N E W S

Fitting in
Middle East-
ern students 
assimilate to  
SU culture.
PAGE 3

U.S. Olympian 
joins student’s 
charity effort
Fellow Sudanese 
refugees aim to 
improve health care

ABC campus bureau 
launches after delay

SEE LOMONG PAGE 8

SEE ABC PAGE 6

THE EXPRESS
Part 2 of 3 in a series previewing the premiere weekend. 

ben addonizio | photo editor
WINNIE WATTS displays a few of her many photos of Ernie Davis. Watts has lived in Elmira her 
entire life and attended Syracuse in the 1950s, a couple years before Davis.

Elmira Express
Ernie Davis’ 
hometown  
helps keep 
legacy alive

By Max Nerenberg
STAFF WRITER

ABC News will launch a Web site for news reported 
by college students today, and Syracuse University is 
one of fi ve schools selected to house an ABC News on 
Campus bureau.

 The Web site was scheduled to launch in late 
August, but only some of the southern universities 
were in session, so it was postponed.  

 One of the bureau’s fi rst projects is to cover the 
Landmark Theatre’s premiere of “The Express.” Sto-
ries will be posted at abcnewsoncampus.com.

 Meghan Lisson, a senior broadcast journalism and 
political science major, is one of the fi ve students hired 
to work at the bureau and produce online material.

 “We’re expected to be professional journalists,” she 
said.

 Other schools with bureaus are Arizona State Univer-
sity, University of Florida, University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill and University of Texas at Austin.

 Lisson said she believes student journalists will be 

By Michael Bonner
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

ELMIRA, N.Y. — Winnie Watts sat in her antique shop, photos scattered on 
the table. Each thought of what could have been fi lled her eyes with another 
tear. Her eyelids could not hold any more. One by one, the tears journeyed 
down her cheek. Tears created by a single question about a man she never 
met. 

 Bob Jolley stood outside a local bar. He stared off into the distance — no 
expression, no blinking — just a stare. His only emotion, a smirk at best. 

SEE ELMIRA PAGE 14

By Daniel Bortz
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Lopez Lomong walked fi ve miles to watch the Sum-
mer Olympics on a black-and-white television in 
2000. Eight years later, the Sudan-born athlete car-
ried the American fl ag at this summer’s Olympic 
Opening Ceremony in Beijing.

 It was a 17-year endeavor for him to reach the 
games. 

 The Olympic athlete and Sudanese Lost Boy 
made a trip to Syracuse last week to meet with 
members of The John Dau Sudanese Foundation. 
Dau, a current Syracuse University policy studies 
student, founded the organization in an effort to 
bring awareness to Sudanese health care issues and 
garner support for the construction of health care 
clinics in Southern Sudan. The nonprofi t works to 
improve doctoral expertise, health facilities and 
medical supplies in the area.

 At age six, Lomong was abducted from a Catho-
lic Mass and assumed dead by his family. Taken 
into captivity, he managed to escape and fl ed to a 

I N S I D E
S P O R T S

Olympic 
spirit
SU head coach 
Jim Boeheim 
worked behind 
the scenes to 
help bring Team 
USA a gold 
medal.
PAGE 20

halls.
PAGE 9
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By Jeff Laboon
contributing writer

A
fter a disappointing 
defeat in its last game 
of the season in April, 
the Syracuse University 
Women’s Rugby Football 

Club is trying to turn its perfor-
mance around.

The club has been in existence 
since 1997, but it has made the Con-
ference playoffs 10 times and won 
the Conference title in 2000. After 
finishing 2-2 last fall, the team views 
this season as a crucial turning 
point for the program.

By instilling a new sense of 
responsibility to the team in his 
players, coach Greg Fehrman 
believes the women will remain 
competitive in a rapidly improving 
conference.

Last spring, the team received 
a sponsorship from the National 
Guard, said Ashley Cohen, the club’s 
president.

“It really helps the team become 
better,” she said. “Not only do we 
look awesome, but the uniforms 
show our motto: ‘New Look, New 
Attitude.’” 

The uniforms will be unveiled 
at the team’s home opener at South 
Campus’s Hookway Field against 
Binghamton University on Sept. 20. 
The club begins its new season away 
this Saturday in Ithaca, N.Y.

The first game of the season is 
always difficult, Fehrman said.

“Game No. 1 will be a challenge, 
as we will have some people playing 
their first game,” he said. “Tim-
ing in this sport is essential, and 
it is tough to emulate game pace in 
practice.”

One of the goals of the club is to 
help promote the sport of women’s 
rugby in the United States. Each 
player to join the team receives play-
ing time and in-game experience, in 
the hopes of spreading and teaching 
the sport to other women. 

The club has now extended its 
efforts beyond spreading rugby to 
include an effort to fight breast can-

cer, Fehrman said.
“A couple of years ago, the officers 

of the club wanted to do something 
totally non-rugby related that would 
assist in a good cause, while also gain-
ing exposure for themselves,” he said.

The club formed a partnership 
with Susan G. Komen for the Cure 
in 2007 to help fundraise and spread 
awareness of the disease. Ashley 
Cohen, the club’s president, believes 
the partnership is crucial to the 
campus and to students.

“So many people are affected by 
breast cancer,” Cohen said. “It’s a 
great idea to promote and support 
the cause to find a cure.”

The club played in the first Game 
for the Cure against the University 
of Buffalo on Sept. 30, 2007. The clubs 
were successful in raising $3,000. 

For any interested women, 
there is an informational meeting 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Hall of 
Languages Room 115.

jflaboon@syr.edu

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Speaker — Kevin webb
When: 12 p.m.
Where: 2610 S. Salina St.
How much: Free 
 
What: Su Abroad info meetings
When: 12 p.m. — Latin America,
12:30 p.m. — turkey
Where: 106 walnut Place
How much: Free 

What: raymond carver reading
Series: Lynne tillman
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: gifford Auditorium
How much: Free

What: Stress reduction course 
informational session
When: 6 p.m.
Where: 304Ab Schine
How much: Free

What: Syracuse Stage: 
“Ma rainey’s black bottom”
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: 820 e. genesee St.
How much: $24-31

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

apple refreshes iPod 
nano and touch lineups
Apple announced new, more 
affordable iPods tuesday. the 
multicolored, thinner iPod nano 
comes in 8 gb and 16 gb mod-
els starting at $149. the iPod 
touch, with new features and 
software, is available in 8 gb, 16 
gb and 32 gb models starting at 
$229. Apple also unveiled itunes 
8, an update to its free media 
jukebox, which includes new 
playlist features and television 
programs for sale in high defini-
tion. nbc universal tV content 
will return to the itunes Store. in 
2007, nbc had pulled its content 
from itunes after a pricing dis-
agreement with Apple.

Ike leaves path 
of destruction 
through Cuba
Hurricane ike is headed toward 
the u.S. and Mexican gulf coast 
after ravaging cuba’s western 
tobacco country. the hurricane 
had killed at least 80 people and 
destroyed hundreds of homes 
and other buildings in the carib-
bean as of tuesday evening. 
Forecasters fear ike may grow 
into a category 3 storm by the 
time it reaches Mexico or texas 
this weekend.

North Korean leader 
seriously ill
Kim Jong-il, leader of north 
Korea, may have suffered a 
stroke in the past few weeks 
and is currently ill, according to 
an anonymous American intelli-
gence official, who noted Jong-il 
did not attend a celebration of 
north Korea’s 60th anniversary 
on tuesday. it did not seem 
tuesday night that Jong-il was 
on the verge of death, but his 
serious illness is now the focus 
of many governments and secu-
rity experts around the world, 
because Jong-il leads one of the 
world’s most isolated and unpre-
dictable regimes with a nuclear 
weapons program.

the Daily orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse university academic year by the 
Daily orange corp., 744 ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
nY 13210. All contents copyright 2008 by the 
Daily orange corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. the Daily orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. each additional copy costs $1. 
the Daily orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse university.

All contents © 2008 the Daily orange corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
editor@dailyorange.com

news@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l K  T o  u s
if you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

if you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

we always need new contributors to 
all sections. no experience required. 
e-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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T o m o r r o w
n e w s

Foreign perspective
Part two of the look at Middle  
eastern students on campus. 
 
p u l p

Friendly face
Marvin Druger greets every student 
— or at least his cutout does.   
 
s p o r t s 

rivalry returns
Su and Penn State were bitter 
rivals, but haven’t met since 1990.

s P o r T s  s C h E d u l E
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 11  
vs. Monmouth 
@ 7 p.m., Su Soccer 
Stadium 
 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 12 
vs. northeastern 
@ 7 pm., Manley Field 
House 
 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 13  
Harry groves Spiked  
Shoe invitational 
@ tbA, university  
Park, Pa. 

FOOTBALL 
Sept. 13  
vs. Penn State 
@ 3:30 p.m., carrier  
Dome

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 13  
vs. Maryland 
@ 11 a.m., college  
Park, Md.

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 13  
vs. Siena 
@ 12 p.m., Manley  
Field House 

GroUP  oF  tHE  wEEK

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Switzerland, 
2002

Country 
became 

the 190th 
member of 
the United 
Nations.

U.S. Open, 
1988

Steffi Graf 
won the 

women’s final 
with the first 
grand slam 
since 1970.

Canada, 
1939

The country 
declared 
war on 

Germany 
and entered 
World War II.

Elias Howe, 
1846

The Mass. 
man 

received a 
patent for 
his sewing 
machine.

john schairer | contributing photographer

LISA HARASYMCZUK, center, runs with the ball during the rugby 
game against binghamton at a tournament last semester.

Women’s Rugby Club
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mackenzie reiss | asst. photo editor
(left to right) faisal almalki, ziad algohaiman, dhari al abdulhadi and talal albasseet are all students studying at 
SU. Almalki, Algohaiman and Albasseet are from Saudi Arabia and Al Abdulhadi is from Kuwait. Each has been here fewer than two years.

Middle ground
Middle Eastern students work to reconcile 
home cultures with American ways at SU

By Adeniyi Amadou
ContribUting writEr

On a muggy, mid-summer afternoon in 
August, a group of mild-mannered stu-
dents wove through the busy streets 
of Syracuse University and swept into 
the campus Starbucks. As they made 
their way to the patio to join friends, 
the smells of oven-baked pastries and 
freshly brewed coffee gave way to 
pricey colognes and cigarette smoke.

 On the patio, the young men all 
embraced fondly, roared with deaf-
ening laughter and greeted each 
other with “Assalamu alaikum,” 
the standard Muslim greeting that 
means “Peace be upon you.” They sat, 
anchored to the black plastic chairs, 
puffing Marlboro Mediums and talk-
ing until afternoon turned to dusk.

 These students, most of them 
from the Middle East, gathered that 
day to catch up and discuss their 
experience as international students. 
The college life at SU had brought 
many challenges that none of them 
ever imagined. And for some of these 

young international students, the 
treacherous weather and the drudg-
ery were only part of the difficulty.

A new wave of Muslim students 
 There have been a diminishing 

number of Middle Eastern enroll-
ments since Sept. 11. The Institute of 
International Education published a 
report online in 2004 that showed a 
10 percent decline in the enrollment 
of Middle Eastern students in U.S. 
colleges. In 2004 alone, student num-
bers from both Saudi Arabia and 
Kuwait were down 25 percent from 
the year before. 

 Since then, the U.S. has boosted 
efforts to bring over Middle Eastern 
students, and as a result, enrollments 
from the Middle East increased by 25 
percent in 2006-2007, according to the 
Web site Open Doors 2007. The most 
notable increase was in the number 
of students from Saudi Arabia. In fact, 
the total number of Saudi Arabian stu-
dents attending U.S. schools — 7,886 — 
is the result of a large Saudi Arabian 

government scholarship program 
launched in 2005.

 Fariba Rahmanzadeh, an inter-
national student advisor at the 
Slutzker Center for International 
Services, said SU saw the aftermath 
of Sept. 11 as an opportunity to 
increase mutual understanding and 
develop an even stronger bilateral 
relationship between American stu-
dents and Middle Eastern students. 
Rahmanzadeh said the effort by the 
university to raise awareness about 
religious diversity is the cause for 
the new influx of Muslim and Arab 
students on campus today. 

Assimilation a duty at SU
 Two years have passed since 

Ahmed Alakeel left behind the vast 
and safe comfort of his parents’ home 
in Jubail, a prosperous city nestled 
in the open spaces of the Persian Gulf 
coast of Saudi Arabia, for a cramped, 
drafty studio on the crowded and 
cold SU campus. Alakeel, a fresh-
man information studies major, had 

heard stories about Saudi students’ 
hardships on U.S. campuses, but the 
word was that SU was just a different 
place. A good place for Saudis, he 
said. Now, he looks at home in a crew-
neck T-shirt and slacks.

 At 18, Abdulmohsen Alfozan, a stu-
dent in the English Language Institute 
(ELI) at SU and the son of a Saudi diplo-
mat, is already well-traveled, well-read 
and boasts the polished mannerism 
and self assurance that comes with 
wide and extensive social experience. 

 The teenager could pass for your 
everyday SU student, but the Canadi-
an-born Saudi is an unlikely student 
on campus. In fact, his buoyant spirits 
and boyish charm are a regale blend of 
two cultures, two conflicting worlds: 
on one hand, the olive-skinned baby 
face and the thick, elegant Middle 
Eastern accent are suggestive of his 
Arabic origins. On the other hand, he 
looks effortlessly “American” with his 
untucked green polo shirt, unpressed 
khakis and loafers without socks; the 

see Middle eASt page 4

Author reads for Syracuse 
community 

Fiction author Lynne Tillman will 
be the first reader in the Raymond 
Carver Reading Series today. Tillman 
is currently a professor at the Uni-
versity of Albany and has published 
three collections of short stories and 
five novels. “American Genius: A 
Comedy” is her most recent work. 
The event begins at 5:30 p.m. in Gif-
ford Auditorium and is open to the 
public. 

Famous alumnus returns, 
speaks to students 

Mike Tirico, alumnus of Syracuse 
University who is currently the Mon-
day Night Football play-by-play com-
mentator, will speak Sept. 11 at 2 p.m. 
The event takes place in the Joyce 
Hergenhan Auditorium in Newhouse 
III. Tirico was the first recipient of the 
Bob Costas Scholarship at SU, which 
is given to an exceptional broadcast 
journalism student. He joined ESPN 
in 1991 and is the host of “The Mike 
Tirico Show.”

Question and answer ses-
sion with NBC president

NBC Universal President Ron 
Meyer will hold a question and answer 
session with students Sept. 12 at 1:30 
p.m. In 1975, Meyer, who is also chief 
operating officer of Universal Studios, 
started one of the top talent agencies, 
which now represents athletes and 
celebrities. The event will be held in 
The Joyce Hergenhan Auditorium in 
Newhouse III. 

Fitness Center on Marshall 
Street focus of article 

Syracuse University’s Depart-
ment of Recreation Services’ director 
Joseph Lore had an article published 
in The American Journal of Recre-
ation Therapy. The article, titled “The 
Syracuse University Fitness Center 
at Marshall Square Mall: A bench-
mark for accessibility,” outlines how 
facility meets the requirements of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
The American Journal of Recreation 
Therapy is an academic publication 
that discusses how recreational facili-
ties can improve lifestyles for those 
with disabling conditions. 

Appalachian State Univer-
sity invites SU faculty mem-
ber to speak

Jane Neuburger, director of SU’s 
Tutoring and Study Center, was 
invited to give a presentation at Appa-
lachian State University. The Kel-
logg Institute presented the seminar 
series, in which Neuburger gave a 
presentation called “Learning Sup-
port Programs and Developmental 
Education: The Intersect and the 
Possibilities.” Neuburger’s previous 
work include teaching college writing 
and conducting tutor training. 

TOmOrrOW 
Mustafa Mohammed arrived 
in Syracuse one year ago from 
baghdad, after insurgents 
threatened him and killed his 
cousin and brother-in-law. now, 
Mohammed is an SU student, 
living with fear of his former life 
in iraq and trying to move for-
ward in the U.S.
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BlackBerry systematically clasped to his belt goes 
off with unrelenting text messages. 

 Sunk into his chair among other Muslim 
international students, Alfozan can talk openly 
about his time here in the U.S. The affable 
teenager speaks highly of his experience as a 
Muslim student at SU. 

 “I am just very happy to be here,” he said 
with youthful abandon. There is little that he is 
not emphatic about. 

 But hunger for assimilation can turn to glut-
tony, said Patrick Schloppa, an international stu-
dent from Berlin who studied at SU last semester.

 The young German knows Saudis well; he 

spent weeks in their midst, sharing classrooms 
at ELI and joining them in gatherings like this 
one. “He is half Saudi, half German,” his Middle 
Eastern friends joke.

 “(Saudis) study the streets, the cars, the way 
American dress and talk,” Schloppa said, put-
ting his fingers around his eyes to create mock 
glasses. “They see everything. They take notes 
of everything Americans do. You can tell they 
love the life here. Ahmed even started to watch 
American football,” he added, rolling his eyes.

 Young Arabs like Alakeel are part of a 
generation of modern-minded, international, 
Muslim-born students who crave acceptance 
from their American counterparts and force-
fully condemn the extremists they feel have 
defiled their religion. 

 “If I could, I would kill bin Laden myself,” 

Alakeel said emphatically. 
 More moderate in his speech and his bear-

ing, Ziad Algohaiman, a graduate student at SU, 
seldom brings up the topics of religion and is 
reluctant to talk about his negative experiences. 
He believes that the two conflicting worlds 
— Islamic and American — have far more in 
common than what divides them. Like Alfozan, 
he has assimilated perfectly. 

 Yet for others, assimilation brings conflict-
ing emotions. 

Still a religion under watch?
 Though he lacks the polish of Alfozan, Dhari 

Al Abdulhadi, another SU grad student, is no 
less emphatic in his speech and his convictions. 
Often taking the opposite and unpopular side of 
any argument, the young man from Kuwait City 

is almost recklessly outspoken about Americans. 
He said he often finds Americans’ arrogance and 
ignorance off-putting. And in many ways, Al 
Abdulhadi has resisted changes and assimilation. 

 Al Abdulhadi speaks in a choppy English 
peppered with Arabic expressions, and he 
admittedly only befriends international stu-
dents here on campus. He said he would never 
marry an American woman, even if she were 
willing to convert to Islam. 

 Suddenly, Al Abdulhadi wavers. The wait-
ress at a local restaurant had brought a tray of 
ice tea to Al Abdulhadi’s table. An awkward 
silence ensues. 

 “Have a nice day, guys,” she says cheerfully, 
after serving the refreshments. Al Abdulhadi 
doesn’t even bother smiling in return, but instead 
offers a polite but distant nod, leans over the 
threadbare table and resumes the conversation.

 “Even when (U.S. students) are friendly with 
us (international Muslim students), you can tell 
that there is something inside of them ... deep 
down they don’t like us. They don’t trust us. I 
can feel it,” Al Abulhadi whispers, scowling as 
the waitress disappears inside the shop. 

 He leans back in his chair, straightening up 
before adding: “They are afraid because they 
don’t know us. They think we are going to do 
something to them. We scare them.” 

 “I wouldn’t say scared; maybe intimidated,” 
Alfozan said from his seat at the table, shifting 
uncomfortably.

 “No, they are scared,” Al Abdulhadi shot back, 
stomping his sandaled foot on the pavement. 

 The other students keep mum. An argument 
follows. 

 This is an all-too-common challenge for 
many foreign-born Muslim students, here at 
SU and more generally throughout the U.S., 
the struggle to coalesce Islamic traditions with 
American college culture. 

 For Alfozan, Al Abdulhadi is too rigid, too 
stern in his interpretation of Islam and tradi-
tions and for the young Saudi, the irascible 
Kuwaiti is a vivid and uncomfortable reminder 
of the rigorous conservatism they left behind in 
their respective native countries. 

 “(Americans) look down on Mexicans for 
example, but us (Muslims), it’s fear,” Al Abdul-
hadi said. “They look at us with fear.” He pauses 
before finally amending the thought.

 “I mean they are not bad people, they just 
stereotype a lot. But this is capitalism, so yes we 
are integrated ... I mean we have money; we pay 
full, out-of-state tuition, so of course they are 
going to integrate us.”

Home away from home
 “Muslim international students sometimes 

keep to themselves. They stay here four years, 
get their degree and they are gone,” is how Nasri 
Abdel-Aziz summed up Al Abdulhadi’s attitude 
in a phone interview. 

 Abdel-Aziz, now an instructor at the State 
University of New York College of Environmen-
tal Science and Forestry, speaks slowly and 
methodically. The Jerusalem-born Palestinian 
has lived in Syracuse almost all of his life and 
now calls it his home.

 “Now I am very public about my faith. I want 
all people to know that I am Muslim,” Abdel-
Aziz, who also sits on the Shura, or board of the 
mosque, said. “I have never experienced any-
thing bad about being Muslim here at Syracuse. 
People here at Syracuse are not just tolerant; 
they are accepting.”

aiamadou@syr.edu

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
Sept. 11th, 12:30 @ SU Abroad

Learn about your options to study in Israel. 
Syracuse University partners with Ben Gurion 
University, Hebrew University and Tel Aviv Uni-
versity.

NEW PROGRAM for Design students at Bezalel 
Academy!

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
Sept. 10th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year in Latin America. 
SU o�ers placement in several countries; Cos-
ta Rica, Ecuador, the West Indies and our two 
NEW PROGRAM in Cuba (fall only) and the Do-
minican Republic (spring only).   Credits are SU 
credit and most �nancial aid will transfer.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
Sept. 11th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year at the University 
of Limerick or at University College in Dublin. 
SU o�ers options at both.  Credits are SU credit 
and most �nancial aid will transfer.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

ABC
f r o m  p a g e  1

useful to ABC. 
 “It’s pretty easy to see people have stopped 

watching the news,” she said.  
 Students have a different perspective to add to 

the news, which makes it interesting, Lisson said.
 The students at the bureau have spent the 

last several weeks preparing stories and getting 
organized, said Jason Tarr, the bureau chief. 
Tarr is a senior broadcast journalism, interna-
tional relations and Spanish major and a staff 
writer for The Daily Orange. He said the SU 
bureau frequently coordinates stories with the 
other college bureaus. 

 ABC will be providing equipment needed to 
provide multimedia coverage.  

 “It’s a look into the way of the future,” Tarr 
said.

menerenb@syr.edu

Campus bureaus
ABC News On Campus will launch online 
today with content from five campuses 
nationwide, including Syracuse.

Arizona State University
University of Florida
University of North Carolina
Syracuse University
University of Texas at Austin
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By Jamie Munks
Staff writer

In the mind of Syracuse University professor 
Mehrzad Boroujerdi, Iran needs to be a critical 
issue in this year’s presidential race. 

 “Iran has become the Bermuda Triangle of 
successive U.S. administrations,” said Borou-
jerdi, an Iranian-American who has lived in the 
United States for 30 years and who now directs 
the SU Middle Eastern Studies program.

 Relations between Iran and the U.S. have 
been tense for decades with events such as the 
Iran hostage crisis, the Iran-Contra affair and 
the Iran-Iraq War. Tensions between the coun-
tries have worsened in recent years as President 
George W. Bush and Iranian President Mah-
moud Ahmadinejad have clashed over nuclear 
policies and differing ideologies. 

 The current nuclear issue stems from a 
different understanding of the United Nations’ 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, which says a 
country has a right to create nuclear power for 
civil but not military uses. 

 Iran says it is within its rights, as outlined by 
the treaty. The U.N. Security Council, of which the 
U.S. is a member, has expressed concern because 
Iran hid a nuclear program for years. The worry 
is that Iran may be enriching uranium to a degree 
that could create a nuclear explosion. 

 Boroujerdi said that U.S. politics elsewhere 
in the Middle East, particularly in Iraq, are 
influencing both Iran’s perceptions of the Unit-
ed States and Iran’s status as a powerful nation 
in the Middle East.

 “By toppling Saddam (Hussein), the U.S. has 
inadvertently strengthened Iran’s position in 
the region,” Boroujerdi said. “Iran has emerged 
as the regional power of the Persian Gulf.” 

 The two presidential candidates, Sen. John 
McCain (R-Ariz.) and Sen. Barack Obama 
(D-Ill.), are trying to avoid following the pat-
tern of previous administrations by conveying 
strong Iran policies in their campaigns. 

 Obama, the Democratic presidential can-
didate, has said he would consider sitting 
down with the Iranian president and is seek-
ing engagement through something he calls 
“aggressive diplomacy.” 

 “Why shouldn’t we have the courage and 
confidence to talk to our enemies?” Obama said 
in a 2008 speech. “That’s what strong countries 
do. That’s what strong presidents do.” 

 Republican candidate McCain has typically 
taken the view that the United States should 
not negotiate with Iran, but should instead use 
sanctions as a tool to stop Iran from engaging in 
any nuclear activity.

 “Rather than sitting down unconditionally 
with the Iranian president or supreme leader 
in the hope that we can talk sense into them, 
we must create the real-world pressures that 
will peacefully but decisively change the path 
they are on,” McCain said in a speech he made 
earlier this year. “Essential to this strategy is 
the U.N. Security Council, which should impose 
progressively tougher political and economic 
sanctions.” 

 Boroujerdi said Obama might have an eas-
ier time connecting with Iranian people than 

McCain would.
  “Obama, being an African-American, might 

have some in-roads in Iran,” Boroujerdi said. 
 “Women and African-Americans were the 

first hostages released, because there are some 
feelings of mistreated minorities, and his admin-
istration might be able to tap into that,” she said 
referring to the Iran hostage crisis of the 1970s.

 Boroujerdi is less certain that McCain would 
be able to win over Iranian people. 

 “I don’t think he can really take it anywhere 
since he’s inheriting the Bush administration 
as the Republican candidate,” he said.

 To Jeffrey Stonecash, a campaign analysis 
professor, McCain represents the neo-conser-
vative view, while Obama talks about multina-
tional cooperation. 

 “It’s very hard to have a conversation about 
Iran right now,” Stonecash said. “It’s the basic 
gut-level debate of the neo-cons versus the liber-
als. It won’t move past that in this election.”

 Katy Soave, a senior international relations 
major, said she wants to see changes in the way Ira-
nian issues are handled by the next administration. 

 “The U.S. needs to treat the situation diplo-
matically instead of being aggressive,” Soave 
said. “If we treat it like Iraq, it will make the 
view of us worse. But Iran is doing things that 
they shouldn’t be doing, so it does need to be 
dealt with. The next president should use mul-

tilateral channels and use the U.N., NATO and 
ambassadors.”

 The candidates have traded accusations 
about one another’s Iran policies, with McCain 
calling Obama “reckless” for downplaying the 
threat of Iran. Obama has said that McCain 
will continue Bush policies towards Iran, which 
Obama says is what has made Iran a threat in 
the first place. 

 Goodwin Cooke, former SU foreign policy 
professor who once worked for the U.S. State 
Department, offered advice to the candidates.

 “What they should really do is try some soft 
power diplomacy and cultural effusion,” Cooke 
said. “It was done in China with a table tennis 
team: We should send over a second-rate soccer 
team to get clobbered by Iran and get the people 
to connect on a different level.” 

 As the presidential campaigns carry on, 
the relations between the Iranian government 
and the current U.S. administration continue 
to evolve. President Bush recently sent a U.S. 
representative to meet with the Iranian nuclear 
negotiator, a possible sign that communication 
between the two governments may open more 
than it has been in decades. 

 This could potentially create a difficult situ-
ation for McCain, who doesn’t favor negotiations 
with the Iranian government. 

 “McCain has to feel a little undermined,” 

Stonecash said.   
 Both candidates have discussed Iran in the 

context of the close relationship between the 
United States and Israel. Each made a speech to 
the American Israel Public Affairs Committee, 
about any possible threat that Iran poses to 
Israel, including a possible attack. 

 Boroujerdi said he doesn’t think that there 
is much of a threat of conflict. 

 “It would be guilt by association if Israel 
attacks Iran, because they’d be attacking over 
Iraq, which is U.S. dominated,” he said. “I think 
the U.S. has realized that a war with Iran isn’t 
in their best interest. They already have their 
hands full with Iraq and Afghanistan, and 
people must remember that Iran is bigger than 
those two put together in terms of geography 
and population.”

 Iran will hold presidential elections next 
summer, which could also go a long way in 
determining how relations will develop during 
the next U.S. president’s term, Boroujerdi said. 

 Based on the U.S. presidential campaigns 
so far, Cooke predicted what would happen next 
term.

 “President McCain would talk with Euro-
pean allies about how to ratchet up sanctions on 
Iran,” he said. “President Obama would be more 
likely to send a negotiator.” 

jlmunks@syr.edu

All tAngled up
On The Issues
Part 1 of 8 
every tuesday, the Daily Orange will com-
pare the presidential candidates’ stances 
on a specific issue important to the Syra-
cuse University community.

Obama, McCain take 
different approaches 
to Iran relations

H.

K

lesley conroy | design editor
relations with the Middle east are a key source of disagreement between presidential candidates Barack Obama and John McCain. 
while both realize a new plan is necessary, Obama looks to increase diplomacy in the region and McCain prefers utilizing sanctions.
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refugee camp near Nairobi, Kenya. he met 
Dau, another Lost Boy of Sudan, at the refu-
gee camp. A decade later, Catholic Charities 
moved Lomong to New York, where Robert 
and Barbara Rogers of Onondaga County 
took him in.

 Chris Royce, the fundraising chair for the 
JDSF, learned of Lomong’s connection to Dau 
through his friend Mike Riehared, whose 
father owned a farm where Lomong worked 
when he was younger. 

 Seeing each other last week for the first 
time in years, Dau and Lomong exchanged 
ideas on how to improve Sudanese health 
care. Dau shared his vision for the JDSF with 
Lomong. The foundation has already built 
the Duk County Clinic near Dau’s home vil-
lage in May 2007, Royce said.

 “Lopez is in a tremendous position to 
bring attention to resources for the cause,” 
Royce said. “They would be a very good 
match because it wouldn’t be feasible for 
Lopez to start his own foundation right now, 
considering he’s getting paid by night to 
travel the world.”

 Lomong’s story goes beyond the concept 
of the “American dream” — something he 
feels he’s fulfilled. As one of the Lost Boys 
of Sudan, his connection with more than 
27,000 others who were displaced like him 
or orphaned, prompted the 23-year-old track 
and field athlete to pledge his support for the 
John Dau Sudan Foundation.

 Royce added that Lomong is just the start-

ing point for a number of the JDSF projects 
that are in the works, including a major 
national recording artist potentially going 
on tour to raise money for the foundation.

 Though Dau feels the foundation is off to 
a good start, he said in no sense has it accom-
plished what he and the other volunteers set 
out to do. The organization plans to fund the 
construction of more health care clinics in 
Southern Sudan.

 “To be able to expand to other areas, 
we can use Lomong’s help,” Dau said. “For 
example, we can help his home village. They 
have nothing at all. They’re a small tribe, but 
they don’t even have a single clinic.”

 Now an Olympic athlete, Lomong said he 
feels it’s his responsibility to spread aware-
ness about the Second Sudanese Civil War 
(1983-2003) because an estimated 1.9 million 
civilians were killed.

 Recounting his time at the refugee camp 

Kakuma in Kenya, Lomong said even finding 
food and water proved extremely difficult.

 “In a refugee camp, you don’t know where 
you’ll be getting a meal or where you’re going 
to find medical supplies for when you get 
sick,” he said. “It is tough. It’s tough for me to 
go into detail of what it was like.”

 Despite the hardship of reliving such pain, 
Lomong said that when he was in Sudan, he felt 
at home because he was with his family.

 “I was with my parents; I was with my 
mom,” he said. “And I was so happy, but at the 
same time, there was a war going on.”

 Now that the war has ended, he and Dau 
said they believe the most important part of 
Sudan that needs to be revitalized is the area 
of basic health care. The JDSF is building 
clinics in order to treat diseases such as 
malaria, rag worm and malnutrition, and 
to help take care of expectant mothers with 
prenatal and postnatal care.

 “We are doing anything that we can afford 
to do,” Dau said. 

 He stressed the importance of donors, 
both group and individual, in helping provide 
critical health care aid to the Sudanese, and 
said it is through “koiye miooc” — or “gener-
ous persons” — that the foundation finds its 
funding to assist a nation still recovering 
from a 21-year-long civil war. 

After discussing the JDSF’s goals and 
some of these potential projects in a phone 
conversation Tuesday, Lomong told Dau to 
keep in touch not only for the sake of the 
organization but also for the two of them to 
never lose touch again.

Dau replied, “Thank you, brother.”
dsbortz@syr.edu

Part-time 
Street Team: 
Delivery 

People Needed for Home Football 

Saturdays  
$15 an hour
3 hours a day 
could expand into other work 

Work study preferred, 
but not necessary. 
Send interest to 
pwaack@dailyorange.com
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lomong
f r o m  p a g e  1

“I wasn’t an athlete; I 
wasn’t a runner. I was just 
a soccer player, a little kid 
who didn’t know where to 
go. I wanted to run as fast 
as Michael Johnson, and 
wanted to represent the 
country in the same way.”  

Lopez Lomong
U.S. Olympic flag bearer and SUppOrter 

Of the JOhn daU SUdan fOUndatiOn
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A few blocks from campus, Phoebe’s Restaurant and 
Coffee Lounge gives a clean menu for a reasonable price

joey baker | staff photographer
phoebe’s restaurant and coffee bar fuses American cuisine with a natural decor to create a pleasing dining experience near the hill.

  By Stephanie Musat 
            FeAture editor

F olklore says that Phoebe, of Phoebe’s Restaurant and Cof-
fee Lounge, was the madame of a brothel who catered to 
the needs of Syracuse area men during the 18th century.

The owners of the restaurant say it’s a myth, but nonetheless, 
Phoebe’s now caters to the needs — and empty stomachs — of the 
Syracuse University community.

 The food is intended to be something that every one can 
appreciate with clean American flavors, punctuated by a few 
dishes with radical spices. 

 Flavors are strong, but the food is slightly difficult to eat 
because of the complexity in presentation. The proportions of 
the meals serve as Phoebe’s major flaw, allowing the dish to be 
overpowered by one taste. 

 The menu itself is rather ordinary; everything could be 
found in a restaurant of similar origin but the execution (espe-
cially of the desserts) is rare for a menu where most items are 
under $12 for lunch, although, dinner tends to be pricier with 
entrees starting at $18.

 Located across from the Syracuse Stage on East Genessee 
Street, it is within walking distance of campus and is an alterna-
tive to campus dining.

Soup
French-Onion Gratinee under the category of “Phoebe’s favor-

ites” leaves much substance to be desired. The presentation was 
beautiful; the golden-brown crust of baked cheese was aestheti-
cally pleasing (almost like a crème brulee), making me rather 
excited to dig in. After cracking the shell on top, I immediately 

dove into a layer of bread and onion. Because of the lack of broth, 
the dish had soggy bread — not the soup it should have been. 

 The flavor was an interesting twist on the classic soup, add-
ing a slight sweet sensation that complimented the onion well. 
The taste was up to par but the odd proportion of ingredients 
plagued the dish, as well as several others throughout the course 
of the meal. 

Main Course
The Tuscan Penne is simplistic in construction but effec-

tive with flavor. The sauce was clearly homemade with its rich 
texture. The dish was well garnished, and the penne was cooked 
thoroughly. This Tuscan-inspired dish gives executive chef 
Christopher Kuhns to experiment with the flavors he knows well 
while inserting local tastes. Phoebe’s works with three or four 
local farmers to supply the restaurant’s vegetables.  

Dessert
Desserts stand as the strongest part of the restaurant. All are 

homemade, which is evident in the richness and flavor of the 
Pheobe’s Brownie A la Mode. This dessert is more like four des-
serts in one because of the size and filling, which can be a good or 
a bad thing. 

 The chocolate of the brownie can overwhelm the whipped 
cream and ice cream toppings, but each individual element alone 
shows the prowess of the chefs.

  The restaurant is essentially three-in-one; a lounge, a bar 
and a dining room.

Each is themed differently but the wooden and burgundy 
color scheme weaves through out the restaurant. 

The coffee lounge is a burgundy room, complete with arm-
chairs and vintage posters. The theme takes restaurant-goers 
back to Paris circa 1940, complete with an extensive coffee and 
tea menu and Wi-Fi service. 

 The main dining room is a typical bar setting — everything 
around was pretty wooden. Despite the modest decor in this part 
of the area, it was still extremely relaxing. Guests didn’t seem 
rushed to pay their bills; rather they were sitting absorbing the 
scene after their meal. It was a light, relaxing atmosphere with-
out trying too hard to be Zen.

 The upper dining area resembles an outdoor patio. With 
high ceilings revealing skylight and real plants, this part of the 
restaurant seems like it is actually trying to set a relaxing mood 
as opposed to the bar area. 

 Phoebe’s service is great with a quick seating wait time and 
an attentive wait staff. 

  sdmusat@syr.edu

Phoebe’s RestauRant 
and Coffee Lounge
900 e. Genesee St. Phoebes@cnymail.com (315) 475-5154
Café hours: Monday - Friday opens 8 a.m. 11:30 a.m. Sat.
dining room hours:  
Monday 11:30 a.m. – 3 p.m. 
tuesday – thursday 11:30 a.m. – 9 p.m. 
Friday 11:30 a.m. – 10 p.m. 
Saturday 11:30 a.m. – 10 p.m..
Sunday CLoSed 

every other wednesday in pulp
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Joshua Mozes 7 o’clock! by dave saracino | dfsaraci@syr.edu

the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

open call for coMics!

subMit yours to

coMics@dailyorange.coM
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Shayna Meliker
Asst. News editor

T imothy Bond enjoys living other people’s 
lives for two or three hours.

“I just love that innate ability to be in 
someone else’s shoes when you’re watching a play,” 
Bond said. “I think that’s a really healing and 
transformative experience, whether it’s a comedy, 

drama, musical or any other 
type of show.”

The university announced 
Bond as producing artistic 
director in July. He fills the 
position for Syracuse Stage 
and the Syracuse University 
department of drama, in a new 
attempt to bridge the two the-
ater companies.

His directing debut, “Ma 
Rainey’s Black Bottom,” opened Monday at Syra-
cuse Stage’s John D. Archbold Theatre and runs 
through Oct. 4. The show involves both students 
and professional actors.

His hire came after James Clark, producing 
director, and Robert Moss, artistic director, 
announced in June 2006 a joint decision to step 
down.

Bond said he views a union between Syracuse 
Stage and SU Drama as a way to pass the torch to 
the next generation of theater artists.

 “It’s been very fulfilling for me as a director 
and as a teacher,” he said. “To watch the students’ 
growth through the rehearsal process has been 
really exhilarating. The same with watching the 
professionals teach these students the wisdom 
they’ve gotten.”

 Bond drew a parallel between the plot of the 
show and the process of training its student per-
formers.

 “There are some actors in the cast who have 
a lot to pass on,” he said. “That’s a lot of what this 
play is about — old musicians trying to teach young 
musicians. Whether or not the new musicians can 
receive that wisdom, that’s the real test.”

 “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” is one of play-
wright August Wilson’s series of ten works chroni-
cling the 20th century experiences of blacks. Bond 
wants to direct all ten of those productions in the 
span of his career. “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” is 
the fifth he’s directed.

 “There have been great moments in rehearsals 
when the actor realized, ‘Oh, this is what the show 
is about,’” Bond said. “We have just had great 
moments celebrating the beauty of that music. 
Those have really been the highs, when everyone 
in the room is swept up in the moment.”

 There were times when the entire cast had 
to stop rehearsals due to tears flowing from the 
realization of the show’s meaning.

 “We were all bawling and crying,” Bond said. 

“Just all of the history of what racism has done 
to the African-American community. And when 
we hit those moments, that’s really what I want to 
celebrate.”

 

As Bond went through his theater training, 
he realized that he liked the connection he could 
make to people’s stories. 

 “I got exposed to theater and music and opera 
and dance as a kid, and I was fortunate in that. 
It tapped into something in my spirit that made 

w e d n e s d ay
september 10, 2008

U100 inducts 
members to 
represent SU

see u100 page 12

courtesy of t. charles erickson 
actors in “ma rainey’s black bottom” perform in timothy Bond’s directorial debut tuesday.

see director’s cut page 12

New director of Syracuse Stage 
Timothy Bond chooses latest play 
for personal connection 

bonD

By Talie Tebbi
Asst. FeAture editor

Senior Justin Kaufman wanted to be 
a University 100 member as soon as 

he arrived on campus four years ago. 

 Freshmen like Stefan Tessoun 
don’t even know what University 100 
is, but vaguely remembers getting 
a campus tour before he applied to 
Syracuse University. In fact, he con-
fused it with the popular New York 
City radio station Z100. 

But U100 
has nothing 
to do with pop 
culture or new 
music.

Instead, U100 
is a group of 
approximately 
114 students 
who are chosen 
to represent 
SU. After an 

application process that included 
interviews with two admissions staff 
members and two peers, about 60 
students were inducted to the group 
Tuesday evening. 

 Those students will be the univer-
sity’s representatives for the chancel-
lor’s receptions, alumni panels and 
campus tours throughout their time 
at SU. Plus, they’ll get an orange and 
blue striped rugby shirt, which is a 
point of pride for Kaufman. 

 “It’s a great article of distinction,” 
he said. “When I have my rugby on 
I take a lot of pride in wearing it. 
I’m representing SU, and that’s some-
thing that’s really important to all of 
us.”

 Representing U100 may be impor-
tant to its members, but some SU 
students don’t know the group exists 
and only about 100 people apply each 
year. 

 “I think that part of the problem is 
it’s really not publicized as something 
to apply for,” said Gaynor, a senior 
public relations and psychology 
major who is starting her third year 
in U100.

 Gaynor applied for the position 
with other students from her dormi-
tory, she said, because they happened 
to know about it, but other students 
in her class weren’t as aware of it and 
therefore are not represented. 

 The lack of publicity isn’t due to 
missing diversity; the members repre-
sent different races, backgrounds and 
campus groups. But as Gaynor said, if 
the admissions office advertised and 
sought out applicants for U100, there 
might be even more diversity. 

 Gaynor used greek life as an 
example; for an activity that involves 
twenty five percent of the school, it is 

What is U100?

u100 is the group 
that represents the 
university on cam-
pus. these rugby-
sporting ambas-
sadors assist the 
admissions office 
with tours, special 
events and chan-
cellor’s receptions. 

“I just love that innate 
ability to be in someone 
else’s shoes when you’re 
watching a play. I think 
that’s a really healing and 
transformative experience, 
whether it’s a comedy, 
drama, musical or any 
other type of show.” 

  Timothy Bond
  Artistic director 

oF syrAcuse stAge ANd su drAmA

IF YOU GO
What: ma rainey’s Black Bottom
Where: syracuse stage
When: through oct. 4 
How much: $24, $28, $31
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poorly represented in U100. 
 “It’s not really open to the entire student 

body,” she said, “and I think they could find 
people who are qualified in ways besides aca-
demically.”

 Academics may play a role, but it’s not 
the only qualifier for this position. Kaufman 
emphasizes passion and enthusiasm as com-
mon characteristics for applicants. 

 Carlye Eder, a junior accounting and sup-
ply chain management major, remembers her 
campus tour guide being “bubbly and out-
going,” stressing the importance of walking 
backwards. 

 Kaufman, like Eder’s tour guide, likes to 
add a little color to all of his tours. He starts 
each one with the same “cheesy” joke.

 “I’m here as a rep of the university,” he 
tells prospective students and their families. 
“I’m here to tell you everything about this 
school from how are the classes to what I did 
last night — to an extent.”

 He’s honest, he says, but there are some 
lines he will not cross with prospective fami-
lies. When people ask if he drinks, he says yes, 
because he’s 21, but he would never tell a group 
about the parties he goes to or lead them to 
believe that SU advocates underage drinking. 

 There’s always someone on a tour who asks 

about the party life on campus, said Kaufman, 
but that’s not the worst he’s gotten. One father 
once asked him about the kind of men his 
daughter will meet on campus, and whether 
he should worry. Kaufman just tries to keep 
his answers and his tours upbeat and honest, 
while promoting “the best of SU.”

 One thing he is certain about is the school 
spirit his U100 peers share. Through the inter-
view process and teacher recommendations, 
applicants show off their orange pride and 
campus involvement, another common trait 
for U100 members.

 Kait Pennington, a senior magazine 
journalism and political science major, finds 
that U100 fits in with her other activities and 
classes.  She was a tour guide before she joined 
U100, and enjoys finding like-minded peers in 
the group. 

 “The average U100 student is the type of 
person that was in student government in high 
school, did community service was involved 
on campus,” she said, “because what we do we 
don’t get paid for, it is community service.”

 Some members are paid through Federal 
Work Study, but many volunteer their hours 
ushering and guiding visitors. 

 For Amanda Gaynor, it’s not just work; it’s 
something she looks forward to every week.

 “It’s one of my favorite things to do during 
the week,” she said. “It’s great to know that you 
are representing Syracuse as a whole.” 

nstebbi@syr.edu
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u100 
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director’s cut  
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

me love the industry,” he said. “As much as I 
thought I’ll never make any money, I’m com-
pelled to do it.”

 Bond studied theater for two years at How-
ard University and two years at the University 
of California at Los Angeles. He then completed 
his graduate work at the University of Washing-
ton, receiving his Master of Arts in directing. 
He also served on the school’s faculty in the 
directing program.

 He served as the associate artistic director 
of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival in Ashland, 
Ore., for 11 years, directing 12 productions. 
Bond spent two and a half months commuting 
between Syracuse and Washington, D.C., in 
January, February and March of this year. He 
had been selected to direct the 60th anniver-
sary production of “Death of a Salesman” at the 
Arena Stage.

 Throughout his career, he’s carried a perfec-
tionist attitude.

 “I’m not done until they kick me out,” Bond 
said. “I love this period. It’s like you’ve got the 
concept of the play and the heart out on the 
stage. And now it’s just making the audience feel 
the way you do about these people’s stories.” 

shmelike@syr.edu

comment on our stories at dailyorange.com



By Meredith Galante
Asst. Copy Editor

Donald Brown refused to count himself and 
his team out, waiting until the last play to 
decide who the winner was. 

 The junior tailback, Brown, and the rest 
of the Connecticut team were shutout for 
three quarters in “rain that was coming down 
sideways,” against Temple on Sept 6.

 Brown rushed for 214 yards, a career high, 
and scored the game-winning touchdown in 
overtime to earn Connecticut a 12-6, overtime 
win and improve the Huskies to 2-0 on the 
season.

 In 2007, Brown was plagued by a mid-
season ankle injury that forced him to sit 
out UConn’s game against Virginia. After 
recovering from his ankle injury, he went on 
to share the team’s offensive MVP award.

 After leading UConn to the win over Tem-
ple, Brown will have the chance to avenge his 
absence against the Cavaliers, last season, 
when UConn hosts Virginia Saturday at 7:30 
p.m. 

 “My ankle’s feeling great now,” Brown 
said. “I missed the Virginia game and played 
sparingly the game after that last season, but 
this year I’m back at full strength.”

 It wasn’t easy for Brown and the Huskies 
last weekend.

 Huskies kicker Tony Ciaravino tied the 
game with a pair of fourth quarter field goals 

to force overtime. In overtime, Brown scored 
his only touchdown of the game. 

 “There wasn’t a moment until the clock 
timed out that I knew we had won it,” Brown 
said. “You don’t know who won until the last 
play. We were down the whole game so any-
thing could happen.”

 Despite the terrible weather conditions, 
Connecticut’s head coach Randy Edsall attrib-
uted only one lost scoring opportunity to the 
rain caused by the remnants of Hurricane 
Hannah.  

 “I just wanted the guys to find a way to 
win,” Edsall said. “I’m proud of the way we 
played and overcame some adversity. We have 
a long way to go if we want to stay at the top.”

 Added Brown, “We stayed focused as a 
team to win in overtime.” 

 Edsall feels there is still room to grow for 
Brown and the rest of the offensive line.

 “As a unit the offensive line is improving,” 
Edsall said. “I actually expected them to be 
better going into the season. They are going to 
work very hard to get where we need to be at.”

McKillop shines
 Pittsburgh’s Scott McKillop had a game-

high 15 tackles, last Saturday, when Pitts-
burgh (1-1) defeated Buffalo 27-16. McKillop, a 
senior linebacker, was named Big East Defen-
sive Player of the Week.

 McKillop was the country’s No. 1 tackler 

in 2007 with an average of 12.58 tackles per 
game.

 “I thought it was Scott’s type of game,” 
Pittsburgh head coach Dave Wannstedt said. 
“Buffalo’s a one-back, two-back team, where 
he would play back at his normal position and 
he has the opportunity to make some plays. He 
was the difference I thought.

 “He did a great job of helping everyone line 
up. So in addition to his numbers, his leader-
ship this past week has been amazing.”

 Wannstedt still wants his defense to grow, 
but was satisfied with the improvement from 
the Panthers opening day loss to Bowling 
Green.

 “The entire team cleaned things up,” 
Wannstedt said. “Our difference in our foot-
ball team was the approach. All around, our 
approach was better. We hit on all cylinders.” 

 The Panthers have a bye week this week-
end and will face Iowa next on Sept. 20.

Sweeping the series
 South Florida quarterback Matt Grothe led 

the Bulls to a 31-24 win over Central Florida on 
Sept 6. Last Saturday’s game was the last in the 
Sunshine State rivalry, as No. 17 South Flor-
ida finished the series 4-0 against the Golden 
Knights. 

 Grothe went 23-for-40 for 346 yards, three 
touchdowns and two interceptions, while rush-
ing for 54 yards. In overtime, Grothe threw a 

25-yard touchdown pass to Taurus Johnson to 
win and was named Big East offensive player of 
the week. 

 South Florida (2-0) is back at home on Fri-
day, taking on Kansas at 8 p.m. 

mkgalant@syr.edu 
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Tailback Brown drives Connecticut to narrow victory 

courtesy of uconn athletics
DonalD brown rushed a career high 
214 yards and scored the game winning 
touchdown to lead Connecticut to defeat 
temple in overtime, 12-9, on sept. 6.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 10th, 12:30
SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Study for a semester or a year at Boğaziçi  
University in Istanbul. Credits are SU credit and 
most financial aid will transfer.

turkey

106 Walnut Place / Syracuse, NY 13244-2650 / 1-800-235-3472 or 1-315-443-3471 / http://suabroad.syr.edu
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2001 and 2006 — Boeheim wasn’t on the senior 
team staff. But in a way he was. He speaks of the 
Athens performance in first-person.

 “We didn’t play well,” Boeheim said. “We 
didn’t have a cohesive unit. That team hadn’t 
played together. It was obvious that we had to get a 
team to play together a couple years and to develop 
unity. Develop a team.”

 And Boeheim assumed a complementary role. 
Ford said on a practice-to-practice, game-to-game 
basis, Boeheim pulled players aside individually 
to articulate intricacies.

 Head of the men’s program, Ford organizes 
and oversees practices, trials and exhibition 
games for the team. As a kid growing up in St. 
Bonaventure country, he was drilled to despise 
Boeheim. Back then, Ford’s dad was the Bon-
nies’ personnel director and the two schools 
battled for recruits, harvesting a heated intra-
state rivalry.

 They laugh about the rivalry today. No 
longer a childhood dartboard, Boeheim was 
Ford’s hands-on coach, offering the isolated 
details to the concepts Krzyzewski instilled. 
All with a completely different cast of charac-
ters.

 “He’s a head coach at Syracuse, but he did 
a great job in taking on his role as an assistant 
coach,” said Ford, who has been Team USA’s 
assistant executive director since 2001. “He 
did the little things. And these players respect 
Coach Boeheim. A lot of them played against 
him or were recruited by him.”

 The Americans committed to a pressure-
heavy, man-to-man defense that routinely wore 
opponents down. The team’s athleticism led 
to a myriad of traps-to-pickoffs-to-breakaway 
dunks and the U.S. won its games by an aver-
age margin of 28 points. The Americans held 
their opponent under 85 points in seven of the 
eight games, compared to only three of eight in 
’04. 

 Beneath the highlight reel fastbreaks 
is where Boeheim’s expertise was needed. 

While the Americans stuck to Krzyzewski’s 
aggressive man defense, Ford said Boeheim’s 
decades of knowledge in Syracuse’s stringent 
2-3 zone seeped into several games at Beijing. 
It’s been the one key area where NBA players 
are a step behind other countries, a product of 
the NBA’s three-second violation. And since 
many international teams lean on several 
variations of the pick-and-roll, Ford pointed 
to Boeheim’s zone IQ as a “weapon” for the 
Americans. 

 “The NBA players are used to not being 
allowed to play an area of the court for too long 

because you’ll get called for illegal defense,” Ford 
said. “As you’re guarding a pick-and-roll and two 
guys are defending it directly, there are some 
zone principles for the other three players on the 
court.”

 Reunited with Carmelo Anthony, whom he 
coached to a NCAA title with in 2003, and a slew of 
the best players in the world, Boeheim’s presence 
in Beijing may have juiced up Syracuse’s recruit-
ing power. Daryl Gross, Director of Athletics at 
Syracuse, thought that much. 

 “To see Jim up there all the time was great,” 
Gross said. “It can’t hurt recruiting, the fact that 

he’s been exposed to those kind of guys.”
 But in Beijing, Boeheim’s focus was redemp-

tion, not recruiting. The memories piled up 
throughout, but one clearly stood out. That final 
feeling of elation, knowing the cultural shift had 
come full circle. That’s what he’ll continue to 
clutch to back in the states.

 “Just winning the gold medal,” Boeheim 
said. “It was great to win it and bring that back 
home. There were a lot of good individual expe-
riences but to bring the gold medal back home 
was the key.”

thdunne@syr.com
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Reruns of memories played in his mind. Of 
him on a football field, spotting an opponent 
who was once his friend. Or perhaps he was 
remembering the day he moved to Athens, 
N.Y., away from his buddy in Elmira. The 
reminiscing all inspired by a question. 

 Derek Almy, the principal of the middle 
school named after one of Elmira’s heroes, 
acted like one of his students when they are 
sent to his office. A stutter.  He started a 
sentence only to have it disassembled by a 
pause. He couldn’t complete a thought due to a 
question.

 The question causing a plethora of emo-
tions: What does Ernie Davis mean to you?

 In Elmira, that isn’t an easy question to 
answer. In Elmira, Davis isn’t just the first 
black player to win the Heisman Trophy or a 
player to don the legendary No. 44 for Syra-
cuse. He isn’t just the subject of an upcoming 
feature film, “The Express,” which premieres 
Friday at the Landmark Theatre.

 “I’m telling you,” said Howard Coleman, 
one of Davis’ childhood friends. “If you knew 
Ernie you wouldn’t believe it. If you knew him 
in person you wouldn’t believe it. He can’t be 
that kind of person, he just can’t be that, but 
he was, he was all that.” 

*  *  *

 Elmira comprises roughly 30,000 people, all 
of whom know their town’s history and know it 
well. It’s hard to talk to anyone without hearing 
the celebrities that have come from Elmira. 
Mark Twain, NBC’s Brian Williams, Tommy 
Hilfiger and Eileen Collins, the first women 
to be commander of a space shuttle, all called 
Elmira home. 

 Household names are common in Elmira, 
but Ernie Davis trumps them all. 

 “Mark Twain is always the big thing around 
here but as a youthful guy probably Ernie Davis 
is number one in my books,” said Watts, 69, an 
Elmira resident her whole life. “Just the way 
he lived and his legacy. Especially for younger 
people, Ernie Davis is definitely number one for 
me.”

 Davis was different. Even 45 years after he 
lost his battle with leukemia, the legendary SU 
tailback who lead the team to its only national 
championship, in 1959, is still different. Wil-
liams doesn’t have a school in Elmira named 
after him. Hilfiger doesn’t have a community 
center named after him. 

 “People continue to talk about Ernie in 
everyday conversations,” said Mayor of Elmira 
John Tonello. “Ernie Davis’ legacy is sort of a 
multi-sport athlete, but really it’s his character. 
People from Elmira grew up with this guy 
who was not just an outstanding athlete, but 
who, by every measure, was just a humble and 
hardworking young man. That legacy and his 
presence is still very much talked about.” 

*  *  *

 Ernie Davis stood in a corner and waited. 
He wanted to play with his good friend Ben 
Jolley, but he was too polite to interrupt. It 
was dinnertime, and the last thing Davis was 
going be was a nuisance. He was raised better 
than that. 

 Sometimes Jolley just took too long, even 
for Davis. 

 “I’ll never forget what he said,” Bob Jolley, 
Ben’s brother said. “One time, Ben kept saying 
‘Give me this, give me that.’ He always had a 
big appetite. He ate like a son of a gun. And 
Ernie said ‘Ben Jolley, you’re a greedy boy.’ 

That sticks in my mind.”
 Soon after, the Jolleys moved to Athens, 

but it wouldn’t be the last time the friends 
would meet up. 

 Elmira’s junior high football team traveled 
to Athens. The Jolleys suited up for the game, 
and when they arrived at the stadium couldn’t 
believe who they saw. 

 “My brother said, ‘who’s that there on 
the other team,’” Bob Jolley said. “I had to 
look and look, I said, ‘Oh my god, that’s Ernie 
Davis.’”

 “He ran all over us.”
 It was obvious early that Davis was a gifted 

athlete. But that meeting was the only football 
memory that came to mind for Jolley. What he 
and others remembered most was Ernie the 
person. 

 “There’s no way anybody could knock him 
down,” Jolley said. “He was just, his reputa-
tion, he was just the best.”

*  *  *

 The homeboys, as Davis and his friends 
referred to themselves, walked down the street. 
They were probably heading to the “corner,” 
their favorite place to relax. Right outside Green 
Pastures, an Elmira bar owned by Coleman, sits 
a fire hydrant. Coleman, one of the homeboys, 
said it was normal to see Davis leaning against 
the fire hydrant. 

 There, the homeboys would stand and talk; 
they could talk all day. 

 “He’d always come out with the guys and 
talk,” Coleman said. “But he never, Ernie never 
talked about himself.” 

 Davis cared more about the people around 
him than himself. He cared most about the 
future of Elmira: the kids. 

 “Ernie made such an impression on all the 
kids. He loved kids you know? He would do 
anything for any kid…” Coleman said. “And 
every time he’d come home he’d go to the school. 
He’d go see the players, and sometimes the kids 
would be practicing or scrimmaging, and he’d 
go out to see them.”

 He’d help the children impersonate their 
favorite stars. But to kids in Elmira, he was the 
brightest star. He realized the ability he had, 
how kids looked up to him.

 Ernie went to the hospital whenever he came 
home from Syracuse, anything to brighten the 
day of a child resting in a hospital bed. He’d be 
the first one trying to prevent one of them from 
ever going to the hospital, too.

 “He’d watch them come across the street and 
make sure if the cars where coming the kids 
would be safe coming across the street,” Cole-
man said. 

 Only once in all the time Coleman knew 
Davis did he ever see him mad. Davis witnessed 
a man harassing a child. Davis, who trained to 
be a boxer in his free time, let the man know 
how he felt. 

 “He cold-cocked the guy. That’s the only 
time I’ve ever seen him get mad,” Coleman said. 
“I don’t believe he was mad, I think he just did it 
from instinct.

 “(We said) ‘Man, did you see Ernie!? Did you 
see what Ernie just did?’ I said we saw it. I can’t 
believe it. You know he was just that type of 
guy.”

*  *  *

 Davis’ mother, Marie Fleming, formed 
him into the man everyone remembers. She 
couldn’t control what happened on the football 
field. But you can’t talk about Davis’ character 
without looking at his mother. 

 “He was a nice guy and his mother had a 
lot to do with it,” Jolley said. “Bringing him 
up and whatnot, it was all his mother.” 
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ben addonizio | photo editor
BoB jolley was friends with Ernie Davis growing up in Elmira. After his family moved 
away, Jolley played Davis in junior high school. “He ran all over us,” Jolley said.

ben addonizio | photo editor
ernie davis passed away on May 18, 1963 after a battle with Leukemia and is buried 
in Woodlawn Cemetery in Elmira. His wake was attended by 10,000 people.

e l m i r a  e x p r e s s
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ben addonizio | photo editor

ERniE Davis, shown playing for the Cleveland Browns, was the No. 1 overall pick in 
the 1962 NFL Draft. Davis was diagnosed with Leukemia shortly after he was drafted.

ben addonizio | photo editor
ERniE Davis MiDDlE school, formerly a high school known as Elmira Free Academy, is the same building in which Davis attended high school in the 1950s.

e l m i r a  e x p r e s s

 Fleming had a lot to do with the releasing 
of “The Express.” People came to her many 
times wanting tell the life story of Ernie 
Davis, but she was hesitant. Davis’ story had 
to be told in the correct way — nothing could 
be left out, nothing could be added. 

 “I said to my brother, ‘Man, they ain’t 
going to do that picture right,’” Coleman said 
referring to when he first heard of the movie. 
“Because Ernie didn’t do anything wrong. 
There ain’t no bad part of him.”

 After reading recent reviews, Coleman 
said he has a lot more faith in its production 
and is looking forward to seeing it — even 
though there currently is no movie theater in 
Elmira.

 Tenallo hopes the movie can inspire the 
children of Elmira. Tenallo said the current 
graduation rate for Elmira high schools is at 
65 percent, and for blacks it’s even lower at 50 
percent. 

 “Here’s a young Ernie Davis,” Tenallo 
said. “Portrayed in the movie who’s basically 
their age. And that’s going to be very powerful 
I think, seeing him come to life. And really say 
‘Hey this guy was awesome, and I’m walking 
the same streets that he did. I’m running on 
the same fields. I’m breathing the same air.’”

*  *  *

 There used to be a bare spot in Green Pas-
tures. The same place Davis used to spend so 

much of his time, outside by the hydrant. The 
bar where he took John Brown, John Mackey 
and so many more Syracuse players. The 
place where Coleman found out Davis was sick 
with leukemia, had no picture of the Heisman 
Trophy winner. 

 There was no sign Coleman even knew 
Davis.

 The emotional attachment between the 
town and Davis was so strong; Coleman 
thought if someone unknowingly quipped at 
the picture, punches might be thrown. 

 “Now I have a picture of him,” Coleman 
said. “You’ve gotta put Ernie’s picture up on 
the wall. If anyone says anything smart, tell 
me and I’ll knock him out.” 

 Coleman is committed to keeping Davis’ 
memory alive. Every year for the past 30 
years, he travels to Cleveland with some of 
the homeboys to watch the Browns — the 
NFL team that drafted Davis. Every once in 
a while, the homeboys visit Davis’ grave in 
Elmira’s Woodlawn Cemetery.

 The connection Davis has had with Elmira 
the past 68 years is personal. It makes people 
cry. It makes people daydream of better days. 
It makes them forgot how to formulate a sen-
tence. 

 “We don’t let the name die. We keep it 
going all the time,” Coleman said. “Ernie 
Davis the name will never die. We live it. We’ll 
make sure it never dies.”

mibonner@syr.edu
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paul chiara recorded eight tackles during Syracuse’s 42-28 loss to Akron last 
Saturday. During spring practice, Chiara switched from running back to safety.

 “I knew I was going to be in for a differ-
ent experience,” Chiara said of switching to 
safety. “But I was ready to embrace that. I felt 
that from a personal standpoint, that it was 
time for some change for me.”

 Not that it was easy for Chiara to give 
up the running back spot. But after playing 
sparingly in 2007 (21 carries for 95 yards) and 
with Doug Hogue, Curtis Brinkley and Delone 
Carter all ahead of him in SU’s crowded back-
field, Chiara didn’t have much of a choice.

 Early on, it looked like he’d be an after-
thought at free safety, as well. Williams was 
seemingly entrenched as the starter during 
the spring and early summer. Chiara was 
buried on the depth chart then.

 Now? He may be roaming around the Syra-
cuse secondary against No. 19 Penn State this 
weekend.

 With McKinnon out, Chiara played the 
final three quarters against Akron. He tied 
for the team high with eight tackles, but was 
also part of a secondary that was torched by 
the Zips for 260 passing yards and three touch-
downs.

 “I think I had a little bit of a rough first half 
(against Akron), but I think I came back in the 
second half and had a really strong showing,” 
said Chiara, who played safety and linebacker 
in high school. “I felt like I got into the game 
the second half. I felt more comfortable.”

 “Paul did some good things,” Robinson 
said. “There’s room for improvement, believe 
me. But for his first time in a game for real, 
he’s come along.”

 The Orange better hope so. Robinson Tues-
day said the Nittany Lions have perhaps “the 
best offense” of any team he’s played in his 
three-plus seasons at Syracuse.

 Not exactly the ideal opponent should Chi-
ara get his first start on defense. But the senior 
insisted he would be ready.

 “I feel like after going through this week of 
practice and getting the looks I need to have, 
I’ll be prepared for Saturday,” Chiara said. 
“Hopefully my actions will be good enough for 
me to maintain being a major contributor for 
this team the rest of the season.”

brinkley’s revenge
 Saturday holds a little extra importance 

for senior tailback Curtis Brinkley.
 “Growing up in Pennsylvania, Penn State 

means a lot to me,” Brinkley said. “Coming 
up, I always wanted to play for (Penn State 
head coach Joe Paterno), but for whatever 
reason, things didn’t work out.”

 Brinkley went to West Catholic High 
School in Philadelphia, where he set city 
records in rushing yards and touchdowns.

 Those Pennsylvania connections will 
give Brinkley added incentive to build on his 
career-high 143-yard rushing performance 
in last Saturday’s loss to Akron. He doesn’t 
appear intimidated by the Penn State’s stat-
ure, either.

 “Penn State is a great team,” Brinkley 
said. “But Penn State is a Division I school just 
like we are. When they go get something to 
eat at their dining hall, they swipe their meal 
card just like we do.”

Change on the way?
 It’s no secret the Orange defense needs to 

improve drastically after allowing 42 points to 
Akron last week. But will Robinson consider 
personnel changes? The head coach refused to 
rule it out. 

 “There could be some changes,” Robinson 
said. “I’m not going to talk about all that right 
now.”

jsclayto@syr.edu
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By Conor Orr
Staff Writer

During a practice her freshman year, a time when 
most underclassmen sit idly by, absorbing the 
atmosphere of Division I athletics, Maggie Befort 
separated herself from the pack. 

 While practicing corners, Befort asked one of 
the Syracuse upperclassmen what the play call 
would be. The player responded “don’t worry 
about it,” a reply that didn’t sit well with her. 

 “(Maggie) stopped everything and said ‘No, I 
need to know where I need to be, so I can finish,’” 
head coach Ange Bradley recalled. 

 “For a freshman to step up and do that is 
really, really special,” Bradley said. “Not a lot of 
freshman would do that, and to me, it was a very 
special defining moment for her. She’s not afraid 
to speak her mind in a group and get the informa-
tion she needs.”

 Befort’s persistence during practice paid off. 
The forward started in Syracuse’s 2007 opener 
against Cornell, as well as 18 other games, tallying 
35 points off 12 goals and 11 assists. 

 Coming into this season, Befort was also 
rewarded with all-Big East preseason honors, the 
only returning player  on No. 7 Syracuse to make 
the list.

 But despite Befort’s knack for finding the goal 
and delivering a key pass inside the 18, it was 
her ability to step up for the team that prompted 
Bradley to involve the star sophomore in one of 
the team’s biggest offseason personnel changes.

 Due to the influx of freshman recruits and 
transfers, Bradley needed to bolster her defense 
and decided that no other player could handle the 
task. 

 “Maggie’s very poised, very intelligent and 
knowledgeable, so in the spring we put her in the 
backfield position because she has a great hit and 
can distribute the ball very well,” Bradley said. 

 In field hockey, the backfield is one of the 
toughest positions to play, compared to forward, 
which is a better place to put younger players, 
Bradley said. 

 “It’s very difficult to find someone that’s 
innately a defender at the high school level, so 
you typically build on and develop them,” Bradley 
said. 

 The move caused Befort to vacate the role of a 
primary goal scorer and take on the responsibility 
of overseeing the entire field, making necessary 

shifts to the midfield and forwards to ensure a 
more balanced attack. 

 “It’s definitely a testimony to her willingness 
to learn the game and help the team in any way 
she can to get a championship,” Bradley said. 

 Still, it’s a big switch for a preseason all-Big 
East forward to handle. Bradley sat down with 
Befort and talked to the sophomore about switch-
ing positions on the field. 

 “We didn’t even really talk field hockey (at the 
meeting),” Befort said. 

 “(Bradley) talked about what I’m like as a 
person and how my intangible characteristics 
would benefit the team playing defense. You know, 
anywhere where I’m on the field, whether I’m 
scoring goals or making shutouts, I’m OK.” 

 To say the least, the decision Bradley made in 
the offseason has been working out so far. 

 The undefeated Orange have given up just 
four goals on 43 shots in four games — stagger-
ing numbers compared to a 2007 team that gave 
up double the amount of goals in their first four 
games. 

 The Orange defense, coupled with the mid-
field, has set up a near-impenetrable fortress at the 
50, allowing the team to dominate possession and 
keep stress off the goalkeeper. 

 “I think we’re looking good,” said senior for-
ward Heather Doran. “We still have a few little 
things to work on, but as a unit I think we’re really 
coming together.”

 Having the assistance of a vocal leader, like 
Befort, was a welcome addition as well, Doran 
said. 

 “She’s another talker back there which helps,” 

Doran said. “Communication from the backfield 
is really important, a lot more so than other 
people realize, and that’s another thing she’ll add 
back there.”

 Neither Befort, nor her coach, could speculate 
whether or not she would ever make the move 
back to forward. But in the meantime, Befort 
doesn’t seem to be bothered, as she revels her new 
role of defender. 

 “Nobody remembers hat tricks,” she said. 
“But everyone remembers championships”

ctorr@syr.edu

su earns no. 7 ranking
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Befort makes difficult move 
to backfield, bolsters defense  

the Syracuse field hockey team earned 
its highest ranking ever, jumping to No. 7 
overall in the latest StX/NfHCa Division i 
Coaches Poll. 

Syracuse (4-0) made the largest jump 
of any team in the poll, originally ranking 
of No. 18 at the beginning of the season. 

although head coach ange Bradley 
hadn’t discussed the ranking with her 
team, she managed to let them know 
before practice tuesday.

“i hung (the rankings) on the locker 
room wall and highlighted where we are 
in orange and everybody else we play 
during the season in yellow,” Bradley 
said. “then i wrote underneath it, ‘what 
an opportunity, what are you going to do 
with it. it’s up to you.’” 

the ranking surpasses the accomplish-
ments of the 1990 and 1993 field hockey 
teams, both of which climbed as high as 
No. 9.

Syracuse looks to climb even higher 
Saturday when they take on No. 1 Mary-
land in the terrapin invitational in College 
Park, Md. 

— Conor Orr, staff writer

marc squire | staff photographer
maggie befort switched from forward to backfield this season for Syracuse. in 
2007, as a freshman Befort had 12 goals and 11 assists from the forward position.  

s t a f f  r e p o r t

Volleyball comes from behind to 
earn victory in home opener
Syracuse dug itself out of an early hole to win 
its home opener against Binghamton Tuesday 
night, 3-2.

 The Orange (3-4) lost the first two games — 
25-23 and 25-19 — but rallied back with three 
straight wins behind a pair of juniors. Sarah 
Morton led SU with 19 kills, eight blocks and five 
digs, while Kacie MacTavish recorded 18 kills 
and 15 digs.

 The tide turned in the third set when a 
series of Binghamton errors got Syracuse back 
into the game. Leading by one, errors by the 
Bearcats and successive kills by Morton and 
MacTavish locked up the win for Syracuse and 
changed the momentum for good. 

 After a 25-22 win in the fourth set, the 
Orange closed the comeback, 15-11, in the fifth 
match. In the final set, Syracuse raced to an 
early six-point lead, the Bearcats clawed within 
three points and Morton slammed two kills to 
finish the game.

 Setting the tone for the change in momentum 
was senior April Quigley and freshman Hallie 
Morse. The duo combined for 51 total assists.  

 The win at Manley Field House is the first of 
five straight home games for Syracuse. The Big 
Orange Tournament at SU begins Friday. The 
Orange will play Northeastern at 7 p.m. Siena, 
Ohio and Army are also in the tournament.

— Compiled by Tyler Dunne, asst. sports editor
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Buy one get one half price

all menu items
$12 minimum for delivery

700 South Crouse Ave (315)422-2123 We Deliver!
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

ApArtments for rent

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 euclid
600 euclid ave
614 euclid ave
814 lancaster

917-9 ackerman ave

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2008-2009
2 or 3 bedroom apts 
5-7 bedroom houses

 furnished, laundry, Parking
 ostrom

livingston
euclid

446-2602 or 
446-6268

lancaster 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/d,furnished, close, and clean! 
starts June 1.  call rich 374-9508

2 br furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of ostrom and clarendon across from do 
and shaw parking W/d 422-7138

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut ave.
1202 harrison st.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 livingston ave.
415 euclid ave

215 comstock ave 

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut ave.
145 avondale Pl.

213 comstock ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 harrison st.
710 livingston ave.
917 ackerman ave
921 ackerman ave.

319 euclid ave.
309 euclid ave.
510 euclid ave.

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

rent from the landlord the daily 
orange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair”.

 call ben for one - eight bedroom 
houses and apartments. fur-

nished, laundry. livingston, euclid, 
sumner and ackerman. 

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

917 ackerman ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 university ave.
145 avondale Pl.

1011 e. adams st.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

rent YoUr oWn Home

2009-2010 

sAVe-sAVe-sAVe

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 bedrooms 

close to campus 

furnished, spacious, fireplaces, 
Parking 

call 315 476-9933

nJtMgtcorP@aol.coM

furnished 2-8 bedroom apts/ houses.
livingston,sumner, claredon, ackerman. 469-
6665

Apartments/Houses
2008-2009

one through eight bedrooms, com-
pletely furnished, parking, laundry, dish-

washer, fireplace, near University on 
ostrom, euclid, sumner, and Ackerman.
responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon

student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality campus area apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

               478-7548

      collegehome.com

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall st.
145 avondale Pl.
812 ostrom ave.
319 euclid ave.
415 euclid ave.

1202 harrison st.
329 comstock ave.

510 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry, Parking, full-

time, Maintenance and Management
Wall to Wall carpet and/or 

Refinished Hardwood Floors, 
remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Part-time street team: delivery People 
needed for home football saturdays.  
$15 an hour, 3 hours a day could expand 
into other work. Work study preferred, but 
not necessary. send interest to pwaack@
dailyorange.com

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 comstock ave.
812 ostrom ave.
319 euclid ave.

203 comstock ave.
145 avondale Pl.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

large furnished houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

for sALe

ApArtment sALe eVent - saturday 
9/13 onlY - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. eclectic 
collection of furniture, pictures, books, old 
lP’s. Many unusual artistic items. huge 
assortment of rubber stamps. also 60” t.V. 
Make offers. 1214 West onondaga street 
- 2nd floor

HeLp WAnted

be a part of the team! syracuse crunch 
hockey club seeking game night staff. 
for more information contact steph at 
ssauda@syracusecrunch.com or 473-4444 
x30

Would you enjoy performing in front 
of 6,000 fans? don’t miss this year’s 
sYracuse crunch ice girls try 
outs sunday, september 21st. for more 
information contact Karen at 473-4444 x20 
or ksimbari@syracusecrunch.com. 

pArt-tIme WorK 
$14.25 Base-Appt. 
· flexible schedules

· customer sales/service 
· no experience necessary 

· all majors welcome 
· conditions apply, all ages 18+ 

CALL 434-9553 

We will be on campus accepting ap-
plications in the schine student Center 

from 10-2 on the following dates: 
Mon 8/25, Mon 9/8, Mon 9/22, Mon 10/6 

Mon 10/27, Mon 11/17, Mon 12/1

Part-tiMe Job: cashier/stock Person. lom-
bardi’s imports. apply in person. 534 butternut 
street, syracuse 472-5900

Help Wanted: 
daily orange It manager

We are hiring a new computer specialist/it 
Manager to look after the office environ-
ment, including Windows and linux serv-
ers, Windows xP and Mac osx worksta-
tions, network and websites.  

You must have basic computer repairs 
skills (hardware and software), experience 
with a server (however brief). 
direct questions and inquires to it@daily-
orange.com. send cover letter and resume 
today (work study preferred).
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By John Clayton
SportS Editor

Paul Chiara decided it was time 
to, in his own words, “redefine” 
himself.

 A f t e r 
all, it was easy 
to understand 
the situation last 
spring. Chiara 
saw the trio of 
tailbacks ahead of 
him on the depth 

chart and figured 
the chances of him taking many 
handoffs in 2008, his senior year, 
were slim.

 But Chiara didn’t want to spend 
his final collegiate season on the 
bench, either. So he approached 
Syracuse head coach Greg Robinson 
with an idea.

 “Paul came to me and asked if he 
could move to safety,” Robinson said 
in a conference call Tuesday. “He 
thought it might be better suited for 
him, and I told him I’d give him a 
chance.”

 Months later, Chiara finds him-
self on the brink of SU’s starting free 
safety spot. Bruce Williams’ move to 
wide receiver during the summer, 
and sophomore Randy McKinnon’s 
injury against Akron have opened 
the door for Chiara to make a major 
contribution his last season in Syra-
cuse. 

 How prepared is he? That’s up 
for debate. But for a depleted Syra-
cuse secondary, Chiara may be the 
only real option should McKinnon, 
who suffered a bruised bone below 
his left knee in the first quarter 
Saturday, not be able to play.

By Tyler Dunne
ASSt. SportS Editor

T he camera froze on an unlike-
ly duo.

Across the globe, there was 
Syracuse head coach Jim Boeheim 
cracking a joke with the reigning 
NBA MVP Kobe Bryant. Boeheim 
laughed and gave Bryant a playful 
whack on the shoulder. He returned 
to the bench. Bryant returned to the 
court. And the road to redemption 
continued for United States Basket-
ball.

 This time, the U.S. team wasn’t a 
running punch line at the Olympics. 
Order was restored, and Boeheim 
was the center of it all.

 “They play 100 games a year,” 
Boeheim said. “They’re the most tal-
ented players in the world. It was fun 
coaching those guys.”

 Fun because the complete re-haul 
of U.S. men’s basketball worked. As 
an assistant coach, Boeheim helped 
bring justice to the “Redeem Team” 
moniker the squad embraced so fer-
vently. As head coach Mike Krzyze-
wski’s right-hand man, Boeheim 
wasn’t his engaged self, pacing the 

bench back and forth as if doing the 
shuttle run. 

 Instead, Boeheim was a quiet, 
behind-the-scenes influence for a 
program besieged by an embarrass-
ing bronze-medal finish in 2004. The 
result for Team USA was an unde-
feated finish and a return to the top of 
the basketball pantheon. 

 To Boeheim, the reclamation 
project was fueled by a culture shift, 
jumping at that notion before the 
question is finished.

 “Yes, no question,” the 33-year 
Syracuse head coach said. “We want-
ed to get everybody on the same page. 
That was the theme, and the players 
responded to it.” 

 Four years ago, Team USA was 
chastised for disinterested, frozen-
footed defense. Puerto Rico’s Carlos 
Arroyo — a fringe NBA player that 
has played for five teams in seven 
years — became the highway bill-
board for everything wrong with 
U.S. hoops, corkscrewing his way to 
25 points in a 92-73 win. 

 Boeheim remembers it, call-
ing the ’04 Games “embarrassing.” 
A change in personnel wouldn’t be 

enough. The team needed a cultural 
shift, away from the era in which 
NBA stars turn down international 
requests as if it were a slapdash pick-
up game. Away from the perception 
of laziness that was fortified by the 
team’s off-court antics at Athens. 

 Boeheim was part of the antidote 
to shed this image and build a new 
one. 

 No stranger to the international 
scene, Boeheim has coached in 10 
different international champion-
ships at all levels, accumulating five 
gold medals, three silvers and two 
bronze medals. Familiarity was the 
tipping point in adding Boeheim to 
the Redeem Team. 

 But the program’s assistant exec-
utive director Sean Ford and other 
Team USA execs looked further, 
reuniting Boeheim with Krzyzews-
ki, who coached together at the 1990 
World Championships.

 “(Boeheim) has been involved for 
a long time, and he takes pride in 
making sure USA Basketball is on 
top because he had a lot to do with us 
being on top for years,” Ford said. “So 
I knew he takes great pride in USA 
Basketball.”

 Boeheim wasn’t in Athens, and 
wasn’t part of the bronze-medal 
muck. In the gap that USA Basketball 
slowly eroded to reality — between 

w e d n e s d ay
september 10, 2008

Boeheim’s calming influence helped Team USA find redemption

see notebook page 16

daily orange file photo
Jim boeheim was an assistant coach for team USA, working along side head coach Mike Krzyzewski to help the team win olympic 
Gold in the 2008 Beijing Summer olympics. Boeheim and former player, Carmelo Anthony, were reunited to win eight straight games.

Chiara close 
to starting 
role at safety

see boeheim page 13

gold standard

Defensive mind
After a stellar freshman season, 
Maggie Befort is making a name 
for herself at a new position.
Page 17

chiara

RoaD to ReDemption
Date	 OppOnent	 OutcOme
Aug. 10 China W 101-70
Aug. 12 Angola W 97-76
Aug. 14 Greece W 92-69
Aug. 16 Spain W 119-82
Aug. 18 Germany W 106-57
Aug. 20 Australia (quarterfinals) W 116-85
Aug. 22 Argentina (semifinals) W 101-81
Aug. 24 Spain (finals) W 118-107
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Story by Adeniyi Amadou
Contributing Writer

Photo by Max Nepstad
stAFF PHotogrAPHer

There are moments when Mustafa 
Mohammed just wants to flee back to 
Iraq. Often he dreams of going back to 

Baghdad. But then he calls home, and 
the dreams end right then. Every time 
he speaks with his family on the phone, 
they remind Mohammed that the wors-
ening of the war has made his return 
impossible. 
 He recognizes that as a young edu-
cated man in America — coming from a 
nation where 80 percent of the population 
is illiterate — he is in a right place to help 
Iraq. 
 Mohammed arrived in Syracuse one 
year ago to work on his master’s degree 
in computer science under the Fulbright 

Program.
 According to research conducted and 
recently published by TIME Magazine, 
Iraq’s civil war has forced more than two 
million Iraqis refugees to foreign lands. 
Though 66,000 Iraqis have applied for 
asylum, just 14,000 of them have been 
granted refugee status by the United 
Nations and have had their files sent to 
the State Department for resettlement in 
America. 
 So far, 2,700 have been brought to the 
U.S.
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Male freshman found dead in DellPlain Hall

Students 
gather to 
remember

‘All alone’
Student faces life 
after turbulent 
past in Iraq  

see alone page 6

see reaction page 4

“No family, no relatives. 
He suffered an awful 
lot and continues to 
suffer a lot. But he is 
not a person that will 
say he needs help.”

Elane Granger
AssoCiAte DireCtor For stuDent serviCes At tHe 

slutzker Center For internAtionAl serviCes

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

Students 
struggle 
going 
abroad
Pierre Hahn 
discusses the 
difficulties of 
going abroad.
Page 5

I N S I D E
P u l P

The history 
of a cutout
Marvin Druger 
greets everyone  
who goes into 
the bookstore 
with a smile.
Page 11

I N S I D E
S P O r t S

Bitter rivals
syracuse and 
Penn state 
used to be one 
of college foot-
ball’s biggest 
rivalries.
Page 20

I N S I D E
N E W S

Bridging 
the gap
Arts and sci-
ences dean 
aims to unite 
school. Page 3

By Melanie Hicken
sPeCiAl ProjeCts eDitor

A male Syracuse University 
freshman was found dead in 
his room in DellPlain residence 
hall early Wednesday morning, 
police said.
 Jordan Schaffer, 18, a fresh-

man in the Martin J. Whitman 
School of Management from 
Montville, N.J., was discovered 
by his roommate around 8:15 
a.m. Wednesday, said Sgt. Tom 
Connellan of the Syracuse Police 
Department. 
 An emergency call was made, 

and the SU Department of Public 
Safety and Syracuse Police both 
responded to the fourth-floor 
room in the Whitman Creativity, 
Innovation and Entrepreneur-
ship Learning Community. 
 Schaffer was pronounced 
dead at the scene, and an inves-

tigation was initiated. The final 
cause of death is currently under 
review by the Onondaga County 
Medical Examiner, but it is being 
treated as an apparent suicide, 
Connellan said. Any criminal 
behavior has been ruled out.
 The final cause of death will 

be determined after an autopsy 
is completed, which should take 
about a day, Connellan said. 
 Schaffer’s parents, who were 
on vacation, were notified, he 
said. 
 Chancellor Nancy Cantor 

see schaffer page 4

Friends, peers 
grieve at DellPlain 
meeting

By Daniel Bortz
Asst. CoPy eDitor

Residents of DellPlain Hall gathered 
in the main lounge Wednesday night 
to express their emotions and com-
memorate the life of Jordan Schaffer, 
a freshman who passed away Wednes-
day morning. 
 Before the meeting started, almost 
no one in the 
room spoke about 
what happened. 
No one needed to 
talk about what 
happened. They 
didn’t use words 
to communicate 
their feelings of remorse and mourn-
ing. They conveyed their feelings by a 
face, by a frown, by tears. 
 Hearing the news of Schaffer’s 
death left Neal Casey in shock. As 
president of the Whitman Creativ-
ity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
Learning Community, Casey said this 
is a time for the close-knit learning 
community to come together. 
 “Everyone has been entirely sup-
portive to everyone else because he 
was so well known,” said Casey, a 
freshman in the Martin J. Whitman 
School of Management. “We take all 
the same classes together, we’ve been 
on all the same trips together, so the 
community really reacted as one.” 
 Events to commemorate Schaffer’s 
life are being planned, though noth-
ing is set for a specific date yet, Casey 
said.
 At the gathering Wednesday, the 
hall’s Resident Director Lindy Wagner 

Suicide 
hoTlineS
1-800-suiCiDe
1-800-273-tAlk
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: SU Abroad info. meetings 
When: Ireland at noon, Egypt at 
12:30 p.m. 
Where: 106 Walnut Place 
How much: Free 
 
What: Marion E. Bickford lecture 
When: 4 p.m. 
Where: 113 Heroy Geology Lab 
How much: Free 
 
What: Drama L’Orange general 
interest meeting  
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: 102 Hall of Languages 
How much: Free  
 
What: Stephen Wilkes  
photography lecture 
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: 101 Newhouse I 
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by the daily orange

McCain campaign 
pounces on obama’s 
lipstick remark
Arizona Sen. John McCain 
rejected comments made 
Tuesday by his election 
opponent, Illinois Sen. Barack 
Obama, saying the words were 
a sexist attack on Republican 
vice presidential candidate 
Alaskan Gov. Sarah Palin. At 
a campaign event in Virginia, 
Obama said, “That’s not change 
... you can put lipstick on a 
pig, but it’s still a pig.” Obama 
denied that the comment was 
an attack on Palin, who cracked 
a joke about lipstick during 
a speech she made at the 
Republican National Convention.

Energy ethics scandal 
plagues Interior dept.
Government officials in the 
Interior Department accepted 
gifts, gave special treatment to 
oil and gas firms and had sex 
with employees of those energy 
companies, federal investigators 
reported Wednesday. More than 
a dozen employees, in charge 
of gathering billions of dollars 
in royalties from resource com-
panies, engaged in the illegal 
acts. Employees in charge of 
monetary funds were bought 
off with gifts such as tickets to 
sporting events and ski trips. 
Former director, Gregory W. 
Smith, personally received more 
than $30,000 in side deals.

Hurricane Ike moves 
toward Texas
More than one million residents 
have headed inland as Category 
4 Hurricane Ike nears the Texas 
coast. Forecasters are predict-
ing that Ike will reach winds of 
131 mph, creating a storm surge 
of up to 18 feet. Ike is expected 
to hit the coast between Corpus 
Christi and Houston — straight 
into the nation’s largest concen-
tration of chemical plants and 
refineries. Oil companies and 
Texas citizens await the results 
of this powerful hurricane.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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T o M o r r o w 
only on dailyorange.com

n e w s

stars in syracuse 
Look for coverage of the world 
premiere of “The Express.” 

 
p u l p

Beach bum
The D.O. talks with star of “Surfer, 
Dude” Matthew McConaughey. 

 
s p o r t s 

Penn state returns
A 16-page guide to SU’s game 
against the Nittany Lions.

s P o r T s  s C H E d u l E
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 11  
vs. Monmouth 
@ 7 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 12 
vs. Northeastern 
@ 7 pm., Manley Field 
House 
 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 13  
Harry Groves Spiked  
Shoe Invitational 
@ TBA, University  
Park, Pa. 

FOOTBALL 
Sept. 13  
vs. Penn State 
@ 3:30 p.m., Carrier  
Dome

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 13  
vs. Maryland 
@ 11 a.m., College  
Park, Md.

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 13  
vs. Siena 
@ 12 p.m., Manley  
Field House 

T H I s  d ay  I N  H I s T o r y

New York,
2001

Terrorist 
attacks  

committed 
against the 

Twin Towers 
and Pentagon.

Outer space,
1985

A U.S.  
satellite 

made the 
 first sampling 
of a comet’s 

trail.

‘Love Me Do,’
1962

The Beatles 
make their 
first record 
for EMI in 
London.

Hamilton, 
1789

Alexander 
Hamilton is 
appointed as 

the first  
Secretary of 
the Treasury.

“It greatly affected me because I 
live in the city, and my dad worked 
on the 73rd floor of the towers. 
He was late for work that day. I 
feel blessed that he’s alive.” 

  

“I always think about how my 
parents talk about where they were 
when JFK got assassinated. Now 
I’m able to say I remember who I 
was with and exactly where I was 
sitting when the planes crashed into 
the Twin Towers on Sept. 11.”

  Nick Garritano
SOPHOMORE INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAJOR

P E r s P E C T I V E s
compiled by maria qualtere

What are your thoughts on the 
seventh anniversary of Sept. 11?

“It’s crazy to me that seven years 
have passed since that confusing, 
hectic day. I remember I was in 
eighth grade, and no one would 
tell us what happened. All teachers 
would say was that ‘there was an 
accident in New York City.’” 

  Lauren Sisca
JUNIOR TELEVISION, RADIO AND FILM MAJOR

“I remember my eighth grade 
teachers saying ‘today is the day 
textbooks are being rewritten.’ It’s 
hard to believe that our kids are 
going to learn about this as history, 
and it happened in our lifetime.”

Cory Weiss
JUNIOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR

Griffin Bohen-Meissner
FRESHMAN POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
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introduced the session as a supportive meet-
ing. Terra Peckskamp, the interim director of 
the Office of Residence Life, began the meeting 
by reading a statement containing the full 
information about the undergoing investiga-
tion from the Syracuse Police Department.
 After the audience was provided with all 
available information, Kelly Sprinkle, the 
interim dean of Hendricks Chapel, asked the 
students to take a moment of silence.
 “I know that this news is really hard to 
hear,” he said. “There’s a lot of unanswered 
questions and questions you’re asking of your-
self, so I just want you to take a deep breath. 
I want for us to try to process this within 
ourselves.” 
 Earlier in the day, Sprinkle said that all 
members of the chaplain staff had made them-
selves available to speak with students and 
help them cope during this sensitive time.
 “The chapel’s doors are always open,” 
Sprinkle said. 
 At the meeting in DellPlain, two repre-
sentatives from the Counseling Center came 
to raise awareness about the types of services 
they offer.
 Associate Director Tanya Bowen, joined 
by Assistant Director Christopher Cederquist, 
allowed the students to share their thoughts 
with each other.
 One female raised her hand and said she 

and three others with her went to high school 
with Schaffer.
 “I just want to let everyone know that if 
anyone wants to talk or know more about him, 
know more about what a great person he was, 
I’m here,” she said. 
 Another student shared his own loss of a 
friend to suicide. With SPD announcing Schaf-
fer’s death as apparent suicide, he said that 
even though he didn’t know Schaffer person-
ally, his death hit close to home.
 He urged fellow students to not be afraid to 
talk about what happened, to go out and seek 
people who are feeling the same emotions and 
going through the same situation.
 “The worst thing you can do is to keep it 
inside of you,” he said.
 Patricia Demyan, the director of the pro-
gram, said its services are available to the SU 
staff, faculty and members of their family. She 
said such services include crisis intervention, 
short-term counseling and referral to commu-
nity services. 
 Tiffany Cayado, a sophomore marketing 
major who lives in DellPlain, said she did not 
know Schaffer before learning of his passing, 
but was still affected by his death. She said 
hearing that he was from New Jersey like her 
made everything feel somewhat surreal. 
 “It all feels a little weird saying ‘he was a great 
person’ or ‘he was a student here,” Cayado said. 
“It’s tough, and it will be tough in the days ahead 
to move on with the way things were, but we’ll 
always have him in our thoughts and prayers.” 

dsbortz@syr.edu
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was at DellPlain by around 8:30 a.m., said Kevin 
Quinn, SU vice president for public affairs. 
Throughout the day, Cantor met with several 
students who had known Schaffer. She also met 
with staff in the Division of Student Affairs.
 “She’s been talking with Student Affairs 
staff and getting updated on the response in 
terms of ensuring that the resources are avail-
able for students,” Quinn said.  
 Early Wednesday afternoon, Cantor sent 
out an e-mail alerting the campus commu-
nity to Schaffer’s death, describing him as “a 
promising member of the first-year class.” 
 “Our hearts go out to the student’s family, 
friends, roommates, fellow Learning Commu-
nity members, the Whitman community and 
the faculty and staff who support our first-year 
students,” Cantor wrote in the e-mail.
 Counseling services were made available 
for any students and faculty who feel affected by 
Schaffer’s death, Quinn said. 
 Later in the day, Thomas Wolfe, the inter-
im dean of Student Life, sent out another 
e-mail alerting the university community 
Schaffer’s death was an apparent suicide and 
emphasizing the availability of counseling 
services.
 “This has been a difficult day for many in 
our University community, and we will con-
tinue to reach out and extend care,” Wolfe said 
in the e-mail. 
 By late afternoon, Schaffer’s Facebook page 
was littered in messages of loss. 
 “RIP Jordan,” one friend wrote. “Watch over 
us. You will be missed.” 

mghicken@syr.edu

schaffer
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Engineering the ideal SU 
Abroad Program

S c r i b b l e

W itnessing the gruesome 
tradition of bullfighting, 
traveling to eleven European 

countries and riding camels on Moroc-
can beaches are a few of the opportuni-
ties for students abroad. 

 Studying abroad is an once-in-a-
lifetime experience. In college, the 
responsibilities are light, leaving 
ample time to experience the richness 
of European cultures. 

 “The four months I spent abroad 
were, by far, the best four months of 
my life,” said Fernando Soberanes, a 
senior business major went to Madrid 
in spring 2008. “I grew as a person and 
learned more during that time than 
during my first two years in college” 

  While every student technically 
has the opportunity to go abroad, there 
are some discouraging barriers that 
make it difficult for some students. Stu-
dents in the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications are only able 
to take Newhouse courses in London, 
and the College of Visual and Perform-
ing Arts only provides its curriculum 
in London and Italy.

 Students risk not graduating on 
time if they choose to go abroad in 
a country they want to live in, but 
does not offer courses in their major. 
This is unfair and puts students at a 
disadvantage. They are left with the 
choice: either stay in Syracuse all four 
years or meticulously plan out their 
four-year curriculum to go abroad.

 Science majors face the same 
obstacles — its difficult for pre-med 
and engineering students to spend a 
semester away from Syracuse Univer-
sity.

 Hefty requirements in the pro-
gram’s curriculum and a noticeable 
shortage of required courses in the 
SU Abroad programs make it hard for 
students to plan a semester abroad.

  Going abroad needs to be avail-
able to all students regardless of their 
major, something SU Abroad claims 
they are trying to address. 

 “We have worked hard to try and 
accommodate different majors,” said 
Amy Sloane-Garris, director of enroll-
ment management for SU Abroad. “For 
example, the new Santiago (Chile) pro-
gram offers a wider variety of biology 
courses. And if you are an engineering 
major, you can go abroad to London 

for a year and stay on track with your 
courses.”

  But, some students still can’t go 
abroad. It’s not fair for a student to 
have to choose between going abroad 
for an entire year or not going abroad 
at all. 

 “I really wanted to go abroad in 
Europe but I really did not want to be 
there for an entire year, and that was 
my only option” said Sean Serell, a 
senior bio-engineering major.

 If an engineering student desires 
to study in Europe, he or she needs to 
meet with an advisor already at the 
start of freshman year in order to plan 
out their entire college curriculum, 
said Sloane-Garris. The eventual 
plan would entail taking all electives 
abroad and spending the rest of the 
semesters enrolled in heavy-duty core 
classes. 

 Not only is this extremely unat-
tractive, but most first year students 
do not know what they want to do. A 
student who decides sophomore year 
that they want to be an engineering 
major will likely miss out on a monu-
mental social and academic collegiate 
experience. 

 This needs to be addressed by SU 
Abroad. Clearly, not every course 
for a major should be available, but 
a certain minimum for each major 
should be incorporated in all abroad 
programs. This change would allow 
students to have lighter workloads 
while at SU and encourage them attend 
the abroad programs.

 Going abroad is life changing. 
Although school curriculum is 
important, it does not compare to the 
knowledge a student gains when living 
in a foreign country. All students, 
despite their major, should have the 
opportunity go abroad.

Pierre Hahn is a senior inter-
national relations, economics and 

Spanish major. His columns appear 
every other Wednesday, and he can 

be reached at pkhahn@syr.edu.
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kidding me?

Voice your opinion. Write for The D.O.
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When Mohammed first came to Syracuse, he 
hardly left his hotel room on James Street. So, 
Anwar Razzouqi, a telecommunication manage-
ment master student at Northeastern University 
and a childhood friend of Mohammed, took the 
eight-hour train ride to Syracuse. There, he 
helped Mohammed find a comfortable apart-
ment in a safer part of town. They bought grocer-
ies together and took care of class registration 
and spent sleepless nights talking about home. 
Finally, once Mohammed was settled, Razzouqi 
took the train back to Boston.
 “He’s all alone here,” said Elane Granger, 
associate director for student services at the 
Slutzker Center for International Services at 
Syracuse University. “No family, no relatives. 
He suffered an awful lot and continues to suffer 
a lot. But he is not a person that will say he needs 
help. As a mother, I know this is painful.” 
 So Granger and her daughter Sara Carrasco, 
a sophomore in The College of Arts and Sciences 
and one of Mohammed’s closest friends at SU, 
brought him home for dinner and encouraged 
him to blend in. They wanted him to feel at 
home.
 Although this would never be home, Moham-
med said he knows he is incredibly lucky to have 
a new life at all. 
 “Once you come to America, even if it is for 
school, you are targeted,” Razzouqi said. “Any 
affiliation with the U.S. is very dangerous back 
home, but Mustafa will be fine.” 

The Scholar
 Handsome and well groomed, with a care-
fully trimmed goatee, Mohammed is intensely 
private. Still, the unobtrusive Iraqi caught the 

notice of many within the Syracuse community. 
 “He keeps mostly to himself, but you can tell 
that he is very intelligent,” said John Wilde, a 
salesman at Charney’s, a clothing store where 
Mohammed often shops. “But the things he over-
came,” Wilde adds shaking his head. “That’s just 
amazing.”
 The only boy and the youngest of an educated 
middle-class family of five children, Moham-
med grew up in a prosperous neighborhood of 
Baghdad. Still fearful for the lives of his loved 
ones, he asks that the name and profession of his 
father and the name of his neighborhood remain 
anonymous. 
 Before the Iraq War he would have never 
been this “paranoid,” he added. 

Life in Baghdad
 Life wasn’t always good in Saddam’s Iraq, 
but for Mohammed and his family, it was rela-
tively easy. It all came crashing down when the 
war began. Before the war, Mohammed said, 
the neighborhood was as peaceful as any place 
on earth — a thriving place of ethnic, racial and 
religious communities. 
 Mohammed remembers all that. The young 
Iraqi speaks in a low, unchanging voice, never 
pausing to collect his thoughts. When the war 
came, and Saddam was taken away, the peaceful 
times left with him.
 Today, Mohammed’s neighborhood sits along 
rotted roads, next to heaps of garbage. Dilapidat-
ed brick homes are missing parts of their roofs 
and stand empty. There is no drainage, no sewer-
age, no water supply and no electricity. As many 
as eight in 10 are unemployed, said Mohammed. 
Most of the children are not in school and few of 
them live to be legal. 
 Speaking in slow, methodic English, the 
young Iraqi painfully tells of witnessing atro-
cious sights. 

 Once, after a Shiite shrine had been vio-
lated, men in battered pickups with mounted 
guns swept in, destroying Mohammed’s Sunni-
populated neighborhood, shooting and burning 
alive a throng of inhabitants, including women, 
children, elderly and infirm, who had found 
refuge inside a mosque. Over the ensuing days, 
Mohammed said, the armed men, their heads 
swathed in traditional black-checkered scarves 
and black balaclavas, flooded the neighborhood 
and continued their brutal crackdown, indis-
criminately beating and manhandling resi-
dents.

The turning point
 In Baghdad, Mohammed worked for an 
American-based company called Reed Incorpo-
rated. According to its official website, Reed Inc. 
offers logistics, security, construction and proj-
ect management services in high-risk, multi-cul-
tural, Third World environments. Since March 
2003, Mohammed diligently worked his way up 
from translator to liaison officer between the 
company, IMN and Iraq’s Ministry of Interior.
 Marius van der Riet, Mohammed’s boss at 
Reed, said that Mohammed often risked his 
life sneaking through the city to get to the 
company’s offices located in the International 
Zone (formerly known as the Green Zone), the 
highly protected area where coalition forces live 
and work. Insurgents, most of them followers 
of al-Sadr, hated those Iraqis that worked for 
American or international companies. They 
considered them traitors.
 “It’s very real,” van der Riet said in a phone 
interview. “Everyday Mustafa had to find a way 
to meet us at the safe house where a full-armored 
personal security detail convoy would take him 
to work in the Green Zone.”
 Among Iraq’s Diaspora, Mohammed’s story 
is a familiar one. 

alone
f r o m  p a g e  1

 Since the war has started, countless neigh-
borhoods like Mohammed’s have borne the 
brunt of the war with no clear ethnic or religious 
lines. Insurgents are splintered into many com-
peting factions and warring among all factions 
has increased, Mohammed said. 
 One night, after dinner — shortly before 
Mohammed came to Syracuse — a group of armed 
men knocked at Mohammed’s metal door and 
ordered him to step outside his apartment. Once 
outside, the gunmen put a weapon to his head, read 
verses of the Quran and ordered him to quit his job 
or he and his family would be killed.
 “I was working for an American company. 
(Insurgents) don’t just go after you, they go after 
your family first,” Mohammed said. “For them, it 
was the price you had to pay for collaborating with 
Americans.”
 Sitting on the paved brick terrace of an empty 
local café this summer, Mohammed spoke about 
his past and how it felt to live in Baghdad. 
 “The only way that I can put it is like from the 
moment that you open your eyes in the morning 
to the moment that you open your eyes in the next 
morning, you are scared. You are totally scared.” 
 A few months after the gunmen came to 
Mohammed’s apartment, his cousin, Abdul Kader, 
and his brother-in-law, Haider, were kidnapped 
in the street of Baghdad in broad daylight. Weeks 
later, neighbors stumbled across Haider’s mutilated 
corpse; they found it rotting on a nearby street. 
 “We didn’t allow his mother or my sister to 
see it,” Mohammed said. Clearly Haider had been 
tortured for days before being assassinated, he 
said.
 “I still feel responsible for the death of Haider,” 
Mohammed said. “I feel so guilty.” 
 As for Abdul Kader, he has not returned. “I 
have lost hope,” Mohammed said. “I’m pretty 
sure he’s dead.”

aiamadou@syr.edu
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
Sept. 11th, noon @ SU Abroad

Study for a semester or a year at the University 
of Limerick or at University College in Dublin. 
SU o�ers options at both.  Credits are SU credit 
and most �nancial aid will transfer.

you can study in

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

dean langford
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Langford’s Previous 
Positions
Professor:
■ Dartmouth College
■ The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill
■ The Howard University College of 
Medicine
■ University of Massachusetts Boston

Dean:
■ The College of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics at the University of Mas-
sachusetts Amherst 

Additional:
■ Six-year term on the governing 
board of the National Science Foun-
dation, a position to which he was 
appointed by President Clinton in 1998

and math.
 “What we know is that this country is under-
producing scientists … and that we have identi-
fied the sciences as an area where we need more 
students,” Langford said. “It’s important that 
we build strength in those areas, and in some of 
the areas that we know we are growing in — for 
example, the life sciences.” 
 Langford said he is “really excited” about 
growth in the college’s science department, 
citing the Life Sciences Complex, the new major 
in forensic science and a biomaterials initiative 
with the L.C. Smith College of Engineering and 
Computer Science as examples of progress. At 
the same time, he reassured humanities and 
social sciences students that their programs 
would not be forgotten.
 “This will not defocus the humanities,” 
Langford said. “We will always have strong 
programs in the humanities and social sciences 
… if we are going to be one of the best Arts and 
Sciences colleges in the nation, then clearly we 
have to have both strong arts and sciences.”
 Academic bridges have actually become 
something of a specialty for Langford. As 
dean of the College of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics at UMass Amherst, he initiated 
a series of interdisciplinary courses, projects 
and programs that blurred the lines between 
traditional academic fields. It is a model that he 
intends to replicate at SU.
 “I believe the breakthroughs of the future 
will happen at the intersections between dis-
ciplines,” Langford said. “Take the issue of 
sustainability and climate change … there is a 
lot of work on that issue in the social sciences. 
At the same time, we need (hard) science to look 
for alternative energy sources. I would like to 
see collaboration across departments — a new 
set of courses that integrate the two.”
 That’s a proposal that has already excited 
many Arts and Sciences students.
 “I think interdisciplinary courses are a 
fabulous idea,” said Emily Friedman, a junior 
international relations and biology major. 
“People think I’m strange because I’m doing 

international relations and biology together, 
but I want to work in medicine in Africa — I 
couldn’t just take biology and go over there and 
be able to help out. In some ways you can’t have 
a science without humanity. The things that are 
happening in science have implications for the 
world as a whole.”
 Langford said the Arts and Sciences core 
curriculum, as well as the course requirements 
for individual majors, could change as a result 
of the interdisciplinary program. And while he 
said it is much too early for that program to take 
effect — none of the changes will affect current 
students — he has already begun to work with 
students on other initiatives, like the Transna-
tional Asian Studies Program.
 Even in this new position, Langford said he 
won’t forget his original passion: cell biology. 
He has spent much of his life researching the 
transport proteins in nerve cells, which may 
play a role in learning and memory.
 “It will be a real challenge to find time for my 
research, but I think it’s important for the dean 
to be an active scholar,” he said. “I’ll certainly 
make time for that.”

cedewey@syr.edu
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Photography 
exhibit shows 
face of time

By Stephanie Musat
Feature editor

In a photograph, Lynn Moser sits at 
the head of a mahogany table. Nine 
other chairs line the sides, but no 
one else is there. In front of the table 
is a stove, which based on its current 
condition, seems to have had good use 
in its day. Next to it, there is a cabinet 
with nothing on the shelves.

 The wall is covered with 16 win-
dows. Moser  hands are folded on the 
table, her black sweater only allows 
her fingers to be seen. 

 It is not 
clear which 
window she 
is staring out 
of, but based 
on her facial 
e x p r e s sio n , 
she isn’t focus-
ing on the 
trees outside 
or the lake 
adjacent to 

her house. Her mind is wandering, 
possibly going back 20 years to the 
time same picture was taken of her 
when she was a girl.

 Now she is a woman, and the sub-
ject of “Images of a Girl, Images of 
a Woman” by Rita Hammond. The 
collection of black and white photog-
raphy is on display through Oct. 23 at 
the LightWorks Gallery at Syracuse 
University. 

 The photographs come from 
Hammond’s long-time collaboration 
with Moser. Hammond photographed 
Moser as a young girl in 1967 and then 
again twenty years later to divulge 

see exhibit page 10

joey baker | new media editor
Marvin Druger made a life-size cutout of himself for a science convention. Now the poster calls the Su Bookstore home.

Alter ego
The trials and 
tribulations of 
Marvin Druger’s 
cardboard twin

By Stephanie Musat
Feature editor

Marvin Druger greets everyone when they 
come into the textbook section of the Syracuse 
University Bookstore. 

 He stands there smiling, arms open, wel-
coming them.

 He doesn’t care that most ignore him. He 
doesn’t care that some point and laugh, and 
he doesn’t care if someone knocks him over. 
He just keeps smiling with his arms open, 
reminding students that book returns are on 
the third floor.

 The bookstore Druger is a life-size cutout 
of professor Druger from the biology depart-
ment. The cutout has been a staple on campus 
since the early 90s.

 This is the story of bookstore Marvin Dru-
ger from his original printing to his current 
home, now standing in the SU Bookstore for 
more than a decade.

*  *  *

 Druger first made his appearance at the 
1994 National Science Teacher Association 
convention that was run by his likeness, who 

was the president of the organization at the 
time. 

 He welcomed the 55,000 members to the 
convention with a warm smile, a blue pin-
stripped suit and a red, diamond-textured tie. 

 “He was truly the hit of the convention,” 
said Druger, a biology professor at SU. “People 
would say ‘let’s meet at Marvin.’ Everyone 
loved him and took pictures with him, lots of 
fun.”

 After the convention was over, Druger 
didn’t have a home. His likeness flew back 
to Syracuse, and he was left alone and aban-
doned. Nobody at the convention wanted him 
and neither did the NSTA.

 One day, a package arrived at the Druger 
household, addressed to Patti Druger, his wife. 
It was the biggest box she’s ever received, 
taking two people to carry it inside. She didn’t 
know what it was and was unnerved to open 
it. 

 She eventually ripped off the top and began 
removing the contents of the box. As she 
pulled it up, she saw the salt and pepper hair 
of her betrothed, slightly flatter than what she 
remembered.

see druger page 12

IF YOU GO
What: rita 
Hammond, ‘images 
of a Girl, images of  
a Woman’
Where: LightWorks 
Gallery
When: through  
oct. 23
How much: Free

mackenzie reiss | 
asst. photo editor

Lynn Moser is the muse for 
rita Hammond’s new exhibit, 
now on display in LightWorks 
gallery.
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SU Idol searches for the next 
singing sensation on campus the intimate effects of time, reflected in both 

the subject and the photographer.
 “Rita was drawing from personal histories 

of both women during both ages, through their 
friendships and the endurance of the power of 
mutual observation,” said Kim Waale, direc-
tor of the studio art program at Cazenovia Col-
lege. She worked with Hammond and edited 
her first anthology, “A Due Voci.”

 Gina Murtagh, the editor of this exhibit’s 
print collection, noticed the differences in 
what the women brought to the photographs.

 “Rita gives more to the camera than Lynn 
ever did,” she said. “I love the way she sets 
them up. Intimacy is the expression of Rita 
showing love”

 Murtagh first met Hammond in 1986, when 
she went over to Hammond’s apartment for din-
ner and to discuss her photography. The kitchen 
and the dark room were one in the same, mak-
ing Murtagh nervous to eat — Hammond kept 
going back and forth between making chicken 
and developing photographs, she said. 

 In the kitchen were several portraits of “a 
striking young woman,” but Murtagh didn’t 
want to ask who it was because she thought 
she might be dead.

 “How do you have so much power in a pic-
ture? The only way is this must be someone who 
is no longer in the picture,” Murtagh said.

 Hammond was an American photographer 
famous for taking risks with subjects in her 
photography. She died in 1999, shortly after 
the completion of “A Due Voci.”

 In her first collection, she took famous 
works of art and inserted herself into the 
pieces or recreated them in a self-portrait, 

creating a problem with copyright laws. 
 Hammond took original pieces from 

Picasso and Seurat, among other artists, and 
manipulated the pictures so that a black and 
white portrait made its way into the piece. 
Because she did not ask permission, when 
time came to compile the works, it was dif-
ficult to get clearance.

 “She was a criminal, right, she didn’t care 
about the laws of copyright and so she violated 
them,” said Ann Ryan, editor of “A Due Vio.” 
“It would have been some much easier to make 
this book if she was a conventional artist. But 
that’s not who she was.” 

 She was known for being independent and 
innovative, but also naïve — especially in 
regards to the value of her work.

 Ryan said she was at one of Hammond’s 
garage sales where several of Hammond’s works 
were on sale for significantly less than valued. 

 “There was a beautiful portrait of Bobby Ken-
nedy for $4,” Ryan said. “I told her that the price 
was ridiculous so she gave it to me for free. For her, 
art was an object you own no matter the price.” 

 Hammond made what she wanted for the 
sake of art, Waale said. 

 “She wanted nothing more than to provoke 
discussion, and her work was nothing short of 
provocative,” Waale said.

sdmusat@syr.edu
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By Kelly Outram
Asst. FeAture editor

Syracuse University senior Tinuke Oyefule will 
soon share a bond with pop star Kelly Clarkson: 
The responsibility of being the first person to pass 
down the “Idol” crown. 

 Well, it’s not exactly “American Idol,” but 
Oyefule will be the first to pass down the SU Idol 

crown on Monday Sept. 
15. The second annual 
competition, hosted by 
University Union, will be 
held in Goldstein Audito-
rium inside the Schine 
Student Center at 8:30 
p.m. 

 Ten students from 
all years and majors made 
it through the first audi-

tion to compete for this year’s prize. This year’s 
contest anticipates a wide range of musical selec-
tions, even though UU doesn’t know which songs 
will be performed.

 “All contestants have different styles of sing-
ing,” said Darren Goldberg, vice president of 
UU. “So there should be a big range of music for 
everyone.” 

 The idea behind SU Idol is to mimic the setup 
of Fox’s popular “American Idol” TV show. There 
will be three judges: last year’s winner Oyefule, 
associate vocal professor Joseph Downing and a 
third judge still being finalized by UU. 

 The finalist who comes in first place in the 
competition wins the opportunity to perform at 

several events throughout the school year, includ-
ing an invitation to sing the national anthem at a 
home basketball game in the Carrier Dome.  

 “This is a great event and gives students 
an opportunity to see other students’ hidden 
talents,” Goldberg said. “It’s a great competition 
and is exciting for students to listen to great 
music and have a good time.” 

 The SU Idol will be chosen after three 
judges decide on the top three singers. Once the 
three are chosen, the audience members will 
vote  on who will be the next SU idol. 

 Last year’s competition had a turnout of 
350 to 400 students, but this year UU wants to 
bring in a larger crowd. While UU doesn’t know 
exactly how many tickets have been sold so far, 
it is taking the necessary steps to get students to 
come, like offering free Starbucks DoubleShots 
and Insomnia Cookies for all who attend.  

 While UU seems to be pulling out all the stops 
to attract students, some like junior political sci-
ence major Robert Cabassa, remain unimpressed.

 “I’m not going because I’m just not really 
interested in it,” he said. 

 Other students, like freshman political sci-
ence major Noel Sanchez, aren’t even aware of 
the competition.

 “Honestly, I haven’t even heard about it until 
today,” Sanchez said. “So maybe they need more 
advertisements or something.”

 Tickets are $3 for students, $5 for faculty and 
staff and $7 for the public. They are now on sale 
at the Schine Box Office.

kaoutram@syr.edu

If you go
What: su idol
Where: Goldstein 
Auditorium
When: sept. 15 at 
8:30 p.m.
How Much: $3 for 
students, $5 for 
faculty and staff

“She wanted nothing 
more than to provoke 
discussion, and her 
work was nothing 
short of provocative.”

Kim Waale
director oF studio Art At cAzenoviA colleGe 
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My name is Holden, and no, my last name is not Caulfield

M y name is Holden Fenner. If you’ve 
ever had the pleasure of meeting me, 
there are two things you notice right 

away. I’m bald, and I have a jacked up name. 
 Actually, the name isn’t really jacked up. It’s 

two syllables, and you say it just like it’s spelled. 
That said, half the people trying to pronounce 
my name sound like it’s their first day of 
Hooked on Phonics. 

 Me: “Holden.”
 Them: “Hawden?”
 “No, Hol-Den.”
 “Hawldren?”
 “Sure. Whatever you say, chief.”
 But most people do eventually get it, and 

then the inevitable question comes. “Did your 
parents name you after Holden Caulfield?” At 
least that’s the question I get at Syracuse Uni-
versity. 

 At Syracuse you are presumed to have read 
a book once or twice. If you went to my grade 
school, you were doing well if you could pick a 
book out of the lineup at least two in every three 
tries.

 At first I was just the kid with the funny 
name. Then we learned about anatomy, and 
everybody wanted to know what I was holdin’. 
Well, they did until one day I got sick of it, told 
them off, and then had to spend an hour discuss-
ing appropriate classroom topics with my father 
and the principal. 

 Personally, I’m just proud that they were 
even able to learn that much out of the class. 
We were given a vague description of the male 

anatomy and had about three seconds to ask the 
gym teacher any questions we wanted to about 
sex. I spent three years thinking I had “public 
hair.”

 If, however, you happen to be a 40-year-old 
woman, I get a much different response to my 
name. “Oh my god, you mean like Holden on ‘As 
the World Turns?’”

 Well, no. I wish I was him. He still has 
hair. That’s now a treasured memory for me. 
You have to look at pictures from before I 
turned 15 to find it. Trust me, there is nothing 
more humbling for a 15-year-old then to walk 
into Eckerd and find out you are beyond the 
help of Rogaine. 

 I didn’t drink back then, so I couldn’t drown 
my sorrows away. I couldn’t go emo; what would 
I dye? I would have been the outcast. They all 
snickered at my fate in their lonely, lonely little 
corner of the world. Not outwardly, that would 
have expressed emotion. But inwardly, I could 
feel it. 

 I guess being bald isn’t so bad. It’s just that 
I never thought I would be able to sit down 
with a bunch of 45-year-old guys and relate to 
their hair problems. At this point, I just want 
to get married. That way, I can get divorced, 
buy a new car and get the midlife crisis over 
with.

 Baldness affects me in ways I never thought 
it would. The other morning, I couldn’t sleep, so 
I started channel surfing. 

 I was channel surfing the way every guy 
in America channel surfs: I was looking for 

anything that was blowing up, getting shot or 
running very slowly on her way to save that 
poor girl who was drowning. 

 What I ended up doing was getting lost in 
a Rogaine infomercial for about an hour and a 
half. I won’t lie; I took a few notes. 

 I went back and forth for a few years trying 
to hide the receding hairline, but then decided 
just to shave it clean. That came out all right, 
but then I lost my razor and had to buy a new 
one. Have you bought a razor recently? There’s 
a Twilight Zone moment. 

 I looked at them and thought, “When did 
John Deere start making razors?”

 This is the first time I ever had to read an 
instruction manual to shave. 

 I bought this five-bladed monstrosity, and 
as far as I could tell, it’s basically a universal 
remote. 

 I was afraid that if I touched the wrong but-
ton I was going to set off a car bomb somewhere. 
Plus, I have to start this razor up before I can 
use it. Mine wouldn’t start the other day, so I 
went ahead and checked the oil level, because 

every 10 blades or three months it needs a 
change. 

 On the other hand, I’m beginning to under-
stand why airport security isn’t letting these 
things on planes any more. 

 Airport security isn’t letting a lot of things 
on planes these days for that matter, including 
me. The other day I had a major first in my life. 
You know, one of those things you remember 
your entire life: your first kiss, your first beer, 
the first time you get pulled aside by Homeland 
Security to be questioned. Apparently, I broke 
some rules.

 They weren’t going to let me take my sham-
poo on the plane, and they hit me with a whole 
laundry list of reasons why. It wasn’t less than 
three ounces, it wasn’t in a plastic bag and it 
was ticking.

 I kind of understand some of the rules 
they’ve made. Have you ever seen a clean-shav-
en terrorist? I mean, if a dude with a three-foot 
beard tries to carry-on a razor, maybe security 
should have some questions for him. 

 “Do you have anything against the United 
States? Are you going to blow our plane up?” 
But what am I going to do with shampoo? Start 
a salon in the back of the plane? “Open the cock-
pit door or I’m skipping the conditioner!”

Holden Fenner is a junior at Syracuse University. 
He has noticed that after several years of debate, the 

Euclid-Lancaster traffic light still hasn’t decided 
on a favorite color. It does, however, seem to have 

ruled yellow out of the running. He can be reached at 
htfenner@syr.edu. 

H O L D E N  F E N N E R

is this gonna be a long story?
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
Sept. 11th, 12:30 @ SU Abroad

Learn about your options to study in Israel. 
Syracuse University partners with Ben Gurion 
University, Hebrew University and Tel Aviv Uni-
versity.

NEW PROGRAM for Design students at Bezalel 
Academy!

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3472

Chancellor Nancy Cantor wants to meet with you and 
other students to hear your thoughts and concerns. 
The following opportunities are available to meet 
and have lunch with the Chancellor at the Schine 

Student Center.

Thursday, September 18, noon-1 p.m.

Wednesday, September 24, noon-1 p.m.

To join the Chancellor for lunch, please call  

315-443-2235. Additional dates and times  

will be announced later in the semester.
 

Chancellor Nancy Cantor wants to meet with you and 

An Opportunity to Meet 
With Chancellor Cantor

 “Imagine a gigantic box as big as a door 
being delivered to your house, and you open it, 
and it’s your husband,” she said. “I thought, ‘oh 
no,’ but he grew on me.  He stayed in our dining 
room for about six months.”

 The cardboard Druger stayed at their home 
comfortably but eventually, Patti Druger was 
fed up. He would just stand there, smiling. He 
didn’t help with the dishes or take out the gar-
bage. He had to go.

*  *  *

 Once again, unwanted, Druger resorted to 
what he knew best — what his original purpose 
was. He was invited by the SU biology depart-
ment to greet students as they entered BioFeast, 
a soiree at the end of the fall semester in Brock-
way dining hall, where BIO 121 and BIO 123 
students eat dinner, schmooze and review for 
the impending fi nal exam.

 During the festivities, Druger was taken. He 
was nowhere to be seen. It was a petty larceny 
and something that upset his human form. 

 “He has sentimental value to me. Maybe not 
a real value, but important to me,” Druger said.

 Druger wanted him back, and he wasn’t 
going to stop until he found him. He ran across 
to the residential area when a witness told him 
that his cutout was kidnapped and brought to 
the fi fth fl oor.

 Druger ran upstairs, found the thieves and 
got him back — no harm, no foul.

 The next year, bookstore Druger was invited 
back to BioFeast. As bio-fun commenced, he 
went missing again, but this time, he wasn’t 
recovered quite so fast. He couldn’t be found 
so Druger went home without his cardboard 
counterpart.

 Druger was distraught and thought he 
exhausted all of his plans to fi nd his starchy self. 
In an act of desperation, he sent out an e-mail to 
his students who attended BioFeast.

 “We had a good turnout at the BioFeast, and 
it was fun,” he wrote. “However, at the end of the 
evening, I was disappointed and hurt to fi nd out 
that the life-size, cardboard statue of me was 
missing. There will be no questions asked. I 
just want to recover the statue. I want it back so 
badly that I’ll offer a $50 reward for information 
leading to the safe recovery of the statue.”

  A week later, Druger received a tip from an 
anonymous source. There was a picture of Dru-
ger posted on a personal Web site, the informant 
told him.

 “I mean how stupid can you be?” he said. 
“You posted a picture with your arm around 
him on your Web site. I wanted the statue back, 
so I went after it.”

 Druger went to the apartment of the Web site 
maker and got his cutout back. As promised, 
he also gave $50 to the source. To this day, the 
name of the source has not been revealed. 

*  *  *

 To secure the safety of Druger, he no longer 
attended BioFeast. Instead he was moved to the 
University Bookstore in 1996 under the careful 
eye of Kathleen Bradley, manager of the SU 
Bookstore.

 “He became sort of like a spokesperson for 
the bookstore,” she said. “We post signs and 
announcements on him because everyone sees 
him. We said to let (the Bookstore) take him 
because we have security cameras and so much 
activity that someone would notice if he was 
gone. He’s here for safe keeping.”

 And he has been there ever since, greeting 
every student — old and new — who comes down 
to pick up his or her textbooks.

 Nurlan Temirbulatov, a sophomore pre-med 
major took both of Druger’s biology classes but 
knew of the professor before he stepped into his 
classroom.

 “I saw him in the Bookstore and I thought 
it was funny. It’s a poster of a random guy,” he 
said. “My peer adviser said that I would see 
more of that guy, and I walked down into the 
bookstore and there he was.”

 Even though Druger is on a research leave 
and retirement is in his near future (he has 
been teaching at SU for 45 years), Druger thinks 
that his paper profi le will still be a landmark on 
campus. Everyone knows him and as a result, 
everyone knows Druger.

 “It gets to your head a bit,” Druger said. 
“Everyone recognizes me.”

sdmusat@syr.edu
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“He has sentimental value 
to me. Maybe not a real 
value, but important to me.”

Marvin  Druger
SU BIOLOGY PROFESSOR ON HIS LIFE-SIZE CARDBOARD 

CUTOUT

joey baker | new media editor
MARVIN DRUGER has a personal con-
nection to his life-size cutout after it was 
stolen twice. 
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Big star...
BAD  MOVIE

‘GLITTER’ (2001)
Ah, Mariah Carey. Whilst fi ghting an emotional breakdown and a divorce from 

record executive Tommy Mottola, Carey still managed to star in one of the worst movies 
of all time. Simply put, “Glitter” is a movie starring Mariah Carey, about Mariah Carey 
and for Mariah Carey. She has created her own government. “Glitter” got just about as 
much interest as the Green Party before Al Gore came along. It pulled in a mere $4.2 mil-
lion domestically. Seeing as Carey recently married pop singer Nick Cannon, there just 
might be a sequel to this box-offi ce fl op: prepare for “Glitter 2.”

‘FROM JUSTIN TO KELLY’ (2003)
A sudden surge of teenagers buying cell phones, a reality television series that sweeps 

the nation, a giant ‘fro — the perfect conditions for box offi ce disaster. American Idol’s 
original winner Kelly Clarkson and runner-up Justin Guarini starred in a movie about 
text message love. Raking in less than $5 million at the box offi ce, the fi lm was painful to 
watch for anyone interested in plot, writing technique, directing, even music. Clark-
son managed to overcome this cinema crash with her music, but where is Guarini? 
Well, he played “Keith (The High Roller)” in the movie “Frankie the Squirrel.” 
Enough said. 

‘GIGLI’ (2003)
“The violent story about how a criminal lesbian, a tough-guy hit-man with a heart 

of gold and a retarded man came to be best friends through a hostage.” That’s the plot 
given by the Internet Movie Database. Was it good? No. Did people watch it? 
No. The Jennifer Lopez, Ben Affl eck and Christopher Walken fi lm 
pulled in about $6 million domestically, putting it on the list of 
biggest box-offi ce fl ops. Actors can have a bad day, but direc-
tor Martin Brest went from “Meet Joe Black” and “Scent 
of a Woman” to this?

After Nicolas Cage’s latest fl ick fell fl at, The D.O. looks at other A-list box-offi ce blunders

By Rebekah Jones
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

“B angkok Dangerous,” Nicolas Cage’s latest movie, 
bombed during its opening weekend — earning less 
than $8 million at the box offi ce. 

 The fi lm sees directors Danny Pang and Oxide Pang Chun 
remaking their own 1999 fl ick, with the same plot from their fi rst 
attempt. The second time’s obviously not the charm for the duo. 

Adding Cage to the fi lm didn’t save it from turning into a box 
offi ce blunder. 

 Considering that the fi lm cost over $45 million to make and 
that, just a year ago, Cage was in box offi ce heaven with the 
second installment of the “National Treasure” series, such a 
massive fl op invokes curiosity about great stars that make such 
awesomely bad fi lms. 

rdjone03@syr.edu

‘CATWOMAN’ (2004)
With a cast of Halle Berry, Benjamin Bratt, Sharon Stone and internationally 

renowned director Pitof, “Catwoman” is one of those fi lms that leave one question: why? 
An Oscar award winning actress, a heartthrob and another Oscar nominated and Emmy 
winning actress somehow managed to make one of the worst movies of all time. By 
putting Berry in tight leather and giving her whips, “Catwoman” did give teenage boys 
across the country two-hour eye candy. But unfortunately, it did absolutely nothing else. 
While its box offi ce gross wasn’t as bad as “Glitter,” the movie failed to earn back half of 
its roughly $100 million production cost.
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n a t i o n a l

Huskies’ Locker keeps baseball hopes alive

r e c r u i t i n g  n o t e b o o k

Linebacker Cardwell still not sold on coming to SU next fall
By John Sutton

Staff Writer

It is tough to talk to Raheem Cardwell on a 
school night. He won’t answer his phone if he 
is eating dinner with his family or until he is 
finished doing his homework for the night.

 Once he has finished what he needs to do 
for the night, Cardwell, from DeMatha Catholic 
High School in Hyattsville, Md., can find the 
time to speak about the game he loves to play 

and will look to continue in his college football 
career.

 With that kind of work ethic, it is no sur-
prise that academics played a significant for 
Cardwell when ranking his options for college. 
Cardwell has an interest in oceanography and 
production, which he was told he would be able 
to pursue with a Syracuse education.

 Eventually, Cardwell showed the typical 
traits of a high school senior looking forward to 

time away from home.
 “College is a fun time so I would like to 

have a fun time,” the 6-foot-2, 205-pound line-
backer said. “Even though you should do your 
schoolwork and be primarily focused on your 
schoolwork, I would also like to have fun.”

 Although Scout.com states that Cardwell has 
given a solid verbal commitment to Syracuse, he 
claims that it is now a soft verbal commitment. 
This means that while Syracuse may be at the 
top of his list for prospective colleges, he is still 
open to playing at other schools. Cardwell — a 
two-star recruit on Scout.com — is one of only 
four commits for SU. 

 Cardwell felt that he wanted to leave his 
options open until signing day in February, 
which is not a good sign for Syracuse recruiting 
up to this point. 

 Cardwell admitted that the recent struggles 
of the Syracuse program does play into his 
decision to remain open to other offers he may 
receive from other schools.

 “Everybody likes to be on a winning team, 
and everybody likes to help out the team,” 
Cardwell said. “I am looking to win a national 
championship one day in college, so that plays a 
little part in my decision.”

 Cardwell’s head coach at DeMatha, Bill 
McGregor, said that Cardwell’s best asset can-
not be seen when he is out on the field, but 
rather before a game or on the sidelines with his 
teammates. McGregor feels that his leadership 
is what sets him apart from other players.

 Evidence of this leadership comes from 
Cardwell’s actions off the field. He said that 
every week, he and his fellow linebackers will 
go out to dinner with their families just so 
they’ll remain on the same page as a unit.

 Cardwell believes that these same qualities 
will pass through to college any school he picks.

 “Even when I come in as a freshman next 
year, I still plan on coming in and doing my 
part,” Cardwell said. “I’m still going to talk to 
my team and see what their weaknesses and 
strengths are. That’s how I am going to connect 
with my team.”

 Both Cardwell and McGregor agree that 
another quality that will help Cardwell at the 
next level is his strength. McGregor said that 
a quick glance from an opposing quarterback 
would cause the kind of intimidation that every 
linebacker strives for.

 Heading into his college career, wherever 
it may be, Cardwell knows that he will have 
to improve upon his game. His statistics last 
season — 60 tackles, six sacks and one intercep-
tion — weren’t glamorous, but Cardwell hopes 
his intangibles and further improvement will 
earn him recognition wherever he decides to go.

 “I just think he is going to improve as time 
goes on,” McGregor said. “I think as he gets 
bigger from weightlifting, he is going to get 
stronger, he is going to get faster. I just think he 
will end up being an outstanding college football 
player someday.”

jssutton@syr.edu 

By Didier Morais
Staff Writer

As the reigning 2007 Pac-10 freshman of the 
year, Jake Locker would appear to have a bright 
enough football future ahead of him.

 But when Washington’s sophomore quar-
terback isn’t leading the Huskies’ offensive 
arsenal, he is sharpening his baseball skills 
with the Bellingham Bells, an amateur sum-
mer baseball team in the West Coast Collegiate 
Baseball League. 

 Locker had just completed his first season 
as the Huskies’ starting quarterback when he 
received a phone call and an enticing offer from 
his former high school baseball and current 
Bellingham Bells coach Brandon Newell. 

 “One day he (Newell) called me and just 
asked if I would be interested in playing in the 
summer,” Locker said in a teleconference. “He 
told me it wouldn’t get in the way of my football 
responsibilities. I had my football schedule, and 
I told him the places I needed to be in, what I had 
to do, and I just told him the games I could make 
it to and those I couldn’t.”

 A three-sport athlete in high school, Locker 
received national attention as a standout athlete 
in both football and baseball. In 2005, he led 
Ferndale (Wash.) High School to its first football 
state title. In the spring of 2006, he was named 
the Washington Class 3A Most Valuable Player 
and was selected as a first-team All-State selec-
tion at pitcher and outfielder. 

 During his stint at Ferndale, Locker 
impressed professional baseball scouts, and as 
a result, the Los Angeles Angels took a flier on 
him, picking him in the 40th round of the 2006 
Major League Baseball Draft. 

 After weighing his options, Locker forfeited 
his baseball career to pursue collegiate football 
at Washington. In last season’s opening game at 

the Carrier Dome, Locker flashed his signature 
running ability. He torched Syracuse for 142 
passing yards, 84 rushing yards and two rush-
ing touchdowns. 

But when the opportunity arose to play ama-
teur baseball during the summer, Locker realized 
it was an excellent chance to resurrect his baseball 
past and compete in another athletic endeavor.

 Before accepting the invitation to join the 
Bells, Locker sat down with head coach Tyrone 
Willingham to express his intentions and obtain 
his blessing. Willingham, a former three-sport 
athlete at Michigan State, wholly supported 
Locker’s decision to expand his athletic horizon.

 “I’ve always said the one thing about foot-
ball players is they don’t have the opportunity to 
compete enough,” Willingham said in a telecon-
ference. “If you notice most of the other sports 
play 50-65 games a year, but football players only 
play 14 or 15, so having the opportunity for him 
(Locker) to add another 40-50 opportunities to 
compete, gives him a chance to enjoy the compe-
tition and hone his field.”

 That competitive spirit might have worked 
against Locker, this past Saturday.

 He spearheaded a furious Washington rally 
against No. 15 BYU, scoring a touchdown with 
two seconds left that left the Huskies an extra 
point away from tying the contest. But Locker was 
penalized 15 yards for an excessive touchdown cel-
ebration, and the ensuing extra point was blocked, 
relegating Washington to a 28-27 loss.

 During the summer, the Huskies and the 
Bells agreed to limit Locker to outfield and 
designated hitter duties throughout the season. 
Both parties made the decision in order to 
reduce the chances of a shoulder injury for the 
star quarterback. 

  With all the particulars handled, Locker 
officially joined the Bells, and embarked on 

his eventful off-season. As soon as he joined 
the team, Newell instantly noticed that his 
competitive attitude provided the dugout with 
an emotional jolt. 

 “The thing about Jake is that he is an ultra-
competitive kid,” Newell said. “Whether he’s 
competing at baseball or football, he competes. 
What he did for us was that he raised the level of 
play by everyone he was around. He brought a 
great level of energy to the dugout every time we 
took the field.”

 In 10 games with the Bells, Locker batted a 
respectable .273, with one home run, three RBIs 
and a .424 slugging percentage. Despite the hectic 
schedule, Locker admitted that he usually bal-
anced both teams’ schedules without conflict.

 “It basically worked out,” Locker said. “I 
would be down in Seattle during the week with 
the football team, and then on the weekend I 
would go play baseball.”

  So far this season, Locker has continued 
to play at the high level he competed at for the 
Huskies last year. In two games, he has been a 
dual threat, throwing for 307 yards with two 
touchdowns and no interceptions, while running 
for 119 yards and two touchdowns on 34 carries. 

 Even so, Newell knows the door is open for 
Locker’s return to baseball and believes Locker 
has pro potential if he decides to switch career 
paths.

 “He’s an extremely talented athlete in gen-
eral,” Newell said. “You let him play centerfield, 
and he just outruns baseballs. If he were ever 
to focus on baseball, I know he would be a very, 
very high draft pick in the Major League Base-
ball draft.”

From nothing to something
 Before the season began, there were no 

substantial expectations for the East Carolina 

football program. But after stunning then-No. 17 
Virginia Tech, 27-22, in week one and then-No. 
8 West Virginia, 24-3, in week two, the Pirates 
earned a No. 14 ranking in the Associated Press 
poll, the highest for the program since 1992. 

 With head coach Skip Holtz guiding the way, 
the Pirates will seek to continue its climb up 
the poll charts with a third consecutive victory 
against Tulane this weekend.

dsmorais@syr.edu

washington athletic communications
jake Locker has thrown for 307 yards 
and rushed for 119 in two games this year.
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marily because of the lack of depth in the 
secondary. While the offense should be able to 
successfully plug in a combination of true fresh-
men Marcus Sales and Van Chew and redshirt 
freshman Chaz Cervino in the third receiver 
slot Williams held, Browning would not say who 
would take more snaps this week in Williams’ 
place. 

 On the defense, Williams will have the 
opportunity to make a difference immediately. 
As a junior, Williams played in all 12 games, 
tallying 16 total tackles and an interception. The 
Orange’s other option at free safety this week 
was Paul Chiara, a converted tailback.

 “When he moved to the offense, he was 
doing it for the team, but his heart is in the 
defense,” Merkerson said. “He’s happy to come 
back because defense is his first love.”

Tight ends on target
 Mitch Browning didn’t plan to include his 

tight ends in the offense more against Akron 
last Saturday. It just worked out that way.

 Syracuse tight ends Mike Owen and Nick 
Provo combined to make six catches for 74 yards 
and three touchdowns against Zips. No Orange 
tight end caught a pass in the opener. 

 “It’s something that has always been part of 
our package, and it’ll be part of our package,” 
Browning said.

 Browning said Akron’s defense allowed Owen 
and Provo to create space. On Owen’s first of two 
touchdown catches, Cameron Dantley checked 
down at the line of scrimmage after reading the 
Zips’ defense to make Owen his first read. Owen 
was wide open for the score.

 “If you have a threat at tight end, it opens 
up for the receivers and tailbacks,” Owen said. 
“Now we can stretch the field, and now the safe-
ties can’t cheat on the receivers.”

jediamon@syr.edu
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 12th,11am @ SU Abroad

London College of Fashion has an international 
reputation for fashion education.  Learn how 
you can spend a semester alongside other 
international and British students studying    
Fashion Design.  

you can study at

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3471

NoTebook
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

ben addonizio | photo editor
bruce williams will play at free safety against Penn State this Saturday. The change 
was made in response to starter Randy McKinnon getting injured against Akron.

By Zach Zagger
STAff WRiTeR

Nana Sang-Bender was not thinking of the 
long-term implications of what it would be like 
to leave her friends, family and everything and 
everyone she had ever known. 

 She was leaving her native country of the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo to continue 
her education. 

  It was not that she was forced to leave in 
a hurry or did not think about the struggle 
ahead. It’s just hard for a 15-year-old girl to 
comprehend the reality of the journey she was 
about to undertake.

 Brought to the United States by her uncle, 
who was a Syracuse University professor at the 
time, Sang-Bender could barely speak English.  

 “It was a big transition,” Sang-Bender said, 
“leaving everyone behind — siblings, friends 
and family — but I had my uncle to help me.”

 She arrived in New York the July before 
her freshman year at Nottingham High School 
in Syracuse, leaving her only two months to 
learn English. Guided by her uncle and a sum-
mer English as a Second Language course, she 
was able to start school but running was not 
even on her radar.

 “It was different,” Sang-Bender said, 
“because when you go to class everyone was 
speaking English and had been speaking it for 
their whole lives.”

 Now Sang-Bender is a star runner for the 
Syracuse cross country and track and field 
teams, having earned cross country All-Big 
East honors two years in a row. The cross 
country team has its second meet of the season 
this Saturday in University Park, Pa., at the 
Harry Groves Spiked Shoe Invitational.

 Sang-Bender did not come to America to 
run though, and it was not until after learning 
English and transferring schools did she even 
consider joining the cross country team.

 She was enrolled in Nottingham’s ESL 
program for two years, before transferring to 
Onondaga High School, which was closer to 
where she lived. But at her new school there 
were not many international students like 
at Nottingham, and she struggled to make 
friends. She determined that in order to meet 
people, she would have to join an extra-curric-
ular activity. She was ready to join the dance 
team when she had second thoughts.

 “I couldn’t see myself with the dance team 
people,” she said. “I joined the cross country 
team junior year, and right then, I knew that’s 
what I was going to do.”

 With only two years of running, Sang-
Bender did not have the experience that many 
runners coming out of high school had. Still, 
she was able to make the SU team. 

 “Really her credentials out of high school 
were OK,” said Syracuse head coach Chris Fox. 
“But she is probably the most improved player 

on the team.  Really with her credentials you 
would expect her to be just an OK college run-
ner, not All-Big East.”

 Despite her lack of experience, Sang-Bender 
helped the Orange cross country team to a pro-
gram-best fourth place performance at the con-
ference championship last season. And in track, 
she is the school-record holder in the indoor one-
mile run (4:50.98), and the outdoor 1500-meter 
run (4:26.56) and 5000-meter run (16:52.61).  

 “We have some sweet girls, and we have 
some tough girls,” coach Fox said, “She’s defi-
nitely one of the tough ones.”

 Even after joining the cross country team 
in high school Sang-Bender did not find it 
easy to make friends. Though she could speak 
English well by that point, she still had a heavy 
accent that stood in her way. But her newfound 
love of running and a desire to make friends 
kept her going, and eventually she found suc-
cess in both realms.

 “I thought that in life if you love something, 
don’t stop,” Sang-Bender said, “so I was willing 
to do anything it took to do it.”

 Her toughness comes not from her experi-
ence in running, but from leaving her family 
and moving to a country where she did not know 
the language. She looks back on those times and 
remembers how naïve and lost she truly was.

 “I tried to read what I wrote when I was in 
ninth grade,” Sang-Bender said. “But I could 
not understand it, and I cannot remember 
what I was trying to write. It is in English, but I 
just do not understand it.”

 This year Sang-Bender was one of 35 
Syracuse students awarded a prestigious 
Remembrance Scholar, recognizing how far 
she has come from the 15-year-old who came to 
America with her uncle. 

 “Wherever life takes me is where I am 
going to go,” she said.

zvzagger@syr.edu

RockytRail

season Outlook: With a veteran roster 
returning, including All-Big east perform-
ers Nana Sang-Bender, Jeff Scull and Dan 
Busby, expectations are extremely high 
for the Orange. “This year we want to be 
top three in the Big east, hopefully, and 
we want to go to nationals,” head coach 
Chris fox said. The arrival of an exciting 
recruiting class should help the team to 
do just that. The group of newcomers will 
solidify the depth on both sides and per-
haps keep legs fresh for the key meets at 
the end of the season.

olympic season preview PART 4 Of 5

Nana Sang-Bender used cross country to adjust to life in America
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daily orange file photo
ted gregory stuffs Penn State tailback Blair Thomas for a loss during during SU’s 
48-21 win over the Nittany Lions, Syracuse’s largest marign of victory over PSU.

By Matt Gelb
STaff WriTer

If it weren’t for Joe Paterno’s recommendation, 
Paul Pasqualoni may have never spent 14 years 
as Syracuse head coach.

 In 1987, then-SU head coach Dick MacPher-
son called Paterno to ask him about Pasqualoni, 
who played for Paterno at Penn State and later 
served as an assistant on his staff. And as much 
as it hurt to cross the rivalry lines, MacPherson 
wanted to hire him.

 Paterno recounted the phone conversation 
during his weekly teleconference with the 
media this week:

 “(MacPherson) called me up and said, ‘What 
do you know about this guy Pasqualoni?’” Pater-
no said. “If you know Dick, he’s not a guy that 
minces words. 

 “Paul had played for us and been a (graduate 
assistant). So I said, ‘What do you want to know 
about him?’

 “He said, ‘I’m thinking about hiring him as 
my linebackers coach. God almighty! Do you 
know how tough it is for me to want to hire a guy 
that went to Penn State?’ 

 “I said, ‘Why in God’s name did you call me, 
MacPherson? If you can get him, get him.’ 

 “So we played them that year, I went down 
on the field before the game and I said, ‘How’s 
my boy Pasqualoni doing?’

 “He said, ‘Boy, he’s something. I’m glad you 
didn’t talk me out of him.’”

 Pasqualoni, of course, succeeded MacPher-
son as Syracuse head coach when MacPher-
son became head coach of the New England 
Patriots in 1991. Pasqualoni never coached 
against Paterno at Syracuse, but finished as the 
second-winningest coach in school history with 
a 107-59-1 record before he was fired in 2004. 
Pasqualoni is now the defensive coordinator for 
the Miami Dolphins. 

 During the rivalry, MacPherson and Pater-
no despised one another on the field, but both 
say now they had a great relationship.

 “I’ve always been very fond of Dick,” Paterno 
said.

 “You can’t say anything bad about Joe 
Paterno as a coach because he’s done so much,” 
MacPherson said. “I think it’s fantastic that 
they’re coming in because he firmly believes the 
people we had should be together.”

 MacPherson remembered an exchange he 

had with Pasqualoni, during his first season as 
linebackers coach, when SU won big.

 “There were six minutes to go in the third 
quarter. I said to Paul Pasqualoni, who played 
for Joe, ‘Could you ever believe you’d be coach-
ing on the other side and be ahead of Penn State, 
41-0?’” MacPherson said. “I mean, everybody on 
our team was shocked. So you can imagine how 
much Penn State was shocked.”

magelb@syr.edu

RivalRy 
by the 
numbeRs

0
Total points scored 
by both teams in the 
first game, a score-
less tie in 1922.

16
Penn State’s lon-
gest winning streak 
over Syracuse 
(1971-1986)

5
Syracuse’s longest 
winning streak in 
the series (1931-35)

2
SU’s margin of 
victory over Penn 
State in 1959, the 
closest game the 
national champs 
played that season

68
Games the two 
schools played in 
69 years, stopping 
only for World War 
ii in 1943

21-4
Joe Paterno’s life-
time record against 
Syracuse

daily orange file photo
syracuse will renew its rivalry with Penn State this Saturday at the Carrier Dome after a 17-year hiatus. 
Penn State leads the series, 40-23-5, which ended due to each team’s conference change.

daily orange file photo
dick macpherson “never gave up dreaming” that SU would play Penn State again. 
He went 2-8 against the Nittany Lions as head coach of Syracuse.

Paterno led 
Syracuse to 
Pasqualoni
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Penn state
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

daily orange file photo 
joe paterno has coached at PSU since 1966 and is 21-4 lifetime against Syracuse. 

daily orange file photo
don mcpherson scrambles for yardage during Penn State’s 42-3 thumping of 
Syracuse in 1986. McPherson played quarterback for SU from 1985-87.

burgh, West Virginia, Boston College. It’s no 
surprise the Nittany Lions remain a force under 
the guise of the 81-year-old Paterno. Syracuse, 
meanwhile, is experiencing perhaps the worst 
stretch in its 119-year football history.

 This is one game, a blip on the non-confer-
ence schedule for mighty Penn State; a day to 
celebrate the past for beleaguered Syracuse.

 This is not how it always was.

the bitter ending
 When it ended, there was anger, remorse and 

confusion. Penn State defeated Syracuse, 27-21, 
at Beaver Stadium on Oct. 13, 1990. (“We should 
have won and didn’t,” MacPherson still says.)

 With the win, Penn State finished with a 
40-23-5 advantage in the series.

 In the days leading up to the final game, 
Paterno and Crouthamel blamed one another 
for the series’ demise.

 They still do.
 “My professional relationships with Penn 

State, i.e. Joe Paterno, were not cordial,” 
Crouthamel, now retired, said last week by 
telephone.

 “Joe was trying to create his own league 
with several other schools that ended up in the 
Big East — Pitt, Boston College and Rutgers,” 
Crouthamel said. “We were going to form this 
conference where we share all of the money, 
except in football. Paterno was going to keep all 
of the football money, and we would share our 
basketball money.”

 Paterno, who in 1990 served as both football 
coach and athletic director at Penn State, spoke 
at length about his efforts to form an all-sports 
conference with Eastern schools and called the 
failure one of his greatest disappointments.

 “I wanted us to have an Eastern confer-
ence,” Paterno said in a teleconference call this 
week. “Syracuse and a couple other people were 
all wrapped up in Big East basketball. I thought 
I had almost pulled it off, but Pitt backed out.”

 MacPherson said he thought Penn State 
should have been a member of the Big East. So, 
too, did Crouthamel.

 “I was very disappointed that we didn’t 
invite Penn State to join the Big East confer-
ence,” Crouthamel said. “That was not my deci-
sion. That was the decision of the basketball 
(only) schools. They were a little scared of Penn 
State, the power of Penn State. They couldn’t see 
themselves in the same room with Joe Paterno. 
I think that was a big mistake. There was a lot of 
short sightedness in the room.”

Humble start
 When it began, Syracuse dominated the 

series. They played the games at Archbold Sta-
dium, the replica Roman Coliseum that stood 
where the Dome now resides; and at Beaver 
Field, a tiny venue on the other side of Penn 
State’s campus that was dismantled and moved 
to form Beaver Stadium in 1960. 

 The first game, played at the Polo Grounds 
in Manhattan on Oct. 22, 1922, was a 0-0 tie. 
Syracuse’s quarterback was Roy Simmons Sr., 
the legendary lacrosse coach.

 Syracuse was 10-4-4 in the first two decades 
of the matchup. In the first 10 meetings, Syra-
cuse outscored Penn State, 60-29. But in the 
1940s, Penn State was 8-0-1.

 At the time, Syracuse considered its chief 
opponent to be Colgate. But the rivalry with 
Penn State rose to prominence when Schwartz-
walder was hired in 1949. 

 Schwartzwalder was brought in to beat 
Colgate, a team Syracuse hadn’t defeated in 13 
straight attempts from 1925-1937. But after the 
Orangemen topped Colgate, 9-0, in 1951, Syracuse 
would never lose another game to Colgate again.

 Enter Penn State. 
 “(Penn State) was our No. 1 rival to start 

with, always was,” said Ger Schwedes, a tailback 
on the 1959 national championship team. “As 
were No. 1 rivals, the coaching staffs. Schwartz-
walder wanted to beat the head coach more than 
he wanted to beat the team.”

a rivalry at its height
 When Schwartzwalder faced Rip Engle, the 

man who coached Joe Paterno at Brown and 
preceded Paterno as head coach at Penn State, 
the series had all the necessary ingredients.

  The two schools split all 20 games, 10 wins 
apiece, during the 1950s and ’60s.

 “It became a rivalry up here because it was 
a hate thing,” MacPherson said. “Ben couldn’t 
hate West Virginia because that’s where he 
went to school himself. Penn State went from 
(competing) with these people to dominating 
them. Ben didn’t like that.”

 The closest game that the undefeated 1959 
championship team played was against Penn 
State. Both teams entered the game undefeated 
at 7-0. Both teams dreamed of a national title. 
Syracuse took a 20-6 lead, behind touchdowns by 
Ernie Davis, Schwedes and Arthur Baker. But 
Penn State blocked a punt for a touchdown, then 
Roger Kochman ran a kickoff back 94-yards for 
the Nittany Lions. (“I missed him twice. Great 
tackling,” Schwedes said.) Penn State trailed by 
two, 20-18.

 On the ensuing kickoff, the Nittany Lions 
kicked it to the dangerous Davis instead of 
Schwedes.

 “They always kicked it to me,” Schwedes 
said. “But (Davis) caught the ball and stepped 
out of bounds on the 7-yard line.”

 Syracuse had 93 yards to go and more than 

seven minutes on the clock to waste. What fol-
lowed was one of the greatest drives in Syracuse 
history.

 “We kept the ball on the ground and killed 
seven and a half minutes,” Schwedes said. “And 
we were ready to score with about 20 seconds to 
go, and Schwartzwalder called in the play. He 
said, ‘Don’t score.’ He didn’t want to rub it in.”

 “I thought we would have beaten them,” said 
Paterno, who then was an assistant on Engle’s 
staff. “…That was a big-time game.”

 The Orangemen were ranked No. 1 in the 
nation after the victory. And the rivalry with 
Penn State was cemented forever, even as 
Schwartzwalder momentarily put his hatred for 
Engle aside.

 He was later repaid for that.
 “What people don’t know is when Ben retired 

in 1974, we had a dinner at the Hotel Syracuse,” 
Schwedes said. “One of the first to come was Rip 
Engle.”

Bringing it back
 When Sue Paterno knew Penn State would 

play at Syracuse this year, she was relieved.  
 “I had a mental block about going back up 

there for a while,” she said recently by phone. 
“And now I’m glad to go back because I’ve never 
seen the Dome.”

 The last time the coach’s wife made the trip 
to Syracuse to watch Penn State was 1973. In 
1975, she was in the hospital with back surgery. 
And in 1977, while she was driving up for the 
game, she received word that her son, David, 
was seriously injured in a trampoline accident. 
Joe and Sue turned around, skipped the game, 
and went home to be with David, who spent four 
days in a coma, but fully recovered.

 Now, she has another chance. Of course, the 
circumstances of the game are vastly different 
than before. During the pinnacle of the rivalry, 
Sue Paterno was one of the legendary prank-

sters, who in 1966, dumped orange paint on the 
famous Lion Shrine statue on Penn State’s cam-
pus before the annual game against Syracuse. 
She wanted to excite the home faithful, which 
she thought were lacking in spirit.

 It did spark the fans, however, not the ones 
she intended. After the paint was washed off, 
Syracuse fans doused the lion in orange again 
a few days later. Now, on the night before every 
Homecoming game at Penn State, the school 
holds the guarding of the Lion Shrine cer-
emony.

 “I just wanted people to get off their der-
rieres and cheer,” she said. “It worked.”

 That sort of enthusiasm could be difficult 
to find now. The programs are at two opposite 
ends of the spectrum. The fans will be overcome 
with memories, but the current players were too 
young to remember even the final days of the 
rivalry.

 SU head coach Greg Robinson said this is a 
game that needs to be played.

 “If you’re going to Syracuse, you want to 
play against Penn State,” Robinson said. “A 
number of our players have come to Syracuse 
because they’re going to get the chance to play 
against Penn State.”

 Paterno made no commitments, but said 
he’d like to extend the current two-game series 
beyond next season. For that to happen, though, 
it would probably require Syracuse to surrender 
home games in any kind of deal.

 And that, for now, will impede the true 
revival of this once-great rivalry.

 MacPherson said he wouldn’t deliver any 
history lessons to the team this week. (“It’s 
names of the past,” he said.) The old coach is just 
thankful for Saturday’s game.

 “I never gave up dreaming that they’re 
going to be back together,” MacPherson said, 
“and here we are, thank God.”

magelb@syr.edu
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BOOM «BABIES

RUMMAGE SALE

Sat Sept 13 - Sun Sept 21

Formal Dresses « Tons of Jewelry
Winter & Spring Clothes « Coats

GREAT STUFF DIRT CHEAP!

Westcott St off Euclid
11-7 everyday

Help Wanted
PART-TIME JOB: Cashier/Stock Person. Lombardi’s 
Imports. Apply in person. 534 Butternut Street, Syra-
cuse 472-5900

Be a part of the team! Syracuse Crunch 
Hockey Club seeking game night staff. 
For more information contact Steph at 
ssauda@syracusecrunch.com or 473-4444 
x30

Would you enjoy performing in front 
of 6,000 fans? Don’t miss this year’s 
SYRACUSE CRUNCH ICE GIRLS try 
outs Sunday, September 21st. For more 
information contact Karen at 473-4444 x20 
or ksimbari@syracusecrunch.com. 
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Harry’s Bar and ZJ’s Pizza

present

THE NFL TICKET IN HD EVERY SUNDAY!!
700 South Crouse Ave 

(315)422-2123 
We Deliver!

3 Bedroom apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

203 Comstock Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

4 Bedroom Houses
and apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Rent from the landlord The Daily 
Orange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

Call Ben for one to eight bedroom houses 
and apartments. Furnished, laundry. Liv-
ingston, Euclid, Sumner and Ackerman.

 
315-420-6937 

or email at 
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Help Wanted: 
daily Orange It Manager

We are hiring a new computer specialist/IT 
Manager to look after the office environ-
ment, including Windows and Linux serv-
ers, Windows XP and Mac OSX worksta-
tions, network and websites.  

You must have basic computer repairs 
skills (hardware and software), experience 
with a server (however brief). 
Direct questions and inquires to it@daily-
orange.com. Send cover letter and resume 
today (work study preferred).

paRt-tIMe WORK 
$14.25 Base-appt. 
· Flexible schedules

· Customer sales/service 
· No experience necessary 

· All majors welcome 
· conditions apply, all ages 18+ 

Call 434-9553 

We will be on campus accepting ap-
plications in the Schine Student Center 

from 10-2 on the following dates: 
Mon 8/25, Mon 9/8, Mon 9/22, Mon 10/6 

Mon 10/27, Mon 11/17, Mon 12/1

4 2
8 5 7
9 4 1

6 5 2 8

3 4 7 1
6 7 4

7 8 6
8 2

hard sudoku!
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 the ContaCt info

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. Place by 
fax at 315/443.3689, online at www.dailyor-
ange.com, by phone at 315/443.2869 or in 
person at 744 ostrom ave. Cash, checks and 
all major credit cards are accepted. 

ApArtments for rent

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 avondale Pl.
812 ostrom ave.
319 euclid ave.
415 euclid ave.

1202 harrison St.
329 Comstock ave.

510 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, Laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 
5 bedrooms, close to campus.  furnished.  
Sunporches.  off-street parking.  Laundry.  
Microwave.  Dishwasher.  hardwood floors.  
available June 2009. 447-8430

furnished 2-8 Bedroom apts/ houses.
Livingston,Sumner, Claredon, ackerman. 
469-6665

Apartments/Houses
2009-2010

one through eight bedrooms, com-
pletely furnished, parking, laundry, dish-

washer, fireplace, near University on 
ostrom, euclid, sumner, and Ackerman.
responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon

student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of ostrom and Clarendon across from Do 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

1 Bedroom  Apartments
309 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

917 ackerman ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University ave.
145 avondale Pl.

1011 e. adams St.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, Laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut ave.
1202 harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 Livingston ave.
415 euclid ave

215 Comstock ave 

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, Laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 euclid
600 euclid ave
614 euclid ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 ackerman ave

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, Laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

rent YoUr oWn Home
2009-2010 
sAVe-sAVe-sAVe
3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 Bedrooms 
Close to Campus 
furnished, Spacious, fireplaces, 
Parking 
Call 315 476-9933
nJtmGtCorp@AoL.Com

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality Campus area apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 
478-7548

       collegehome.com

Large furnished houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

ApArtment sALe eVent - Saturday 
9/13 onLY - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
eclectic collection of furniture, pictures, 
books, old LP’s.
Many unusual artistic items. huge assort-
ment of rubber stamps.
also 60” t.V. Make offers. 1214 West on-
ondaga Street - 2nd floor
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By Matt Gelb
STAFF WRITER

W hen it was all but over, 
Dick MacPherson sent for 
Ben Schwartzwalder, who 

watched from his seat in the Carrier 
Dome press box.

 Syracuse led the defending national 
champions Penn State, 41-0, in the third 
quarter. It was 1987, and the Orange-
men were about to secure the school’s 
most important victory since the days 
of Schwartzwalder, who guided Syra-
cuse to its only national title in 1959.

 MacPherson, the coach of the 1987 
Orangemen, planned a celebration 
for the ages. When the fi nal whistle 
sounded and Syracuse was victori-
ous, 48-21, it snapped a 16-game losing 

streak to hated Penn State.
 “I always told him,” MacPherson 

said, “‘If we ever get them, Ben, you 
gotta come down. You deserve it.’”

 The players carried the 78-year-
old former coach on their shoulders, 
across the sidelines, to shake hands 
with Joe Paterno. 

 “(Schwartzwalder) said there will 
never be another present like that for 
him in his life,” MacPherson said.

 MacPherson remembers that day 
with precision, even now. His voice 
quivers when he talks about the jubi-
lation of fi nally beating Penn State, 
Syracuse’s greatest rival.

 But after 68 meetings in 69 sea-
sons beginning in 1922, Syracuse and 
Penn State haven’t played since 1990. 

(There was no game in 1943. Syracuse 
canceled football because of World 
War II.) Penn State left Eastern foot-
ball for the Big Ten. Syracuse moved 
into the Big East. Paterno and for-
mer Syracuse athletic director Jake 
Crouthamel squabbled publicly about 

who was more selfi sh.
 The rivalry was dead.
 On Saturday, the two schools will 

meet on the Dome turf. The rivalry 
is still dead. Penn State doesn’t play 
the Eastern foes it once did — Pitts-

T H U R S D AY
september 11, 2008

Syracuse-Penn State was once one of the nation’s biggest rivalries

f o o t b a l l

Williams 
returns 
to safety

SEE NOTEBOOK PAGE 15SEE PENN STATE PAGE 17

By Jared Diamond
STAFF WRITER

Da’Mon Merkerson entered the 
weekly defensive back meeting 
Tuesday afternoon to a pleasant 
surprise. There was Bruce Wil-
liams, anxious to start dissecting 
Penn State’s explosive offense, 
almost as if he had never left the 
Syracuse secondary.

 The Orange coaching staff 
has decided to 
move Williams 
back from wide 
receiver to free 
safety, where 
he has played 
the last two sea-
sons. SU head 
coach Greg 

Robinson converted Williams to a 
wideout midway through summer 
camp to help bolster an inexperi-
enced receiving corps.

 Two weeks into the season, 
though, it appears the defense is in 
need of his services even more.

 Syracuse is coming off a dread-
ful outing Saturday, in which it 
allowed 42 points to Akron. SU lost 
free safety Randy McKinnon and 
cornerback Nico Scott, both start-
ers, to injuries in that game. 

 Instead of fi lling the holes with 
young players within the defense, 
the Orange is turning to Williams, 
a team captain, to provide leader-
ship to a unit desperately search-
ing for some help.

 Williams will have his fi rst 
chance back in his old position Sat-
urday, when Syracuse welcomes 
the No. 17 Nittany Lions to the 
Carrier Dome at 3:30 p.m.

 “He’s out there shouting, 
screaming, and we’re like, ‘Oh 
wow, Bruce is back!’” said Merk-
erson, a sophomore cornerback. 
“You just hear him telling you, 
talking to you, asking you what 
you’re doing. He’s really taken 
on the role of captain on our 
defense.”

 Williams and Robinson were 
not available for comment.

 Syracuse offensive coordinator 
Mitch Browning said it was Robin-
son’s decision to move Williams, 
and he and Robinson quickly dis-
cussed the issue, “but very little.” 

 Browning also said he suspects 
Robinson ultimately chose to put 
Williams back on the defense pri-

daily orange file photos
TOMMY KANE (shown right) makes one of the most famous catches in Sryacuse history during the Orangemen’s 48-21 rout of Penn State 
in 1987. Syracuse and Penn State had one of college football’s most heated rivalries, playing 68 times in a 69-year span starting in 1922.

THE RIVALS
Penn State is Syracuse’s most familiar opponent since the school 
began playing football in 1889. 

OPPONENT GAMES RECORD LAST MEETING 
Penn State 68 23-40-5 1990 
Colgate 65 29-31-5 1987 
Pittsburgh 63 30-30-3 2007 
West Virginia 55 30-25-0 2007 
Boston College 45 28-17-0 2004 
Rutgers 38 28-9-1 2007

SP ORT S
THE EXPRESS
Part 3 of 3 in a series 
previewing the 
premiere weekend 

A RIVARLY RENEWED

WILLIAMS



PENN 
STATE AT 
SYRACUSE
3:30 p.m.
ABC

PREGAME 
GRAPHICS 
& ROSTER
All the facts and 
fi gures you need 
to know for Satur-
day’s game.
PAGE 8-9

SIZING UP 
PENN STATE
The Nittany 
Lions’ offense has 
been unstoppable 
the fi rst two 
weeks of the 
season.
PAGE 4

STRONG 
ARMED
Cameron Dantley 
improves feet, 
takes over at 
quarterback. Will 
it make a differ-
ence against the 
Nittany Lions?
PAGE 3

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2008

‘THE EXPRESS’ EDITION

Syracuse halfback Ernie Davis 
received the greatest tribute of his 
fabulous collegiate football career 
Monday when he was named the win-
ner of the Heisman Memorial Trophy 
for 1961.

Davis becomes the fi rst Syracusan, 
and also the fi rst African-American, 
to capture the award. The Heisman 
Trophy is given annually to the col-
lege athlete considered the number 
one football player in the United 
States

The “Elmira Express,” an All-
American last year and a cinch to 
repeat this season, won the Heisman 
award in voting by 840 sports writ-
ers and sportscasters throughout the 
country. The 6-2, 210-lb. halfback was 
named fi rst on 179 ballots, second on 
103, and third on 81 for a total of 824 
points. 

FERGUSON RUNNER-UP
Fullback Bob Ferguson of Ohio 

State, polling 771 points, was runner-
up to the fl eet Hill halfback. Texas 
star Jim Saxton was third with 551 
points, quarterback Sandy Stephens 
of Minnesota took fourth with 543, 
and quarterback Pat Trammell of 
Alabama was fi fth with 363. 

The Heisman award, fi rst given in 
1935, is sponsored by the Downtown 
Athletic Club of New York City. Davis 
will receive the large, bronze trophy 
at a dinner at the club on Dec. 6. 

When he was told of his selection 
for the honor, Davis’ fi rst comment 
was “Don’t ask me how I feel right 
now, because I honestly don’t know.” 
Later he added, “It’s certainly a day 
for me to remember.”

PRAISE FROM BEN 
Earlier in the week Orange coach 

Ben Scwartzwalder had stated that 
he felt Davis should win the Heis-
man Trophy. “We don’t think we’re 
prejudiced when we say that Ernie is 
the best back in the country,” said the 
Hill mentor, “and he gets better every 
week.”

Editor’s note: This is a condensed 
version of the story that ran in 

The Daily Orange on November 29, 1961. 

ON THE
INSIDE

Friday........................ Hi 74, Lo 64
Saturday.................... Hi 75, Lo 66

AFTERNOON SHOWERS

Sixteen pages—FreeVol. 106, No. 14

The world premiere of 
“The Express”

7:30 p.m. 
Landmark Theatre

Weather Tonight
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Buckeyes get ready 
to visit Trojans
 
SIt’s being called the “Collision in 
the Coliseum.” No.5 Ohio State 
travels to No.1 Southern Cal for a 
matchup with title implications. 
The main concern for the Buckeyes 
is whether starting tailback Chris 
“Beanie” Wells will play. Head 
coach Jim Tressel said on Thursday 
that Wells is doubtful for Saturday’s 
battle against the Trojans, but will 
be a game time decision. 

Storm affecting football 
scheduling 
Hurricane Ike is affecting 
Saturday’s college football 
schedule. Texas officials decided 
to postpone the No. 8 Longhorns 
game against Arkansas until Sept. 
27. The main concern is 90,000 
fans filling Darrell K. Royal/Texas 
Memorial Stadium as evacuees 
simultaneously leave the area due 
to the storm. The Oklahoma St.-
Missouri St., Stanford-TCU, Air 
Force-Houston and Washington-
Baylor games all changed start 
times due to the hurricane.   

Bearcats’ quarterback 
troubles continue
 
Cincinnati’s quarterback troubles 
continue as Dustin Grutza had 
surgery on his broken right leg 
Wednesday. The senior quarterback 

took over for Ben Mauk, who was 
seeking another year of eligibility 
from the NCAA, but lost his appeal. 
The Bearcats will now turn to Tony 
Pike. The junior played in five games 
last year, going 11-for-20 for 91 yards 
and 3 interceptions. Cincinnati is cur-
rently 1-1 on the season. 

Notre Dame set 
to honor Holtz
 
While Syracuse honors Ernie Davis 
in the Carrier Dome, Notre Dame 
will be honoring former coach Lou 
Holtz. The Irish will unveil a statue 
depicting Holtz calling a play with 
two players beside him. The statue 
also honors the 1988 National 
Championship team. About 70 
members from the team will be in 
South Bend, Ind., for the ceremony. 
Holtz, a college football Hall of 
Fame member, compiled a record 
of 100-32-2 in 11 seasons with the 
Irish. Notre Dame hosts Michigan 
this weekend.

Legal woes keep Virginia 
quarterback home
Virginia starting quarterback Peter 
Lalich will not travel with the team 
to Connecticut Saturday so that he 
can concentrate on legal issues. 
The 20-year-old Lalich was arrested 
for underage drinking on July 13, 
but was given deferred judgment. 
The Cavaliers are 1-1 in their first 
two games this season, both of 
which were started by Lalich.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation
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The fallout continues... 
It might be unfair to say that Greg Robinson is starting to 
crack under the scrutiny following Saturday’s loss to Akron. 
But he certainly is displaying a few moments of weakness.

On Sunday, Robinson admitted he hears the criti-
cism from the fans, saying that “If I spent a lot of time 
dwelling on it, it’s terrible.” Not very G-Rob like.

On Monday, Robinson delivered another interesting 
quote during the weekly Big East coaches teleconfer-
ence. When asked where he envisioned the Orange pro-
gram to be at this point during his tenure, Robinson said:

“I think it’s pretty obvious that I’d like to have won more football 
games up until this point. I really didn’t have that much knowledge 
about where the program stood at that time when I took over.”

— John Clayton, sports editor

SPort S  BLoG
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It’s official: SU to play 
Memphis 
 For only the second time 
in Jim Boeheim’s 32-year 
career, Syracuse was rendered 
to the NIT in back-to-back sea-
sons the past two years.
And the overriding criticism 
has been SU’s questionable 
non-conference schedule. 
After picking up a handful of 
lower-level opponents over the 
past couple weeks, Syracuse 
juiced up its schedule in a big 
way Monday.
 The Orange will play at 
Memphis on Dec. 20 at 6 p.m. 
- a showdown that will broad-
cast on ESPN. John Calipari’s 
Tigers were a sneeze away 
from hoisting the champion-
ship trophy last season, losing 
to Kansas in overtime, after 
a handful of brutal misses at 
the charity stripe and a clutch 
Mario Chalmers 3-pointer. 
While the Tigers did lose a 
chunk of its core - Derrick Rose 
(first overall pick to Chicago), 
Chris Douglas-Roberts and 
Joey Dorsey all flocked to the 
pros - they do return seniors 
Antonio Anderson (8.6 ppg, 
3.4 apg) and Robert Dozier (9.2 
ppg, 6.8 rpg). 

— Tyler Dunne, 

asst. sports editor
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Robinson reacts to 
Akron 
 Greg Robinosn had a 
decidedly somber air about 
him. At his Sunday press con-
fereence. Like 24 hours had 
done little to soften the blow 
of a home loss to Akron. He 
spoke slowly and softly during 
most of his address.
 Robinson showed a bit of 
his human side. For once, he 
wasn’t the unflappable, eternal 
optimist. He talked about how 
he hadn’t slept much since the 
contest, and even admitted 
he can’t help but notice the 
amount of Orange supporters 
calling for his head. “If I spent 
a lot of time dwelling on it, it’s 
terrible,” Robinson said about 
the fans’ view of him. “I really 
have to be strong enough 
not to dwell on it right now, 
because really, I can’t control 
it. I understand it, but I can’t 
control that.”

— John Clayton, 

sports editor

daily orange file photo
GREG ROBINSON is 7-30 in his three-plus seasons as Syracuse 
head coach, his latest defeat coming at home to Akron, 42-28.

STAY UPDATED BY READING SPORTS.DAILYORANGE.COM

To honor Ernie Davis and the premiere of “The Express,” we 
bring you a special throwback edition of The Daily Orange.
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ben addonizio | photo editor
cameron dantley will make the third start of his career Saturday against Penn State. He has thrown eight touchdowns and four 
interceptions while completing 55.4 percent of his passes in his career. He is 0-2 in his starts (South Florida and Akron).

the 

By Andy McCullough
EntErPriSE Editor

t he arm was never a problem. Cameron 
Dantley always had a big arm, a right 
cannon attached to his 6-foot-1, 218-pound 

frame. That arm got him out of jams as a high 
school quarterback. That arm helped him earn 
a scholarship after walking on to the Syracuse 
football team in 2005. 

 When people talk about Cameron Dantley 
— when they’re not talking about his father 
Adrian, inducted into the NBA Hall of Fame 
last Friday — they usually talk about his arm 
strength. Which is fair: Dantley, a redshirt 
junior, said he fired a ball 75 to 80 yards, one day 
last year. 

 But his arm didn’t get him where he is now, 
starting again 
for the Orange 
(0-2), on Satur-
day, as it rekin-
dles a rivalry 
with No. 17 Penn 
State (2-0) at 
3:30 p.m. at the 
Carrier Dome. It 
helped, for sure. 
But it didn’t put 
him over the top. 
That was some-
thing else. 

 “The thing 
about him is,” 
said quarter-
backs coach Phil 
Earley, “he’s 
really done a 
nice job with his 
feet.”

 Not running with them. But footwork and 
coordination: Earley preaches the basics to his 
quarterback pupils. Dantley just needed to pol-
ish them. 

 See, the arm was always fine. So was his 
agility. So was his field sense. The problem 
was his feet. Dantley was off-balance when he 
dropped back to pass, when he ran the Syracuse 
offense in practice. He wasn’t consistent. 

 Dantley understood. That’s why he pounded 
his way through a consistent jump rope routine 
to refine his feet. It’s what he needed to do to dis-
place Andrew Robinson, the incumbent starter 
behind center. 

 “This is what I’ve been pushing myself to 
since I’ve been young,” Dantley said. “I always 
expect to start. That’s just the confidence I have 
in myself.”

Cameron Dantley 
improves footwork, 
takes over at QB

reigns

taking

“This is what 
I’ve been 
pushing myself 
to since I’ve 
been young. I 
always expect 
to start. That’s 
just the 
confidence I 
have in myself.”

Cameron Dantley
SU qUArtErbAck

see Dantley page 10
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SU wary of Penn State’s high-octane offense
By John Clayton

SportS Editor

Greg Robinson didn’t sugarcoat things when 
asked to assess No. 17 Penn State’s electric 
offense.

 “I’m trying to go back, and I think this is 
the best offense we’ve faced total — I’m talking 
11 players on the field — that we’ve played since 
I’ve been here,” Robinson said. “We’ve played 
some good people, but I think if you take all 11 
players, this is probably the best offense that 
we’ve faced.”

 The film from the Nittany Lions first two 
games would certainly support Robinson’s 
assessment. 

 Penn State’s hybrid spread attack — 
dubbed the “Spread HD” by assistant coach 
Jay Paterno, son of legendary head coach Joe 
Paterno — has tore through its first two oppo-
nents of the season. The Nittany Lions have 
scored 111 points in its first two games, buoyed 
by a big-play running attack and pro-style 
pass game.

 No, this isn’t one of the grind-it-out Penn 
State offenses of the past. The ones that Orange 
fans grew used to seeing during many of the 68 
games these former rivals have played. 

 This offense appears to have it all. A big-play 
tailback (sophomore Evan Royster, who has six 
touchdowns in 25 rushes this year), an efficient 
quarterback (junior Daryll Clark is 25-for-37 
this year for 361 yards and three touchdowns) 
and a pair of dynamic receivers (Jordan Nor-
wood and Derrick Williams).

 “They’re going to be a very solid team,” 
said safety Paul Chiara. “Definitely from what 

I’ve watched so far, they’re very well-rounded 
offensively.”

 That’s a scary thought, considering Syra-
cuse’s defensive futility the first two games 
of the season. The Orange’s leaky defense 
has allowed an average of 36 points and 481 
yards in those two losses to Northwestern and 
Akron.

 Both of those teams ran a spread-oriented 
attack and both gashed the Orange on the 
ground. With its defense spread out, Syracuse 
became vulnerable to traps and draw plays, 
allowing 487 rushing yards so far this year.

 This week, that defense will have to contend 
with Royster, the Nittany Lions dangerous soph-
omore tailback. In Penn State’s 45-14 win over 
Oregon State last week, Royster scampered for 
144 yards on 17 carries and three touchdowns. 
That included a 15-yard touchdown run and 
another 28-yard dash during a 35-point first half 
barrage by PSU.

 “He’s a very good player,” Robinson said. 
“Now, he’s not the only one that plays, but he is 
a very good football player. He will be going on 
and making a nice career for himself.”

 Even with its spread set, the Nittany Lions 
have rushed for 286.5 yards per game, albeit 
against lesser competition (the team opened up 
with a 66-10 win over Coastal Carolina). Fellow 
tailbacks Stephfon Green and Brent Carter have 
spelled Royster when necessary.

 Penn State has racked up at 35 points in the 
first half of each of its first two games, building 
insurmountable leads before either of its oppo-
nents had a chance to respond.

 “It always feels good if you are able to run the 

ball,” Penn State junior tackle Dennis Landolt 
said in a teleconference. “I think we owe a lot 
of that to the running backs because they have 
been great so far. Even when we are not perfect 
blocking-wise, they always find a way to get 
some yards.”

 Add in the steady play of the junior Clark, 
who beat out sophomore Pat Devlin for the 
starting quarterback spot in the preseason, 
and a pair of consistent pass-catching threats 
in Norwood and Williams, and Penn State 
has all the makings of a Big Ten contender on 
offense.

 Paterno, the Nittany Lions 43rd-year head 
coach, wasn’t quite ready to go that far.

 “You know, we’re not home free,” Paterno 
said in a teleconference. “Don’t get too excited 
yet, OK? We’ve got a long, long way to be a good 
football team. A long way to go. We’ve got a lot of 
work ahead of us.”

 Robinson said the Orange would have to 
take a gang-tackling mentality against Penn 
State in order to “minimize” big plays. But Rob-
inson knew better than to say his team would 
be able to completely contain the Nittany Lions 
high-voltage attack. 

 “When you have those types of athletes,” 
Robinson said, “it makes life hard on people.”

Koroma, Evans suspended
It appears as though Penn State will be with-

out two of its best defensive linemen Saturday. 
Abe Koroma and Maurice Evans will both be 
suspended for the contest, The Philadelphia 
Daily News reported Thursday night.

 Koroma and Evans — along with tight end 
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alumni.psu.edu
evan royster has rushed for 205 yards and six touchdowns this season for the 
Nittany Lions. He is averaing 8.2 yards per carry and 102.5 yards per game.

Andrew Quarless — were suspended ahead of last 
weekend’s game against Oregon State after police 
seized marijuana from their apartment last week.

 Koroma and Evans are both starters along 
the Nittany Lions defensive line. Evans was a 
preseason All-America candidate.

jsclayto@syr.edu
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“I’m trying to go back, and I think this is the best 
offense we’ve faced total — I’m talking 11 players on 
the field — that we’ve played since I’ve been here.”

Greg Robinson
SU Head coacH

 dailyorange.com
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Get to know freshman wide receiver Marcus Sales
By Zach Schonbrun

Staff Writer

Marcus Sales was an All-State Class AA First 
Team member, last year, for local Christian Broth-
ers Academy (N.Y.). The freshman wide receiver 
spoke with The Daily Orange about movies, touch-
down moves and the Nittany Lions.

On how he thinks CBA is going to do this 
year: “The way it looks right now, just off the 
information I’m reading, yeah, it looks like 
they’re going to have a good season.”

On how much he knew about Ernie Davis 
before coming to Syracuse: “I didn’t really 

know a lot about him. After I saw the movie, I 
learned everything about him and about the 
tradition and what 44 means to Syracuse.”

On his favorite football movie: “‘Remember 
the Titans.’ I liked the way they came together 
as a team, and no matter what everybody else 
was saying about them, they came together as a 
team and responded to everything.”

On the first thing he thinks about when he 
hears Penn State: “Tradition. Syracuse and 
Penn State. They haven’t been here in 20 years, 
but (I think about) basically the tradition.”

On his favorite aspect of being a wide receiv-
er: “Catching passes on DBs and talking trash. 
(Trash talking) depends on who the DB is in the 
game and how they’re acting.”

On his favorite route to run: “Probably a go-
route. I like catching deep passes. I’m thinking 
about touchdown anytime I get a chance to 
touch the ball.”

On his least favorite route to run: “Probably a 

slant. Sometimes it’s hard to catch a pass going 
across the middle when you know you’re going 
to get hit. You’ve got to have a lot of focus.”

On his touchdown celebration: “Just hand the 
ball to the ref, go slap my teammates in the butt 
and let them know, good job, because I didn’t do 
it by myself. In high school, we were taught not 
to celebrate so I’m going to try and bring that 
with me and try not to celebrate.”

zsschonb@syr.edu

jamie depould| staff photographer
mArCuS SAlES has caught one pass for eight yards this season as a freshman.
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No.	 Name	 Pos.	 Ht.	 Wt.	 Cl.	 HometoWN/HigH	sCHool
2  David Legree  QB 6-3 214 RF Brooklyn, N.Y./South Shore
3  Delone Carter  RB 5-10  214  So.  Copley, Ohio/Copley Senior
4  Cameron Dantley  QB 6-1  218  Sr.  Silver Spring, Md./    
      Phillips Exeter Academy/St. Albans HS
5  Marcus Sales  WR 6-0  184  Fr.  Syracuse, N.Y./    
      Christian Brothers Academy
6  Brett Hoffman  QB 6-3  215  Fr.  Worthington, Ohio/Thomas Worthington
6  Da’Mon Merkerson  CB 6-1  182  So.  Passaic, N.J./Saint Mary’s
7  Donte Davis  WR 6-0  173  So.  Chantilly, Va./Westfield HS
8  Cody Catalina  QB 6-3  221  RF  Ruffs Dale, Pa./    
      Greensburg Central Catholic
9  Andrew Robinson  QB 6-3  222  Jr.  Baltimore, Md./Calvert Hall
10  Dorian Graham  CB 5-11  185  Fr.  Fort Lauderdale, Fla./    
      Saint Thomas Aquinas School
11  Lavar Lobdell  WR 6-3  210  Jr.  Syracuse, N.Y./    
      Christian Brothers Academy
12  Tyrell Harris  CB 6-1  190  Fr.  Harrisburg, Pa./Bishop McDevitt HS
14  Ryan Ahern  DB 6’2  197  Jr.  Agoura Hills, Calif./Oaks Christian/  
      Roger Williams University
14  Grant Mayes  WR 5-10  180  Fr.  Roselle, N.J./Seton Hall Prep
15  Bruce Williams  WR 6-0  200  Sr.  Syracuse, NY../    
      Christian Brothers Academy
16  Ryan Nassib  QB 6-3  215  Fr.  Malvern, Pa./Malvern Prep
17  A.J. Brown  SS 6-0  201  Sr.  Warrenton, Va./Liberty
18  Trey Fairchild  WR 5-11  185  Fr.  Dublin, Ohio/Dublin Coffman HS
19  Matt Reid  CB 6-1  163  RF  Upper Marlboro, Md./   
      Frederick Douglass Sr.
20  Randy McKinnon  S 5-10  198  So.  Jacksonville, Fla./    
      The Potter’s House Christian Academy
21  Ryan Howard  CB 5-8  185  Sr.  Carson, Calif./Bishop Montgomery/  
      Long Beach City CC
22  Curtis Brinkley  RB 5-9  203  Sr.  Philadelphia, Pa./West Catholic
23  Daniel Bailey  WR 5-7  167  Jr.  Centreville, Va./Centreville
23  George Mayes  DB 5-10  182  Jr.  Roselle, N.J./Seton Hall Prep
24  Max Suter  S 5-11  190  So.  Ruffs Dale, Pa./    
      Greensburg Central Catholic
25  Derrell Smith  LB 6-1  224  So.  New Castle, Del./    
      Paul Hodgson Vocational Tech
26  Kevyn Scott  S 5-11  197  RF  Tamarac, Fla./    
      Saint Thomas Aquinas School
27  Frank Satterfield  WR 5-9  179  Fr.  Henderson, Nev./Green Valley
28  Averin Collier  RB 5-10  200  Fr.  Rochester, N.Y./Churchville-Chili HS
28  Nico Scott  CB 5-10  180  So.  Greenbelt, Md./Eleanor Roosevelt
29  Antwon Bailey  RB 5-8  196  Fr.  Washington, D.C./    
      St. John’s College High School
30  Vincenzo Giruzzi  DE 6-3  241  Sr.  Utica, N.Y./Proctor HS
31  Dan Vaughan  LB 6-2  221  Fr.  Gibsonia, Pa./    
      Pittsburgh Central Catholic HS
32  Doug Hogue  RB 6-2  216  So.  Yonkers, N.Y./Roosevelt
33  Ben Maljovec  TE 6-3  241  Sr.  Warren, Pa./Warren Area
34  Paul Chiara  S 5-11  205  Sr.  Mountain Lakes, N.J./Mountain Lakes
35  Michael Holmes  CB 5-11  185  So.  Jacksonville, Fla./Mandarin
36  Malcolm Conway  P 5-11  175  So.  Kingston, Pa./Wyoming Valley West
36  Jerry Harden  RB 5-9  188  Fr.  Fort Lauderdale, Fla./    
      Saint Thomas Aquinas School
37  Daniel Collier  FB 6-0  240  Jr.  Auburn, N.Y./Auburn
37  Michael Jones  RB 5-11  205  Fr.  Middletown, Pa./Bishop McDevitt HS
38  Ryan Novak  K 5’ 11  193  So.  Marcellus, N.Y./Marcellus
39  Austin Wallis  K 5-10  185  Fr.  Overland Park, KS/Blue Valley North
40  Ryan Donnelly  TE 6-3  234  Sr.  East Syracuse, N.Y./    
      East Syracuse-Minoa HS
41  Ryan Gillum  LB 5-11  220  RF  Youngstown, Ohio/Liberty
42  Patrick Shadle  K 5-8  201  Sr.  Morgantown, W.V./Morgantown

43  Tony Fiammetta  FB 6-1  246  Sr.  Walkersville, MD/Walkersville
45  Jake Flaherty  LB 6-1  228  Sr.  Wakefield, R.I./South Kingstown
46  Parker Cantey  LB 6-3  218  So.  Brooklyn, N.Y./South Shore
46  Robert Nieves  FB 6-0  211  Fr.  Rye, N.Y./Rye
47  Rob Long  P 6-4  175  So.  Downingtown, Pa./Downingtown West
48  Carl Cutler  FB        6-1 1/2  234  Fr.  Norwich, VT/Hanover (NH) HS
49  Darnell Pratt  FB/TE 6-4  222  RF  Syracuse, N.Y./Nottingham HS/  
      Milford Academy
50  Mike Mele  LB 6-0  218  So.  Sea Girt, N.J./Manasquan
51  Kwaku Boah  LB 6-2  245  So.  Roosevelt, NY/Baldwin
51  Andrew Lewis  DE 6-3  282  So.  Centreville, Va./Centreville
52  Ollie Haney  OL 6-3  288  RF  Clark, N.J./A.L. Johnson
53  Chad Battles  LB 6-3  224  RF  Newport News, Va./Heritage
54  Mikhail Marinovich  DE 6-4  232  Fr.  San Clemente, Calif./JSerra Catholic
55  Anthony Perkins  DT 6-4  272  So.  Washington, D.C./DeMatha
56  Cory Boatman  DE 6-2  260  Fr.  Olney, Md./     
      Our Lady of Good Counsel HS
57  Maximilian Leo  LS 5-11  210  Jr.  Clay, N.Y./Bishop Grimes
57  Elon Mitchell  DT 6-2  245  Jr.  Round Rock, Texas/Stony Point
58  Mike Stenclik  LB 6-0  229  Jr.  Webster, N.Y./Webster-Schroeder
60  Jim McKenzie  C 6-4  286  So.  Springfield, Pa./Saint Joseph’s Prep
61  Dan Pena  DT 6-2  266  Sr.  New York, N.Y./HSES
63  Dave Zaske  LS 5-10  250  So.  Birmingham, Mich./    
      Bloomfield Hills Brother Rice
64  Corey Chavers  OT 6-5  296  Sr.  Jamesville, N.Y./Jamesville-Dewitt
65  Michael Kay  OL 6-2  281  Fr.  Capitol Heights, Md./C.H. Flowers HS
66  Jason Ross  LB 5-10  202  Jr.  Highland Park, Ill./Highland Park
69  Chris Basile  DE 6-4  280  Jr.  Brooklyn, N.Y./School of Legal Studies
70  Ryan Bartholomew  OG 6-3  290  So.  Mitchville, Md./DeMatha
71  Adam Rosner  OG 6-6  303  So.  Depew, N.Y./Depew
72  Nick Lepak  OT 6-4  318  Fr.  Auburn, N.Y./Auburn HS
73  Jonathan Meldrum  OT 6-5  303  So.  Boise, Idaho/Landstown/   
      Hargrave Military Academy
74  Nick Speller  OT 6-5  307  Fr.  Baltimore, Md./Edmondson-Westside
75  Ryan Durand  OG 6-5  303  Sr.  Leominster, Mass./Saint Bernard’s Prep
76  Ian Allport  OL 6-4  300  Fr.  Pulaski, N.Y./Pulaski Central
77  Tucker Baumbach  OT 6-5  307  So.  Middletown, Pa./Bishop McDevitt
78  Josh White  OT 6-5  289  RF  Salisbury, Md./Wicomico
79  Dalton Phillips  C 6-3  278  Sr.  Clancy, Mont./Helena HS/Carroll College
80  Nick Provo  TE 6-4 1/2  232  RF  West Palm Beach, Fla./John I. Leonard
81  Dan Sheeran  WR 6-3  211  So.  Golden Bridges, N.Y./John Jay
82  Van Chew  WR 6-1  165  Fr.  Manassas, Va./Centreville
83  Chaz Cervino  WR 5-10  183  RF  Wayne, N.J./DePaul Catholic
84  Michael Acchione  WR 6-0  159  Fr.  Solvay, N.Y./Solvay
85  Mike Owen  TE 6-4  251  Jr.  Riverhead, N.Y./Riverhead
86  David Stevens  TE 6-4  220  Fr.  Short Hills, N.J./Millburn HS
88  Lamar Middleton  DE 6-2  254  RF  Newark, N.J./Malcolm X. Shabazz
89  Roland Burke  TE 6’5  267  Sr.  Cicero, N.Y., Y/Bishop Grimes/   
      SUNY Brockport
90  Jared Kimmel  DE 6-6  259  So.  Harpursville, N.Y./Harpursville Central
92  Shane Kimmel  LB 6-1  238  Fr.  Ivyland, Pa./Council Rock HS
93  Jarel Lowery  DT 6-3 1/2  285  Fr.  Paterson, N.J./Paterson Catholic HS
94  Niko Rechul  P 6-2  195  Sr.  Huntington Station, N.Y./Huntington HS
94  Bud Tribbey  DT 6-0  282  So.  Richmond, Va./Varina
95  Nick Santiago  DT 6-3  284  Sr.  Utica, N.Y./Utica Proctor
96  Zary Stewart  DE 6-4  229  RF  Upper Marlboro, Md./   
      Frederick Douglass Sr.
97  Arthur Jones  DT 6-4  291  Jr.  Endicott, N.Y./Union Endicott
98  Romale Tucker  DE 6-4  231  Fr.  Washington, D.C./Frank W. Ballou HS/  
      Milford Academy
99  Chandler Jones  DE 6-5  238  Fr.  Endicott, N.Y./Union-Endicott HS

   2008 SyracuSe Football roSter

oFFenSe
zWR – Lavar Lobdell, Chaz Cervino
LT – Tucker Baumbach, Jonathan Meldrum
LG – Ryan Bartholomew, Adam Rosner
C – Jim McKenzie, Dalton Phillips
RG – Ryan Durand, Nick Lepak
RT – Corey Chavers, Jonathan Meldrum
TE – Mike Owen, Nick Provo
QB – Cameron Dantley, Andrew Robinson
TB – Curtis Brinkley or Delone Carter or 
Doug Hogue  
FB – Tony Fiammetta, Ben Maljovec
xWR – Donte Davis, Marcus Sales or Van 
Chew

DeFenSe
DE – Jared Kimmel, Anthony Perkins
NT – Art Jones, Bud Tribbey
DT – Nick Santiago, Andrew Lewis
DE – Vincenzo Giruzzi, Mikhail Marinovich
SLB – Derrell Smith, Parker Cantey
MLB – Jake Flaherty, Mike Stenclik
WLB – Mike Mele, Chad Battles
LCB – Mike Holmes, Ryan Howard
SS – A.J. Brown or Kevyn Scott
FS – Bruce Williams, Paul Chiara
RCB – Da’Mon Merkerson or Nico Scott

Special teamS
Kickoffs – Niko Rechul
PAT/FGs – Pat Shadle
Punter – Rob Long
LS – Max Leo
Holder – Rob Long
PR – Ryan Howard, Bruce Williams
KR – Max Suter, Mike Holmes

Depth chart
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68
The number of times 
Syracuse has played 
Penn State, more than 
any other opponent

1990
The last time Syracuse 
and Penn State played. 
The Orange lost, 27-21.

34
The total number of 
points SU has been 
outscored by in its two 
losses.

87
The total number of 
points Penn State has 
outscored its opponents 
by in its two wins.

1-11
Syracuse’s record 
against ranked oppo-
nents under Greg Rob-
inson

374
Number of career wins 
for Penn State head 
coach Joe Paterno, tied 
for fi rst all-time with 
Florida State head coach 
Bobby Bowden.

SYRACUSE OFFENSE
4 QB CAMERON DANTLEY
22 RB  CURTIS BRINKLEY
43 FB  TONY FIAMMETTA
11 WR LAVAR LOBDELL
7 WR  DONTE DAVIS 
85 TE  MIKE OWEN
77 LT  TUCKER BAUMBACH
70 LG  RYAN 
 BARTHOLOMEW
60 C  JIM MCKENZIE
75 RG  RYAN DURAND
64 RT  COREY CHAVERS

PENN STATE OFFENSE
17 QB DARYLL CLARK
22 RB EVAN ROYSTER
33 FB DAN LAWLOR
3 WR DERRICK WILLIAMS
24 WR JORDAN NORWOOD
82 TE  MICKEY SHULER
76 LT  GERALD CADOGAN
64 LG  RICH OHRNBERGER
57 C  A.Q. SHIPLEY
61 RG  STEFAN WISNIEWSKI
73 RT  DENNIS LANDOLT

Thursday
North Carolina def. Rutgers, 44-12

Friday
South Florida vs. Kansas
8 p.m., ESPN2

Saturday
Connecticut vs. Virginia
7:30 p.m., ESPNU

Penn State 42
Syracuse 10
By the time the third quarter 
rolls around, the only people 
left in the Dome will be 
about 20,000 rowdy Penn 
State fans.

Penn State 44
Syracuse 14
A historic weekend means a 
historic loss for the Orange. 
Check Penn State’s point 
total. All too fi tting, isn’t it?

Penn State 45
Syracuse 14
To quote Marlo Stanfi eld, 
“I’m being a gentleman 
about this.”

SATURDAY, 3:30 P.M., ABC
PENN STATE VS SYRACUSE

Syracuse needs to run the ball, 
and Brinkley had a career-high 
143 rushing yards last week-
end. Sales has emerged as the 
best linebacker on a unit that 
lost Dan Connor (graduation) 
and Sean Lee (injury).

CURTIS
BRINKLEY

RB

TYRELL 
SALES 

LB

Flaherty’s had a rough two 
games, and it doesn’t get any 
easier Saturday. Royter’s been 
electric this season — six of 
his 25 carries have gone for 
touchdowns.

JAKE
FLAHERTY

LB

EVAN 
ROYSTER

RB

The Orange has to get a con-
sistent pass rush and force 
the junior Clark into mistakes. 
What better player to do it 
than Jones? He had a sack and 
three tackles for loss vs. Akron.

DARYLL 
CLARK

QB

ART
JONES

DT

Holmes was burned multiple 
times against Akron, also 
allowing a pair of touchdown 
throws. And Williams will likely 
be the most talented receiver 
he plays all year.

MIKE 
HOLMES

CB

DERRICK
WILLIAMS

WR

BIG EAST SCHEDULE

KEY MATCHUPS
TEAM RECORD (BIG EAST)
1. Connecticut 2-0 (0-0)
2. South Florida 2-0 (0-0)
3. Cincinnati 1-1 (0-0)
4. West Virginia  1-1 (0-0)
5. Louisville 1-1 (0-0)
6. Pittsburgh 1-1 (0-0)
7. Rutgers 0-2 (0-0)
8. Syracuse 0-2 (0-0)

BIG EAST STANDINGS

BEAT WRITER  PREDICTIONS

DID YOU KNOW?

JOHN 
CLAYTON

JARED 
DIAMOND

ANDY 
McCULLOUGH

PASSING COMP-ATT YDS TD INT 
Cameron Dantley 13-20 135 3 1
Andrew Robinson 14-28 103 0 1

RUSHING ATT YDS AVG TD 
Curtis Brinkley 30 192 6.4 2
Delone Carter 19 133 7.5 0
Doug Hogue 9 32 3.6 0

RECEIVING REC YDS TD 
Donte Davis 8 78 0
Mike Owen 5 59 2
Tony Fiammetta 3 24 0
Lavar Lobdell 2 22 0

PENN STATE ON OFFENSE

SYRACUSE ON OFFENSE

17

45

35

3

50

90

76

97

64

15

25

30

61 73

22

82

6

33

95

57

17

24

7 9

10

785

15

64

46

59

77

43

91

70

47

75

11

11

85

60

4

43

22

SYRACUSE DEFENSE
90 DE  JARED KIMMEL
97 NT  ARTHUR JONES
95 DT  NICK SANTIAGO
30 DE  VINCENZO GIRUZZI
25 SLB  DERRELL SMITH
45 MLB  JAKE FLAHERTY
50 WLB  MIKE MELE
35 CB  MIKE HOLMES
6 CB  DA’MON 
 MERKERSON
17 SS  A.J. BROWN
20 FS  BRUCE WILLIAMS

PENN STATE DEFENSE
59 DE  AARON MAYBIN
91 DT  JARED ODRICK
85 DT  OLLIE OGBU
47 DE  JOSH GAINES
46 OLB  TYRELL SALES
43 MLB  JOSH HULL
15 OLB  BANI GBADYU
11 CB  TONY DAVIS
10 CB  LYDELL SARGEANT
7 FS  ANTHONY    
 SCIRROTTO
9 SS  MARK RUBIN

2008 TEAM LEADERS

BY THE NUMBERS STARTING LINEUPS

From 1922 
to 1990, Syr-
acuse and 
Penn State 
played 68 
times in 
69 years. The 
only year the teams 
didn’t play was in 
1943, when SU 
suspended football 
because of World War II.

DANTLEY BRINKLEY DAVIS
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ben addonizio | staff photographer
cameron dantley threw for three touchdowns and 135 yards in a loss to Akron last 
weekend in his 2008 season debut.  He completed 65 percent of his passes.

Dantley
f r o m  p a g e  3

 Doug Boswell, his coach at the St. Albans 
School in Washington, D.C., used to see that 
confidence every day — he first coached Dantley 
in sixth grade. Boswell knew his strengths. 
He knew his weaknesses too. “For his arm,” 
Boswell said, “his feet are average.”

 So Dantley stayed late after practice, 
walking through plays, adjusting his feet to 
Boswell’s hybrid Wing-T offense. The Bulldogs 
had receivers who could stretch the field and 
a quarterback who could find them with ease: 
Dantley threw for 2,850 and 28 touchdowns as 
a senior. 

 Dantley walked on to the Orange, spurning 
scholarship offers from Mid-American Confer-
ence schools such as Kent State and Miami 
(Ohio). He earned a scholarship at Syracuse 
coming into the 2007 season. He backed up Rob-
inson that year, starting against South Florida 
while Robinson recovered from a cracked rib. 
Dantley struggled at times against the Bulls 
(two interceptions, two sacks), but thrived at 
others (276 yards, one touchdown). 

 It was enough to give him hope heading into 
the 2008 season. And so did something else. Head 
coach Greg Robinson doesn’t designate starters 
during training camp: there’s a first-string and 
a second-string. For most of camp, Andrew 
Robinson was first team, Dantley second. 

 Except Dantley, the former walk-on with the 
famous father, kept outplaying Robinson, who was 
coming off a solid season as a harried and often hit 
quarterback. So Greg Robinson gave Andrew the 
nod for what he endured last year, for dealing with 
the two wins, 10 losses and 54 sacks.  

 But Robinson struggled in the season-opener 
against Northwestern, and Robinson made the 

call. Dantley would start. 
 “I felt like it was the right thing to do to go 

to Cam,” Robinson said after Dantley started 
Saturday, a 42-28 loss to Akron. “Because he had 
fought through it and gotten his game to a level 
where I felt he deserved to be the starter this 
week.”

 It wasn’t much of a transition for the rest of 
the offense when the he took over. Dantley had 
worked with them all training camp, enough 
to establish a rapport with the line (“A snap’s 
a snap,” said starting center Jim McKenzie. 
“Different quarterbacks have different ways 
of putting their hands down, but it’s basically 
the same.”) and the receiving corps (“It was a 
surprise at first,” said leading receiver Donte 
Davis. “But Cam did a great job, made a bunch of 
plays.)

 Dantley threw three touchdowns, last Sat-
urday. He audibled at the line on the first score, 
then found tight end Mike Owen wide open for a 
32-yard touchdown. He threw while being hit. He 
was accurate, completing 65 percent of his passes. 

 Not all was roses, of course. The Orange 
lost, for one. Dantley fumbled, for another. And 
he regressed late in the game, Earley said. His 
fundamentals deserted him — Earley blamed 
himself for that.

 “He had a decent game going,” Earley said. 
“At the end, he missed two, three passes that 
were easy completions that he should have 
had.”

 Those mistakes can be corrected with time. 
With experience. With more footwork practice. 

 And he still has that arm. 
 “I always want to get better and better, to 

see myself progress,” Dantley said. “And to see 
myself starting right now is a great accomplish-
ment for me.”

ramccull@syr.edu
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By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

Lavar Lobdell didn’t want Bruce Williams to 
leave the wide receivers and join the defensive 
backs this week. But the move did have at least 
one perk he wasn’t expecting.

 “Now I get to take shots at him in practice 
again,” said Lobdell, a junior wideout. “It’s back 
to the way I like it.”

 Still, Williams’ switch to the defense leaves 
Syracuse with a decision to make about how 
to handle the third receiver spot, Saturday, 
against No. 17 Penn State (3:30 p.m., ABC). So 
far this season, Williams has been the Orange’s 
primary slot receiver with Lobdell and Donte 
Davis outside.

 Although the defense has struggled through 
two games and will likely benefit from another 
veteran presence in the secondary, the wide 
receivers — not a particularly deep or success-
ful unit to begin with — are left even shallower.

 “It affects us depth wise, but we have young 
guys that are going to have to step in and play,” 
said SU offensive coordinator Mitch Browning. 
“Those guys are prepared to go, so we’ll be okay. 
It’ll be the same guys lined up there: Donte 
Davis, Lavar and a group of guys in the slot.”

 The obvious choice to fill the void is true 
freshman Marcus Sales, who came to Syracuse 
considered the top high school recruit in New 
York state, according to Scout.com. Sales played 
in both games this year and made an eight-yard 
catch against Northwestern on Aug. 30. Fellow 
freshman Van Chew, who made an eight-yard 
catch against Akron last Saturday, will also see 
more snaps. Redshirt freshman Chaz Cervino, 
who does not have a reception yet, rounds out 

the group likely to play more against the Nit-
tany Lions.

 Browning would not discuss specifics about 
how he plans to shuffle the young receivers on 
Saturday and downplayed the loss of Williams.

 “There will be a group of guys who play 
there,” Browning said. “It’ll be the same. The 
same guys who get reps and play. On any time, 
you play receivers by committee. That’s the 
nature of the position.”

 Hopefully for the Orange, Browning is right. 
At the very least, the wideouts don’t seem too 
upset to see a familiar face lining up opposite 
them in practice again.

 “He’s been joking around with the receivers, 
‘Oh, I’m going to hit you all,’ this and that,” 
Davis said. “Lots of fun things going on between 
Bruce and the receivers. He likes it, I guess.”

Fatherly advice
 The last time Syracuse played Penn State, 

most of the Orange players were toddlers. For 
Jake Flaherty, the SU-PSU rivalry means a little 
bit more.

 Flaherty’s father, Todd, played linebacker 
for Syracuse in 1969 and made sure to instill the 
importance of Saturday’s game in his son. In 
1969, the Orangemen fell to the Nittany Lions, 
15-14, at Archbold Stadium.

 Syracuse defensive end Jared Kimmel’s 
father, Jamie, played for SU from 1980-84. Dur-
ing his tenure, the Orangemen lost to Penn State 
all four times the teams met.

 “I was talking to my dad, and he said to me, 
‘You’ll remember this game for the rest of your 
life,’” Flaherty said. “And I’m sure I will, so 
that’s cool, and I’m looking forward to it.”

Honorary Captains
 In honor of the world premiere of the Ernie 

Davis biopic, “The Express,” Friday, Syracuse 
announced actors Dennis Quaid and Rob Brown 
and former SU All-American Floyd Little will be 
honorary captains for Saturday’s game.

 Quaid plays former Orangemen head coach 
Ben Schwartzwalder in the film, and Brown 
plays Davis. Little holds the Syracuse record 
for touchdowns (46), having played for SU from 
1964-66.

jediamon@syr.edu
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Located three miles from Notre Dame Stadium five miles to the College Football Hall of 
Fame, the Varsity Clubs of America is an all suite property that offers first class 

accommodations and facilities to its guests. Spacious one and two bedroom suites with 
indoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, fitness center, high speed internet, and a restaurant/lounge 
make Varsity Club a great choice for the Syracuse vs. Notre Dame game, November 22. 

1-800-946-4822Call

for reservations

n o t e b o o k

Williams’ move back to safety 
leaves SU thin at receiver

ben addonizio | staff photographer
bruce williams is shifting back to his natural position of free safety this weekend to 
replace the injured randy McKinnon. Williams played wideout earlier this year.

A drunk driver ruined something
precious. Amber Apodaca.
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daily orange file photos
syracuse and penn state were once two of college football’s biggest rivals, 
playing 68 times in 69 seasons from 1922 to 1990. Penn State leads the all-time series 
with a record of 40-23-5. Above are action shots from a few of the teams battles in 
the 1980s.
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The resulTs
Penn State leads the all-time series against Syracuse, 40-23-5, including a 16-game 
winning streak from 1971-1986. Joe Paterno is 21-4 against SU in his career.

 Year  Score Location
1922 Syracuse 0, Penn State 0 Polo Grounds
1923  Syracuse 10, Penn State 0 Archbold Stadium
1924  Syracuse 10, Penn State 6 Beaver Field
1925  Syracuse 7, Penn State 0 Archbold Stadium
1926  Syracuse 10, Penn State 0 Beaver Field
1927  Penn State 9, Syracuse 6 Archbold Stadium
1928  Syracuse 6, Penn State 6 Beaver Field
1929  Penn State 6, Syracuse 4 Archbold Stadium
1930  Syracuse 0, Penn State 0 Beaver Field
1931  Syracuse 7, Penn State 0 Archbold Stadium
1932  Syracuse 13, Penn State 6 Beaver Field
1933  Syracuse 12, Penn State 6 Archbold Stadium
1934  Syracuse 16, Penn State 0 Beaver Field
1935  Syracuse 7, Penn State 3 Archbold Stadium
1936  Penn State 18, Syracuse 0 Beaver Field
1937  Syracuse 19, Penn State 13 Archbold Stadium
1938  Penn State 33, Syracuse 6 Beaver Field
1939  Syracuse 6, Penn State 6 Archbold Stadium
1940  Syracuse 13, Penn State 13 Archbold Stadium
1941  Penn State 34, Syracuse 19 Beaver Field
1942  Penn State 18, Syracuse 13 Beaver Field
1943 No game due to World War II
1944  Penn State 41, Syracuse 0 Archbold Stadium
1945  Penn State 26, Syracuse 0 Beaver Field
1946  Penn State 9, Syracuse 0 Archbold Stadium
1947  Penn State 40, Syracuse 0 Beaver Field
1948  Penn State 34, Syracuse 14 Archbold Stadium
1949  Penn State 33, Syracuse 21 Beaver Field
1950  Syracuse 27, Penn State 7 Archbold Stadium
1951  Penn State 32, Syracuse 13 Beaver Field
1952  Syracuse 25, Penn State 7 Archbold Stadium
1953  Penn State 20, Syracuse 14 Beaver Field
1954  Penn State 13, Syracuse 0 Archbold Stadium
1955  Penn State 21, Syracuse 20 Beaver Field
1956  Syracuse 13, Penn State 9 Archbold Stadium
1957  Penn State 20, Syracuse 12 Archbold Stadium
1958  Syracuse 14, Penn State 6 Beaver Field
1959  Syracuse 20, Penn State 18 Beaver Field
1960  Syracuse 21, Penn State 15 Archbold Stadium
1961  Penn State 14, Syracuse 0 Beaver Stadium
1962  Penn State 20, Syracuse 19 Beaver Stadium
1963  Syracuse 9, Penn State 0 Archbold Stadium
1964  Syracuse 21, Penn State 14 Beaver Stadium
1965  Syracuse 28, Penn State 21 Archbold Stadium
1966  Syracuse 12, Penn State 10 Beaver Stadium
1967  Penn State 29, Syracuse 20 Archbold Stadium
1968  Penn State 30, Syracuse 12 Beaver Stadium
1969  Penn State 15, Syracuse 14 Archbold Stadium
1970  Syracuse 24, Penn State 7 Beaver Stadium
1971  Penn State 31, Syracuse 0 Archbold Stadium
1972  Penn State 17, Syracuse 0 Beaver Stadium
1973  Penn State 49, Syracuse 6 Archbold Stadium
1974  Penn State 30, Syracuse 14 Beaver Stadium
1975  Penn State 19, Syracuse 7 Archbold Stadium
1976  Penn State 27, Syracuse 3 Beaver Stadium
1977  Penn State 31, Syracuse 24 Archbold Stadium
1978  Penn State 45, Syracuse 15 Beaver Stadium
1979  Penn State 35, Syracuse 7 Meadowlands
1980  Penn State 24, Syracuse 7 Beaver Stadium
1981  Penn State 41, Syracuse 16 Carrier Dome
1982  Penn State 28, Syracuse 7 Beaver Stadium
1983  Penn State 17, Syracuse 6 Carrier Dome
1984  Penn State 21, Syracuse 3 Beaver Stadium
1985  Penn State 24, Syracuse 20 Carrier Dome
1986  Penn State 42, Syracuse 3 Beaver Stadium
1987  Syracuse 48, Penn State 21 Carrier Dome
1988  Syracuse 24, Penn State 10 Beaver Stadium
1989  Penn State 34, Syracuse 12 Carrier Dome
1990  Penn State 27, Syracuse 21 Beaver Stadium

s p o r t s @ d a i l y o r a n g e . c o m
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daily orange file photo
JOE PATERNO lamented that Syracuse and Penn State no longer played after 1990. He 
argued publicly with former SU athletic director Jake Crouthamel about how it ended.

Joe Paterno discusses Syracuse
During his weekly teleconference with report-
ers, legendary Penn State head coach Joe Pater-
no dished on the Penn State-Syracuse rivalry, 
the current state of the Orange and more. Here 
are a few of the 81-year-old Paterno’s best SU-
related responses: 

On Ernie Davis and the premiere of “The 
Express:” 

“I was just telling these guys here Ernie 
Davis went to junior high in Uniontown (Pa.). 
I think he was on the same junior high team 
as Sandy Stephens and (same school as) the 
Muncie kids (Chuck Muncie). Oh, he was a great 
football player. 

 “We’ve had some great football games with 
Syracuse through the years. And they’ve always 
had some great backs going back to Jimmy 
Brown. So he (Davis) was a class kid. I didn’t 
know him well. But, you know certainly he was 
someone that college football and Syracuse can 
be proud of. I think it’s great they made a movie 
of him.”

On Syracuse’s struggles:
  “Well, I only looked at one tape over the sum-
mer of Syracuse just to get a feel of what they 
were doing. I didn’t look at personnel. I couldn’t 
even tell you the game I looked at. I had a whole 
mess of tapes down at the shore with me.

  “But, I don’t know. It’s really tough to say. 
They looked good against Northwestern. They 
kind of let things get out of hand, and North-
western is a pretty good football team. 

 “And against Akron, Akron jumped on 
them, 14-0. They came back; they changed quar-
terbacks. They went with (Cameron) Dantley 
against Akron, so they look like they’re in the 
process of just trying to come up with the right 
combination. 

 “But they can run. They’ve got a couple 
of good running backs. They’ve got the kid 
from Philadelphia, (Curtis) Brinkley, number 
22, who was a heck of a high school player and 
played well against Akron. So I really couldn’t 
tell you. 

 “I think that they’re great. But they played a 
good team. Akron’s a pretty good football team. 
Akron gave Wisconsin a good football game out 
at Madison, and Wisconsin’s a heck of a football 
team. 

 “Syracuse had to play Northwestern at 
Northwestern, so, you know, it’s early. We’ll see 
what happens.”

On whether there is particular game in the 
Syracuse series that stands out: 
 “Well, we beat them up there (15-14) one 
year (1969) which was a big win for us. But I 

think probably the one that would stand out 
the most — you kind of caught me in a way 
with that one — would have been, I think it 
was ‘55 when they had Jimmy Brown and we 
had Lenny Moore. Beat them 21-20, I think. 
And Lenny ran for 145 yards, and Brown ran 
for about 150. 

 And in those days they were only carrying 
about 12, 14 times, and still two of the best foot-
ball players to have played the game. He (Lenny) 
may be one of the best players to ever play at 
Penn State. 

 That one, and we were undefeated when 
they won the national championship. That 
would have been 1959. We went for two and 
didn’t make it or we would have beaten them 
(SU won, 20-18). They were a heck of a football 
team. 

On where the Penn State-Syracuse relation-
ship is now: 

“Well, I don’t know. We have a home and 
home with them. But that’s the only two games 
we’re playing right now. I wish it were more. 
I came to Penn State back in 1950. It was a big 
rivalry for us, Syracuse and Penn State. Had 
some great games then.

 “I think we played every year until we, you 
know, what we talked about earlier. When we 
had a shot at the Big Ten because we couldn’t 
get the other one going in it. There are some 
great people both at Syracuse and at Penn 
State.

 “You know, in the old days it was nice, too. 
Because we used to go by bus, and we used to 
stay downtown at the Onondaga Hotel. The Syr-
acuse people would have a party, a social hour. 
The assistant coaches, we’d all go over there 
after we tucked the kids in bed. Hang around 
with some of the guys like Ted Dailey, who was 
a line coach. Ben Schwartzwalder was a West 
Virginia graduate. He coached at Muhlenberg 
before he went to Syracuse.

 “Schwartzwalder said one time, ‘I wish we 
didn’t play this game. All I want to do is get that 
(Rip) Engle out there in the middle of the fi eld, 
and I’ll knock the heck out of him.’ They suppos-
edly hated each other.”

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 12th,11am @ SU Abroad

London College of Fashion has an international 
reputation for fashion education.  Learn how 
you can spend a semester alongside other 
international and British students studying    
Fashion Design.  

you can study at

Syracuse University Abroad  106 Walnut Place, Syracuse, NY 13244  / (315) 443-3471 / suabroad.syr.edu  / 1.800.235.3471



Tracking 

‘The Express’
Ernie Davis’ career accomplishments at Syracuse

Jan. 1, 1960
Ernie Davis and Orangemen cap the greatest season in 
Syracuse football history with a 24-13 win over Texas in the 
Cotton Bowl to earn SU’s fi rst and only national championship. 
Davis earns most valuable player honors in the game, rushing 
for a pair of touchdowns, one of which an 87-yard halfback 
option pass from Ger Schwedes. Davis fi nishes with 686 yards 
and 10 touchdowns on the season to lead SU to an 11-0 record.

Nov. 18, 1960 
Davis concludes a stellar junior season with a 21-14 win at 
Miami (Fla.). The Orangemen fi nish the season 7-2, while 
Davis earns the fi rst of his consecutive All-America honors.

Nov. 28, 1961 
Davis earns the most prestigious of his individual accolades, as 
he is named the winner of the Heisman Trophy. He becomes the 
fi rst black player to win the award. Davis ran for 823 yards and 
15 touchdowns that year en route to his second All-American 
honor. 

Dec. 4, 1961 
Davis is taken fi rst overall by the Washington Redskins and 
traded to the Cleveland Browns, who give up star receiver 
Bobby Mitchell to get Davis. 

Dec. 16, 1961 
Davis ends his Syracuse career in style, rushing for 140 yards 
and touchdown to help the Orangemen overcome a two-touch-
down defi cit and beat Miami (Fla.), 15-14, in the Liberty Bowl. 
Davis concludes his career as SU’s all-time leader in rushing 
yards (2, 386) and touchdowns (35). Syracuse fi nishes the season 
8-3. The Syracuse tailback would never play a down in the NFL. 
Davis was diagnosed with leukemia and died on May 18, 1963 at 
the age of 23.

—Compiled by John Clayton, sports editor
jsclayto@syr.edu
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I N S I D E S p o r t S

Lions den
Penn State mauls Syracuse, 
55-13, to continue SU’s 
woes Page 24

I N S I D E N E w S

Transport for sale
The Zip Car company comes 
to SU next month, offering 
students cars for rent.
Page 7

Residence 
hall named 
for Davis

By Daniel Bortz
ASST. CoPy ediTor

The new residence hall under con-
struction on Comstock Avenue will be 
named “Ernie Davis Hall,” Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor announced Saturday.

 Cantor made the announcement 
prior to the 3:30 p.m. football game 
between Syracuse University and 
Pennsylvania State University. She 
delivered a brief speech in the Quad, 
commemorating Davis’ life and his 
accomplishment of earning the 1961 
Heisman Trophy. 

 Kevin Morrow, SU’s spokes-
man, confirmed the residence hall’s 
official title and said the naming 
involved no funding and was strictly 
an effort to honor Davis’ life, cut 
short when he died of leukemia at 
age 23.

 “This was a decision made to 
honor an alumnus of the university 

see  davis hall page 4

max nepstad | staff photographer
actor dennis quaid (above) and chancellor nancy cantor (below) 
attend the orange carpet premiere of “The express” at the Landmark Theatre Friday 
evening.

‘the Express’ world premiere draws SU 
football legends, Hollywood celebrities

Arrests 
made after 
Euclid fight

Starry night
By Amanda Allison

NewS ediTor

F
loyd Little went through 12 tissues dur-
ing the world premiere of “The Express” 
Friday at the Landmark Theatre. He said 

his wife couldn’t understand why he was so 
emotional, why this former Syracuse University 
star running back was crying during a movie 
about football. 

 It’s because Little was a part of the story he 
was watching on film. He wore the same jersey 
number, trained on the same fields and was 
friends with the famed Ernie Davis. 

 “The Express” recounts the life of Davis, the 
first black player to win the Heisman Trophy 
after leading SU for three successful seasons as 
running back in the late 1950s. 

see express page 11

By Megan Saucke
ASST. NewS ediTor

Two 20-year-olds were arrested early 
Sunday morning in connection with 
a street fight on the 700 block of Euclid 
Avenue, Syracuse police said.

 Gary Foster was charged with two 
counts of harassment in the second 
degree, unlawful possession of mari-
juana and disorderly conduct, and 
Jessie Sudakow was charged with 
disorderly conduct, Connellan said. 

 Sgt. Tom Connellan of the Syra-
cuse Police Department confirmed 
two female victims. The victims’ 

see euclid fight page 4

t H E E x p r E S S

Express-ion
The daily orange reviews ‘The 
express’ and examines what it 
means to the Syracuse community.  
Page 12
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Orange Grove Kick-Off 
When: 2 p.m.
Where: Quad
How much: Free 
 
What: Transgender discussion
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: 750 Ostrom Ave.
How much: Free 

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

Investigators look 
into fatal commuter 
train crash
A commuter train crashed 
head-on into a freight train a 
few miles north of Los Angeles 
Friday afternoon, killing 25 pas-
sengers and injuring 135 more. 
Federal investigators combed 
the railroad tracks and wreckage 
Sunday, looking for evidence to 
explain what is the deadliest rail 
accident in 15 years. According 
to Metrolink, the engineer is at 
fault for not stopping at a red 
light on the tracks.

Merrill plans to merge 
with Bank of america
Merrill Lynch & Co. is in merger 
talks with Bank of America 
Corp., according to people with 
knowledge of the negotiations. 
Bank of America’s shares fell 
more than 35 percent last week. 
Its smaller rival Lehman Broth-
ers Holdings Inc. announced 
bankruptcy Monday night. Merrill 
Lynch’s board has considered 
paying $25 to $30 per share of 
Bank of America, which would 
value the firm at more than $40 
billion. Bank of America has 
maintained its AA credit rating 
as other U.S. financial institu-
tions, including Merrill Lynch, 
have faced downgrades.

rescuers brought 2,000 
Texans to safety
In the wake of Hurricane Ike’s 
destroyed houses and flooded 
streets, rescuers in Texas said 
Sunday they saved nearly 2,000 
people in Texas. Ike devastated 
Houston, making it the first hur-
ricane to directly hit a major city 
since Katrina. Buses took away 
the rescued people, who didn’t 
know where they were headed 
or when they would return to 
whatever is left of their homes. 
Authorities went door-to-door 
Sunday as floodwaters receded, 
checking for people who stayed 
in their homes and may be with-
out power or supplies. The death 
toll of the storm was 13.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy of or 
associated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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revamped rec Pr
Recreation Services heads its first 
marketing campaign ever.  
 
p u l p

CsI: syracuse 
SU offers a new master’s program 
in forensic science.  
 
s p o r t s 

Field hockey preview
Three players have followed Ange 
Bradley from Richmond to SU.

s P o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 19  
vs. Louisville 
@ 2 p.m., J.S. Coyne 
Stadium 
 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 29 
vs. St. John’s 
@ 6 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 19 
vs. Marquette 
@ 8 p.m., Milwaukee,  
Wis. 
 

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Princeton 
@ 1 p.m., Hamilton,  
N.Y. 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Northeastern 
@ 3:30 p.m., Carrier  
Dome

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Collgate 
@ 5 p.m., Hamilton,  
N.Y.

PHoto  oF  tHE  wEEK

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Germany, 
1935
The 

Nuremberg 
Laws 

denied Jews 
of their 

citizenship.

Russia,
1917

Alexander 
Kerensky 
declared 

the 
nation 

a republic.

Darwin, 
1835

The scientist 
reached the 
Galapagos 
Islands on 
the HMS 
Beagle.

S. America, 
1821

Costa Rica, 
El Salvador, 
Guatemala, 
Honduras & 

Nicaragua are 
independent.

megan lange | staff photographer
SYRACUSE FANS wear paper bags over their heads to show their disdain for the SU football 
team. The Orange was demolished, 55-13, by Penn State Saturday to fall to 0-3 on the year.

C o r r r E C T I o N s
The article “SU Idol searches for 
the next singing sensation on cam-
pus” published Wednesday stated 
that SU Idol begins on September 
15 at 8:30p.m. SU Idol begins Sep-
tember 15 at 8p.m. 

The article ‘All Alone’ published 
Wednesday, claimed 80 percent of 
Iraq is illiterate. 40 percent of Iraq 
adults are illiterate according to the 
United Nations Educational, Scien-
tific and Cultural Organization. 

The Daily Orange regrets these 
errors. 

Once SU was down by quite a lot 
before half time, I noticed a few of the 
students were wearing paper bags over 
their heads. I thought that they epito-
mized the mood of the game with their 
costumes, so I photographed them 
from the sideline.

BEhINd ThE lENs
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State of the Black Union plans campus diversity task force 

groups cope 
with earlier 
Homecoming 
deadlines

max nepstad | staff photographer
Officer carlOs rOmain of the Syracuse Police Department investigates a car accident next to Watson Hall Sunday afternoon.

Car crashes into tree by Watson Hall

see homecoming page 9

By Kelly Outram
ASSt. feAture eDitor

The State of the Black Union at Syra-
cuse University announced Saturday 
it will create a task force to pursue the 
advancement of blacks at SU.

 The creation of the task force 
is the first step in creating a more 
diverse atmosphere at the university, 
said Kim Harris, senior coordinator 
for SU’s State of the Black Union.

 “We want to strive for black goals 
through supporting each other,” said 
Harris, a senior policy studies, politi-
cal science and magazine journalism 
major.

 Eric Morrissette, a senior in The 
College of Arts and Sciences who 
helped organize the State of the Black 
Union event, said the task force was 
made to continue the dialogue from 
the event.

 “We want to turn the result into 
action,” Morrissette said. “It’s always 
frustrating when people sit and talk 
but nothing gets solved and everyone 
leaves heated. This time, we want to 
turn the work we did into action.” 

 In small workshops, attendees of 
SU’s State of the Black Union dis-
cussed AIDS and HIV, the 2008 presi-
dential election and financial aid. 
The task force will ultimately work 

toward improving diversity at SU. 
 Harris said anyone could volun-

teer for the task force, but it would pri-
marily be composed of black students. 
She hopes the task force should be up 
and running in a couple of weeks, she 
said.

 “No one organization can unite the 
campus, but this (task force), along with 
the desire for change can help unify the 
campus,” Morrissette said. 

 The State of the Black Union at SU 
was also meant to unite the several 
black student organizations on cam-
pus in an attempt to create a “united 
we stand” front, Harris said. The 
unity would help further the advance-
ment of black students on campus 
and help black students feel more like 
they’re a part of the SU community 
through discussing issues pertinent 

see black union page 6

By Daniel Bortz
ASSt. coPy eDitor

A van crashed front first into a tree 
on Comstock Avenue next to Watson 
Hall Sunday afternoon. 

 Three people — the driver and 
her two daughters — were in the car 
when the accident occurred, accord-
ing to Department of Public Safety 
officials. No other vehicles were 
involved.

 “I called it in, and in less than 

five minutes, police cars and a fire 
truck came,” said Will MacGuire, 
who was walking by Watson Hall 
when he witnessed the car crash. 

 MacGuire, a sophomore music 
education major, said the driver told 
him she was eight months pregnant, 
which DPS Officer Terra Petrie con-
firmed. 

 Petrie confirmed that the mother 
did not appear to have sustained any 
visible injuries, but was taken to 

a hospital by paramedics. The two 
daughters also did not appear to have 
suffered any serious injury, Petrie 
confirmed.

 The Chevy Venture’s front 
windshield and the entire front 
bumper were smashed, and its two 
front tires flattened. The car’s left 
headlight broke off and landed on 
the sidewalk next to the residence 
hall.

 Petrie said the accident, includ-

ing its cause, is still under investiga-
tion. The Syracuse Police Depart-
ment arrived at the scene first, 
shortly after MacGuire called in the 
accident.

 Julie Lisanto, a junior account-
ing major, said she saw the car crash 
from her room in Watson.

 “As soon as I heard it, I ran to my 
window and called 911 immediately,” 
Lisanto said. “I ran down here and 

see car crash page 4

By Ryan Balton
ASSt. coPy eDitor

The pressure was on for this year’s 
homecoming committee and home-
coming court candidates, who scram-
bled together this week’s homecom-
ing events, which take place almost a 
month earlier than last year.

 Planning for Syracuse University 
Homecoming started in the spring 
semester when the football season 
schedule was announced, the chairs 
said. There are no home games in the 
month of October, when homecoming 
usually takes place.

 Katelyn Hancock, the homecom-
ing court chair, said a few court appli-
cations came in late.

 “One candidate e-mailed me and 
was like, ‘Oh my gosh! I went into car-
diac arrest when I realized the applica-
tion deadline had passed,’” said Han-
cock, a senior public relations major.

 Homecoming court applications 
were due the second Friday of the 
semester, Sept. 5, but the committee 
accepted three applications that came 
in late over the weekend, Hancock 
said. The committee did not accept 
one student’s application that came in 
three days after the deadline. 

 There were no late applications 
last year, she said.

 The homecoming committee 
chairs said they are confident the 
week will still be successful, despite 
the early timing.

 “It stinks that we can’t have the 
freshmen involved as much as we 
usually would, but other than that 
the rest of us have met earlier and 
last year to help start planning for 
it,” said co-chair Cortney Maslyn, a 
senior psychology major.
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who had a very significant life, although a 
very shortened life because of his succumbing 
to leukemia,” Morrow said. “Ernie Davis was 
a very brave figure and a man who really did 
an awful lot to break boundaries and to break 
racial boundaries.”

 The new residence hall will follow a nation-
al trend of modernizing living spaces, includ-
ing a plan to replace university identification 
cards with bracelets that enable a resident to 
enter the building and that track students’ 
whereabouts throughout the building.

 It will consist of nine stories, 250 beds, 
a 500-seat dining hall, academic space and 
a recreation facility, according to an article 
published in The Daily Orange last February. 

 SU also unveiled a sculpture of Davis in 
the Quad Saturday. The athlete’s statue is 
located in front of the Physics Building, next 
to Hendricks Chapel. It weighs more than 
500 pounds and stands 6 feet 2 inches tall.

 The running back played for SU from 1958 
to 1961, gaining national recognition by win-
ning two first-team All-American honors.

 Construction for the hall, located at 619 
Comstock Ave., began in March and is expect-
ed to be complete August 2009.

dsbortz@syr.edu

davis hall
f r o m  p a g e  1

(police cars) were here in no time.”
 Both front air bags deployed on impact. 

Officers were unable to confirm whether the 
driver is a student at Syracuse University. The 
van had a parking pass for the State University 
of New York College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry hanging from its rear view mir-
ror.

 SPD and DPS closed off part of Comstock 

Avenue, from the corner of University Place 
to Waverly Place, for a brief cleanup period.

 The doors of the vehicle were left open after 
the three people were removed from the van, 
which appeared to contain only one car seat. 
New York State law requires a car seat for chil-
dren younger than eight years old who weigh 
less than 80 pounds, according to the New York 
Department of Motor Vehicle’s Web site.

 DPS Chief Anthony Callisto said Sunday 
evening he did not know details of the inci-
dent.

dsbortz@syr.edu

car crash
f r o m  p a g e  3

injuries did not appear to be serious, Connellan 
said, but they requested transfer to a hospital.

 The incident happened around 2:30 a.m. Sun-
day, Connellan said. A group of people approached 
a police unit down the street and informed the offi-
cer that there was a fight. The SPD car reported to 
the scene along with four other cars.

 Connellan said there were several males 
and females fighting in the middle of the street 
and most dispersed when the police came.

 Sean Brady, a senior at the State University 
of New York College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry, said he was on the porch of a Euclid 
house with his friends when they heard scream-
ing coming from the other side of the street.

 He saw seven or eight people coming down 
the hill out of a house and saw girls on the 
ground, he said. He then saw a male beating a 
female and then beating other females when 
they tried to stop him, he said.

 “He was kicking her on the ground,” Brady 
said. “He was closed-fist punching. He was hit-
ting her like I would fight another man.”

 Brady tried to pull people out of the fight, he 
said, and then ran to a police car down the road 
to get help.

 It could not be confirmed whether Foster 
and Sudakow are Syracuse University students.

mcsaucke@syr.edu

euclid fight
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Pushing patriotism: The true 
meaning of red, white and blue

T welve thousand American 
flags stuffed into garbage bags 
is an alarming, disturbing 

sight. This was the alleged scene out-
side of Invesco Field in Colorado after 
the Democratic National Convention. 
The Denver Post reported a vendor 
who worked the event discovered 
these miniature flags and turned 
the flags over to Sen. John McCain’s 
campaign. Having rescued the twelve 
thousand mini flags from the trash, 
the campaign redistributed them to 
audience members at a McCain rally 
later in the day. 

 Officials from the DNC called the 
story false, saying that the plan all 
along was to reuse or donate the flags. 
However, packing up the flags in 
garbage bags and placing them next 
to trashcans seems rather suspicious. 
It is important to note that even if the 
DNC did plan to throw out the flags, 
which has been debated, this was 
most likely not an executive decision 
by the Democratic Party. 

But the issue at hand is not a fight 
between political parties. The true 
issue concerns the symbolism of 
the flag and the important meaning 
behind its stars and stripes. 

Considering America is currently 
engaged in a war and a mere seven 
years have passed since the World 
Trade Center towers fell, perhaps 
this is not the best time to be packing 
thousands of flags into garbage bags 
and placing them anywhere near 
things Americans consider waste.

 “We aren’t perfect, but we are 
the greatest country in the world in 
terms of freedom and living your 
life the way you want to live it,” said 
Republican congressional seat candi-
date Dale Sweetland on Wednesday 
at a speech with SU College Republi-
cans. “September 11th was the first 
time Americans felt the devastation 
of what it was like to be struck at 
home.”

 The flag is, yes, an inanimate 
object without feelings. The “rescued 
flags” were almost certainly cheaply 
mass-produced in another country, 
but that does not lessen their sym-
bolic value. 

 In an election season where 
voters are being bombarded with 
the theme of hope, it is important to 
remember that there is no greater 
symbol of hope than the red, white 
and blue proudly waving in the sky. 
The American flag stands for the 
incredible opportunities presented to 
all people within this country. 

 “I know people who have served 
in Iraq, and the flag now has a much 
more personal significance,” said 
Alex Barham, a junior conservation 
biology major at the State University 
of New York College of Environmen-
tal Science and Forestry.

The flag honors those brave men 
and women who have devoted their 
lives to serving in the military. These 
are the people who have made the 
ultimate sacrifice for their country, a 
sacrifice that most other Americans 
could not even begin to comprehend.

 On campus, the flag does not 
always evoke the positive message of 
patriotic freedom and opportunity 
that this country is supposed to stand 
for.

“Unfortunately, the flag makes 
me think of the war in Iraq and how 
George Bush has divided this coun-
try,” said Liz Weil, a junior industrial 
design major. It is disheartening that 
Weil and other students are reminded 
of the past eight years under Presi-
dent Bush instead of the proud his-
tory of the United States.

 The heat of the 2008 election has 
caused Americans to polarize politi-
cally. The flag should be a uniting 
symbol that transcends politics and 
represents Americans’ true love for 
their country.

Jimmy Paul is a sophomore 
political science major. His columns 
appear every other Monday. He can 

be reached at jdpaul01@syr.edu

J i m m y  P a u l

no relation to ron

S c r i b b l e
Dave Saracino
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to the black community, Harris said.
 Harris said the AIDS and HIV seminar, run 

by new student organization SEX S.Y.M.B.A.L.S., 
touched a chord with those who attended the 
seminar. 

 “People were very passionate about the 
issue,” Harris said. “They were open to sharing 
their own experiences, maybe not AIDS spe-
cifically, but their sex experience in general. It’s 
such a touchy topic to talk about, so to have stu-
dents attend and talk about it is really great.” 

kaoutram@syr.edu

black union
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Chancellor Nancy Cantor wants to meet with you and 
other students to hear your thoughts and concerns. 
The following opportunities are available to meet 
and have lunch with the Chancellor at the Schine 

Student Center.

Thursday, September 18, noon-1 p.m.

Wednesday, September 24, noon-1 p.m.

To join the Chancellor for lunch, please call  

315-443-2235. Additional dates and times  

will be announced later in the semester.
 

An Opportunity to Meet 
With Chancellor Cantor
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By Kasey Panetta
Staff writer

There’s a new transportation option for Syra-
cuse University students without cars at school.

 SU administrators signed contracts Tues-
day with Zipcar, a company that rents cars to 
students on an hourly or daily basis. 

 Students can pay a $35 annual fee, granting 
them access to the company’s Web site. They can 
then reserve cars for $9 an hour or $60 a day, 
said Allan Breese, SU’s director of business and 
facilities maintenance services. 

 The program will launch around the second 
week of October to give Zipcar and the univer-
sity time to work out system kinks. 

 The program won’t cost SU any money, nor 
will the university profit from the cars.

 SU will start with two new vehicles, a Honda 
Civic and Toyota Matrix. Upon registration, stu-
dents will receive Zipcards, giving them access 
to the cars. 

 Breese said the technology is his favorite 
part of the program. To reserve a car, a student 
can sign on to the Web site or call Zipcar’s phone 
number. Within 10 minutes, the company sends 
a signal to the reserved car. The student places 
his or her Zipcard over the card reader located 
on the car and the door unlocks. 

 “We think that it’s a good sustainable move,” 
Breese said. 

 Zipcar requires each driver has had a license 
for at least two years, but there is no age require-
ment, Breese said.

 Zipcar does have rules for drivers, accord-
ing to its Web site. No smoking is allowed, and 
all pets must be crated. The driver is responsible 

for all tolls and tickets and will be assessed a $50 
minimum fee for returning the car late. There 
are no roof racks, and allowing anyone who 
isn’t a registered Zipcar driver to drive the car 
will result in membership cancellation. Zipcar 
expects the driver to keep the car clean and 
return it with gas; a gas card is in each car. 

 “The technology knows that the car has 
been gassed and sends the information back to 
Zipcar,” Breese said. “It’s really self service.” 

 Breese said the introduction of Zipcars is 
an effort to lessen the amount of cars on-cam-
pus and allow students who don’t have a car 
the opportunity to get off-campus. He said he 
hopes it will free up campus parking spaces and 
encourage students to leave cars at home. 

 Gerard McTigue, a sophomore international 

relations major, said he’d be interested in the 
program, because he didn’t bring his car to 
school from his home in Texas.

 “(As) a person that lives so far from the 
school, it would be really convenient to have 
something like Zipcar … for when I need to get 
to certain off-campus events,” McTigue said.

 Erin Corbett, a freshman newspaper major, said 
the cars could benefit freshmen who aren’t allowed 
to have cars on campus, under university rules. 

 “It sounds like a great program,” Corbett 
said. “I would definitely be willing to pay the 
money and make the extra effort because I don’t 
like using a bus system or being restricted to the 
schedule of public transportation. It would be 
nice to not be restricted to local locations.”

kpanetta@syr.edu
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Car-sharing company comes to SU campus

courtesy of zipcar.com
Zipcar will make vehicles available to SU students for daily or hourly rental starting in October.
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Adv. Tix on Sale FIREPROOF (PG) �
Adv. Tix on Sale LAKEVIEW TERRACE (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale EAGLE EYE (PG-13) �
RIGHTEOUS KILL (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 350) 700 950
RIGHTEOUS KILL - DP (R) - ID REQ'D (150 420) 730 1020
BURN AFTER READING (R) - ID REQ'D (100 400 430) 710 1000 1030
TYLER PERRY'S: THE FAMILY THAT PREYS (PG-13) (1240 110 340) 650

720 940
PROUD AMERICAN (PG) (1245 345) 655 925
THE WOMEN (PG-13) (1230 330) 640 920
THE DARK KNIGHT (PG-13) (1255 435) 800 1115
OC: TROPIC THUNDER (R) - ID REQ'D (105) 705
TROPIC THUNDER (R) - ID REQ'D (405) 945
MAMMA MIA - SING ALONG (PG-13) (115) 740
VICKY CRISTINA BARCELONA (PG-13) (120 425) 715 955
EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE ITALIAN (R) - ID REQ'D (125 415) 725 1005
BANGKOK DANGEROUS (R) - ID REQ'D (135 435) 735 1010
TRAITOR (PG-13) (1235 335) 645 930
DEATH RACE (R) - ID REQ'D (445) 1035
HOUSE BUNNY (PG-13) (200 450) 755 1025
FLY ME TO THE MOON 3D (G) � (1200) PM
PINEAPPLE EXPRESS (R) - ID REQ'D (145) 745
BABYLON AD (PG-13) (140) 750
DISASTER MOVIE (PG-13) (455) 1015
MIRRORS (R) - ID REQ'D (440) 1035

Adv. Tix on Sale LAKEVIEW TERRACE (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale EAGLE EYE (PG-13) �
THE WOMEN (PG-13) (210 440) 720 950
TYLER PERRY'S: THE FAMILY THAT PREYS (PG-13) (145 420) 700 935
RIGHTEOUS KILL (R) - ID REQ'D (230 455) 750 1020
BURN AFTER READING (R) - ID REQ'D (155 410) 730 1000
BANGKOK DANGEROUS (R) - ID REQ'D (240 510) 800 1025
HOUSE BUNNY (PG-13) (200 425) 710 945
STAR WARS: THE CLONE WARS (PG) (205 430)
TROPIC THUNDER (R) - ID REQ'D (220 500) 740 1010
MAMMA MIA (PG-13) 650 925
THE DARK KNIGHT (PG-13) (135 450) 810

Adv. Tix on Sale LAKEVIEW TERRACE (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale EAGLE EYE (PG-13) �
RIGHTEOUS KILL (R) - ID REQ'D (230 455) 720 1000
BURN AFTER READING (R) - ID REQ'D (245 515) 745 1020
THE WOMEN (PG-13) (200 430) 700 935
BANGKOK DANGEROUS (R) - ID REQ'D (235 505) 730 1010
DISASTER MOVIE (PG-13) (210 425) 640 930
BABYLON AD (PG-13) 755 1015
TRAITOR (PG-13) (140 415) 650 940
HOUSE BUNNY (PG-13) (220 440) 710 950
TROPIC THUNDER (R) - ID REQ'D (240 510) 740 1005
THE DARK KNIGHT (PG-13) (130 445) 800
WALL-E (G) (150 410)

©2008Times For 9/15/08



Want to shoot 

for the D.o.?
Come to the photo dept.’s  

staff meetings  

EVERY SUNDAY at 1 p.m.

Photographers are needed for portraits, 

campus events, concerts and sports

Can’t make it but still interested?  
E-mail Ben at photo@dailyorange.com
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Chancellor Nancy Cantor wants to meet with you and 
other students to hear your thoughts and concerns. 
The following opportunities are available to meet 
and have lunch with the Chancellor at the Schine 

Student Center.

Thursday, September 18, noon-1 p.m.

Wednesday, September 24, noon-1 p.m.

To join the Chancellor for lunch, please call  

315-443-2235. Additional dates and times  

will be announced later in the semester.
 

An Opportunity to Meet 
With Chancellor Cantor

homecoming
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Homecoming events
Today
2-4 p.m. Orange Grove Kick-Off Ceremony, the 
Quad, free creamsicles
8 p.m. SU Idol, Goldstein Auditorium in Schine, 
$3 for students

Tuesday, Sept. 16
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Slice of Orange Days, Schine 
atrium, answer trivia questions for a free T-shirt

Wednesday, Sept. 17
8 p.m. MEISA Battle of the Bands, Schine 
Underground, free

Thursday, Sept. 18
8 p.m. Homecoming Dance Showcase, Gold-
stein Auditorium in Schine, $3 for students

Friday, Sept. 19 – Wear Your  
Favorite SU Jersey Day
5:30 p.m. Parade and banner competition, pep 
rally and bonfire, Homecoming BBQ and con-
cert, the Quad

Saturday, Sept. 20
3:30 p.m. SU football vs. Northeastern,  
Carrier Dome
9 p.m. ’Cuse Got Talent, Goldstein Auditorium 
in Schine

Sunday, Sept. 21
3 p.m. Field day: kickball, sack races and so on, 
the Quad

SOUrCE: The Office of Student Life
daily orange file photo 

gym class heroes presents a concert on the Quad during Homecoming 2007. Local 
bands The Action! and The reissues will perform this Friday on the Quad at 6:30 p.m.

Please recycle this paper!

 One of the advantages of having home-
coming in September is the better weather, 
the chairs said. This Friday’s ’Cuse Com-
motion events, which includes a parade, pep 
rally, bonfire, barbeque and concert, all take 
place outside. 

 Alycia Hawkins, another co-chair and 
a communication and rhetorical studies 
senior, said marketing was the biggest prob-
lem.

 “Our club flyers didn’t come in and we 
didn’t have time to correct that and get them 
out like we usually would,” she said.

 Marissa Broe, the third co-chair, said 
earlier timing wasn’t a problem.

 “We always do a lot of stuff in the spring 
anyway, so the committee worked really 
well doing a lot of planning last spring,” said 
Broe, a senior magazine journalism major.

 Both Broe and Hawkins said the Office 
of Student Life staff did a lot of work over the 
summer.

 “Except for the marketing, I think we 
are set,” Maslyn said. “I think we still have 
the same caliber of events that we usually 
have.”

rsbalton@syr.edu
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the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

the human condition by michael scialdone | mjsciald@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

open call for 
comics

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com
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Need online research
you can trust?

Only Questia has it all.

Trusted Online Research

Web Address: www.questia.com

Google Search: “Questia Daily Orange Offer”
for a 25% Back to School offer

SAVE
25%

70,000 full-text books

Instant citations & bibliographies
2 million full-text articles

 Those who knew Davis, who died in 1963 at 
23 years old from leukemia, were the real stars 
to walk the orange carpet at Friday night’s 
premiere. 

 Though the movie started at 7:30 p.m., events 
began earlier in the day, with an afternoon press 
conference on the Quad with actors Rob Brown, 
who plays Davis, and Dennis Quaid, who plays 
Davis’ coach Ben Schwartzwalder. They were 
joined by former SU star running back Jim 
Brown, who first wore number 44 on the football 
field. 

 “He was an exceptional human being, a 
great athlete,” Jim Brown said at the premiere. 
“The man had unbelievable talent. He had it all. 
God took him away, and we don’t know what he 
could have done.”

 Jim Brown was among many historic play-
ers and coaches to walk the orange carpet, laid 
out underneath a tent set up to shield attendees 
from the rain at the Landmark Theatre. SU 
cheerleaders held a strip of film for Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor to cut, officially opening the 
orange carpet event. 

 Syracuse sports celebrities included football 
players Jim Brown, Little, Don McPherson, Art 
Monk and the entire 1959 championship team — 
Davis’ teammates from the last season he played 
football. In addition, members of Davis’ family 
were in attendance. 

 As Cantor said, “Hollywood came to Syra-
cuse,” in the form of Rob Brown, Quaid director 
Gary Fleder and author of Davis’ biography 
Robert Gallagher.

 “The big challenge is really honoring the 
memory of Ernie,” Fleder said. “There’s so 
many people who knew and played with him 
and talked about him. The pressure of getting it 
right was a big deal.”

 Fleder got it right, according to some friends 
and family of Davis.

 “This movie really takes us back to a time 
when it wasn’t that great,” Little said. “This 
gives Syracuse an opportunity to show the kind 
of school it was, the kind of players and the kind 
of program we had. I’ve been through all that. 
I was reminded of what a good decision I made 
in coming to Syracuse. It was a very emotional 
thing for me ... depicted very well.”

 The premiere gave players and coaches a 
chance to discuss the state of the current foot-
ball program. The film may serve as a boost to 
this year’s players. 

 SU Athletic Director Daryl Gross said the 
program was recruiting during the event, in the 
form of inspiring other athletes. 

 “I think that the rest of the country is largely 
unaware of who Ernie Davis even is, let alone 
his story,” said Bob Costas, an SU alumnus 
and current NBC sportscaster, after the film’s 
premiere. “It’s before ESPN, and before every 
game was nationally broadcast. There wasn’t 
that much media at the time, so I think for a lot 
of people, this is going to be an eye opener and 
boom to the program.”

 Following the premiere, attendees headed 
to the War Memorial Arena at OnCenter for 
an after party, where a mini-football field was 
erected — turf, marching band and referee-clad 
servers included. Historic footage from Davis’ 
days at SU played continuously, along with foot-
age of the campus now and clips from the film. 

 “There is no better place for this premiere 
to be held,” said Don McPherson, an SU quarter-
back in the 1980s. “The more I’ve learned about 
him, the more humbled I am to have played 
in the place where he came up. He would be 
tremendously humbled.”

 The night was emotional for Davis’ succes-
sors like Little, who Davis convinced to play for 

SU and who later wore the same number 44, and 
Art Monk. 

 “He was a great athlete, but even more, 
which I am even more impressed with, is that 
he was a great human being,” Monk said. “He 
meant a lot to his hometown and treated people 
with dignity. It wasn’t a football story. It was a 
life story, and it’s a little piece of Ernie Davis.”

akalliso@syr.edu
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SU Star StatS
Jim Brown 
In 1956, Brown set the record for high-
est rush average in a season (6.2) and 
for the most points scored in one game 
(43).  Brown became a member of the 
Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1971 and was 
inducted into the College Hall of Fame in 
1995. 

Floyd Little
Little was a three-time All-American run-
ning back between 1964-1966 and still 
holds the record for career touchdowns 
(46). While on the Denver Broncos, Little 
played in five Pro Bowls. In 1983, he was 
inducted into the College Football Hall of 
Fame. 

Art Monk
While Monk came to Syracuse as a 
running back, he developed into an All-
American receiver and ranks sixth on SU’s 
career reception list. Monk was recently 
inducted into the Pro Football Hall of 
Fame and is currently a member of the 
SU Board of Trustees. 

Don McPherson
McPherson played quarterback at SU 
between 1985-1987 and was the runner-
up for the Heisman Trophy in 1987. 
McPherson went on to play for the Phila-
delphia Eagles and the Houston Oilers. 
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Z a c h  S c h o n b r u n

just le jus

For a night, SU 
football feels 

good about itself

see schonbrun page 16

home
opener
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T he whispers had circulated 
through the bleachers long 
ago, but a logjam still formed 

on the orange carpet with those 
stopping to steal a look. They were of 
fortune or fame, or both, with dark 
suits and bright smiles, and cameras 
aimed to document the arrival of the 
star that transcends all stars.

 They were here for Ernie Davis, 
sure, and the 1959 Syracuse football 
team, and sportscaster Bob Costas, 
and actor Dennis Quaid, and so on. 
Sharing space with celebrity has its 
undeniable draw.

 But there was Jim Brown, cane 
in hand, hunched and hobbled by 72 
years and a recent car wreck, true to 
form and larger than life.

 On this night, Brown was not 
a poster in the Carrier Dome, or a 
bust in the football wing, or a legend 
passed along by the few still around 
who remember him. He was palpable 
and real, and a reminder to those who 
cried that Syracuse’s finest days had 
snuck off without cue.

 His arrival assured what had 
been the overarching belief: On this 
night, Syracuse football fans could 
feel good about themselves, bask-
ing collectively in reminiscence. 
Wrapped tightly in the frustrations of 
the present, here they could unwind, 
here they could reflect, here was the 
B-12 shot for the downtrodden fan’s 
soul.

 It was undoubtedly Daryl Gross’s 
night, too, and as the athletic director 
stood in front of the audience in the 
massive Landmark Theatre, spot-
light literally aimed solely on him, 
his pride and elation filled the room.

 “This is just unbelievable,” he 
said on the orange carpet beforehand. 
“It’s a dream come true — even 
though we knew it was coming. We 
knew it was going to be a priceless 
situation — you don’t have movies 
coming all over the country at uni-
versities. So to bring this Hollywood 
to Syracuse feels really, really good.”

 “We’re recruiting, too, by the 
way,” Gross added as he walked 
away, as if it really needed to be said. 
Recruiting is his bottom line, and his 
obsession. And the irony of the state-
ment only fits his personality: On a 
night celebrating the past, Gross still 
keeps one eye focused on progression.

By Melanie Hicken
Special projectS editor

The story of Syracuse University 
football legend Ernie Davis is the stuff 
movies are made of. 

 “The Express” tells Davis’ tragic, 
yet inspirational story without becom-
ing cheesy or overly dramatic — two 
common traps sports movies often fall 
into. While monologues at the film’s 
beginning and ending are a bit much, 
most of the movie manages to stay out 
of cliché sports movie territory. 

 The film is based on a 1983 Davis 
biography, “The Elmira Express: The 
Story of a Heisman Trophy Winner” by 
Robert Gallagher. The story fits so well 
on the silver screen that it’s surprising 
that it wasn’t made into a movie earlier. 

 Davis, who donned the legendary 
number 44 after his hero, Jim Brown, 
helped SU win the national champion-
ship in the 1959 Cotton Bowl. Two 
years later, he became the first black 
player to win the Heisman Trophy.  

 After his collegiate career, Davis 
followed in his predecessor Brown’s 
footsteps when he signed with the 
Cleveland Browns. But he was diag-
nosed with leukemia shortly after. In 
1963, Davis died at the age of 23, never 
having played a professional game.

 “The Express” tells Davis’s story 
to a new generation. It takes audiences 
back to a different time: a time when 
Syracuse ruled the college football 
world, a time when black athletes faced 
racism and discrimination regardless 
of their talent. 

 Rob Brown (“Finding Forrester”) 
gives a very believable performance 
as the football legend. At some points, 
you forget it’s not Ernie Davis you are 
watching up on the screen. 

 After several less-than-stellar 
movies (“The Rookie” comes to mind), 
Dennis Quaid delivers a powerful 
performance as Davis’ SU football 
coach, Ben Schwartzwalder. Though 
it’s a drama, “The Express” man-
ages to draw laughs, especially when 
Schwartzwalder quips with Davis and 
Brown, played by Darrin Henson. 

 It’s unclear how non-Syracuse 
related audiences will react to the 
movie, since the Syracuse connection 
definitely adds to the film’s effect. 

 But the film will resonate espe-
cially with SU students, faculty and 
fans. Many of the shots were filmed 
on campus and Syracuse students 
and community members were extras 
throughout the movie.

 At a time when the university’s 
football team is floundering, “The 
Express” reminds the campus of a time 
to be proud of. 

mghicken@syr.edu

University, 
community 
unite at 
premiere of 
‘The Express’

By Melissa Daniels 
Staff Writer 

T
he cheering crowds and fields of orange garb 

made it clear: the city of Syracuse loved its 

taste of Hollywood Friday night, and it was 

a celebration unlike anything its residents 

had seen in years. 

 Despite gray skies and rain showers earlier in the 

day, the premiere of “The Express” at the Landmark 

Theatre drew crowds from all over the city.  The 

orange carpet laid out in front of the theater said it 

all — Syracuse was proud of its colors, its heritage and 

its newfound celebrity on the big screen. 

 Julie Asbury, a Syracuse resident for 15 years, said 

the premiere was one of the most exciting events the 

city has put on in years.

 “I think it’s good for the morale of Syracuse,” she 

said. “It’s good to see a lot of people here.”

 Dressed in everything from sequins to jeans, those 

without tickets huddled around the corners of the bar-

ricades around the orange carpet. A constant buzz of 

chatter and cheering filled the air. A giant television 

screen was set behind a two-story stage. 

max nepstad | staff photographer
The CoasTers, a group in its prime in the late 1950s entertain guests at the premiere. the group entered the rock and roll Hall of fame in 1987. 

max nepstad | staff photographer
jim brown, the running back for the SU 
football team in the late 1950s, attends 
the movie premiere.

max nepstad | staff photographer
dennis quaid and The su Cheerleading orange squad walk down the orange carpet at 
friday night’s premiere of “the express.”

‘Express’ 
premiere 
turns silver 
screen orange

max nepstad | staff photographer
diCk maCpherson (lefT) and don 
mCpherson (righT) smile for cameras 
on the orange carpet friday night.

max nepstad | staff photographer
bob CosTas and his wife jill Sutton 
pose among the glitterati, sporting SU’s 
colors.

see orange carpet page 16
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On the  
edge

FOX’s new series, “Fringe,” brings 
audiences to the brink of scientific reality

By Dan Kaplan
Asst. FeAture editor 

F or better or for worse, J.J. Abrams has 
become a fixture in American popular 
culture. 

 Whether working as a director (“Mission: 
Impossible III,” next year’s “Star Trek” sequel) 
or creator (“Alias, “Lost”), Abrams has risen 
to prominence in both television and film. 
But despite his current status, his work often 
divides viewers into two factions: dedicated 
fans and scornful dissenters. 

 His newest project, “Fringe” — a science 
fiction drama on FOX — should continue that 
trend. Following a lot of network hype and 
promotion, “Fringe” debuted on Sept. 9 to mod-
est TV ratings. The show recalls past television 
classics like “The X-Files” and “The Twilight 
Zone,” but suffers from abysmal dialogue and 
an uneven cast of characters. 

 Fortunately, the plot was intriguing enough 
to keep audiences interested in spite of its 
shortcomings. “Fringe” focuses on the efforts of 
FBI agent Olivia Dunham (Anna Torv) to track 
down a biological terrorist. 

 The episode starts with the terrorist’s twin 
brother unleashing a deadly airborne virus 
aboard a commercial flight, killing all on board 
and kick-starting an FBI investigation. Dun-
ham and her partner, agent John Scott (Mark 
Valley) team up to chase the terrorist into an 
abandoned factory. They’re like a modern-day 
Mulder and Scully team, with perhaps a bit 
more intimacy, until Scott gets infected during 
his pursuit of the terrorist. 

 Scott survived the airborne virus. Some-
what predictably, perhaps, the rest of the 
episode focuses on Dunham’s efforts to cure him 

and apprehend the terrorist. 
 In theory, her various interactions with 

a difficult head-of-staff (Lance Reddick), an 
insane “fringe scientist” (John Noble) and his 
smart, though gambling-addicted, son (Joshua 
Jackson) should prove dynamic and add a sense 
of intrigue and complication to the plot. But 
unfortunately, the characters are such that you 
find yourself laughing out loud whenever the 
characters speak to each other. It’s a drama, not 
a comedy.

 Jackson’s character Peter Bishop, in partic-
ular, contributes heavily to this headache. Vital 
to the storyline, Bishop is too much of a smart 
aleck for his own good and seems to exist only 
to chime in with a sarcastic remark every five 
minutes. One would expect better from Abrams 
and company. 

 But the stunning visuals and captivating 
storyline more than alleviate these problems. 
Along the way, the show treats us to explosions, 
altered-state communication and even trans-
parent skin — certainly sights to see. And the 
deeper we get into the plot, the more twists and 
turns it makes, keeping us guessing until the 
very end. 

 Previews following the pilot’s conclusion 
suggested that “Fringe” would unveil new sto-
rylines for each episode. So, unlike past Abrams 
dramas like “Lost,” missing an episode here or 
there won’t prove deadly — certainly a trait that 
should draw viewers in. 

 Not that it necessarily needs any help, 
though. The pilot of “Fringe” was a satisfying, 
if not spectacular, look at things to come. If that 
patchy writing is fixed up, FOX might just be 
onto something.

sdkaplan@syr.edu

“FRINGE”
Channel: Fox
Time: tuesdays, 9 p.m.
Starring: Anna torv, Joshua Jackson, John Noble
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 What this event actually meant for Syracuse 
was easy to assume but not as easy to answer. 
It was plainly obvious, though, that it meant 
something.

 “This is beyond real; this is now surreal,” 
said Gary Fleder, the movie’s director. “It’s 
really extraordinary. Jim Brown, Floyd Little 
and the ’59 team back here, and the amount 
of love support for the movie and for Ernie ... 
Nothing in Hollywood could ever do this. You 
could never equate this in Hollywood. This is a 
stand-alone, unique moment.”

 Fleder said he most wanted to convey Davis’ 
grace and courage in the film — oh, and he was 
pretty good at football, too. That last aspect, he 
said, is what people so often forget.

 On Friday night, though, football seemed 
very distant, even as on-field hero after on-field 
hero passed down the greeting line. They wore 
no helmets or pads, and yet were cheered to no 
end.

 More recently, the mention of Syracuse 
football draws snickers. It’s been a topic many 
have fought to avoid mentioning. It’s lost its 
relevance as more than a punch line of a sorry 
joke.

 Which is what made this evening so indefin-
ably significant. Syracuse could embrace its 
history unashamed — through an event that 
was so clearly un-Syracuse.

 “Hollywood came to Syracuse, right? Pretty 
good,” said Chancellor Nancy Cantor. “The 
community is out, thinking about its history 
but also where it can go. The thing about his-
tory is it charts a road for where you can go. 
This is where this region will get. We’ll do it 
again.”

  After the movie was over, a crowd of about 

40 people waited outside the theater doors for 
Brown to re-emerge. He was one of the last 
to exit, taking his time walking back up the 
aisle, chatting with friends and teammates 
along the way. He came out the stained-glass 
doors and smiled at the crowd as he passed 
through, and when he had departed the on-
lookers peered down at their cameras to make 
sure the image they captured was real and 
was right.

 The after-party would soon start, but Brown 
was gone. He left long before the clock struck 
midnight.

 But he was there.
 I caught up with former Syracuse quarter-

back star Don McPherson as he was exiting the 
theater and asked him how, after seeing the 
movie, it could help the university.

 “I think (the past) has always been there for 
them to deal with and to reckon with,” he said. 
“And so I think this film may be just a reminder 
to people of where we’ve come from and where 
we need to get to.”

 A reminder. Of course. For so long here in 
Syracuse, it seemed tough to remember what to 
be reminded about.

  On this night, nostalgia brought the blitz. 
Syracuse’s past is alive and sound and, well, at 
least that’s something.

Zach Schonbrun is the sports columnist for 
The Daily Orange where his column appears every 

Tuesday. He can be reached at zsschonb@syr.edu

 Those who arrived early scored seats on 
the bleachers set up next to the orange carpet. 
While entering the Landmark, some of the 
movie’s stars such as Dennis Quaid and Rob 
Brown addressed the crowds with waving and 
cheering of their own. 

 But to Asbury, “The Express” means more 
to Syracuse than just the celebration and see-
ing stars. Having a national movie released 
about Syracuse and the university can help 
the city out, she said.

 “Everyone’s talking about seeing it on TV, 
and what we’re going to look like,” she said. 
“And what this can do for Syracuse — not just 
the football team but the city itself.” 

 Many of the attendees, including Syracuse 
resident Charlie Brown, thought having the 
city host the event was a good use of taxpayer 
dollars. 

 “We need to see more of this,” he said. 
“This city is dead most of the time. There’s 
nothing to do. This is what we need to see.” 

 Having Syracuse’s history and the story 
of Ernie Davis told to the nation makes the 
city more exciting, “and should be motivation 
enough for the football team,” he said. 

 “If this can’t do it, nothing will,” he said. 
 When Syracuse football legends like Jim 

Brown, Art Monk, Floyd Little and the sur-
viving members of the 1959 team walked the 
carpet, SU football fans cheered their loudest, 
reliving the glory days of the game. Strangers 
side by side discussed who they saw play back 
in the day and shared their stories. 

 Anthony Bishop, a lifelong Syracuse resi-
dent, was grateful and excited to be at the pre-
miere. Bishop first saw Ernie Davis play for 

Syracuse when he was 9 years old. Seeing “The 
Express” and hearing Davis’s story told on the 
silver screen brought back many childhood 
memories, he said. 

 “It was just breathtaking,” he said after the 
movie. “It just made me feel real good, and it 
got a little misty in there. It brought back great 
times, great football teams and great people. 
And any time you see Syracuse on the big 
screen it feels real good.” 

 For SU students, the premiere was an 
opportunity to get dressed up and go out and 
exhibit a whole new sense of school pride.

 Jordan Upmalis, a senior broadcast jour-
nalism major, attended the premiere with 
three of her friends. 

 “I think that the city of Syracuse is so 
excited,” Upmalis said. “It’s something you 
don’t see, and tonight everyone’s celebrating.”

 Upmalis and her friends agreed that see-
ing “The Express” made them proud to be SU 
students. The movie, they said, was “amazing” 
and Davis’ story would be inspirational to 
anyone, whether he’s a Syracuse fan or not. 

 Emily Alber Chase, a junior political 
philosophy major and director of University 
Union Cinemas, volunteered at the premiere 
with UU president Gustavo Melendez. 

 “We’re so grateful to be involved in this 
event,” Alber Chase said. “It’s so exciting. And 
everything’s orange and blue – other schools 
don’t have this sense of community, this sense 
of pride that we got here and we’re all part of 
this one big unit.”

 Melendez agreed.
 “It’s amazing being around all these people, 

the trustees, the alumni and the 1959 team,” 
he said. “We’re all from the same place. It’s 
extremely exciting, and it’s an experience that 
can’t be matched by any other university.” 

mdanie01@syr.edu

orange carpet
f r o m  p a g e  1 3

max nepstad | staff photographer
Linara washington, who plays Gloria, Ernie Davis’ girlfriend in “The Express,” 
walks the orange carpet at Friday’s premiere.

On this night, Syracuse 
football fans could feel 
good about themselves, 
basking collectively 
in reminiscence. 
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 Arthur Jones recovered the ball, and his 
teammates exploded. “That was a great feeling 
right there,” said middle linebacker Jake Fla-
herty.

 That’s the hard part. This team is trying. 
They really are. And that sounds stupid and 
cliché, but it’s still true. They do all the things 
football teams do: workouts and weight training 
and practice and skull sessions throughout the 
week. They come in on their own time to watch 
film. They play hurt. 

 The effort is there. The talent just isn’t. But 
we’ll get to that. Just wait a play. 

 Because the Orange had the ball in between 
the first play and the third play. It took over at 
the Penn State 36, crowd roaring, momentum 
shifting, movie stars like Dennis Quaid in the 
building, legendary former Orangemen like 
Floyd Little watching.

 Which meant time to bust out something 
new. And that’s another thing about this team. 
Nothing  stays the same. Players switch posi-
tions. Players even switch sides of the ball. Last 
year, Ben Maljovec started at linebacker. Now 
he plays tight end. Last year, Da’Mon Merker-
son caught passes as a wideout. Now he plays 
cornerback. 

 And while this is going on, coaches come and 
go: three offensive coordinators in four years, 
for example. Little continuity, just new systems, 
new wrinkles, all the time. Brian Pariani brought 
some hybrid of the West Coast offense in 2005. 
Brian White switched things up the next season. 
A season after that, he left the program. 

 So the latest wrinkle-maker, new offensive 
coordinator Mitch Browning, trotted out his lat-
est wrinkle, three wide receivers split out and 
stacked in a row, much like these three plays. 

 Curtis Brinkley stood at the back of the 
pack. Cameron Dantley took the snap and 
threw a quick screen out to the senior tailback, 
something new for the team that always tries 
something new. 

 Except the pass was a backwards lateral. 
Except the ball hit Brinkley in the hands and 
squirted out. Except the Nittany Lions pounced 

and regained possession.
 All that momentum? Gone. So was any hope 

of jumping out to a fast start. Quaid and Little 
were still around, but that was about it. After 
Syracuse  earned possession, they gave it up. 

 OK. One last play. 
 Clark rolled left and threw to a wide-open 

Jordan Norwood, who beat cornerback Nico 
Scott on a corner route by the Orange sideline. 
The Syracuse bench stood and watched it 
unfold, mist spraying at their backs in the swel-

ter of the crowded Carrier Dome.
 Then Scott — playing hurt and soon to 

depart the game — missed a tackle in the open 
field. Norwood scooted back inside and ran 
untouched into the end zone: 7-0. 

 Wide-open receivers. Missed tackles. No 
speed. You see this every week, this steady diet 
of problems caused by basic flaws, basic things 
like tackling. Tackling. The Orange just does 
not have the athletes to compete with good 
teams, not right now.

 “This is not about me,” Greg Robinson said 
at the start of this season and, in a way, he is 
right. In a way, it is sad that a man will soon 
lose his job because boys can’t tackle. But Greg 
Robinson recruited these boys. He built this 
team. He is responsible for this mess.

 And those three plays show how it’s gotten 
this way.

Andy McCullough is the enterprise editor of The 
Daily Orange, where his columns appear occasion-

ally. You can email him at ramccull@syr.edu.
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penn state
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

MCCullough
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

megan lange | staff photographer
nick santiago chases Penn State’s Daryll Clark during the first quarter of Saturday’s 55-13 loss to the Nittany Lions. Santiago 
forced a fumble on the play, which SU recovered, but the Orange ceded back momentum on the next play with a fumble of its own.

put up an astounding 560 yards of total offense 
(6.83 yards per play), leaving in its wake a 
beleaguered and maligned program running 
out of time and excuses.

 It was utter carnage. Syracuse’s defensive 
line couldn’t contain the run. The linebackers, 
once again, couldn’t tackle. And, perhaps most 
glaringly, the secondary could not stop the wide 
receiver duo of Jordan Norwood and Deon But-
ler, who went for 113 and 110 yards, respectively, 
all in the first half. Both players caught two 
touchdowns.

 The game was so out of hand so quickly the 
Nittany Lions, already leading by 21, brought 
in backup quarterback Pat Devlin less than two 
minutes into the second quarter. Starter Daryll 
Clark finished with 163 yards and two touch-
downs; Devlin had 130 yards and two scores.

 For much of the day, the Orange simply 
looked outclassed by a bigger, stronger and 

faster Penn State team that entered the contest 
averaging 55.5 points per game. 

 “We played a very good football team,” Rob-
inson said. “I was very impressed. I knew that 
going in. And they are a good team.”

 If Syracuse ever had a chance, it came in 
the opening minutes. On the second play from 
scrimmage, SU defensive tackle Nick Santiago 
forced Clark to fumble, and defensive tackle Art 
Jones scooped the loose ball. The 45,795 fans 
erupted, thinking their team could score first 
and gain some momentum for the rest of the 
game.

 Their jubilation would not last long.
 Tailback Curtis Brinkley fumbled a back-

ward pass from quarterback Cameron Dantley 
on the next play, and the Nittany Lions regained 
possession. Clark came off the sideline and 
launched a 55-yard touchdown strike to Nor-
wood, who broke Nico Scott’s tackle and never 
looked back. His team didn’t either. The three-
play swing set the tone for the day.

 The Nittany Lions commenced to score 

on five of its six remaining first-half drives, 
putting the game out of reach. Penn State had 
28 points before Syracuse had a first down. In 
the first 30 minutes, the Nittany Lions had 393 
yards of total offense to the Orange’s 42. Clark 
and Devlin had both thrown for at least 100 
yards, and tailback Evan Royster already had 
95 yards.

 “It was huge,” Jones said of the early fumble. 
“They are a solid football team, and we didn’t 
have room to make mistakes. And they capital-
ized on our mistakes, and they put points on the 
board.”

 The Orange never responded, marring 
what could have been a graceful finish to an 
otherwise historic weekend for the program 
and the city of Syracuse, what with the pre-
miere of “The Express” and constant festivi-
ties honoring the life of famed tailback Ernie 
Davis.

 Instead, it was just another display of the 
same mistakes the Orange demonstrated in its 
disappointing 42-28 to Akron last week. The 

same mistakes that caused the Dome crowd to 
boo Director of Athletics Daryl Gross during 
halftime Saturday. The same flaws that made 
Robinson’s hot seat even hotter.

 “I’m constantly evaluating,” Gross said after 
the game. “I mean, that’s my job to evaluate 
constantly, constantly, constantly. I don’t tell my 
people my inner workings. It’s just not what we 
talk about. 

 “But, obviously, we don’t sit idle. And I 
always like to feel like we’re always evaluating, 
and we’re fair people. And at the same time, we 
do whatever we need to do, because we want to 
have a great program.”

 As for Robinson, he managed to sum up the 
entire game — and maybe the entire season, 
maybe his entire Syracuse career thus far — in 
one sentence.

 Said Robinson, “Tough day at the office.”

—Enterprise editor Andy McCullough 
contributed to this story.

jediamon@syr.edu
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Interested in joining The Daily Orange sports staff? 
Email sports editor John Clayton at  
jsclayto@syr.edu to find out how to get involved.
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Dantley takes step back in 2nd start of year

joey baker | new media editor
cameron dantley struggled against the Nittany Lions on Saturday. Dantley, who had an impressive outing against Akron, was 
13-for-32 for 110 yards with one touchdown and one interception. The SU offense only managed 159 total yards against PSU.

By Jared Diamond
STAff WriTer

Game one of the Cameron Dantley experiment 
was an unequivocal success. Game two didn’t go 
quite as well.

 The Orange’s junior quarterback, starting 
his second consecutive game after replacing 
Andrew Robinson against Akron last week, 
went 13-of-32 for just 110 yards with a touchdown 
and an interception. The touchdown, an 11-yard 
strike to freshman Marcus Sales late in the 
third quarter, was essentially meaningless. At 
the time, Syracuse trailed, 45-6. 

 In his first start against the Zips, Dantley 
went 13-for-20 for 135 yards with three touch-
downs and an interception — a strong enough 
performance to earn him another chance. 
Dantley was markedly worse against the Nit-
tany Lions. The Orange did not have a first 
down until the 12:11 mark of the second quarter 
when it was already trailing, 28-0.

 Dantley looked especially uncomfortable 
early in the game, starting 1-for-5. The lone 
completion was a one-yard pass to tailback 
Curtis Brinkley. He struggled in the first quar-
ter against Akron, too, tripping and stumbling 
while dropping back in the first quarter.

 “Just like last week, I thought I didn’t get off 
to as good a track as I could have,” Dantley said. 
“I was a little riled up before the game.”

 Robinson came into the game for Syracuse’s 
final drive and went 0-for-3. He was benched 
against Akron after a disappointing outing 
against Northwestern in the season-opener, in 

which he threw 14-for-28 for 103 yards.
 After the game, Syracuse head coach Greg 

Robinson was not prepared to announce who 
would be under center next Saturday against 
Northeastern. 

 “We’ll talk more about that later in the 
week,” he said. “I wasn’t dissatisfied with Cam 
(Dantley). There were a couple situations where 
he could’ve made better throws, but he handled 
the situations pretty well and I liked the touch-
down pass on the fourth down. He hung in there 
tough. 

 “We’ll evaluate all that. Some of it is watch-
ing Andrew (Robinson) getting back in groove, 
too. I think he is. I’ve seen improvement in 
practice, and he threw a couple balls the other 
day that were good.”

Carter injured
 Syracuse’s tailback situation, which seemed 

so solid last week against Akron, took a hit Sat-
urday against Penn State. Delone Carter, who 
had established himself as one of the two main 
backs along with starter Curtis Brinkley, pulled 
his left hamstring early in the second quarter 
and did not return.

 It was an innocent enough looking play. 
Carter ran left toward the sideline and looked 
ready to turn the corner when, suddenly, he 
pulled up and casually slipped out-of-bounds. 
Carter finished the game with six yards on 
three carries.

 Robinson said at his press conference 
Sunday afternoon the injury is unrelated to 

the hip injury that forced Carter to miss the 
entire 2007 season. He will undergo an MRI 
today, and his status for next week is still 
unknown.

Hits keep coming
 Syracuse’s entire defensive unit is still 

hampered by injuries. Starting cornerback 
Nico Scott started the game Saturday against 
Penn State but came out early, suffering from 
a sprained ankle. Robinson said at his press 
conference Sunday afternoon Scott felt good 
and hoped to practice Tuesday. The same goes 
for safety Randy McKinnon, who has a bone 
bruise.

 Offensive guard Ryan Bartholomew missed 
his second consecutive game with a concussion 
he suffered in practice. Robinson said he hoped 
Bartholomew would be ready to return to prac-
tices Sunday evening. 

This and that
 At halftime, Chancellor Nancy Cantor and 

Director of Athletics Daryl Gross accompanied 
actors Dennis Quaid and Rob Brown, and for-
mer Syracuse tailback Floyd Little at midfield 
in honor of Friday night’s world premiere of 
“The Express,” the Ernie Davis biopic. 

 During a ceremony on the Quad before the 
game, Cantor and Gross unveiled a statue of 
Davis. Cantor also announced the new dorm 
outside DellPlain would be called Ernie Davis 
Hall.

jediamon@syr.edu 

SCORING BY QUARTER
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 F
Penn St. 21 17 10 7 55 

Syracuse 0 6 7 0 13 

SCORING SUMMARY
1st quarter
Penn St — Jordan Norwood 55 pass from 
Daryll Clark (Kevin Kelly kick), 13:40
Penn St. — Deon Butler 17 pass from Clark 
(Kelly kick), 7:45
Penn St. — Dan Lawlor 1 run (Kelly kick) 2:54

2nd quarter
Penn St. — Butler 15 pass from Pat Devlin 
(Kelly kick), 12:11
SU — Pat Shadle 44 field goal, 8:11
Penn St. — Norwood 24 pass from Devlin 
(Kelly kick), 2:32
SU – Shadle 44 field goal, 0:50
Penn. St. — Kelly 52 field goal, 0:00

3rd quarter
Penn St. — Stephon Green 2 run (Kelly kick), 
5:19
SU — Marcus Sales 11 pass from Cam Dant-
ley (Shadle kick), 1:23
Penn St. — Collin Wagner 43 field goal, 0:16

4th quarter
Penn St. — Derek Moye 33 pass from Paul 
Cianciolo (Wagner kick), 2:50

PENN STATE
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
Clark 10-21 163 2-0
Devlin 8-13 130 2-0
Cianciolo 2-4 1-0
Norwood 0-1 0-0
 
Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
royster 13 101 0
Green 10 52 1
Carter 6 27 0
Williams  1 14 0
Beachum  4 12 0
Clark 2 5 0
Suhey 1 2 0
Lawlor 3 2 1
Devlin 1 2 0
Powell 2 -1 0

Receiving 
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Butler 7 110 2
Norwood 5 113 2
Powell 2 37 0
Williams 2 16 0
Moye 1 33 0
McDonald 1 18 0
Zug 1 11 0
Brackett 1 6 0

SYRACUSE
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
Dantley 13-32 110 1-1
robinson 0-3 0 0-0

Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
Brinkley 14 21 0
robinson 1 9 0
Dantley 3 7 0
Carter 3 6 0
Hogue 4 6 0

Receiving
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Davis 3 40 0
Brinkley 3 7 0
fiammetta 2 10 0
Owen 2 9 0
Mayes 1 26 0
Sales 1 11 1
Maljovec 1 7 0
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By Andy McCullough
EntErprisE Editor

Dorian Graham put his hands on his hips and 
shuffled away as Jordan Norwood and the rest 
of the Penn State offense celebrated behind 
him in the end zone. Norwood had just beaten 
Graham for a touchdown, a three-year varsity 
letter winner picking on a true freshman play-
ing in his first game at cornerback. The blowout 
— already in session — now inflated to 35-3 late 
in the second quarter.

 Graham looked down at his cleats. Safety 
Bruce Williams slapped Graham’s helmet twice, 
trying to offer encouragement. Defensive tackle 
Nick Santiago did the same a moment later. 
But that offered little solace — then or after the 
game — for a dispiriting debut.

 “Sure, I was frustrated,” Graham said after 
Saturday’s 55-13 loss. “Because I don’t think 
that’s my game right there. What you guys saw 
out there today, that’s not me at all. I think I’m 
better than that. In fact, I know I’m better than 
that.”

 But Saturday wasn’t the easiest day to 
make a first appearance — and it wasn’t the 
easiest day to be a member of the Syracuse 
secondary. 

 The Nittany Lions boast three superlative, 
senior receivers: Norwood (five catches, 113 
yards, two touchdowns), Deon Butler (seven 
catches, 110 yards, two touchdowns) and Der-
rick Williams (two catches, 16 yards). And even 
if Williams, a PSU captain, had a quiet day, the 
receivers still made their mark. 

 “I knew these would be the best receivers we 
cover this season,” said sophomore cornerback 
Mike Holmes. “And, you know, it was pretty 
tough. I think we played man-to-man most of 
the whole game. Challenge ‘em, you know, our 
athletes versus their athletes.”

 The trio would be difficult for any defense 
to stop, but especially difficult for an Orange 
secondary beset by injuries and inexperience. 

 Bruce Williams moved back to free safety 
this week, after spending most of the season 
as a wide receiver, to fill in for the injured 
Randy McKinnon. Redshirt freshman Kevyn 
Scott started at strong safety in place of slump-
ing senior AJ Brown. Graham and sophomore 
Da’Mon Merkerson played at cornerback in 
place of Nico Scott, who started the game but left 
soon after with an injury. 

 “You can probably tell there’s a lot of young 
players out there playing on the defensive side of 
the ball right now,” Syracuse head coach Greg 
Robinson said afterward. 

 So Penn State quarterbacks Daryll Clark 
and Pat Devlin took turns picking the patch-
work Orange secondary apart. The Nittany 
Lions rolled up 344 total yards in the air and five 

touchdowns. They averaged 17.2 yards a comple-
tion. 

 Robinson still tried to draw positives. He 
defended Holmes, who was twice beaten by But-
ler for touchdowns (Holmes was beaten for two 
touchdowns in last week’s 42-28 loss to Akron). 
He emphasized the plus side of playing Graham 
and Merkerson. They would learn from this 
experience, he said.

 “The silver lining is,” Robinson said, “you 
get those two young players some work and you 
get Nico (Scott) back and all of a sudden you’re a 
deeper team.”

 Graham planned to watch the film after 
the game to go over his mistakes. He played 
linebacker at the St. Thomas Aquinas School 
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., then switched to the 
secondary once he joined the Orange. He under-
stands the schemes and coverages — but he’s 
still adjusting to his new position.

 “Being that I’m a freshman, I’m not perfect 
at all,” Graham said. “I’m just going to really 
dissect the film. Slow-mo, see my footwork ... I 
need my technique to get better.”

 Saturday, ugly as it may have been, was at 
least a start.

 “The positive out of this game is, my first 
game’s over,” Graham said. “The butterflies 
are out of there. And from here on out, I’m not a 
veteran, but you might as well say I have some 
experience. Now I just need to work on getting 
better.”

ramccull@syr.edu 

DRILL
UP

DOWN

HERO

ZERO

Marcus Sales
the freshman wide receiver caught 
his first career touchdown, an 
11-yard strike in the third quarter.

Nick Santiago
probably the best player on the field 
for syracuse. the defensive tackle 
forced a fumble in the first quarter and 
became the first player to sack a penn 
state quarterback all season. 

Pat Shadle
He made both field goals he 
attempted. that’s something, at 
least.

Mike Holmes
Another poor showing by the sopho-
more cornerback. He was picked on 
all game by penn state’s explosive 
wide receivers.

Delone Carter
Carried the ball three times before 
pulling his hamstring and exiting the 
game in the first quarter.

Curtis Brinkley
totaled just 21 yards on 14 carries 
(1.5 average) after rushing for 143 
yards last week against Akron.

Jordan Norwood
the wide receiver caught five passes 
for 113 yards and two touchdowns, 
including a 55-yard score that gave 
penn state an early 7-0 lead. psU 
never looked back.

Cameron Dantley
syracuse’s quarter-
back regressed from 
a week ago, going 
13-for-32 for 110 
yards and a meaning-
less touchdown late 
in the third quarter. 
After the game, Greg 
robinson said he 
would “re-evaluate” 
the quarterback situa-
tion later in the week.

Young SU 
secondary 
exploited by 
Penn State 

joey baker | new media editor
derrick williams catches one of his two passes during penn state’s victory over 
syracuse saturday. the psU wideouts combined for 20 catches and five touchdowns. 

TURNINg POINT

14:00 
1st Quarter

Curtis Brinkley could not handle Cam-
eron dantley’s backward pass for a 
fumble, and penn state took over. 
on the very next play, daryll Clark hit 
Jordan norwood for a 55-yard touch-
down. All this immediately after syra-
cuse caused a fumble of its own to 
ignite the Carrier dome crowd. 

IN CasE YOU mIssED IT
Actors dennis Quaid and rob Brown and former syracuse tailback Floyd Little accompanied Chancellor nancy Cantor and director 
of Athletics daryl Gross on the field in honor of Friday night’s world premiere of “the Express.” Quaid and Brown were cheered. 
Gross was booed. 

joey baker | new media editor
joe paterno won his 375th game as 
psU head coach saturday. He’s tied for 
first in all-time victories as a head coach.
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By Jen McCaffrey
staff Writer

The Syracuse women’s soccer team looked 
refreshed Sunday afternoon in a 2-0 win over 
Colgate despite unseasonably warm tempera-
tures in the mid-to-high 80s.

 The Orange had to be on its game. Having 
gone three weeks without a win and with the 
Big East schedule looming, getting a win Sun-
day was vital for SU.

 “I think it’s really important to get a win at 
home before we go into the Big East,” said for-
ward Megan Bellingham. “We didn’t want that 
feeling again that we had the last two weeks. 
We worked hard this week and changed our 
attitudes coming out.”

 Syracuse (2-3-1) wasted no time and con-
trolled the ball early, scoring its first goal in the 
12th minute of the game. Senior Karrah Benson 
set up the shot for Bellingham, who headed the 
ball into the net for her team-leading fifth goal of 
the season. 

  That proved to be the game-winner for Syra-
cuse, which hadn’t won since its first game on 
Aug. 22 at home against Albany.

 “We knew it was important early on for our 
mentality to score early,” Bellingham said. “It 
wasn’t the prettiest goal, but you have to take 
advantage of every opportunity you get.”

 Junior goalkeeper Eliza Bennett-Hattan 
recorded her second shutout of the season, and 
14th of her career, moving her into a tie for first 
place on Syracuse’s career shutout leaders list. 

 SU head coach Phil Wheddon tried to get 
the most out of his players in the heat by resting 

them on the bench while giving playing time to 
others. 

 “Heat is definitely a factor — in Syracuse, 
it’s generally not this hot,” Bellingham said. 
“I think you definitely have to give credit to 
everybody. We had a lot of players come off the 
bench, and they all contributed for us, so I’m 
really happy about that.”

 Forward Tessa MacDougall solidified the 
win for Syracuse a little more than 10 minutes 
into the second half with a goal assisted by 
senior Amy Ware. Ware’s shot bounced off a 
Colgate defender to MacDougall, who placed 
it in the back of the net for her first goal of the 
season. 

 “We were more organized on attack and 
defense,” Wheddon said. “We created more 
chances and took advantage of those chances. 
There was more effort, passion, commitment 
and determination from all of our players.”

 Syracuse was active on the field, out-
shooting Colgate, 10-6, with five corner kicks. 
Bennett-Hattan also recorded four saves mov-
ing her into a tie for second on SU’s career saves 
list with 196. Thought she only needed to make 
four saves, the junior helped keep the Colgate 
defense in check.

  “I guess the better I do, the better the team 
does,” Bennett-Hattan said. “I’ll push up the 
field, come forward, support and communicate 
with the team.”

 Wheddon also credited the intensity and 
effort of Bellingham. The sophomore not only 
has the most goals on the team, but moved into 
sole possession of second place in the Big East in 

goals scored with five.
 The win over Colgate (1-6) was the first of 

a four-game homestand for Syracuse with Big 
East play starting on Friday against St. John’s. 
Homefield advantage is especially important to 
the team because its only two wins have come 
at home. Wheddon said that playing at home in 
the SU Soccer Stadium is a luxury for his team, 
and he feels the Orange play better in front of its 
home fans. 

 The team will no doubt welcome play at 
home. Wheddon said the tough double-overtime 
tie against Fordham last Friday was like a 

loss for the team, but gave them incentive to be 
prepared for their fans the next four games. If 
Sunday’s game was any indication of improved 
play, the upcoming home stand will be a step in 
the right direction.

 “I think today definitely generated some 
momentum for us going into next weekend and 
the Big East,” MacDougall said. “I think we 
have struggled the past few games just getting 
our team to come together through training and 
I feel like we have a lot of positive stuff coming 
into the next few games.”

jcmccaff@syr.edu
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w o m e n ’s  s o c c e r

Syracuse blanks Colgate to 
earn 1st victory in 3 weeks

sarah stapp | contributing photographer
karrah benson and syracuse won its first game with head coach Phil Wheddon in 
attendence, shutting out Colgate, 2-0, sunday afternoon at home.

gross
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

And at the same time, we do whatever we need to 
do, because we want to have a great program.”

 In regards to making a decision on Robinson 
during the season, Gross said, “I have no comment 
on anything like that whatsoever.”

 Last April, The Daily Orange reported the foot-
ball team lost money in 2006 for the first time since 
1995, when athletic departments were required to 
report their finances to the government. Average 
attendance fell to a 21-year low in 2007.

 Saturday’s game was a disappointing end to 
what had been an eventful weekend for Gross. 
“The Express,” the feature film about former 
Syracuse star Ernie Davis, premiered Friday 
night at the Landmark Theatre downtown. Fellow 
Syracuse legends such as Jim Brown and Floyd 
Little returned to campus to pay tribute to Davis, 
joining stars from the film such as Dennis Quaid 
and Rob Brown. 

 “One of the greatest weekends — as far as the 
movie and the premiere — ever in the city of Syra-
cuse,” Gross said. 

 Saturday started well for Gross too. Before the 
game he helped unveil a statute of Davis that will 
sit near the Quad.

 The afternoon didn’t go so smoothly.
 Fans in the Carrier Dome booed Gross when 

he was introduced at halftime. Afterward, he had 
to watch the Nittany Lions finish pounding on his 
Orange.

 “Who wants to lose 55 to 13 any time?” Gross 
said. “So that was disappointing. But it’s disap-
pointing to the players. It’s disappointing to the 
coaches, obviously.”

ramccull@syr.edu

joey baker | new media editor
daryl gross chats with members of the men’s basketball team prior to saturday’s football game against Penn state. Gross had 
no comment regarding a possible in-season coaching change and said he is “constantly evaluating” the program.
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By Andrew L. John
Staff Writer

For one night, it looked like Syracuse’s home-
court advantage would shine through at The 
Big Orange Tournament at Manley Field 
House. In the tournament opener Friday night, 
the Orange came back from a 1-0 deficit with 
three straight set wins to beat Northeastern. 

 But SU failed to parlay this momentum 
through the weekend, losing its next four match-
es. It fell to Siena and Ohio Saturday, followed by 
defeats to Army and Akron Sunday. The Orange 
won a total of two sets in those four defeats.

 That futility was especially disappointing 
considering how brightly the weekend started. 

 “I think after that first game it was a 
wake-up call that we can’t just stand there and 
sit back and expect them to beat themselves,” 
junior Kacie MacTavish said after the victory 
against Northeastern. “We can’t just sit back 
on our heels and hope to win, we have to actu-
ally make an effort.”

 MacTavish and Sarah Morton tallied 10 kills 
apiece and April Quigley had a season-high 34 
assists to lead SU (4-8) against the Huskies.

 Tied with Northeastern at one set apiece, 
the Orange took an early lead in set three, 
which the Huskies quickly took back. Consecu-
tive kills by MacTavish, Morton and freshman 
Erin Little tied the score at 13. Behind junior 
Annabelle Pellerin’s two emphatic kills, the 
Orange broke the tie and took a lead it would 
never relinquish en route to a 25-17 victory.

 “I remember that I had two options,” Pellerin 
said. “Either I could go and set it or I could go up 
and hit it ... (Coach) always says to be aggressive, 
so I just went through it turned out great. We 
always say that we need more energy on the 
court, and we need to celebrate more, even if we 
need to fake it for a few points just to get in to it. 
But with that one, no one had to fake it.”

 The Orange failed to win any other matches 
this weekend.

 On Saturday afternoon, the Orange fell to 
Siena, 3-0. It was the first win of the season for 
Siena, and marked the fifth time this season 
the Orange failed to win a single set in a match. 
The sweep count increased to six when SU lost 
to Army one day later, 3-0. 

 The Orange jumped out to a quick lead in 
the first set against Siena, but the Saints played 
brilliant defensively to jump ahead. Siena went 
on an 8-2 run that eventually tied the game at 16 

apiece in the first set. After exchanging points, 
Siena gained momentum that allowed it to 
close out the set and score the final five points 
to win 25-22.

 The next two sets remained just as close, but 
the Orange couldn’t hold on to late leads. With 
the score tied 19-19 in the second set, the Orange 
failed to keep the Saints from late runs. Mac-

Tavish, who sat out a large portion of the first 
set, tried her best with consecutive momentum-
changing kills but they weren’t enough as SU lost 
the last two sets 25-21 and 25-18.

 It didn’t get any easier, as Syracuse lost to 
Ohio (3-1) and Army (3-0) in the tournament 
and Akron (3-1) on Sunday. The Big Orange 
Tournament was a rough one for Syracuse, but 

as MacTavish said, it’s still early. 
 “We definitely have the talent and the abil-

ity to win,” MacTavish said. “I think it’s just 
getting the kinks out (because) we’re still 
switching up the lineup a lot ... we’re still 
kind of learning to work as a team and getting 
things figured out.”

aljohn@syr.edu

v o l l e y b a l l

SU unable to 
capitalize on 
homecourt

s t a f f

No. 7 SU field hockey knocks off top-ranked Maryland, 2-1

carly piersol | contributing photographer
kacie mactavish attempts a kill during the Big Orange tournament this weekend. the Orange went 1-3 in the tournament and 
dropped a match to akron on Sunday to fall to 4-8. SU has lost four straight and five of its last seven matches.

The No. 7 Syracuse field hockey team earned 
perhaps its biggest win in program history 
and continued its torrid start to the 2008 sea-
son, defeating No. 1 Maryland, 2-1, Saturday 
at the Terrapin Invitational in College Park, 
Md.

 A day later, the Orange followed up with 
a 5-1 win over Delaware at the tournament to 
improve to 6-0 on the season. It’s third time in 
program history SU has started a season 6-0 and 
the first time since 1997. No Syracuse team has 
ever started a season 7-0.

 But the lasting memory of the weekend will 
no doubt be Syracuse’s upset of the top-ranked 
Terrapins.

 Sophomore back Maggie Befort provided 
the game-winner in the 63rd minute when she 
deflected a Martina Loncarica shot off a corner. 
It was Befort’s second goal of the season. Lon-
carica, a freshman midfielder, got the Orange 
on the board with her fifth goal of the season in 
the 43rd minute.

 Senior goalkeeper Heather Hess preserved 
the win in the final minute, denying Maryland 

All-American Katie O’Donnell. Hess had 10 
saves for Syracuse, which won despite getting 
outshot, 22-15 and having seven penalty corners 
compared to the Terrapins’ 12.

 The Orange earned its third win over a top 
10 team this season, having previously defeated 
then-No. 10 Old Dominion and then-No. 8 Michi-
gan State.

 A day later, Syracuse concluded its week-
end at the Terrapin Invitational with a 5-1 
victory against Delaware (0-5). The Orange 
went down, 1-0, at halftime, only to respond 

with a five-goal barrage in the second led by a 
pair of goals from sophomore forward Shelby 
Schraden. Anne-Sophie Van der Post, Befort 
and Lindsey Conrad also scored for SU, which 
outshot Delaware, 22-5 and had an 11-2 advan-
tage in penalty corners.

 With a spotless start the season now in the 
rearview mirror, Syracuse will turn to Big East 
play, which begins Friday at 2 p.m. when the 
Orange hosts No. 13 Louisville on Friday at J.S. 
Coyne Stadium.  

—  compiled by John Clayton, sports editor
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4 Bedroom Houses

and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

APARTMENTS + HOUSES
Magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.univeristyhill.com

Monday night football 
special at Harry’s Bar!

Free wings-
bucket of 5 splits for $3.75

700 South Crouse Ave (315)422-2123 We Deliver!

Buy one get one half price

all menu items
$12 minimum for delivery

medium sudoku! HARd sudoku!
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

For Sale

BooM «BaBIeS

rUMMaGe Sale

Sat Sept 13 - Sun Sept 21

Formal Dresses « Tons of Jewelry
Winter & Spring Clothes « Coats
GreaT STUFF DIrT CHeaP!

Westcott St off euclid
11-7 everyday

HelP WanTeD

ParT-TIMe WorK 
$14.25 Base-appt. 
· flexible schedules

· customer sales/service 
· no experience necessary 

· all majors welcome 
· conditions apply, all ages 18+ 

Call 434-9553 
We will be on campus accepting ap-

plications in the Schine Student Center 
from 10-2 on the following dates: 

Mon 8/25, Mon 9/8, Mon 9/22, Mon 10/6 
Mon 10/27, Mon 11/17, Mon 12/1

Part-tiMe Job: cashier/stock Person. lombardi’s 
imports. apply in person. 534 butternut street, 
syracuse 472-5900

aParTMenTS For renT
lancaster 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/d,furnished, close, and clean! 
starts June 1.  call rich 374-9508

2 Bedroom Houses
and apartments

302 Marshall st.
145 avondale Pl.
812 ostrom ave.
319 euclid ave.
415 euclid ave.

1202 harrison st.
329 comstock ave.

510 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and apartments

417 euclid
600 euclid ave
614 euclid ave
814 lancaster

917-9 ackerman ave

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

large furnished houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

5 Bedroom Houses
and apartments

604 Walnut ave.
1202 harrison st.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 livingston ave.
415 euclid ave

215 comstock ave 

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

$100 reward for 1st renters.  beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  furnished.  sun-
porches.  off-street parking.  laundry.  Micro-
wave.  dishwasher.  hardwood floors.  available 
June 2009. 447-8430

o.P.r. Developers
apt + Houses

GreaT aParTMenTS
 STIll aVaIlaBle For 

SCHool 
Year 2009-2010

Studios
116 comstock ave.
1 Bedroom apts

722 clarendon
300 euclid

116 comstock
2 Bedroom apts 

320 euclid
300 euclid

832 ackerman
737 lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom apts 
300 euclid

1104 Madison
945 ackerman
949 ackerman
924 lancaster
110 comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 clarendon
320 euclid

873 ackerman
1104 ackerman

5 Bedroom apts 
913 ackerman
106 Redfield

810 livingston
822 lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom apts 
860 ackerman

318 euclid
601 euclid

114 Redfield
 Please visit our website at 

www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 
apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 

2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW renTInG For 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality campus area apartments

over 30 years of service

call John or Judy 
478-7548

 collegehome.com

aParTMenTS + HoUSeS
greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

2 br furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of ostrom and clarendon across from do 
and shaw parking W/d 422-7138

aParMenTS + HoUSeS
sonia 350-4191

CIGanKa6@aol.CoM
www.universityhill.com 

3 Bedroom apartments

329 comstock ave.
812 ostrom ave.
319 euclid ave.

203 comstock ave.
145 avondale Pl.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

Parking, full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

c l a s s i f i e d s
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T hree plays. A portrait of 
Syracuse football in three 
plays: A turnover, a turnover 

and a touchdown, all in a row, all in 
the first quarter against Penn State 
Saturday. 

 There were plenty other plays dur-
ing the Nittany Lions’ 55-13 annihila-
tion of the Orange, but those three, in a 
way, say a lot about this Syracuse team. 
They are symbols of its suffering.

 Now, some might say these three 
plays altered the outcome of the 
game, but that’s overblown. This final 
score was expected. This beating 
was expected. Penn State should 
challenge for the Big Ten title, and 
Syracuse, well, the Orange won’t 
challenge for much. 

 Syracuse head coach Greg Rob-
inson seemed to understand that. He 
started to talk about this metaphori-

cal early-game series in the press 
conference afterwards, but ended up 

just talking about the Nittany Lions. 
 “The way it started was kind of 

the way it unfolded,” Robinson said. 
“We get a turnover, we make a turn-
over, then all of a sudden, it just — we 
played a very good football team. I 
was very impressed.”

 Robinson has a point. But for sym-
bolism about the Orange, you can’t 
do much better than the turnover-
turnover-touchdown exchange in the 

first quarter.
 It starts early: Penn State ball at its 

own 43, 2nd-and-1, with two metaphor-
free plays already in the books. PSU 
quarterback Daryll Clark dropped 
back to pass. Nick Santiago — a senior 
who’s seen each of the seven wins and 
31 losses in the Greg Robinson era — 
clipped Clark’s arm, causing a fumble 
right by the Orange sideline.

BIG NUMBER

Points scored by Penn State 
before Syracuse got a first down

thEy saId It

“But, obviously, we 
don’t sit idle. And I 
always like to feel 
like we’re always 
evaluating, and we’re 
fair people. And 
at the same time, 
we do whatever we 
need to do, because 
we want to have a 
great program.”

Daryl Gross
SyracuSe Director of athleticS

‘taNGIBlE IMPROVEMENt’ 
tRackER

28

does it get worse than this?

going bowling

three games in and still no 
progress. Greg robinson is 
running out of time to turn 
this around.

5 5  P E N N  S TAT E  V S . S Y R A C U S E  1 3

joey baker | new media editor 
derrick williams and the rest of the Penn State receiving corps torched Syracuse for 
344 receiving yards during PSu’s 55-13 victory at the carrier Dome on Saturday.

gross has ‘no comment’ 
on robinson’s future

a N d y  M c c U l l O U G h

planet lovetron

Syracuse’s failures epitomized by 3-play stretch vs. Penn State

By Andy McCullough
enterPriSe eDitor

Explaining that he is “constantly evaluating,” Syracuse 
Director of Athletics Daryl Gross said he would not “sit 
idle” in assessing the Syracuse football team’s perfor-
mance this season. But Gross offered no comment on 
whether he would make a move during the season to 
fire head coach Greg Robinson, who has a 7-31 record 
the past four years.  

 The Daily Orange spoke to Gross as he exited the 
Carrier Dome following the Orange’s 55-13 loss to Penn 
State, which dropped the Orange to 0-3.

 “I’m constantly evaluating,” Gross said. “I mean, 
that’s my job to evaluate constantly, constantly, con-
stantly. I don’t tell my people my inner workings. It’s 
just not what we talk about. 

 “But, obviously, we don’t sit idle. And I always like to 
feel like we’re always evaluating, and we’re fair people. 

Demolition
●

By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

B ruce Williams stood among a sea of reporters, 
fielding the same question asked a dozen ways and 
trying desperately to find a response that would 

completely satisfy the unrelenting mob in front of him. 
Nothing he said could fully explain why Syracuse had 
been embarrassed, 55-13 by No. 17 Penn State, in its 
own building just a few minutes prior.

 Finally, losing patience and running out of words to 
say, Williams lashed out. 

 “We believe in Coach (Greg) Robinson still,” he said. 
“He’s got a good plan for us. It’s us as players that got to 
go out and execute what he got for us. And we didn’t do 
that today, and it’s showing.”

 Is it ever.
 The Nittany Lions (3-0) rumbled into the Car-

rier Dome and put on an offensive showcase at the 
Orange’s expense Saturday afternoon. Penn State 

Syracuse thrashed by 
No. 17 Penn State, 55-13

see Gross page 20

see penn state page 17

see mccullouGh page 17
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By Erin Corbett
Contributing writer

The Syracuse Animal Rights Organiza-
tion held a public protest against Syra-
cuse University’s support of KFC Corp. 
Monday afternoon. The protest focused on 
improving KFC’s treatment of chickens 
and removing the restaurant chain’s pres-
ence on campus.

 Student representatives and commu-
nity volunteers of the group, including 
one individual dressed as a bright yellow 
bird, demonstrated outside Kimmel Hall, 

home to a campus KFC. Members of SARO 
colored the sidewalk with chalk messages 
against KFC and collected student sig-
natures and e-mail addresses to form a 
petition against the restaurant.

 “We are asking (KFC) to adopt some 
minimum animal welfare guidelines that 
they so far have refused to listen to,” said 
Amber Coon, campaign coordinator of 
SARO. “So we’re hoping that (by) getting 
on campus and getting around … that 
KFC will have to choose between listening 
to their customers and listening to the 

fact that animals feel pain and need to 
be treated well, or they’re not going to do 
business anymore.”

 Monday was the first day this year that 
the group has publicly protested KFC, said 
Ryan Huling, a community volunteer who 
helped organize the demonstration.

 “We understood that it was an obliga-
tion of ours, working with this student 
group, to hopefully get rid of this company 
or at the very least make some improve-
ments,” Huling said. 
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Su’s master program in forensic science is set to enroll students in fall 2009.
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Animal rights organizations protest campus KFC

Collecting evidence
Su creates long- 
awaited forensic 
science program

see connective corridor page 6

see forensic science page 13

see protests page 8

By Kelly Outram
ASSt. FeAture editor

S omeone just committed a brutal 
murder, and three strangers turn 
into suspects. 

With no witnesses or motives 
cited, the conviction of the perpetrator 
and the freedom of the two other suspects 
hang in the balance. It’s up to the forensic 
scientists in the crime laboratory to ana-
lyze the evidence and decide the suspects’ 
fate. 

 Committing to the rising crime-fight-
ing career due to the popularity of foren-
sic science shows like “CSI,” Syracuse 
University begins a new 34-credit master’s 
program in forensic science starting Fall 
2009. SU is one of the few schools to offer 
forensic sciences as a master’s option.

 The program at SU will stretch across 
different schools, including faculty from 
The College of Arts and Sciences, the 
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, the College of Law, the College 
of Human Ecology, the State University 
of New York Upstate Medical University, 
State University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry and 
the Wallie Howard, Jr. Center for Forensic 
Sciences located in Syracuse, N.Y. 

 “This program really fits in with 
things on campus being interdisciplinary, 
it’s massively interdisciplinary,” said Jim 
Spencer, professor of chemistry and direc-
tor of the forensic science program. “The 
faculty is all very dedicated and heavily 
on board.” 

 The program is broad so students can 
understand the whole picture of forensic 
science — covering chemistry, linguistics, 
biogenetics, math and law courses — said 
Spencer. 

 The program offers about 25 courses 
that are a mix between classes that have 

By Michael Boren
Contributing writer

Syracuse University announced Aug. 
28 that it would pledge $2 million in 
state grants to create an “interactive 
streetscape” along the Connective 
Corridor, a cultural strip connecting 
downtown Syracuse with Univer-
sity Hill. The initiative will bring new 
landscaping, lighting, outdoor furni-
ture and active space to the outside 
of the Symphony Place development 
downtown.

 The “interactive streetscape” 
project, which will be developed on 
East Onondaga Street between War-
ren and Salina Streets, will be a test 
for new materials and designs that 
officials want to use on the corridor, 
said Marilyn Higgins, vice president 
of community engagement and eco-
nomic development on campus.

 A design firm called Upstate 
within the SU’s School of Architec-
ture is working with the engineering 
firm Barton & Loguidice to create 
the project. Amenities include accent 
street lighting, multi-leveled clustered 
plantings and landscaping elements, 
outdoor furnishing and a possible 
motion-sensor water feature that will 
interact with the public at the street-
level.

 “What we’re hoping is to have a 
fountain that reacts to motion, light 
(and) human presence,” Higgins said.

 Joe Sisko, the senior designer of 
Upstate, prefers the name “water fea-
ture” rather than “fountain” because 
of the way it will function with its 
environment.

 “It’s important that it’s not a foun-
tain because a fountain typically has a 
base and an edge that you can’t go into,” 
said Sisko. “The way we’re thinking of 
the water feature is very much an active 
space. You interact with it; you play 
with it. It becomes lighted at night, so 
it’s something that’s very much about 
activity and imagery and intrigue ... It’s 
not sort of this off-limits element.”

 Sisko said the water feature, which 
will also be programmed for different 
music, will be inactive during the 
weekend. This way, it doesn’t turn 
into a “collection of leaves and gar-
bage that fountains usually become 
during the late fall and early winter.”

 Julia Czerniak, director of 
Upstate and an associate professor in 
the School of Architecture, calls the 
water feature the “signature element” 
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By Ben Tepfer
contributing writer

I n the aftermath of the Pan Am 
Flight 103 bombing, Lauren 
Flynn is here to teach the Syra-

cuse University community how to 
find good in bad situations.

On Dec. 21, 1988, 35 SU students 
were killed by a terrorist attack on a 
flight home from a study abroad pro-
gram in London. The plane exploded 
over Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 11 
residents, 243 passengers and 16 crew-
members.

Although Flynn was not born 
when the tail section hit her town, 
much of her family was there to expe-
rience it. 

“Everyone was affected by the 
disaster,” she said. “My grandparents 
lived across the road from where it 
happened and the whole town joined 
together to help people. We don’t talk 
about it openly.”

After the bombing, Lockerbie resi-
dents offered aid not only to their own, 
but also to the families of Syracuse 
students who were killed. In return, 
SU created the Syracuse-Lockerbie 
Scholarships, a program that sends 
two students each year from Locker-
bie to study at Syracuse. 

This past year, Flynn was one of 
12 students from Lockerbie Academy 
who applied for the scholarship. The 
application for the scholarship was 
much like that of an application to col-
lege which included several personal 
essays, eight in-person interviews 
with Lockerbie Academy professors 
and two “web-link” interviews with 
SU professors.

Professor Chris Tuohey of the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications was one of those who 
interviewed Flynn last year. 

“The first thing that impressed 
me about Lauren when we did the 
video-conference call was her poise,” 
Tuohey said. “She came across as 
very confident yet courteous and pro-
fessional. This impression was rein-
forced when I met her in person.”

For Flynn, being a Lockerbie schol-
ar is more than just the opportunity to 

study abroad: “I am here because, 
although terrorism still prevails 
today, something good can come from 
something bad.” 

That good is living life to her great-
est potential, since the students on 
Pan Am Flight 103 were never able to 
do so.

It is not rare that Lockerbie stu-
dents study in America, but Lauren 
sees her time here as much more than 
just an education in the classroom. 

“I am here not only for myself, but 
for those who died on the plane, for my 
town and for Scotland,” Flynn said.

“It has been overwhelming how 
many people have been so welcom-
ing and nice to me. But not a lot of 
freshmen know about the Lockerbie 
Scholars program”. 

She explained that the scholars 
program is a great way for her to learn 
about different cultures and then 
bring that knowledge back home. 

“On my floor there are people from 
Korea and China,” Flynn said. “I have 
gotten a better understanding of their 
culture, and they have gotten a better 

understanding of mine.”
Katie Marren, Flynn’s roommate, 

has discovered that she and Flynn 
have more similarities than differ-
ences. 

“I don’t feel our cultures are that 
different; It’s really neat,” she said. 
“We joke around about what words we 
each use for the same thing. It’s a fun 
experience.”

The Syracuse-Lockerbie Scholar-
ship allows Flynn only one year to 
study at SU. Next year, she plans to 
attend Glasgow University where she 
will start again as a freshman. Flynn 
plans to study English and theater 
studies with the hope of becoming a 
theater critic.

“This year is the twentieth anni-
versary of the bombing and the nine-
teenth of the scholarship,” she said. 
“I am here to learn about America, 
but to put Lockerbie on the map for 
something other than the bombing. I 
want to show people how something 
positive can come from something 
bad.”

bstepfer@syr.edu

ben addonizio | photo editor
LAUREN FLYNN received the Syracuse-Lockerbie Scholarship, 
which memorializes the Su students killed in a terrorist attack 
while flying home from a London study abroad program in 1988.

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Slice of orange Day

When: 11 a.m.

Where: Schine atrium

How much: Free 
 
What: South Asia center 

Lecture: Kaushik basu

When: 12:30 p.m.

Where: 341 eggers

How much: Free 

What: willem Prins Memorial

Lecture: David walba

When: 3:45 p.m.

Where: 1-019 cSt

How much: Free 

What: bingo for Kids

When: 8 p.m.

Where: Setnor Aud., crouse

How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

regulatory reform likely 
after wall street shakeup
the treasury Department is 
considering financial regulatory 
reform after the latest dramatic 
shifts on wall Street. Lehman 
brothers Holdings inc. filed for 
bankruptcy Monday, and Merrill 
Lynch & co. announced over the 
weekend it agreed to be acquired 
for $50 billion by bank of America 
corp. the announcements leave 
only two investment bank holding 
companies overseen by the Secu-
rities and exchange commission, 
down from five earlier this year. 

Petraeus will hand over 
control in Iraq
gen. David Petraeus, the u.S. 
military commander in iraq, is 
handing control over to gen. 
raymond odierno. there were 
40 car bombings the first month 
Petraeus assumed command in 
February 2007. After implement-
ing President george w. bush’s 
surge plan, the number of attacks 
has reduced drastically. the big-
gest challenge for odierno will be 
alleviating the violence that still 
continues while the number of 
u.S. troops is shrinking.

Presidential candidates 
speak up after wall 
street crisis
Democratic presidential candidate 
Sen. barack obama is looking to 
use the wall Street crisis to gain 
attention back from his republi-
can opponent. obama called this 
past week’s events the “most 
serious financial crisis since the 
great Depression.” Sen. John 
Mccain and obama both advo-
cate regulatory reform, though 
Mccain said Americans may be 
struggling but the underlying 
economy remains strong. obama 
said Mccain seems out of touch 
with Americans. Mccain and his 
running mate Alaskan gov. Sarah 
Palin said that they are glad the 
government did not bail out any 
institutions this time and that the 
regulatory system needs a com-
plete overhaul, despite Mccain’s 
fairly consistent record of voting 
with President bush.
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T o m o r r o w
n e w s

Budget crunch
SunY-eSF deals with state 
funding cuts. 
 
p u l p

dueling musicians
the MeiSA battle of the bands 
puts campus music on display.
 
s p o r t s 

losing leverage
Syracuse football is struggling to 
secure recruits for next season.

s P o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 19  
vs. Louisville 
@ 2 p.m., J.S. coyne 
Stadium 
 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 29 
vs. St. John’s 
@ 6 p.m., Su Soccer 
Stadium 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 19 
vs. Marquette 
@ 8 p.m., Milwaukee,  
wis. 
 

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Princeton 
@ 1 p.m., Hamilton,  
n.Y. 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. northeastern 
@ 3:30 p.m., carrier  
Dome

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. collgate 
@ 5 p.m., Hamilton,  
n.Y.

s tudENt  oF  thE  w EEK
Lauren Flynn

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

President Ford,
1974

He announced 
conditional 
amnesty for 
Vietnam War 
deserters and 
draft evaders.

Congress, 
1919

An act of 
Cogress 
officially 

incorporated 
the American 

Legion.

GM, 
1908

General 
Motors

was
founded by 
William C. 

Durant.

Boston,  
1630

The village 
of Shawmut, 

Mass. 
changed 
its name 

to Boston.
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b e y o n d  t h e  h i l l 
b r i e f s students 

camp out 
to secure 
leases

s t u d e n t  a s s o c i a t i o n

Crowded residence halls spark schine upgrade

see sa page 8

see housing page 7

ben addonizio | photo editor
dani shaffer was one of the students camping out in front of Campus Hill Apartments Monday 
afternoon. Campus Hill owns and operates 290 units, ranging from $300 to $1,000 per month.

By Daniel Bortz
Asst. Copy Editor

Spencer Ganz and Scott Weinberger 
will do almost anything to sign a 
lease for the apartment they want, 
even if that means camping out in 
front of the office of Campus Hill 
Apartments or having an older 
brother send chocolate-covered 
strawberries to Campus Hill employ-
ees.

 With a tent set up outside the 
office, located at 1201 Harrison St., 
Ganz and Weinberger are looking 
to ensure they’re first in line for a 
seven-bedroom unit that Campus 
Hill plans to renovate from top to 
bottom next summer. The two are 
part of a group of seven friends who 
started camping Sunday at 11 a.m.

 “We’ve been alternating shifts 
since Sunday morning,” said Wein-
berger, a sophomore finance major. 

 His sister lived in the apartment 
last year and recommended to her 
brother that he and six of his friends 
live there for their junior year.

 Jonathan Sonkin, a sophomore 
in The College of Arts and Sciences, 
said he spent the night in the tent 
Sunday. Despite the tent blowing 
over three times, Sonkin said he felt 
the whole process of signing a lease 
and camping out wasn’t too strenu-
ous.

 Ganz, a sophomore accounting 
major, said the group can sign the 
lease at 7:30 a.m. today. Signing was 

By Ryan Balton
Asst. Copy Editor

Higher numbers of incoming fresh-
men have left residence halls with 
less available space. Members of the 
Student Association want to fix that.

 Their plan includes revitalizing 
the Schine Student Center to make 
up for space lost in residence halls 
— redecorating the Schine Under-
ground, adding technology and pro-
viding more resources for students.

 At Monday night’s Student Asso-
ciation meeting, assembly members 
and liaisons to the board presented 

a plan to make up for residence hall 
lounges that have been converted 
into suites to house extra students. 
DellPlain Hall, for example, had six 
of its nine lounges converted into 
students’ rooms, said Larry Seivert, 
SA assembly member and junior sup-
ply chain management major. 

 Seivert, along with Helen Kahn, 
SA assembly member and junior 
policy studies major, identified the 
replacement of lounges as a problem. 
Seivert has been a resident assistant 
and heard firsthand what was hap-
pening.

 The proposal aims to “replenish” 
the lost space in residence halls by 
“revitalizing” Schine, Seivert said. 

 “It’s so important ... to have that 
great sense of community, a place to 
study, of course,” Kahn said during 
the meeting. “But you need a place to 
congregate and be with friends.”

 Seivert said the proposal included 
improving the Schine Underground 
with new lighting and more com-
fortable seating. The most important 
point in the proposal, he said, is 
increasing “whatever resources are 
necessary to retain students.” He 

specifically mentioned an increased 
variety of food available to students 
at more hours and more accessibility 
to printers in Schine.

 Seivert said that the proposal was 
all about “building community” and 
that he anticipates it will be com-
pleted this semester.

 SA has already met with the 
Office of Campus Planning, Design 
and Construction, he said. He con-
siders the meeting good progress 
in accomplishing the goals of the 
proposal. For now, the proposal only 

Grad student runs for 
city council in Arkansas
University of Arkansas graduate 
student Sarah Lewis is currently run-
ning for a position on City Council. 
Lewis, a Ph.D. candidate in environ-
mental dynamics, supports incentives 
for programs focused on sustainabil-
ity and environmental improvement 
in the surrounding community. The 
council has legislative responsibili-
ties for areas in close proximity with 
the UA campus. When discussing the 
concerns of being a student running 
for city council, Lewis said, “I’ve 
received a lot of support as a student, 
and people have embraced many 
of the new ideas I’ve brought to the 
table.”

source: the traveler, University of Arkansas

new handbook potentially 
unconstitutional
The Missouri Student Association at 
the University of Missouri is rewrit-
ing its handbook, which could poten-
tially deem its powers as unconsti-
tutional. The new handbook makes 
it mandatory for all candidates to 
show the Board of Elections Commis-
sioners flyers and Web sites before 
hanging up or posting campaign 
materials. Steve Concannon, students 
legal services coordinator, explained 
to board members that they have the 
power to restrict the time, place and 
manner of the materials, but may not 
have the right to ban material in the 
pre-approval stage if it doesn’t meet 
guidelines.  

source: the Maneater, University of Missouri 

smaller classes for 
northeastern
Northeastern University began put-
ting limits to the size of its classes on 
Monday. The goal for each class is to 
have a maximum of 20 students. New 
sections of a class will be created once 
a class has reached its limit as long 
as other students still show inter-
est in registering for the particular 
class. The newly opened sections are 
planned in similar timeslots as the 
original classes. 
source: Northeastern News, Northeastern University  

harvard student assaulted 
A Harvard University graduate stu-
dent was beaten and robbed in Cam-
bridge Common last week. He was 
walking home from the gym when 
he saw a male urinating on a tree in 
the park. He was then punched in the 
head by a different man. Three males 
assaulted the student and stole his cell 
phone, credit card, clothes and iPod 
from his gym bag. The victim refused 
medical attention even though he had 
a swollen lip and two bumps on his 
forehead.

source: the Harvard Crimson, Harvard University
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Sheraton allows students to video home
By Lena Budd
Contributing Writer 

Lucy Miller sent a free video postcard Monday to 
her father, and another one to a friend studying 
abroad in Spain.

 Miller, a senior television, radio and film and 
English and textual studies major, took part in 
the first Global Out of the Office Day, hosted by 
the Sheraton Syracuse University Hotel & Confer-
ence Center.  The event allowed guests and the 
Syracuse University community to use the hotel’s 
lounge resources. 

 The lounge, called the “Link@Sheraton,” is 
a 24-hour facility in the hotel lobby equipped 
by Microsoft with five computers, a television, 
printing and scanning facilities and books. Each 
computer has a webcam so guests can send per-
sonal video postcards over the Internet. 

 “We thought it’d be a great way to get the Syra-
cuse community involved,” said Liz Oberlin, a senior 
public relations and management studies major, who 
is also a sales and managing intern at the hotel. 

 David Heymann, the Sheraton Hotel’s general 

manager, said guests want to get out of their rooms.
 “It’s a fantastic concept,” Heymann said. “It 

has been hugely popular.” 
 Heymann believes that this will become a 

trend at many other popular hotels. The lounge 
in the hotel on University Avenue was built 
in May, and it will be a brand standard for all 
Sheratons worldwide by December 2008.

 A recent Work-Life survey, commissioned by 
Sheraton Hotel & Resorts, showed that 85 percent 
of professionals said they feel compelled to work 
around the clock because of new technology. All 
but 4 percent of those professionals said they feel 
they have to work harder now than they did five 
years ago because of new technology. 

 But this lounge isn’t just for business.
 Alla Makagon, a senior advertising, communi-

cation sciences and disorders and Russian language 
and culture major tried out the video postcard fea-
ture. 

 “It’s pretty cool,” Makagon said. “It’s defi-
nitely something I wish we had abroad.”

lbbudd@syr.edu

Tell us what you think!
Send letters to the editor
editor@dailyorange.com
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Tasty temptations 
pack on the pounds

T he dreaded “Freshman 15” has 
scared students into being health 
conscious as they head off to uni-

versities in the fall. In an age of rampant 
obesity and diabetes, it is rare to find your-
self on a college campus or at a restaurant 
today that does not offer healthy options. 
However, there is still an abundance of 
unhealthy food choices offered in dining 
halls, which have turned into a scapegoat 
for students to make poor choices.

 The availability of healthy food on col-
lege campuses and the personal decisions 
students must make to select these healthy 
options are the keys to a college student’s 
healthy lifestyle.

 Young men and women have to realize 
there are healthy food choices all around them. 
As long as students start or maintain healthy 
eating habits and exercise routines, they have 
nothing to worry about when it comes to gain-
ing weight or other health issues.

 Students’ goals shouldn’t be to necessarily 
diet or become workout-aholics, but to be as 
healthy as we find the time to be.

 In one residential building on campus, 
there are three vending machines, a Syracuse 
University Bookstore and it’s only a short walk 
to the Sadler dining hall. When it is 11:30 p.m., 
and the only option is to venture downstairs 
to the vending machines, the temptation to opt 
for a can of Yoo-hoo is almost unstoppable. And 
most of the time, it’s not preventable. 

 “I know there are healthy options in front of 
me,” said Mary Ryan, a freshman in the College 
of Human Ecology. “But when I walk into the din-
ing hall and see a huge spread of french fries and 
junk food, it’s hard to ignore. It’s too tempting.”

 Despite the abundance of sugary  tempta-
tions, it is up to the individual to make the right 
decision. College is a time when students should 
no longer be holding the hands of their mom-
mies and daddies and learn how to be healthy, 
independent young adults.

 Jeanne Goldberg Ph.D., an expert in nutri-

tion 
at Tufts’ 
Friedman 
School of Nutrition 
Science and Policy, partici-
pated in a multi-year study called 
“Freshman 15: A Myth.” The study 
concluded that the eating habits students take 
on during college and the speculations they 
make about nutrition are creating more stress 
and problems than they are solving.

 Although the Tufts’ study did find that stu-
dents gained weight their freshman year — an 
average of six pounds for men and four and a 
half pounds for women — the weight could eas-
ily be burned off by an increase in exercise.

 Instead of students worrying about gaining 
weight during their freshman year, they should 
be focused on eating a well-balanced, healthy 
meal, exercising regularly and being mentally 
healthy.

 SU students are privileged enough to attend 
a university that offers vegan, vegetarian, fruit 
and vegetable options.

 “There are many healthy options in the 
dining centers, including many whole grain 
breads, pastas, an extensive salad bar and 

healthy 
spreads,” said 

Ruth Sullivan, registered Dietitian 
and Nutrition Educator for SU Food 
Services.

 The majority of students request 
these options, yet there are still students who 
want pizza, chicken nuggets and french fries. 
“I’m a big proponent for portion control,” Sulli-
van said. Her emphasis on portion control is an 
important element in obtaining healthy eating 
habits. 

 In the dining halls, students have a variety 
of food choices and eating habits. Despite the 
range of cuisine on students’ plates, they all 
seem to have some common ground: their satis-
faction with SU’s dining halls.

“It’s 
not Syracuse’s fault that I’m a 

picky eater,” said Jenna Heller, 
a freshman English major. “I’ll 

just grab a quick bowl of Cinnamon 
Toast Crunch for breakfast.” 

Instead of Heller consuming 400 
milligrams of sodium and 45 grams of 

carbohydrates in one serving of her favorite 
cereal, she could take part in yet another 
challenge this semester: trying new foods. For 
example, a container of low-fat yogurt only 
has 171 milligrams of sodium and 17 grams of 
carbohydrates.

 Heller is not the only student giving in to 
unhealthy temptations. Plenty of students feel 
unhappy with the fact that they are enticed 
toward the unhealthiest options in dining halls. 

 SU students have all of the healthy living 
tools at their fingertips. Instead of cramming 
down a greasy slice of pizza, students should 
head down to the salad bar and load up on a big 
bowl of healthy decisions.

Krystie Yandoli is a freshman in The College 
of Arts and Sciences. Her columns appear every 

Tuesday. She can be reached at klyandol@syr.edu.
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of the project. The official Web site for Symphony 
Place, also known as Symphony Place at Hotel 
Syracuse Square, labels the area on East Onon-
daga Street as a mix of condominium, hotel, 
rental and retail space that will commemorate 
the historical Hotel Syracuse.

 “Here’s a place where they’re trying to attract 
residents back into the city,” Higgins said. “It’s a 
perfect spot to create new landscape design.” 

 Czerniak said Upstate has several ambitions 
for the Symphony Place project, including using 
green technology. 

 Eric Persons, the director of engagement 
initiatives at SU, said the incorporation of street 
lighting and outside furniture surrounding 

Symphony Place will “create a backyard envi-
ronment opposed to what exists right now.” 

 He added that improvements to the street 
will “really invite people to be part of the urban 
environment.”

 Sophomore Adam Davidson, a student at the 
Martin J. Whitman School of Management, said 
he believes an increase of lighting and retail in 
the city would make it more appealing.

 “It might make (downtown) more interesting 
if there were more stores down there and more 
lighting, ’cause that way it’d be easier to get 
around at night and during the winter,” David-
son said.

 SU plans to fund the “interactive streetscape” 
through state grants that are coming to the 
university for the Connective Corridor. Higgins 
said that the state grants total up to $20 million.

 “SU is applying for the grants, lobbying for 

the money (and) managing (the grants), but it is 
state money,” Higgins said.

 Not everyone is excited about the “interac-
tive streetscape.” 

 Anna Santayana, a junior psychology major, 
questioned SU’s decision to use $2 million in 
state grants to fund the project.

 “Why do they want students to be so interac-
tive in downtown Syracuse in the first place?” 
Santayana said. “I mean, I guess it’s cool to be a 
part of the city and stuff, but that much money is 
a lot. I don’t know if that’s the right thing to do.”

 But Higgins said more than 300 SU students, 
including those at the SOA, are involved in 
projects that are part of the corridor.

 “The visual and performing arts students 
are engaged now in the sculpture park in Frank-
lin Park,” Higgins said. “All of these projects 
are becoming part of a curriculum for various 
schools across the corridor.” 

 The involvement of students in the corridor 
would give freshman Kristen Le, an interior 
design major, a reason to go downtown so she 

could see what her fellow students create.
 “Since I’m involved in the art department, 

I’ll probably want to check it out, especially if I 
know someone who’s involved with it,” Le said.

 Persons said the “interactive streetscape” 
part of the Connective Corridor would tie in 
with the rest of the work the city and university 
want accomplished between downtown and SU.

 “We want to bring all these investments 
together, and I think that’s very important,” he 
said.

 Other work on the corridor may come in the 
form of added transportation.

 “I think we’re going to get bike lanes through 
the Connective Corridor, which the students 
really want,” Higgins said. 

 Easier methods of transportation would 
make Le’s trip around town easier. She believes 
the current transit system can sometimes be a 
time-consuming hassle.

 “I think if it was just easier to get (down-
town),” Le said, “I would go there more often.”

mcboren@syr.edu
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courtesy of the school of architecture
An electronic image of what Symphony Place will look like in the renovated corridor.

connective corridor
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originally set for 9 a.m., but Campus Hill chose 
to start it earlier to accommodate the large 
turnout and to reduce the amount of time stu-
dents like Ganz and his friends have to spend 
camping out.

 “This happens every year,” said Ellen 
Spicer, a property manager for Campus Hill. 
“In the last few years, I think there’s been 
more hype than usual. We’ve been renovating 
units, and there’s a lot of excitement about 
those upscale, luxury-style apartments that 
we have.”

 Spicer said she predicts the competition 
that has taken place in the last three years 
will only intensify as Campus Hill continues 
to renovate more apartments. 

 She added that prospective tenants do 
indeed need to camp out if they want to make 
sure they get their desired units. Otherwise, 
someone else will, she said.

 “We’re definitely shooting to have more 
high-scale housing available,” Spicer said. 
“We did sort of a test model last year with 206 
Comstock. We gutted the place, added a level. 
The inside is brand new with stainless steel 
kitchens, washers and dryers, air condition-
ing, fireplaces and bathrooms with seamless 
glass showers.”

 With four units in the building, costs for 
such full-scale renovations reached an esti-
mated $100,000 to $200,000 per unit, depending 
on the unit’s size.

 Katie Alois, a Campus Hill tenant relations 
manager, said the company shows preference 
to current tenants by enabling them to re-sign 
their lease for next year and granting them the 
ability to sign leases for a different property 
before first-time tenants.

 Current tenant lease signing begins today 
and runs until Thursday at 5 p.m., Alois said.

 “Come 6 o’clock, it’s free game,” Alois said. 
 Alois, Spicer and fellow employees will open 

leasing at 6 p.m. Thursday night and stay until 
everyone leaves, which sometimes takes until 1 
or 2 a.m.

 Campus Hill owns and operates 290 units, 
leasing the properties to Syracuse University 
students and local residents, Spicer said. Cam-
pus Hill apartments range from $300 a month for 
a one-bedroom unit to $1,000 a month, based on a 
unit’s furnishings, location and size.

 Though the company began at SU in 1978, 
Campus Hill is just one of many rental compa-
nies operating in the Syracuse area, including 
O.P.R. Developers and University Area Apart-
ments. 

 Spicer said she believes the main reason 
students would use a different company when 
looking to lease an apartment is simply because 
Campus Hill properties are more expensive to 
lease than most of the other companies’ units.

 Sonkin said he and his friends did not know 
originally that Campus Hill raised the price 
of their prospective unit from $600 to $850 per 
bedroom, but he said they still believe they’re 
saving money by living off-campus.

 One aspect of the leasing process that has 
changed this year is that “squatting,” or having 
a current tenant sign a lease over to a prospec-
tive tenant without going through Campus Hill, 
can no longer take place, Sonkin said.

 With one night left before he and his friends 
can pack up the tent, Ganz said that the last few 
days have been quite an experience and that 
he hopes it will be worth it. 

 Ganz said they haven’t pursued other 
options for properties to lease next year.

 “If we don’t get this lease,” he said, “we 
have no idea what we’re going to do.”

dsbortz@syr.edu
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SARO has been pressuring the school to get rid 
of the popular campus restaurant on campus, 
Huling added.

 “Obviously when students hear about what 
happens to chickens killed for KFC ... it’s not the 
kind of company they want to support,” he said.

 While some students signed SARO’s petition, 
others passed by the protest. 

 “I agree with what they’re doing, but I’m 
really not a big fan of PETA,” said Mark Carey, a 

junior illustration and computer science major. 
 Carey took one of the fliers produced by People 

for the Ethical Treatment of Animals that SARO 
was passing out, but he did not put his name on 
the petition. 

 PETA was founded in 1980 and is the only 
international organization that has publicly 
denounced KFC for its treatment of animals. It 
has two million members worldwide, and one of 
its main projects over the last several years has 
been to stop KFC.

 While PETA has brought its evidence of KFC’s 
cruelty to the government, little action has been 
taken to prosecute the franchise, Huling said. 
One reason, Huling said, is because the Humane 
Methods of Slaughter Act excludes chickens in 
indicating what is and is not humane in terms of 

animal treatment.
 “It’s tough because, what (the protesters are) 

doing, I guess it’s right,” Carey said. “But I’m 
choosing between KFC and PETA. It’s a tough 
decision. Maybe I should have signed. But I really 
don’t like PETA, so I’m not going to.”

 Ethan Young, a junior in the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications, signed 
SARO’s list.

 “I think it’s a good cause,” he said. “I’m usu-
ally not on the side of PETA, but this sounds like 
a pretty reasonable cause. They bring up a good 
point: We wouldn’t do this to dogs and cats. ... I 
agree with it on that end.”

 SARO, along with members of PETA, will be on 
campus today for another protest outside Kimmel.

emcorbet@syr.edu
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Test your SU knowledge and 
help us support a great cause at...

When: September 21st, 2008 @ 3:00 p.m.
Where: Schine Underground
Tickets $3 at the Schine Box Office

All proceeds will go to 
Camp Good Days and Special Times

www.campgooddays.org

Please contact Krystin Paci with any questions
kmpaci@syr.edu

Members of any recognized student 
organizations are eligible to compete 
with a $50 donation from their 
student organization.

Your Student Fee at Work.

Apple Picking
at Abbott Farms

Visit the Outdoor Education Homepage at 
http://outdoored.syr.edu

For more information, 
or to sign up, come to: 
Recreation Services
241 Archbold Gym
315-443-4386 (4FUN)

This program is funded by the Undergraduate Co-Curricular fee

Price: 
$5.00 Deposit for SU Undergraduate students (refunded on bus)
$5.00 Payment for all other SU / ESF ID card holders

Time: 
Bus leaves from College Place promptly at 1:00 p.m. and re-
turns to SU at approximately 4:30 p.m.

Saturday, October 18
1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

sa
f r o m  p a g e  3
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chris blachly | contributing photographer
taylor solano (right) hands paige snyder (left) a PETA petition against KFC.

focuses on Schine, though Kahn hopes to also 
work on improving the E.S. Bird Library in 
the future.

 “Previous sessions of the Student Asso-
ciation have tried to get some things done in 
Schine and clearly have not been successful,” 
Kahn said. “But we took it to the top, so hope-
fully we’ll get some things done.”

rsbalton@syr.edu 
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W hen I was kid, I used 
to watch reruns like 
“Bewitched,” “I Dream 

of Jeannie” and “The Mary Tyler 
Moore Show” during the summer 
like clockwork — quality shows in 
their own right, but somewhat cheesy 
in retrospect. But there’s one thing I 
love about watching shows from that 

era: the fashion.
 In conjunction with “The 

Express” hype, I’ve been thinking 
about late 50s and early 60s fashion 
styles. Women wore dresses and 
skirts almost exclusively, saving 
pants for sports or casual wear. Con-
servative, ladylike looks of that era 
are classics to me and a fashion that 

you don’t see very often anymore. 
 I’m not saying throw away your 

Sevens and wear headbands. But 
when it comes to a vintage dress, it’s 
best to mix in your own style for a 
look that’s all your own. Why not take 
those full A-line dresses, pencil skirt 
suits and short gloves and find your 
own modern, personal twist? Add a 

pair of stilettos in a contrasting color, 
tease your hair, or wear dramatic 
bright eye makeup for an edgier look.

 There are endless benefits to the 
vintage dress. My favorite feature of 
the early 60s dress is the tailoring. 
Shirtwaist dresses gave almost every 
woman the pinnacle hourglass figure 
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Senior takes second SU Idol crown

Taking inspiration from Jackie-O: Mod turns modern

david krebs | asst. photo editor

sabrina cunningham won first place Monday at the Syracuse University Idol competition, defeating nine other semi-finalists. 

m e l i s s a  d a n i e l s

wear it like you mean it see daniels page 12

sU idol contestants 
2008
Nina Elias
Mark Dorenfast
Krystal Kennedy
Jonathan Shew
Joe Harris
Brittany Hicks
Jessica Henry
Ray Lapena
Sam Oh
Sabrina Cunningham

see su idol page 13

By Liz Eney
CONtRIBUtINg WRItER

Sabrina Cunningham didn’t care 
about winning — she just wanted 
to sing. 

 But winning was an added 
bonus after Cunningham, a senior 
in The College of Arts and Sciences 
and member of the a capella group 
Groovestand, won over the crowd and 
judges at the second annual Syracuse 
University Idol competition in Gold-
stein Auditorium Monday night. 
 “It feels good. I did it for Groove-
stand because I love them,” she said. 
“It was a really fun experience.” 
 Cunningham won the competi-
tion after performing Alicia Keys’ 
“How Come You Don’t Call Me.”
 Ten semi-finalists were narrowed 
down to three as the judges weighed in 
on which contestant last year’s winner 
Tinuke Oyefule would pass her crown to.
 Oyefule, along with Courtney Jones, 
an SU alumnus who works in the Office 
of Student Life, and Joseph Downing, an 
associate professor in the Setnor School 
of Music, judged the event and chose the 
final three contestants.
 “It feels fantastic,” Oyefule said. 
“Sabrina is an amazing performer, 
she’s a hard worker and in the a capel-
la group Groovestand. So, I mean, in 
all honesty, it’s not as if music isn’t 
something she’s worked for. I know 
this is her senior year, so seeing her 
win is totally satisfying.”
 Audience members ultimately 
decided the contestants’ fate, turning 
in ballots for their favorite performer 
after the chosen three gave a second 
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the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

piled higher and deeper by jorge cham | phdcomics.com

dinosaur comics by ryan north| qwantz.com

open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com
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Redemption

By Joshua Kruk
CoNTrIbuTING WrITEr

F ive years ago, critics and fans left Metallica 
for dead. 
 The band’s 2003 album “St. Anger” 

earned some critical praise, but longtime fans 
were put off by a change in direction. 
 A documentary released in 2004 about the 
band’s current state, titled “Some Kind of Mon-
ster,” was an unsettling sight for fans. It por-
trayed a once unflinching and powerful metal 
band bickering over minutia at group therapy 
sessions. 
 While the band was still able to draw sellout 
crowds on tour, its credibility was in question. For 
many, “Death Magnetic,” the band’s latest album, 
is Metallica’s last attempt to reclaim its relevance.
 Less than two minutes into the disc’s opener, 
“That Was Just Your Life,” it becomes clear that 
the band has channeled the spirit that once made 
them the undisputed kings of heavy metal. 
 A brooding intro, reminiscent of 1988’s prog-
metal opus “And Justice For All,” turns into a 
breakneck riff that compliments Lars Ulrich’s 
jarring double bass drumming. 
 Singer and rhythm guitarist James Hetfield 
has ferocity in his voice that hasn’t been heard 
since the 1980s. Lyrically, Hetfield’s best days 

are behind him, but the authority with which he 
delivers fits perfectly into the greater musical 
landscape. 
 Metallica’s most potent weapon, the band’s 
veteran guitar master Kirk Hammett, runs free on 
“Death Magnetic.” Why the band elected to leave 
out Hammet’s soloing on “St. Anger” remains 
a mystery; it’s the equivalent of the Minnesota 
Vikings telling Adrian Peterson not to run outside 
the tackles. 
 Redemption comes on the new release as Ham-
mett, now 45, attacks the fret board with a vigor 
that would make his 21-year-old self blush. 
 On the third track “Broken, Beat and 
Scarred,” he unleashes a series of lightning-fast 
hammer-ons and pull-offs in the vane of the 
band’s 1983 thrash masterpiece “Kill Em All.”  
 Yet “Death Magnetic” is not all about playing 
to the band’s strengths of the past. Two tracks on 
“Death Magnetic” slow things down while also 
blending trademark Metallica heaviness. 
 The album’s first single “The Day That 
Never Comes” initially displays a pop sensi-
bility as it features a crooning Hetfield and 
a haunting yet catchy arpeggio. However, it 
clocks in at approximately eight minutes long 
so the subdued opening serves as a prelude 
to a dense guitar duel between Hammett and 

Hetfield that closes out the 
track. 
 The other surprise is 
“The Unforgiven III,” which 
features a heartfelt piano 
opening that is bolstered by 
an emotional solo from Ham-
mett at the back end. 
 Whether it was a new pro-
ducer, an energy injection by 
newly recruited bassist Rob 
Trujillo, or the backlash from 
its last album that inspired 
the group, Metallica has made 
a statement with “Death Mag-
netic.” 
 It is a stunning return 
to form that most aging 
rock bands would sell their 
souls for (see: The Rolling 
Stones). In less than one 
week’s time, “Death Magnetic” is making an 
argument for album of the year in terms of 
importance to the music scene and artistic 
merit. 

jekruk@syr.edu
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After its last failed 
album, Metallica 
revisits the sounds that 
made them famous in 
“Death Magnetic”

courtesy of vertigo records 
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— a look that’s a far cry from what we often see 
in today’s fashion magazines. Personally, I’m a 
sucker for anything with a sash. Full, pleated 
skirts and bold, bright colors like yellow or lime 
green have a playful pop that can turn any girl 
into Jackie O. for a day.  

 Hems of dresses were longer; often cut at the 
knee. With pointy-toed heels or the right lace-up 
sandal, you can turn a conservative dress into a 
downright sexy one.

 Dress styles of the early 60s had great 
necklines, too. Scoop necks can be flattering 

to almost any figure and are great for a profes-
sional look that doesn’t compromise your style. 

 I’m a big fan of the short, boxy jacket over 
a dress, too — a bold patterned jacket adds eye-
catching layers to your look without being too 
distracting from the dress. Stores like Banana 
Republic or Ann Taylor Loft often have 60s-in-
fluenced suits and jackets (and their clearance 
racks are usually stellar). 

 But to give off that real ladylike vibe, 
it takes more than just a detailed-oriented 
ensemble. It’s got to be the whole package — the 
right accessories or hairstyles attract in a 
whole different way. 

 One of my favorite older hairstyles is ringlet 
curls. Soft-curled hair can work for all lengths, 
and while it’s not totally 60s, it’s an uber-femi-
nine touch. If you have naturally straight hair 
and are in the mood to experiment, sleeping in 
carefully placed soft rollers overnight creates 
soft, touchable ringlets. 

 If you’re looking for something a little less 
time intensive, I recommend the aptly titled 
Fekkai Tousled Wave Spray. It takes all of five 
minutes after you jump out of the shower — 
towel dry your hair, spray and scrunch all over, 
and once it dries, you’ll have shiny, textured 
loose curls. Mission: accomplished.

 The best bet for finding vintage fashion is, 
no surprise, buying online. There are countless 
sites, and eBay has a whole marketplace specifi-
cally for vintage in all price ranges. If you’re 
worried about the fit, owners of clothing sites 
or eBay stores are usually happy to respond to 
e-mails about sizing and measurements. But 
if you’re looking to stay extra-close to campus, 
head down to Westcott Street. Mother Midnight 
features real vintage clothing, and Boom 
Babies carries dozens of designers who stick to 
classic cuts. 

Melissa Daniels is a junior newspaper 
journalism major, and she wonders what 

happened to the term “slacks.” She can 
be reached at mdanie01@syr.edu. 

dailyorange.com
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Chancellor Nancy Cantor wants to meet with you and 
other students to hear your thoughts and concerns. 
The following opportunities are available to meet 
and have lunch with the Chancellor at the Schine 

Student Center.

Thursday, September 18, noon-1 p.m.

Wednesday, September 24, noon-1 p.m.

To join the Chancellor for lunch, please call  

315-443-2235. Additional dates and times  

will be announced later in the semester.
 

Chancellor Nancy Cantor wants to meet with you and 

An Opportunity to Meet 
With Chancellor Cantor

FORENSIC SCIENCE
F R O M  P A G E  1

already been taught at the university and 
new courses. 

 Many of the professors are experts in their 
fi elds. Onondaga County Chief Medical Exam-
iner Mary Jumbelic will be teaching “Practi-
cum in Forensic Science” along with other SU 
faculty. This class combines classroom and 
hands-on experience, where students also visit 
the crime lab in the Wallie Howard, Jr. Center 
for Forensic Sciences. 

 “There are a lot of practical parts in the 
forensics lab, so our students are doing a lot 
of practical components as well as classroom 
experience,” Spencer said. 

 While in the process of creating the pro-
gram, the faculty talked about the idea of creat-
ing an undergraduate program instead of a 
master’s program, but in the end, they decided 
that it wasn’t a great idea. 

 “At the undergraduate level students are 
grasping the basics such as biology, psychology 
and chemistry,” Spencer said. “It’s easier to learn 
forensics if you have the basis of another science 
beforehand.” 

 For undergraduates interested in the pro-
gram, Spencer recommends a path that partners 
an anthropology or chemistry degree with a 
minor in forensics, which is also a new addition 
to the science department. 

 Ultimately, Spencer feels the program serves 
better as a master’s program rather than an 
undergraduate program because those who have 
the basic science basis in a bachelor’s degree and 
master’s in forensics make better job candidates. 

 The major also comes at the right time as the 
Department of Labor predicted that the job mar-
ket for forensic science majors should increase 
by 30 percent by 2014. 

 Careers in forensic science land degree-

holders a variety of jobs from working on 
crime scenes such as what is seen on shows 
like “CSI” (though rare) to a crime laboratory 
or even testifying in the courtroom for a mur-
der trial. Spencer says the fi eld of forensics 
can also pioneer new techniques in court 
room procedures. 

 Senior accounting and fi nance major, 
Johnny Ng thinks the new program is a good 
idea and provides students with more options.

 “I think it gives a more viable task to a lot 
of science majors because of the weak pre-med 
program here,” Ng said. “Maybe students would 
consider forensics instead.”

 Junior computer engineering Sergio Tala-
vera agrees with Ng that the forensic science 
program could be a good substitute for those 
dissatisfi ed with pre-med. He also said that it 
could give good grad ideas for science majors. 

 “It’s nice to see SU expanding itself and gain-
ing new programs,” Talavera said. 

 The application process for the program 
offi cially begins in October, but so far there has 
already been a lot of interest expressed through 
e-mails and calls to the department, Spencer 
said. Recruitment for the program is still in 
process through mailings and the new Web site 
will be up and running in two weeks. 

 “I’ve always had an interest in the subject 
and after talking with other faculty members, it 
really just took off from there,” Spencer said. “It 
was a real grassroots start.”

 Spencer said the idea to create the program 
came about six or seven years ago, when he 
wanted to change the CHE 113 class he was 
teaching, which was then science for non-majors 
into a forensic class. 

 “The fi eld of science is constantly changing,” 
Spencer said. “It’s the right place and the right 
time. It makes sense to have this program here 
because we already have all the resources in 
place.” 

kaoutram@syr.edu
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nostalgia nook

SLIP ‘N SLIDE 
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion called it “dangerous.” Parents dreaded 
the skid marks and plastic burns, but as kids, 
summer just wasn’t summer without a Slip 
‘n Slide.  
The Triple Racer, Spiral Splasher and even 

the classic Shark Attack models of the Slip 
‘n Slide made the plastic genius of pain a 
necessity for children of all ages.  
Nothing felt more right during those 

hot, July days of the 90s than combining 
fl esh and a thin piece of plastic with water 
pumped from a garden hose. All forced 
together at the highest velocity a 11 year-
old could propel him or herself, the Slip 

‘n Slide united water, the sun, speed and 
freedom!
Imitators would follow, adding little pools 

and water castles to cushion the blow of 
hitting pavement at 20 miles per hour, but 
children persisted to tempt death by adding 
soaps and oils to the water, thrusting them 
further off the lawn and near into the road 
at lightning speed. 
Once the sticks on the ground beneath 

it began poking holes, or knees became 
black, blue and too swollen to jump onto 
the hard ground, summer felt like it was 
over, and the once magical human racetrack 
disappeared with all that was sweet about 
summer as a child. 

— Rebekah Jones, Asst. Feature Editor

FORSENIC SCIENCE 
MINOR REQUIREMENTS
The 18-credit forensic science minor 
offered through the College of Arts 
and Sciences is available to under-
graduate students interested in the 
fi eld of forensics since there isn’t an 
undergraduate major. 

1) CHE 113 4 cr. Introduction to 
Forensic Science

(2) CHE/SOL 306 3 cr. Advanced 
Forensic Science

(3) One course from among the fol-
lowing:

CHE 335 4 cr. Chemical and Bio-
chemical Analysis w/ Lab

PSY 252 3 cr. Statistical Methods II

MAT 221 3 cr. Elementary Probabil-
ity and Statistics I

(4) A selection of 3 courses from 
among the following:

CHE 335 4 cr. Chemical and Bio-
chemical Analysis1

PSY 474 3 cr. Forensic Psychology

BIO 326 3 cr. Genetics and Cell Biol-
ogy

ANT 433 3 cr. Human Skeletal 
Anatomy

ANT XXX 3 cr. Forensic Anthropol-
ogy

ANT XXX 3 cr. Anthropology of 
Death

SOC 397 3 cr. Criminology

SOC 334 3 cr. Criminal Justice

round of performances.
 Like last year, students of all majors com-
peted to win not only bragging rights, but the 
chance to sing the National Anthem at a home 
basketball game this season.
 Darren Goldberg, vice president of University 
Union, said UU created the event because student inter-
est was high, and last year’s turnout demanded a return. 
 “I think there’s still an interest in it,” Goldberg 
said. “It’s still something that students want to see. 
Last year we did pretty well for our fi rst year.”
 Emotions ran high as the event began. The crowd 
settled down and the show’s host DeMarcus Woods, 
a sophomore human ecology major, introduced the 
contestants who performed a variety of songs. 
 Cunnigham, senior Jonathan Shew and sopho-
more Nina Elias were announced as the three fi nal 
competitors after the fi rst round of competition. 
 After the fi rst round cut, some audience 
members left the event which gave the impres-
sion that the top choices were insuffi cient. 
 The contestants prepared for the next round dur-
ing the break, while First Year Players performed 
scenes from its 2007-2008 production, “Fame.” 
 “I was nervous as hell,” Elias said. “I didn’t 
expect to be in the top three.”
 Singing a rendition of “Because of You” by Kelly 
Clarkson, the original American Idol, Elias showed 
off her vocals. Despite the fact that she didn’t win, 
she was still happy to have competed in the event.
 While Elias fi nished with an American Idol 
classic, the song choices were as diverse as the 
singers. Selections came from all genres of 
music, from country to alternative rock. 
 “There was nothing bad about this experi-
ence,” Elias said. “It’s really great to showcase 
your voice if you’re not in the music school.” 

eseney@syr.edu
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field hockey
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

daily orange file photo
ange bradley led Syracuse to its first victory over a No. 1 ranked team by defeating 
Maryland, 2-1, at the Terrapin Invitational. SU is 18-7 during Bradley’s Tenure at SU.

Bradley calls upset of No. 1 
Maryland ‘amazing moment’ 

42-0 record in the A-10 before coming to Syra-
cuse, received a dose of the silent treatment 
from her star player, Taylor. The midfielder was 
coming off a sterling junior season in which she 
was Atlantic 10 offensive player of the year and 
led the conference in goals (30) and points (69).

 “When I announced I was coming to Syracuse 
(Shannon) was really, really upset,” Bradley said. 
“She didn’t even make time to talk to me during 
the time that I was still on staff. I never even had 
the chance to say goodbye to her.”

 The window of opportunity temporarily 
closed for Bradley and Taylor to make amends 
once the head coach’s position at Syracuse was 
official. Once the three players decided they 
were going to transfer, they became recruits 
again, which meant by NCAA rule they were not 
allowed to speak with Bradley or any other head 
coach until the recruiting season restarted.

 The allure of playing for Bradley was enough 
for the Richmond players to make the move. 
Each of the three players made her decision 
independently, but there was a mutual feeling 
that they wanted to play field hockey elsewhere 
after Bradley’s exit. 

 For Conrad and Voelmle, roommates their 
only year at Richmond, Syracuse was made more 
attractive by the fact Conrad’s sister already went 
to school at SU. Not only could Conrad and Voelm-
le play for Bradley, but there would be another 
familiar face to make them more comfortable.

 As for Taylor, even her disappointment at 
Bradley’s initial departure from Richmond 
couldn’t keep her away from her former coach. 
Bradley sat down with Taylor’s family during 
the recruiting period and convinced them Syra-

cuse was the best place for Taylor to go.
 Once the transfers became official, it was 

only natural the three players from Richmond 
would gravitate toward each other. They prac-
ticed in the spring of 2007, knowing that come 
autumn, they could never see game action 
because transfers must sit out for one season. 
They knew that when the team would travel for 
away games, they would be left behind. None of 
it deterred them.

 “I wouldn’t want to have it any other way,” 
Voelmle said. “I think that everything that we 
went through together off the field is helping us 
on the field, and we just have that bond.”

 The bond of friendship began to strengthen 
immediately.

 “In that spring when we were there, it was 
our first semester, the three of us really came 
together,” Taylor said. “We played for a year 
together, so we kind of knew each other. We 
really didn’t start forming a bond until the 
spring when we were here. Now, I look at them 
as two of the best friends I’ve ever had.”

 The connection has shown on the field this 
year. Conrad said the group is able to read each 
other better because of all they have gone through 
together. It helps especially because of the way 
the midfield and the forwards are intertwined.

 “Shannon is the center mid, and I was always 
the center forward, so she’s always directly behind 
me telling me where to move and where to go,” 
Conrad said. “I always hear her voice on the field.”

 Outside of Syracuse, Taylor and Voelmle 
participated in USA Field Hockey’s High Perfor-
mance training program this past summer and 
competed against some of the best players in the 
nation. Living together, Voelmle could relate 
better to the upperclassman that she knew little 
about during her time at Richmond. 

 “I view her on a completely different level 

now, and I think that living with her had a lot to 
with it,” Voelmle said.

 As sophomores, Conrad and Voelmle have 
time on their side and will get to play for three 
full seasons under Bradley at SU. For Taylor, 
the end of a college career is near. She’s trying to 
make her last season count alongside the coach 
she couldn’t play without. 

 “It’s important to be able to walk off the field 
everyday saying, ‘I have no regrets,’” Taylor 
said. “This is my last year. I’m going to do what I 
can to help this team go as far as possible.”

wpalka@syr.edu

By Edward Paik
STaff WrITer

Two days later, it was still just another win to 
Ange Bradley.

 Another game and another opportunity for 
the No. 7 Syracuse’s field hockey team to take 
another step forward. To Bradley, knocking 
off No. 1 Maryland Saturday at the Terrapin 
Invitational, 2-1, meant just as much as the win 
over Delaware (0-5) on Sunday.

 “I don’t think it’s any bigger than the rest. I 
don’t think that way,” said Bradley, the Orange 
head coach about the upset. “Our goal is to 
outplay Syracuse. It’s not a matter of who we’re 
playing, it’s about us.”

 That approach was reflected in the buildup 
to the contest. Bradley approached the team 
before the game as always. The Orange had 
nothing to lose, she said, only an opportunity 
to see where the team currently stands. “A win-
win situation,” Bradley said.

 So when Syracuse emerged with the win — 
Bradley’s first victory against a top 5 team as a 
head coach and the first time the Terrapins lost 
in the 12-year history of its invitational — there 
was, she admitted, emotion.

 “We had so much pride in beating the Uni-
versity of Maryland on their field,” Bradley 
said. “It was an amazing moment for this team 
and what they could do in the future.”

 But the game? The game was a fight. One 
where SU fought just a little bit harder, Bradley 
said. 

 The head coach remembers the moments of 
how it was won. Like when freshmen midfield-

ers Mariana Vernet and Martina Loncarica set 
a tone, combining for a 1-2 play that freed Lon-
carica to shot from the inside for the game’s first 
goal. Maggie Befort provided the game-winner 
for SU in the 63rd minute.

 Or when Heather Hess, the senior goalkeep-
er, made a save with 44 seconds left in a 1-on-1 
situation against Maryland All-American Katie 
O’Donnell. Hess made 10 saves, seven of those 
in the second period to hold off the Maryland 
attack.

 “If you put yourself in that moment, I think 
it was a routine save, and Hess stayed in that 
moment for 70 minutes,” Bradley said.

 Syracuse has defeated three top 10 oppo-
nents in the first three weeks — then-No. 10 
Old Dominion, then-No. 8 Michigan State 
and the Terrapins. Syracuse is 6-0 for the 
third time in program history and the first 
time since 1997. No SU team has ever started 
7-0.

 All Bradley said she wanted was focus and 
effort. She ended up getting that and much more.

 “There wasn’t anything special,” Bradley 
said. “A group overcoming something that they 
worked incredibly hard for.”

 Despite its magnitude, it’s still just a win 
to Bradley. Not the one that matters. The head 
coach remains focused on the NCAA champion-
ship game as the one to win. 

 “That’s definitely what we’re pursuing,” 
Bradley said. “And I don’t think there’s a team 
on campus that works any harder than the field 
hockey team.”

edpaik@syr.edu

Last year 
W	 L	 Big	East
12 7 (3-3)

This Year
W	 L	 Big	East
6 0 (0-0)

Key losses
Gloria Nantulya, Leigh fawcett, Brittany 
angellella

Key returners
Maggie Befort, Heather Hess, Shelby 
Schraden

Season Outlook
Shannon Taylor, Lindsey Conrad and 
Lena Voelmle from richmond seem to be 
perfect additions to a squad that returns 
Maggie Befort, the team’s leading scorer 
from a year ago. Syracuse began the sea-
son ranked No. 18. Through six games, 
the Orange has established itself as a 
contender for the National Championship. 
Half of its wins have come against top 
ten opponents, in the form of victories 
over then-No. 8 Old Dominion, then-No 10 
Michigan St. and No. 1 Maryland. 

three of a kind
Lena Voelmle
YEar	 goaLs	 assists
2006 1 1

Lindsey Conrad
YEar	 goaLs	 assists
2006 19 6

2006
■ atlantic 10 rookie of the Year
■ all-Conference first Team
■ Second in conference in goals
■ Selected to US National future Tourna-
ment

Shannon Taylor 
YEar	 goaLs	 assists
2006 30 9
2005 18 11
2004 10 3

2006
■ atlantic 10 Offensive Player of the Year
■ Led conference in goals (30), points 
(69) and game-winning goals (7)
■ ranked 4th nationally in points per 
game (3.14) and goals per game (1.36)
■ achieved all-time points record at rich-
mond (157)
■ Set single-season points record (69)
■ Set single-season goals record (30)

2005
■ all-Conference first Team 
■ Led team with 47 points
■ Second on the team in assists with 11

2004
■ Third on the team with 10 goals
■ registered three assists

f i e l d  H o c k e y
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Meister makes transition 
from Germany to SU midfield

megan lange | staff photographer
raoul meister has started all five games for the Orange at midfield after coming 
over from Germany. He has notched two assists in five games this season.

By Jen McCaffrey
Staff Writer

Raoul Meister is not your typical freshman. 
Most can cure homesickness with a weekend 
trip home, or at the very least, know the campus 
from previous visits during college tours.

 Not Raoul Meister.
 He never visited Syracuse, let alone stepped 

foot in the United States until about a month ago 
— he lived half a world away in Sprockhoevel, 
Germany. Meister is also a starting midfielder 
for the SU men’s soccer team — not the average 
freshman student. 

 The 20-year-old was recruited for SU when 
assistant coach Jaro Zawislan was on a recruit-
ing trip in Germany a few years ago. Zawislan 
noticed talent in Meister, who at that point 
was still young and developing his skills as a 
midfielder. This past year, Zawislan returned 
to Germany and contacted Meister’s coach, who 
also happened to be an old friend of his from a 
former soccer team. He found that Meister was 
ready and willing to play for Syracuse. 

 “This college is perfect, and there is such a 
high level of play,” Meister said. “It will be great 
to get some experience here, for soccer reasons, 
academic reasons and personal reasons.”

 Meister has already earned a considerable 
role. He has started all five games, contributing 
seven shots with two assists. 

 “He’s strong, athletic and knows where to 
be,” said junior midfielder Kenny Caceros. “He 
can read the game very well. He’s definitely 
going to be a very good addition to our team.” 

 Caceros and his teammates have been cru-
cial in helping Meister adjust, not only to life at 
Syracuse, but also to life in America. Caceros, 
a Canada native, and the eight other interna-
tional players on the team can relate to Meis-
ter’s transition. They know better than their 
American teammates how difficult it can be to 
get accustomed to the food, the classes and the 
culture — not to mention the team and its often 
rigorous schedule. 

 SU head coach Dean Foti compared Meis-
ter to senior defender Karol Wasielewski from 
Gdynia, Poland, who Foti described as quiet and 

unassuming in the locker room when he first 
joined the team last year. Foti said Wasielewski 
has since become a very vocal team leader and 
thinks Meister will soon become just as com-
fortable with his teammates.

 “He’s in a new environment, and it will 
take a while for him to get accustomed to that,” 
Foti said. “It’s just a matter of taking time and 
getting to know your teammates. These guys 
spend a lot of time together on the field and off 
the field when we go on road trips, and the more 
comfortable he gets, I think we see him flourish 
even more on the field.”

 After his first day in the U.S., Meister had 
reasons to doubt his decision of playing in 
America. A canceled flight from New York City 
to Syracuse forced Meister to find a taxi and 
hotel room by himself for the night while he 
was placed on a waiting list for a flight to Syra-
cuse. Once he made it to Syracuse the next day, 
Zawislan picked him up, and he went straight 
to a team meeting, then to medical tests and 
finally to his apartment.

 In Germany, Meister’s determination was 
apparent through his studies in sales engineer-
ing, a combination of mechanical engineering 
and economics. While maintaining his studies 
he played soccer and was a member of both the 
U-19 and U-20 Westfalia regional soccer teams as 
well as a team captain for the TSG Sprockhoevel 
youth soccer team. He led TSG Sprockhoevel to 
three regional championships during his time 
there. 

 Meister said the levels of play from his 
regional team to the Division I play at SU are 
comparable, but different in terms of athletic 
techniques and intelligence.

 While he doesn’t expect the stands to fill up 
to 9,000 fans, which he played in front of during 
a game in Germany, he appreciates the enthusi-
asm for soccer at Syracuse.

 “It’s a great atmosphere on the team,” Meis-
ter said. “I think we will be better this year 
because there are a lot of seniors and juniors, 
and after the first game, I think we have a lot of 
potential if we give our best.” 

jcmccaff@syr.edu
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After early wins, Syracuse 
gears up for tougher meets

joey baker | new media editor
joe paterno criticized running back Stephfon Green for his touchdown celebration 
against Syracuse. “You don’t need to do that, for crying out loud,” Paterno said. 

schonbrun
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

By Andrew L. John
Staff Writer

Before this weekend’s Harry Groves Spiked 
Shoe Invitational at Penn State, Chris Fox laid 
out his goals for the Syracuse cross country 
team. The Orange head coach wanted six run-
ners to finish in the top 10 in both the men’s 
and women’s races that weekend. 

 Syracuse didn’t quite reach those marks, 
although it came close. The Syracuse men’s 
team tallied six top 10 finishers, while the 
women registered five top 10 runners, to lead 
the Orange to its second sweep in as many 
meets this season.

 Despite the muddy conditions of the course, 
SU put on a dominating performance against 
a weak field. With a couple of tune-up meets 
under its belt, the Orange looks strong heading 
into what now becomes the difficult part of its 
schedule. 

 Though SU had expected to be ahead of the 
pack prior to the race, the meet went perhaps 
better than expected for Fox and the Orange. 
With six top 10 finishers, the men’s team scored 
a perfect 15 points, finishing with the top six 
runners in the race. Junior Dan Busby paced 
the men with a first-place finish. 

 “Obviously, it’s a good thing to get off to 
a good start,” Fox said. “Both the men and 
women came up big. The kids always seem to 
enjoy running at Penn State and they proved it 
this time.”

 The women’s team had an impressive day as 
well, led by junior Maegan Krifchin’s and Nana 
Sang-Bender’s second- and third-place finishes, 
respectively. The women’s team has set a goal of 
nationals after missing out last season. 

 Despite the watered-down competition of 
the first two races, the meet was a way of get-
ting the team ready for future challenges and 
increasing the experience and confidence of the 
runners. It was also a way of easing the runners 
back into competition after the off-season.

 “The later ones are a lot more important,” 
said sophomore Katie Hursey. “But in order to 
go to the later ones, we have to be good in the 
beginning. We’re working towards the later 
ones, but they’re all pretty important.”

 Fox said this was the first time he unveiled 
his “A” team, though he expects his entire 
roster to continue getting better as the season 
progresses. Despite the Orange having a solid 

veteran roster, several his top runners at the 
meet were freshmen and are likely to play a 
major role this season for the Orange.

 The race helped get some of those freshmen 
runners acclimated to college courses, which 
run 8 km as opposed to the 5-km high school 
courses.

 “We had a nice pack, and they stayed right 
in it and beat some great kids, some high 
school All-Americans from last year,” Fox said 
about his freshmen. “On the women’s side, 
Lauren Penney and Heather Stephens (had) 
big races, and they beat some high school All-
Americans too.”

 Attention now turns to the Paul Short 
Invitational at Lehigh University in Bethle-
hem, Pa., where the competition gets much 
tougher. That’s primarily because of the 
quality and quantity of teams that will be 
competing. The meet, which Fox referred 
to as “huge,” will feature roughly 50 big 
schools, headlined by several nationally 
ranked teams and all the best schools in the 
East. All of Syracuse’s traditional rivals will 
be present as well.

 “The first race we didn’t run all of our 
best guys,” said junior Brad Miller. “Our next 
meet is against some much tougher schools, 
and that’s when it really starts getting com-
petitive. I know Villanova’s going; Wisconsin, 
Princeton, and Iona are all going. Wisconsin’s 
probably a top five team in the country ... Iona 
finished third (sic) at nationals last season.”

 The Orange has looked good so far this sea-
son, but now is where it really starts to count. 
Though the course at Lehigh is flatter than the 
one at State College, Pa., it’s important for the 
Orange to perform well against some of the top 
competition in the country. And starting with 
Lehigh, teams will start accumulating points 
throughout the rest of the season that will help 
them reach nationals in November. 

 With the heavy dose of competition head-
ing their way, Fox said he saw Lehigh as an 
opportunity to prepare his team for the type of 
talent that will be on display at nationals. 

 “Things change completely in this next 
race,” Fox said. “We’ll probably be running 
against five teams ranked in the top 15 in the 
country, so if we can finish somewhere in the 
middle of that group, we’d be real happy.”

aljohn@syr.edu

Him for letting me score the touchdown,” Green 
said after the game.

 PSU head coach Joe Paterno didn’t disagree 
with the call.

 “You don’t need to do that, for crying out 
loud,” the 81-year-old head coach said. “Take 
the ball, give it to the officials.”

 Had no penalty been assessed, however, 
Paterno likely wouldn’t have minded. Losing 
15 yards with a 39-point lead doesn’t carry the 
same weight as if the game was on the line. 

 Is the NCAA confronting its pet peeves 
before an Ocho Cinco enrolls at a school near 
you? Maybe paranoia fits the diagnosis. While 
the NFL cracks down on misfits and misbehav-
ior off the field — as well as a few hand slaps for 
T.O.-isms — its junior circuit might be exerting 
control with a celebration protocol.

 “I understand the mentality of what they’re 
trying to do,” SU football head coach Greg 
Robinson said in this week’s coaches teleconfer-
ence. “College football is trying to keep the 
game a team-focused game, and that’s a good 
thing. But sometimes it gets — I hate to use the 
term ticky-tack because they want them to be 
enforced. It’s tough.”

 It’s going too far, said William Pooler, 
associate professor of sociology at Syracuse. 
Pooler teaches the university’s only “Sociology 

of Sport” class. He feels the NCAA has over-
stepped its bounds.

 “I think there’s a fine line,” Pooler said. 
“But if it’s not taunting, and it can be character-
ized as celebrating, I think it’s fine.”

 Football is a brutal sport, of course, and 
violence is its medium. So when a player suc-
ceeds (i.e. takes it to the house), emotions can 
sometimes be impossible to control.

“There’s a sense of elation,” Pooler said. “It’s 
their way of saying, ‘look I’m good. I can do this.’”

 Perhaps the NCAA is just out of touch with 
its participants. Freedom of expression has its 
redeeming factors, too. Part of college football’s 
intrigue is its atmosphere — the energy, passion 
and enthusiasm of the game’s surroundings. 
How can players be expected not to get even a 
little caught up in the moment?

 “I think what they’re trying to do is a good 
thing,” Robinson said. “But the way they go 
about doing it makes you kind of have to shrug 
your shoulders a little bit.”

 For an institution so steadfast in maintain-
ing control, leniency may be a tough concept to 
grasp. Its refs should get the message, though, 
when a taunt’s so clearly not a taunt.

 The league needs to remember what it’s 
regulating. An unsportsmanlike penalty for 
overzealous enthusiasm? That, to me, sounds 
just plain un-sports.

Zach Schonbrun is the sports columnist for The 
Daily Orange, where his columns appear every 

Tuesday. He can be reached at zsschonb@syr.edu

FREE WI-FI
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By Jeff Westfall
Staff Writer

For Jacksonville State head coach Jack Crowe, 
there is a dualism in his backfield that he 
can’t ignore. Two different players, two vastly 
different stories. Together, though, Ryan Per-
rilloux and Daniel Jackson form the most 
dynamic backfield in the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence.

 “If we are going to try and be the best run-
ning team in the league — then that’s what we 
better be,” Crowe said. 

Perrilloux and Jackson’s football lives and 
skills couldn’t be any more different.

Perrilloux’s football career has been an 
unfulfilled promise. Since he was 16 years old, 
Perrilloux has been seen as the definition of 
a can’t miss prospect. At 6-foot-3, 233-pounds, 
Perrilloux towers over halfback Jackson and 
has all the tools to be an elite college quar-
terback and NFL hopeful. A rocket right arm 
and effortless ability to make plays on the run 
often garnered him comparisons to Philadel-
phia Eagles quarterback and Syracuse alum, 
Donovan McNabb.

Perrilloux gave a verbal commitment to 
Texas before rescinding it on signing day and 
signing a letter of intent to LSU instead. Perril-
loux predicted he would win multiple Heisman 
trophies in his career at LSU. 

His college football career, though, would 
soon be derailed shortly after it began.

Perrilloux’s career at LSU was marred by 
controversy. Following his redshirt freshman 
season, Perrilloux was cited for using a fake 
ID to get into a casino boat. Perrilloux was also 
disciplined multiple times for violating team 
rules including allegedly missing classes and 
team meetings. In the spring of 2008, Les Miles 
permanently dismissed Perrilloux. 

Within two weeks of his dismissal from the 
team, Perrilloux transferred to Jacksonville 
State, where he would be the cornerstone of its 
offense. 

“The speed of the game is still about the 
same. Guys are running fast and hitting hard,” 
Perrilloux said. “The biggest difference is the 
size of the crowd and that doesn’t bother me at 
all. I’m just glad the attention has gone down, 
and I’m glad I have the opportunity to play 
football.”

The opportunity to play is all Perrilloux’s 
teammate tailback Jackson has ever wanted. He 
is a four-year senior, who was used sparingly his 
first two years at JSU, buried beneath All-Amer-
ican tailback Clay Green. Jackson received 
about five carries per game for the Gamecocks 
before his junior campaign where he played in 
all 11 games and started in six of them. Jackson 
is seen as a team leader both on and off the field 
and a confidant for Crowe.

“Daniel is a guy who has always been 
accountable,” Crowe said. “He has gotten to the 
point now whenever something I don’t know 
is happening with the team I ask Daniel. He 
probably knows what I am going to do before I 
do it now.”

Unlike Perrilloux, Jackson does not have 
freakish athleticism or NFL potential. He is 
a grinder. He does not have breakaway speed 
and is not a true powerback either. He relies 
on being an all-around runner who can handle 
other facets of the game like pass-blocking and 
catching. 

Jackson has bulked up and according to 
Crowe is about 15 pounds heavier than the 210 
pounds he is listed at in the JSU media guide. 
Jackson will receive the bulk of he carries for a 

JSU team with a talented core of skill position 
players. In the Gamecocks week two win over 
Alabama A&M, Jackson rushed for 122 yards 
on 16 carries.

“When you are six inches from him and 
have to put him on the ground it’s tough 
because he has this little bitty move you don’t 
see unless you’re standing right next to him,” 
Crowe said. “On the other side of that, his body 
is so thick you can’t even get his arm around 
him. It is a subtle thing but he is hard to put on 
the ground. He makes it look like another guy 
can’t tackle.”

Coming off of a bye week, JSU is facing non-
conference rival Chattanooga on Saturday 
at 5 p.m. Jacksonville State fans hope that 
Jackson and Perrilloux’s stories and skills 
blend together this season in a way that spells 
success for the Gamecocks in the Ohio Valley 
Conference.

“Everything is going good with the team-
mates and things are getting more fluid every 
day,” Perrilloux said. “We can’t wait to get out 
there and play another ballgame.”

Westfall’s Picks
No. 6 LSU (-3) at No. 10 aUbUrN
Saturday, 7:45 p.m., ESpN

Last week, Auburn beat Ole Miss, 3-2. If the 
Auburn players aren’t still worn out from that 
game, they will upset LSU at home this week. 

Pick: Auburn 28, LSu 20 

No. 18 Wake ForeSt at No. 24 FLorida 
State (-4)
Saturday, 7 p.m., ESpN 2

This game should be a battle of two teams 
that love the vertical passing game. Wake is 
more battle-tested, with a victory against Mis-
sissippi earlier this year.
Pick: WAke ForeSt 24, FLoridA StAte 17

 
No. 4 FLorida (-7.5) at teNNeSSee
Saturday, 3:30 p.m., CBS

Tim Tebow does everything but walk on 
water.
Pick: FLoridA, 31 tenneSSee 21

boiSe State at No. 17 oregoN (-12)
Saturday, 3:30 p.m.

The Ducks will try not to lay an egg against 
Boise State. LaGarette Blount continues his 
downfield onslaught and runs through the 
Broncos defense.
Pick: oregon 35, boiSe StAte 21

NortheaSterN at SyracUSe (Pick)
Saturday, 3:30 p.m. 

If the Orange doesn’t beat a lowly Northeast-
ern team, it is staring down the possibility of a 
0-12 season.  
Pick: SyrAcuSe 24, northeAStern 20

jwestfal@syr.edu
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race for the cases

Perrilloux, 
Jackson form 
partnership at 
Jacksonville St.

courtesy of jsu sports information
ryan perrilloux is being given a second chane to continue his college career at Jacksonville State. Perrilloux and senior running 
back Daniel Jackson form one of the best offensive tandems in the Ohio Valley Conference and have led the Gamecocks to 1-1 start.

in honor of “the express” premiere, we 
name our racers after their favorite sports 
movie characters:

Race StandingS RecoRd
i. Drago (Dunne) 11-4
J. Gaffney (Crowley) 11-4
r. tidwell (Diamond) 9-6
r. Vaughn (Bonner) 9-6
Sunshine (Westfall) 9-6
r. Bobby (ehalt) 9-6
D. ruettiger (Palka) 8-7
G. Bombay (John) 8-7
S. falco (Gelb) 8-7
r. Balboa (Clayton) 8-7
H. Gilmore (Caputo) 8-7
r. Dorn (Schonbrun) 8-7
G. Goldberg (Paik) 7-8
C. Carter (austin) 7-8
t. icebox (Galante) 6-9
J. Moon (tarr) 6-9
t. Monstars (McCullough) 5-10
B. Miles (Sutton) 3-12
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ApArtments for rent

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  Furnished.  Sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  Dishwasher.  Hardwood Floors.  Available 
June 2009. 447-8430

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
1202 Harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 Livingston Ave.
415 Euclid Ave

215 Comstock Ave 

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
329 Comstock Ave.

510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Ostrom Avenue near Shaw. Four Bedroom 
Apartment. Plenty of off street parking, washer/
dryer, much more $500/per. One year lease 
begins in May. Call Dave at 345-9955 or email 
Davide2114@aol.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

See our website www.campushill.com for 
details on 2009/2010 availabilites. Or call 
us at 315-422-7110

Rent from the landlord The Daily Or-
ange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

Call Ben for one to eight bedroom 
houses and apartments. Furnished, 
laundry. Livingston, Euclid, Sumner 

and Ackerman. 

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

                478-7548

       collegehome.com

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 Euclid
600 Euclid Ave
614 Euclid Ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 Ackerman Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of Ostrom and Clarendon across from DO 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

ApArtments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

o.p.r. Developers
Apt + Houses

GreAt ApArtments
 stILL AVAILABLe for 

sCHooL 
YeAr 2009-2010

studios
116 Comstock ave.
1 Bedroom Apts

722 Clarendon
300 Euclid

116 Comstock
2 Bedroom Apts 

320 Euclid
300 Euclid

832 Ackerman
737 Lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom Apts 
300 Euclid

1104 Madison
945 Ackerman
949 Ackerman
924 Lancaster
110 Comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 Clarendon
320 Euclid

873 Ackerman
1104 Ackerman

5 Bedroom Apts 
913 Ackerman
106 Redfield

810 Livingston
822 Lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom Apts 
860 Ackerman

318 Euclid
601 Euclid

114 Redfield
 

Please visit our website at 
www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 

apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

Apartments/Houses
2009-2010

one through eight bedrooms, com-
pletely furnished, parking, laundry, dish-

washer, fireplace, near University on 
ostrom, euclid, sumner, and Ackerman.
responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon

student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

203 Comstock Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Furnished 2-8 Bedroom Apts/ Houses.
Livingston,Sumner, Claredon, Ackerman. 469-
6665

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 Furnished, Laundry, Parking
 736, 787, 818 Ostrom

706 Livingston
514 Euclid

848 Ackerman
446-2602

rent YoUr oWn Home

2009-2010 

sAVe-sAVe-sAVe

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 Bedrooms 

Close to Campus 

Furnished, Spacious, Fireplaces, Parking 

Call 315 476-9933

NJTMGTCORP@AOL.COM

ApArments + HoUses
Sonia 350-4191

CIGANKA6@AOL.COM
www.universityhill.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

Five Bedroom fully furnished house on Livingston 
Ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
One year lease beings in May. Call Dave at 345-
9955 or email Davide2114@aol.com 
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

For Sale

BooM «BaBIeS

rUMMaGe Sale

Sat Sept 13 - Sun Sept 21

Formal Dresses « Tons of Jewelry
Winter & Spring Clothes « Coats

GreaT STUFF DIrT CHeaP!

Westcott St off euclid
11-7 everyday

HelP WanTeD
Part-tiMe Job: cashier/stock Person. lom-
bardi’s imports. apply in person. 534 butternut 
street, syracuse 472-5900

Help Wanted: 
Daily orange IT Manager

We are hiring a new computer specialist/it 
Manager to look after the office environ-
ment, including Windows and linux serv-
ers, Windows xP and Mac osx worksta-
tions, network and websites.  

You must have basic computer repairs 
skills (hardware and software), experience 
with a server (however brief). 
direct questions and inquires to it@daily-
orange.com. send cover letter and resume 
today (work study preferred).

Microsoft live search brand reps needed at su 
earn extra cash and get real World Marketing 
experience limited Positions available apply 
by 10/01/08 at www.repnation.com/microsoftli-
vesearch 

ParT-TIMe WorK 
$14.25 Base-appt. 
· flexible schedules
· customer sales/service 
· no experience necessary 
· all majors welcome 
· conditions apply, all ages 18+ 
Call 434-9553 
We will be on campus accepting ap-
plications in the Schine Student Center 
from 10-2 on the following dates: 
Mon 8/25 
Mon 9/8 
Mon 9/22 
Mon 10/6 
Mon 10/27 
Mon 11/17 
Mon 12/1

2 for 1
all bottled beer and 
Grey Goose drinks!

2 for 1 
all menu items!

Limit one menu item
$12 minimum for delivery 

700 South Crouse Ave
(315)422-2123
We Deliver!

medium sudoku!
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TRAVELING TRIO
Three SU players followed Ange Bradley from Richmond to Syracuse

Post-celebration flags taking NCAA rule to the extreme
Z A C H  S C H O N B R U N

just le jus

I t wasn’t quite a Heisman pose 
that Stephfon Green struck 
in the end zone in the third 

quarter of Saturday’s Penn State-
Syracuse football game. And there 
was no Sharpie hidden in the sock 
of Washington’s Jake Locker as he 
crossed the goal line in the fi nal sec-
onds of a game vs. Brigham Young 
two weeks ago.

 Yet whistles blew and fl ags fl ew on 
each occasion, both the same call for 
the same reason. Praising Almighty 
for a gift-wrapped TD jaunt? Better 
watch your gestures. Pumped up by a 
last second red zone rumble? No ball 

fl ips over eye level, thank you.
 Forget that Pop Warner rules 

shouldn’t apply to a game played by 
men? Well, you must be the NCAA. 
Here a referee’s happy trigger fi nger 
is the league’s way of ensuring play-
ers curb their enthusiasm.

 Unsportsmanlike conduct — col-
lege football’s way of policing per-
sonality — has become a buzzword 
over the season’s fi rst three weeks. 
After Locker’s excessive celebration 
penalty on Sept. 6 ended up costing 
Washington the game, it stirred a 
national debate about whether the 
NCAA has gone too far.

 Rule 9-2-2-c in the NCAA’s exten-
sive football rulebook has written 
clearly as an unsportsmanlike act: 
“throwing the ball high in the air” 
— right next to spiking or spinning 
the ball. It’s taunting they’re trying 
to prevent. But it’s excitement they’re 

managing to curtail.  
 Coaches from all different confer-

ences sounded off about whether 
the Pac-10 ref had it right. Florida 
head coach Urban Meyer called it 
“horrible.” California’s Jeff Tedford 
considered it “ticky-tack.”

 But the debate rages on. Con-
necticut head coach Randy Edsall, 
in the Big East coach’s teleconfer-
ence last week, didn’t understand 
why such uproar has been created 
over the correct interpretation of a 
rule.

 “It’s specifi cally stated in the rule 
book that you can’t throw the ball 

up,” said Edsall, one of only three 
BCS coaches on the NCAA Football 
Rules committee. “Do you feel bad for 
the kid? Yeah, you do. But that’s part 
of the rule.”

 It’s obviously not just a west coast 
thing. In the third quarter of Satur-
day’s Syracuse game vs. Penn State, 
Nittany Lions running back Green 
rushed in for a score, dropped the ball 
to the ground and lifted both arms 
straight in the air.

 He was whistled and fl agged for 
excessive celebration.

 “I just pointed up to God thanking 

By Bill Palka
STAFF WRITER

F or Shannon Taylor, Lindsey Conrad and 
Lena Voelmle, the decision to leave Rich-
mond and transfer to Syracuse was simple.

 They didn’t want to play out their college careers 
for anybody but Ange Bradley.

 “Once (Bradley) left I just felt like — there was 
like a hole there,” Taylor said. “I didn’t think that 
I would be complete or happy (at Richmond) unless 
she was there.”

 When Bradley opted to leave the Atlantic 10 pow-
erhouse she built at Richmond to take over as head 

coach at Syracuse two years ago, it left the three 
wondering where their college careers would go.

 Now, after sitting out last season due to NCAA 
transfer rules, Taylor, Conrad and Voelmle have 
become instrumental to No. 7 Syracuse’s success. 
Through six games, Taylor, a senior midfi elder, 
and Conrad, a sophomore forward, lead the Orange 
in goals with six each. Voelmle, a sophomore who 
starts in the midfi eld, has one goal, but her pres-
ence in the midfi eld has been crucial to the success 
of Syracuse’s vaunted offensive attack.

 The Orange (6-0) currently holds its highest 
position in the STX/NFCHA Division I Coaches 

Poll since its No. 9 ranking in 1990 and 1993. After 
last weekend’s thrilling upset over No. 1 Maryland, 
the Orange will likely fi nd its name even closer to 
the top of the poll.

 For Bradley, knowing that she is the reason for 
three players transferring to Syracuse is gratifying. 

 “It’s an honor,” Bradley said. “It gives me chills. 
That’s what coaching is about, changing the lives of 
young women.”

 The move north wasn’t all smooth sailing for 
Bradley or the three players who followed her. In 
fact, the former Richmond coach, who compiled a 

SEE FIELD HOCKEY PAGE 14

SEE SCHONBRUN PAGE 16
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wednesday
september 17, 2008

By Sarah Lee
Contributing writer

Auralisa Menjivar is afraid to walk 
by herself on campus after dark.

 “I live off-campus, and I get scared 
walking at night because of attacks 
that have happened previously in 
the area,” said Menjivar, a senior 
English and textual studies and art 
history major. “I never go anywhere 

by myself when it 
gets dark.”

Easing that 
fear is one of 
the aims of the 
Rape Aggression 
Defense course, 
hosted by Syra-
cuse University’s 
Department of 

RIDE ON

By Jessica Smith
Contributing writer

D anielle Holmes is content with her newfound deci-
sion to travel to, from and around campus by the 
means of a bicycle.

 As a senior, this is her first year using a bicycle as her 
transportation of choice — a method that appears to be boom-
ing in the Syracuse University community.

 “It seems like a lot more students are riding bikes this 
year,” said Holmes, a senior information management tech-
nologies major. “Maybe I never noticed it before because I 
didn’t ride.”

 Even more feasible is that students may have become 
increasingly aware of the physical, economic and environ-
mental perks that come from something as simple as riding a 
bike.

 “It’s faster, and I never have a problem with it,” Holmes 
said.

 In the March 31, 2008 Student Association assembly meet-
ing, Alejandro Fernandez, SA Director of the Committee 
on Off-Campus Affairs, stressed “making the campus and 

dinner time showers
hi 74° | lo 53°

s u n y  e s f

Budget cuts 
limit college 
resources

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

Pride vs. 
Patriotism
brian Lance 
discusses State 
tower’s  
decision to  
display Su’s 
flag on 9/11.
Page 5

I N S I D E
P u l P

Painful 
pasts
Paula Luttringer 
and Margarita 
Drago discuss 
hardships from 
their home 
countries in a 
panel discus-
sion tuesday. 
Page 13

I N S I D E
S P O r t S

Trail to 
nowhere
Syracuse  
football has 
four verbal 
commitments, 
the worst in the 
big east.
Page 24

I N S I D E
N E W S

Particle 
men
Su physicists 
create proton 
beam projector
Page 3

carly piersol | contributing photographer
Last March, the Student Association proposed making the Su campus more ‘bike-friendly,” which is apparent 
this year with more people using bicycles as their main form of transportation. 

Environmental and economic 
concerns cause more students 
to ride bicycles on campus 

see biking page 14
see RAD page 11

By Stephen Dockery
eDitor in Chief

Professor Greg Boyer canceled a 
regular experiment in his biochem-
istry lab this semester. It was too 
expensive. He can’t replace lab equip-
ment that’s worn out from repeated 
use. He still doesn’t know where the 
money will come from to pay for all 
the resources his classes need. 

 “I don’t know how we are going to 
do it,” said Boyer, a chemistry profes-
sor at the State University of New 
York College of Environmental Sci-
ences and Forestry. “I don’t think we 
can actually do the budget. We will 
come as close as possible and see what 
happens.” 

 SUNY professors like Boyer are 
being forced to tighten their belts 
after the New York State legislature 

see esf buDget page 9

dPs to offer 
free rape 
defense class

IF YOU GO
What: rape 
Aggression 
Defense class
Where: Skybarn, 
South Campus
When: 
wednesdays 
through oct. 8, 
6-9 p.m.
How much: free

Hiring freezes, fewer 
supplies among 
latest setbacks
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By Sara Tracey
contributing writer

P
erformers are set up 
throughout, playing in 
the dark of Setnor Audi-
torium alongside special 
effects, lighting and mul-

timedia..
This is the annual Prism Concert, 

one of many events hosted by the 
Music and Entertainment Industry 
Student Association. 

MEISA is a primarily student-run 
group that hosts musical and speaker 
events on campus. Its members are in 
charge of marketing and promoting 

the concerts, like tonight’s annual 
Homecoming Battle of the Bands in 
the Schine Underground. 

“For students that are in the music 
industry major or minor (program), 
it gives them some real-world experi-
ence,” said William DiCosimo, chair 
of the Music Industry program in 
the College of Visual and Performing 
Arts and faculty sponsor for MEISA.

Kaitlyn Moore, a junior television, 
radio and film major and vice president 
of MEISA, said one of the goals of the 
organization is to showcase SU talent. 

The five acts performing at Battle 
of the Bands — Conway, Excuse Me 

Gunman, Native Informant, Erica 
Scarano and Jeff Warner — are a 
mix of soloists and group performers 
said Ethan Rothschild, president of 
the SU branch of MEISA and a junior 
communication and rhetorical stud-
ies major. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. for 
the show, which starts at 8 p.m.

“This is a good way to get people 
involved that aren’t necessarily music 
majors, and have bands that they’ve 
thrown together,” Moore said. “It’s a 
good opportunity to perform in front 
of an audience and in front of other 
SU students.”

smtracey@syr.edu

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: bloggers, Pundits, 
Journalists: Assessing coverage
of the Presidential campaign
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 300 Macnaughton
How much: Free 

What: 10th Annual Light the 
night walk
When: 6 p.m.
Where: clinton Square, 
downtown Syracuse
How much: Free

What: Homecoming guitar Hero,
rock band and wii
When: 6 p.m.
Where: 201 Abc goldstein
How much: Free

What: MeiSA battle of the 
bands
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Schine underground
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

Federal reserve rate 
stays at 2 percent
the Federal reserve benchmark 
lending rate was left unchanged 
tuesday at 2 percent. the Fed 
said the decision was made 
because of worries about price 
pressures and a weak economy. 
the Fed said the future of prices 
“remains highly uncertain,” 
noting high inflation, despite a 
slight drop in consumer prices 
in August caused by oil prices. 
immediately after the announce-
ment tuesday, the Dow Jones 
industrial average dropped near-
ly a full percentage point. it then 
rebounded, climbing 141 points. 
Monday, the Dow Jones suf-
fered a 504-point drop, its worst 
since the Sept. 11 attacks.

McCain under fire after 
BlackBerry comment
republic presidential candidate 
Sen. John Mccain’s top eco-
nomic adviser said tuesday that 
Mccain helped create the black-
berry, a popular smart phone, 
while referring to Mccain’s 
experience on the Senate com-
merce committee. Holding up 
his blackberry, the adviser said, 
“He did this. telecommunica-
tions of the united States is a 
premier innovation in the past 15 
years ... so you’re looking at the 
miracle John Mccain helped cre-
ate.” After Democratic opponent 
Sen. barack obama ridiculed the 
remark, Mccain said the com-
ment was a “boneheaded joke.”

schwarzenegger plans to 
veto California budget
gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
announced tuesday he would 
veto the california budget, which 
state lawmakers approved tues-
day morning. He said the compro-
mise budget would make prob-
lems worse. the budget plans 
early tax collection to close a 
$17-billion deficit. if Schwarzeneg-
ger does veto, he will be the first 
california governor to do so. the 
legislature had passed the budget 
with more than the required two-
thirds majority. it is unclear if they 
plan to try to override the gover-
nor’s pending veto.
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life sciences civil war
the biology and chemistry  
departments clash over facility use. 
 
p u l p

rainey’s review 
check out a review of Syracuse 
Stage’s “Ma rainey’s black bottom.”  
 
s p o r t s 

salvaged
northeastern almost did not have a 
football team this season.

s p o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 19  
vs. Louisville 
@ 2 p.m., J.S. coyne 
Stadium 
 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 29 
vs. St. John’s 
@ 6 p.m., Su Soccer 
Stadium 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 19 
vs. Marquette 
@ 8 p.m., Milwaukee,  
wis. 
 

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Princeton 
@ 1 p.m., Hamilton,  
n.Y. 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. northeastern 
@ 3:30 p.m., carrier  
Dome

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. collgate 
@ 5 p.m., Hamilton,  
n.Y.

GroUP  oF  tHE  wEEK

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Barry Bonds, 
2004

He became 
the third 
baseball 

player to hit 
700 career 
home runs.

Miss America, 
1994

Heather 
Whitestone 
of Alabama 
became the 

first deaf 
Miss America.

Antietam, 
1862

Bloodiest 
day in U.S. 

military history 
took place at 
the Battle of 

Antietam.

Philadelphia, 
1787

A majority 
of delegates 
completed 
and signed 

the 
Constitution.

mackenzie reiss | asst. photo editor
MEISA is responsible for a variety of events on campus, including tonight’s battle of the bands.

Music and Entertainment Industry
Student Association 
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By Christine Robertson
Staff writer

Red and white balloons will illumi-
nate Clinton Square in downtown 
Syracuse tonight.

 The Leukemia & Lymphoma 
S o c i e t y 
will host 
its annual 
Light the 
Night Walk, 
beginning 
at 6:30 p.m.

 Walk-
ers support-
ing those 

diagnosed with blood cancer will 
carry red balloons, and those who 
have survived or are still fighting 
against the disease will carry white 
balloons. Each balloon will have a 
light inside.

 More than 1,000 people are 
expected at the event, including 
student groups from Syracuse Uni-
versity, said Kristin Hennessey, 
campaign manager for the Central 
New York LLS chapter.

 “Based on registration, we’re 
looking at our biggest walk ever,” 
she said. “It doesn’t hurt any that 
it’s supposed to be a beautiful 

night.” 
 While it is the 10th anniver-

sary for the national walk, it is the 
ninth anniversary for the city of 
Syracuse.  SU has been a part of the 
event for seven of those years, said 
Barbara Stivenson, an administra-
tive specialist from SU’s Mary Ann 
Shaw Center for Public and Com-
munity Service.

 “We started with 10 people,” 
Stivenson said. “And there was one 
year we had 300.” 

 Stivenson said she hopes the 
free transportation from College 

downtown to host cancer walk

SU faculty 
contribute 
to physics 
breakthrough

daily orange file photo
More than 1,000 students, faculty and Syracuse community members raised approximately $100,000 
in the Light the Night walk last year. this year, the Leukemia & Lymphoma society hopes to attract even 
more participants with the free shuttles from College Place and Schine Student Center.

IF YOU GO
What: Light the 
Night walk
Where: Clinton 
Square
When: 6:30 p.m., 
free transportation 
from Schine begins 
at 5 p.m. see light the night page 4

Fewer alumni 
expected at 
Homecoming

By Ben Tepfer
CoNtributiNg writer

There are 230,000 Syracuse Universi-
ty alumni living in the United States. 
Ellen King, of the Office of Alumni 
Relations, said she’s hoping 1,000 of 
them will come to this year’s Home-
coming.

 “Last year we have 1,800,” said 
King, executive director of on-campus 
programs for Alumni Relations. “And 
we believe that for numerous reasons, 
including the economy, not as many 
people have RSVP’d.”

 This is only the second year the 
department has combined reunion 
activities and Homecoming. The 
weekend includes specialized 
reunions, including activities for for-
mer cheerleaders, orientation leaders 
and resident advisors.

 On the West Coast, Jennifer Erzen, 
president of the SU Alumni Club of 
Southern California, is having dif-
ficulty getting members to watch the 
Homecoming game on television.

 “The time zone is against us,” 
Erzen said. “No one is interested in 
coming out at 9 a.m. for the Homecom-
ing game.”

 Erzen, who now works in infor-
mation technology for Fox Entertain-
ment, knows the power of alumni 
networking.

 “My last three jobs have been 
through alumni who have known 
of an opening,” she said. “You don’t 
know where the next connection will 
come from.”

 Scott Setek, associate director 
of alumni clubs, said SU has clubs 
across the country and internation-
ally. There are 44 clubs in the United 
States, and 34 of those held student 
send-off events before this academic 
year, Setek said.

 And though the event is a national 
program, it differs by chapter. 

 In the Massachusetts region, the 
event is only for incoming freshmen. 
In Houston, students of all years are 
invited. The Houston chapter gives 
each returning student a $150 gift 
card to the university bookstore.

 “Each region is different,” Setek 
said. “In Los Angeles, people prefer 
to come to events right after work so 
they don’t have to drive back into the 
city. In Florida, where most alumni 
are elderly, the alumni prefer to meet 
during the day.”

 In the past year, New Hampshire 
opened its first club, and SU’s newest 
club opened in New York City. That 
club separated from the Lubin House, 
an off-campus admissions and faculty 

see alumni page 8

By Paul Squire
Staff writer

It was difficult for Syracuse Universi-
ty professor Steven Blusk to describe 
his emotions about being a part of 
last week’s historic physics break-
through.

 After a few moments of hesi-
tation, Blusk said, “It’s an honor, 
really. It’s chilling to be here now, at 
this time.”

 Blusk was one of 5,700 internation-
al contributors to the Large Hadron 
Collider project, which successfully 
steered a beam of protons around its 
17-mile circumference last Wednes-
day, according to a press release by 
CERN, the European Organization 
for Nuclear Research, which is run-
ning the experiment.

 The LHC is a massive, ring-
shaped, multi-billion Euro particle 
collider built under the Franco-Swiss 
border. It is designed to recreate the 
moments immediately after the Big 
Bang by sending protons around the 
device in opposite directions at nearly 
the speed of light and then colliding 
them. 

 The particles that are created in 
the violent explosion may give sci-
entists deeper insight into the work-
ings of physics in our universe. Four 
experiments are planned to be com-
pleted inside the LHC. 

 “We’re really trying at some level 
to deduce the fundamental laws of 
physics … right from the very instant 
after the Big Bang,” said Blusk, a 
physics professor in The College of 
Arts and Sciences, who worked with 
the LHC team. “Those laws may be 
very different from the laws of phys-
ics now.”

 The violent nature of the explo-
sions that will occur inside the LHC 
have caused rumors to question the 
safety of the device, suggesting the 
LHC could create a black hole.

 Sophomore computer science 
major Dorwin D’souza has heard the 
concerns.

see physics page 10

“We’re really trying at 
some level to deduce 
the fundamental laws 
of physics … right 
from the very instant 
after the Big Bang.”

Steven Blusk
Su PhySiCS ProfeSSor 
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Need online research
you can trust?

Only Questia has it all.

Trusted Online Research

Web Address: www.questia.com

Google Search: “Questia Daily Orange Offer”
for a 25% Back to School offer

SAVE
25%

70,000 full-text books

Instant citations & bibliographies
2 million full-text articles

Place and Schine Student Center will be a draw 
for SU participants. Registration begins at 5 
p.m.

 This is a special year for the event, Stivenson 
said, because of the Ernie Davis movie, “The 
Express,” and its surrounding events. Davis 
died at age 23 after losing his battle to leukemia. 
SU honored him with a statue in front of the 
Physics Building, and the new residence hall on 
Comstock Avenue will be named after Davis.

 Stivenson, who became involved with the 
LLS after learning of the diagnosis of a co-
worker’s wife, has worked to maintain SU’s 
involvement in the walk.

 “We’re doing grassroots efforts here,” she 
said. “We need someone to help pay for the buses 
or get the pizza or get the water we give away to 
the walkers.”

 The Light the Night event is about more 
than just raising money, Stivenson said, it is 
also about raising awareness.

 “We’re all in this together,” she said. “It’s a 
team effort, and we want to put these terrible 
diseases out of business.”

carobe04@syr.edu

light the night
f r o m  p a g e  3

A drunk driver ruined something
precious. Amber Apodaca.

Friends Don’t Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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State Tower Building chooses SU pride over patriotism 
A flagpole juts through the clus-

ter of communication dishes 
on the State Tower Building, 

the tallest building in Syracuse. 
The American flag usually waves 
up there. Or it did until Syracuse 
University football season started. 

On Sept. 5, six days shy of the 
seventh anniversary of Sept. 11, 
the American flag came down. 
The owners of the State Tower 
Building raised an SU flag in its 
place, showing their support for the 
football team and the coming world 
premiere of “The Express.” The 
decision to keep the SU flag flying 
shows little respect for the symbol of 
this country.

The American flag is more 
than cloth, more than stitches and 
stars. It is an icon of the people it 
represents. When a flag’s service 
is complete, United States Code, 
title four, chapter one, section eight 
entitles it to a dignified end similar 
to that of the fallen heroes whose 
caskets it covers. 

I can see the flag on the State 
Tower Building from my bedroom 
window. It reminds me of my time in 

the military, a time to be young and 
invincible. But my sacrifices were 
small compared to the Americans 
who continue to fight and die with 
the same flag on their sleeves.

Army Lt. Col. Sue Hardwick, 
director and professor of military 
science at SU, is one of those Ameri-
cans. 

“I get frustrated when the Ameri-
can public doesn’t understand the 
sacrifices made by men and women 
in uniform for the sake of the coun-
try,” Hardwick said. 

Hardwick is a career soldier; she 
treats the American flag and the lib-
erty it represents with great respect. 
The brief remembrance of America’s 
greatest national tragedy fails to pay 
proper respect to service members 
like Hardwick. 

“I have two flags in front of 
my house, my national flag and 
the American flag” said Candace 
Werder, a second year psychology 
graduate student. Werder and her 
family are originally from Trinidad. 
Her father proudly displays both 
flags on their front porch.

If there is space for two flags on a 

front porch, there should be room on 
Syracuse’s tallest building for both 
the SU and American flags. The idea 
is reasonable. It supports the uni-
versity while paying tribute to the 
country that encourages the school 
to flourish.

State Tower office manager, 
Gloria Allain, said the owners have 
attempted to fly the American and SU 
flags together, but the lower flag gets 
“tangled in the wires” on the roof. 

“The owners are huge SU football 
fans,” Allain said. On Fridays before 
home games, they send up the SU 
flag to rally the team. 

Allain was surprised the SU flag 
was still flying the Monday follow-
ing the home opener. She said the 
maintenance crew would swap the 
flags out that morning. I asked if 

I could tag along, wanting to see a 
flag-raising again. The nostalgia 
ended when I arrived at the State 
Tower Building no more than 20 
minutes after speaking with Allain 
on the phone. The doors to her office 
were locked. No one, maintenance 
nor management, greeted me in the 
lobby as planned.

“There’s a lot going on at SU this 
week,” said Allain in a follow up 
conversation. The owners of the 
building decided that the SU flag 
would fly all week. 

The morning of Sept. 11, the SU 
flag came down and the American 
flag was flown at half-mast. How-
ever, the symbol of American pride 
did not fly for long: the following 
day, the symbol of Orange pride was 
back up again.

The decision to swap the flags 
instead of finding a way to fly both at 
the same time is a cheap solution.

In 1990, The Post-Standard 
reported a plan of $2 million in reno-
vations for the State Tower Build-
ing. By 2003, when the renovations 
were complete, the cost reached $5 
million — with money going toward 

decorative columns, marbled floor-
ing and decorative panels for the 
ceiling.

The owners could have pur-
chased a new flagpole, one tall 
enough to raise the flags above the 
wires. Or they could have shelled 
out a sliver of the $5 million and put 
up two flagpoles on the tower — one 
for the American flag, and a shorter 
one for the SU flag. They did neither.

Since the State Tower Building 
has no connection to any local, state 
or federal governments, its owners 
have the right to fly the SU flag 
whenever they want. Their choice is 
another piece of liberty represented 
by the flag. 

But choosing football before 
country because there is no money 
or room for both is a choice tangled 
in its own wires. The money was 
there once. Next time the owners 
of the State Tower Building should 
use it to thank Hardwick, and the 
thousands of Americans who have 
served their country. 

Brian Lance is a junior newspaper 
major. His columns appear every 

other Wednesday, and he canbe 
reached at btlance@syr.edu

B R I A N  L A N C E

i’ll figure it out right now

S C R I B B L E
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SFD responds 
to laundry 
room smoke

stephen dockery | editor in chief
Residents of 118 Clarendon Street speak with SFD officers the small stove fire that took place Monday evening in their kitchen.

Twenty-seven people and six trucks responded 
to a fire call on Euclid Avenue Tuesday night, 
said District Chief Michael Chura of the Syra-
cuse Fire Department. One of the house occu-
pants at 767 Euclid Ave., senior political science 
major Samantha Soto, said the alarm went off 
because the washer or dryer in the laundry 
room was too full and burned out the belt. There 
was only smoke and no fire, she said. The inci-
dent was called in 7:52 p.m., Chura said. There 
were no injuries and no damage to the house. 

— Megan Saucke, asst.  news editor

Stove fire causes minor damage 
■ A kitchen stove caught fire Tuesday evening 
at 118 Clarendon Street, said District Chief 
Michael Chura. The Syracuse Fire Department 
received a call from one of the residents at 5:05 
p.m. and responded immediately to the incident, 
Chura said. He said the male residents of the 
house, all SU students, had been cooking on 
the stove with oil when it flared up. One of the 
students put out the fire with the house’s dry 
chemical fire extinguisher. There was minor 
damage to the stove and the hood vent. No one 
was injured, Chura said.

— Shayna Meliker, asst. news editor

c a m p u s  b r i e f s
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building in Manhattan.
The main reason why alumni join such clubs 

is the networking opportunity, Setek said.
 Some undergraduates are already looking 

forward to that.
 “I want to help students learn about the uni-

versity,” said Colleen Brawley, a sophomore in 
the Martin J. Whitman School of Management. 
“And I know it will be good for networking.”

 Nephtaly Rivera, a freshman in the S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public Communications, 
said he is also interested in becoming active in 
an alumni chapter when he graduates.

 “Although I am only a freshman, I know I will 

remain faithful to the SU Orange,” he said. “I want 
to share my experience here with others.”

bstepfer@syr.edu

alumni
f r o m  p a g e  3

“My last three jobs 
have been through 
alumni who have 
known of an opening. 
You don’t know where 
the next connection 
will come from.”

Jennifer Erzen
president of the su alumni club 

of southern california
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cut the budget of the 64 SUNY campuses by $38.8 
million in April. SUNY schools had to make 
another $11.2 million in cuts before the 2008-09 
school year began. 

 An additional $96 million cut was ordered 
by New York Gov. David Patterson, which is still 
being negotiated by the state budget office and 
SUNY, said Bruce Bongarten, ESF provost and 
vice president of academic affairs.

 ESF is still having a hard time coping with 
the first summer setbacks, which included cut-
ting elective courses ESF students were taking 
at Syracuse University. Handling the latest set-
backs will be even more challenging 

 “We are stretched,” Bongarten said. 
 The school has eight fewer faculty members 

than last semester, he said, and it is not hiring 
for those vacant faculty positions.

 The cuts involve more than just a hiring 
freeze. The expenses of ESF school departments 
have been slashed considerably. Some faculty 
will have larger teaching loads and fewer physi-
cal resources available to them, Bongarten said. 
Staff members will have to find ways to make do 
with equipment in need of repair and use fewer 
resources altogether. 

 The ESF faculty is still coming to terms 
with how to work with the tighter budget. Large 
programs won’t be able to upkeep the high cost 
equipment they train students on.

 Boyer said there is a large lab expenditure 
because of first-year chemistry students.

 “They can be really hard on the equipment,” he 
said. “We can’t replace consumable lab resources.”

 Almost all departments are feeling the 
pinch.

 The environmental studies department 
was given a 15 percent budget cut. Staff must 
prioritize what David Sonnenfeld, the chair of 
the department of environmental studies, calls 
“capital expenditures,” or resources critical to 
everyday operation.

 The effects are also carrying over to ESF 
classrooms. Professors with large classes won’t 
be able to use electronically graded tests for 
their classes, and most professors must be con-
servative with basic resources like office, photo-
copying and travel needs, Sonnenfeld said. 

 Sonnenfeld added that ESF writing instruc-
tors have to operate on lower budgets and that a 
second language teacher for ESF international 
students could not be retained for this semester.  

 “The cuts haven’t helped staff morale,” Son-
nenfeld said. “The first year you can be more 
philosophical about (budget cuts), but in future 
years you may need to be more serious. Beyond 
one year there will be even harder choices on 
the table.”

 Some students said they haven’t noticed the 
cuts yet. 

 “Everything is pretty much the same,” said 
Lorie Kline, a senior ESF paper engineering 
major.

 For now, the school is preparing to wait out 
the cuts in hopes the economy will rebound 
and state funding will increase. SUNY has 
experienced many budget cuts in the past and 
has rebounded, Bongarten said.

 “There has been a roller coaster of lean 
times and not so lean,” Bongarten said. “Long 
term, we expect the economy to improve.”

 To prepare for the future, Bongarten said 
the school will try to bolster its endowment to 
provide a cushion for these taxing economic 

times. ESF’s endowment is currently much 
smaller than larger universities such as SU. 

 Not everyone at ESF shares the same opti-
mism. Charles Hall, environmental and forest 
biology professor said the “wait and see” phi-
losophy is misguided. 

 “Everybody just hides their head in the sand 
and says we will wait until business gets better,” 
Hall said. “It’s not going that way, is it?

 “I’m worried about not hiring the people we 
need to hire. Quite frankly, the problem is not simply 
about not having the money to hire them. It’s that we 
don’t have the will in Bray Hall of our administra-
tors to hire the kind of people we need to hire.”

 As the school waits out the ramifications of 
the latest cuts, the faculty will begin planning 
how to deal with the lower finances. Some 
departments have already had meetings to 
review their budgets, and there will be a Faculty 
Governance meeting on Oct. 2 in Marshall Hall 
where ESF President Cornelius Murphy will 
address the status of the school’s budget. 

 “State funding has always been cyclical,” 
Bongarten said. “We believe we will weather 
this as we have in the past.” 

sddocker@syr.edu

esf budget
f r o m  p a g e  1

ESF BudgEt dEclinE  
■ $38.8 million cut in April
■ $11.2 million cut before the 2008-09 
school year began
■ $96.3 million potential cut, already 
asked for by Gov. Patterson 
■ Total impact of cuts compared to 2007 
budget could total $210 million

“The first year you can be more philosophical 
about (budget cuts), but in future years 
you may need to be more serious. ”

David Sonnenfeld
environmenTAl sTudies dePArTmenT chAir
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 “Yes, I have heard the rumors, but I do not 
believe they are true,” D’souza said. 

 According to a CERN press release, such 
rumors are unfounded. The statement cites a 
“comprehensive report by independent scien-
tists” that determined the LHC and the particles 
it may create to be safe.

 “There is absolutely no danger of creating a 
black hole that can be dangerous to the Earth or 
anyone else,” Blusk said. 

 Blusk said if such a black hole were to be 
created, it would instantly decay. He also said 
collisions of much higher intensity happen all 
the time in the universe and even in our own 
atmosphere.

 “If this were a problem, we wouldn’t be 
here,” he said.

 Blusk is one of four SU faculty members 
working on LHCb, an experiment designed to 
figure out what causes tiny particles called 
“quarks” to have mass, according to the LHC 
Web site.

 Blusk’s job in the experiment is called 
“alignment.” He must ensure the detectors 
inside the LHC are aligned correctly so that 
they can capture the traces of particles that will 
shoot out of the collision. If the detectors are off 
by even a hair’s width, the entire experiment 

could be compromised, he said. 
 The LHCb detector is one series of experi-

ments being run in the LHC, and it has 700 
collaborators. While the other three projects 
have many American contributors, Blusk and 
SU physics professors Marina Artuso, Tomasz 
Skwarnicki and Sheldon Stone are the only 
four American collaborators on this experi-
ment.

 Last week’s successful run will be replicated 
in the weeks ahead at progressively higher 
speeds, according to CERN’s press release. 
Eventually, collisions will begin to occur later 
this year at slower speeds. The LHC will be 
running at top speed in 2009, so it will be at least 
a year or two until new results are seen and 
proven, Blusk said.

 While the LHC is expected to discover new 
particles of matter and explain much of what is 
unexplained by the current laws of physics, part 
of the excitement is due to the historic nature of 
the device. 

 According to the CERN press release, the 
LHC is the fastest particle accelerator ever cre-
ated, and Blusk thinks that it may even discover 
a new force or particle that cannot be explained 
by current theories.

 “The standard model (of physics) stops work-
ing at a certain energy level and we’re crossing 
the energy threshold,” Blusk said. “You might 
also say to expect the unexpected.”

pjsquire@syr.edu

Tri Delta Pancake Breakfast

$3 children $5 adults

Saturday September 20 from 8 am - 1 pm

Come support St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital

outside Delta Delta Delta

at the

Physics Vocabulary
For all non-physics junkies

Quarks: Microscopic particles that 
make up electrons, neutrons and 
protons. These particles cannot have 
mass according to current physics 
theory.

Higgs Boson: Theoretical particles 
that would explain how quarks can 
have mass. One of the primary goals 
of the LHC is to try to prove the exis-
tence of the Higgs particle.

B Physics: The study of physics involv-
ing b-quarks, which have an unusually 
high mass and decay quickly in nature.  
The experiment conducted by Blusk 
and his colleagues inside the LHC 
deals with this field of study.

Antimatter: The opposite of mat-
ter. According to the laws of physics, 
antimatter was produced in equal 
amounts with matter during the Big 
Bang. The scarcity of antimatter in 
the universe is one of physics largest 
unanswered questions. The conditions 
created in the LHC may explain what 
happened to the universe’s antimatter.

Fundamental forces: The four known 
forces in nature: electromagnetism, 
gravity and strong and weak forces. 
The experiments at the LHC could 
prove that these forces were originally 
one or that there could have been 
more than four forces in the universe.

—compiled by Paul Squire, staff writer

physics
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Public Safety. 
 The course is a nationally recognized pro-

gram now in its second year at SU. The full 
program is 12 hours long and will run through-
out the next three weeks in SkyBarn on South 
Campus, every Wednesday from 6 to 9 p.m. 

 DPS Lt. Jill Lentz, one of the certified 
instructors for the program, said the program 
helps show women how to protect themselves 
against assaults by acquaintances and strang-
ers.

 “A few years ago, people on campus were look-
ing for a self-defense class, so we put one together 
with martial arts and defense tactics at Arch-
bold,” Lentz said. “Then we looked for something 
more structured and found R.A.D., which a lot of 
campuses across the country offer.”

 Its consistency in structure and practice 
was what made the program appealing to Lentz, 
who said that those who took the course here 
would be on the same track as students taking it 
at other schools.

 “We tell people who are taking the class that 
if anyone’s taken a prior self-defense class or 
even if they’ve taken martial arts, everything 
they learned is certainly valid,” Lentz said. 
“We’re teaching them our basic core moves, 
but anything they’ve learned is not wrong, just 
different.”

 Although general interest in last year’s pro-
gram seemed promising during move-in day 
and at the public safety tables in Schine Student 
Center, actual student attendance for the pro-
gram was relatively low in comparison, Lentz 
said.

 “I hoped it would be more successful,” 
Lentz said. “The interest is there, but once the 
classes are held, we never had a waiting list. 
We’ve done a class with as little as two people 
and as big as 11, which doesn’t disappoint me 
because if two people want to take it, then it’s 
important for them to take it, and we’re going 
to offer it.”

 Some students may be unaware that such a 

course is even being offered, said Menjivar. 
“Most of us are usually busy with classes 

that we don’t really think about our safety even 
though we should,” she said.

 Sam Emanuel, a sophomore piano perfor-
mance major, said he thinks the lack of student 
response to the program also may indicate 
women’s confidence in their pre-existing knowl-
edge of defense skills.

 “This is a pretty open campus, and people 
are pretty vocal about these kinds of issues and 
feel like they don’t need to worry about them,” 
he said. “Because students know the risks that 
are out there, they feel like they’re already well 
informed.”

 The department has taken new measures 
this year to attract students to the program.

 Last year, the course cost $25 per student 
and $35 per faculty member. This year’s course 
is free. It is also no longer limited to people affili-
ated with the university.

 No one who has taken the course has con-
tacted Lentz to say that she faced a situation 
where the learned defense moves were needed. 
Lentz said the course is an education tool, even 
if the women never have to put the skills they 
learned to use.

 “For the most part, I have had people tell me 
at the end of the class that they felt a lot more 
confident and empowered with themselves,” 
Lentz said. “That makes me feel good as an 
instructor, and I know it was important for 
them to take the class.”

shlee10@syr.edu
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“For the most part, I 
have had people tell me 
at the end of the class 
that they felt a lot more 
confident and empowered 
with themselves.”

Lt. Jill Lentz
su dps officer and r.a.d. instructor

Comment on stories at 
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open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

don’t despair... Joshua mozes 7 o’clock! will return next week.
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Hometown horror
Two panelists share memories from a 
government-tortured past in Argentina

Acts duke 
it out at 
Battle of 
the Bands 

what is the 
syracuse 
symposium?
Syracuse Symposium is 
a semester-long lecture 
series, presented by the 
College of Arts and Sci-
ences. This year’s theme is 
“Migration,” which exam-
ines what is left behind 
and what is created in the 
future from changes.

david krebs | asst. photo editor
margarita drago (left) and Paula luttringer (right) discuss their experiences with federal persecution from 
their native country, Argentina at a Syracuse Symposium event in the LightWorks Gallery Tuesday.

By Jared Diamond
STAff WriTer

M irta Bearman left 
Argentina in 1976, mere 
months — possibly 

weeks, even — before the onset of the 
Dirty War, and before Jorge Rafael 
Videla’s military government began 
illegally detaining citizens in secret 
concentration camps.
 Margarita Drago and Paula Lut-
tringer, the two panelists at Tuesday 
night’s presentation in Watson Audi-
torium, were not so lucky. They both 
spent years in the prime of their lives 
enduring imprisonment and torture 
at the hands of their countrymen.
 During the question and answer 
session, Berman, a Spanish profes-
sor at Colgate University, asked if the 
pain had begun to heal after 30 years. 
Could you, Bearman wondered, ever 
forgive those men from the past?
 “No,” Luttringer interrupted, not 
letting Bearman finish the inquiry. 
“I don’t want them to be damned in 
hell. But no redemption. Never.”

 Luttringer’s fiery response was 
one of the highlights of the event, 
which is the second installment of the 
semester-long Syracuse Symposium. 
 This year, the theme is the con-
cept of migration. The event was 
co-sponsored by LightWork and the 
Syracuse University Latino-Latin 
American Studies Program. The two 
speakers came to the United States 
and became artists devoted to telling 
the stories of their time as political 
prisoners in Argentina.
 Drago, a professor of Spanish Lan-
guage and Literature at York College 
(N.Y.), read excerpts from her memoir, 
“Memory Tracks: Fragments from 
Prison (1975-1980).” Luttringer, Light-
Work’s current artist-in-residence, 
presented her photography titled, “El 
Lamento de los Muros (The Wailing of 
the Walls).”
 After an introduction by SU 
English professor Silvio Torres-
Saillant, Drago read three chapters 
and a poem from her book aloud to 
the audience, each one describing 

in detail different parts of her five 
years spent in two different secret 
prisons. 
 She also showed a video from her 
recent return to Argentina for the first 
time since leaving and fought back tears 
trying to explain its significance.
 As a teacher and professor, Drago 
said she felt a special responsibility 
to an audience of college students. 
She was taken from her home when 
she still a student and considers it 
her goal to make sure students today 
realize it could happen anywhere.
 “I have a mission to educate stu-
dents, young people, even children,” 
Drago said after the presentation. 
“The students are really very inter-
ested because they don’t know. Most 
of the students don’t know the histo-
ry. It is my goal to make them aware 
of what happened in my country.”
 Luttringer presented next, using 
a video slideshow of her photos as the 
backdrop for a series of testimonies 
she gathered through interviews with 
other women who suffered similar 

fates in Argentina. Three students 
came to the microphone and read  tes-
timonies aloud, first in Spanish, then 
English.
 Though the first readings of the 
testimonies were likely lost on those 
who did not speak Spanish, Luttring-
er said that having them read in 
Spanish is integral and important.
 “Even if we come from different 

By Rebekah Jones
ASST. feATure ediTor

A basement, a few college kids, some 
guitars and free tickets. 
 While the basement in this case 
is Schine Underground, Battle of the 
Bands brings the feel of an old school 
tournament back to the Syracuse Uni-

versity music scene 
tonight at 8 p.m. 
— uniting reggae, 
rock, fusion and solo 
artists. 

 The event’s host, the 
Music and Enter-
tainment Industry 
Student Association 
(MEISA), narrowed 
the contest down to 
the five bands that 
will battle it out for 

the chance to open MEISA’s spring 
2009 concert and earn bragging rights 
for the next year.
 Each band is composed of all 
SU students, and many are playing 
together for the first time. 
 Jeff Warner, a freshman in the 
College of Visual and Performing 
Arts, along with Erica Scarano, a 
sophomore music education major, 
will perform solo acoustic acts first 
and last respectively. 
 Native Informant, an experimen-
tal reggae band, will play second. 
The band has its own horn section, 
complete with a flutist, trombonist, 
trumpeter and saxophonist. Troop K 
will play next, preceding the fusion 
band Excuse Me Gunman.
 “The bands are relatively new,” 
said Kaitlyn Moore, a junior televi-
sion, radio and film major and vice 
president of MEISA. “This is the first 
time people will get to hear from most 
of these musicians, so it’s a great 
showcase for them.”
 Ethan Rothschild, a junior com-
munications and rhetorical studies 
major and president of MEISA, plans 
to showcase his own band at this 
year’s event. 
 Rothschild formed Troop K after 
he returned to campus in August, 
about the same time he and Moore 
began planning the event. 
 “This is straight-up rock ‘n’ roll, 
man,” Rothschild said. “All of the 
bands are great musicians.”
 MEISA posted flyers and adver-
tised at this year’s Juice Jam festival 
to foster interest in the event. The 
group hopes to draw in a bigger crowd 
than at last year’s Battle, which had a 
turnout of less than 100 students.
 For freshmen like Brad Bieder-

iF you Go
What: 
MeiSA’s Battle 
of the Bands
Where: 
Schine 
underground
When: Today, 
8 p.m
how much: 
free

see bands page 16see symposium page 16
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nearby community more bike friendly.”
 Whether this proposal includes refinement 

of bike trails, installation of more bike racks or 
winter storage for bikes is unspecified. Regard-
less of its stipulations and of looming improve-
ment, it is doubtful that a lack of trails or official 
bike rack space will deter the growing amount 
of bike savvy students. 

 Dessa Bergen-Cico, a health and wellness 
professor at SU, said a new phenomenon known 
as “exercise snacking” among the health and 
wellness community may have opened the bike-
riding floodgates. 

 “Any sustained aerobic activity that gets 
the heart rate from 50 to 80 percent provides 
exercise benefits: reduced cholesterol and blood 
pressure, burning of calories, cardiovascular 
disease prevention,” she said.

 New studies have shown that the recom-
mended 30 minutes of aerobic activity per 
day doesn’t have to be consecutive anymore 
in order to receive these benefits. This places 
riding a bike to classes and around campus 
among the most beneficial and least time con-
suming ways for students to exercise, Bergen-
Cico said. 

 She also suggested the public awareness of 
these benefits may have fostered the rebirth of 
this transportation movement.

 Despite the well-known physical benefits of 
daily aerobic exercise, a number of students find 
the health and wellness benefits gained from 
riding a bike to class merely perks. For many 
bike riders, the real draw of using wheels in lieu 
of legs is convenience and speed.

 As Amelia Ramsey-Lefevre, a sophomore 
at the State University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry, struggled 
to hoist her bicycle onto the wall-mounted racks 
outside of Illick Hall, she defended her some-
what burdensome choice of transportation.

 “I don’t have a car, so it saves a lot of time,” 
she said. 

 Marcin Zak, a freshman psychology major 
at SU who commutes from home about a mile 
away from campus, shared a similar view.

 “Health is a secondary thing, really,” he 
said. “It saves a lot of time; that’s the big one.”

 Apparently neither rain nor snow can damp-
en the soul of a bike rider. In Monday’s on-and-
off precipitation, the traffic flow of bike riders 
did not drop off. Rather, the emergence of plastic 
bags, hats and hooded sweatshirts increased. 
Dan Chang, a sophomore architecture major, 
opted for a light jacket for protection from the 
rain.

 “I ride my bike for efficiency,” Chang said. “I 
figured it would be faster to ride my bike than to 
take the bus all the way from South Campus.”

 Economic repercussions may also play a 
hand in this growing trend. A Facebook group 
called “I ride my bike to class” says in its 
description, “Paying for gas is for suckers. Ride 
your bike everywhere you go.” 

With gas prices emptying wallets more rapidly 
than ever before, the group might just be right.

 Chris Cresswell, a junior music studies 
major, opts to traverse the campus via bicycle. 
While he praises the convenience of riding a 
bike to class, he notes that the SU campus could 
be more bike-friendly.

 “It’s not bad. It could be a lot worse,” he said. 
“But the bike racks are always full and there 
isn’t really anywhere to keep your bike during 
the winter.”

 Chang, as well as a number of other students, 
remain undeterred by the harsh winter weather 
to come.

 “I’ll still ride my bike in the winter whenever 
possible,” Chang said. “It’s just too convenient.”

jlsmit22@syr.edu

“I ride my bike for 
efficiency. I figured it 
would be faster to ride 
my bike than to take 
the bus all the way 
from South Campus.”

Dan Chang
sophomore architecture major

carly piersol | contributing photographer
Biking has become more popular on campus because of its ease and quickness but 
also has health and environmental benefits.Dessa Bergen-cico, a health and wellness 
professor attributes the sports popularity to the public awareness of these benefits.
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By Matthew Bellezza
STAFF WRITER

W ith the arrival of “Spore,” the hype and 
anticipation can fi nally end. Let the Spor-
ing begin. Maxis and Electronic Arts 

have fi nally decided to put a new version of “The 
Sims” on hold and move to a more evolved form of 
gaming. 

 “Spore” is a 
real-time strategy 
game that essen-
tially allows play-
ers to play God – 
creeping through 
the evolutionary 

stages of life by creating fully editable creatures 
with the sole purpose of survival.

 Likely to become one of the more effective and 
enjoyable means of procrastination, “Spore” is 
highly entertaining and will keep gamers yearning 
for the next phase of the evolutionary cycle. With 
each phase more elaborate than the last, “Spore’s” 
overall game play has a wide range of styles to keep 
you coming back for more.

 In the beginning, a meteor crashes into a planet 
decided by the player, and from within the interstel-

lar rock emerges a basic single cell life form 
which they control. 

 The concept is simple: choose 
herbivore or carnivore, and then 

find genetic 
m ateri a l 

(a.k.a. food) to evolve and get to land. Once you’ve 
obtained enough DNA, you’re able to access the 
creature creator, where many long hours of your 
day will be spent. If a gamer doesn’t enjoy the game 
itself, they will probably still waste a number of 
hours here. 

 This is where users customize their creatures 
to look and behave the way they feel fi t. From faces 
to little features just for looks, the attribute possi-
bilities are immense, and will have users transfi xed 
for days. Of course, not all the body parts and add-
ons are available right away. In order to get more 
options, players must attack other creatures or fi nd 
parts laying around.

 Once evolved onto land, creatures can develop 
limbs and other new features. Again, the sole pur-
pose is to survive by fi nding food and impressing 
other members of your race. 

 As the game progresses, new challenges emerge 
that promote evolution and again activate the crea-
ture creator. This continues until players reach 
the tribal phase, in which they compete with other 
creatures from the “Sporepedia” — an online server 
of creatures from anyone else who owns the game — 
to create larger more advanced tribes. This phase is 
where the RTS feel truly emerges.

 Eventually, after conquering or allying with 
a number of other tribes, “Spore” shifts again to a 
new mode known as the civilization phase. If you’re 
not already old and gray from spending your entire 

life customizing your creature, you now 
get to customize buildings. But this 

phase is basically like a more 
advanced tribal 

phase. However, 
players can now 
mine resources and attempt 
to control land over the rest of the 
civilizations on the map.

 By conquering the entire map 
in this phase, players evolve to 
the Space Age. In comparison to 
the amount of time the player 
will spend in this evolution-
ary stage, all of the other 
phases in “Spore” are basi-
cally mini-games. This 
will have players glued 
to the computer for hours, 
jumping from star system to 
star system, meeting and greeting 
countless other creatures supplied by millions of fel-
low gamers from around the world.

 How players go about their business and declare 
their military status is completely up to them. They 
are free to attack, ally or simply trade with other 
creatures. Some planets are inhabited; some are free 
for the taking. But not all can support life, and in 
such cases you are able to purchase terra-sculpting 
tools using your “Sporebucks” to alter a planet to 
support whatever you want.

 As the game is playable on a Mac or PC and from 
a popular developer like Maxis, “Spore” set itself up 
for a large fan base from the get-go. Even if a gamer 
somehow defi es probability and fi nishes the game, 
the replay value of it is incredible.

 Enjoy watching your life evolve away.
mlbellez@syr.edu
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players to create and sustain life, Darwin-style
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“SPORE”
Console: PC/Mac
Developer: Maxis
Publisher: Electronic Arts
Rating: ★★★★✩
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freerice.org
Grammar doesn’t really go away, whether you want it to or not. There will always be some 
situation in which you need to know which which to use or where apostrophes go or when 
and where to use commas. But why not make grammar fun, or heck, even helpful to hungry 
people all over the world? Freerice.org aims to provide education to everyone for free and 
help end world hunger by providing rice to hungry people for free, according to its Web site. 
              With each grammar question users answers correctly, they donate grains of rice 
absolutely free. But if you think you know all your grammar, take a shot at the vocabulary 
section or even the foreign language sections. After all, everyone can improve their English, 
and there’s no better way to do it by helping those in need. 

—Heather Mayer, Staff Writer

internet corner   v.2.0

Be blown away 
by feature.

Join our staff.

E-mail Stephanie at
pulp@dailyorange.com.

cultures and background, we can understand 
the memories I am trying to share,” Luttringer 
said afterward. “I need to give my voice, my 
own language, and then share with you in your 
language what happened in my country.”
 After the event, Bearman said she was not 

surprised by how Luttringer reacted to her 
seemingly innocent question. The outburst 
was justified, and, in a way, admirable.
 “It was such a hard experience that you can-
not expect her to react any other way besides 
emphatically,” Bearman said. “It’s natural for 
a person to feel hatred for the people who vic-
timized them. I would not have expected her to 
act any other way.”

jediamon@syr.edu
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man, the Battle of the Bands is a great way to 
find out what the Syracuse music scene is made 
of, even with a small crowd.
 “Concerts like this build school spirit,” 
Biederman, an entrepreneurship major, said. 
“Even better, we get to know local musicians 
and bands.”
 Rothschild and Moore distributed free tick-

ets at Juice Jam in an attempt to get the word out 
to new students.
 “Once I said ‘free tickets,’ I couldn’t keep the 
freshmen back,” Rothschild said. “We ran out 
pretty quickly.”
 While the Juice Jam crowd may have gotten 
first dibs on tickets for this year’s show, tickets 
are available at the Schine Box Office. 
 “These are college bands, but they’re of a 
professional level,” Rothschild said. “They’re 
ready to rock your socks off.”

rdjone03@syr.edu

bands
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freerice.org
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On th
eBeat

Check out The Daily Orange Sports 
Department’s biweekly videocast 

on the sports blog Web site:

sports.dailyorange.com

This week: Football beat writers Andy 
McCullough, Jared Diamond and John Clayton 
dissect Penn State and preview Northeastern
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 “I wouldn’t say it’s any easier,” Dantley said 
of knowing he’d be starting. “Knowing that I’m 
going into the game as a starter, I’m still going 
to prepare the same way. I’m still going to pre-
pare like this game means everything to me.”

 That preparation didn’t pay dividends 
against Penn State. The Orange didn’t manage 
a first down until the 12:11 mark of the second 
quarter (it was already 28-0, Penn State). Dant-
ley’s lone highlight — an 11-yard touchdown 
strike to freshman receiver Marcus Sales — 
came with SU trailing 45-6.

 As the final seconds melted away, Dantley 
watched from the sidelines as Andrew Robin-
son took over the Orange’s final possession of 
the game (he went 0-for-3).

 “As an offense, it’s important that we exe-
cute early,” Dantley said. “The Akron and the 
Penn State games, we didn’t get off to good 
starts, and I think that getting off on the right 
track and getting the ball moving early on 
should make things a lot better.”

 A fast start will be especially important for 
Dantley this weekend against the Huskies. Any 
early sputters could tempt the SU coaching staff 
to turn back to Andrew Robinson. 

 Robinson, who admitted Tuesday that being 
benched was “a little bit shocking,” has spent 
the past two weeks regrouping from a poor out-
ing against Northwestern (14-for-28, 103 yards). 
In that time, Robinson said he’s corrected the 
flaw in his delivery — he wasn’t using his lower 
body more to create a consistent and efficient 
throwing motion. 

 Greg Robinson said Sunday he thought the 
junior was “back in a groove,” that he felt the 
quarterback’s confidence was back. Andrew 
Robinson sure sounded like it Tuesday when 
asked if he’d have his job back by the end of the 
season.

 “I think I will,” Robinson said. “I didn’t 
come here to be second-string quarterback.

 “I’ve been trying to improve every single 
day with the reps I get, which, for a backup dur-
ing a game week aren’t a ton. But for the reps I 

do get I just try to be consistent.”
 For now, at least it looks like those meager 

practice reps will have to suffice for Robinson. 
Greg Robinson said Tuesday he wouldn’t con-
sider splitting playing time between the two 
hurlers against Northeastern.

 That means all eyes are on Dantley, for at 

least one more week.
 “I always want to start, it’s just something 

about the lights being on you and you being the 
leader of the team,” Dantley said. “I’m trying to 
execute as much as I can to prove to my coaches 
and teammates that I’m the right one for the 
job.”

Get Carter
 Syracuse got some good news Monday 

morning, when an MRI revealed that sopho-
more tailback Delone Carter did not suffer a 
tear in the left hamstring. Carter injured the 
hamstring in the first quarter against Penn 
State and did not return. 

 The head coach refused to speculate on 
whether Carter, who missed all of last season 
with a dislocated hip, would be able to practice 
this week or play against Northeastern on 
Saturday.

 “Time will tell,” Robinson said. “I don’t 
know that.”

 Carter was receiving treatment prior to prac-
tice and was not available to be interviewed.

McKinnon back?
 Robinson gave a more positive report on 

injured free safety Randy McKinnon, who 
missed last week’s game after suffering a bone 
bruise against Akron. The head coach said he 
thought McKinnon would be healthy enough 
to play against Northeastern

 “From every indication, even on Sunday, I 
think he’ll be back,” Robinson said.

 Robinson wouldn’t say whether McKin-
non would start if healthy. But the sopho-
more would certainly provide a boost to the 
depleted Orange secondary also ravaged by an 
injury to cornerback Nico Scott (ankle). Bruce 
Williams, who played wide receiver the first 
two games of the season, started at free safety 
against Penn State.

jsclayto@syr.edu 
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
September 18, 4:00 pm
SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Study for a semester or a year at the University 
of Graz. You’ll earn SU credit and most financial 
aid will transfer.

Austria

106 Walnut Place / Syracuse, NY 13244-2650 / 1.800.235.3472 or 1.315.443.3471 / suabroad.syr.edu

notebooK
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

ben addonizio | photo editor
cameron dantley (leFt) will start under center for SU against Northeastern this weekend. Dantley has completed 50 percent of 
his passes this year, while throwing for 245 yards and four touchdowns against two interceptions. The Orange is 0-2 in his starts.

dailyorange.com
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 Admittedly, projecting where potential 
recruits will go is a tricky task. NCAA rules 
dictate the first day a player in the Class of 
2009 can sign a binding letter of intent is Feb. 
4. Any verbal commitments are non-binding, 
meaning a player that has orally committed 
to any program can retract his pledge at any 
time and choose another school.

 Still, the lack of verbal commitments at 
this point for SU compared to other Big East 
schools is striking. After Rutgers, Cincinnati 
has 20 verbal commitments for 2009, accord-
ing to Scout.com. West Virginia has 15, while 
South Florida has 13. Pittsburgh and Con-
necticut both have 11.

 The number of verbal commitments for 
Syracuse could have stood at five if not for 
the de-commitment of Darrick Scott, a four-
star rated defensive back by Scout.com, who 
spurned the Orange late July in favor of 
Central Michigan.

 Scott said his primary reason for breaking 
his commitment to Syracuse was Robinson’s 
shaky job status.

 “I didn’t want to get there and all of a sud-
den Coach Robinson and his staff would be 
gone,” Scott said. “It felt like he got a raw deal, 
and if he was going to be around another year, 
I would be there solidly at Syracuse.”

 Scott later said that if he could have gotten 
a guarantee from Director of Athletics Daryl 
Gross that Robinson would be around for at 
least another year, he would be playing foot-
ball at Syracuse next fall.

 Raheem Cardwell, a linebacker from 
DeMatha Catholic (Md.) High School who is 
listed as a solid verbal commitment to Syra-
cuse, recently told The Daily Orange that he 
has only given Syracuse a soft verbal commit-
ment. He said that while Syracuse may be at 
the top of his list, there is still the possibility 
his decision will change by signing day.

  When speaking with other high school 
players, Scott, who attends Gov. Thomas John-
son High School in Fredrick, Md., said he felt 
he was the only one sold on Syracuse. Others 
told him that the offense SU ran was not open 
enough for any kind of speed player to feel 
comfortable in.

 The popularity of the spread offense through-
out the country is reaching many of the high 
school players now, Scott said. Other players he 
has talked to in the Maryland area said they 
wanted to be put in an offense where they can 
show off their speed and skills, and Syracuse was 
not a place where they felt that would be possible.

 And although the Mid-American Conference, 
where Central Michigan plays, does not have the 
prestige of the Big East, Scott said he felt a bowl 
game is a distinct possibility for the Chippewas — 
that doesn’t seem to be the case in Syracuse.

 “A lot of them said, ‘Man, they haven’t 
really won any games in the past few years 
and we don’t know if the coach is going to be 
around,’” Scott said. “Nobody wanted to take a 
chance, that’s the biggest problem.” 

 Robinson is not worried about the small num-
ber of verbal commits his program has to this 
point. He said many of the recruits he is looking 
at are still waiting to make a decision, and need to 
see something more from his program.

 “They are waiting. They want to see if 
there is going to be progress,” Robinson said. 
“We could go out and get 17 or 18 commitments 
in five days, but we need to keep fighting 
the fight, and we have to show some positive 
growth here soon so we can get people to get 
on board with us.”

 Robinson said the most vital aspect of 
getting the highly-touted recruits is to work 
on the field and find a way to gain momentum 

that will carry over to the recruiting process.
 Another problem facing Syracuse’s 

recruiting efforts is the emergence of other 
Big East programs. In the past, programs 
like Connecticut, Rutgers, Cincinnati and 
South Florida were not at the prestige level of 
Syracuse. In recent years, these teams have 
far surpassed the Orange on the field, and it 
shows in the recruiting process.

 Not every high school coach feels nega-
tively about Syracuse’s recruiting ability. Bill 
McGregor, the head coach of potential Syra-
cuse recruit Raheem Cardwell at DeMatha 
High School in Hyattsville, Md., still feels 
Syracuse’s tradition draws players there.

 “All I can speak of is on my behalf and 
DeMatha High School’s behalf, I can’t speak for 
other people,” McGregor said. “I know that we 
love Syracuse. It goes all the way back to Coach 
Mac.

“I know they are down a little right now, 

but I know coach will bring it back.”
 Unfortunately for Syracuse, that senti-

ment doesn’t seem too widespread in the high 
school football community.

 Brooks Alexander, the head coach at Pas-
cack Hills High School in Montvale, N.J., said 
that while there might not be a lot of negative 
talk about Syracuse, there really isn’t much 
talk about the team at all.

 Alexander admitted his school might not 
have some of the top-flight recruits. He also 
said he has yet to meet with any Syracuse 
coaches, but has met with the coaches from 
Rutgers and Connecticut.

 Len Cusumano played tight end for Syra-
cuse from 1999 to 2003 under former head 
coach Paul Pasqualoni. Cusumano now spends 
his time dealing with high school football 
players as an assistant coach at Pascack Val-
ley High School in Hillsdale, N.J.

 Cusumano, just like Robinson and every 

other Syracuse fan, wants to see the once proud 
Syracuse football program return to its glory 
days. When he was recruited to play for the 
Orange, Pasqualoni had built good connections 
with the tri-state area, which was a primary 
reason for his decision to come to Syracuse.

 While Cusumano was slow to pin the blame 
directly on Robinson, he did say that wins and 
losses was what he thought to be the primary 
factor for Syracuse’s decline in recruiting.

 “I think Coach Robinson is doing the best 
job he can do, it’s just not making it to the 
field,” Cusumano said. “I think kids from (the 
tri-state area) want to go into programs that 
are successful at this particular time.”

jssutton@syr.edu
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bill green | frederick news-post
darrick scott de-committed from Syracuse this July in favor of playing at Central Michigan. Scott was the highest-ranked recruit 
for the Orange before de-committing. The Orange has only has four verbal committments for the upcoming season, lowest in the 
Big East.

Four on board
Even though many recruits have shied away from Syracuse, four are currently listed as 
having verbally committed to SU. Here’s a look at the Orange’s four current recruits.

Player	 Pos.		 HigH	scHool	 Ht/Wt.		 stars	(out	of	5)	 status
Leavander Jones WR Atlantic City (N.J.) 5-10/165 2 Soft Verbal
Derrell Person WR Coolidge (D.C.) 6-2/200 3 Verbal
Alec Lemon WR Arundel (Md.) 6-1/175 2 Verbal
Raheem Caldwell LB DeMatha (Md.) 6-2/205 2 Soft Verbal

Source: Scout.com

“A lot of them said, ‘Man, 
they haven’t really won 
any games in the past few 
years and we don’t know 
if the coach is going to be 
around. Nobody wanted 
to take a chance, that’s 
the biggest problem.”

Darrick Scott
GOV. THOMAS JOHNSON (MD.) HiGH SCHOOL 

DEfENSiVE BACk ON WHy RECRUiTS HAVE 
STAyED AWAy fROM SyRACUSE
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By Conor Orr
Staff Writer

When the No. 3 Syracuse field hockey team heads 
to practice, it knows one aspect it won’t be partici-
pating in — “shooting drills.” 

 “Our mindset is, we don’t call them shooting 
drills, we call them scoring drills,” sophomore 
forward Shelby Schraden said.” “That’s some-
thing we started earlier this preseason, it makes 
it a little more fun — we’re not just shooting, we’re 
scoring.”

To underline the new attitude, Bradley has 
her team participate in tough drills to simulate 
scoring situations. 

With the field soaking wet, Bradley and her 
assistants throw inlet passes toward the goal, forc-
ing the player on the receiving end to completely 
extend themselves in order to score. 

“She’ll time it so you either have to lay out, or 
else it’s not a goal,” Schraden said. “Do you want 
to score or do you want to watch the ball go out of 
bounds?

“A lot of us were getting dirty and bloody, but 
it was fun.” 

So far this season, the Orange (6-0) has tallied 
35 goals in six games, a far cry from 13 goals 
through six games in 2006 — one year before 
Bradley took over the program. 

Syracuse’s offense has played a large role in the 
team’s success this year, including a monumental 
win over No. 1 Maryland on Saturday, and has 
helped the team ascend 15 spots in the polls since 
the start of the year from No. 18 to No. 3 — the 
highest rank in team history. 

Since taking the reigns in 2007, Bradley has 
shifted the mindset of the Syracuse program 
from that of a strong defense to an opportunistic 
offense. This leads to a more aggressive front 
line and, in turn, a higher level of scoring.

For Bradley and her players, going from a 
team plagued by offensive struggles to one of the 
highest-scoring squads in the Big East in two 
years comes down to philosophy.

“We set out to create spaces wide and deep 
behind (the opposition’s)stronger defenders, 
and just kind of move the ball around with 
speed,” sophomore forward Lindsey Conrad 
said. “We keep it wide so we can make the cuts 
up the sidelines for the deep ball, and then we 
get deep to create space for the midfielders to 
come in behind.”

Like an aggressive basketball team, Bradley 
said her team is always running. Regardless of 
the position on the field, the Orange can be seen 
swarming toward the ball, applying what she 
calls “full-court pressure.” 

When the offense gains possession of the ball, 
they set up Bradley’s signature attack, an offense 
that she said is reminiscent of another former 
high-scoring sports juggernaut. 

“It’s sort of like a triangle offense the Chicago 
Bulls would play,” she said. “If you take somebody 
away, there’s someone else that’s open.” 

This year, the Orange has 12 different players 
with goals, seven of which have scored on multiple 
occasions. 

“It’s awesome,” Bradley said. “It makes us hard 
to defend against.”

Although Bradley’s offense is designed to score 
from every angle, there are still some players that 
stand out as natural goal scorers, she said. 

Conrad is one of those players. She’s tied for the 
team lead in goals with six, and has proven her 
ability to find the back of the net.

On Sept. 16, in a tight game against No. 10 
Michigan State, Conrad broke the match wide 
open. After Michigan State goalkeeper Elissa 
Unger blocked a shot, Bradley said Conrad took 
the ball while juking a defender to her right, split 

the defenders to her left and drew Unger out of 
position which allowed her to score.

“It was one of the best individual performances 
I’ve ever seen,” Bradley said. “It was like a video 
you’d see of an international player — it was a 
world class goal, something you don’t see that 
often in college hockey.” 

As SU’s offense surges, a memory looming in 
Bradley’s past may explain why she puts such an 
emphasis on scoring goals. 

“Well, I was a goalkeeper when I played, so I 
never got to score,” Bradley joked. “So that’s 
probably why I’m so obsessed with scoring.”

ctorr@syr.edu
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Bradley shifts focus away 
from defense, toward attack

mackenzie reiss | asst. photo editor
lindsey conrad has six goals in six games this season for undefeated Syracuse. 
the Orange’s offense averages 5.84 goals per game and 12 players have goals.

SyracuSe up to No. 3
Syracuse moved up four spots in the lat-
est StX/NfHCa poll to No. 3 overall. the 
Orange has now moved up 15 spots in 
the rankings from the beginning of the 
season. in its first six games, the Orange 
has beaten then-No. 8 Old Dominion and 
No. 10 Michigan State, and handed then-
No.1 Maryland its first loss of the season 
Saturday, 2-1. With a win friday against 
Louisville, Syracuse would earn its first 
7-0 start in program history.

STX/NFHCA Poll
Rank	 School	 PointS
1. Wake forest  (6-0)
2. Maryland  (5-1)
3. syracuse  (6-0)
4. Connecticut  (6-0)
5. North Carolina  (4-2)
6.  iowa  (4-2)
7. James Madison  (4-1)
8. Virginia  (6-1)
9. Duke  (4-2)
10. Michigan St.  (5-1)
11. Louisville  (3-2)
12. Boston College  (3-2)
13. Penn St.  (2-3)
14. american  (3-2)
15. Princeton  (3-1)
16. Michigan  (3-3)
17. rutgers  (6-0)
18. Ohio St.  (5-2)
19. California  (5-1)
20. albany  (4-2) LaSt three GameS

Date	 oPPonent	 ReSult	 ScoRe
Sept. 7 No. 10 Michigan State W 3-1
Sept. 13 No. 1 Maryland W 2-1 
Sept. 14 Delaware W 5-1

Next three GameS
Date	 oPPonent
Sept. 19 @ Louisville 
Sept. 21 New Hampshire
Sept. 26 Providence

outLook
Syracuse will look to use the momentum from the past week as it heads into its Big east 
schedule. the No. 3 Orange boasts its highest ranking in program history. in the latest StX/
NfCHa rankings, SU received three first place votes, second most to No.1 Wake forest. 
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By Meredith Galante
Asst. Copy Editor

Hunter Cantwell is familiar with Kansas 
State.

 In 2006, Louisville’s then-sophomore com-
pleted 18-of-26 passes for 173 yards and a 
touchdown to lead the Cardinals to a 24-6 win 
over the Wildcats.

 Cantwell made just two starts that year, 
serving primarily as a backup to current 
Green Bay Packers quarterback Brian 
Brohm.

 Now, two years later, Cantwell is prepar-
ing to face Kansas State as a senior. This 
time, he’s doing so as the Cardinals full-time 
starter. Cantwell has been spotty this year 
while leading Louisville to a 1-1 record. He’s 
35-for-66 for 355 yards and two touchdowns in 
the first two games of the season.

 Louisville head coach Steve Kragthrope 
said one of the reasons Cantwell was so success-
ful against Kansas State in 2006 was because of 
the Cardinals ability to run the ball. This time 
around, Kragthrope doesn’t plan to change his 
game plan against the Wildcats.

 “We want to run the ball as well as we did 
because it sets up play action for Hunter,” 
Kragthorpe said. “We can manage the situa-
tion more when we are in control of the offen-
sive like that.”

 Cantwell has only started six games for 
the Cardinals since arriving in Louisville in 
2005. His most high-profile appearance came 
in the 2006 Gator Bowl. Cantwell filled in for 
the injured Brohm and struggled, throwing 
for 216 yards, three touchdowns and three 
interceptions in the Cardinals 35-24 loss to 
Virginia Tech.

 In 2007, Cantwell only appeared in three 
games, each of which in spot duty. 

 This season, Cantwell got off to a rocky 
start against Kentucky. He threw three inter-
ceptions in Louisville’s season opening loss to 
Wildcats, 27-2.

 The senior rebounded in the Cardinal’s 
55-10 win over Tennessee Tech. Cantwell 
threw for two touchdowns and no intercep-
tions against the Golden Eagles.

 Both Louisville and Kansas State had a 
bye week last weekend, so each team has had 
an equal amount of time to rest and practice 
before the mid-week game.

 Saturday’s contest will be the first real 
test for the Wildcats, who are coming off a 
pair of lopsided wins against North Texas 
and Montana State. Kansas State outscored 
its opponents by a combined score of 114-16 in 
those games, led by quarterback Josh Free-
man (520 yards, five touchdowns so far).

 Cantwell may have to outduel Freeman if 
the Cardinals plan on defending its home field 
and coming up with a vital win.

 “K-State is playing extremely well right now, 
led by its quarterback Freeman,” Kragthorpe 
said. “He’s having an outstanding year, a big, 
strong physical passer. (He’s) a guy we certainly 
are going to have to play well against.”

Bull rush
 South Florida took home most of the Big 

East’s weekly awards following its dramatic, 
37-34 win over then-No. 13 Kansas.

 USF freshman kicker Maikon Bonani 
earned Big East special teams player of the 

week honors, making 3-of-4 of his field goals, 
including the game-winner from 43 yards. 

 Junior safety Nate Allen took home defen-
sive player of the week after he intercepted 
Kansas quarterback Todd Reesing’s pass in 
the final minute of Saturday’s game to help 
seal the win for the Bulls.

 Finally, quarterback Matt Grothe was 
named to the Big East weekly honor roll after 
completing 32-of-45 passes for more than 338 

yards and two touchdowns.

Rival for the Victory Bell 
 Cincinnati will take on its in-state rival, 

Miami (Ohio), Saturday at Nippert Stadium. 
The two schools have played each other every 
year since 1888.

 “Our kids certainly are excited about this 
one,” said Brian Kelly, Cincinnati head coach. 
“Anytime there’s proximity and geography, 

you know they’re only about 40 miles away, 
makes for an exciting game. Miami was the 
(Mid-American Conference East) champs last 
year. For us, that’s three consecutive weeks of 
conference champions.”

 Miami leads the series, 59-46-7. This will 
be the 113th time the two teams have met. The 
rival for the Victory Bell is the oldest non-
conference rival in college football. 

mkgalant@syr.edu
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Cantwell hoping 
for more success 
vs. Kansas State

photo courtesy of louisville sports information
hunter cantwell will face a familiar foe in Kansas state this weekend. in the previous meeting, Cantwell was 18-for-26 for 173 
yards along with a touchdown. Cantwell’s start against the Wildcats will be the seventh of his career.
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ApArtments for rent

ApArments + HoUses
Sonia 350-4191

CIGANKA6@AOL.COM
www.universityhill.com 

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

203 Comstock Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
1202 Harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 Livingston Ave.
415 Euclid Ave

215 Comstock Ave 

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of Ostrom and Clarendon across from DO 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

Rent from the landlord The Daily 
Orange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

Call Ben for one to eight bedroom 
houses and apartments. Fur-

nished, laundry. Livingston, Euclid, 
Sumner and Ackerman. 

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  Furnished.  Sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  Dishwasher.  Hardwood Floors.  Available 
June 2009. 447-8430

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

ApArtments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

o.p.r. Developers
Apt + Houses

GreAt ApArtments
 stILL AVAILABLe for 

sCHooL 
YeAr 2009-2010

studios
116 Comstock ave.
1 Bedroom Apts

722 Clarendon
300 Euclid

116 Comstock
2 Bedroom Apts 

320 Euclid
300 Euclid

832 Ackerman
737 Lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom Apts 
300 Euclid

1104 Madison
945 Ackerman
949 Ackerman
924 Lancaster
110 Comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 Clarendon
320 Euclid

873 Ackerman
1104 Ackerman

5 Bedroom Apts 
913 Ackerman
106 Redfield

810 Livingston
822 Lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom Apts 
860 Ackerman

318 Euclid
601 Euclid

114 Redfield
 

Please visit our website at 
www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 

apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 Furnished, Laundry, Parking
 736, 787, 818 Ostrom

706 Livingston
514 Euclid

848 Ackerman
446-2602

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 Euclid
600 Euclid Ave
614 Euclid Ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 Ackerman Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Ostrom Avenue near Shaw. Four Bedroom 
Apartment. Plenty of off street parking, washer/
dryer, much more $500/per. One year lease 
begins in May. Call Dave at 345-9955 or email 
Davide2114@aol.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

See our website www.campushill.com for 
details on 2009/2010 availabilites. Or call 
us at 315-422-7110

ApArtments + HoUses
Magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

               478-7548

       collegehome.com

Apartments/Houses
2009-2010

one through eight bedrooms, com-
pletely furnished, parking, laundry, dish-

washer, fireplace, near University on 
ostrom, euclid, sumner, and Ackerman.
responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon

student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
329 Comstock Ave.

510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

BrAnD neW  BeDroom 
toWnHoUses 

flat panel tv’s, new kitches, stainless 
appliances, baths, new hardwood floors, 

bedroom furniture, couches, washer/dryer 
off street parking, garage, etc.

PADS LLC
Contact Alan 203-515-0933

rent YoUr oWn Home

2009-2010 

sAVe-sAVe-sAVe

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 Bedrooms 

Close to Campus 

Furnished, Spacious, Fireplaces, Parking 

Call 315 476-9933

nJtmGtCorp@AoL.Com

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

furnished 2-8 bedroom apts/ houses.
livingston,sumner, claredon, ackerman. 469-
6665

five bedroom fully furnished house on livingston 
ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
one year lease begins in May. call dave at 345-
9955 or email davide2114@aol.com 

For Sale

BooM «BaBIeS

rUMMaGe Sale

Sat Sept 13 - Sun Sept 21

Formal Dresses « Tons of Jewelry
Winter & Spring Clothes « Coats

GreaT STUFF DIrT CHeaP!

Westcott St off euclid
11-7 everyday

HelP WanTeD

Help Wanted: 
Daily orange IT Manager

We are hiring a new computer specialist/it 
Manager to look after the office environ-
ment, including Windows and linux serv-
ers, Windows xP and Mac osx worksta-
tions, network and websites.  

You must have basic computer repairs 
skills (hardware and software), experience 
with a server (however brief). 
direct questions and inquires to it@daily-
orange.com. send cover letter and resume 
today (work study preferred).

Microsoft live search brand reps needed at su 
earn extra cash and get real World Marketing 
experience limited Positions available apply 
by 10/01/08 at www.repnation.com/microsoftli-
vesearch 

Part-tiMe Job: cashier/stock Person. lom-
bardi’s imports. apply in person. 534 butternut 
street, syracuse 472-5900

noTICeS

SalTIne WarrIor

improv comedy at its best!

a blend of the best parts of the hit tV 
show “Who’s line is it anyway”’ with the 

scene styles of “second city” and “upright 
citizen’s brigade”

Friday, September 19th
805 e. Genesee St.

(Paul robson Performing arts Co.)

show at 8:30pm doors at 8:00pm
$13 gen. adm. - $10 students/seniors

(cash only, Please)

Info Call: 410-5471

Buy one get one half price

all menu items
$12 minimum for delivery

700 South Crouse Ave (315)422-2123 We Deliver!

hard sudoku!
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By John Sutton
Staff Writer

C
hris DeMond stood inside 
a training complex in 
Waldwick, N.J., and 
listened as high school 

football players from all over north 
New Jersey and the Bronx discussed 
their possible college destinations. 

 The players had just finished a 
grueling Strongman competition at a 
local training complex and DeMond, a 
strength coach at Verona (N.J.) High 
School, noticed some of the big-name 
schools being thrown around.

 One player had committed to 
Notre Dame. Another was headed to 
Pittsburgh.

 When one player mentioned 
Syracuse as an option, DeMond shut 
him down.

 “Don’t go to Syracuse,” DeMond 
said. “Their coach will be gone after 
this season.”

 DeMond’s attitude toward Syracuse 
has been a prevailing thought that’s 
crossed the minds of many potential 
recruits that SU head coach Greg Rob-
inson has been after this fall.

 Only four players have given 
Syracuse a verbal commitment for 
next season, according to Scout.com 
— the fewest commits of any Big 

East team. Louis-
ville is second-

to-last with 

seven recruits. Rutgers, by contrast, 
already has 21 verbal commitments 
for the class of 2009. To make mat-
ters worse, two of SU’s four pros-
pects have only given soft verbal 
commitments, meaning they aren’t 
ready to completely commit to the 
Orange yet.

W e d n e s d ay
september 17, 2008

Lonely trail
With Greg Robinson’s future unclear, recruits have been hesitant to commit to SU

f o o t b a l l

dantley gets 
starting nod 
again at Qb

see recruiting page 19

see notebook page 18

I N S I D E

Movin’ on up
Led by its potent offense, the 
Syracuse field hockey team 
has moved up to No. 3 in the 
national rankings. Page 20

joey baker | 
new media editor

By John Clayton
SportS editor

It was not a given Cameron Dantley 
would get a third straight start at 
quarterback for Syracuse.

 Not after the junior’s shoddy 
effort (13-for-32, 
110 yards) in the 
Orange’s 55-13 
loss to No. 16 Penn 
State. Not after 
head coach Greg 
Robinson invited 
speculation about 
Dantley’s place, 
saying a day after 

the defeat he’d “evaluate” the posi-
tion.

 But Robinson squashed any lin-
gering speculation Tuesday, saying 
Dantley would get the nod Satur-
day ahead of opening day starter 
Andrew Robinson when the Orange 
hosts Northeastern.

 “I think right now we’re going 
to go with Cam,” Greg Robinson 
said at his weekly press conference. 
“I’m glad we got Andrew in for a few 
plays the other day. I know he’s pre-
pared to be ready to go at any time.”

 That means another chance 
for the former walk-on to cement 
his first-team place behind center. 
Another chance to show he can help 
fix the sluggish starts and inconsis-
tency that have plagued the Orange 
offense early this season. 

 And, of course, it’s a chance for 
Dantley to show his meager outing 
against the Nittany Lions was an 
aberration.
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SoUrCe: Scout.com

lagging behind
While other Big east schools 
like rutgers have lured in a slew 
of verbal commitments so far, 
Syracuse hasn’t kept up. 

dantley
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By Christine Robertson
Staff Writer

S ome carried banners, others wore team T-shirts 
and nametags remembering someone they had lost 
to cancer. Some simply came to support the cause 
and raise awareness.

 The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society hosted its Light 
the Night Walk Wednesday in Clinton Square to raise 
money and awareness for a cure for blood cancer. It was the 

10th nationally, and the ninth year the event took place in 
Syracuse. Hundreds of people from the area attended the 
event, many of them walking in memory of a loved one lost 
to blood cancer.

 Lisa Berry, a senior magazine journalism major, walked 
with her honors fraternity, Phi Sigma Pi, which was a co-
sponsor of the event.

 “I lost a friend to leukemia,” Berry said. “So I walk in her 

thursday
September 18, 2008

catching rays 
hi 61° | lo 36°

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

Fowl play
Brian Weinre-
ich shares his 
thoughts on 
Peta protests
Page 5

I N S I D E
P u l P

Rainey 
reigns
the Daily 
Orange reviews 
Syracuse 
Stage’s pro-
duction of Ma 
rainey’s Black 
Bottom. 
Page 13

I N S I D E
S P O r t S

Home 
grown
Local point 
guard prospect 
Brandon triche 
announced his 
commitment to 
Syracuse.
Page 24

O N l I N E
N O w

Night sound
Listen to the 
SU organizer of 
Light the Night 
speak about 
Wednesday’s 
event.
dailyorange.com

su looks to students for 2009 commencement speaker ideas, nominations 

see light the night page 6

leukemia and lymphoma Society walk raises 
awareness, funds at event’s ninth year in SyracuseHope 

f loats

joey baker | new media editor
greg skilinski, this year’s ‘Honored Hero’ at Light the Night, adds his handprint to Hope On Wheels car to be donated to local children’s cancer center. 

By David Lewis
CONtriBUtiNg Writer

Chancellor Nancy Cantor will select 
this year’s commencement speaker from 
a list given to her on Friday. 
 Though the decision will be under 
evaluation by Cantor and representa-
tives from the Student Association and 
the Graduate Student Organization, SU 
students can voice their opinion on who 
they want at the 2009 commencement. 

 Josie Torrillo, special events coor-

dinator for Syracuse University, said 
the department chose to move up the 
deadline for suggestions by a month. 

 This was so that the university has 
more time to secure a speaker, she said. 

 They decided again this year that 
student input was the best way to find 
a person that fits the criteria for a 
speaker and would interest students, 
Torrillo added.

 “We can never promise that we’re 
going to satisfy 100 percent of the popu-

lation,” Torrillo said. “We try our best 
to make sure that it’s someone that’s 
pleasing to all, but you’re never going 
to please everyone.”

 The commencement speaker for the 
class of 2008 was ABC News journal-
ist Bob Woodruff. Woodruff suffered 
extreme head and body trauma when 
a bomb hit his vehicle in January 2006 
while in Iraq.

 While Woodruff fit the criteria for 
the commencement speaker, many felt he 

appealed to mainly communications majors 
rather than the whole graduating class.  

 “I think it’s important students 
have a say in who is chosen because 
you don’t want to go to a graduation 
for a huge school and listen to a bor-
ing speaker,” said Theresa Hubbard, 
a senior vocal performance major. “I 
think it needs to be someone who can 
communicate to everyone about gen-
eral life experiences.”

dalewi02@syr.edu
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: WAER Open House
When: 3 p.m.
Where: 795 Ostrom Ave.
How much: Free 

 
What: Ultimate Football Scooter
When: 4 p.m.
Where: Archbold Gym
How much: Free 

What: “What good is the press?”
When: 6 p.m.
Where: Joyce Hergenhan Aud.
How much: Free

What: Fastathon
When: 7 p.m.
Where: 500 Hall of Languages
How much: Free

What: Homecoming dance show
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Goldstein Auditorium
How much: $3 students, $7 public

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by daniel bortz

streisand denounces 
McCain in blog and show
Among a number of celebri-
ties that identify themselves 
as political activists is Barbara 
Streisand. The 66-year-old 
American singer and actress 
continually posts to her blog, 
only now her most recent post 
attacks Sen. John McCain. “I 
believe John McCain chose 
Gov. Palin because he truly 
believes that women who 
supported Hillary — an experi-
enced, brilliant, life-long public 
servant — would vote for him 
because his Vice President has 
two x chromosomes,” her blog 
reads. “McCain’s selection of 
Governor Palin is a transparent 
and irresponsible decision all 
in the name of trying to win 
this election.” The Hollywood 
icon showed her support for 
Obama by performing Tuesday 
night at a Democratic Party’s 
fundraiser in Beverly Hills, 
Calif.

suicide bomber, 
militants damage u.s. 
Embassy in yemen
Disguised as U.S. soldiers, a 
group of Muslim extremists 
attacked the U.S. Embassy in 
Yemen Wednesday, killing 16 
people, including six of the 
militants themselves. Armed 
with rocket-propelled grenades 
and at least one car equipped 
with explosives, the militants 
approached the compound at 
9:15 a.m. wearing camouflage 
clothes. No U.S. agents or offi-
cials were killed or wounded, 
government officials said. The 
attack — just one of many that 
have recently taken place in 
the poor south Arabian coun-
try — came during Ramadan, 
the holy month of the year 
observed by those of the 
Muslim faith. Some Embassy 
officials called the attack the 
work of Al-Qaeda or the work 
of those allied with the extrem-
ist Sunni Islamic group that 
executed the Sept. 11 attacks 
on the World Trade Center. 
The attack serves as the most 
recent in a long line of attacks 
taken place in the region.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

w E aT h E r

today tomorrow Saturday

H61| L38 H74| L52H67| L49  

T o M o r r o w 
only on dailyorange.com

n e w s

week in review
The Daily Orange recaps this 
week’s news stories in photos. 
 
 
p u l p

on the fringe
The Daily Orange speaks with the 
writers of FOX’s series, “Fringe.” 

 
 
s p o r t s 

sizing up Northeastern
A 12-page guide to preview SU 
football’s homecoming game.

s p o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 19  
vs. Louisville 
@ 2 p.m., J.S. Coyne 
Stadium 
 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 29 
vs. St. John’s 
@ 6 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 19 
vs. Marquette 
@ 8 p.m., Milwaukee,  
Wis. 
 

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Princeton 
@ 1 p.m., Hamilton,  
N.Y. 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Northeastern 
@ 3:30 p.m., Carrier  
Dome

VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20  
vs. Collgate 
@ 5 p.m., Hamilton,  
N.Y.

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Jimi Hendrix,
1970

American 
rock legend 

dies in  
London 
at 27 

years old 

Old gray lady,
1851
The 

New York 
Times 

prints its 
first 

edition

Freedom,
1810
Chile 

declares its 
full 

independence 
from 
Spain

Washington,
1793
First 

president 
lays 

foundation 
stone for 

U.S. Capitol

“I find it funny everyone’s 
complaining about it. I personally 
like it. I think it’s more organized.”

  Tim Patch
JUNIOR INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAJOR

“I hate it. I don’t need everything 
I do to show up on my wall. It 
sucks that it’s set up like that.”

  Clarissa Hamlin
SENIOR ENGLISH AND TEXTUAL STUDIES MAJOR

p E r s p E C T I V E s
compiled by maria qualtere

How do you feel about 
the new Facebook?

“I don’t like it at all. It didn’t even 
cross my mind to look for all the 
things in different locations.”

  Matt Kramer
SOPHOMORE TELEVISION, RADIO AND FILM MAJOR

“I think it’s a lot slower than the old 
one, with a lot of unnecessary extras.”

  
Mary Kate Gannon

SOPHOMORE PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR 

“It’s confusing. I just don’t like it 
at all. I’m used to the old one. ”

  
Hannah Chan

FRESHMAN PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJOR

“I hear the set up is different, but 
I don’t have a Facebook. I think 
they’re confusing and addicting.”

  Lorraine Adu-Krow
FRESHMAN IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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b e y o n d  t h e 
h i l l  b r i e f s

panel to discuss future of journalism, free press

dave miller | contributing photographer

battle royale
Kurt Conner of the band Excuse Me Gunman competed Wednesday night against three other bands at the Music and Entertainment 
Industry Student Association Battle of the Bands. Freshman Jeff Warner opened the event, followed by the experimental group Native 
Informant, rock band Excuse Me Gunman, Troop K and soloist and winner of the event Erica Scarano. More than 100 students attended 
the event, topping last year’s attendance. See page 13

By Megan Hess
STAFF WrITEr

There are 45 words etched in letters 
six feet high on the glass windows 
of Newhouse III. Flags have been 
burned and journalists have been 
jailed because of personal interpre-
tations of these words. Tonight, the 
First Amendment will bring stu-
dents, faculty and field professionals 
together to discuss the future of the 
press.

 The S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications and the 
National Press Club will host a panel 
discussion as part of a public educa-
tion campaign to honor the NPC’s 
centennial year at 6 p.m. in the Joyce 
Hergenhan Auditorium. 

 “What Good is the Press?: Exam-
ining the First Amendment, Free-
dom of the Press and the Future 
of Journalism” promises to spark 
lively discussion about the digital 

age and instill passion about free 
speech principles.

 The night will begin with a docu-
mentary on the history of American 
journalism through the lens of the 
NPC, the world’s leading profession-
al organization for journalists. The 
focus will then shift to a panel dis-
cussion that will end with questions 
from the audience. According to the 
NPC’s Web site, the panel draws from 
“top management people” and lead-
ing reporters in print, broadcast, 
Internet and academia.

 This is the first time the NPC is 
taking its programs across the nation 
to explore where the journalism pro-
fession is heading, said Gil Klein, the 
panel moderator. Klein, director of 
the NPC’s Centennial Project, hopes 
students will take away an optimism 
that they can — and should — take 
part in the transformation of news 
media.

 “(Journalism students) are com-
ing through on the ground floor at 
just the right time to get involved,” 
Klein said.

 Tonight’s panelists will include 
Neill Borowski, managing editor at 
Rochester’s Democrat and Chroni-
cle; Aileen Gallagher, associate edi-
tor/online at New York magazine; 
Bill Carey, senior reporter and field 
anchor at News 10 Now; and Char-
lotte Grimes, Knight Chair in Politi-
cal Reporting at Newhouse. 

 “It’s important to clarify, cherish 
and teach passionately and richly 
the values of good journalism,” said 
Grimes, the forum’s organizer. “We 
live in an environment of gossip and 
rumor that is empowered by the 
digital age. We need to harness other 
marvelous technology to account for 
our government, shape our society 
and stop blurring the line between 
news and infotainment.”

 Last year, Newhouse kicked off 
a yearlong celebration of the First 
Amendment with speakers, includ-
ing U.S. Supreme Court Chief 
Justice John G. Roberts and sports 
broadcaster Bob Costas, a Syracuse 
University alumnus. Forums, film 
festivals and workshops portrayed 
the press as a marketplace of ideas 
that must be kept unfettered.

 “The First Amendment is cen-
tral to a good democracy and a good 
university education,” Grimes said. 
“It’s what we teach and practice at 
Newhouse and across this campus.”

mehess@syr.edu

if you go:
What: “What Good is the Press?” 
discussion 
Where: Joyce Hergenhan Audito-
rium, Newhouse III
When: Tonight, 6 p.m.
How much: Free

Committee investigates 
academic treatment 
of student athletes
The Athletic Department’s advising 
practices for student athletes at the 
University of Michigan were called 
into question nearly six months 
ago, and now a committee has been 
formed to investigate the depart-
ment’s procedures. Ann Arbor News 
released a report last March that 
identified certain University of Mich-
igan courses as giving potentially 
unfair treatment to student athletes. 
The Senate Advisory Committee on 
University Affairs has created a task 
force composed of five professors 
spanning multiple academic disci-
plines. The professors will launch 
an investigation this semester into 
a number of classes  —  such as 
independent study courses  — in 
which athletes pass with minimal 
difficulty. The group will deliver a 
formal report to the advisory com-
mittee this winter.
Source: The Michigan Daily, University of Michigan

graduate student auctioning 
off her virginity
A graduate student at Sacramento 
State announced on Howard Stern’s 
radio show she was selling her vir-
ginity to the highest bidder. The 
22-year-old student has been work-
ing with Dennis Hof, owner of the 
Nevada brothel Moonlite Bunny 
Ranch, to publicize her initiative. 
After just two weeks since she 
announced the auction Sept. 9, the 
student has been sent hundreds of 
offers and the bidding has reached 
$275,000.

Source: The State Hornet, California State  
University, Sacramento

Miami student bikes 
1,450 miles to school
Freshman Jamshed Jehangir decid-
ed to forego an easy plane ticket 
or car ride down to the Univer-
sity of Miami for the start of fall 
semester. Instead, he chose to bike 
the route from his home in Down-
ers Grove, Ill., to campus. The 
trip was a 1,450 mile journey that 
took 17 days to complete. To prepare 
for it, Jehangir biked 400 miles to 
Michigan to visit family members. 
Jehangir started bicycling for the 
first time this summer.

Source: The Miami Hurricane, University of Miami

student sues 
university and wins 
A University of Delaware student 
won a lawsuit against the school 
Sept. 4, a year after the complaint 
was filed. Maciej Murakowski, a 
senior, believed his First Amend-

see briefs page 7

n e w h o u s e
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Former Newhouse dean to 
host on-campus TV taping

By Madison Schmakel
Staff writer

A television show hosted by David Rubin, 
former dean of the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications, will tape Friday 
for the first time in front of a live audience at 
Syracuse University.

 WCNY-TV’s “Ivory Tower Half Hour” is 
usually taped at WCNY’s studio. The roundta-
ble discussion facilitated by Rubin will begin 
at 9 a.m. in the Joyce Hergenhan Auditorium 
in Newhouse III. After the show, the panelists 
and Rubin will answer questions from the 
audience.

 The program, which airs every Friday 
at 8 p.m., updates Central New Yorkers on 
current events at the local, state, federal and 
international levels. A panel composed of six 
professors and deans from various New York 
universities will discuss and debate issues 
like the presidential race and the Carousel 
Center’s Destiny USA project.

 “The purpose of the show is to bring to 
television the voices of Central New York 
professors,” Rubin said. “So that we don’t just 
have a Washington-based national perspec-
tive.” 

 The panel includes faculty from SU, Col-

gate University, the State University of New 
York at Cortland, Cazenovia College and 
Onondaga Community College.

 Kristi Anderson, a political science pro-
fessor, and Lisa Dolak, former associate dean 
and professor at SU’s College of Law, appear 
on the panel each week. Public communica-
tions professor Barbara Fought serves as the 
show’s guest host when Rubin travels.

 “What I think is very interesting and 
distinguishes this show from other cable 
news shows is our panelists are not always 
predictable,” Dolak said. “I think that is a 
helpful sign of people being really thoughtful 
about these issues. It’s not that any of us are 
there to advance an agenda. We are there to 
thoughtfully present our opinions.”

 Rubin said Friday’s live audience at New-
house will provide a different opportunity 
for the panel. He’s been in touch with several 
alumni who plan to attend the taping, he said.

 “Here, once we’re done with the taping, 
we can interact with the audience, which we 
intend to do,” Rubin said. “If people want to 
ask questions about what we said or challenge 
us, they can. Those are the things that make 
this fun.”

mmschmak@syr.edu

comment on stories at dailyorange.com

dailyorange.com
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I love fried chicken. Kentucky Fried 
Chicken might just be my home away 
from home. So, when I see People for 
the Ethical Treatment of Animals on 
the Quad asking me to sign a petition 
to ban KFC from the campus, I ask 
myself, why would anyone do such a 
ludicrous thing? You’re going to shut 
down my home! Now, I didn’t have the 
time nor care to actually talk to these 
people, but I think it’s important for us 
to address a few issues here.

 Not many people want to see a 
bunch of protesters talking about 
banning KFC on their way to class. 
I’m not a statistics major, but the fact 
that most people pass by and say, “No 
thanks,” means PETA should take 
a hint. I mean, I hate fruits and veg-

etables but I don’t go around carrying 
signs that say “Death to the banana” 
(though this would make a good slogan 
for a feminist rally.)

PETA’s goal is to stop the unethical 
treatment of animals. But when does 
an animal become so tiny that people 
don’t really care about its life? Most 
people don’t mind the fact that lab rats 
are experimented with to grow extra 
legs or become blind. Moreover, people 
step on ants all the time without a 
blink of an eye. 

Despite its small size, an ant is a 
living creature no more or less than 
a human, and yet I see people killing 
ants without going to jail. So, when 
PETA is out walking and squawking 
about chickens, they are slaughtering 

hundreds of ants on the sidewalk. 
Monday, I counted eight ants mur-
dered per hour. Stop talking about 
treating chickens poorly, and bring an 
end to the innocent ant massacre.

There are too many people telling 
us what to do on this campus. “Praise 
Jesus or go to hell,” “Stop eating chick-
ens,” “Do your homework,” “Flush the 
toilet!” It’s enough already. Get a job. 
Go play basketball. Just stop pressing 
your ideals on us because the only 
people you’re getting support from are 
the people who already support you. 

As Jim Gaffigan once said, “I love 
animals; I just like eating them more. 
Fun to pet, better to chew.” 

Brian Weinreich
JUNIOR, THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
Pesky PETA

S C R I B B L E

Fill this space with 
your opinion. 

Write for The D.O.

E-mail opinion@dailyorange.com
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memory.”
 Tents for registration, balloons and differ-

ent organizations were pitched around Clinton 
Square. The Dinosaurs, a local rock band, per-

formed on stage during the walk. SU had its own 
tent with raffle prizes donated by the University 
Bookstore and free pizza and water for walkers.

 Raffle prizes included jerseys with Ernie 
Davis’ number 44. The premiere of “The Express,” 
a movie based on Davis’ life, was held downtown 
last Friday. Davis died from leukemia at age 23.

 Barbara Stivenson, an administrative spe-

cialist at the Mary Ann Shaw Center for Public 
and Community Service, has spearheaded SU 
involvement with the walk for the last seven 
years.

 She became involved with Light the Night 
after she witnessed her co-worker’s struggle.

 “I think the biggest thing I learned is that you 
can’t control life, and it’s too precious to let it slip 

away either,” Stivenson said. “We don’t know how 
long we will be healthy in this world.”

 The event is more than just raising money for 
the cure: it’s about raising awareness, Stivenson 
said. 

 “This is my guidance for the students at SU 
to gain awareness and understanding,” she said. 
“You need to be able to understand it, and don’t be 
scared of it because we have to conquer it.”

 Also walking was Dorie Kocan, an SU employ-
ee in the dining hall at Schine Student Center, 
whose daughter lost her husband to leukemia.

 “Hope brings about how much is out there,” 
Kocan said. “And how much we can do as a com-
munity.”

 The “Honored Hero” of the night was 8-year-
old Greg Skilinski. He was diagnosed with leu-
kemia at the age of 7 and is still undergoing 
treatment. 

 He put his handprint on the Hope On Wheels 
car, which will be donated to a local oncology 
pediatric center. Greg’s father, John Skilinski, 
said Greg thought it was a neat idea when they 
first got to the walk.

 Before the beginning of the walk, Greg’s sis-
ter read a poem on stage, expressing her struggle 
with her younger brother’s disease. Her family 
then led the two-mile walk.

 Alexis Lian, a sophomore in The College of 
Arts and Sciences, said her father has a form of 
leukemia.

 “It’s pretty amazing how many people are 
here,” she said. “There are people for 10 blocks.”

 Another SU student was happy to see familiar 
faces from campus.

 “It’s a really cool thing when you see people 
from Syracuse coming together,” said Amanda 
Giger, a senior broadcast journalism major who 
said she felt personally affected by the walk. 
“There are a lot of people who came down from 
the Hill to be here tonight.”

carobe04@syr.edu
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ment rights were violated when the university 
prohibited him from writing on his personal 
Web site while on the university server. In 
May 2007, approximately three days after the 
Virginia Tech shooting, he was suspended 
from classes and banned from campus, accord-
ing to the university newspaper’s Web site. 
Murakowski’s Web site had three complaints 
since 2005, mostly in relation to obscene and 
violent stories and articles.

Source: The Review, University of Delaware 

E. coli break out at Michigan 
State University 

Ten Michigan State University students were 
treated for similar symptoms of E. coli. As of Tues-
day, seven students were still receiving care at the 
local hospital. The county is investigating where 
and what the students ate previously to showing 
signs of symptoms. The strain of the bacteria that 
the students were diagnosed with is caused by 
undercooked ground beef and can also be trans-
ferred by water. This particular strain affects more 
than 70,000 Americans each year, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Source: The State News, Michigan State University 
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First Year Players supports...

Sammy Kanter
For

Homecoming King!
Vote for Sammy at http://homecomingcourt.syr.edu/

All SU/ESF students, faculty, and alumni with an SU ID are eligible to vote.

Now- Friday at Noon!
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SU Abroad 
Information Sessions

Learn more about studying abroad at one of SU’s seven 
international centers. Semester, full-year, and summer 
options are available, and most financial aid will transfer.

Beijing, China
Wednesday, 9/17 • 3:00 pm

SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Hong Kong, China
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London, England
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Schine 304A

Santiago, Chile
Monday, 9/22 • 3:00 pm

Maxwell Auditorium

Madrid, Spain
Tuesday, 9/23 • 3:00 pm

Schine 228B

Florence, Italy
Wednesday, 9/24 • 3:00 pm

Hall of Languages 500

Strasbourg, France
Thursday, 9/25 • 3:00 pm

Shaffer 121

106 Walnut Place  Syracuse, NY 13244  /  315.443.3471  /  suabroad.syr.edu
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Dining hall waste converted to 
cleaner fuel for campus cars

By Abram Brown
Staff Writer 

T
wo researchers from the State University 
of New York College of Environmental Sci-
ence and Forestry are going to start produc-
ing biodiesel fuel from dining hall waste on 
a large scale. 

 Michael Kelleher and Neal Abrams were awarded 
the Enititaive grant that funds the operation earlier 
this month. The Green Energy Cooperative is a proj-
ect that will include a team of students from ESF and 
The Martin J. Whitman School of Management. 

 “The project brings students together to find an 
innovative solution,” said Stacey Keefe, executive 
director of the Enititative. “After graduation, these 
students will find innovative, responsible solutions to 
today’s issues.”

 The grant is part of a larger award given to 
Syracuse University by the Ewing Marion Kauffman 
Foundation, based in Kansas City, Mo. Totaling $3 
million, it is a five-year initiative aimed at encour-
aging community improvement, according to the 
foundation’s Web site. 

 Sponsoring 53 different projects in the Syracuse 
community, the Enitiative grant will give $20,000 to 
begin the Green Energy Cooperative, said Kelleher, 
director of renewable energy systems at ESF. 

 The program will utilize a set process to produce 
the biodiesel fuel, Kelleher said. Students will gather 
used vegetable oil from dining halls on campus, which 
will then be brought to the biodiesel reactor on the 
ESF campus. Finally, through a laboratory process, 
the oil will be turned into clean, biodiesel fuel. It is 
this fuel that will power SU diesel vehicles. 

 The business portion of the project deals with the 
sale of the freshly made fuel. Whitman students will 
negotiate and sell the fuel to SU and ESF, and any 
profits from the sale of the fuel will be reinvested in 
other sustainability projects. 

 The exact costs of the process have not yet been 
determined, Kelleher said. 

 Kelleher and Abrams have experimented with the 
waste-to-fuel process in the past but only produced 
small amounts of the fuel, Kelleher said. Now the addi-
tional funding will allow for a much larger operation, 
he said. 

 “These are investments in our future,” Kelleher 
said. “We have to live more compatibly with our envi-
ronment.” 

adbrow03@syr.edu

photo illustration by ben addonizio | photo editor
researchers at eSf were recently awarded a grant, allowing them to produce a greater amount of biodiesel fuel from 
dining hall waste. the project, called the Green energy Cooperative, is one of 53 programs funded by the grant.

Greengas
every thursday in the daily orange
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the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

the human condition by michael scialdone | mjsciald@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

i’m so fresh by justin mckeon | jmkeon@syr.edu

open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com
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 thirsty thursday
Green Monsta ale
7.3 percent alc/vol
Wachusett Brewing Company, Inc., 
Westminster, Mass.
$9 per 6 pack

With two significant losses by the New Eng-
land Patriots — its star quarterback and the 
Super Bowl — in the last two games, most 
Massholes are turning their sights back to 
baseball, and undoubtedly, alcohol. Green 
Monsta Ale may be a syrup of sorrow for 
Boston fans, but regardless of your sports 
affiliations, Monsta delivers a full-bodied 
taste for a respectable price. Monsta Ale 
pours golden brown with an understated 
aroma leaving a thick white lace above it. 
Belgium malts and English hops give it a 
heavy, but balanced mouthfeel and complex 
taste. It finished salty, but remains a great 
beer to watch a game with, no matter who 
you’re rooting for.

He’Brew MessiaH Bold
5.6 percent alc/vol
Shmaltz Brewing Company, Sara-
toga Springs, N.Y.
$10 per 6 pack

Look out Manischewitz because a new 
kosher kid has stepped onto the block in 
the form of He’Brew Messiah Bold. The 
self-proclaimed “Chosen Beer,” He’Brew pro-
fesses to be Rabbi-approved and kosher with 
the strictest of Orthodox standards. Pouring 
darker than the day before creation, He’Brew 
will disappoint those looking for a heavy 
brown ale. He’Brew tastes watery — rely-
ing too much on strong roasted malts and 
completely neglecting hops. Much like any 
beer, He’Brew Messiah Bold can take you to 
the promise land, but surviving 40 days and 
nights on this alone might be a biblical task. 

suMMer weizen ale
5 percent alc/vol
Smuttynose Brewing Company, 
Portsmouth, N.H.
$8 per 6 pack
2 ½ of 4 Mugs

With fall creeping in and the memories of sum-
mer slowly being buried by essays and tests, 
Smuttynose’s Summer Weizen Ale is a final 
throwback to happier days. As breweries begin 
pushing out heavier pumpkin and spice-laced 
brews, some sunny days can still call for lighter 
drinking fare. Summer Weizen Ale’s cloudy, 
golden appearance invites drinkers in for a 
taste that both warms and refreshes. A perfect 
beer to enjoy the changing of the seasons, 
Summer Weizen Ale is worth a try if you can 
track down some of the few remaining cases.

— Chris Curran, staff writer

cjcurr01@syr.edu

dailyorange.com
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Wes Milillo
Contributing Writer

“Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” is a dra-
matic reflection and critique on the 
societal values that makes a person 
not only look upon himself, but also 
stop to think about how our society 
and values have changed over the 

past century. 
 The 

play is a 
poignant, 
entertaining 
view of one 
man’s hopes 
and aspira-
tions that 
people in the 

audience can readily relate to. The 
cast, who portrays musicians in 
1927 Chicago, captures the essence 
of societal oppression and all that it 
entails. They mix emotional scenes 
of talented drama, with effervescent 
ones of anecdotal comedy.

 The stage at first view is a well 
designed, intriguing portrayal of a 
three-story music studio from the 
1920s. It leaves no detail out — from 
the wear on the wooden benches, to 
the early style microphones set in the 
middle of the stage. 

 With the front few rows removed, 
the play more accurately depicts 
the basement of a music studio, 
with the stage posing as the ground 
floor. Sitting far away, one can truly 
understand and appreciate the design 
of the stage as it is a more practical 
representation of the music studio.

 At the start of the show, two men 
appear, arguing about Ma Rainey 
(Ebony Jo-Ann), a famous, black 
female singer who has made gained 
prominence as a blues performer. 

 Irvin (Kenny Morris) is Ma’s 
manager, excellently portrayed as 
a neurotic, nervous sycophant who 
is constantly under pressure from 
his boss. Sturdyvant. John Ottavino 
delivered a stoic, straightforward 
performance in that role.

 The pair’s love-hate chemistry 
can be felt from the moment they 
walk into the light. Morris provides 
a supportive, yet paradoxical look at 
the way blacks and whites interact at 
that time. He’s constantly being put 
down by Ma Rainey, with her cold, 
pompous indifference toward not 
only Morris, but toward everyone she 
comes into contact with. That dynam-
ic stands out constantly throughout 
the show.

 After gaining an understanding 
of who Ma Rainey is and how she 
behaves, the audience is introduced to 

By Rebekah Jones
Asst. FeAture editor

S tudents who weren’t at this year’s 
Battle of the Bands missed out on 
quite a show.

Rock, reggae, solo acoustic and 
piano performances brought in a much 
larger crowd than last year’s event – more 
than 100 students in all. 

 The Music and Entertainment Industry 
Student Association (MEISA) hosted the 
event, which was held at Schine Under-
ground Wednesday night. The winner, 
sophomore music industry major Erica 
Scarano, won the opportunity to open for 
MEISA’s Spring 2009 concert.

 The show started off rough with a try-
ing performance by Jeff Warner. Warner, 
a freshman in The College of Arts and 
Sciences, didn’t get much love from the 
crowd for his Dashboard Confessional-

like sound, but the three songs he per-
formed were a smooth beginning for what 
was to come.

 Three-week-old reggae group Native 
Informant took the stage second. 

 With a totally different sound than 
Warner’s slow acoustic, the jazzy, upbeat 
all-sophomore band captivated the audi-
ence in the Underground. 

 Native Informant’s eight musicians 
tuned their unconventional instruments 
for their performances long before Warner 
took the stage. 

 The performance wasn’t quite what the 
crowd anticipated — with no singer or lyr-
ics and an ensemble complete with a flutist, 
trumpeter, trombonist and keyboardist. 
But once saxophonist Michael McNeill-
Martinez broke into his solo, the crowd 
cheered and clapped enthusiastically for 

t h u r s d ay
september 18, 2008

Solid acting 
drives ‘Ma 
Rainey’ to 
success

see review page 16

see battle page 14

Student 
bands draw 
in, pump 
crowd at 
Battle of 

the Bands

IF YOU GO
What: Ma rainey’s 
black bottom
Where: syracuse 
stage
When: through 
october 4
How much: $21 - 
$45

david miller | contributing photographer
Kevin Kearns walked into the audience during 
his performance with band excuse Me gunman.

ROCK  
OFF

david miller | contributing photographer
erica scarano won first place at this year’s battle of the bands, hosted by the Music and entertainment industry student 
Association.
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the first time during the night.
 “They’re very clean; I could just roll with the 

music,” said Wyatt Wolfram, a senior economics 
major and guitarist for the band Excuse Me 
Gunman, a competitor at Battle of the Bands. 
“It’s amazing that they’ve only been together for 
three weeks.”

 Excuse Me Gunman played third and 
brought a new energy to the night.

 Lead singer Scott Hunter, a senior televi-
sion, radio and film major, rocked the stage, 
bringing the audience in as he walked into the 
crowd during his second song. 

 Battle of the Bands was Excuse Me Gun-
man’s first performance since December 2007, 
and the group’s first show with its new lead 
singer. The grunge style shifted the chill mood 
left from Native Informant to a loud and intense 
one. 

 “We’re obviously here because we want to 
play,” Hunter said. “But we want to win.”

 It was solo artist Scarano who would take 
home the first place prize. Scarano started her 
performance a bit out of key, but made up for it 
with her final songs, which were both acoustic 
guitar and piano solos. 

 “My first song sounded like s***,” Scarano 
said to a friend after the show. “I didn’t expect 
to win because I didn’t think a solo artist could 
win Battle of the Bands.”

 Scarano’s final song, titled “Boys are Crazy,” 
that she wrote about her roommate’s inability 
to connect with a guy, stole the crowd and the 
judges.

 “She moved her audience; they were com-
pletely engaged,” said Nicole Milano, a sopho-
more music industry major and judge for the 
event. “It was original — it had a lot of herself in 

it, and that’s what made it so special.”
 Judges Teddi Lopez and Amy Zubieta 

agreed that Scarano’s clarity of pitch, musi-
cality, originality and stage presence war-
ranted first place. 

 Ethan Rothschild, MEISA president and 
guitarist of the band Troop K, disagreed with 
the judges’ decision.

 “I think the horn-band (Native Informant) 
should win,” Rothschild said before the judges 
delivered their decision.

 Wolfram agreed, suggesting that the all-
female judging panel was partial to the music 
written about relationships with men gone 
wrong. 

 “I didn’t get to see as much of her (Scarano) 
set as I would have liked,” Wolfram said. “It’s 
possible that it wasn’t really fair, but she was 
pretty good.”

 Most of the audience left before the winner 
was announced, so this year’s Battle of the 
Bands wasn’t just about the battle for many 
audience members. 

 Troop K performed during the middle of the 
night, but not as competitors. Since Rothschild 
is president of MEISA, his band was not allowed 
to compete for the title. 

 Covering The Foo Fighters’ “Learn to Fly,” 
along with some of its own songs, Troop K got 
more attention than any band preceding or 
following the group. The clean-rock style got 
audience members on their feet, close to the 
stage and rocking out. 

 After Troop K finished, fans shouted “one 
more song” toward the stage. 

 Though the audience didn’t get that addi-
tional song, the night was full of a diverse and 
engaging selection of music. 

 “This is a jumping-off point for our band,” 
Rothschild said. “We just came to play, and the 
entire night was awesome.”

rdjone03@syr.edu
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I have lived in Syracuse my entire life. 
Actually, I have lived near Syracuse 

my entire life. The difference is that 
where I lived before, we pretty much consid-
ered it a crime spree if a cow got tipped over 
two nights in a row. (That’s not something to 
be taken lightly; the gross domestic product 
of South Onondaga dropped by at least 10 
percent that week.)

This is not the only challenge I was faced 
with when I came to school. I was also confront-
ed with the age-old question that has plagued 
college students for years: beer or food? Inevita-
bly this question will find you sitting down at a 
table with the food pyramid trying to figure out 
how many sections you can fill with beer.

“Let’s see, bread and grains — well, it is a 
wheat ale. Check.”

These are not the only things that have 
changed since I moved. For example, I have 
no proof, but evidence has led me to believe 
that socks are planning a coup. I have arrived 
at this conclusion after years of careful study 
in which socks have emerged in places that I 
certainly did not leave them. 

The other day, I found one in the refrigera-
tor. This was most likely a scout sent to dis-
cover human dietary needs. Judging by the 
refrigerator in my house, these needs mainly 
consist of beer, pizza and a jar of mayonnaise 
that expired in 2005. Every once in a while 
you may find a vegetable; this is a red herring 
to throw the socks off the trail.

And unfortunately, I live with two girls 
who don’t buy packs of socks so much as small 
herds of them. But luckily we have a dryer, 
the natural predator of the sock, to keep this 
dangerous population in check.

We’ve made several other wise moves to pro-
tect our property and ourselves. For example, 
instead of investing our money in a savings 
account, we have elected to exchange it for 
empty beer cans and bottles scattered across 
the house. The biggest problem with this plan 
thus far has been that they don’t come empty; 
this has taken hard work on our part to fix. 

We’ve also read several studies linking 
unsanitary conditions to increased likelihood 
of becoming ill. But my roommate wisely 
pointed out the old adage that what doesn’t 
kill you makes you stronger, and that in 
these troubled times of biological and chemi-
cal scares, our immune systems need to be 
hardened to these threats. The results have 
been spectacular. At this point, my immune 
system can basically laugh off anthrax. Of 
course, we lost a couple of roommates during 
this process (may they rest in peace), but it’s a 
small price to pay for good health.

Despite all of our plans, however, some-
times a situation comes up for which we are 
ill prepared. Here I am referring to the bug 
situation. Anybody who has ever lived with a 
girl has had a “bug situation.” 

For the rest of you lucky souls, I’ll elabo-
rate. As you may have guessed, a bug got into 

our house. Admittedly, this bug did not 
resemble anything I had ever seen. It had 10 
legs, wings and what appeared to be a stinger. 
My lack of recognition didn’t particularly 
shock me; we live near Onondaga Lake. New 
species are bound to emerge. Frankly, I’m 
more shocked that nobody has developed 
superpowers yet than that we had an uniden-
tified bug in our living room.

This bug was not bothering anyone. He 
was merely sitting on the ceiling, thinking 
tiny little bug-like thoughts. But that didn’t 
matter. Naturally, the girls wanted him dead. 
This bug could have cured cancer. These girls 
would rather endure chemo than allow this 
poor creature to live.

However, no matter how much the girls 

want the bug dead, they will have no part 
in the killing. If there is not somebody else 
around to do this killing, the girls will run 
away and wait. If this means locking them-
selves in their room and surviving on paper 
and various body butters until somebody 
arrives, they will make this sacrifice.

So my roommate and I armed ourselves 
with the traditional weapons of the bug war-
rior: brooms. It wasn’t pretty, but in the end 
I’m proud to report that we triumphed. 

I just hope I never get sick. 
Holden Fenner is a junior at the School of 

Information Studies.  If he were running for 
president, he would pledge to bring the old 

facebook back (by force, if necessary).  How’s 
that for grassroots Internet campaigning?  

He can be reached at htfenner@syr.edu.
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Girls, bugs and other things that drive men crazy
H o l d e n  f e n n e r

is this gonna be a long story?
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the backup band. The band is composed of four 
talented actors who delineate the struggles of 
being a black American at that time, and shares 
moments of laughter, heartache, suspense and wit 
with the audience. 

 The main character, Levee, played by 
Warner Miller, makes a strong Syracuse 
Stage debut. His dynamic performance as the 
young musician with big dreams and even 
bigger setbacks causes the audience not only 
to sympathize with him, but in some ways 
relate to him. 

 His most gut-wrenching scene comes during 
a soliloquy in which he describes his haunted 
past before the end of the first act. This tale of 
the violence he was exposed to as a young child 
leaves him shouting to the heavens, viciously 
waving a knife towards the gods.

  He and the rest of the backup band provide 
morose, yet important chronicles that are 
often interjected with comedic interludes 
that make the show all the more enjoyable. At 
certain parts, some of the stories seem to drag 
on, but they soon pick up and further advance 

the forceful exposé of black history and black 
presence. For the majority of the time, the black 
musicians spend their time conversing and 
philosophizing in the basement of the studio 
which represents their low status in society 
as the white men look down from above in the 
third floor sound booth. 

 When asked to review the show, Rob Flower, 
a professor of philosophy at LeMoyne College 
referred to the show as “delightful, grand 
production” and said that “although there is 
humor, there is a certain dark aspect to it.” 

 “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” is a deep, criti-
cal look at, not only the social conditions of 1927 
for struggling black men, but also a fabulous 
look at human nature and the values we place 
in different aspects such as religion, money 
and equality. The tableau scenes found in this 
show are well executed and aid in the process of 
creating a flow to the production. 

 Overall, Bond’s cast gives a wonderfully 
seasoned, dramatic performance that leaves the 
audience with deep feelings of profound moral 
quandaries. This exciting and highly compel-
ling piece of theatre left people not only stunned 
at the end, but also standing up during the final 
curtain call.

wmmilill@syr.edu

Want to write for feature?
E-mail pulp@dailyorange.com
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BURNED
Despite an A-list cast, “Burn After Reading” falls short in plot and direction

S P L I C E

By Daniel Bortz
ASST. COPY EDITOR 

A successful movie requires more 
than just a collection of Hol-
lywood heavyweights to succeed. 
Take “Burn After Reading,” for 

example. The new offbeat comedy from 
Academy Award-winners Ethan and Joel 
Coen stars fellow Oscar-winner George 
Clooney and nominees John Malkovich 
and Brad Pitt. A surefi re success, right? 

 Unfortunately, given a mediocre plot 
and an over-the-top screenplay, these 
talented actors fall f lat on screen, even 
under the direction of the Coens. They 
deliver the best performances they 
can — they’re just not good enough to 
salvage what they have been handed by 
the directors. 

 To save the fi lm, which was selected 
to premiere on opening night for the 2008 
Venice International Film Festival on 
Aug. 27, the cast would have had to change 
a number of lines in order for them to 
play characters interesting and engaging 
enough to satisfy the audience.

 The fi rst scene contrasts the all-
seriousness of the Central Intelligence 
Agency with the drop of the f-bomb, fol-
lowed by more expletives and heads of the 
CIA cracking jokes about alcoholism and 
religious stereotypes.

 Though this sets the tone for the rest 
of the fi lm, the crude humor possesses no 
support from the plot to keep moviegoers 
hooked for the full hour and a half. 

 Malkovich plays Osborne Cox, a CIA 
analyst who has just been fi red in part 
due to his drinking problem. He returns 
home and tells his wife Katie (Tilda 
Swinton) he quit because he wanted time 
to focus on writing his memoir.

 But when Cox’s memoir falls into the 
hands of Linda Litzke (Frances McDormand) 
and Chad Feldheimer (Brad Pitt), dimwitted 
gym employees, the two try to blackmail 
Cox by passing his memoir off as “classifi ed 
information” to the Russian embassy.

 Unfortunately for Feldheimer and 
Litzke, the document they possess is 
hardly top secret and their efforts to sell 
the memoir fail miserably.

 Harry Pfarrer (George Clooney) 
comes into play when he starts a relation-
ship with Litzke while, at the same time, 
having an affair with Cox’s wife.

 The plot is composed of one stunt after 

the next, each in an attempt to create 
some form of irony and sadistic humor 
that never fully manifests.

 While the fi lm does manage to draw 
a few laughs for its quirky humor and 
screwball comedy, “Burn After Reading” 
paints a terribly narrow picture of its 
characters. Every character appears rath-
er fl at — something uncharacteristic of 
earlier Coen hits like “The Big Lebowski” 
and “The Man Who Wasn’t There.”

 Employing all character “types,” with 
no dynamic ones to provide balance, the 
Coen brothers trap the audience with 
similar, predictable lines being delivered 
by each cast member throughout the fi lm.

 Take Litzke for example. She’s a middle-
aged, hypercritical woman who feels she 
needs some plastic surgery — four separate 
surgeries, to be exact — to fi x what’s wrong 
with her life. Her lack of confi dence fuels 
her desire to blackmail Cox and get money 
to pay for the surgeries.

 This motive dictates Litzke’s dialogue 
from start to fi nish and prevents the audi-
ence from being able to connect with her 
character past this superfi cial level.

 Such is the case with Pitt’s character. 
Feldheimer functions as the epitome of 
the thickheaded physical trainer whose 
only concern is whether he’s consumed 
enough protein for the day. Pitt does a 
pretty standup job of playing the dunce.

 Pitt and Clooney together deliver 
some amusing lines, like Clooney’s motto: 
“Live dangerously. You can’t always wear 
a condom, right?”

 Yes, it’s an entertaining maxim. But 
hearing the same type of comedy repeated 
again and again from Pfarrer leaves the 
audience drained and lethargic.

 In “Burn After Reading,” the Coens 
attempt to craft another clever dark 
comedy with the popularity of “The Big 
Lebowski” but the fi lm misses the mark 
by a long shot.

dsbortz@syr.edu

every thursday in pulp

“BURN AFTER READING”
Directed by: Joel and Ethan Coen
Starring: George Clooney, John 
Malkovich, Brad Pitt
Reminds us of: “The Man Who Knew 
Too Little,” for its offbeat humor and 
parody-like qualities.
Rating: ★   ★ ✩✩✩

SOURCE: Cinemablend.com
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Oher emerges 
from chaotic 
childhood 

AssociAted press top 25
1. USC (2-0)
2. Oklahoma (3-0)
3. Georgia (3-0)
4. Florida (2-0)
5. Missouri (3-0)
6. LSU (2-0)
7. Texas (2-0)
8. Wisconsin (3-0)
9. Alabama (3-0)
10. Auburn (3-0)
11. Texas Tech (3-0)
12. South Florida (3-0)
13. Ohio State (2-1)
14. Brigham Young (3-0)
15. East Carolina (3-0)
16. Penn State (3-0)
17. Oregon (3-0)
18. Wake Forest (2-0)
19. Kansas (2-1)
20. Utah (3-0)
21. West Virginia (1-1)
22. Illinois (2-1)
23. Clemson (2-1)
24. Florida State (2-0)
25. Fresno State (1-1)

courtesy of mississippi media relations
Michael Oher lived in foster homes and at times was homeless during his childhood. Oher became an All-American his freshman 
season at Mississippi and is now considered a possible top 10 pick in next year’s NFL Draft.

dailyorange.com

By Didier Morais
STAFF WrITEr

Michael Oher has come a long way from being 
homeless on the streets of Memphis. Back when 
he bounced from home to home, hauling along a 
garbage bag as a suitcase.
 Growing up, the Mississippi senior offensive 
tackle never experienced a normal childhood. 
He had no friends, no family and no living 
accommodations. In fact, the odds were stacked 
against his own survival.
 “Basically, I didn’t have anything to eat or 
any places to stay,” Oher said. “I was learning 
from the streets, so I had to find my own places 
to stay.”
 Now considered by some scouts as a poten-
tial top 10 pick in the 2009 NFL Draft, Oher has 
come a long way from his chaotic childhood.  
 When Oher was born, his father walked 
out on him, leaving the caretaking respon-
sibilities to his mother. But during Oher’s 
childhood, she became a cocaine addict and 
neglected her son. 
 As a result, for the first 16 years of his life 
Oher alternated between foster homes and for 
periods of time had no official address. He also 
encountered harsh difficulties in the classroom. 
He abandoned his work and repeated both first 
and second grade. 
 To make matters worse, Oher’s erratic life-
style forced him to constantly move and change 
schools. During Oher’s first nine years as a 
student, he attended 11 different schools, which 
included an 18-month span in which he did not 
attend school at all. 
 Still, Oher continued to find motivation 
amidst his troubling surroundings.
 “I mean I knew there was a better life, 
and it motivated me to know that my life 
could be better than what was,” Oher said. “I 
just kept working hard and trying to reach a 
point in my life where I knew I could be suc-
cessful.”
 At the age of 16, Oher moved in with a 
friend, Tony Henderson, sleeping on his floor 
every night. One day, Henderson decided to 
enroll Oher at Briarcrest Christian School in 
Memphis, along with Henderson’s son, Steven 
Payne. 
 The school initially rejected Oher’s appli-
cation due to his poor academic records. But 
the school’s football coach urged the school 
administration to reconsider and allow him 
to attend. Briarcrest agreed, but under one 
condition — Oher could not participate in foot-
ball activities until he improved his academic 
record. 
 Several weeks after his enrollment at Briar-
crest, word of Oher’s background rapidly spread 
around the campus. After hearing his story, 
Leigh Anne and Sean Tuohy, a couple with a 
daughter at the school, immediately took inter-
est in Oher’s case. They invited Oher to move in 
with them, connected him with a personal tutor 
and eventually adopted him.
 Under the Tuohys’ custody, Oher gradu-
ally improved academically. Prior to his 
junior year, school officials finally permit-
ted Oher to play on the Briarcrest football 
team. 
 But tragedy struck during the season. 

Oher received word that his biological father 
was murdered. The news affected Oher to a 
degree, but since his father wasn’t a part of his 
life, it didn’t distract from his obligations on 
the field.  
 Keeping his focus on football, Oher devel-
oped into a premier left tackle and garnered 
the attention of collegiate scouts. Throughout 
his senior year, he became one of the highest-
rated offensive line prospects in the nation. 
He received numerous scholarship offers, but 
ultimately chose to attend Sean Touhy’s alma 
mater, Ole Miss. 
 Oher made an immediate impact on the col-
legiate level, earning first-team All-American 
honors as a freshman and second-team All-
Southeastern Conference honors in his first two 
years. Last season, he started all 12 games for 
the Rebels, and became a consensus first-team 
All-SEC selection.  
 “He’s a phenomenal athlete,” said graduate 
assistant coach for the Rebels’ offense Alan 
Hensell. “He can really do anything we ask from 
him, whether in the run game or the pass game. 
It’s really tough for a defensive end to get an 
edge on him.”
 Following his memorable junior year, Oher 
declared that he was to enter the 2008 NFL 
Draft. But two days later, he withdrew his name 
from draft consideration, noticing there was 
room for improvement.
 “I felt like I had things to work on to get a lot 
better,” Oher said. “I also wanted spend my last 
year with my teammates and get one last shot at 
the collegiate experience because the NFL will 
always be there.”
 Oher’s story made national headlines, 
when author Michael Lewis chronicled his 

life in his New York Times bestselling book, 
“The Blind Side: Evolution of a Game.” In 
addition to the book, Oher’s tale has been 
adapted for film and will be released in the 
future.
 Despite the bumpy road during child-
hood, Oher acknowledged that the turbulent 
journey provided him with a new outlook on 
life.
 “I learned not to take anything for granted 
in life,” Oher said. “It helped me work hard 
everyday and do the best that I can.”
  

Ringer dings up defenses
 Michigan State senior running back Javon 
Ringer continues to slice up opposing defenses. 
In three games, Ringer has carried the ball 104 
times for 498 yards and nine touchdowns, earn-
ing consecutive Big Ten offensive player of the 
week honors. 
 Ringer is currently on pace to shatter Michi-
gan State’s single-season rushing record. This 
week, Ringer will try to lead the Spartans past a 
rejuvenated Notre Dame team fresh off a victory 
against Michigan.
 

Game to watch
No. 6 LSU at No. 10 aUbUrN 
 After handily demolishing their first two 
opponents, the defending national champs 
will face their toughest task yet this weekend 
against Auburn. LSU boasts a 22-19-1 record in 
its all-time series against Auburn, but the home 
team has won the last eight games dating back 
to 2000.

dsmorais@syr.edu
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order, only rejoining the recruiting fray once Triche 
won a state title and dominated the AAU circuit. 
  Other schools like Syracuse never left. Triche 
took heed and returned the favor.
 “Some schools stopped calling and sending let-
ters,” Triche said. “But Syracuse stayed steady.”
   The transition is seamless on multiple levels. 
 Triche was teammates with Andy Rautins at 
Jamesville-DeWitt and is friends with Syracuse 
point guard Jonny Flynn, among others. The 
bond with Flynn was forged when Triche, then 
a sophomore, and Flynn, a senior, lit up Manley 
Field House when they played each other at the 
HoopHall Classic. In the 81-75 Niagara Falls win, 
Flynn scored 33 points and Triche dropped 31.
 It wasn’t the last time Triche made the 
seven-mile commute to Syracuse — or the last 
time he played against Flynn.
 Triche frequently plays in pick-up games 
with SU players and has attended several prac-
tices and games. Even Boeheim told Triche 
that — for better or worse — he probably knows 
more about the Syracuse program than any 
other school that covets him. Triche has the 
living-room perspective from his uncle, Howard 
Triche, who played for Boeheim from 1983-87.
 A little foresight played into Triche’s deci-
sion too.
 “Jonny Flynn might go to the NBA after 
next year,” he said. “That leaves an open point 
guard spot. But even if he doesn’t leave, they 
might push him to the two and put me at the one. 
Syracuse being a guard-school was a key.”
 Icing Triche’s choice was Syracuse’s unwav-
ering interest. When Triche’s ligament split as a 
sophomore (and he played a whole game on a torn 
ACL) many teams from afar saw red flags. 
 Triche’s collegiate stock value — planted 
so perfectly back in eighth grade when he was 
elevated to the varsity team alongside Rautins 
— was in limbo. Jamesville-DeWitt head coach 
Bob McKenney said Connecticut, Georgetown 
and others lifted their foot off the pedal.  

 

“A lot of schools said, ‘Ahh, we’d like to see…’ 
you know, that whole deal,” McKenney said.
 But Triche’s junior year nixed the doubts, 
and those schools hesitant to phone McKenney 
jumped back in “full board.” Triche averaged 20.7 
points per game, five rebounds, six assists and 
shot 51 percent from the floor. He captured the 
high school triple crown — a state title, federation 
title and Class ‘A’ player of the year honors.
 And days after the state championship at an 
AAU tournament in Pittsburgh, the full-circle senti-
ment grew. Triche scored 10 points in less than 10 
minutes of one game and 27 points in another. 
 Colgate assistant coach Greg Snyder, who 
played for and coached with McKenney at James-
ville-DeWitt, sent McKenney a knee-jerk text mes-
sage from Pittsburgh. Triche was outplaying the 
top high school guard in the country, Word of God 
(N.C.) Christian Academy’s John Wall.

 

“He was phenomenal,” Snyder said. “He was going 
against the top-rated point guard in the country 
and just dominating the kid. That’s the first time 
I’ve seen him really let go and forget about the 
knee.”
 Through the playoff run and the AAU 
games, the ACL fog that had blinded Triche 
from recruiters receded and teams crawled 
back one-by-one. Syracuse though never pushed 
Triche to the back burner.
 And now it’s official. The resiliency, the 
proximity and one heart-to-heart chat two years 
ago have paid off. 
 “Having that support meant a lot to him,” 
Triche’s AAU coach Walker said. “His first 
thought probably was, ‘This is going to screw 
me up. What do I do?’ 
 “That talk with Boeheim meant a lot.”

thdunne@syr.edu

triche
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

courtesy of jamesville-dewitt high school

Brandon Triche led Jamesville-DeWitt to a New York Class ‘A’ state title last year.

By Matthew Ehalt
Asst. CopY EDitor

Dean Foti has seen this pattern before. 
 The Syracuse men’s soccer team goes unde-
feated in non-conference play, but finishes at the 
bottom of the Big East. Non-conference success 
doesn’t translate into conference wins, and the 
Orange is relegated to spectators in the postsea-
son.
 So when the Orange won the Mayor’s Cup 
less than two weeks ago and continued its non-
conference undefeated streak, Foti knew not to 
get overly excited about the accomplishment.
 “I’m pleased that our record is where it is 
but our bread and butter is in the conference, 
and we’ve started out like this before,” Foti 
said after a Sept. 6 win over Florida Gulf Coast. 
“Then we start with the conference games, and 
that’s where we have to make our mark.”
 SU will look to leave its Big East struggles 
behind when it travels to Marquette and No. 3 
Notre Dame to open conference play this week-
end. SU faces the Golden Eagles Friday night 
and then tangles with the Fighting Irish in a 
Sunday matinee.
 The last time Syracuse had a winning Big 
East campaign was in 1999. The past three sea-
sons, SU has gone 8-23-2 in Big East play, while 
only qualifying for the tournament in 2005. 
 Yet, through the hard times, SU has been 

steady in non-conference play. The Orange 
hasn’t lost in 19 straight non-conference games, 
the second-longest streak in the nation behind 
the defending national champions, Wake Forest 
(32). After losing to Hartwick in 2005, SU is 
11-0-8 in non-conference games since.
 Foti said the problem has been inju-
ries. Last season, the team lost then-senior 
defender James Goodwin after the first 
seven games, senior Isaac Collings sat out 
the season with an injury, and senior Pete 
Rowley missed the first 10 games. In 2006, 
Collings only played four games, and senior 
forward Spencer Schomaker missed the first 
seven games as well.
 Losing players of such magnitude would 
hurt any team, but the Orange did not have the 
depth needed to deal with the injuries. Without 
such depth, it became a challenge to keep the 
early-season momentum.
 “Whenever you lose key players it’s definite-
ly tough because you have to adjust your game,” 
said senior goalkeeper Robert Cavicchia. “I 
think with the experience we have now and a 
lot of seniors and juniors, the maturity level is 
a lot higher this year, which maybe have been a 
problem in the past.”
 The injuries, combined with the strength 
of the Big East, created an uphill battle for the 
Orange the past few seasons. The Big East is 

regarded as the best soccer conference in the 
country.
 In the NSCAA/Adidas national poll, the Big 
East has six teams ranked in the top 25, includ-
ing three teams in the top 10. Syracuse received 
votes in the latest poll (it also did last year before 
the start of Big East play).
 Syracuse has especially struggled during 
the start of conference play. In 2007, the Orange 
started 1-4. That was better than 2006 and 2005, 
when SU started 0-4 and 0-3-2, respectively.
 “It definitely gets frustrating seeing how 
well you play leading up into the Big East sched-
ule and then seeing fewer wins and tougher 
games,” said junior Kyle Hall. “It’s just a matter 
of keeping the positive attitude. Last year, once 
you got to the third or fourth loss you were like 
‘Oh my God, what’s happening?’”
 Syracuse believes this can be the year it 
becomes relevant in the Big East again. Hall and 
Cavicchia said this is the best team they have 
played on in their years at Syracuse, with plenty 
of depth and maturity. 
 Cavicchia said several times he believes this 
team is more mature than in the past, which can 
help it deal with the expected ups-and-downs of 
the Big East season. 
 Still, Syracuse knows it must perform in 
conference play, and Foti is ready to see his 
team play to its potential.

 “We want to be one of those teams (ranked 
teams in the Big East) so you got to play em’ 
and compete with em’, and you got to beat 
em’,” Foti said. “So that’s where we want to be, 
so it’s time to step up the plate and take it one 
game at a time and one opponent at a time.”

mrehalt@syr.edu
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Beast of the east?
of the men’s soccer team’s remain-
ing 12 games, 11 are against Big East 
foes. A home game against Adelphi 
on oct. 21 is syracuse’s only reprieve 
from conference play. the orange has 
gone 8-23-2 in Big East play the last 
three seasons.

Friday at Marquette 8 p.m. 
sunday No. 3 Notre Dame 1 p.m. 
sept. 26 No. 20 providence 7 p.m.
sept. 28 No. 7 Connecticut 3 p.m.
oct. 3 at No. 21 UsF 7:30 p.m.
oct. 8 at No. 5 st. John’s 7:30 p.m.
oct. 11 rutgers 7 p.m.
oct. 18 Depaul 7 p.m.
oct. 21 Adelphi 7 p.m.  
oct 25 at Cincinnati 7 p.m.
oct. 29 at Villanova 3:30 p.m.
Nov 1 No. 19 Louisville 7 p.m. 

m e n ’s  s o c c e r

With conference play looming, SU looks to break Big East jinx

Date              OppOnent                                time 
Nov 3 Cal-state L.A. 7 p.m
Nov 9 indiana (pa.) 2 p.m. 
Nov 16 CBE Classic  tBA
Nov 18 CBE Classic tBA
Nov 21 oakland 7 p.m. 
Nov 24 CBE Classic tBA
Nov 25 CBE Classic tBA
Nov 28 Virginia 7 p.m.  
Dec 1 Colgate 7 p.m.  
Dec 3 Cornell 7 p.m.  
Dec 13 Long Beach state 2 p.m.  
Dec 15 Cleveland state 7 p.m.  
Dec 17 Canisius 7 p.m.  
Dec 20 at Memphis 6 p.m. 
Dec 22 Coppin state 7 p.m.  
Dec 30 seton Hall tBA  
Jan 2 at south Florida 8:30 p.m. 
Jan 7 Depaul tBA  
Jan 10 at rutgers tBA
Jan 14 at Georgetown 7 p.m. 
Jan 17 Notre Dame Noon 
Jan 19 at pittsburgh 7 p.m. 
Jan 25 Louisville tBA  
Jan 28 at providence tBA
Feb 4 West Virginia 7 p.m. 
Feb 7 at Villanova Noon 
Feb 1 at Connecticut tBA 
Feb 14 Georgetown Noon 
Feb 22 Villanova 1:00 .m.
Feb 24 at st. John’s tBA
Mar 1 Cincinnati tBA  
Mar 3 rutgers tBA   
Mar 7 at Marquette  tBA

schedule almost set
After securing Cleveland state at the 
Carrier Dome for Dec. 15 at 7 p.m., the 
only unknown on syracuse’s schedule 
is its first two matchups in the CBE 
Classic. A spokesman for the Gazelle 
Group, the organization managing the 
tournament, said those pairings will not 
be announced until likely next week.
Even if syracuse loses either of those 
games, it will play in the semifinals in 
Kansas City. published reports say sU 
will take on Florida on Nov. 24. the other 
semifinal is Kansas vs. Washington.
 — Matt Gelb, staff writer
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Syracuse taking nothing for 
granted against Northeastern

By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

Jake Flaherty saw Northeastern play plenty of 
times as a child growing up rooting for Rhode 
Island football. And after every game, he came 
away with the same impressions.
 “I remember going to those games as a 
kid, and those guys seemed like really good 
football players to me,” said Flaherty, a senior 
linebacker for Syracuse. “They still do.”
 That’s the message the Orange (0-3) is trying 
to remember this week as it prepares for its match 
up in the Carrier Dome, Saturday (3:30 p.m., 
TW26), against the Huskies: Northeastern may 
be a Division I-AA program, but that doesn’t mean 
Syracuse can afford to take the game lightly.
 On paper, the Orange appears to have a great 
opportunity to notch its first win of the season. 
SU has not played a Colonial Athletic Association 
opponent since 2002 — a 63-15 win over Rhode 
Island in 2002. Northeastern (0-2) is a middling 
I-AA team coming off a three-win season. 
 But even though the Huskies lack the depth of 
Division I programs, Flaherty was quick to point 
out Northeastern has several key players in its 
starting lineup that could have I-A size and talent. 
 Most notably, Flaherty singled out tight end 
Brian Mandeville, who is listed at 6-foot-7, 253 
pounds. In two games this season, Mandeville 
has caught eight passes for 113 yards, including 
6-for-82 yards, last Saturday in Northeastern’s, 
34-27, overtime loss to No. 17 Georgia Southern. 
 Flaherty also mentioned quarterback Antho-
ny Orio, who went 24-of-38 for 287 yards and a 
touchdown last week, as a legitimate threat.

 Still, the Syracuse players realize it should 
have the advantage over Northeastern. A win 
is mandatory, they say. The real key is blowing 
Northeastern away, especially with the Big East 
schedule beginning next week.
 “We’re supposed to win,” said cornerback 
Dorian Graham. “It means to me we should go 
out there and dominate and show everybody 
that the predictions are true. That we should go 
out there and put something on this team.”
 Wide receiver Donte Davis agrees.
 “It could be a successful week just because 
we won, but we really want to go in there and 
dominate the game so we have confidence going 
into conference play,” Davis said. “That’s a big 
thing, playing with confidence.”
 Apparently, that message has not been lost 
on SU head coach Greg Robinson. Flaherty 
said throughout the week, Robinson has been 
preaching the point that just winning might not 
be good enough.
 “Coach is making the point we don’t just 
want to win. We want to win and play well,” 
Flaherty said. “Obviously, a win is a win, but we 
want to go out there and perform well.
 “I think if we do we are going to win by more 
than three points. I’m not making any guarantees 
or anything like that because I don’t want that 
to get blown out of proportion. But I think if we 
perform well, we can win this football game.”

Giruzzi guarantees win
 Flaherty may not have wanted to make a 
bold statement, but Syracuse defensive end Vin-
cenzo Giruzzi came out firing at an interview 

session, Wednesday afternoon.
 “I’ll guarantee that win. Absolutely,” Giruzzi 
said.
 About two minutes later, given the oppor-
tunity to renege or reconsider his comments, 
Giruzzi asked if any other players on the team 
were willing to guarantee the victory. When a 
reporter told him no one else had made such a 
prediction, Giruzzi did not back down.
 “That’s good, I’m glad,” Giruzzi said. “Yeah, 
I’ll guarantee this win. Absolutely.”

Another honorary captain
 Robinson announced at his press conference 
Tuesday afternoon former Orangeman Chris 
Gedney would be honorary captain for this week’s 
game. Gedney played for Syracuse from 1989-92 
and holds the program record for the most catches 
as a tight end in a season (34) and a career (91).
 Gedney went on to play in the NFL for the 
Chicago Bears and Arizona Cardinals from 
1993-2000.

jediamon@syr.edu

joey baker | new media editor
vincenzo giruzzi guaranteed a Syracuse victory against Northeastern this weekend. 
“i’ll guarantee that win. absolutely,” SU’s starting defensive end said.

athletic department as a whole would be evalu-
ated — that any program could be eliminated.
 Roby declined to speculate which program, 
if any, would get the axe, but reports widely 
assumed it would be the football program, large-
ly because of the financial overhead associated 
with funding a football team. Football, with large 
rosters and high equipment costs, can be harder 
to fund than other sports. 
 When the Huskies football team lost seven of 
its first eight games last season, the speculation 
only gained steam. Rocky Hager, who is in his 
fifth season as head coach of Northeastern, called 
the rumors a “gigantic distraction” that lasted the 
rest of the season.
 Mandeville echoed those feelings, but 
said that the coaching staff continually 
assured the players that it were doing every-
thing in its power to illustrate the impor-
tance of the programs place in the athletic 
department.
 “The story came out when there were about 
three or four games left in the season,” Mandev-
ille said. “So it was a big distraction because 
naturally kids were concerned about what was 
going to happen. (But) the coaches did a good job 
of keeping our heads on straight, considering 
the circumstances.”
 The Huskies finished up the season 3-8, 
actually winning two of its last three games. 
It was the program’s fourth-straight losing 
season.
 Still, with the program’s future in limbo, 
alumni pledged their support to the team. 
According to The Northeastern News, the 

school’s athletics review panel convened to pro-
vide feedback on the current state of the athletic 
department, including football. While alumni 
expressed concern about losing the program, 
university officials emphasized the million-
dollar-plus net loss per year due to the expense 
of maintaining football. 
 Roby also met with representatives from 
the “Friends of Northeastern Athletics” alumni 
group to further discuss the fate of the program.
 “We went through some meetings with 
some alumni, players and parents and 
rallied together and really did a nice job of 
fundraising,” Hager said. “I would say that 
was one of the factors that indicated to the 
administration that football is important 
to the alumni, and we are committed to 
being able to properly support and take 
care of it.”

 In February, Roby held an official press 
conference to announce the athletic depart-
ment’s plan to keep the football program. 
Roby outlined a new direction to help improve 
the quality, as well as the funding, of the pro-
gram.
 “We started this review process sponsor-
ing 19 intercollegiate sports, and we will 
continue to sponsor 19 intercollegiate sports 
going forward,” Roby said at the press confer-
ence. 
 “We were really excited,” Mandeville said. 
“It finally put our minds at ease and let us start 
preparing for the upcoming season. We were 
very fortunate that the alumni stepped up and 
let the administration know how important 
football was to them.”
 That season hasn’t included a win yet for 
the Huskies. Northeastern was blown out in 
its opener by Ball State, 48-14, and then lost in 
overtime to Georgia Southern, a traditionally 
strong Division I-AA program.
 For Northeastern, beating a Division I oppo-
nent — even a floundering one like Syracuse — 
could help validate the decision to keep football 
around. Despite the current state of its program, 
the Huskies see this as a winnable game. One 
that they believe could change the momentum 
of their season and help ensure the future of 
their program. 
 “We definitely want to win this one,” 
Mandeville said. “But Syracuse is coming 
off of a few disappointing losses, so we figure 
they’re going to be pretty hungry for a win ... 
It should be a big one for both teams as far as 
turning things around and changing momen-
tum.”

aljohn@syr.edu

northeAstern
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

courtesy of northeastern athletics
rocky hager and the Huskies have lost 
their first two games this season.

Slumping 
Northeastern football has fallen on 
some hard times lately. Seven of its 
last 10 seasons have been losing cam-
paigns.

Year	 record
2007 3-8
2006 5-6
2005 0-9
2004 5-6
2003 8-4
2002 10-3
2001 5-6
2000 4-7
1999 2-9
1998 5-6
1997 8-3
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ApArtments for rent
Five Bedroom fully furnished house on Livingston 
Ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
One year lease begins in May. Call Dave at 345-
9955 or email Davide2114@aol.com 

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

ApArtments + HoUses
Maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

Ostrom Avenue near Shaw. Four Bedroom 
Apartment. Plenty of off street parking, washer/
dryer, much more $500/per. One year lease 
begins in May. Call Dave at 345-9955 or email 
Davide2114@aol.com 

See our website www.campushill.com for 
details on 2009/2010 availabilites. Or call 
us at 315-422-7110

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
1202 Harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 Livingston Ave.
415 Euclid Ave

215 Comstock Ave 

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

o.p.r. Developers
Apt + Houses

GreAt ApArtments
 stILL AVAILABLe for 

sCHooL 
YeAr 2009-2010

studios
116 Comstock ave.
1 Bedroom Apts

722 Clarendon
300 Euclid

116 Comstock
2 Bedroom Apts 

320 Euclid
300 Euclid

832 Ackerman
737 Lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom Apts 
300 Euclid

1104 Madison
945 Ackerman
949 Ackerman
924 Lancaster
110 Comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 Clarendon
320 Euclid

873 Ackerman
1104 Ackerman

5 Bedroom Apts 
913 Ackerman
106 Redfield

810 Livingston
822 Lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom Apts 
860 Ackerman

318 Euclid
601 Euclid

114 Redfield
 

Please visit our website at 
www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 

apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

Apartments/Houses
2009-2010

one through eight bedrooms, com-
pletely furnished, parking, laundry, dish-

washer, fireplace, near University on 
ostrom, euclid, sumner, and Ackerman.
responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon

student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

203 Comstock Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of Ostrom and Clarendon across from DO 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
329 Comstock Ave.

510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 Furnished, Laundry, Parking
 736, 787, 818 Ostrom

706 Livingston
514 Euclid

848 Ackerman
446-2602

ApArtments + HoUses
Magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  Furnished.  Sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  Dishwasher.  Hardwood Floors.  Available 
June 2009. 447-8430

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508

BrAnD neW 3  BeDroom  
fUrnIsHeD toWnHoUses 

flat panel tv’s, new kitches, stainless appli-
ances, baths, new hardwood floors, new 

bedroom furniture, couches, washer/dryer 
off street parking, garage, etc. 

Near South Campus Area
PADS LLC

Contact Alan 203-515-0933

ApArtments + HoUses
Sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

Rent from the landlord The Daily Or-
ange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

5 Bedroom House 755 Euclid 
4 Bedroom Apt 702 Maryland

3 Bedroom 713 Ackerman, 
415 Stratford 122 Redfield

Lots of 1’s and 2’s on 
Sumner, Ackerman and Euclid

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com
 

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

               478-7548

       collegehome.com

ApArtments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 Euclid
600 Euclid Ave
614 Euclid Ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 Ackerman Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

ApArments + HoUses
Sonia 350-4191

CIGANKA6@AOL.COM
www.universityhill.com 10/01/08 At www.repnation. 
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

s e p t e m be r  18 ,  2 0 0 8  23

the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

For Sale
BOOM •«BABIES
\rUMMaGe Sale

Sat Sept 13 - Sun Sept 21

Formal Dresses « Tons of Jewelry
Winter & Spring Clothes « Coats

GREAT STUFF DIRT CHEAP!

Westcott St off Euclid
11-7 everyday

HElP WAnTED

night lights 
Hiring Dancers 

make up to $600 a week. 
Come in for an audition 

from 6 to 7:30PM 1637 n. Salina St. 
478-4409

Help Wanted: 
Daily Orange IT Manager

We are hiring a new computer specialist/it 
Manager to look after the office environ-
ment, including Windows and linux serv-
ers, Windows xP and Mac osx worksta-
tions, network and websites.  

You must have basic computer repairs 
skills (hardware and software), experience 
with a server (however brief). 
direct questions and inquires to it@daily-
orange.com. send cover letter and resume 
today (work study preferred).

nOTICES

SAlTInE WARRIOR

improv comedy at its best!

a blend of the best parts of the hit tV 
show “Who’s line is it anyway”’ with the 

scene styles of “second city” and “upright 
citizen’s brigade”

Friday, September 19th
805 E. Genesee St.

(Paul Robson Performing Arts Co.)

show at 8:30pm doors at 8:00pm
$13 gen. adm. - $10 students/seniors

(cash only, Please)

Info Call: 410-5471

Order at www.campusfood.com
FAST, FREE DELIVERY

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALSK

MAKI SPECIAL   K

BENTO BOX   K

   FUSION SUSHI BAR

HOURS
M-Th. 11am-10:30pm
F-Sat. 11am-11pm
Sun. Noon-10pm

Pick-up and dine in only: 
10% discount to 
hospital, university and 
all public 
employees 
ID required

Phone: 315-422-1116, 315-422-1811 Fax: 315-422-4881
713 South Crouse Ave.

Japanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar

Starting at $7.95 
from 11am - 3pm

Sushi roll combo
Served with soup or salad

Lunch box served with 
rice gyoza, cali roll, soup 
or salad    FUSION SUSHI BAR

Pick-up and dine in only: 

hospital, university and 

ID required

Phone: 315-422-1116, 315-422-1811 Fax: 315-422-4881
713 South Crouse Ave.

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALSK

MAKI SPECIAL   K

BENTO BOX   K

h. 11am-10:30pm

Sun. Noon-10pm

Pick-up and dine in only: 

Japanese Restaurant & Sushi BarJapanese Restaurant & Sushi BarJapanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar

Phone: 315-422-1116, 315-422-1811 Fax: 315-422-4881
713 South Crouse Ave.

rice gyoza, cali roll, soup 

   FUSION SUSHI BAR
Pick-up and dine in only: 

hospital, university and 

Phone: 315-422-1116, 315-422-1811 Fax: 315-422-4881
713 South Crouse Ave.

Harry’s Bar and ZJ’s Pizza
present

THE NFL TICKET IN HD EVERY SUNDAY!!
700 South Crouse Ave 

(315)422-2123 
We Deliver!

8 3
7 2

3 5 4 9
2 4 1 7

3 6
4 2 7 8
2 3 7 5
9 3
6 1

medium sudoku!
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PG Triche 
commits to 
Syracuse

courtesy of northeastern athletics
brian mandeville and the Northeastern football team were nearly cut by the athletic department. 

HANGING ON
Northeastern is lucky to have a football team this 
year. The program was almost cut in the offseason

By Tyler Dunne
Asst. sports Editor 

A few days before Brandon Triche 
had season-ending knee surgery in 
January 2007, he went to Syracuse to 
watch the Orange’s practice with his 
AAU coach Mickey Walker.
 The downtrodden then-sophomore 
from nearby Jamesville-DeWitt High 
School watched the practice at near 
mute — his collegiate hopes were in 
jeopardy. Syracuse head coach Jim 
Boeheim pulled him aside. For 45 
minutes they talked one-on-one. 
 The SU head coach recommended a 
surgeon. Told Triche he can get stron-
ger, his career is young. The yearlong 
furlough can be a blessing in disguise. 
And Syracuse is still interested.
 The message resonated. Two 
years later, the 6-foot-4 Triche has 
committed to Syracuse. 
 The senior point guard confirmed 
his decision Wednesday, opting to 
forgo planned visits to Connecticut and 
Georgetown and stay home with the 
school that never abandoned him after 
he tore his anterior cruciate ligament.
 “That talk showed they really 
cared about me, whether I went there 
or not,” Triche said. “(Boeheim) 
showed a lot of support.”
 Triche, rated a three-star recruit 
by Scout.com, is the second member 
of Syracuse’s 2009 recruiting class. 
He joins small forward James South-
erland, who was originally supposed 
to join Syracuse this fall but opted to 
re-enroll and spend an extra year at 
Notre Dame (Mass.) Prep. 
 Triche’s season-ending injury two 
years ago sent shockwaves through 
his recruiting base. Some schools 
bumped Triche down their pecking 

see trIcHe page 20

By Andrew L. John
stAff WritEr

B
rian Mandeville refused 
to believe it. He refused to 
believe that the hard work he 
had put in over his first three 

college seasons would go for naught. 
He refused to believe that football at 
Northeastern University could cease 
to exist. 
 The senior tight end’s fears 
almost turned to reality. The Hus-
kies (0-2) nearly lost its football pro-
gram this offseason, after months 

of rumors led students, faculty and 
alumni to believe that the program 
would be discontinued following the 
2007 season. 
 Mandeville still remembers the 
day he first read the report in his 
own school newspaper that the ath-
letic department might be looking to 
cut football.
 “That week during practice, 
we couldn’t think of anything else 
except for what we had heard,” 
Mandeville said. “Everybody was 
talking about it, and we just kept 

telling ourselves that it was only 
speculation. We couldn’t help but 
think about it, but we remained 
confident that we’d be back the fol-
lowing season.” 
 Indeed, Northeastern football 
is still alive. The Huskies, a Divi-
sion I-AA program that plays in the 
Colonial Athletic Association, will 
play its third game of the season, 
Saturday against Syracuse for a 3:30 
p.m. contest at the Carrier Dome.
 But for a period of time last 
year, it looked like Northeastern 

football’s 72nd season, would be its 
last. If not for the intervention of 
alumni, the Huskies might not be 
making the trip to Syracuse this 
weekend.
 The saga began when The North-
eastern News reported, last October, 
that athletics director Peter Roby 
was looking into the possibility of 
dissolving an athletic program in 
an effort to realign the financial 
resources of the department. At the 
time, Roby indicated that the entire 

see NOrtHeAsterN page 21

I N S I D E

Gearing up
syracuse players take different 
approaches heading into 
saturday’s game. Page 21
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JUST DO IT
HI 69° | LO 49°

 FOOTBALL EXTRA 

Three’s 
company
The Syracuse 
defense’s     
biggest weak-
ness this year 
has been its 
inability to stop 
opponents on 
third down.
PAGE 5

Into the fi re
Freshman 
receiver Marcus 
Sales playing 
a vital role in 
SU’s depleted 
receiver corps.
PAGE 3

Pregame 
graphics 
inside
Get all the 
details behind 
Saturday’s 
matchup with 
position pre-
views, stats 
and more. 
PAGE 8-9

DESPERATION
After a second straight 0-3 start, Greg Robinson’s squad is 
in dire need of a win this weekend against Northeastern
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By John Clayton
sports editor

dantley will start vs. northeastern
 

Greg Robinson ended any lingering speculation Tuesday about who 
his starting quarterback will be this Saturday against Northeastern, 
saying junior Cameron Dantley will get the nod for the third straight 
game ahead of opening day starter Andrew Robinson.

“Right now, we’re going to go with Cam,” Greg Robinson said.
Dantley had a subpar showing in the Orange’s 55-13 loss against 

Penn State, completing 13-of-32 passes for 110 yards, a touchdown and 
an interception. The week before he was 13-for-20 for 135 yards and three 
touchdowns in a 42-28 loss to Akron.

Andrew Robinson, benched after the Orange’s opening day loss at 
Northwestern, played the final series against the Nittany Lions, going 
0-for-3.

After the game, Greg Robinson sounded like he might re-consider 
which quarterback to play against the Huskies.

h o m e c o m i n g
 e V e n T S

What: Homecoming Alumni panel
When: 3:00 p.m.
Where: 111 Hinds Hall
How much: Free 

What: Homecoming parade
When: 5:30p.m.
Where: Around campus
How much: Free 
 
What: pep rally & Bonfire
When: 6:15 p.m.
Where: Quad
How much: Free 

What: Homecoming BBQ
When: 6:30 p.m. 
Where: Quad
How much: Free

world Spor T S ne w S
compiled by erinn connor

Beijing paralympics 
wrap Up
the 11-day paralympic competi-
tion ended Wednesday in Beijing 
with another torch extinguishing. 
About 91,000 people attended 
the closing ceremony inside the 
Bird’s Nest National stadium 
after a little over a week’s worth 
of nearly sold-out competitions. 
China led the gold-medal table in 
the olympics and in the paralym-
pics, winning 89 gold and 211 
overall. Britain was No. 2 with 42 
gold and 102 overall. the United 
states was No. 3 with 36 and 99. 
London will host the next olym-
pics and paralympics in 2012.

penn State players 
Suspended 
two penn state players were 
charged with possession of 
marijuana Wednesday. defensive 
linemen Maurice evans and Abe 
Koroma have been held out of 
the last two games by coach Joe 
paterno and still do not appear 
on the penn state depth chart. 
police searched the players’ 
apartment after a loud noise 
complaint on sept. 2 and found 
three small baggies containing 
marijuana. officials said the 
amount associated with each 
player was roughly less than a 
gram for each.

A-rod passes ruth 
in hrs and rBis
in a game against the Chicago 
White sox Wednesday, Alex 
rodriguez became the first 
player with 35 home runs and 
100 rBis in 12 seasons, one 
more than Babe ruth. His home 
in the eighth inning made rodri-
guez the first player to have at 
least 35 home runs in 11 straight 
seasons (1998-2008). He is no 
longer tied with sammy sosa, 
whose record was from 1995-
2004. in the 1920s and 30s, 
Babe ruth had at least 35 home 
rusn and 100 rBis for the Yan-
kees 11 times. rodriguez has 
101 rBis this season.

the daily orange is published weekdays during 
the syracuse University academic year by the 
daily orange Corp., 744 ostrom Ave., syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by the 
daily orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. the daily orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. each additional copy costs $1. 
the daily orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 the daily orange Corporation

c o n TA c T  U S
editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

pulp@dailyorange.com

sports@dailyorange.com

opinion@dailyorange.com

design@dailyorange.com

photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

TA l k  T o  U S
if you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

if you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
e-mail editor@dailyorange.com

w e AT h e r

today tomorrow SUNday

H69| L49 H63| L44H75| L55  

o n l i n e
n e w s

Free at last 
Coverage of the National press 
Club’s First Amendment forum. 
 
O P I n I O n 

cheers and jeers 
the daily orange editorial board 
gives the thumbs up or down to 
this week’s news. 

P u l P 

crowned court
Check out mini bios on the 
homecoming court candidates. 

s P O r t s 

Sticking it
Field hockey players Mariana 
Vernet and Martina Loncaria 
have a unique bilingual synergy.

S p o r T S  S c h e d U l e
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 19, 2008  
vs. Marquette 
8 p.m.

Sept. 21 
vs. Notre dame 
1 p.m.

 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 19, 2008  
vs. Louisville 
2 p.m. 

Sept. 21 
vs. New Hampshire 
1 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 19, 2008  
vs. st. John’s 
6 p.m.

 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 20, 2008  
vs. princeton 
1:30 p.m.

 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 20, 2008  
vs. Northeastern 
3:30 p.m.

BESt oF tHE BLoG

T h i S  d AY  i n  S p o r T S  h i S T o r Y

1990
Atlanta is 
chosen to 
hose 1996 
summer 
Olympics

1949
Baseball 

major league 
record 4 

grand slams 
hit

1926
Jean Rene 

Lacoste wins 
US Tennis 

Open

1848
Baseball 

rules first 
baseman can 
tag base for 
out instead 
of runner

Ernie’s endorsement
In case you haven’t heard, a 
story has been making the 
rounds regarding a few mistakes 
with the statue of Ernie Davis — 
which was unveiled on the Quad 
prior to the Penn State game this 
past weekend. There are two 
main mistakes:

1. There is a Nike swoosh 
on Davis’ shoes and jersey. The 
problem? Nike’s swoosh didn’t 
exist until 1971. Davis played at 
SU until 1962. 

2. The facemask on the hel-
met Davis is holding is wrong. 
It’s a modern style facemask, 
whereas Davis’ helmet had only 
two bars.

 This story has made it into 
national Web sites, such as Dead-
spin. Director of Athletics Daryl 
Gross told the Sporting News 
(and Daily Orange staff writer 
Matt Gelb) that the swoosh and 
facemask were simply mistakes.

 “Easy fix,” Gross said in an 
e-mail. “The sculptor is on it and 
will make it perfect.”

 The good times for Syracuse 
football continue.

Triche is Syracuse-bound

It’s official. Brandon Triche is 
staying home.

Just got off the phone with the 
Jamesville-DeWitt point guard 
and he said he has committed to 
Syracuse for next season. The 
Orange seemed to top Triche’s list 
for quite some time. While several 
schools curbed their interest in 
Triche when he tore his ACL as a 
sophomore, Syracuse maintained 
contact. Kept flooding his coach’s 
inbox when others were queasy. 

 And the 6-foot-4 point guard 
bypassed planned visits with 
Connecticut and Georgetown, in 
favor of Syracuse. He said assis-
tant coach Mike Hopkins was a big 
selling point because of his track 
record with guards. And Triche 
speculated that Jonny Flynn 
might bolt to the NBA after this 
season, opening up a spot at point 
guard his freshman year.

—Tyler Dunne, asst. sports editor

joey baker | new media editor
CAMERON DANTLEY struggled last week against penn state 
completing 13-of-32 passes for 110 yards. 
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SU hoping freshman 
Marcus Sales can 
fill void at receiver

see sales page 4

stephen dockery | editor in chief
marcus sales scored his first career touchdown against Penn State last Saturday during the Orange’s 55-13 loss. Sales is in 
prime position to fill the void left at receiver by his high school teammate Bruce Williams, who moved back to safety last week. 

Early
exposure

By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

T he play called for a deep crossing route, 
with Marcus Sales lining out wide and 
cutting inside straight to the middle of 

the field. Sales was supposedly the last option.
 Before the snap, Sales remembered what 

Syracuse head coach Greg Robinson had been 
preaching to the receivers in practice: Finish 
your routes, no matter what, even if you think 
the ball will be thrown to someone else.

 So that’s what he did, making a hard move 
on the cornerback like he knew quarterback 
Cameron Dantley was looking for him all along. 
And when Dantley couldn’t find anyone else 
open, there was Sales, undiscouraged, streak-
ing free in the endzone for an 11-yard touchdown 
strike, the first of Sales’ young career.

 It is because of veteran-type plays like this 
that the highly touted Sales, as a true freshman, 
has become the third wideout on an Orange 
team that emphasizes three-receiver forma-
tions. Just three games into his first collegiate 
season, the coaching staff has let loose the 
reign, hoping a kid who graduated high school 
three months ago is ready for upperclassman 
responsibility at the next level.

 So far, he has shown flashes of living up to 
the hype.

 “I feel like I’m not a freshman anymore,” 
Sales said.

 Maybe he feels that way because Robinson 
plucked Bruce Williams, a team captain, from 
the receiving corps and moved him back to the 
defense, knowing Sales would be the player to 
fill the void. A vote of confidence from his coach, 
a subtle way of telling the freshman, “You’re 
ready.”

 What’s more, wide receivers coach Chris 
White said Sales would primarily play in the 
“X” spot in three-receiver sets (lined up out 
wide), with Donte Davis, who leads the Orange 
in receptions with 11, moving into the slot.

 Now the question is whether or not this true 
freshman, who came to Syracuse as arguably 
the No. 1 prospect in New York, is actually 
ready to take on a major contributing role this 
quickly.

 “(Tuesday’s) practice was the best practice 
he’s had since he’s been here,” Davis said on 
Wednesday. “He’s making plays and feeling 
more comfortable than usual and eager to go in 
and take reps. He’s coming along and becoming 
a playmaker.”

 It is fitting for Sales to receive this opportu-
nity in a position vacated by Williams, whom he 
has known since childhood. The two played on 
opposing Pop Warner squads growing up and 
were high school teammates in 2004 for Chris-
tian Brothers Academy in Syracuse when Sales 
was a freshman, Williams a senior.

 Sales learned about the decision to convert 
Williams to free safety early last week, the 
same time as the rest of the team. Immediately, 
Sales realized he would likely be the receiver 
who would take most of those extra snaps, his 
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name moving further and further up the depth 
chart since training camp. The coaching staff 
confirmed his suspicions in practice later that 
week.

 And almost as a parting gift for their time 
together as receivers, Williams left the offensive 
unit with one important piece of advice for his 
replacement and friend.

 “Bruce is telling me all the time I can’t be a 
freshman for my whole life,” Sales said. “They 
are trying to put pressure on me to make me 
perform better. He’s like an older brother to 
me, so he’s just talking to me like I’m one of his 
younger brothers.”

 Sales knew he would have the chance to 
play right away if he came to Syracuse. White 
presented immediate playing time as the center-
piece of his recruiting pitch, trying desperately 
to convince the hometown player to stay local 
instead of heading to schools like Miami (Fla.), 
Boston College or Pittsburgh, where he received 
scholarship offers. 

 But not even Sales could have expected to 
play so much this quickly. He was not ready 
for the college game yet. True, Sales had the 

physical skills, but he did not yet understand 
how to read defenses at the line scrimmage — 
the nuances of the position that didn’t matter 
in high school. White stressed he still needs to 
grow stronger and faster.

 That’s why he gravitated to Williams and 
fellow CBA product and junior receiver Lavar 
Lobdell, trying to learn from their experience. 
Though White said Sales is not the type to seek 
advice, he always watches and makes adjust-
ments from what he sees others do.

 But he’s not there yet. Robinson is quick to 
point that out.

 “He’s just learning the tempo and the 
demands of college football,” Robinson said. “I 
think he’d be the first to tell you that it’s differ-
ent. That’s the biggest challenge for him — to 
play at the tempo of what college football’s all 
about, consistently.”

 Sales played against Penn State last week 
with a new sense of confidence, now knowing he 
will be on the field. In the first two games, Sales 
would line up not exactly sure of the play call, 
having to think about his route. Sometimes, he 
even needed to quickly consult with Lobdell or 
Davis while breaking the huddle.

 That’s why Sales doesn’t feel like a fresh-
man anymore, even though he is just a quarter 
of the way through his first year. Sales knows 
he can’t be a freshman if Syracuse is going to 
turn around what is already looking like a lost 
season.

 One question remains, though: If after three 
games, Sales feels like a sophomore, does that 
mean he will feel like a senior by the end of the 
year?

 “I don’t know, hopefully,” Sales said. “Hope-
fully I’ll feel even more confident by the end 
of the season. I’m just trying to get better and 
better every week.”

jediamon@syr.edu
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“He’s making plays and 
feeling more comfortable 
than usual and eager 
to go in and take reps. 
He’s coming along and 
becoming a playmaker.”

Donte Davis
sophomore Wide receiver 
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By Andy McCullough 
EntErprisE Editor

The Syracuse coaching staff preaches a simple 
philosophy when it comes to third down, espe-
cially for third-and-long. 

 “Third-and-long, that’s our down,” said sec-
ondary coach Jim Salgado. “When we try to 
talk to our guys, (we say) ‘Hey, that’s our down. 
When we get out there, we’ve got to get off the 
field.’”

 But so far this season, that hasn’t been the 
case.

 Third down has been rough for the Orange 
(0-3): The defense has allowed offenses to con-
vert 60 percent of the time, with the SU offense 
converting just 20 percent of its own. Even 
worse, the Orange has been beaten 10 times on a 
third down with more than seven yards to go. 

 Ten times, with four touchdowns. Sift 
through the wreckage and pick a collapse, any 
collapse:

■ Against Northwestern: 3rd-and-12 at the 
Syracuse 16. Red zone coverage breaks down 
and quarterback CJ Bacher hits receiver Jer-

emy Ebert — uncovered on the play — for a 
touchdown.

■ Against Akron: 3rd-and-23 at the Syracuse 
25. Tackling and inside leverage break down as 
Zips tailback Dennis Kennedy, running a draw, 
slips outside the tackles and breaks away for a 
startling, crowd-numbing score. 

■ Against Penn State: 3rd-and-8 at the Syr-
acuse 17. A blitz doesn’t get to quarterback 
Daryll Clark and Deon Butler, on a fade pattern, 
streaks past Syracuse cornerback Mike Holmes 
for Penn State’s second touchdown on the day. 

 The Orange will look to avoid those lapses, 
starting Saturday when it hosts Northeastern 
(0-2) at 3:30 p.m. at the Carrier Dome. It’s some-
thing that needs to be corrected heading into 
Big East play, which starts next week. 

 Because the reasons for the meltdowns are 
a microcosm of the defense’s overall struggle: 
missed assignments, missed tackles and blown 
coverages. And because the conversions do 
more than extend drives, they deflate morale.

 “For us, we have to win on third down,” said 

joey baker | new media editor
paul chiara (34) fails to tackle dennis Kennedy during the Akron tailback’s 35-yard touchdown against syracuse sept. 6. the syracuse defense has allowed opponents to con-
vert on third down 60 percent of the time. the orange offense, meanwhile, has only been able to convert 20 percent of the time. 

Preventing third down conversions essential for SU defense

see Third down page 14
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By John Clayton
SportS Editor

It hasn’t been easy for Andrew Robinson, get-
ting used to this whole backup thing.

 Sure, the Syracuse junior quarterback has 
played understudy before. Back in his fresh-
man season, when Robinson watched from the 
sidelines as senior Perry Patterson spearheaded 
the Orange attack.

 But that was different. Robinson was the 
heir apparent then. He knew his time to be the 
No. 1 at Syracuse would come.

 This spell on the bench has been much more 
difficult to swallow. Robinson, Syracuse’s open-
ing day quarterback, will watch fellow junior 
Cameron Dantley start for the third straight 
game when Northeastern visits the Carrier 
Dome Saturday at 3:30 p.m. 

 For Robinson, who’s spent the last three 
weeks trying to fix his mechanics and rediscov-
er the accuracy he flashed parts of last season, 

it’s an assignment he’s still trying to get used to.
 “I haven’t been in a situation like this ever, I 

don’t think, playing football,” Robinson said of 
being a backup. “To realize that all your hard 
work has — not that it hasn’t paid off — but that 
you’re not where you want to be at this point in 
time is the best way to describe it.”

 The bench, after all, was not where Robinson 
was supposed to be. He started 11 of 12 games last 
year for Syracuse (he missed one contest with a 
cracked rib), producing an efficient campaign 
despite the Orange’s 2-10 record.

 Robinson came into this summer the 
unquestioned starter, but that spot became tenu-
ous as camp wore on. Syracuse head coach Greg 
Robinson said Dantley simply outplayed SU’s 
incumbent passer.

 Andrew Robinson’s scuffles culminated in 
an erratic performance (14-for-28 for 103 yards) 
opening day against Northwestern. That outing 
included an interception — run back for a touch-
down — that ended any lingering hopes of an SU 
upset.

 The Monday after that game, Greg Robinson 
informed the junior, that Dantley would get the 
call against Northwestern. 

 “The first two days I was a little disappoint-
ed, because it wasn’t something I completely 
expected,” Andrew Robinson said. “It was a 
little bit shocking … I had to lean strongly on my 
parents and my family and just get more support 
from them.”

 After the initial sting, Robinson set to fix his 
accuracy issues that had plagued him during 
the summer. Robinson said he feels he corrected 
a flaw in his delivery — he wasn’t using his 
lower body enough to create consistent and 
powerful throwing motion. 

 Robinson and Dantley — friends off the 
field — claim the decision hasn’t harmed their 
relationship. Nor, Dantley said, has it hampered 
Robinson’s practice habits.

 “Andrew’s always been a competitor, so 
there’s nothing different from him,” Dantley 
said. “And he knows I’m a competitor as well. 
Even though we’ve been friends this whole time 
since he’s been here and I’ve been here, we’ve 
always competed against each other.”

 There was some speculation Robinson would 
get his spot back this week. Dantley went 13-of-32 
in Syracuse’s 55-13 defeat to No. 16 Penn State last 
week — a disappointing outing after a promising 
one against Akron. Robinson played the final 
series against the Nittany Lions, going 0-for-3.

 Tuesday, Greg Robinson announced Dantley 
would be the starter again against the Hus-
kies. Andrew Robinson said that’s a temporary 
arrangement. 

 “I think I will,” he said when asked if he’d get 
his job back before the end of the season. “I didn’t 
come here to be second string quarterback.

 “I’ve been trying to improve every single 
day with the reps I get, which, for a backup dur-
ing a game week aren’t a ton. But for the reps I 
do get, I just try to be consistent.”

 So far, so good. Greg Robinson said he sees 
more confidence in his opening day starter. 
“I know he’s prepared to be ready to go at any 
time,” the head coach said.

 But nobody will truly know whether Andrew 
Robinson’s summer funk has truly dissipated 
until the quarterback gets another chance to 
prove it on gameday. 

 “When it comes down to it,” Robinson said, 
“some of that is a little bit out of my hands.”

 Such is the life of a backup.
jsclayto@syr.edu

Robinson adjusts to unfamiliar 
role as backup quarterback

“To realize that all your 
hard work has — not that it 
hasn’t paid off — but that 
you’re not where you want 
to be at this point in time is 
the best way to describe it.”

Andrew Robinson
formEr Su quartErback on bEcoming backup

daily orange file photo
andrew robinson will begin the game on the bench against northeastern for the 
third consecutive game. robinson started in Su’s season-opener against northwestern 
and saw playing time in the last drive against penn State, but went 0-for-3. 
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NorthwesterN 30, 
syracuse 10
Aug. 30, 2008

For most of three quarters, Syracuse found 
itself in sight of an upset. The Orange scratched 

its way through an ugly first half, and then took 
the lead early in the third quarter when it forced 
a turnover and then took a 10-9 lead on a Curtis 
Brinkley touchdown run.

It was all downhill from there. The Wildcats 
scored the final 21 points of the game. The 
big blow came when Wildcats safety Brendan 

Smith picked off an Andrew Robinson pass and 
returned it for a touchdown to make it 23-10.

Northwestern tailback Tyrell Sutton gashed 
the Orange on the ground (152 yards), while 
the Syracuse offense was held to 225 total yards 
(Northwestern had 484).

akroN 42, syracuse 28
Sept. 6, 2008

Syracuse got a shot of adrenaline from of a 
quarterback change: former walk-on Cameron 
Dantley started in place of Andrew Robinson. 

Unfortunately, that change did nothing to help 
SU’s leaky defense, which was torn apart the 
entire afternoon. Akron racked up 478 total yards, 
led by 260 yards and a trio of touchdown passes 
from Zips quarterback Chris Jacquemain. 

The Orange trailed, 28-14, at the half but 
clawed back, tying the game in the fourth on a 
15-yard touchdown strike from Dantley to tight 
end Nick Provo. It was Dantley’s third touch-
down pass of the game.

But the Zips had a response, scoring on its 
next two possessions and stymieing SU the rest 
of the day. Akron earned its second win against 
a Bowl Championship Series opponent.

PeNN state 55, syracuse 13
Sept. 13, 2008

The renewel of a traditional eastern rivalry 
occurred amidst a fired up 45,000-plus at the 
Carrier Dome. That crowd was buoyed by the 
events leading up the contest — the premiere of 
“The Express” and appearances by actor Den-
nis Quaid and legendary tailback Floyd Little.

It was all Penn State after kickoff. The Nit-
tany Lions marched up and down the field, 
overwhelming an undermatched SU. Penn State 
led 28-0 before Syracuse got a first down (in the 
second quarter).

A trio of Penn State quarterbacks all played, 
combining to toss five touchdowns. Meanwhile 
Cameron Dantley and the SU attack regressed, 
managing only a meaningless touchdown in the 
third when it was already 45-6, Penn State.

GAME CAPSULES
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Located three miles from Notre Dame Stadium five miles to the College Football Hall of 
Fame, the Varsity Clubs of America is an all suite property that offers first class 

accommodations and facilities to its guests. Spacious one and two bedroom suites with 
indoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, fitness center, high speed internet, and a restaurant/lounge 
make Varsity Club a great choice for the Syracuse vs. Notre Dame game, November 22. 

1-800-946-4822Call

for reservations

By Zach Schonbrun
Staff Writer

Rob Long, the Syracuse University junior 
punter, has one of the best — and most 
overused — legs in the Big east. He spoke 
with the Daily Orange about playing one of 
the sport’s most unique positions.

On how he got into punting: “i was waiting 
for my friends at football practice one day in 
high school, and i was just kicking the ball 
around, and coach said we needed a kid to 
kick, and i said, ‘my mom will never let me 
do that.’ But he called my mom and talked 
her into it and, sure enough, next year i was 
on the team. i kicked my sophomore year but 
didn’t start punting until my junior year.”

On how he got the No. 47: “Brendan Carney 
wore the number before me. i knew Brendan 
back home, and i came into camp, and i 
walked to the locker room the first day, and 
my jersey was in there right between No. 46 
and No. 48. i kind of laughed to myself.”

On something about punting most people 
don’t realize: “there’s a lot of technical 
aspects to it — it’s very technically oriented. 
it’s very challenging.”

On how many punts he takes on an aver-
age day: “i try not to kick too much, but i 
think a good rule of thumb is about 25. if you 
hit 25 good balls a day, it’s a good day.”

On his weight room routine: “i need to 

work on it (laughs). in season, i only do legs 
once a week, i’ll do them on Monday and 
give them a chance to recover. Other than 
that a lot of it’s just upper body. in season, i 
try to stay away from regular squatting. Out 
of season, i’ll squat three times a week.”

On if he’s ever hit the roof of the Carrier 
Dome with a punt: “(Laughs). No. Maybe 
one day. My goal is to go for the speak-
ers. Last week i think i had the height but i 
wasn’t in the right position. So i’ll go for it on 
Saturday (laughs).”

On if he has any punting idols: “Not really. 
there’s a lot of very good punters out there. 
Brendan, i looked up to when i was younger. 
He was real good to me. ray Guy was a very 
good punter in his time.”

On if soccer helped him: “i played soccer in 
elementary and middle school but didn’t ever 
play in high school. i actually quit soccer in 
high school to focus on ice hockey. and then 
just kind of tripped into football.”

On his interest in place kicking: “i do place 
kick. Obviously Pat Shadle’s here, he’s a very 
good place kicker, but i’d love to compete for 
the job once he’s done. it’s something i do 
work on.”

On his punting ability in Madden: “Not 
good (laughs). Video games, i play them, but 
i am not good at them. i’d rather do it on the 
field then in Madden.”

zsschonb@syr.edu 

Q & A with SU punter Rob Long

daily orange file photo 
ROb LONg punted seven times for 359 yards during Syracuse’s 55-13 loss against 
Penn State Sept. 14. Long had a career high of 10 punts against Pittsburgh in 2007.

sports.dailyorange.com

Check out our blog for live 
updates during Saturday’s game
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Defense-less
Offensively, Syracuse should be able to move 

the ball on Northeastern. At least, that’s been 
the trend for the Huskies.

 Through two games this season, Northeast-
ern has allowed 82 points, 48 against Ball St. 
and 34 against Georgia Southern. The Huskies 
are allowing a Colonial Athletic Association-
worst 302 passing yards per game. Opposing 
quarterbacks aren’t having problems finding 
open receivers, completing 69.6 percent of their 
passes. Northeastern also hasn’t snagged an 
interception this season either. 

 The Huskies have given up nearly 1000 total 
yards in two games, allowing 455 per game. 
Northeastern is surrendering nearly eight 
yards per play. The one bright spot on the North-
eastern defense is the third down conversion 
rate at 29.4 percent. It’s a misleading number 
though. The Huskies opponents have faced just 
17 third downs. 

Replacing MuRRay 
Defense may be Northeastern’s biggest prob-

lem but the Huskies had an enormous hole to fill 
offensively this year, too. Running back Mau-
rice Murray accounted for nearly half the points 
Northeastern scored last year. Murray averaged 
129 yards per game, including a 206-yard, three-
touchdown effort against New Hampshire on an 
astounding 55 carries. Overall, the senior found 
the end zone 14 times — tied for a single-season 
school record. Murray’s 1,421 rushing yards as a 
senior rank second all-time in program history.

 For career rushing, Murray finished first 

all-time in Northeastern rushing yards (3,806), 
rushing attempts (819), total touchdowns (43).

BRooMfielD Does it all
The job of replacing Murray has fallen on 

Alex Broomfield. And good things usually happen 
when Broomfield touches the football. The senior 
is the Huskies’ leading rusher, a threat out of the 
backfield as a receiver and punt returner. 

 In Northeastern’s 34-27 overtime loss to Geor-
gia Southern last week, Broomfield rushed for 126 
yards and two touchdowns, while also catching 
six passes for 38 yards. But he’s most remembered 
for a major gaffe when the Huskies were simply 
trying to bleed the clock and ice a win. On 3rd-
and-1, Northeastern held possession at Georgia 
Southern’s 35-yard line, leading 27-21 with 3:07 
remaining and Broomfield coughed up the ball. 
Georgia Southern immediately answered with 
a 65-yard touchdown, had its extra point blocked 
and eventually won in overtime.

 Nonetheless, look for Broomfield to get the 
ball early and often against Syracuse. 

 Broomfield’s been a fixture in the Huskies’ 
offense since arriving as a freshman. In his 
first three years with Northeastern, he racked 
up 2,325 all-purpose yards (72.7 per game) and 
11 touchdowns. On an offense sorely lacking 
firepower, Broomfield is a reliable source of 
production. Most of the time.

stay of execution
Northeastern is 0-2. But considering where 

the program was last year, any football is good 
football. 

 The 73-year program faced extinction last 
year. As Northeastern endured its fourth-straight 
losing season, rumors quickly swirled that the 
school needed to cut a sports team due to financial 
problems. As the most expensive sport by far, 
football seemed bound to get the axe. 

 The rumors continued, head coach Rocky 
Hager called it a “gigantic distraction,” and the 
Huskies dropped seven of their first eight games. 

 But thanks to a resilient corps of alumni 
lobbying for the program, the school announced 
it would keep the football team under a new 
funding plan. The plan enables Northeastern to 
continue to fund and maintain 19 intercollegiate 
sports.

 And a gigantic amount of weight was lifted 
off tight end Brian Mandeville and the Huskies’ 
backs. Last season, the murky future of the pro-
gram was a lingering distraction. Not this year.

 “We were really excited,” Mandeville said. 
“It finally put our minds at ease and let us start 
preparing for the upcoming season. We were 
very fortunate that the alumni stepped up and 
let the administration know how important 
football was to them.” 

—Compiled asst. sports editors 
Tyler Dunne and Michael Bonner

Sizing up Northeastern

courtesy of northeastern media relations
Anthony orio has led the Huskies 
offense this year, compiling 436 passing 
yards in a pair of Northeastern losses.
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sophomore Kevyn Scott, the starting strong 
safety. “It’s a killer to get there, stop them on 
fi rst down, stop them on second down, even get 
them a loss of yardage on second down. It comes 
3rd-and-long, and they get it? 

 “That’s a killer.”
 That makes things tough on an already 

struggling defense, a unit ravaged by injuries 
and dotted with young players — opponents 
average 42.3 points and 507.3 yards a game this 
year against the Orange. So the coaching staff 
has to prepare the unit as the best it can.

 The staff works with the players throughout 
the week on different situations such as goal 
line sets or third-and-long sets. They run scrim-

mages to preview what the opposing team will 
offer on Saturdays. 

 “You go out and you correct the things 
that are giving you problems,” said lineback-
ers coach Dan Conley. “Some of those are, you 
know, getting the kids in the right positions. 
That’s what we do.”

 But practice is one thing. Once game day 
comes, things go wrong. Tackles are missed. 
Coverages fall through. 

 “It’s all missed assignments,” said freshman 
cornerback Dorian Graham, who got his fi rst 
extended action in the secondary against Penn 
State. “We just need to get better technique-wise 
and execute our plays.”

 Salgado emphasized the importance of each 
player performing his role on those key third 
downs. If the quarterback has extra time to 
throw, the secondary can only cover receivers 

for so long. If a tackle is missed, the other play-
ers can only minimize the damage. Kennedy’s 
long touchdown in the Akron game — “unac-
ceptable,” Salgado said — was the result of a 
player giving up inside leverage and letting a 
the tailback break outside. 

 “So it’s everybody, together,” Salgado said. 
“Believe me, we’ve been hitting it. We know we 
need to get that fi xed.”

ramccull@syr.edu

THIRD DOWN
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THREE’S A CROWD
Here’s a look at each of the ten times this 
season Syracuse has been burned in a 
third-and-long scenario.

Northwestern
1. 3rd-and-12 at Syracuse 16, second 
quarter: C.J. Bacher throws 16-yard 
touchdown to Jeremy Ebert.
2. 3rd-and-7 at Syracuse 8, third quar-
ter: Pass interference penalty on Randy 
McKinnon extends drive, Northwestern 
scores three plays later.

Akron
3. 3rd-and-15 at Akron 7, second quar-
ter: Dennis Kennedy runs draw up the 
middle for 15 yards. 
4. 3rd-and-23 at Syracuse 35, second 
quarter: Kennedy breaks outside on 
another draw for a 35-yard touchdown.
5. 3rd-and-11 at Akron 29, second quar-
ter: Chris Jacquemain hits Dashan Miller 
on a crossing pattern for 12 yards. Akron 
scores nine plays later.
6. 3rd-and-16 at Akron 48, third quarter: 
Jacquemain fi nds Miller again on cross-
ing route, this time for 20 yards. Akron 
misses fi eld goal four plays later.

Penn State
7. 3rd-and-17 at Penn State 37, fi rst quar-
ter: Daryll Clark fi nds a wide-open Jordan 
Norwood up the seam for 24 yards. Penn 
State scores seven plays later.
8. 3rd-and-8 at Syracuse 17, fi rst quar-
ter: Clark hits Deon Butler on a fade route 
for a touchdown.
9. 3rd-and-7 at Syracuse 24, second 
quarter: Pat Devlin fi nds Norwood open 
again, this time for a touchdown.
10. 3rd-and-7 at Syracuse 46, third quar-
ter: Devlin hits Chaz Powell for 22 yards. 
Penn State scores three plays later. 

A drunk driver ruined something
precious. Amber Apodaca.

Friends Don’t Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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SATURDAY, 3:30 P.M., TIME WARNER 26
NORTHEASTERN VS. SYRACUSE

CAMERON DANTLEY
As good as the junior quarterback looked against 
Akron, he was sloppy — at best — against No. 16 
Penn State. Dantley went 13-for-32, throwing for 110 

yards in the 55-13 Syracuse defeat.
 Of course, no Orange player looked 

very capable against the Nittany Lions. But 
Dantley is held to a higher standard. He 
was bought into this offense — in place 
of struggling incumbent Andrew Robin-

son — to be a difference maker. To add  
another dimension to the SU’s otherwise 
bland attack.

 He did that against Akron. Dant-
ley’s effi ciency kept the Zips defense honest 
and allowed the Orange rushing game — 
the true strength of the offense — to kick 
into gear. And when the former walk-on 

needed to make throws, he did. Like in the 
fourth quarter, when he rolled right and fi red 

a 15-yard dart to tight end Nick Provo for a 
touchdown.

 That sort of play is why the Syra-
cuse coaching staff made the switch at 

quarterback. Now, Dantley needs to 
fl ash that talent more consistently.

—John Clayton, sports editor

BRUCE WILLIAMS
After all the fuss last week about Williams mov-
ing from wide receiver to free safety, to 
bolster the struggling defense, it looked 
like he fi t right in the with the rest 
of SU’s struggling secondary against 
Penn State last Saturday. Outside 
of his fumble recovery in the fi rst 
quarter, Williams looked shaky.

 No doubt, the senior captain is 
a veteran presence, and his expe-
rience should help some of the 
younger guys, but if Syracuse 
is going to win games, he has to 
play well on the fi eld. Leadership 
is not enough anymore. Williams 
will be the starting free safety the 
rest of the year, so it will benefi t the 
Orange if he improves right away.

 As a safety last season, Williams 
made 11 tackles and had an interception. 
That would look pretty good on this 
defense right now.

—Jared Diamond, staff 
writer

In order to 
salvage its 
season, 
Syracuse 
needs these 
3 players to 
step up

ART JONES
Jones is the best player on the defense 
— one of Syracuse’s few pro pros-
pects — and he will have to perform 
even better than last season, when he 
had 17 1/2 tackles for loss. 

 The junior defensive tackle has 
been pretty good so far, with four 
tackles for loss and a sack, but the 
Orange’s pass rush has been incon-
sistent. Through three games, oppos-
ing quarterbacks have generally 
been able to sit back in the pocket and 
pick apart Syracuse’s desolate sec-
ondary.

 One way to make up for strug-
gling defensive backs is by getting 

consistent pressure up front. 
Jones, who has been more 

of a run stopper than a 
pass rusher in his colle-
giate career (one sack in 

2007), will have to do even more if 
the Orange has a chance to right this 
sinking ship.

—Jared Diamond, staff writer

daily orange
 file photos
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By Hope Morley
Staff writer

W
ith the cutting of an 
orange and pink rib-
bon, representative of 
Syracuse University’s 

current and past  colors, the School 
of Architecture was officially wel-
comed back to main campus Satur-
day at the rededication of Slocum 
Hall. 

 “What you see here is just the 
beginning of a university, not just a 

school, but a university that’s mov-
ing forward and thinking about the 
relationship of people, cities and 
education,” said Dean Mark Rob-
bins in his speech. “Architecture is 
very much a part of that.” 

 Slocum Hall, which was origi-
nally completed in 1919, has been 
closed for renovations for the last 
two years. Back when the building 
was built, it housed not only the 
School of Architecture but also the 
schools of Business, Agriculture 

and Home Economics.  
 The building underwent a 

series of changes over the years, 
including the closing of the atrium 
and the removal of the entry stair-
way and the original auditorium. 
Also, the addition of room parti-
tions and hung ceilings caused the 
building — which is on the Nation-
al Register of Historic Places — to 
lose much of its original grandeur.  

 The plans for the renovation 
began in 1999 with the hiring of 

architect Jim Garrison, a graduate 
of the school and a visiting critic 
in the early 1990s. Garrison, a 1977 

By Ben Tepfer
Contributing writer

Three Syracuse University students 
have found a way to wear their disap-
pointment in football head coach Greg 
Robinson.

 Seniors Josh Shaw, Shawn 
O’Donoghue and Mike Zahler started 
making T-shirts this year that read 
“Greg Robinson Farewell Tour.” The 
shirts have a list of this season’s game 
dates and locations on the back.

 “We had the idea a while ago to 
support our team by creating these 
shirts,” said Shaw, a newspaper jour-
nalism and policy studies major and 
former Daily Orange staff writer. 

blinded by the light 
hi 67° | lo 43°

I N S I D e p u l p

And the Emmy goes to...
Mini-series ‘John adams’ breaks 
records at Sunday night’s emmy 
awards. Pages 14-15

I N S I D e S p o r t S

That winning feeling
the Syracuse football team 
got its first victory of the 
season, beating northeastern, 
30-21. Page 24

I N S I D e N e w S

Getting political
History professor Margaret 
thompson shares her 
expertise. Page 3

o N l I N e N o w

Personal tour
take a look at the Slocum Hall 
renovations at dailyorange.com.

kuon luo | contributing photographer
Slocum hall, originally completed in 1919, has been closed for renovations for the last two years. the plans for the renovation began in 
1999 with the hiring of architect Jim garrison. the redesigned building boasts a new gallery, auditorium, cafe and student bookstore.

Westcott 
theater raises 
curtain  after 
year hiatus

Students sell 
anti-greg 
Robinson 
t-shirts

see t-shirts page 4

see westcott page 8

see architecture page 6

s c h o o l  o f  a r c h i t e c t u r e

After two years, 
school returns 
to renovated 
Slocum Hall

By Blake Rong
Contributing writer

After nearly a year of vacancy, the 
newly renovated Westcott Theater 
opened for a sneak peek of the West-
cott Street Cultural Festival Sunday. 
The building, located at 524 Westcott 
St., was formerly known as the West-
cott Cinema, which closed in October 
2007.

 For the first time, local residents 
could witness the theater’s transfor-
mation from a former one-screen cin-
ema to a performing arts center. 

 “I think with the changing of 
the times, we’re not a movie theater 
anymore, we’re not a cinema,” said 

homeModel
Slocum HAll 
FEATurES
■ auditorium and gallery

■ re-design of central atrium to 
allow more light and air into the 
building

■ addition of a cafe and student 
supply bookstore in basement

■ Connection to Link Hall for 
faculty and collaborative 
projects with L.C. Smith College 
of engineering and Computer 
Science

■ expanded studios, reading 
room and office space for 
faculty and administration

Source: soa.syr.edu
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Monday for mutts
When: 11 a.m.
Where: The Quad
How much: Free 

 
What: Zen meditations
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Hendricks Chapel
How much: Free 

What: Accounting career fair
When: Noon
Where: Flaum Grand Hall, 
School of Management
How much: Free

What: Beginners cooking class
When: 5 p.m.
Where: 229 Lyman Hall
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by daniel bortz

Blink-182 drummer 
and dJ aM suffer 
third-degree burns 
after plane crash
Travis Barker and Adam “DJ 
AM” Goldstein suffered severe 
burns after their jet plane 
crashed in southern California, 
killing four people. Barker, the 
former Blink-182 drummer, and 
Goldstein, a celebrity disc jock-
ey, were taken to the Joseph 
Still Burn Center in Augusta for 
treatment. One eye witness 
told CNN they saw Barker and 
Goldstein remove their cloth-
ing to put out the flames. The 
two are expected to reach full 
recovery, a doctor told CNN 
Sunday. Center officials told 
the network the musicians 
suffered second- and third-
degree burns, according to a 
statement from the musicians’ 
families released by the center. 
The Learjet flight crashed late 
Friday night shortly after take 
off from an airport in Columbia, 
where the men had just per-
formed a concert. The plane’s 
two-person crew and a pair of 
the musicians’ staff members 
were killed. Both were in criti-
cal but stable condition as of 
Sunday afternoon.

Israel’s Prime Minister 
Formally resigns
Ehud Olmert submitted his 
resignation Sunday evening to 
President Shimon Peres and 
cabinet members. The former 
prime minister read his letter 
of resignation to both the presi-
dent and the nation via televi-
sion broadcast by Channel 10 
TV. Peres made arrangements 
to meet with cabinet members 
and advisors to discuss who 
will be Olmert’s successor. One 
potential candidate is Foreign 
Minister Tzipi Livni, who sup-
ports Olmert’s push toward a 
period of peace between the 
Israelis and Palestinians. Livni 
also won last week’s party pri-
mary election. She is currently 
attempting to assemble a coali-
tion government in an effort to 
maintain organization and order 
for Israel.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

w E aT h E r

today tomorrow wednesday

H67| L45 H76| L52H72| L49  

T o M o r r o w
n e w s

Cold case
Law school students investigate 
unsolved civil rights cases. 
 

p u l p

let them eat cake
Everson Museum hosts  exhibit 
of Marie Antoinette’s dresses.

s p o r t s 

Building a contender
Ange Bradley has made SU field 
hockey into a national power.

s P o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 6 p.m., Providence, R.I. 
 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 7 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 27 
vs. Pittsburgh 
@ noon, Carrier Dome

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 28  
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 1 p.m., Amherst, 
Mass. 
 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 28  
vs. Rutgers 
@ 2 p.m., Piscataway, 
N.J.

MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 28  
vs. Connecticut 
@ 3 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium

PHoto  oF  tHe  weeK

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Willie Mays, 
1969

The San 
Francisco 
Giant hits 
his 600th 

career 
home run

Broadway, 
1964

“Fiddler on 
the Roof” 
opens in 

New York, 
starting its 
44-year run

A-bomb,
1949

Soviet 
Union 

explodes 
its first 
atomic 
bomb

Revolution,
1776
Spy 

Nathan Hale 
hanged 
by the 
British 
soldiers

maren guse | contributing photographer
Students light a bonfire as part of Homecoming weekend celebrations. Some spent the weekend 
attending the football game against Northeastern, as well as events like Tipperary Hill Music Festival.

“I WAS WALKING AROUND the 
bonfire looking for how to incorporate 
it with campus when I noticed its posi-
tion between Hendricks and Crouse. I 
thought it would be cool to show the 
fire and just the outline of the buildings. 
It was the perfect time of night.”

 — Maren Guse 

How I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.
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By Hope Morley
Staff writer

P
rofessor Margaret Thomp-
son’s office speaks for itself. 

Bumper stickers proclaim-
ing “Well-behaved Women 

Don’t Make History” and “Peace 
Takes Courage” adorn her office 
door. Hanging on one of her walls, 
a collection of political buttons tell 
visitors to “Question Authority” and 
“Clean up Politics, Elect a Woman.” 

 Around Syracuse University, 
Thompson is known as the his-
tory department’s resident political 
fanatic. 

 “She’s a political junkie per se,” 
said history professor Scott Strick-
land, who has known Thompson 
since 1984.

 Thompson came to SU in 1981 
as an assistant professor in history 
after working at Knox College in 

Illinois. During her years as a gradu-
ate student and before, Thompson 
worked on a number of political cam-
paigns, including several presiden-
tial ones. Though she is still active 
in politics, she decided that teaching 
was a better career choice for her. 

 “In government work, even when 
you are working for somebody you 
really admire, you’re ultimately 
working for them. You do what 
they need done,” Thompson said. “I 
decided that what academia offered 
me that those jobs didn’t was control 
of my own mind.”

 Thompson is teaching two cours-
es this semester: HST 341: “The Mod-
ern Presidency,” and a new honors 
course, HST 300: “The Election and 
the New Media.” The latter is com-
posed of fifteen honors students and 
about ten senior citizens from Oasis, 
a local senior enrichment program.

 “To hear from people who have 
been involved in politics and have 
been voting for a long time, but who 
may not be as familiar with the tech-
nology as young people are,” Thomp-
son said. “I think there’s going to be 
some good intergenerational com-
munication there.”

 While talking to her classes 
or anyone in her office, Thompson 
demands attention. She will not 
enter into a conversation lightly, but 
when someone poses a few good ques-
tions on a topic that she is passionate 
about, the stories begin to flow. In 
every conversation, she offers expe-
riences, examples and historical 
information.

 In her Modern Presidency 
course, a full lecture class with 100 
students enrolled, Thompson works 
to engage her students. She holds 

m o n d ay
september 22, 2008

c a m P u s  b r i e f s

laura dobler | contributing photographer
margaret thompson, a professor in the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public affairs, teaches the Modern Presidency course, a 
class that’s garnered her significant criticism from students over the years. Before coming to SU, she worked at Knox College in illinois.

‘Political junkie’ Professor Margaret 
Thompson brings passion 
to history courses   

see thompson page 6

part of Comstock Avenue closed
for residence hall construction
A portion of Comstock Avenue will 
be closed starting today, running 
through Oct. 3. The construction of 
the new residence hall — recently 
named the “Ernie Davis Hall” in 
an announcement by Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor on Sept. 14 — caused 
the closure to take place. The north- 
and south-bound lanes of Comstock 
Avenue between Waverly Avenue 
and University Place will be closed, 
enforced by barriers installed on site 
to notify oncoming traffic.

Late VpA faculty member sells 
original artwork
Stone Quarry Hill Art Park’s Art 
Barn in Cazenovia will be selling 
custom sculptures and acrylic pieces 
of the Rodger Mack, a late professor in 
the College of Visual and Performing 
Arts. The proceeds from the sales 
will benefit both the park and VPA’s 
sculpture program through the Roger 
Mack Fund. Mack served as director 
of VPA’s School of Art and Design for 
nine years and has taught sculpture 
courses for more than 30 years. The 
sale will run from noon to 5 p.m. each 
day until its conclusion on Sept. 28.

student Affairs project offers 
grants up to $5,000
Syracuse University’s Division of 
Student Affairs expanded its Kalei-
doscope Project by offering to match 
grants up to $5,000 to bring pro-
grams to campus that explore diver-
sity. Student Affairs is now accepting 
applications for the grants, with the 
deadlines for the next two cycles set 
for Sept. 26 and Jan. 30. The project 
itself started in 2003 and helps bring 
lecturers to talk on campus about a 
variety of issues related to diversity 
and promotion of dialogue about such 
issues.

VpA students, professor travel to 
China
Syracuse University’s College of 
Visual and Performing Arts sent six 
of its students and one of its profes-
sors to Beijing Saturday, to spend a 
month at Peking University’s Insti-
tute of World Theatre and Film. The 
students, under the direction of Craig 
MacDonald, an associate professor 
of drama, will present a rendition of 
Shakespeare’s “King Lear.” They’ll be 
working with students from PKU and 
professional actors in preparation for 
an October performance. The produc-
tion will be shown as part of Beijing’s 
first National Chinese Shakespeare 
Festival. Timothy Bond, producing 
artistic director for Syracuse Stage 
and the Department of Drama, was a 
visiting artist at PKU while he worked 
as the associate artistic director for 
the Oregon Shakespeare Festival.

ThomPson Trivia
	Grew up in Gainesville, fla. 
	father worked for civil rights 
movement
	worked for Lyndon Johnson 
campaign at 15 years old
	received degree in american 
studies from Smith College
	worked on presidential 
campaign for idaho Sen. frank 
Church
	Came to SU in 1981 as assis-
tant history professor
	Serves as a Catholic nun on 
the side
	Currently teaches HSt 341: 
“the Modern Presidency” and 
HSt 300: “the election and the 
New Media”
	Openly supports Sen. Barack 
Obama
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t-shirts
f r o m  p a g e  1

“We’re all seniors, so we have been here through 
Coach Robinson’s tenure. We feel like there is 
nothing we can do about our bad football season, 
but for the people who are still around, it’s time 
for a change.”

 The three have sold nearly 200 shirts — 
printed by Holy Shirt company — to students 
and tailgaters. Publicity has stemmed from 
their Facebook group of 73 members and word of 
mouth.

 Shaw has received a variety of public opin-
ions on the shirts.

 “We will walk around and people will yell to 
us, ‘You have to believe in your team no matter 
what,’” he said. “We understand their opinions, 
but there are a lot of people out there who are 
really unhappy with how Greg Robinson has 
done things, and we are some of those people. 
We are expressing our frustration through the 
T-shirts.”

 People are also requesting Farewell Tour 
shirts for Athletic Director Daryl Gross, said 
Zahler, a political science, history and econom-
ics major.

 Eric Gally, a 1988 Syracuse alumnus from 
Rockville, Md., said he doesn’t blame Gross or 
Robinson for the team’s losing streaks and had 
no problem with the shirts.

 “I absolutely don’t think there is anything 
wrong with students making these shirts,” 
Gally said. “Students are paying customers and 
have the right to express their opinion.”

 Shaw, O’Donoghue and Zahler said they are 
the only ones selling the shirts, and that they 
came up with the idea on their own.

 “Three guys have a blog and make and sell 
their own shirts that are similar,” Shaw said.

 But the students running the blog, idiotson-
sports.com, have been making almost identical 
shirts to those made by Shaw, O’Donoghue and 
Zahler since Aug. 20 — several weeks before 
Shaw, O’Donoghue and Zahler began making 
their own.

 One storeowner has a different take on the 
product.

 “I believe selling shirts like that is a little 
beneath us,” said Bill Nesler, one of the co-
owners of Manny’s SU Clothing. “Selling them 
is not in the interest of school spirit. We sup-
port our team no matter what. However, after 
Robinson is gone, we may have a different take 
on it.”

bstepfer@syr.edu
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“B lessed are the young,” said 
President Herbert Hoover, 
“for they shall inherit the 

national debt.” 
 The greatest generation Hoover 

was referring to grew up, saved 
Europe, settled suburbs, begat a baby-
boom, elected JFK, Nixon, Reagan 
and Bush I. It packaged an heirloom of 
nasty cold war deficits to their entitled 
baby-boom children, who in turn 
elected the scarier Bush sequel (twice), 
whose reckless policies ballooned 
Hoover’s little heirloom into a monster 
gift to be passed on.

 So, I wonder if you’ve had the talk 
with the elders yet.  They are getting 
older and won’t be around forever, so 
you should find out where they stashed 
their share of the debt so you can find 
it when they’re gone. 

 Anyway, you knew the family debt 
would be yours someday. And that’s 
OK.  First, because a national deficit 
isn’t really a problem as long as the 
economy is strong and the federal gov-
ernment’s creditors stick around. And 
second, the built up debt is necessary 
to pay for things like college tuition 
assistance for when you are young and 
social security for when you get old.

 Except, as economist John Wil-
liams described it to the Baltimore 
Sun, if the debt problems that are now 
plaguing Wall Street spread to the 
federal government, the only options 
would be either hyperinflation or the 
elimination of Medicare and Social 
Security. Actually, such a forced 
elimination may be the Republicans’ 
ultimate goal.

 Given these options, it makes 
sense to start taking responsibility 
in reducing the nearly $10 trillion 
in debt.  However, that doesn’t mean 
governments should include college 
students in their spending cuts as they 
deal with troubling financial times.  

 Look no further than Gov. David 
Paterson’s recent veto of a measure 
that would have corrected the finan-
cial aid process to account for students 
who suffered drastic changes in their 
financial situation, due, say, to the 
loss of a family member. In defending 
the veto, Paterson told the New York 
Times, “this bill would impose costs 
that cannot be provided at this fiscally 
precarious time.”

 In reality, at $10 million, the costs 
were not severe. As NYPIRG member 
Chad Brooker, who advocated for the 

measure in Albany, said, “It was a 
very poor decision that would have 
been very easy, relatively inexpensive 
and could have changed the lives of 
thousands of New York students.”

 But at least these unfortunate 
students will be able to count on their 
Pell grants, right?  

 Actually, perhaps not.  A 
recent Times article noted, on page 
A-obscurity, that due to unprecedented 
numbers of students requesting 
financial aid, the popular Pell Grants 
(which you don’t have to pay back) 
were expected to suffer a $6 billion 
shortfall.  

 If the government continues to 
abandon needy students, the economic 
hole the Bush generation has dug 
will only grow deeper as the under-
educated end up under-employed and 
eventually under the care of already 
over-burdened government programs.   
With any wisdom, our elders would 
double financial aid efforts as they cut 
other programs in the hopes that we 
will finally be the financially respon-
sible generation that will account for 
their mistakes. But this doesn’t seem 
to be happening, perhaps because the 
baby-boomers haven’t really been the 
generation known for wise political 
choices.

 If students want to secure their 
future, they need to take action: peti-
tion, vote, run for office, lobby and 
march. But as the active students at 
NYPIRG demonstrate, that doesn’t 
even seem to be enough. Indeed, we 
just may have to settle for Option B: 
Continue the precarious economic 
policies of our parents and grandpar-
ents and have babies of our own.  We 
just have to make sure to have lots of 
them, and when they get old enough, 
we’ll kindly let them know how blessed 
they truly are, for they will inherit our 
national debt.

Kevin Eggleston is a junior political sci-
ence and television, radio and film major. 
His column appears every other Monday. 
He can be reached at kmeggles@syr.edu.

columnist

still smitten with bill clinton

Financial crisis spells dire 
future for college students

scr ibble
Dave Saracino
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her students. She holds no lecture notes, even 
when that day is based purely on theory. As stu-
dents volunteer their opinions on articles read 
for homework, she pulls in those who did not 
raise their hand with comments like, “You’re 
nodding, talk to me.”

 Students often comment on her uncompro-
mising manner.  

 “She runs the class pretty strictly, but she’s 
not cruel, she just demands undivided atten-
tion,” said Brain Amaral, a junior broadcast 
journalism major in Thompson’s class. “Leav-
ing the class in the middle of a lecture is a big 
no-no, and she’s not afraid to call out students 
who leave. But I think she manages to not have 
students hate her for it, because the class is 
lively and interesting.”

 Some students aren’t always thrilled with 
Thompson’s political enthusiasm. In her Modern 
Presidency course, Thompson has been upfront 
about her support for Sen. Barack Obama’s 
candidacy. She received several e-mails from 
students who argued her liberal political lean-
ings created a political bias in the class. 

 “I want to make it very clear to you that 
when I express something that is obviously an 
opinion that I don’t expect or anticipate that 
you will share that opinion,” Thompson said to 
her class this fall. “I have taught many students 
over the years who are ardent Republicans, 
ardent conservatives and guess what? They 
left my class as ardent Republicans and ardent 
conservatives.”

 Joleen Zanuzoski, a political science and his-
tory major who graduated in 2006, took Thomp-
son’s Modern Presidency course and later asked 
her to be her honors thesis advisor. That thesis 
is now being expanded into a full book on sex 

trafficking in Southeast Asia. 
 “She’s really inspiring,” Zanuzoski said. 

“She’s by far one of my favorite professors I had at 
SU because she’s so excited by what you’re doing, 
and she really takes an active interest in it.”

 Before teaching at SU, Thompson’s first pas-
sion was politics. She became involved as a child 
growing up in Gainesville, Fla. She remembers 
going campaigning with her father, who actively 
worked for the civil rights movement and even 
once had a cross burned on his lawn before 
Thompson was born.

 “I came from a family that was very com-
mitted,” Thompson said. “We did get obscene 
phone calls and garbage thrown on our lawn 
and things like that.”

 In 1964, when Thompson was 15 years old, 
she became co-chair of her county’s Citizens 
for Lyndon Johnson. Her fellow co-chair was a 
black boy from the separate black high school. 
When the local paper ran a picture of the two of 
them together, it was considered very incendi-
ary. 

 “Supporting Lyndon Johnson in the seg-
regated South was a very racial thing to do,” 
Thompson recalls. “It was really all about civil 
rights, at least in my part of the world.”

 By the presidential election of 1968, it was all 
about Vietnam. 

 Thompson switched her allegiance from 
Johnson to a Democratic challenger named 
Eugene McCarthy in opposition to the Vietnam 
War. 

 “I’m not saying I was involved in every elec-
tion, but I’ve been involved since I was a high 
school kid, basically,” Thompson said. 

 While attending Smith College for a degree 
in American studies, Thompson interned in 
Washington, D.C., for Congressman Claude 
Pepper. In 1975, when Thompson was working 
toward her graduate degree in history from the 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, she became 

an American Political Science Association con-
gressional fellow. 

 As a congressional fellow, she worked in 
both the House of Representatives and the Sen-
ate. One notable alumnus from that program is 
Dick Cheney. 

 During her time as a congressional fellow, 
Thompson worked on the presidential campaign 
of democratic Sen. Frank Church from Idaho. 
Church had come onto the national scene while 
doing an investigation into the intelligence 
community and decided to run for president. He 
won three primaries.  

 “To give you an idea of how ineffectual this 
campaign was, I ended up being the fourth most 
experienced person on his campaign staff,” 
Thompson said. “I was a grad student who had 
never run a campaign in my life.”

 Though Church was not successful in his 
bid for the White House, Thompson does claim 
her time with him as a valuable learning experi-
ence.

 “I learned what I did and didn’t want to do, 
and I learned some things about what works and 
what doesn’t in political campaigns,” Thompson 
said. 

 Based on her experience in campaigns, 
Thompson is opinionated about politics and 
not afraid to be outspoken about it, and her col-
leagues in the history department can attest to 
that. Both Thompson and her fellow professors 
enjoy discussing politics within the depart-
ment.

 “She is a source of insights that you can’t 
find easily anywhere else, even in this age of 
blogs,” said professor Norman Kutcher. “As a 
presidential historian, she has a good sense of 
how today’s politics relate to politics and events 
past.”

 History professor Strickland said that they 
share similar political leanings, though Strick-
land said they tend to disagree over religious 

matters.
 Thompson is a Catholic and is devout enough 

to be an associate with the Sisters, Servants 
of the Immaculate Heart of Mary. Essentially, 
she is a nun but she is able to maintain her own 
lifestyle while maintaining a close relationship 
with the church.

 Catholic nuns became a research interest 
for Thompson while teaching a women’s stud-
ies course. She is currently working on a book 
about nuns in the United States. 

 “I did give a paper once at the American 
Political Science Association on lobbying nuns,” 
Thompson jokes. “I’m very interested, generally 
speaking, although it’s not the primary focus of 
my work on nuns, on the intersection between 
religion and politics.”

 In the end, Thompson said that what brings 
her back to politics year after year is not person-
able candidates or campaign slogans. She said 
she is inspired by Obama and others in the past, 
but when it comes down to it, she cares about the 
issues. 

 “The cause is going to still be there, whether 
or not the candidate is,” Thompson said. “I 
think that’s what keeps me going.”

hemorley@syr.edu

graduate, remembers the architecture pro-
gram being limited to the fourth floor of Slocum 
Hall. 

 “The one thing I remember feeling when 
I first walked into Slocum as a 17-year-old 
freshman is, ‘Is this all there is to a school 
of architecture?’” Garrison said. “I really 
had expected something that expressed the 
potential of architecture and instead, what I 
had was a few old rooms tucked away in this 
old building.”

 Based on his experience, Garrison was 
able to formulate main focuses for the renova-
tions. These included use of light and connec-
tion with the university as a whole.  

 Danton Spina, a fourth-year architecture 
student, said he’s pleased to be able to move 
back into the building.

 “It’s such a little thing, but to reopen the 
atrium and bring it back to its original archi-
tectural aesthetic, to have this open space and 
all these interactions between floors, people 
yelling to their friends on different floors, the 
amount of light that gets in, the quality of air 
is so much better,” he said.

 In addition to reopening the atrium, add-
ing a new gallery, auditorium, cafe and stu-
dent bookstore, Garrison wanted to update 
some of the original features of the building 
that made it energy efficient. Slocum Hall was 
built with no air conditioning, but the design 
of the building made it naturally cooled and 
ventilated. Since its original construction, 
many of those features have been removed.  

 “The architects who designed Slocum 
inherited thousands of years of evolution 
regarding how to make buildings respond to 
climate without using fossil fuels,” Garrison 

said. “Now we’ve entered this era where we 
have to be responsible about the environment, 
and Slocum Hall provides a lesson on how it 
was done and how we can do it again.”  

 Faculty and alumni mainly attended the 
rededication ceremony and brunch Saturday, 
which is why it was planned for Homecoming 
weekend. Alumni spent the morning remem-
bering old freshman hazing rituals and shar-
ing the building with cows, while current 
students gave tours of the building.

 For the last two and a half years, the 
School of Architecture has been based at The 
Warehouse, a building in downtown Syracuse 
purchased by SU in 2005.

 “What’s really positive about (Slocum) is 
that you are really engaged on the campus,” 
said Peter Randolph, a second-year archi-

tecture student. “You work so much (at The 
Warehouse) you don’t have much of a life 
anyways, and to be so far away, you can feel 
very isolated from the school.

 “What was great about the downtown loca-
tion was you could be really active in the city, 
a lot of projects work well there and it was 
great to be able to walk outside and experience 
Syracuse. So, there were trade-offs, but it’s 
definitely really great to be back here.”

 Though the program will maintain a pres-
ence downtown, all the studios and the majority 
of classes will take place at Slocum Hall. Other 
schools, like the College of Visual and Perform-
ing Arts, will now use The Warehouse.

 “It’s kind of the best of both worlds,” said 
Mary Kate O’Brien, director of communi-
cations for the school. “Now students have 
access to campus life, we’re almost right on 
the Quad, but also they still can engage with 
the city and all the work that’s been done to 
revitalize downtown.” 

 For third-year architecture students like 
Chad Cross, commuting downtown was the 
norm for architecture classes. Cross said he is 
excited to finally be on campus and not have to 
worry about bus schedules.

 “You feel like you’re part of the school, 
which I think is important,” Cross said.

hemorley@syr.edu

kuon luo | contributing photographer
Slocum Hall underwent a series of changes for the renovation, including removal of the 
entry stairway and the original auditorium, which was redesigned for the new building. 

“I want to make it very 
clear to you that when I 
express something that 
is obviously an opinion 
that I don’t expect or 
anticipate that you will 
share that opinion.”

Margaret Thompson
HiStory profeSSor

Slocum Hall
	December, 1915: formal authorization 
of building

	Spring 1916: Ground broken 

	Spring 1918: first occupied 

	1919: Completed

	1999: plans for renovation begin with 
hiring of architect Jim Garrison

	2005: SU purchases the Warehouse in 
downtown Syracuse

	January 2006: the Warehouse opens 
its doors to architecture students

	Fall 2008: School of Architecture 
returns to Slocum Hall after completion 
of 2-year renovation project; College of 
Visual and performing Arts moves design 
programs into the Warehouse
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Bus tour takes students to 
visit Harriett Tubman’s home

By Racquel Clarke
Contributing writer

Jessica Santana began to cry before entering 
the home of Harriet Tubman on Sunday.

 “I was getting really emotional and moved 
by the opportunity to come,” said Santana, a 
sophomore accounting major. “This woman, 
she dedicated her life to people.”

 Get on the Bus for Poetry gave Syracuse 
University students, staff, faculty and com-
munity members the opportunity on Sunday 
to experience the same Underground Railroad 
route that Tubman and hundreds of slaves 
traveled. 

While on the bus, attendees wrote and 
shared original poetry about black history 
and current issues in the world.

 Hosted by Verbal Blend, a program in 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, the bus 
tour also included stops at Syracuse Stage 
and Clinton Square, before visiting Tubman’s 
home. 

 “I feel more motivated to do what I want 
to do,” said Chiderah Monde, a sophomore 
broadcast journalism major. “I was feeling 
frustrated looking at all the things we don’t 
have anymore, like a strong black press.”

 Monde wrote and read two poems while on 
the bus tour.

 “This should be something people care 
about,” she said. 

 Critical of their current society, the poets 
on the bus voiced concerns they have in the 
black and Latino communities. A number of 
the poems read were related to racial stereo-
types, sexism, racism and family relation-
ships.

 Tarik Bell, a sophomore psychology major, 
wrote poems addressing present day subsi-
dized housing and the history of black lynch-
ing.

 Although more than 40 students signed 
up for the event, only a small portion actually 
attended. But Cedric T. Bolton, student engage-
ment coordinator for Multicultural Affairs, is 
already making plans to have a second tour 
like this one in the spring.

 “I wish more students could have shared 
the experience,” Bolton said. “Hopefully next 
time we can get two or three buses filled.”

 He suggested the small turnout may have 
been because of a lack of time, proper plan-
ning or even genuine interest.

 But some people who did make it said they 
were invigorated and inspired to write after 
seeing Tubman’s home.

 “I have so many ideas in my head right 
now,” said Seneca Wilson, an employee at SU 
Recreational Services. “I thought it was a 
great idea. It was very different than a regular 
poetry reading.”

reclarke@syr.edu
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co-owner Dan Mastronardi. 
 Excited to bring live music into the area, 

Mastronardi reassured locals that the venue 
would host a variety of acts including bands 
from Syracuse and nationwide, as well as film 
festivals and community driven events. 

 “It’ll be like going to a bar that plays mov-
ies,” he said, describing the ambience of the new 
venue. 

 To renovate the aging, Mastronardi and 
co-owner Samuel Levey worked for more than 
a year tearing up chairs, installing spotlights 
and bringing the building up to 21st century 
standards. 

 He was careful to maintain a casual atmo-
sphere, complimented by the new corner bar 
and the curtains that conceal the bare walls.

 Walking into the renovated space, the heavy 
wooden doors reveal a minimally decorated red 
lobby. 

 Inside, crew members tested equipment on 
the new sound stage, underneath a projector 
screen that was left from the former movie 
theater. 

 People mingled by the entrance, hoping to 
get a glimpse of the place before the live bands 
performed.

 “Thirty-four people came in saying they were 
eager to see the theater now, just to see the venue,” 
said Ron Bonk, founder and programmer of the 
B-Movie Film Festival which will be taking place 
at The Westcott in October.  “I’ve seen lots of indie 
filmmakers go to The Palace and the Redhouse, 
but this caters to the SU population, and the others 
don’t have that luxury.” 

 Despite The Westcott’s resurrection as a 
predominately live music venue, Bonk was still 
enthusiastic about its role in promoting the 
independent movie scene in Syracuse. 

 “You’ll see a lot of obscure, cutting edge 
cinema here, movies that people don’t often get 
to see,” he said.

 However, music was the focus of today’s 
small opening. 

 “I think it’s gonna be rockin’ as a music 
venue because it’s a much-needed thing in the 
area,” said recent SU graduate Karen Sum-
mers. 

 It seemed that not many people shared her 
enthusiasm as the floor was relatively bare 
throughout the afternoon. People who were on 
the floor were mingling around the bar to chat 
with Levey. 

 The bands that were slated to play at 2:30 
p.m. were delayed until 5. Even then the groups 
performed for a dwindling audience of three 
people. The darkened theater was no match 
for the music playing outside in the overcast 
weather. 

 Despite the low turnout, Mastronardi said 
he feels positive about the community response. 

 “It’s pretty good so far,” he said. “We won’t 
know until after today; this is the first day we’re 
open to the public.”

 Mastronardi attributes the low attendance 
to the lack of parking due to the fair, which was 
difficult to manage and was preventing more 
people from checking out the theater. 

 When The Westcott opens for good “in a few 
months,” he hopes to have these sorted out in 
order to reach out to SU students forced to live 
with a lack of live music.

 The Westcott improves on a venue that has 
had a long and storied history within the com-
munity, appearing through various incarnations 
since its opening as an independent movie house 
in 1919. Today’s setting for local bands as well as 
national acts simply expands on its legacy. 

 “We’re gonna encompass everything, we’re 
not just movies anymore,” said Mastronardi. 
“This is a new chapter we’re setting here.” 

bzrong@syr.edu

westcott
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SU Abroad 
Information Sessions

Learn more about studying abroad at one of SU’s seven 
international centers. Semester, full-year, and summer 
options are available, and most financial aid will transfer.

Beijing, China
Wednesday, 9/17 • 3:00 pm

SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

Hong Kong, China
Thursday, 9/18 • 3:00 pm

SU Abroad (106 Walnut Place)

London, England
Monday, 9/22 • 3:00 pm

Schine 304A

Santiago, Chile
Monday, 9/22 • 3:00 pm

Maxwell Auditorium

Madrid, Spain
Tuesday, 9/23 • 3:00 pm

Schine 228B

Florence, Italy
Wednesday, 9/24 • 3:00 pm

Hall of Languages 500

Strasbourg, France
Thursday, 9/25 • 3:00 pm

Shaffer 121

106 Walnut Place  Syracuse, NY 13244  /  315.443.3471  /  suabroad.syr.edu

dailyorange.com
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the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

the human condition by michael scialdone | mjsciald@syr.edu

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com
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second place prize for their inspirational piano/
vocal duet.  

 Third place, and $50, went to junior political 
science major Victoria Chang for her original 
poetry reading.

 “(The show) was definitely a success, I could 
tell just by looking into the crowd and seeing all 
the different faces,” West said.  “It was like a big 
celebration.  I was so glad that so many people 
came out to support the arts.”

 Each participant stressed the importance 
of giving back to the community, taking time to 
share an inspirational story before their perfor-
mances.

 “We try to perform, but at the same time 
absorb as much as we can from this rich cam-
pus,” Baylock said.  “There is so much culture 
here, and we’re making it our mission to embed 
ourselves in it.”

 Sophomore in the College of Human Ecology 
DeMarcus Woods tore up the stage early in the 
night with his fast-paced interpretive mime 
dance routine to a gospel ballad.  Woods didn’t 
care about winning the money, he just wanted to 
inspire the audience. 

 “At the beginning of the school year, a lot of 
students get homesick,” Woods said. “I wanted 
to encourage them to stand up by themselves 
and get through it.” 

 He said that if someone feels moved by his 
performance, then he accomplished his goal.

 The performers represented not only diver-
sity and inspiration, but student activism as 
well.  Before each performance, the competi-
tors announced their name, grade, major and 
which student activities with which they were 
involved.

 “This is my second time performing in ‘Cuse 
Got Talent, and I’m definitely looking forward to 

doing it next year,” Woods said during the show. 
 The event was part of this year’s Homecom-

ing line-up, continuing the tradition of student-
initiated competitions and festivities. 

 “It’s very important that student organiza-
tions are there to help other students, that’s what 
they’re for,” Muralidharan said.  “Sometimes 
people think the frats are all about the parties, 
but we wanted to show that we can accomplish 
diversity outside of partying.” 

smtayl02@syr.edu

talent
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“It was like a big 
celebration.  I was so glad 
that so many people came 
out to support the arts.”

Jerijah West
‘cuse got talent winner

the July 9 episode of “The Real World XX: Hol-
lywood.”

 “I didn’t realize how much of an impact that 
was going to have, and I never imagined it was 
going to be so immediate,” Lloyd said.

 Left dazed by the sudden and unexpected 
success of her records, Lloyd could not fathom 
another career-sparking event so soon.  And 
that may be why it went by unnoticed.

 Two months after Lloyd’s music was fea-
tured on “The Real World,” two of her songs 
were featured in season four of “The Hills.”

 “I logged onto my MySpace one day and fans 
were asking for certain songs and posting ‘I 
heard this on The Hills,’” she said.

 With such success and overwhelming popu-

larity, it seems as if Lloyd’s future is as bound-
less as her vocal range, especially because this 
Rochester native refuses to sell out to typical 
music industry entrapments.

 Although Lloyd’s love for recording and 
performing remains strong, she has decided to 
split her time making music with her pursuit of 
a graduate degree in public relations.

 “For a while I did music full-time, but I love 
school and missed that part of my life,” she said. “I 
thought it had to be one or the other; I find a job or I 
do music.  I’m now finding you can do both.”

 As for what is next, Lloyd plans on staying 
true to “doing both,” and is starting to think 
about her next album, while she travels for 
shows across the east coast.

 “I’d like to do a live or acoustic album since 
both of my current albums are fully produced,” 
she said.

jmsmit07@syr.edu

lloyd
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Syracuse heavy metal band returns to its roots
By Joshua Kruk
contributing writer

With song titles like “Demon Springs” and “Run 
with the Wolves,” it is easy to assume that the 
members of The Drylung Whiskey Binge take 
themselves and their music very seriously. 

 While that may be the case, they are not 
above consuming shots of whiskey with fellow 
bar patrons after one of their shows.  

 The band played Syracuse’s The Lost Hori-
zon Sept. 13, opening for Stemm and King Sny-
der. The band will be appearing at The Half 
Penny Pub in Syracuse on Sept. 27.

 The band performed its own sound check 
and drank with friends before taking the stage. 

 The crowd was made up of roughly 100 

people on that Saturday night, but The Drylung 
Whiskey Binge played with an intensity that 
could have captivated 1,000. 

 Between songs, vocalist Joe Mahar chatted 
with the crowd and even a few audience mem-
bers shouted of some of the band’s lyrics. This 
was a comfortable atmosphere; it had the feel of 
a friendly basement jam session.

 Mahar has an edge in his voice comparable 
to the late Layne Staley of Alice In Chains fame. 
The band’s music has an organic metal feel 
much like local heroes Brand New Sin, and it 
shows a hunger to succeed.   

 The Drylung Whiskey Binge hails from 
Syracuse, forming out of the rubble of other 
local projects such as Sinpusher, Hellbender 

and LedYard. 
 Members of the band have shared the stage 

with national acts and local success story, Brand 
New Sin. 

 “We played with the band Mastodon before 
they were anybody,” said guitarist Chris 
Jacopelle. 

 Mastodon has since gone on to be nominated 
for a Grammy Award and have its album “Blood 
Mountain” appear at No. 9 on Rolling Stone’s 
best albums of the year list in 2006. 

 The members of The Drylung Whiskey 
Binge grew up attending shows at the Lost Hori-
zon and hoped to use it as a springboard to their 
own success. 

 The club recently reopened in April and 

is looking to promote local talent. Joe Altier, 
co-manager of the Lost Horizon, said “the local 
music scene took a beating” when the club 
changed ownership and format in 2002. 

 Altier toured the world as the singer of 
Brand New Sin but returned to help build a 
repertoire with local bands.

 “There must be a cohesiveness in the local 
scene,” he said.  

jekruk@syr.edu 

IF YOU GO
What: the Drylung whiskey binge concert
Where: the Half Penny Pub, armory square
When: sept. 27, 8 p.m.  
How much: $5 cover charge

NOTE TO PUB: DO NOT PRINT INFO BELOW, FOR I.D. ONLY. NO ALTERING OF AD COUNCIL PSAS.
Buzzed Driving Prevention - Newspaper 11 1/2 x 21  B&W DD204-N-05032-I “Martini” 85 line screen

Digital Files at Schawk 212-689-8585  Reference #: 252080
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The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini

3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many

Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.
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MTV shows 
feature SU 
grad’s music 
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jerijah west earned first place and $400 at 
the second annual ‘Cuse Got Talent competition 
at Goldstein Auditorium Saturday night. “When I 
got on stage, it was all about me,“ he said.

‘Cuse Got Talent showcases 
range of student performances

By Samuel Taylor
ConTrIbuTInG WrITer

erijah West signed up for ‘Cuse Got Talent 
on a whim. 

He thought it could be fun and a good          
opportunity to show people what he does 

best.
 And according to the judges, he was the 

best in the competition held Saturday.
 West, a sophomore communication and 

rhetorical studies major, commanded the stage 
at the second annual ‘Cuse Got Talent, win-
ning the competition. 

 The crowd of more than 100 shouted and 
cheered for West’s hip hop/R&B dance routine, 
which won over the judges and earned West 
the $400 first place prize. 

 “It was really intimidating at first, but 
when I got on stage, it was all about me and 
expressing how I felt at the moment,” West 
said.

 With acts ranging from free-form poetry to 
interpretive mime dancing, this year’s ‘Cuse 
Got Talent embodied the artistic diversity 
Syracuse University has to offer.

 SU students lit up the stage at this year’s 
event, hosted by Phi Beta Sigma and the 
Traditions Committee. Each act brought 
its own unique talent to the stage and 
awaited critiques from a panel of judges 
who would ultimately determine which 
act deserved first place.

 “I was pleased with the turnout,” said 
Kannan Muralidharan, a senior and Phi 
Beta Sigma member. “Not only in number, 
but the diversity as well”

 Keith Smith, a freshman in the Bandier 
Program for Music and the Entertainment 
Industries, and freshman drama major 
Farasha Yaya Baylock took home the $150 

By Jessica Smith
ConTrIbuTInG WrITer

A degree in economics and a realistic 
outlook on life may not be part of 
the typical recipe for stardom, but 
then again, Juliet Lloyd is far from 
typical. The S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications graduate 
student took the path that usually 
leads to monotony but instead arrived 
at fame.

 Lloyd writes, produces and sings 
her own music, which has been fea-
tured on “The Real World XX: Hol-
lywood” and “The Hills.” 

  “I realized I didn’t want anything 
to do with economics,” Lloyd said. “I 
thought, ‘this is not for me.’”

 She is currently on a promotion 
tour with her newest album, “Leave 
the Light On.”

 Although Lloyd admits she secret-
ly always wanted to be a rock star, as 
exhibited by her frequent karaoke 
recording sessions as a child, she 
recognizes the impracticality of those 
dreams and instead “did the practical 
thing,” she said.

 The practical thing seemed to be 
a degree in economics from the Uni-
versity of Rochester.  However, after 
matriculation, Lloyd’s best laid plan 
went awry.

 Little did Lloyd know that her eco-
nomic pursuits would someday bring 
her full circle. Tapping into her closet 
hobbies of singing, songwriting and 
piano playing, Lloyd left the economic 
job market and instead attended the 
Berklee College of Music in Boston.

 Two semesters later, Lloyd’s 
career was up and running. 

 Based out of Boston, Lloyd 
remained unsigned. Releasing her 
first album “All Dressed Up” in 2005, 
she performed on the east coast and 
across the country in Los Angeles — 
always growing a solid fan base.

 That base expanded after Lloyd 
released her second album, “Leave 
the Light On,” in 2007. Her song, 
“Come Tomorrow” was featured on 

see lloyd page 11

“I logged onto my 
MySpace one day 
and fans were 
asking for certain 
songs and posting 
‘I heard this on 
‘The Hills.’”

Juliet Lloyd
neWhouSe GrAduATe STudenT 

And SonGSTreSS

see talent page 11
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“Have you been suffi cient, everyone?”
Jimmy Kimmel on the Emmy hosts

Craig Ferguson: “I just respect you.”
Brooke Shields: “Is that your 
hand on my butt?”
Craig Ferguson: “I just respect you.” 

“I want to be done playing 
this lady November 5th.”

Tina Fey on portraying
 Sarah Palin on Saturday Night Live

THEY SAID IT

THE UNDERDOG
ABC, FX, Showtime and FOX are scratching their heads 
in confusion, wondering how a television show from a 
cable network known simply for its classic movies, beat 
out their big name shows in Outstanding Drama and Out-
standing Actor in a Drama Series categories. 

“Mad Men,” a drama about a 1960s advertising company 
and “Breaking Bad,” a show about a high school chemis-
try teacher turned criminal, beat out big network names 
like “House,” “Lost” and “Boston Legal” to put AMC on 
the map as a television show network.  “Mad Men” is 
the fi rst basic cable show to win an Outstanding Drama 
Emmy.  

The win was a surprise and regarded by critics as “facing 
a uphill battle” in the category. It was also nominated in 
15 other categories. 

Now, after two huge wins for AMC series, the only thing 
audiences are left to ponder is whether or not the cable 
network will capitalize on its new TV show fame, try its 
hand at more series or not.

JACK OF ALL TRADES
Josh Groban, who is mainly known for his classical 
style ballads such as, “You Raise Me Up,” stunned and 
slightly confused audiences by his medley of television 
theme shows singing everything from the “men, men” 
bass line of “Two and a Half Men”, to “Thank You For 
Being A Friend,” from “Golden Girls.”

Groban started out singing “The Simpson’s” in his sig-
nature opera voice but then transitioned into a multi-
genre performance that only a real musician could do. 
Jumping from singing the fast paced theme of “South 
Park” to the gospel “Movin’ On Up” from “The Jeffer-
sons”. 

If that wasn’t enough, Groban pulled a trick out of his 
pocket and rapped the “Fresh Prince of Bel-Air” theme 
song to close out. One thing’s for sure from this perfor-
mance, Groban’s songs are sure to top the most down-
loaded on iTunes this week. 

C L I C K E R

HERO
Tina Fey
The former Saturday Night Live writer and actress stole the night 
winning best comedy writing, Outstanding Lead Actress and Out-
standing Comedy Series for her sit-com, “30 Rock”. Partnered with 
her various commercials throughout the night, Alec Baldwin’s heart-
felt shout-out and her elegant black dress, Tina Fey easily was the 
star of the 60th Emmy’s.

ZERO
Steve Carell 
After being the butt of various jokes over getting a mercy Emmy 
from Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart at 2007’s Emmy’s, the joke 
was unintentionally expanded as Carell –- and the rest of “The 
Offi ce” –- was once again shut out from winning an Emmy. While 
Carell seemed to do a good job of not laughing while Ricky Gervais 
repeatedly taunted him to “give me the Emmy”, (being the Emmy he 
didn’t deserve from 2007), in the end, the joke was on Carell, better 
luck next year. 

ABC LIES TO GET YOU 
TO STAY HOME 
ABC has declared its own national holiday 
“National Stay at Home Week” encouraging 
people this week is the week to not go out, 
sit in front of the TV and watch all the sea-
son premieres coming out this week. If it’s 
“National Stay at Home Week,” why is ABC 
the only one promoting it? Getting viewers to 
watch its fall line-up is understandable, but 
lying that there’s a festive reason behind it, 
is just plain low.  Not to mention the repeat-
ed commercials were aggravating. 

THE WRAPPER
Here’s an homage to whomever was in 
charge of the wrap it up music. They were 
extremely quick to rush winners off the 
stage and spared viewers of useless self-
promotion and thank you’s. However, after 
working really hard to achieve a great honor, 
it’s probably frustrating to have some guy 
play obnoxiously polite classical music to tell 
you to shut up and keep it moving. 

IN CASE YOU 
MISSED IT
THE NIGHT’S BIG WINNERS
Outstanding Comedy
30 Rock - NBC

Outstanding Drama
Mad Men - AMC

Outstanding Actor in a Comedy 
Series
Alec Baldwin as Jack Donaghy in 30 Rock

Outstanding Actor in a Drama 
Series
Bryan Cranston as Walt White in 
Breaking Bad

Outstanding Actress in a Comedy 
series
Tina Fey as Liz Lemon in 30 Rock

Outstanding Actress in a Drama 
series
Glenn Close as Patty Hewes in Damages

Outstanding Mini-series
John Adams - HBO

Outstanding Variety, Music or 
Comedy series
The Daily Show with Jon Stewart 
– Comedy Central

Brooke Shields and Craig Ferguson while presenting the 
award for Outstanding Actress in a Comedy Series

EMMY NOMINATIONS 
BY NETWORK

—Compiled by The Daily Orange feature staff
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‘30 Rock,’ ‘John Adams’ clean house, while 
unexpected winner ‘Mad Men’ takes the big prize

History in tHe making
With 23 nominations and 13 wins, the 
HBO original series “John Adams” made 
Emmy history Sunday night, making it 
the most nominated and winning show 
in Emmy history. 

HBO received 85 nominations in all, with 
productions like “Recount” and “Entou-
rage” cleaning up, but “John Adams” 
was the star of the night.

Paul Giamati bested fellow HBO stars 
Kevin Spacey and Ralph Feinnes, both 
of “Recount,” for Outstanding Lead 
Actor in a Mini-Series. 

“John Adams” also took Outstanding 
Mini-Series, Outstanding Supporting 
Actor in a Mini-Series (Tom Wilkinson) 
and Outstanding Lead Actress in a Mini-
Series (Laura Linney). 

‘30 rock’ rocks
Tina Fey proved once again that she is 
on top of the entertainment world Sun-
day night. “30 Rock,” Fey’s own creation, 
racked up 17 nominations at this year’s 
Emmy Awards. 

Fey took Oustanding Lead Actress in a 
Comedy Series for her role as Liz Lemon 
in the NBC production.
. 
“30 Rock” also won Oustanding Writ-
ing for a Comedy Series, Outstanding 
Performance by a Guest Actor and Out-
standing Comedy Series. 

Alec Baldwin grabbed Outstanding Lead 
Actor in a Comedy series, letting “30 
Rock” take every primetime award that 
the show was nominated for.

Give me the

reality bites
You’re either in or you’re out. And at the Emmy’s, Heidi Klum of “Project Runway,” with Jeff 
Probst of “Survivor,” Ryan Seacrest of “American Idol,” Howie Mandel of “Deal or No Deal” 
and Tom Bergeron of “Dancing with the Stars” were definitely out. 

These five hosts at this year’s Emmy’s are all successful on their individual shows, but 
together fell flat with a lack of charisma and chemistry. 

Choosing these stars to host together was a gamble by the ABC network because no one 
(except Mandel) has comedy experience. 

Thus, they resorted to what they know best to attempt laughs from the audience: Mandel’s 
irrational fear of germs, Klum’s model physique, Probst’s rugged persona and frankly, every-
thing about Seacrest — he tends to be an easy target. 

e m m y  e d i t i o n 

—Compiled by The Daily Orange feature staff
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built a 10-0 lead. 
 Then, the first of SU’s two big blunders made 

life difficult. On a 1st–and-10 from the Syracuse 
27, Orio found sophomore receiver Greg Abelli 
on a fade route for a touchdown with 25 seconds 
left. “We were in zone coverage and we didn’t 
play it very well,” Robinson said.

 That left a sour taste in the mouth of the 
sparse Carrier Dome crowd, who booed the 
Orange off the field at halftime — even with a 
10-7 lead. 

 That frustration returned in the fourth 
quarter, when McKinnon was caught flat-footed 
as Huskies’ receiver Chris Plum streaked by 
him and snagged a 54-yard pass to cut the SU 
advantage to 24-14. That was the second play of 
the fourth quarter, providing a shock just when 
it looked the Orange would cruise.

 “Those things we can limit it back tonight,” 
Robinson said. “If we go back out there and play 
the game again, those two things aren’t going to 
happen again. We’re going to play the scissors 
route, and we’re going to play the guy down the 
middle of the field in a three-deep zone.”

 Orio helped the Huskies keep it close 
throughout the final quarter, seeking out 
Mandeville like he had all day. On back-to-back 
plays, the senior tight end caught one 22-yard 
pass and forced a pass interference penalty deep 
downfield.

 Orio finished with 293 yards on 23-of-37 pass-
ing. But as Robinson pointed out, those numbers 
would have been dulled down if not for those two 
big gainers and Mandeville’s acrobatics. 

 Those mix-ups masked what otherwise was 
Syracuse’s best defensive effort of the year. The 
Orange forced a pair of interceptions. It also 
limited the Huskies run attack to 90 total yards 
— not bad for an SU defense that had allowed 
over 200 rushing yards each of its first three 
games.

 “We know we have a lot to still work on as 
a defense,” said senior free safety Bruce Wil-
liams. “We are going to correct those mistakes. 
We didn’t make as many mistakes today as we 
have in the past.”

 But the mistakes Syracuse did make in pass 
coverage were big ones. That’s one more kink 
the Orange needs to work out before next week-
end, when Pittsburgh comes to town to start Big 
East play.

 “To even contend in the Big East, you can’t 
give up big plays,” McKinnon said. “Any team, 
no matter who you’re played — Northeastern, 
Pitt — you can’t give up big plays. That’s what 
we’re going to have to do.”

jsclayto@syr.edu

pass defense
f r o m  p a g e  1 8

s t a f f

Men’s soccer opens conference play, splits first 2 games
The Syracuse men’s soccer team started its 
Big East season on the right foot, but ended the 
weekend with a misstep. For the second con-
secutive season, the Orange won its first confer-
ence game, beating Marquette 1-0 on Sept. 19. 
Two days later, Syracuse suffered its first loss of 
the season, falling to No. 3 Notre Dame, 3-0. 

 Against the Golden Eagles, SU (4-1-2, 1-1-0) 
recorded its forth-consecutive shutout, as 
Robert Cavicchia stopped three shots on goal. 
Marquette turned the heat up on the goalie in 
the second half, firing six shots compared to the 
Orange’s two. Two of those shots were on goal in 
the last 17 minutes of the game. 

 Spencer Schomaker tallied the game-win-
ning goal. The forward re-entered the game 

in the 72nd minute and then found the back of 
the net for the first time this season in the 76th 
minute. 

 The Orange was not as fortunate when the 
Fighting Irish handed SU its first loss of the 
season Sunday. Notre Dame’s Bright Dike ended 
Syracuse’s hope of a fifth consecutive shutout 
2:06 into the game. The goal marked the first 
time in 421 minutes and 35 seconds an opponent 
put a shot by Cavicchia. It was the longest streak 
since 1986 (Chris Whitcomb, 448:40).  The senior 
did make four saves, though, which allowed him 
to move into third place all-time on SU’s save list 
with 248.  

 The Irish tacked on another goal in the first 
half as one in the second to cruise to an easy 3-0 

win. Notre Dame out-shot the Orange, 17-14. 

Volleyball sweeps Colgate Invitational
 Syracuse blanked Princeton 3-0 on Saturday 

and followed with a 3-1 win over Colgate to win 
both of its matches in the Colgate Invitational 
this weekend.

 Syracuse (6-8) made its move against the 
Tigers when the score was tied at 15 in the first 
game. Syracuse went on a 10-2 point stretch to 
win the set, 25-17.

 It was the same story in the second set, 
but this time SU made the move to tie it up. 
Princeton took an early lead, only to have the 
Orange tie it at 15 and go on to win, 25-19. In the 
third game, SU fell behind 3-0 but still beat the 

Tigers, 25-19. Sarah Morton and Haley Todd 
combined for 24 kills while April Quigley tallied 
32 assists. 

 Later that afternoon, Syracuse was on a 
similar path to victory, winning its first two 
hard fought sets 25-22 and 25-21 respectively. 
Colgate interrupted any thoughts of a sweep 
with a dominating 25-12 win in the third set. 

 Syracuse bounced back from the loss, clinch-
ing the tournament sweep with a 25-22 win in 
the fourth set. Morton again led the Orange in 
kills, this time with 12. Todd was not far behind 
with 11. Junior Kacie MacTavish had nine kills 
and five total blocks. 

—Compiled by asst. sports editor Michael 
Bonner

jamie depould | staff photographer
chris plum streaks to the endzone for a 54-yard touchdown catch during the fourth quarter of Syracuse’s victory over 
Northeastern. Plum caught two passes for 60 yards and and the Huskies’ racked up 293 receiving yards on the day.
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 Yes, it came against an undermanned and 
undersized opponent (the Huskies biggest 
defensive lineman was 5-foot-11, 272 pounds). 
But this was the same unit that has been a 
chronic malady — roundly and rightly labeled 
as the main culprit for SU’s offensive scuffles.

 That’s not the case anymore. This group is 
still far from perfect. But the offensive line is 
also the only unit on this Syracuse team that 
has really improved from last year. (We’ll forget 
the running backs, because the talent was there 
to begin with.) Think about it. SU’s linebackers 
still can’t tackle. Its defensive line can’t get to 
the quarterback. Its secondary can’t defend the 
deep ball. Its wide receivers can’t get open. 

 There are a lot of reasons Syracuse won’t 
win many football games this year. But the 
offensive line isn’t one of those reasons any-
more. 

 “All preseason, all camp, all week, even 
week after week, the offensive line is still get-
ting better and better, no matter what,” said 
running back Doug Hogue who, with 100 rush-
ing yards and two touchdowns, was one of the 
main beneficiaries of the line’s execution. “It is 
like night and day from last year.”

 That’s obvious, because games like Satur-
day’s didn’t happen last year. Syracuse didn’t 
wear down opponents like it did the Huskies. 
Leading, 27-21, with six minutes left, Syracuse 
ran the ball five straight plays against the bat-
tered Northeastern defense, advancing 43 yards 
to the Huskies’ 10-yard line and wasting away 
the clock. The ensuing Patrick Shadle field goal 
sealed Syracuse’s first win in 11 months. 

 OK, so that’s what the offensive line should 
do against a Division I-AA team. But could last 
year’s unit do that? I don’t think so.

 “It’s a good feeling to know that we had the 
defense on their heels and were able to run the 
ball on them and go out there and dominate,” 
said senior guard Ryan Durand. “I think after 
today, offensive line-wise, we can hang our hats 
on being able to play well this year.”

 Durand was a major part of the group that 
allowed 54 sacks last season and was respon-
sible for the nation’s second-worst run attack. 
So were sophomore center Jim McKenzie and 
senior tackle Corey Chavers. Sophomores Ryan 
Bartholomew (left guard) and Tucker Baum-
bach (left tackle) have provided a boost, but how 
did this group improve so quickly?

 The answer, of course, is coaching. That’s 
where Browning comes in. He coaches his 
offensive line relentlessly. He preaches fun-
damentals and blocking as a unit. But more 
than anything, he preaches perfection. Hence, 
his harping on the holding penalties. During 
practice, he critiques every move and motion 
his linemen make. There’s no room for error.

 Good coaches take the players they have and 
make them better, and that’s what Browning 
has done. So far this year, Syracuse has allowed 
five sacks in four games. Not too shabby.  

 “I’ve been extremely happy,” Browning said 
of his offensive line’s improvement. “Those 
guys have worked extremely hard. They’ve 
bought in.”

 That sort of coaching has been missing at 
times the last three seasons. Add it to the list 
of reasons Robinson will likely lose his job in a 
few weeks. Despite Robinson’s reputation as a 
defensive coach, you don’t see any of Syracuse’s 
defensive players improving like the offensive 
linemen have this year. At times it looks like 
the coaching just isn’t there.

 After all, it’s not like SU’s offensive linemen 
enjoyed the continuous criticism these last 
three years. All they needed was somebody like 
Browning to strike a chord. Tell them how to fix 
their deficiencies. 

 “Nobody likes the feeling that your team’s 
not winning because of this group,” Chavers 
said this summer at Syracuse’s media day. “I 
feel like every year I’ve been here it’s been kind 
of the same situation.”

 It still doesn’t look like the Orange will do 
much winning this year. But at least this time 
around, it won’t be the offensive line’s fault.

John Clayton is the sports editor of The Daily 
Orange, where his columns appear occasion-
ally. You can reach him at jsclayto@syr.edu.
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northeastern
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Clayton
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jamie depould | new media editor
curtis brinkley ran for a career-high 145 yards and a touchdown vs. Northeastern. 
He has rushed for 370 yards this season, averaging 89.5 yards per game.

 But more important for head coach Greg 
Robinson’s Orange, the team won for the first 
time since Oct. 20, 2007, when it defeated Buffalo 
20-12 (Brinkley snapped his fibula against the 
Bulls and sat out the rest of the season). 

 Never mind that Syracuse, the school of Jim 
Brown and Ernie Davis, was playing Northeast-
ern, a Division I-AA program that was nearly 
axed last year by its own athletic department. 
Never mind that the Orange led by just three at 
halftime. Never mind the missed opportunities, 
the 55 yards in penalties, the defensive lapses 
that kept the Huskies in the game. 

 It was a win. A win. That was enough, for 
this team, for this program, for this coach, so 
harangued these past four games and these 
past four years. And when you’ve won just 
eight times in four seasons, you cherish each 
one. 

 “I’m not going to sit here and speculate what 
the score coulda, woulda, shoulda been,” Robin-
son said. “We won the game. We won the football 
game, and we did a lot of good things during the 
game. That’s the bottom line.”

 And the running game was the reason, even 
with sophomore Delone Carter sidelined with 
a hamstring pull. It was up to Brinkley and 
Hogue, and they answered. With the offensive 
line cracking open holes, the backs took advan-
tage, carrying a Syracuse team that looked 

sluggish for much of the first half.  
 The two backs rotated all game, switching 

back and forth, Brinkley slicing inside and 
outside, shaking players downfield, Hogue bar-
reling through the line, wielding his 6-foot-2, 
215-pound frame. 

 “Me and Curt kept driving off each other, 
going off each other,” Hogue said. “It was real 
good for me. I just wanted the game to get done.”

 Because the win wasn’t easy. They never are 
for the Orange: An extra cruelty, considering 
how rarely they occur.

 Northeastern quarterback Anthony Orio 
tried his best, throwing for his 293 yards and two 
touchdowns. Both scores caught the Syracuse 
defense sleeping. Orio hit Greg Abelli for a 27-yard 
strike to make it 10-7 heading into the half (and 
caused the Syracuse fans to boo the Orange, even 
as it led, as the team trotted into the locker room). 
Then Orio found Chris Plum on a post route early 
in the fourth, hitting his wide receiver in stride as 
he streaked past Syracuse safety Randy McKin-
non for a 54-yard touchdown. 

 And when Alex Broomfield punched one in 
from the 1-yard line, it was 27-21 with 6:41 to play 
in the fourth quarter. 

 But Syracuse turned to its running game 
when it needed to answer. Hogue touched the ball 
six times on a 9-play, 57-yard drive that ended 
with Patrick Shadle’s third field goal of the day 
and just 1:52 remaining on the clock. A fitting end 
to a day that, for once, Syracuse had controlled. 

 “We came out running the ball great, mov-
ing the ball,” said quarterback Cameron Dant-

ley, who threw for 167 yards on 14-17 passing. 
“And then we got confidence as an offense. We 
started clicking, and everything went great 
from there.”

 It was a win the team needed. A win the play-
ers knew they needed, as Pittsburgh comes to 
the Dome next Saturday for the start of confer-

ence play. It’s a boost of confidence for someone 
like Brinkley.

 “I’m going to think over a few things,” Brin-
kley said afterward, laughing as he spoke. “I 
might have something to tell ya’ll on Wednesday 
about this Pitt game.”

ramccull@syr.edu

f o o t b a l l

joey baker | new media editor
GreG robinson yells at his offensive linemen during Saturday’s game against 
Northeastern. The Orange offensive line didn’t allow a sack against the Huskies.
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jamie depould | staff photographer
jake flaherty tackles Northeastern’s Brian Mandeville during Syracuse’s first victory of the season Saturday. Mandeville caught 
five passes for 83 yards, but the Orange’s defense intercepted two passes and held Northeastern to 90 rushing yards.

Deep passes tarnish SU defensive effort
By John Clayton

SpOrtS EditOr

Greg Robinson’s eyes stretched wide and his 
neck craned from side to side as he ranted, 
replaying the scene from the fourth quarter.

 The Syracuse head coach remembered every 
detail. SU linebacker Derrell Smith crashing 
into Northeastern quarterback Anthony Orio 
as he threw on 3rd-and-10. Senior linebacker 
Jake Flaherty’s perfect coverage on Huskies 
tight end Brian Mandeville. And, most of all, the 
6-foot-7 Mandeville’s leaping grab, a 22-yard play 
that kept the Huskies alive and further exposed 
Syracuse’s spotty pass defense.

 “Jake Flaherty is just dangling all over 
him. Covered, covered,” Robinson said, growing 
more animated. “And he still comes down with 

it. And this guy made three catches like that. 
So come on, be fair. Don’t sit there and try to put 
down something that was real. That’s the truth. 
That kid played his tail off and that quarterback 
did a great job.”

 Despite Robinson’s attempt to absolve his 
pass defense, big passing plays plagued the 
Orange in its 30-21 victory. Northwestern had 
six passing plays greater than 15 yards. Three 
of those were to Mandeville, who finished the 
game with 5 grabs for 83 yards. Two others went 
for touchdowns — a 27-yard strike in the second 
quarter and a 54-yard bomb in the fourth. Both 
scores marred an otherwise solid defensive 
effort.

 “I think those two pass plays gave them 
some momentum,” said sophomore safety 

Randy McKinnon. “They had some good plays 
and (Mandeville) was a good tight end … But I 
think if we eliminate those two big plays, I feel 
the momentum moves more towards us for the 
whole game.”

 Big plays had been something of a problem 
for Syracuse’s pass defense before Saturday. 
Most recently, Syracuse allowed five touchdown 
passes and 344 passing yards to No. 16 Penn 
State. All five of those touchdown tosses were 15 
yards or longer.

 The Orange was better — although far from 
perfect — against Northeastern, buoyed by the 
return of McKinnon and sophomore cornerback 
Nico Scott from injury. For most of the first half, 
the Huskies offense stagnated while Syracuse 

see pass defense page 16

SCORING BY QUARTERS
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 F
Northeastern 0 7 0 14 21 
Syracuse 10 0 14 6 30 

NORTHEASTERN
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
Orio 23-37 293 2-2
 
Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
Orio 7 49 0
Broomfield 15 31 1
Abelli 2 10 0

Receiving 
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Lott 6 65 0
Abelli 6 60 1
Mandeville 5 83 0
Broomfield 3 21 0
plum 2 60 1
Clarke 1 4 0

SYRACUSE
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
dantley 14-17 167 1-0

Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
Brinkley 24 145 1
Hogue 16 100 1
dantley 2 26 0

Receiving
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Owen 3 29 0
Hogue 3 25 1
Sales 2 41 0
Fiammetta 2 26 0
Brinkley 2 18 0
davis 1 17 0
Lobdell 1 11 0

SCORING SUMMARY
1st quarter
SU — Hogue 9 run (Shadle kick), 7:14
SU — Shadle 46 field goal, 1:44

2nd quarter
NU — Abelli 27 pass from Orio (Johnson 
kick), 0:25

3rd quarter
SU — Hogue 8 pass from dantley (Shadle 
kick), 11:19
SU — Brinkley 3 run (Shadle kick), 2:36

4th quarter
NU — plum 54 from Orio (Johnson kick), 
14:20
SU — Shadle 32 field goal, 10:39
NU — Broomfield 1 run, 6:41
SU — Shadle 21 field goal, 1:52
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Doug Hogue
Just when it seemed like Hogue was 
out, Delone Carter’s injury pulled him 
back in. He responded with a career-
high 100 yards on the ground, plus two 
touchdowns. Looks like he’s back in 
mix..

The offensive line
Much maligned all last season, and 
every season in the Greg Robinson era 
the unit has looked solid so far this year. 
It looked great Saturday, opening up siz-
able holes against undersized competi-
tion.

Bruce Williams
The senior safety led the Orange in 
solo tackles and had a key intercep-
tion: all those days at wide receiver 
probably didn’t hurt.for touchdowns. 

joey baker | new media editor
CAMERON DANTLEY hands the ball off to Curtis Brinkley during Saturday’s victory over Northeastern. Dantley completed 14-of-17 
passes for 167 yards and a touchdown. In the process, the junior picked up his first career win as a starter.

F O O T B A L L

DRILL
UP

DOWN

HERO

ZERO

Jake Flaherty
Stuck in coverage on 6-foot-7 tight end 
Brian Mandeville, Flaherty had prob-
lems in coverage and making tackles 
in the open fi eld. 

Art Jones
Where was this masked man? No tack-
les, no assists: Jones faces double 
teams each week – but rarely from 
players this small.

Randy McKinnon
He had a late interception, but getting 
torched by Chris Plum for that 54-yard 
touchdown still hurt.

Curtis Brinkley
Brinkley continues 
to shine in his 
senior season. He 
set another career-
high in rushing 
with 145 yards, and 
jumpstarted the 
Orange all day.

The Northeastern defense
he Huskies just didn’t have the ath-
letes to compete with the Orange’s 
offense. Brinkley and Hogue gashed 
the Division I-AA opponent, and Cam-
eron Dantley picked it apart when 
called upon.

TURNING POINT

2:36
3rd Quarter

Brinkley rolls into the end zone 
untouched from three yards out to 
push the score to 24-7, and make clear 
that the Orange could move the ball 
at will.

n o t e b o o k

Dantley, passing game effective in limited role
By Andy McCullough

ENTERPRISE EDITOR

Cameron Dantley spent most of his Saturday 
simply handing off the football, riding his run-
ning backs to his fi rst victory as a starter. And 
that was just fi ne with him. 

 “It’s great, especially going into Big East 
play,” Syracuse’s junior quarterback said. “It’s 
defi nitely what we needed.”

 To get what it needed, Syracuse ran the 
ball 42 times and threw 17 in Saturday’s 30-21 
win against Northeastern. But Dantley thrived 
when called upon, throwing for 167 yards and 
a touchdown on 14-for-17 passing. Most passes 
were short — tight end Mike Owen again served 
as his security blanket, hauling in three passes 
for 29 yards — but Dantley did stretch the fi eld at 
times, including a 25-yard toss to Marcus Sales 
down the Northeastern sideline in the fourth 
quarter. 

 Dantley also scrambled for 20 yards on a 
third down in the fi rst quarter, a key play that 
brought his team back into fi eld goal range after 
penalties short-circuited a drive. 

 The quarterback’s play satisfi ed head 
coach Greg Robinson, who named Dantley, a 
former walk-on, the starter in place of incum-
bent Andrew Robinson three weeks ago. “I 
think we threw the ball very effi ciently,” 
Robinson said. “And I just think that if we can 

continue to do that, good things are going to 
happen.”

 Effi ciency is the key. Dantley still has not 
been asked to take many chances downfi eld 
or carry the Orange offense. That isn’t his 
responsibility in offensive coordinator Mitch 
Browning’s run-heavy offense. Dantley’s num-
bers this season bear that out: he has completed 
58 percent of his passes, but averages just 137.3 
yards a game. 

 But the cautious passing attack was enough 
on Saturday.

 “It doesn’t matter if it’s double-overtime or if 
we blew them out, a win is a win,” Dantley said.

Carter sidelined
 While his running back teammates ran 

wild, Delone Carter stood and watched on the 
Syracuse sideline, his pulled left hamstring 
keeping him from getting in on the action. 
Carter did not dress for Saturday’s game, a deci-
sion Robinson said was made Thursday.

 Carter injured his hamstring on a sweep 
last week against Penn State. An MRI this week 
revealed the hamstring was not torn, but the 
pull was enough to keep Carter out.

 “You could see he wasn’t going to be able to 
go full speed,” Robinson said. “We want him to 
wait it out and see where he was throughout the 
week, and on Thursday, we knew it’d be best for 

him to rest. We worked him on Friday and then 
yesterday, he really did nothing but get treat-
ment. We’ll see how he is today.”

Jones-ing for stats
 Arthur Jones had a quiet day: no tackles or 

assists for the junior defensive tackle. But Jones 
faces double teams most weeks, and had 13 tack-
les (four for loss) coming into the game. “Arthur 
attracts a number of blockers,” Robinson said. 

 Jones starred two weeks ago against Akron 
— tallying three tackles for a loss and a sack 
— and recovered a fumble last week against 
Penn State. But the Huskies kept him off the stat 
sheet. 

Youth movement stunted... for now
 After getting good amounts of playing time 

against Penn State and Akron, young defensive 
backs such as Dorian Graham, Kevyn Scott 
and Da’Mon Merkerson didn’t play much Sat-
urday. With Nico Scott healthy at cornerback 
and Randy McKinnon back at safety, Robinson 
didn’t want to juggle lineups again. 

 “It wasn’t timely to just slide people in and 
out yesterday because we needed to maintain, 
trying to get the continuity,” Robinson said. 
“That doesn’t mean some of those younger play-
ers might not play this week.”

ramccull@syr.edu

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
The announced crowd at the Carrier Dome was 34,694. Subtract 10,000 and that might have been 
accurate. The Dome crowd was as small — and disinterested — as it’s been in a long time.

HERO

ZERO

Curtis Brinkley
Brinkley continues 
to shine in his 
senior season. He 
set another career-
high in rushing 
with 145 yards, and 
jumpstarted the 
Orange all day.

HERO Arthur Jones had a quiet day: no tackles or 
assists for the junior defensive tackle. But Jones 
faces double teams most weeks, and had 13 tack-
les (four for loss) coming into the game. “Arthur 
attracts a number of blockers,” Robinson said. 

 Jones starred two weeks ago against Akron 
— tallying three tackles for a loss and a sack 
— and recovered a fumble last week against 
Penn State. But the Huskies kept him off the stat 

HERO
Curtis Brinkley
Brinkley continues 
to shine in his 
senior season. He 
set another career-
high in rushing 
with 145 yards, and 
jumpstarted the 
Orange all day.
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By Edward Paik
Staff Writer

Ange Bradley can see opponents trying to fig-
ure her team out.

 Other teams would drop behind the ball 
when her Syracuse field hockey squad had 
possession, trying to condense the space the 
Orange needed to make plays. To stall and 

to stop. Louisville and 
New Hampshire jerseys 
were hovering around 
Syracuse players. Sticks 
would clash, players 
would fall.

 “They’re becom-
ing more and more phys-
ical,” Bradley said about 

the games as the season progresses. “It’s always 
tougher. People come and they’re looking at 
you, ‘Oh, this is the No. 3 team in the country.’”

 It may come with recognition. Syracuse 
(8-0) is ranked third in the nation. Teams may 
try to neutralize speed with physical play.

 Switching to lateral movements to draw 
open its opponents, the Orange earned two 
shutout wins over No. 11 Louisville and New 
Hampshire this weekend at the J.S. Coyne 
Stadium. Friday’s 3-0 victory against the Car-
dinals — SU’s Big East opener — in front of 257 
fans ensured Syracuse’s first 7-0 start in school 
history. Two days later, SU cruised past New 
Hampshire, 10-0.

 With a one-goal, first-half lead over Louis-
ville, forward Lindsay Conrad decided to test 
the clogged middle with a pass straight ahead to 
forward Shelby Schraden at the top the arc.

 Schraden turned with the ball and was met 
by Louisville goalkeeper Heather Bustanoby, 
who bumped her out of position. Another 
chance at goal erased.

 “We should’ve had a few more goals 
against Louisville, and that’s credit to their 
defense and our offense wasn’t playing good 
angles,” Bradley said. “We tried to move the 
ball upfield too often, too early, and they just 
intercepted.”

 The scares came too often. Anne-Sophie 
Van der Post’s pass up the midfield was broken 
up and eventually stolen by Louisville forward 
Tuli Lim that gave the sophomore a one-on-one 
against SU goalkeeper Heather Hess. A chance 
Lim would miss.

 Against New Hampshire, Syracuse had 
little trouble adjusting and cruised to an easy 
win. The Wildcats efforts to choke the Orange 
offense came early, but SU scored often after 
two opportunities that slipped.

 “The first two shots in the first 30 seconds 
went high and wide,” said midfielder Shannon 
Taylor, who had both chances from penalty 
corners. “I wish I could have them back.”

 By condensing the backfield during Syra-
cuse possessions, both the Wildcats and Car-
dinals upped the ante on physical play. That’s 

the area where the Orange have the advantage, 
backfield Heather Doran said.

 Both opponents received green cards in 
the second half. Loncarica was awarded a pen-
alty stroke in the 13th minute of the second half 
against New Hampshire, that she slapped low 
right to make it 7-0.

 Although both games were marked by slow 
starts in the first half, Syracuse scored more 
goals in the second half on fewer shots.

 The win against Louisville got Syracuse 
off to a vital fast start in Big East play. 
That victory, the relative east of SU’s win 
over New Hampshire, might help the Orange 

vault another spot or two higher in the next 
national poll.

 “We trying to set the bar high,” Taylor said. 
“Now, we’re worried about the Big East and it’s 
kind of a clean slate. Everybody’s going to be 
after us.”

edpaik@syr.edu

2 0  s e p t e m be r  2 2 ,  2 0 0 8 F i e l d  H o c k e y

sarah stapp | staff photographer
lindsey conrad and the SU field hockey team swept its weekend contests, blanking No. 11 Louisville, 3-0, and New Hampshire, 
10-0. No. 3 Syracuse improved to 8-0 and has outscored its opponents 48-6 this season while posting four shutouts.

Orange earns 
2 shutouts, 
moves to 8-0

syracuse 10
new hampshire 0

syracuse 3
lOuisville 0

   dailyorange.com          
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By Jen McCaffrey
Staff Writer

Each shot was either tipped over the top of 
the net or swatted away in a diving stop. The 
frustration mounted, as both Syracuse and St. 
John’s searched for a winning goal.

      It never came. After 90 minutes of regu-
lation and two 10-minute overtime sessions, 

the Orange (2-3-2) would 
have to settle for a 0-0 tie 
against St. John’s Friday 
night at the Syracuse 
Soccer Stadium.

 The two teams matched each other pos-
session-for-possession through regulation. St. 
John’s (4-1-3) best scoring chance in the first half 
was barely saved by Orange goalkeeper Eliza 
Bennett-Hattan, who used her fingertips to push 
the ball over the top of the net. She recorded 
three more saves in the second half, her last 
coming with less than two minutes left in regu-
lation as she dove to her right and pushed the 
ball out of bounds.

 The back-and-forth game challenged the 
defenses on both teams. Syracuse was able 
to generate more offense than St. John’s, out-
shooting the visitors 16-11. But the Red Storm 
— which leads the conference in most defensive 
categories — kept SU scoreless.

 Syracuse played an aggressive, vocal game, 
surrounding and pushing past Red Storm 
defenders while attempting to expose St. John’s 
lack of speed up the middle. 

 Forwards Crystal Rinaldi and Amanda 
Arcuri continued the attack, combining for 
four shots on goal. Sophomore forward Megan 
Bellingham came back strong in the second 
with Syracuse’s first shot on goal of the half and 
remained assertive until the last shot in double 
overtime.  

 “We knew going into the second half we 
needed to do a better job of keeping the ball,” Bell-
ingham said. “Obviously when you keep the ball 
you’re going to create more chances. I thought we 
did a great job at stepping up our intensity.”

 But both goalies rose to the occasion to keep 

the game scoreless.
 Bennett-Hattan, a junior, recorded her third 

shutout of the season and 15th of her career,  
moving into sole possession of first place on 
SU women’s soccer career shutouts list. She 
also recorded her 200th save, moving her into 
sole possession of second place on the Syracuse 
women’s soccer career saves list.

 “I asked Eliza to play a little higher off her 
goal line so she could scoop up all the balls that 
came through,” SU head coach Phil Wheddon 
said. “She did a great job of playing — marshal-
ing behind the back four and denying them goal 
scoring opportunities either with her feet our her 
hands. I thought she was exceptional tonight.”

 Her counterpart, St. John’s goalkeeper Kris-
tin Russell, had a busier night, recording 10 saves 
on 16 shots from the Orange. In eight games this 
season, Russell has only allowed two goals.

 “We planned to get up high and put a lot of 
pressure on them,” Bennett-Hattan said. “We’ve 
been training really hard in practice putting in 
good hard workouts, and I think its starting to 

pay off. We’re getting to the balls we can get to 
easier and faster.”

 The Orange defense was successful in keep-
ing the ball on the Red Storm side of the field 
— not letting the St. John’s forward see much of 
the ball.

 “A big role definitely in this game was catch-
ing them offsides,” said sophomore defender 
Marjory Elwell. “Sticking together as a team in 
the back communicating with each other and 
figuring out where everyone else is going to be 
so you can support them and get behind them.” 

 Wheddon credited the team for its intensity 
and collaboration on the field working off each 
other to get possession of the ball. Even though 
neither team scored, Wheddon found a silver 
lining. 

 “Obviously the first game in the Big East 
there’s some pressure there,” Wheddon said. 
“We out-shot them, and as a team that beat us 
last year for us to come out and outplay and out-
shoot them was very positive for us.”

jcmccaff@syr.edu

By Andrew L. John
Staff Writer

Before Sunday’s home game against Bingham-
ton, Amanda Arcuri and the Syracuse women’s 
soccer team set a goal: Eliminate their losing 
record heading into the bulk of the Big East 
schedule. 

 They did just 
that. After beating the 
Bearcats 2-0, the Orange 
earned its forth shutout 
of the season and evened 

its record at 3-3-2.
      “We really wanted to get to .500 today and 

we did,” the senior forward Arcuri said.
      Syracuse dominated the time of possession 

and attacked the goal relentlessly throughout 
the game. Sophomore forward Megan Belling-
ham got Syracuse on the board 49 seconds into 
the contest.

 The Orange will play the 10 remaining 
games of its schedule in-conference, starting 
this Thursday at home against Pittsburgh. 
Following the game, Arcuri and Bellingham, 
both talked about the importance of playing, 
and winning, against Binghamton. Arcuri said 
because of the proximity of the two schools, 
games between Binghamton and Syracuse 
have traditionally been heated and often times 
“dirty.” 

 Arcuri said winning against Binghamton is 
almost as important as getting a conference win. 
Bellingham echoed her teammates’ comments.

 “I was pretty pumped for this game because 
it was against Binghamton and that’s where I’m 
from,” said Bellingham, who was recruited by 
Binghamton. “I didn’t want to leave with a loss, 
so I was going to do anything I could to secure a 
win.”

 That determination led to SU’s domination 
in shots. Syracuse fired 17 shots to the Bearcats 
one. The Orange’s pressure also induced six 
corner kicks. Binghamton attempted one.  

 “We’re definitely clicking,” Bellingham 
said. “But at the same time what we’re really 

trying to focus on is being consistent. That 
was one big thing going into this game that we 
wanted to focus on in this game and moving 
forward.” 

 Bellingham got the Orange’s first goal off 
an Acuri corner kick. The initial attempt by 
Sara Grimsgaard was stopped by the Bearcats’ 
goalie. Bellingham though, found the back of 
the net on the rebound. 

 SU padded its lead in the 65th minute. Kar-
rah Benson found Tessa MacDougall on a free 
kick. MacDougall’s goal gave the Orange the 
eventual 2-0 win. 

 Though the Orange hasn’t won back-to 
back games yet this season, one thing that has 
remained consistent is its play at home. SU head 
coach Phil Wheddon said that the team seems 
to play with a different mentality at home. 
Sunday’s victory allowed the Orange to remain 
undefeated (3-0-2) at the SU Soccer Stadium.

 “I think a lot has to do with pride,” Whed-
don said about playing in front of their home 
crowd. “They’ve really come out and started 
to work for each other and do things for each 
other. It’s not about playing for a coach or 
anything like that, they’re just working hard 
for each other.”

 Syracuse will host Pittsburgh on Thursday, 
and then embark on three straight road games, 
against West Virginia, Georgetown and Vil-
lanova. 

 Wheddon said he saw these games as a 
chance for his team to gain some confidence 
heading into the remaining part of their sched-
ule. While he feels that they let one slip away in 
a 0-0 draw against St. John’s Friday night, the 
coach said that he liked what he saw on Sunday 
and expects the team to be prepared and ready 
for conference play.

 “Going into any game with a win is good,” 
Wheddon said. “We had a good weekend, and 
now we’re going in against Pittsburgh on Thurs-
day on a high. Our team is playing very well, so 
that is all I can ask for.”

aljohn@syr.edu
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jamie depould | staff photographer
tessa macdougall scored a goal during Syracuse’s 2-0 victory over Binghamton 
Sunday. MacDougall’s goal was her second of the year.

Syracuse evens record with 
4th shutout this season

Defenses dominate as SU settles for tie in Big East opener

SyracuSe 2
binghamton 0

SyracuSe 0
St. john’S 0
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ApArtments for rent
Furnished 2-8 Bedroom Apts/ Houses.
Livingston,Sumner, Claredon, Ackerman. 469-
6665

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 Furnished, Laundry, Parking
 736, 787, 818 Ostrom

706 Livingston
514 Euclid

848 Ackerman
446-2602

ApArtments + HoUses
Sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 Euclid
600 Euclid Ave
614 Euclid Ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 Ackerman Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

APARTMENTS + HOUSES
Magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

1 Block to Campus 
226 Euclid acroos from Shaw dorm 
4 bedroom and 2 bedroom furnished, laundry, 
good size rooms with plenty of storage space, all 
appliances. off street parking. 
Jerry 446-6318 or 263-8575

Rent from the landlord The Daily 
Orange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

5 Bedroom House 755 Euclid
4 Bedroom Apt 702 Maryland

3 Bedroom 713 Ackerman,
415 Stratford, 122 Redfield

Lots of 1’s and 2’s on
Sumner, Ackerman, and Euclid

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

203 Comstock Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

              478-7548

       collegehome.com

Ostrom Avenue near Shaw. Four Bedroom 
Apartment. Plenty of off street parking, washer/
dryer, much more $500/per. One year lease 
begins in May. Call Dave at 345-9955 or email 
Davide2114@aol.com 

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
NO Pets CALL 469-0780. Fine-interiors-syra-
cuse.net

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of Ostrom and Clarendon across from DO 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

BrAnD neW 3  BeDroom  
fUrnIsHeD toWnHoUses 

flat panel tv’s, new kitches, stainless appli-
ances, baths, new hardwood floors, new 

bedroom furniture, couches, washer/dryer 
off street parking, garage, etc. Near South 

Campus Area
PADS LLC

Contact Alan 203-515-0933

Apartments/Houses
2009-2010

one through eight bedrooms, com-
pletely furnished, parking, laundry, dish-

washer, fireplace, near University on 
ostrom, euclid, sumner, and Ackerman.
responsible Landlord for over 32 years.

Call Gordon

student Housing, L.L.C

476-2982

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  Furnished.  Sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  Dishwasher.  Hardwood Floors.  Available 
June 2009. 447-8430

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
1202 Harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 Livingston Ave.
415 Euclid Ave

215 Comstock Ave 

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

See our website www.campushill.com 
for details on 2009/2010 availabilites. Or 
call us at 315-422-7110

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
329 Comstock Ave.

510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Five Bedroom fully furnished house on Livingston 
Ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
One year lease begins in May. Call Dave at 345-
9955 or email Davide2114@aol.com 

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

o.p.r. Developers
Apt + Houses

GreAt ApArtments
 stILL AVAILABLe for 

sCHooL 
YeAr 2009-2010

studios
116 Comstock ave.
1 Bedroom Apts

722 Clarendon
300 Euclid

116 Comstock
2 Bedroom Apts 

320 Euclid
300 Euclid

832 Ackerman
737 Lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom Apts 
300 Euclid

1104 Madison
945 Ackerman
949 Ackerman
924 Lancaster
110 Comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 Clarendon
320 Euclid

873 Ackerman
1104 Ackerman

5 Bedroom Apts 
913 Ackerman
106 Redfield

810 Livingston
822 Lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom Apts 
860 Ackerman

318 Euclid
601 Euclid

114 Redfield
 

Please visit our website at 
www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 

apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

APARTMENTS + HOUSES
Maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

RENT YOUR OWN HOME

2009-2010 

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 bedrooms 

close to campus 

furnished, spacious, fireplaces, Parking

Call 315 476-9933

NJTMGTCORP@AOL.COM

APARMENTS + HOUSES
sonia 350-4191

ciganKa6@aol.coM
www.universityhill.com 

HELP WANTEd
Microsoft live search brand reps needed at su 
earn extra cash and get real World Marketing 
experience limited Positions available apply 
by 10/01/08 at www.repnation.com/microsoftli-
vesearch 

Night Lights 
Hiring dancers 

make up to $600 a week. 
Come in for an audition 

from 6 to 7:30PM 637 N. Salina St. 
478-4409

Monday night football 
special at Harry’s Bar!

Free wings-
bucket of 5 splits for $3.75

700 South Crouse Ave (315)422-2123 We Deliver!

Buy one get one half price

all menu items
$12 minimum for delivery

1 5 7
3

2 3 7 9
5 9 1

8 4
2 6 5

2 9 6 4
6

4 6 1

medium sudoku!
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Offensive line 
no longer a 

liability for SU

J o h n  C l ay t o n

inside the huddle

Rushing attack leads SU past Northeastern for 1st victory of season

BIG nUMBER

Yards rushing for Syracuse. 

thEy saId It
“We ain’t had a win in, I don’t 
know how long. You said 11 
months? That’s ridiculous. But, 
like I said, it feels great.”

Curtis Brinkley
SYracuSe Senior tailback

‘tanGIBlE IMPRoVEMEnt’ tRaCkER

271
does it get worse than this?

going bowling

after game no. 4:
No, it wasn’t pretty. But it 
was a win. Greg Robinson 
and co. will take it.

By Andy McCullough
enterpriSe editor

H
e didn’t know his own stats — a 
new career-high — or how long 
it had been since he had felt this 

way. But Curtis Brinkley understood 
the feeling, the one that had eluded 
him and his team for so long — since 
last October, in fact. The feeling that 

used to be common for Syracuse 
football players, but now seems so 
foreign: What winning feels like.  

 “We ain’t had a win in, I don’t 
know how long,” Brinkley said. “You 
said 11 months? That’s ridiculous. 
But, like I said, it feels great.”

 Brinkley, along with fellow 
running back Doug Hogue, was 

responsible for much of that new, 
oddly familiar sensation Saturday, 
as the Orange (1-3) grinded out a 
30-21 victory against Northeastern 
(0-3), a win it needed heading into 
Big East play next week. The backs 
teamed for 245 yards on the ground, 
enough to please the 34,649 fans who 
came out for Homecoming at the Car-

rier Dome. It was the first time two 
Syracuse running backs ran for 100 
yards since 2004. Brinkley rushed 
for a career-high 145 yards and one 
touchdown, while Hogue caught one 
score, rushed for another and added 
100 yards on the ground — his own 
career-high. 

see northeastern page 17

B y all accounts, Mitch Brown-
ing should have been down-
right cheery following Syra-

cuse’s victory over Northeastern. 
 After all, the Orange offensive 

line — the perpetual mess Syracuse’s 
first-year offensive coordinator was 
brought here to fix — had just played 
its best game in recent memory. It 
carved open holes while SU racked 
up 271 rushing yards. It kept quarter-
back Cameron Dantley upright and 
undisturbed, not allowing a sack in 
a game for — get this — the first time 
during Greg Robinson’s entire tenure 
at SU.

 But Mitch Browning wasn’t 
satisfied. There were three holding 
penalties in the first half, he said, 
that needed to be eliminated. Three 
field goals the Orange settled for that 
should have been touchdowns. He 
wasn’t sold on his line’s performance.

 “Sometimes figures lie and liars 
figure,” said Browning, donning a 
suit and tie to match his blunt, all-
business manner. “Numbers-wise, it 
was good.”

 But Browning wasn’t here for 
the first three years of the Robinson 
regime, so maybe he didn’t realize 
just how remarkable it was to see 
Syracuse’s offensive line dominate a 
football game.

see clayton page 17
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WHat a relief

joey baker | new media editor
douG hoGue (32) and the rest of the Syracuse offense celebrate Hogue’s rushing touchdown in the first quarter of Syracuse’s 30-21 win 
over northeastern. Hogue rushed for 100 yards and a touchdown and caught another score to lead the orange offense.

check out the latest edition 
of our video podcast, “on 
the beat,” as our football 
beat writers break down  
Syracuse’s victory over 
northeastern. Watch it at 
sports.dailyorange.com

On th
eBeat

●
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By Rachel Eldridge 
Asst. news editor 

Boys Like Girls, Cute Is What We 
Aim For and Lights will play at the 
Verizon Wireless College Tour 2008 
at Syracuse University.

 The tour will be coming to SU for 
the third consecutive year at Gold-
stein Auditorium Oct. 1 at 8 p.m. 

 “This came as a package deal,” 

said Deniece Holley, the assistant 
director of concerts for University 
Union. “We went with a very indie 
show for Juice Jam. We got students’ 
and university members’ opinions 
for this show, and while we can’t 
please everyone, most people seemed 
pleased.”

 Boys Like Girls is a Boston-area 
band composed of four male mem-

bers, whose popular songs include 
“The Great Escape” and “Thunder.” 
The band’s influences include Jimmy 
Eat World and Dashboard Confes-
sional, according to the band’s Web 
site. 

 “Since Boys Like Girls is from 
the Boston area, I am pretty sure 
they have ties to students on cam-
pus,” said Holley, a junior television, 

radio and film major.
 Cute Is What We Aim For, a Buf-

falo, N.Y.-based group formed in 2005, 

tuesday
september 23, 2008

you are my sunshine 
hi 71° | lo 47°

L.C. smith 
reports most 
academic 
violations

u n i v e r s i t y  u n i o n

Verizon tour to bring Boys Like Girls concert to su

max nepstad | staff photographer
Muslims gather at sunset to perform the evening prayer, Maghreb, and break their fast.

I N S I D e p u l p

Riding the waves
sU radio personality 
syndicates his program 
across the country to other 
college campuses. Page 9

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Permission Granted
eric devendorf 

awarded another year 
of eligibility after 
tearing ACL last 
season. Page 20

I N S I D e N e w S

Another look
students in the College 
of Law look into 
decades-old crimes. 
Page 3

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

All around the world
sU Abroad’s sue shane breaks 
down worldwide study abroad 
options. Page 5

see violations page 4 see concert page 8

see ramadan page 6

Students struggle to keep 
traditional ramadan customs

 It’s not supposed 
   to be 
 easy’
‘

By Fred Hintz 
ContribUting writer

L.C. Smith College of Engineering 
and Computer Science had the most 
academic integrity violations of any 
college in Syracuse University last 
year, according to a report by the 
Office of Academic Integrity released 
last week. 

 L.C. Smith reported 37 violations, 
up from two violations in last year’s 
report.

 The annual report provides data 
on student academic violations. 
Violations university-wide rose 2 
percent, and the frequency of cer-
tain types of violations drastically 
changed. Improper use of sources 
infractions went down more than 50 
percent, from 80 to 39 percent, while 
course work and research violations 
such as cheating on exams jumped 
from 34 to 85 percent.

 This is the third year the SU 
Office of Academic Integrity has 
existed, after replacing the offices 
previously operated by each indi-
vidual college. The concept behind 
the university-wide Office of Aca-
demic Integrity is to allow faculty 
members to report violations to the 
university instead of keeping aca-
demic integrity issues between the 
professors and students, said Ruth 
Stein, interim director of the office.

 Can Isik, L.C. Smith’s dean of stu-
dent affairs, said the college didn’t 
see the large jump in violations as 
alarming, because it was caused 
by an isolated incident in a single 
course. A large number of students 
collaborated on a project, and the 
instructor reported a violation for 
each of the students individually, he 
said.

 The College of Arts and Sciences 
reported 30 violations, and the Mar-
tin J. Whitman School of Manage-
ment reported 25 violations.

 L.C. Smith was not the only 
school to report a rise in the num-

IF YOU GO
What: Verizon wireless College tour
Where: goldstein Auditorium
When: oct. 1, 8 p.m. 
How much: $10 with sU id

By Adeniyi Amadou
ContribUting writer

A s dusk fell on a recent Friday, Mus-
lims with ethnicities as diverse 
as Afghan, African, black, Paki-
stani, Palestinian, Saudi, white 

and Yemeni strode down Comstock Avenue. 
They were dressed in baggy jeans, dark 
business suits, tan slacks and traditional 
white dishdashas with matching flat-topped 
headdresses.

 As they reached the doorway steps, the 
men came to a synchronized halt, kicked off 
their footwear and entered the mosque.

 They had gathered to perform the 
Maghreb, or evening prayer, break their 
fast and celebrate Ramadan.

 The ninth month of the Islamic lunar cal-
endar, Ramadan, is considered a Holy month 
by Muslims. This year, the holiday falls in 
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By Rebekah Jones
asst. feature editor

D ominique Cunningham, a 
freshman engineering major, 
sits in his room alone, listen-

ing to his music and writing poetry: 
“Life — the ins and outs/Life 

— the surenesses, the doubts/Life — 
people pursue, people live it — why? 
Religion: so many different beliefs, 
about how this has come to be/Life: 
Buddha, one color. Allah, another 
color, and another color everyone 
thinks is Christ. Life: Mama, daddy; 
madre, padre. Different cultures. 
Now I ask myself — what I think of 
life.”

His tattoos show as a brand of him-
self: a crucified Jesus adorned by the 
words “In God I Trust” in large letters 
on his right breast and wings across 
his shoulder blades hailing his family 
name, Pruitt. 

“My family goes deep,” Cunning-
ham said. “I’ve been through a lot 
with my family.”

Cunningham is now separated 
from his family by more than 1,500 
miles, but has yet to become homesick 
for his life in Dallas.

His journey from the Lone Star 
State to fast-paced New York was acci-
dental, Cunningham said. As part of 
a program encouraging students at 
his high school to apply to 20 colleges 
across the United States, Cunning-
ham’s guidance counselor “snuck” 
Syracuse into his application pack 
without him noticing. 

“I didn’t know I applied to Syra-
cuse until I got my acceptance letter,” 
he said. “I looked at the financial aid 
package and saw that I got a full ride 
and that was it; I was in.”

Cunningham participated in the 
SU Summer Start program, which 
was the icebreaker he needed for the 
culture shock he was about to endure.

“No one understood me because 
of my accent,” Cunningham said. “It 
was a bit of a culture shock — the 
weather, the people.”

His southern drawl complements 
his beaded dreadlocks, diamond ear-
rings and R&B/skateboarder style. 

As a child, Cunningham’s school 
required uniforms, and his newfound 
style was only recently developed late 
in high school.  

The freedom to express himself 
in his fashion was something he wel-
comed and appreciated greatly. Cun-
ningham carried over his style into 
college and came to Syracuse curious 
and anxious.

“There’s so many different stereo-
types about New York,” he said. “But 
I didn’t want to go to the University of 
Texas and miss out on the chance to 
see New York.”

Cunningham has easily become 
acquainted with SU, joining the 
intramural football team and a verbal 
prose group over the summer. 

Stocking his schedule with engi-
neering and chemistry labs, Cunning-
ham said poetry is “just something 
that I do.” Cunningham writes about 
everything from people’s souls to the 

environment and life, he said. 
“If the opportunity came for me 

to do something with it, I would,” he 
said. “But I’m not doing anything seri-
ous with it right now.”

Poetry aside, Cunningham puts 
his academics, his faith and his fam-
ily above all other things. Political 
activism is also important to Cun-
ningham, who is campaigning for 
Sen. Barack Obama and encourages 
political enlightenment to all people. 

“Everybody says they want world 
peace, but it’s not gonna happen,” he 
said. “I want to see unity between 
people.”

Cunningham takes life one step at 
a time, milking the beauty and poise 
of all things along the way. His plans 
now include graduating, and from 
there, he’s playing it by ear.

“Whatever happens, happens,” he 
said.

rdjone03@syr.edu

ben addonizio | photo editor
Dominique Cunningham a freshman engineering major enjoys 
poetry and received an unexpected free ride to su.

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Chemistry Colloquium: 
Julie Hasenwinkel

When: 3:45 p.m.

Where: 1-019 Cst

how much: free 
 
What: Moses finley Memorial 
Lecture series: Paul Cartledge

When: 4:30 p.m.

Where: Maxwell aud.

how much: free 

What: shawn rickenbacker and 
sam Leung

When: 5 p.m.

Where: slocum aud.

how much: free 

What: the university Lectures: 
ishamael Beah

When: 7:30 p.m.

Where: Hendricks Chappel

how much: free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

large Hadron Collider to 
be down for two months

technical difficulties caused sci-
entists to shut down the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) on sunday. 
the LHC is a huge particle-
colliding machine built to simulate 
the Big Bang to improve modern 
physics and help explain the ori-
gins and secrets of the universe. 
the european organization for 
Nuclear research, CerN, attribut-
ed the glitch to a helium leak into 
the tunnel that houses the LHC 
on friday. the LHC will need to be 
fixed and then cooled down to an 
operating temperature of 456.3 
degrees fahrenheit below zero. 
the process, which will ensure 
there is no safety risk, will take 
approximately two months.

Man in o.J. simpson trial 
was paid for interviews
the man whose audio recordings 
were the main evidence in the trial 
against o.J. simpson for armed 
robbery and kidnapping charges 
said Monday he received over 
$210,000 for providing interviews 
to various media outlets. thomas 
riccio had recorded a confronta-
tion in a hotel room in september 
2007.  aBC News, “entertainment 
tonight” and tMZ.com paid riccio 
$15,000, $25,000 and $150,000 
respectively for interviews, photos 
and portions of the audio record-
ings he made, he said. aBC News 
and “entertainment tonight” publi-
cists denied the claim.
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the syracuse university academic year by the 
daily orange Corp., 744 ostrom ave., syracuse, 
NY 13210. all contents Copyright 2008 by the 
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without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. the daily orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. each additional copy costs $1. 
the daily orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with syracuse university.

all contents © 2008 the daily orange Corporation
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eDiToRiaL 
315 443 9798 
 
BuSineSS 
315 443 2315 
 
geneRaL FaX 
315 443 3689 
 
aDVeRTiSing 
315 443 9794 
 
CLaSSiFieD aDS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
if you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

if you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
e-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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Just le Jus
Columnist Zach schonbrun breaks 
down the sucess of the women’s 
field hockey team in this video.

on the beat
football beat writers John Clayton 
and andy McCullough dissect 
this weekend’s win against 
Northeastern in this videocast.. 
 

grand opening
see an in-depth exclusive video 
of the slocum Hall renovation.

s p o r T s  s C H E d u l E
FieLD hoCKeY 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 6 p.m., Providence, r.i. 
 
 
men’S SoCCeR 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 7 p.m., su soccer 
stadium 
 
 
FooTBaLL 
Sept. 27 
vs. Pittsburgh 
@ noon, Carrier dome

FieLD hoCKeY 
Sept. 28  
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 1 p.m., amherst,  
Mass. 
 
VoLLeYBaLL 
Sept. 28  
vs. rutgers 
@ 2 p.m., Piscataway,  
N.J.

men’S SoCCeR 
Sept. 28  
vs. Connecticut 
@ 3 p.m., su soccer 
stadium

s tudENt  oF  thE  w EEK
Dominique Cunningham

T H i s  d ay  i N  H i s T o r y

Richard Nixon, 
1952

The VP 
candidate 

refuted claims 
of improper 
campiagn 
financing.

Freud, 
1939

Sigmund 
Freud, the 
founder 

of psycho 
analysis, died 

in London.

Neptune, 
1846

German 
astronomer 
Johann Got-
tfried Galle 

discovered the 
planet.

St. Lewis,  
1779

The Lewis 
and Clark 
expedition 
returned 

after a three-
year journey.

C o r r r E C T i o N
in “residence hall named for 
davis” published sept. 15, the 
article said the new residence 
hall was going “to replace uni-
versity identification cards with 
bracelets that enable a resident 
to enter the building and that 
track students’ whereabouts 
throughout the building.” the 
residence Hall association has 
not seriously considered the 
bracelets and plans to use the 
same system used elsewhere on 
campus. 

the daily orange regrets this 
error. 
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By Darren Benda
Staff writer

W hile the idea of cold cases 
may be construed by 
thoughts of television 

police dramas, several Syracuse 
University students are getting 
first-hand experience with real 
unsolved crimes. 

 The students are participating 

in the SU College of Law’s Cold 
Case Justice Initiative (CCJI). 
The program includes faculty, 
students and volunteers of the 
College of Law and other SU col-
leges like the S.I. Newhouse 

School of Public Communications. 
 Through investigative report-

ing and research, these members 
try to piece together open cases 
from the civil rights era. 

 Their research comes by 
request. Often family members 
affected by unsolved cases seek 
the program’s aid. 

 The U.S. Court of Appeals 

overruled last week the 2007 
conviction of James Ford Seale, 
a case with which CCJI assisted 
researching. The former Ku Klux 
Klan member was convicted 
for kidnapping and murdering 
Charles Moore in 1964. CCJI mem-
bers were extremely frustrated 
with the decision filed by the 
U.S. Court of Appeals, said Janis 
McDonald, co-director of the CCJI 
and associate professor of law.

 McDonald said the ruling was 
reversed because, at the time of 
the conviction, there was a statute 

t u e s d ay
september 23, 2008

kuan luo | contributing photographer
shayne burnham, a second-year law student, is one of more than 50 participants in the Cold 
Case Justice initiative. She joined expecting it to be like the tV show Unsolved Mysteries. 

s t u d e n t  
a s s o c i a t i o n

Finance Board  
denies funding 
for software

Former 
boy soldier 
to share 
history

see student association page 4 see cold case page 4

Program examines 
unsolved crimes 
from civil rights era

Pursuing justice

By Katherine Salisbury
ContribUting writer 

He survived the life of a child sol-
dier in Africa and told his story on 
the pages of a best-selling memoir. 
Tonight, he will share his story with 

Syracuse Uni-
versity.

 Ishmael 
Beah will be 
speaking at 
H e n d r i c k s 
Chapel tonight 
at 7:30 p.m. 
His lecture, 
“The Making, 

and Unmaking, of a Boy Soldier,” 
discusses his past experiences and 
his struggle to recover. 

 The Laura Hanhausen Milton 
First-Year Lecture in The Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences and the 
Syracuse Symposium sponsors the 
event. Esther Gray, from the Office 
of Academic Affairs, said she hopes 
students will see the strength behind 
Beah’s horrific descriptions of his 
past.

 “This is not just a story about war, 
battles and killing,” Gray said. “It’s a 
story about surviving, friendships 
and healing.”

 At the age of 12, Beah was forced 
to be a child soldier in Sierra Leone. 
He was rescued by UNICEF when 
he was 16 and was brought to a reha-
bilitation center, where he began to 
regain his life. Beah moved to the 
U.S. in 1988 and received a degree in 
political science from Oberlin Col-
lege in 2004.

 Beah’s book, “A Long Way Gone: 
Memoirs of a Boy Soldier,” was chosen 
as SU’s required freshman reading.

 One freshman was surprised by 
how recently Beah’s story occurred.

 “What stood out most for me was 
how the time frame was in my life-
time, and the years he was referring 
to was when I was alive,” said Maris-
sa Geiger, a freshman in The College 
of Arts and Sciences. “I could relate 
what he was doing at the time to what 
I was doing in my life and everything 
was just so different.”

 Beah has lived and survived 
unimaginable experiences, Gray 
said.

 “But Ishmael made it out and has 
survived and now chooses to recount 
those horrible experiences over and 
over again, no matter how painful it 
is, in an effort to raise awareness.”

kmsalisb@syr.edu

IF YOU GO
What: the Making, 
and Unmaking, of a 
boy Soldier
Where: Hendricks 
Chapel
When:  tonight, 
7:30 p.m.
how much: free

By Maria Qualtere
ContribUting writer

Monday’s two-hour Student Associa-
tion meeting revolved around online 
software for student organizations 
called Symplicity, but SA’s Finance 
Board rejected a request for $9,500 to 
fund the software, sending back the 
bill with $0 allocated for its funding.

 The program is the “next step 
forward for student organizations,” 
said Mike Fleishman, a senior infor-
mation studies and political science 
major. It could serve as the home 
base for all student organizations, 
Fleishman said.

 SA sent a bill to the Finance 
Board asking for money from the 
special programming budget to 
buy the software, but when the bill 
was sent back without funding, SA 
rejected the finance board’s deci-
sion.

 Sacha Forgenie, SA’s comptroller 
and sponsor of this bill, explained 
the Finance Board “felt it was a lot of 
money that should be used for other 
programs.” 

 SA President Marlene Golden-
berg supported the future implemen-
tation of Symplicity and asked the 
assembly to fail the bill to supply $0 
for the program. Goldenberg said 
the Symplicity software would cut 
down on various other fees. It would 
also offer free publicity for student 
organizations that get cut out of the 
budget every year, she said.

 Fleishman showed a demonstra-
tion of Symplicity in an attempt to 
highlight its advantages.

 Symplicity’s features include 
online elections, form management, 
group calendars, submission of ads 
and flyers and virtual advisor sign-
ing so that every student organiza-
tion could become “paperless.”

 “This is the way the world is 
going, and we need to follow it,” 
Fleishman said.

 The meeting continued with a 
presentation by Alec Sim, a junior 
economics, finance and music his-
tory major, on the conditions of 
Crouse College. He said he wants to 
create awareness for the poor condi-
tions music students are faced with 
each day in the building. Examples 
ranged from leaky pipes and loose 
hanging wires to paint and water 
damage in parts of the building.

 Sim said music students do not 
have proper technology. He explained 
that the Setnor School of Music has 
more than 300 music majors but they 
have outdated pianos and walls are 
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ber of violations. The College of Visual and 
Performing Arts, the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications and Whitman also 
reported increases.

 Graduate students accounted for 44 of the 
130 violations.

 John Dannenhoffer, a professor in L.C. 
Smith, said these statistics might be high 
only because SU is “pretty good about putting 
mechanisms in place to detect cheating.” He 
said he was surprised L.C. Smith’s statistics 
were the worst.

 “At this point, we haven’t done an evalua-
tion, and we haven’t done any research to sup-
port any kind of conclusion yet,” Stein said.

 Stein said the violations students should 
look out for are collaborating on individual 
assignments, unintentional plagiarism and 
using the same paper for more than one assign-
ment.

 The report outlines the measures taken 
by the Office of Academic Integrity to pre-
vent cheating among students. They include 
a university subscription to Turnitin.com, a 
service that recognizes plagiarized material 
from student papers and citation workshops at 
SU’s Writing Center. 

fahintz@syr.edu

not soundproof. 
 He proposed his ideal renovation plan for 

Crouse College, including improved physical 
appearance, smart classrooms and stabilized 
temperature. 

 Though the SA consensus was that Sim 
had a valid case, some members expressed con-
cern that his plans were “unreasonable” and 
suggested he had a better chance of seeking 
change if he requested smaller changes like 
new carpets and soundproof walls, rather than 
a new facility. 

 Sim ended his presentation with a line 
from the vision statement of Scholarship In 
Action that states, “Discovery and learning 
at Syracuse University must have no physical 
boundaries.” 

 Goldenberg has gone with Sim to meet 
Chancellor Nancy Cantor regarding the condi-

tion of Crouse College and has since sought out 
other administrative authorities. 

 A group of music students also attended the 
meeting. 

 “My violin costs more than my car, and it 
gets dripped on during practice,” said Amanda 
Lieberman, a senior music major. “We don’t 
need swivel chairs or plasma screens, we just 
need a place to practice.”

 In other news, Dean Thomas Wolfe spoke 
at the beginning of the meeting about his goals 
for the Division of Student Affairs. He said 
he wants to work more collaboratively with 
the department of Academic Affairs, and that 
collaboration was a driving force between all 
of his decisions as dean. 

 A member of the Student Association asked 
Wolfe about his rumored “open-door policy.” 
He told SA his door is always open for students 

 “Our primary relationship is with stu-
dents,” Wolfe said. “We cannot do our work if 
we don’t know what you’re thinking.”

mequalte@syr.edu
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violations
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By Paul Squire
Staff writer

Paul Cartledge thinks an ancient Greek city-
state still has modern importance — especially 
when it comes to the film industry.

 Cartledge, a Greek history professor at 
the University of 
Cambridge, will speak 
today about the depic-
tion of Spartans in film 
“300.” The free event 
will be held in Maxwell 
Auditorium at 4:30 
p.m. 

 The event, called 
Spartans on the Silver 

Screen, will use as its starting point the popu-
larity of the film “300,” a 2007 adaptation of a 
comic book depicting the Battle of Thermopy-
lae.

 Cartledge will examine liberties taken 
with the historical accuracy of the film and 
look at the various portrayals of Spartans by 
Hollywood and how they might relate to cur-
rent world events.

 Craige Champion, Syracuse University’s 
history department chair, said that “300” 
in particular came under fire when it was 
released because of its portrayal of the Per-
sians as the eastern invaders who represent 
the opposite of everything for which the “moral 
and good Spartans” stand. 

 “The Spartans are thinly disguised Ameri-
cans, in that sense,” Champion said. “And the 
Persians are thinly disguised people from 
al-Qaida.”

 Cartledge has written approximately 20 
books and 50 articles about ancient Greek 
history, according to the Cambridge Web site. 
He is also well respected in among scholars in 
his field, said professor Jeff Carnes, the event’s 
organizer and Greek literature professor.

 “He is probably the foremost expert on 
ancient Sparta,” Carnes said. 

 The event is the first in the Moses Finley 
Memorial Lecture Series held this academic 
year. The series honors the memory of Sir 
Moses Finley, a ’27 SU alum and historian. 
Additional events will be held as part of the 
series in the spring semester, but the speakers 
for these have not been chosen at this time, 
said Howard Mills, a classics professor at SU.

 Carnes said the classics program at SU is a 
relatively small program with approximately 
80 students and two professors, he and Mills. 

 He added that Cartledge was chosen in part 
to appeal to a wide range of people, since the 
classics program is not that large. 

 “We try to get people who are distinguished 
in their fields and will give presentations that 
are accessible to a non-specialist audience,” 
Carnes said. “We have things that undergrads 
and interested amateurs will like.”

pjsquire@syr.edu

Cambridge professor to expose 
inaccuracies in ‘300’ movie

IF YOU GO
What: Spartans on 
the Silver Screen
Where: Maxwell 
auditorium
When: today, 4:30 
p.m.
How much: free
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of limitations, but when the murder was com-
mitted, no statute existed.

 “The people who did these crimes were prob-
ably in their 20s and 30s when they did them, so 
they are now in their 70s or 80s,” McDonald said. 
“So there is a window of opportunity to get them. 
There’s a sense of urgency. Even if they only go to 
jail for a year, you cannot get away with murder.”

 McDonald is optimistic the decision will be 
reversed on appeal so the questioned law’s retro-
active effect can be properly applied to the pre-
passage period.

 “This isn’t like civil lawsuits where you have 
the family who can sue the people who did the 
crime,” McDonald said. “You have to convince 
the government to prosecute. For murder that is 
a local case. The state gets to decide whether they 
are going to prosecute.”

 Just because Seale’s conviction was reversed 
doesn’t mean the CCJI is going to give up hope in 
these types of cases, said co-director Paula John-
son, a law professor.

 “Victims’ families and other community 
members support continuing investigations on 
unsolved cases, and if anything, demand that even 
more be done,” Johnson said. “CCJI will continue 
to work for justice and will insist the government 
do the same.”

 It was the Frank Morris case in Ferriday, La. 
that brought the CCJI to SU. Morris was a shoe 
shop owner who was murdered. Back in March 
2007, McDonald was in Louisiana researching the 
case when the opportunity arose.

 “I went to interview an editor in Louisiana, 
who has been covering the Frank Morris case,” 
McDonald said. “In the middle of our conversa-
tion, the FBI called to talk about this case and he 
was really frustrated because they weren’t doing 
anything. After talking about my background in 

civil rights litigation and criminal law, the editor 
asked if our students would be able to help.”

 Soon after recruiting volunteers to work on 
the Morris case, McDonald and Johnson created 
the law course titled “Investigating and Reopen-
ing Unsolved Civil Rights Era Murders” to fur-
ther the investigations of these unsolved cases.

 Yasaman Hakimian, a second-year law 
student, said she became involved in the CCJI 
because she believes the victims of hate crimes 
need to be remembered so that history would not 
repeat itself.

 “The work students are doing on these cases is 
crucial to spreading awareness about hate crimes 
that killed so many innocent citizens,” Hakimian 
said. “These victims are not forgotten and some-
one is trying to find them justice. Ultimately, the 
students’ work is in the right direction.”

 Volunteers like Hakimian are a major part 
of the CCJI, which has grown to more than 50 
students in three semesters of existence.

 “It’s a reason to go to law school,” McDonald 
said. “Instead of studying boring cases, you’re 
studying a way to help someone who didn’t get 
justice.”

 McDonald said the CCJI and law course is the 
only course of its kind in the country, but there 
are so many unsolved cases that she hopes other 
programs are modeled after it.

 “We have a model which we’re more than 
willing to share with other law schools and uni-
versities,” she said.

 Even with the ongoing investigations, the 
CCJI is still not like CBS’s version of “Cold Case,” 
but to second-year law student Shayne Burnham, 
that was part of her attraction to the program. 

 “To be honest, I got involved in CCJI because 
I thought it was like that show, Unsolved Myster-
ies,” Burnham said. “The concept of solving old 
cases was exciting. I felt I was actually contrib-
uting to something and even getting results, as 
we help families out there obtain justice.”

dhbenda@syr.edu

cold case
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I n his Daily Orange article on 
Sept. 1 (“Engineering the ideal 
SU Abroad program”), Pierre 

Hahn writes that studying abroad is 
a once-in-a-lifetime experience and 
so “should be available to all students 
regardless of their major.” Mr. Hahn 
goes on to explain how limited course 
options abroad present a discourag-
ing barrier for many students, and 
he singles out engineering, science, 
Newhouse and VPA students as par-
ticularly disadvantaged.  

 SU Abroad is in complete agree-
ment with Mr. Hahn’s premise: 
Study abroad should be available to 
students of every major, and there is 
more work to do to meet this goal. But 
the very limited study abroad options 
Mr. Hahn describes in his article, 
which in some instances may have 
been the case five years ago, are just 
not the reality today.

 Take engineering for example. 
Mr. Hahn presents the scenario of an 
L.C. Smith (LCS) student having only 

one choice (in London), which would 
require committing to an entire 
academic year abroad. 

  In fact, there is also a spring 
semester option in Madrid, where 
LCS students can combine three tech-
nical courses with coursework at the 
SU Madrid Center. In addition, there 
is a spring semester option in Istan-
bul, where all courses are taught in 
English at Turkey’s premiere univer-
sity, Bogazici. 

 Fall or spring semester engineer-
ing programs are also available at 
two different universities in Hong 
Kong, where students may also 
participate in the SU China seminar. 
And for those LCS students who 
prefer not to study abroad for an 
entire semester, there are the sum-
mer internship/research options 
in Madrid, Strasbourg, Dubai or W. 
Bengal, India.  

 The above programs are designed 
so engineering students can take 
courses pre-approved for their majors 

(including bioengineering). Students 
can stay on track and have the amaz-
ing cultural experiences abroad 
that students in Arts and Sciences, 
Newhouse, and Management have 
enjoyed for years.

 Again, to correct the record: 
there are Newhouse courses offered 
in Strasbourg and Madrid as well 
as in London; and there are also 
summer program options, including 
a new internship program for film 
majors in Bollywood, India. Mean-
while, Newhouse students regularly 
participate across SU Abroad Centers 
and World Partner programs, 
because the Newhouse curriculum 
is designed for students to build dual 
majors and minors as well as learn 
specific professional skills. What 
better way to pick up a Spanish or 

Latin American Studies minor than 
by studying abroad in Chile, Ecuador, 
or the Dominican Republic? Or pick 
up a minor in Middle East Studies 
through studies in Cairo or Istanbul.  

 VPA presents special challenges: 
It embraces diverse professional pro-
grams, many of which have demand-
ing curricular requirements. And 
yet in the past five years, specialty 
programs abroad have been created 
to meet the needs of specific majors: 
A music performance program in 
France in conjunction with the 
Strasbourg Conservatory; a film 
program in Prague in conjunction 
with the prestigious film academy 
FAMU; a design program in London 
that uses the city as its classroom; 
and a drama program based at 
The Globe. Studio arts courses are 
offered in Barcelona and Santiago 
de Chile, as well as in Florence and 
London. Students majoring in com-
munications and rhetorical studies 
can now find courses in their major 

in Beijing, London, and Santiago de 
Chile. 

 What about biology and the other 
sciences? This is a discipline where 
SU’s World Partner programs can 
fill some of the gaps (Australia is 
a very attractive destination for 
science students). Special options 
for biology students include partner-
ship programs in Costa Rica and 
South Africa through the Organiza-
tion for Tropical Studies. At the SU 
Madrid center, biology courses also 
include extended field study. And in 
summer 2009, there will be a new 
SU biology summer program in the 
Solomon Islands. Of course, there 
is more to do, but SU Abroad and its 
School and College partners in the 
SU Abroad Academic Council are 
working to identify and fill the gaps 
— not just through building our own 
programs, but through partnerships 
with excellent institutions abroad. 
We look to faculty across the Univer-
sity for guidance in this endeavor.

Sue Shane
DIReCToR of PRoGRAMS

SU AbRoAD

g u e S t  c o l u m n

The Ideal SU Abroad Program Revisited: Engineering and More
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September. It is the month they believe Allah 
revealed the first verses of the Quran to the 
Prophet Muhammad. Of the five pillars of Islam, 
the fourth is Sawm, or fasting during Ramadan. 

 “It’s a very unifying experience for a very eth-
nically diverse Muslim community,” said Gustav 
Niebuhr, a professor of religion and media at 
Syracuse University.

 Ramadan, which began Sept. 1, is arguably 
the most important aspect of the Muslim life. It is 
meant to teach compassion, patience and selfless-
ness, said Ihsan Bagby, a National Board Member 
of the Council on American-Islamic Relations 
(CAIR), the largest civil liberties and advocacy 
group for Muslims in North America.

 Each day, from dawn to dusk, every adult 
male and female Muslim who is physically able 
is required to forgo eating, drinking, sex, smok-
ing and other worldly pleasures, said Hammam 
AlMakadma, an SU grad student.

 “It’s not just your stomach fasting,” AlMakad-
ma said. “It’s your eyes; it’s your ears; it’s your 
limbs.”

 Special meals are eaten before and after each 
day of fasting: suhoor before the dawn prayers 
and iftar, the evening meal. Iftar is often eaten 
communally and includes dates, which Muslims 
eat as a symbolic breaking of fast. According to 
tradition, AlMakadma said, the Prophet Muham-
mad broke his own fast for the iftar dinner by 
consuming a date.

 The mosque, or masjid, holds daily iftars, 
where hundreds come together at sunset to break 
their fast, said Ziad Aljohaiman, a student in the 
SU English Language Institute. And while many 
Muslims break their fasts at the mosque, others 
send food and money to the mosque for others to 
break their fast because Ramadan is also a time 
of charitable outreach. 

 “Ramadan is a chance to serve and under-
stand the suffering of others,” AlMakadma said.

 Matan Cafri, a sophomore in The College of 
Arts and Sciences, said the Abrahamic faiths 
— Christianity, Islam and Judaism — all have 
doctrines that emphasize the idea of self-denial, 
fasting and sacrifice.

 Cafri said the interfaith relations at SU have 
transformed him. Having grown up Jewish with 
little positive exposure to Muslims and little 
interest in gaining any, he said he now counts 
Muslims at SU among his closest friends.

 “You know what, they are just like us,” Cafri 
said. “We are all the same.”

Iftar dinners as social gathering
 The Islamic Society of Central New York 

Mosque is a stark brick building, with a blue and 
white façade, that sits along Comstock Avenue. It 

has no dome, no high-ceilinged rooms, no elabo-
rate murals. It is the place for Muslims to gather 
and break their fast.  

 After their prayer, which consisted of a series 
of raka’at, a ritual of bending and bowing accom-
panied by the proper invocations and prayers, men 
and women, who pray in separate rooms, shared 
pitted, gooey dates and cold bottles of Poland 
Spring water before huddling in the room below to 
join in a festive dinner.

 The food — hunks of beef over a mountain of 
yellow rice — was generously poured onto paper 
plates and rapidly passed around. Sleeves rolled 
back; fast-moving children first, then adults, sat 
down on the sprawling Oriental rugs to break 
their fast. They ate heartily, and finally, as they sat 
back full, they looked refreshed and energized.

 “You feel especially happy when you eat iftar,” 
AlMakadma said. “It’s really not the same feeling 
than when you are eating a normal meal.”

 Iftar dinners like the one served at the mosque 
are intended to be community and social gather-
ings where families and friends join to feast 
together at the end the end of the day, Bagby said.

 Students who cannot attend the iftar dinners 
served at the mosque can eat one on campus. 

At SU, 25 to 30 students attend iftar dinners, 
catered and hosted by Shaw Hall, independently 
of SU, and sponsored by the Muslim Student 
Association, Monday through Thursday, during 
Ramadan.

 “It makes it easy on Muslim students,” said 
Ahmed Al-Salem, a sophomore information stud-
ies student and president of the MSA. “They feel 
at home away from home.”

Ramadan away from home
 Many foreign-Muslim students attending 

SU are observing Ramadan away from home, 
but not without challenges.

 Ramadan is the time when first-generation 
immigrants feel the most homesick, Bagby said. 
The fasting can be especially hard for students, 
like Aljohaiman, who are fasting for the first 
time in a non-Muslim environment.

 “I’m all alone here,” said Hessah Alojayan, 
an English Language Institute student. “After 
iftar, everybody goes back to their place, and 
that’s it. We are done.”

 Alojayan said that in most Muslim and 
Arab nations, iftar is a social gathering that 
extended well past midnight.

 In many Islamic countries, Ramadan is 
celebrated nationally. That means that not only 
just about everybody fasts, but also many res-
taurants and businesses trim down their work-
ing hours, and schools close earlier. In the U.S., 
international Muslim students agreed that they 
have to fast amid constant temptation.

 “It’s hard to watch people eat,” Aljohaiman 
said. “In America, we are surrounded by food. 
It’s everywhere: in the class, in the street, on the 
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max nepstad | staff photographer
Muslim prayer consists of raka’at, or ritual bending, bowing and incantations.

 max nepstad | staff photographer
The Islamic Society of Central New York Mosque is located at 925 Comstock Ave.on 
the SU campus.

“It’s hard to watch people eat. In America, we are surrounded by food. 
It’s everywhere: in the class, in the street, on the TV. It’s everywhere.”

Ziad Aljohaiman
STUdeNT IN The SU eNglISh lANgUAge INSTITUTe

Max nepstad | staff photographer
Men and women pray in separate rooms, according to Muslim rights.
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 max nepstad | staff photographer
Muslims consider Ramadan to be the holy month in which they fast during daylight.

TV. It’s everywhere.” 
 For Aljohaiman, the powerful growl of his 

stomach is a reminder that Ramadan is a time 
when food takes lesser significance. 

 Some Muslim students, however, said that 
Ramadan in America should be no different 
than Ramadan anywhere else.

 “My daily routine doesn’t change (Rama-
dan),” AlMakadma said. “I don’t lie around 
and sleep all day waiting for the sun to go down. 
Then you’re missing the whole point of fasting. 
It’s not supposed to be easy. Ramadan doesn’t 
keep me from being productive and do the things 
I am supposed to do here.”

 Sitting by the rain-streaked window of the 
Marshall Street Starbucks, AlMakadma said he 
was raised a devout Muslim in his native Saudi 

Arabia. He began reading the Quran in second 
grade and started fasting soon after. 

 With his narrow face, hooded dark eyes and 
sharp nose, he looked scantily fed, wearing a 
droopy short-sleeved shirt that hung loose on his 
frame. 

 “You are supposed to accomplish more dur-
ing Ramadan,” he said. “I go to classes, take 
exams and stay active. It’s more demanding, but 
it’s also more rewarding that way.” 

A time of peace
 For many Muslim students, Ramadan is a 

period of intense spiritual exploration. It allows 
introspection and the search for purity within 
oneself, AlMakadma said.

 “It’s a chance to think about life, a chance to be 

max nepstad | staff photographer
Those observing Ramadan this month feast on Fridays inside the Comstock mosque.

Ramadan EvEnts
The SU Muslim Student Association (MSA) 
and SU Muslim Law Students Association 
organized Fastathon 2008 Thursday at 
the Carrier Dome to raise money and help 
feed the hungry in Central New York. 

“The physical hunger Muslims feel for 
one month only is a pain that the poor 
endures all year long,” said Ziad Aljo-
haiman, a student in the SU English Lan-
guage Institute.

About 150 people attended the event.
Matan Cafri, a Jewish student from Los 

Angeles was among the participants.
“It was a nice idea,” he said. “It helps 

us realize that we are very fortunate.”

grateful,” he said. “It’s a time of peace.” 
 Ramadan is not just a personal struggle, some 

students agreed, stressing the importance of com-
munity building and interfaith understanding. It 
is a time to reach across cultural lines, Bagby said.

 Aljohaiman said that inviting non-Muslim to 
the iftar is an occasion to teach them about Islam 
and break down the typical stereotype that casts 
Muslims as fear mongers and terrorists.

 For AlMakadma, Ramadan is a good time to 
educate Muslims and non-Muslims alike on what 
Islam really says about religious freedom.

 “There is no compulsion in religion. Every 
soul is free to believe what he or she wants,” 
AlMakadma said, quoting the Quran.

 He said, “Islam is not the faith of fanatics.”
aiamadou@syr.edu
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will be opening the event. The group was named 
one of Rolling Stones’ 10 Artists to watch in 2006. 
Cute Is What We Aim For’s debut album, “The 
Same Old Blood Rush With A New Touch,” was 
on the Billboard Top 200 Chart.

 Lights, the third performer, is a solo art-
ist from Toronto. Her most played songs are 
“February Air” and “The Last Thing on Your 
Mind,” according to her MySpace page. Her 
new EP is being released internationally today. 

 Holley said that Syracuse has an interest-
ing demographic, in relation to musical taste 
and population, and that the pre-packaged 
band trio was very convenient because UU did 
not have to go out and find groups to play on 
campus. 

 This will be the third Verizon Wireless 
College Tour show on campus. The past two 
headliners for the tour were All-American 
Rejects and Gym Class Heroes.

 Tickets are currently on sale at the Schine 
Student Center. Student tickets are $10 with an 
SU ID and $20 for the general public. 

rseldrid@syr.edu
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SU students channel passion for NY Rangers into podcast
By Kevin Baumer

Contributing Writer

Broadcast journalism majors Steve 
Gelbs and Eric Rothman have taken 
their career paths into their own 
hands.

 Gelbs, a senior, and Rothman, a 
junior, co-host a New York Rangers 
blog site — nyrangerscast.com — and 
a biweekly podcast of the same name.

 The site began in the summer of 
2006, when Gelbs got a call from one of 
his friends who had been hired by the 
New York Sportscast Network. Gelbs’ 
friend was covering the New York 

Mets for the New York area network, 
but told Gelbs the company hadn’t yet 
found anyone to cover the Rangers 
beat.

 Gelbs, whose father was the Rang-
ers’ team physical therapist for nine 
years, is a lifelong Rangers fan and 
quickly jumped at the opportunity. 
He called his good friend Rothman, 
who was a relatively new fan. The two 
then set to work to record a sample 
tape, and soon after they were sent 
contracts.

 The original contracts required 
them to produce eight podcasts and 

four blogs a month, but due to the 
growing demand for current content, 
they now blog almost every day.

 Gelbs is the self-proclaimed 
“hockey guy” on the show. Of the two, 
he knows the game inside and out 
best.

 “It’s kind of sad but this team is 
my life,” he said.

 While Gelbs knows the history of 
the game and can provide more actual 
hockey knowledge, Rothman adds 
comic relief and generally lightens 
the mood of the show.

 Rothman took a very different 

path on his way to becoming one of 
the show’s hosts. In fact, he didn’t 
even follow the team until Thanksgiv-
ing break in 2006, when Gelbs took 
him to a game. 

 “I’d be the first to admit I’m not 
the most knowledgeable hockey fan, 
but I’d say I’m better than your casual 
fan,” he said. 

 Rothman and Gelbs do not use 
scripts, but they have no problem 
keeping the conversation moving.

 “We have no problem with chem-
istry,” Gelbs said.

 Gelbs used any means he could 

to spread the show’s name, posting 
repeated links on hockey message 
boards, sending emails to other Rang-
ers bloggers and trying to contact 
anyone who might be able to help 
provide links to the site. 

 Through continued spamming 
of message boards and an increas-
ing number on links on other sites, 
NYRangerscast.com quickly grew 
to 3,000 hits a week. Gelbs and Roth-
man were very surprised by their 
success, but weren’t satisfied yet. 
Gelbs contacted John Dellapina, the 

see radio page 12

By Kelina Imamura
Copy editor 

T welve minutes before the “soft opening” 
of “The Mark Zito Show,” host and name-
sake Mark Zito stumbles into the Orange 

Television Network headquarters like Cosmo 
Kramer from “Seinfeld.”

 “I can’t be saying this enough,” Zito said on 
the air that first night. “This is a soft opening. 

This had to happen eventually. It 
won’t be like this in a week.”

 Zito takes his place 
behind the microphone. 
He takes out his laptop 

and starts connecting 
this room, the show’s 
new home, to the rest 
of the world.

 He plugs 
in and throws a pair of 

oversized headphones 
onto his head.
 It’s only moments 

before the camera turns 
on and “The Mark Zito Show” 

team — Zito, producer Matt Dange-
lantonio and co-hosts Dan Siegel and 

Courtaney Craig — goes live.
 “Mark Zito’s getting a little nervous,” 

Siegel said before going on air.
 “I don’t get nervous,” Zito replied. “I’m too 

good.”
 Zito is confident about his product, and now 

he has a reason to be. His radio show, now in its 
second official year, is broadcasting off the Hill 
to listeners in Daytona Beach, Fla., at the Univer-

Serious 
radio

Streaming online, 
‘The Mark Zito 
Show’ transitions to 
a national audience

see Media page 13sarah chalek | art director
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the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

narcifish by casey landerkin | celander@syr.edu

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com
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Trip-hop revival
After years of obscurity, genre makes full-fledged return to the spotlight.

W ith today’s release of “Radio Retaliation,” the new album from Washington, 
D.C.-based band “Thievery Corporation, audiences don’t just get an album, 
but also a continuation of the trip-hop revival. 

 The United Kingdom based genre got its start in the early 90s, ripping styles from 
the emerging hip-hop phenomenon while also incorporating down-tempo electronic 
music. 

 Serving as ballads for cell phone commercials and anthems for eccentric early 
20-somethings, the genre has maintained a cult following.

 Here’s a look at what three of  the most prominent artists have been up to during its 
renaissance, and what listeners can expect from the trip-hop rise in coming months.

—by Dan Kaplan, Asst. Feature Editor

sdkaplan@syr.edu

Portishead 
Portishead entered the realm of trip hop a bit later, but 
has been no less influential to the genre. 

 Keyboardist Geoff Barrow’s love of hip hop and jazz provided the band’s musical 
foundation, but perhaps the strongest asset was the presence of a permanent vocalist 
in Beth Gibbons. 

 Gibbons’ silky, yet ominous croon provided the dark undertones that continue to 
drive the band’s sound. 

 Portishead’s debut album, “Dummy,” spawned the hit single “Sour Times,” and is 
widely considered one of the most influential albums of the 1990s. In 1995, it won the 
Mercury Music Prize for the year’s best British album, beating out albums from PJ 
Harvey and Oasis.

 Portishead released its third studio album, appropriately titled “Third,” in April. 
The album debuted in the top ten on both sides of the Atlantic, marking the band’s first 
Top 10 album on the Billboard 200. It has sold nearly a million copies worldwide.

Gorillaz 
Though Gorillaz sometimes sport more of an alternative rock 
sound, the group’s foundations are all trip-hop. 

 Gorillaz emerged as a virtual band of cartoon characters in 2001, the result of a 
collaboration between Blur vocalist Damon Albarn, producer Dan the Automator and 
“Tank Girl” comic artist Jamie Hewlett. 

 Singles like “19-2000” and the smash hit “Clint Eastwood” propelled the band’s self-
titled debut album to sales of over seven million copies worldwide. 

 The album’s follow up, “Demon Days,” earned the band a Grammy Award for the 
song “Feel Good, Inc.” Gorillaz is featured in the Guinness Book of World Records as the 
Most Successful Virtual Band.

 In November 2007, the band released “D-Sides,” its second compilation of b-sides and 
remixes (the first being called “G-Sides”). Despite the lack of a proper single or promo-
tion, the album still charted on the Billboard 200. 

Massive attack 
One of the original trip hop masters, Massive Attack 
continues to expand and redefine the genre. 

 Group members Robert Del Naja and Grantley Marshall combined elements of jazz, 
rock and soul on their 1991 debut “Blue Lines,” effectively inventing the trip hop genre. 

 Later releases “Protection” and “Mezzanine” introduced electronic music into its 
sound, leading to successful singles like “Angel” and “Teardrop.” Along the way, col-
laborations were made with vocalists from David Bowie to Madonna. 

 In 2003, Rolling Stone officially recognized the duo’s achievements, placing both 
“Blue Lines” and “Mezzanine” on its list of the 500 greatest albums of all-time.

 The group’s fifth studio album, tentatively titled “Weather Underground,” is set to 
release in 2009. Rumored vocal collaborators include Tom Waits, Mos Def and Damon 
Albarn.
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W ith HDTV, Blu-ray and HD digital 
media dominating the home enter-
tainment center today, LCD and 

Plasma televisions have been on the rise to keep 
up with the demand. 

 Considering how common it has become to 
see a decent sized flat-panel TV in homes today, 
it’s surprising how ill informed people are about 
what they are buying. 

 In some cases, people simply don’t care; all 
they want is a TV that looks good. But in an era 
where information is so easily accessible, you’d 
think those curious few would look into what 
they’re buying.

 I know that the customer is always right, 
but it’s always important to show the customer 
that you know what you’re talking about, and 
that they’ve simply misunderstood whatever 
concept they’re asking about. 

 Everyone wants to know which is better 
— LCD or Plasma? It’s a common question and 
very debatable. To fully understand, you need 
to know that the answer can swing either way 
depending on the situation.

 Plasma TVs are made up of hundreds of 
thousands of tiny pixel cells, which essentially 
are like little florescent bulbs. Each of these 
“bulbs” is instructed to make specific color com-
binations based on software on the circuit board 
behind the screen. If you look closely at a Plasma 
TV, you can see individual pixel cell coloration 
of red, green and blue phosphorus bars. 

 LCD TVs work similarly, with software con-
trolling the lighting of the pixels. Except in this 
case, the screen is comprised of a thin layer of 
pixel cells that are filled with Liquid Crystals 
(hence Liquid Crystal Display, or LCD) which 
react according to the light being processed. 

 They use a process of subtraction to create 
colors. The liquid crystals filter out specific 
wavelengths of light, allowing only the color 
specified to shine through. Of course there 
are a variety of different types of LCDs, but for 
most cases it’s unimportant in this argument.

 So you’re probably still wondering what the 
differences between the two are. One of the most 
important differences between the two types of 
HDTVs is contrast, or black levels. 

 Because LCDs use a process of filtering out 
light, they simply cannot create true black. 
Black is not a color in the visible light spectrum. 
So in most cases LCDs tend to look more washed 
out than Plasmas. When watching a dark scary 
movie, a Plasma’s picture appears more real or 
“deep”. 

 Recently, LCD manufacturers have devel-
oped improved LCD TVs that produce darker 
blacks, but Plasmas still have the upper hand.

 In most cases, when buying a TV you should 
look at the room it is being put in, and of course 
who will be using it. 

 This is because Plasmas, despite having 
more vibrant and crisp colors, will tend to 
lose their effect in brightly lit rooms whereas 

LCDs, due to their anti-glare technology, still 
look as good. 

 Also, if there are children using the TV 
who play video games, or if you’re constantly 
watching the stock market, the scrolling bar on 
the bottom of the screen or video game scores 
will actually burn into the screen on Plasmas, 
leaving a ghost image permanently etched into 
it on every channel. 

 Again, recent improvements in Plasma tech-
nology have made it much harder for a burn-in to 
occur, but LCD still holds the advantage in this 
area.

 However, LCD loses face again when it comes 
to viewing angle. Overall, Plasmas keep their 
contrast and color correctness up to 160 degrees 
off from center, while LCDs begin to lose black 
levels and look more washed out after 120-130 
degrees from center. 

 Don’t worry; it’s not as bad as it sounds. In 
most cases, the difference is barely noticeable, 
especially on newer LCDs.

 Now, for the big deterrent — the one that 

makes everybody squirm in their seats today: 
cost and power consumption. 

 Although Plasmas are slightly less expen-
sive, they draw the most power. Yes, children, 
the better looking TV will end up costing you 
more in the long run. LCDs use florescent light-
ing for their monitors; Plasmas light each indi-
vidual pixel cell, even the black ones, to create 
their pictures. That causes a higher voltage 
usage. In other words, better picture equals 
more money.

 New technologies have “leveled the playing 
field” in the bigger picture. There used to be 
a pretty decent gap in the two technologies. 
However, in a world where money talks and 
electricity equals money, then Plasma equals 
“too expensive.”

 To be frank, a lot of the leading manufac-
tures for HD Plasma televisions have been drop-
ping off the market because LCDs are more cost 
effective. 

 That being said, as soon as one technology 
dominates the other, a newer, better TV technol-
ogy will pop up, and we’ll be having this argu-
ment all over again. 

 Who knows, maybe you’ll be watching “Sein-
feld” in 3D in a few years. 

Matt Bellezza is a senior information man-
agement and technology major. His column 

appears every other week in The Daily Orange. 
He can be reached at mlbellez@syr.edu.
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i reject your reality

The big picture: What you should know about LCD and Plasma TVs
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Rangers beat writer for the New York Daily 
News and convinced him to make an appear-
ance on the podcast. 

 “I think it was partially because there was 
really no other place to hear him,” Gelbs said. 
“When he came on the show, it really gave us 
some credibility.” 

 The site has grown to about 15,000 hits a 
week, with over 300,000 total hits during the 
2007-08 season. The duo now boasts listeners 
from some less traditional Rangers fan pockets 
such as China, Italy, England, California, Vir-
ginia, Georgia and Maine.

 As a result of the sudden success of the 
NYRangerscast, the parent company has now 
set a goal of attaining 100,000 hits a month by 
next year. It remains to be seen if there are 
enough passionate Rangers fans to account for 
continued growth of the site.

 Dellapina, for one, disputes the notion that 
hockey is just a niche sport and that less cover-
age is necessary.

 “I think the passion of hockey fans is 
underestimated,” he said. “Newspapers and 
TV don’t cover it adequately. If you look at the 
TV ratings, the Rangers this year are at least 
even with the Knicks and blow the Nets out of 
the water, but you don’t see that. The Rang-
ers sold out their season in an hour. If 18,000 
people showed up anywhere in New York it’s 
probably front page news, but hockey doesn’t 
get that kind of coverage.”

 But it is this lack of coverage that enabled 
Gelbs and Rothman to corner the market. Fans 
of the show say there are few other places to get 
timely Rangers related content. 

 “They found a hole in the marketplace, and 
they’re doing a professional job,” Dellapina said. 

 “I want to do something with the Rangers,” 
Gelbs said. “I think I can talk about it with the 
best of them. There’s the Daily News, the Post, 
and the NYRangerscast. I mean why not?” 

kebaumer@syr.edu
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heidi KluM
Who cares that she bombed hosting the Emmy’s yesterday? It made Heidi Klum even 
more attractive: It made her human. 
Normally looking at her 5-foot-9 and a half physique, she seemed supernatural, like an 
angel, which fits her former position at Victoria’s Secret. But after a few stumbles and 
fumbles (and one fantastic strip tease if William Shatner was out of the picture), Klum 
came out on top. 

Host of Bravo’s “Project Runway” and “Germany’s Next Top Model,” she seems like the 
girl next door until you realize that she has been on hundreds of runways, red carpets and 
talk shows. I want to live next door to her.

Recently Klum has been in the news for her fight with Elle MacPherson over the nickname 
“The Body,” and Klum definitely has MacPherson beat for the following reasons:

1. Klum has her legs insured for $2 million.
2. She has a rose named after her.
3. She has two kids and still looks like that.
4. She keeps a small bag full of the teeth she lost as a child as a good-luck charm – slight-
ly creepy but at the same time intriguing.
5. She is married to Seal. He can make scars look sexy, that’s staying power. MacPherson 
can’t touch that. 

—compiled by Stephanie Musat, feature editor
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sity of Maine and at George Mason University. 
Through self-promotion, persistence and deter-
mination, Zito has expanded his audience.

 What began as just a Saturday afternoon 
show is now streaming live Monday, Tuesday 
and Wednesday on the Internet and OTN, from 
10 p.m. until midnight.

 “I don’t know of anyone who is based in this 
market that’s syndicated elsewhere,” said Zito, 
a junior communication and rhetorical stud-
ies major. “It’s possible that some stations are 
syndicated to Utica or something like that. But 
I don’t know of anyone who is also on in Florida 
or Maine.”

 Beginning with podcasting in high school, 
Zito has been working on some version of his 
creation for years. The show, originally called 
“Mixtape with Mark,” morphed into “The Mark 
Zito Show” when Zito realized there was more to 
talk about than just play new music. 

 He first began interviewing girls asking 
them whatever he wanted to know, and now his 
blunt interview style translates to the celebrities 
he interviews for the current show — everyone 
from Gavin DeGraw and Sara Bareilles to “The 
Express” actor Dennis Quaid.

 The show first aired on Saturdays last year 
on Z89, a campus radio station. However, there 
were numerous disagreements between Zito 
and the station which resulted in his 10-week 
suspension last year and ultimately his firing 
on Friday. During the first show on OTN, 

Zito called his former home a “communist 
regime.”

 “My main concern is I never want it to 
turn into a personal thing with somebody,” 
Zito said. “Like I didn’t get along with Z89, the 
organization and their views, but the people 
over there I like. I never wanted anything to 
be personal. Lots of times I wish you could 
break it down between Mark Zito and radio 
Mark Zito.”

 Alex Silverman, general manager at Z89, 
declined to comment.

 But the freedom of being its own media 
entity and the support from OTN, and its gen-
eral manager Andy Robinson, is a relief for 
the show’s members. Even in the new, more 
intimate setting, the team is able to continue its 
success.

 “Because we’re doing it more often, it’s made 
us work harder for the show because it has 
become something that’s more important to us 
now,” Craig said. “It’s not just one day a week, 
it’s something that we regularly do.”

 The show’s biggest accomplishment, Zito 
said, was being the only radio show in the city 
to interview Sara Bareilles when she came 
last March. At the time, “Love Song” was the 
No. 5 song in the country. Also, Matt Wertz 
announced his major label signing for the first 
time on the show.

 “I think why we’re such a good fit — OTN 
and Mark — is that Mark is very passionate and 
creative and if there is a place to try and experi-
ment and do different things that maybe haven’t 
been done before, this is the place to try it and do 
it,” Robinson said.

 With an explosion of Internet media avenues 
and satellite radio, it’s possible for anyone to 
record and broadcast their homemade content 
almost anywhere. But there is something differ-
ent about Zito and his show. 

 “I think that his confidence and his ability 
to sort of recognize that he’s got something 
here that might be marketable is very unique,” 
Robinson said. “I think from a standpoint of 
how many colleges do this, there’s probably 
some. As far as Mark is concerned, he’s a very 
unique person, and he recognizes his talent 
and really wants to take himself to the next 
level.”

 For now, the expansion of “The Mark Zito 
Show” is limited to its affiliates. But Zito’s drive 
to expand further is the passion that Robinson 
and his team admire.

 “I know what I want to do,” Zito said. “And 
I’m driven to do it. As egotistical as it may 
sound, I think it’s important that when you’re 
trying to do something that you really want to 
do, you honestly believe that no one can do it 
better than you in that one moment.”

kmimamur@syr.edu
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“He’s a very unique 
person, and he recognizes 
his talent and really 
wants to take himself 
to the next level”

Andy Robinson
General ManaGer of oranGe Television neTwork
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 So it was offense that drew the media and 
crowd to J.S. Coyne field last week — each try-
ing out a peek at Syracuse success for a change 
— and offense that has given Bradley a new 
identity. And who would’ve imagined?

 As a record-setting goalie at Delaware in 
the 80s, Bradley specialized in goal denial, well 
enough to earn her entrance into the univer-
sity’s sports hall of fame. But when she became 
an assistant coach at Iowa and then Maryland, 
she realized the importance of a team’s scoring 
ability, sowing the seed for a passion that has 
turned into a mindset.

 As a head coach at Richmond, she devised a 
hybrid offensive system that’s been carried over 
to Syracuse. She said it has some of the same 
principles as Tex Winter’s famous “Triangle 
Offense” for the Chicago Bulls. She also said 
she incorporated some aspects of ice hockey 
and old-school lacrosse.

 “I just think it’s the greatest thing when a 
goal is scored,” Bradley said. “This game is so 
difficult and what these kids do out here ... to win 
12-0, that is unheard of. It’s so difficult to do that. 
A couple people scored 11 this season, but it’s just 
so fun when you see a goal because it’s complete 
teamwork to make that happen and it’s such a 
difficult skill to be able to execute and finish. So 
to me that’s my passion, to watch people be able to 
create a great goal-scoring moment.”

 Bradley was a first-year head coach at 
Richmond in 2001 when her team lost to Mas-
sachusetts in double-overtime of the conference 
tournament semifinal. The Spiders held a 1-0 
lead with 1:29 remaining in regulation. But 
they couldn’t hold it.

 That night, Bradley said she sat in her 

hotel room in the dark and replayed footage of 
the final minute-and-a-half over and over. The 
next day, she had a new mindset for what she 
expected from her team.

 It involved making the most out of the time 
on the field. It was scoring, vacuum-sealed. She 
never lost another conference game after that 
while at Richmond.

 But it’s relentlessness that oils this sleek 
machine, a trait that can’t be scribbled on a 
locker room chalkboard. Against then, No. 
10 Louisville on Friday, less than 10 seconds 
after taking a 2-0 lead, Nicole Nelson had a 
breakaway and was one-on-one with the goalie. 
Though her shot was saved, Syracuse scored 
anyway three minutes later. At that point, it 
was outshooting the Cardinals 15-5.

 “We feed off a goal,” said SU senior Shannon 
Taylor. “We score a goal, two minutes later 
we’re trying to get back into it. And that’s our 
whole new mentality this year: score a goal, get 
right back into it, see what we can find.”

 Scoring is what makes you win, Taylor said, 
in a Yogi Berra-Herm Edwards sort of way, driv-
ing home the point that good teams score a lot. 
Bradley’s made it simple: goals or bust. 

 She was back at it again, this preseason, yell-
ing that same “59!” that eluded her team last year. 
Few coaches make an objective an obsession as 
plainly as Bradley. Maybe the record is a tangible 
target, and the rest will fall into place from there. 

 “I think it would be impossible to go far 
without breaking that record,” Taylor said.

   Music to Bradley’s ears. A player buying 
into her three-pronged ideology: score goals, 
win games, break records.

 Oh, and did she mention they have a high 
team G.P.A.?

Zach Schonbrun is the sports columnist for The 
Daily Orange, where his columns appear every 

Tuesday. He can be reached at zsschonb@syr.edu.

schonbrun
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ange bradley modeled the Syracuse offense on principles from Tex Winter’s famous 
“Triangle Offense” he used for the Chicago Bulls, which puts an emphasis on passing.
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By Jeff Westfall
Staff Writer

Extra points aren’t supposed to be dramatic. They 
are assumed to be a given. But when Mike Flynt 
ran out onto the field with the kick block team for 
Sul Ross State, an extra point became something 
more — a second chance and a piece of history.
 In October 2007, at the age of 59, Flynt became 
the oldest college football player in NCAA his-
tory.
 “I was out there doing the same things I 
was doing almost 40 years before with different 
20-year-old young men, and I was doing what 
they were doing,” Flynt said. “I was looking at 
them and could see the wrinkles in my face, and I 
was just one of them. It was like stepping back in 
time.”
 Thirty seven years after his junior year 
ended, Flynt returned to Sul Ross State, a Divi-
sion III school in Alpine, Texas, to atone for the 
greatest regret of his life: missing his senior 
football season. 
 Entering his senior season in 1971, Flynt 
was captain of the Lobos and an All-conference 
linebacker with more than 100 tackles the previ-
ous year. But just before the start of the season 
Flynt was kicked off the team for getting in a fight 
and breaking the nose of his freshman teammate. 
It was his 10th altercation in the previous two 
years. 
 The president of Sul Ross State called up 
his head coach and told him Flynt’s antics had 
become too much. He gave the coach an ultima-
tum: either dismiss Flynt from the team or look 
for a new job. Flynt was ordered to leave camp.
 “I had never told anyone about it but losing 
that senior year was the greatest regret of my 
life,” Flynt said. “There were years that went by 
that I actually cried thinking about what I had 
lost.”
 Flynt got his degree and went on to spend 
many years as a strength and conditioning coach 
for Nebraska, Texas A&M and then Oregon. All 
the while he stayed in shape and wished for one 
more chance to strap on his shoulder-pads.
 In the spring of 2007 at the urging of his wife 
Eileen, Flynt returned to Sul Ross for a college 
reunion. Seeing his former teammates for the 
first time in decades, Flynt confided in them his 
longing to still play football.
 “I told them how much I regretted letting 
them down and losing my senior year, and that 
it was the greatest regret of my life,” Flynt said. 
“And I told them ‘You know what gets me more 
than anything? I still think I can play.’ They were 
laughing and one of them looked at me and said 
‘why don’t you.’”
 That challenge provoked Flynt to set out to 
recapture his senior season. After discussions 
with the NCAA and Lobos head coach Wayne 
Schroeder, Flynt showed up to the first day of 
camp 37 years after he was kicked off the team. 
 Without a formal introduction to the team, 
Flynt got in the equipment line to pick up his 
pads. His teammates thought he was a new coach.
 On the field, Flynt slowly gained the accep-
tance of his teammates. His transition into the 
team was solidified when he won a team weight-
lifting competition one night after two-a-day 
practices.
 “I remember one young man came up to me 

and said, ‘I can’t tell you how much I admire you 
for what you are doing,’” Flynt said. “Another 
one said, ‘I have been watching you for days and I 
can’t believe you are doing this, I know it sounds 
strange but I am proud of you.’”
 A series of injuries sidelined Flynt in the 
beginning of the season but week six against 
Texas Lutheran, Flynt got onto the field for the 
first time. Following a Texas Lutheran opening 
drive touchdown, Flynt finally ran out onto the 
field on the kick-block team. The Lobos won in a 
triple-overtime thriller. 
 “It was awesome it, it was so great. It was 
encouraging and exciting,” said Eileen Flynt, 
Mike’s wife.
 Today Mike Flynt has returned to his life in 
Franklin, Tenn. He is marketing a fitness tool 
he created called the Powerbase System and has 
gotten into motivational speaking. He recently 
signed a management deal with Lebron James’ 
management company and has a book due out in 
October titled “The Senior.” Flynt is also in talks 
with the producers of “The Rookie” about a film 
adaptation of his story.
 “I have had so many men who would walk 
up to me and shake hands and they won’t tell 
me their name, they will just tell me their age,” 
Flynt said. “They would say I’m 55, or I’m 62, and 
I would ask them their names. They were relating 
to what I was doing and how that was affecting 
them in their lives.”

Westfall’s Picks
No. 8 AlAbAmA At No. 3 GeorGiA (-6)
Saturday, 7:45 p.m., ESpN

Georgia is in the Know — Knowshon Moreno 
that is. The electrifying back carries the Bull-
dogs to victory over Nick Saban and Co.
Pick: GeorGia 27, alabama 20

No. 24 tCU At No. 2 oklAhomA (-17.5)
Saturday, 7 p.m.

The Sooners have posted over 50 points in its 
first three games. Look for them to provide 
another offensive surge.
Pick: oklahoma 38, TcU 17

No 22 illiNois At No. 12 PeNN stAte (-14)
Saturday, 8 p.m., aBC

Joe-Pa and the Lions will be singing victory 
songs in Happy Valley, Saturday. The Illini, who 
played Missouri tough, will cover the spread, 
though.
Pick: Penn STaTe 31, illinoiS 21

mArylANd At No. 20 ClemsoN (-11.5)
Saturday, NooN, ESpN360

Alabama shocked Clemson week one but the 
Tigers hopes of capturing the Atlantic Division 
of the ACC conference are still alive this season. 
Clemson avoids a letdown at home.
Pick: clemSon 38, maryland 24

PittsbUrGh (-15) At syrACUse
Saturday, NooN, tW-26

Defense in this one will be scant. Pittsburgh 
comes to the Carrier Dome and proves the 
Orange’s win over Northeastern didn’t mean 
much.
Pick: PiTTSbUrGh 34, SyracUSe 17

jwestfal@syr.edu
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At 59, Flynt returns to football field, erases ‘greatest regret’ 

in honor of Yankee Stadium closing, 
we name our racers after their favorite 
Yankee.

Race StandingS RecoRd
D. Wells (Dunne) 14-6
M Mantle (Crowley) 14-6
J. DiMaggio (Bonner) 13-7
a. rodriguez (Diamond) 12-8
D. Mattingly (Westfall) 12-8
t. Stache (ehalt) 12-8
D. Jeter (Caputo) 12-8
L. Gehrig (Schonbrun) 12-8
M. rivera (John) 11-9
B. Martin (Clayton) 11-9
K. igawa (Palka) 10-10
W. Boggs (Paik) 10-10
r. Maris (Galante) 10-10
C. Knoblauch (McCullough) 10-10
C. Pavano (Sutton) 10-10
t. Bambino (Gelb) 9-11
r. Cano (austin) 9-11
B. Williams (tarr) 8-12

sulrossbabyboomers.com

mike flynt returned to Sul ross State after a 37-year hiatus to complete his final year of eligibility. at 59, flynt became the oldest 
college football player in NCaa history.

Want to write for Sports?
E-mail sports editor John Clayton at jsclayto@syr.edu
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By David DeGuzman
Contributing writer

Ange Bradley isn’t worried about the future. 
The Syracuse field hockey head coach knows 
where to look for talent. 
 Of the 23 players on the Orange roster, eight 
hail from Pennsylvania. One of those players is 
freshman forward Nicole Nelson.
 “Pennsylvania has a lot of talent,” Nelson 
said. “It definitely helped me because it makes 
you so competitive. High school field hockey was 
serious. In a lot of the schools that I play against, 
there’s like two or three girls on each team that 
really are good. They all want to go to a Division 
I school.”
 That fierce competition may be a reason 
for Nelson’s quick transition at No. 3 Syracuse 
(8-0). The Telford, Penn., native has became a 
vital contributor off the bench already for the 
Orange, scoring two goals and an assist in four 
games. She scored her first goal with a shot 14 
yards out against Colgate, Sept. 14, part of a 
record breaking, 12-0 win for the Orange. 
 Her second goal came against some of the 
best players in the nation. Up 2-1 against then-
No. 10 Michigan State with five minutes left, 
Nelson tipped the ball high into the net after 
receiving the pass in the middle from sopho-
more forward Lindsey Conrad. It secured a 3-1 
win.
 “Right after I saw that it went in, I just went 
into an immediate celebration,” Nelson said. “I 
was so excited because we were working so hard 
during that whole game and it just felt so good to 
get something really great out of it.”
 Nelson’s achievements thus far at Syracuse 
are a continuation of her successful high school 
career at Souderton High School. In her senior 
year as captain, Nelson scored 21 goals and 12 
assists. It earned her first-team all-state honors, 
and Nelson was named offensive MVP of her 
team for the second consecutive year. 

 “I really got to be the leader,” Nelson said. 
“It felt really good to take control plays and set 
people up.”
 Nelson chose to attend Syracuse because 
she said, “it felt right.” Much of what felt so good 
could be attributed to the program being built 
by Bradley and assistant coaches Lynn Fargy-
har and Guy Cathro. 
 “I definitely thought that I could bring some-
thing to the team. I really liked what Ange and 
Lynn and Guy were trying to do,” Nelson said. 
“They were building trying to get to the point 
where we are starting to get at now. I saw that, 
and I really wanted to be a part of doing all of 
that.”
 Bradley thinks that Nelson could be a part of 
that strong foundation. 
 “(She is) just athletic, aggressive, goes after it. A 
real risk taker and a power player,” Bradley said. 
 Shannon Taylor, who is also in her first year 
playing for Syracuse after transferring from 
Richmond, has seen how aggressive Nelson is on 
the field when they play together. Things aren’t 
always as comfy as they are in Pennsylvania. 
  “With Nicole, I have actually kind of taken 
her in almost and helping her on and off the field 
with stuff,” Taylor said. “We would talk about 
formations and all that stuff off the field. On the 
field, I know I can look to her and say ‘We can do 
this. You can do it.’”
 In the first few weeks of the season, Nelson 
has seen her team propel 15 spots in the STX/
NFCHA Division I coach’s poll to No. 3. 
 Regardless of their high school competition, 
Bradley knows it’s difficult for all of her 11 
freshmen facing the nation’s best in their first 
collegiate seasons.
 “The more our inexperienced keep pushing, 
the more experience they are going to get,” 
Bradley said.” We want to look to make a tradi-
tion of excellence.”

ddeguzma@syr.edu
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Pennsylvania roots help 
Nelson adjust to Syracuse

mackenzie reiss | asst. photo editor
nicole nelson tallied two goals and an assist in her first four games as a true fresh-
man.. the orange climbed 15 spots to no. 3  in the StX/nFCHA poll this season, after 
starting 8-0 and upsetting then-no.1 Maryland on Sept. 13.

devendorf
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

daily orange file photo
eric devendorf earned an extra season of eligibility after Syracuse filed a hard-
ship waiver on his behalf. Devendorf averaged 17 points per game before his injury.

long-ball void left by Devendorf and fellow 
guard Andy Rautins — who severed his ACL 
playing with Team Canada in summer 2007. 
 With the outside-shooting burden falling 
mostly on freshman Donte Greene, Syracuse 
rarely extended defenses. During conference 
play, the Orange ranked 15th of 16 Big East 
teams in 3-point field goal percentage (30 per-
cent).
 Without its starting shooting guard, an 
already thin Orange lineup was stretched even 

further. Syracuse lost six of its last nine games 
before it was relegated to its second straight 
NIT.
 Devendorf started 52-of-70 games during 
his first two seasons at Syracuse. The Bay City, 
Mich., native averaged 14.8 points per game 
his sophomore season, good for second on the 
team. 
 Devendorf’s extra year of eligibility 
means Ongenaet and reserve guards Justin 
Thomas and Jake Presutti are Syracuse’s 
only seniors entering the 2008-09 cam-
paign.

thdunne@syr.edu
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By Michael Bonner
Asst. sports Editor

The streak lasted four hundred and twenty one 
minutes. 
 Four games came and went as senior goal-
keeper Robert Cavicchia made double-digit 
saves. As the Orange racked up a 3-0-1 record.
 Four hundred and twenty one minutes — it 
was the amount of time between goals allowed 
by the Syracuse (4-1-2, 1-1-0) men’s soccer team. 
In fact, through seven games so far the Orange 
has blanked its opponent five times. 
 “Every game we come out we want to get a 
shutout out of it,” said defender Brien Chamney. “So 
we are really pushing that as one of our goals.”
 Consider that goal accomplished. Besides the 
Orange’s only loss of the year (3-0 to No. 3 Notre Dame), 
Orange has allowed one goal in 580 minutes of play. 
 Syracuse’s defense has been so stout for a 
couple of reasons. One is obviously the play 
of Cavicchia. But also the Orange’s back five 
— Cavicchia plus SU’s four defenders — have 
developed good chemistry. 
 Syracuse head coach Dean Foti agreed with 
his players about the importance for the five 
to be working as one collective unit instead of 
doing five different things.
 The captain of keeping the defense on the 
same page has been Cavicchia. 
 “You have to be able to communicate in heat 
the moment, and you know what needs to be done” 
Foti said. “He can see everybody on the field so it’s 
easy for him to direct the four guys in front of him. 
And they respond because they’ve done it before, 
they’ve had him behind them before.”
 The chemistry Cavichhia has with his 
defense was not an immediate relationship. It 
takes time for the defense to learn Cavicchia’s 
tendencies and vice versa. 
 “It’s a lot of practicing,” said Cavicchia, who 
has made 27 saves this season. “All through pre-
season, also in the spring we worked together. It 
just takes (time). Over time it develops.”
 There have been a few instances this season 
where Cavicchia has left the net to attack the ball.  
 Already this season Chamney and fellow 
defender Pete Hill bailed their goalie out multiple 
times. Cavicchia has come out of the net usually 
in a jump ball situation. Most of the time he gets to 
the ball but there have been a few instances when 
he didn’t. One time against Monmouth, it looked 
like the opponent had a sure goal, but the defense 
was there to prevent it.
 In the heat of the moment, so many obstacles 
that aren’t practiced can come into play. 
 “If I go out the guys know they have to drop in 
behind me,” Cavicchia said. “They usually have a 
lot of faith with me going out there and getting the 
ball. And I have a lot of faith that they’ll be behind 
me if I do go out and either miss it or if the other 
team gets the rebound and shoots it.” 
 That hasn’t happened too often this year. Cav-
icchia has gotten to most of the loose balls. But the 
defense has had a more active goalkeeper behind 
them. It’s in large part due to Cavicchia’s work in 
the offseason. The senior goalie dedicated his time 
to decreasing body fat and increasing foot speed so 
he could get to more loose balls.
 “When you’re a little bit shorter you rely on your 

feet a lot,” said Cavicchia, who stands 6-feet tall. “You 
know you can’t just stick your arm out and save the 
ball. You’ve got to take those extra couple steps.”
 Cavicchia has added an extra quickness to his 
arsenal but it just makes it that much more impor-
tant for he and the defense to be on the same page. 
 “The balls he comes out to get he gets,” Foti 
said. “The back players have confidence in that 
so they know if he’s coming out chances are they 
better get the hell out of the way because he’s 
going to run them over. And that’s why there 
does need to be good chemistry back there.” 

mibonner@syr.edu
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Unity at back 
helps SU build 
shutout streak

syracuse soccer
RecoRd	 Big	east
(4-1-2) (1-1-0)

Last three games
date	 opponent	 Result
sept. 11 Monmouth 0-0
sept. 19 at Marquette W (1-0)
sept. 21 at No. 3 Notre dame L (3-0)

Next three games
date	 opponent	
Friday No. 20 providence
sunday No. 7 Connecticut
oct. 3 at No. 21 south Florida

outLook
syracuse started the season unbeaten 
after six games, including a win over 
Big East foe Marquette. it suffered its 
first loss of the season in its seventh 
game against No. 3 Notre dame. the 
match also began a stretch of five 
straight games the orange will face 
Big East foes that are ranked in the top 
25 of the NsCAA/Adidas rankings. 

daily orange file photo
robert cavicchia has made 27 saves for syracuse this season, and now ranks third all time on syracuse’s save list. the senior 
goalkeeper helped the orange shut out its opponents for 421 consecutive minutes, the longest streak for sU since 1986. 

m e n ’ s  s o c c e r
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ApArtments for rent

ApArtments + HoUses
Maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

BrAnD neW 3  BeDroom  
fUrnIsHeD toWnHoUses 

flat panel tv’s, new kitches, stainless appli-
ances, baths, new hardwood floors, new 

bedroom furniture, couches, washer/dryer 
off street parking, garage, etc. Near South 

Campus Area
PADS LLC

Contact Alan 203-515-0933

ApArments + HoUses
Sonia 350-4191

CIGANKA6@AOL.COM
www.universityhill.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

Furnished 2-8 Bedroom Apts/ Houses.
Livingston,Sumner, Claredon, Ackerman. 469-
6665

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508

See our website www.campushill.com for 
details on 2009/2010 availabilites. Or call 
us at 315-422-7110

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
329 Comstock Ave.

510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

1 Block to Campus 
226 Euclid acroos from Shaw dorm 
4 bedroom and 2 bedroom furnished, laundry, 
good size rooms with plenty of storage space, all 
appliances. off street parking. Jerry 446-6318 or 
263-8575

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
1202 Harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.

726 Livingston Ave.
415 Euclid Ave

215 Comstock Ave 

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

ApArtments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

o.p.r. Developers
Apt + Houses

GreAt ApArtments
 stILL AVAILABLe for 

sCHooL 
YeAr 2009-2010

studios
116 Comstock ave.
1 Bedroom Apts

722 Clarendon
300 Euclid

116 Comstock
2 Bedroom Apts 

320 Euclid
300 Euclid

832 Ackerman
737 Lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom Apts 
300 Euclid

1104 Madison
945 Ackerman
949 Ackerman
924 Lancaster
110 Comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 Clarendon
320 Euclid

873 Ackerman
1104 Ackerman

5 Bedroom Apts 
913 Ackerman
106 Redfield

810 Livingston
822 Lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom Apts 
860 Ackerman

318 Euclid
601 Euclid

114 Redfield
 

Please visit our website at 
www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 

apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of Ostrom and Clarendon across from DO 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

ApArtments + HoUses
Sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

8, 7, and 6 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

417 Euclid
600 Euclid Ave
614 Euclid Ave
814 Lancaster

917-9 Ackerman Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  Furnished.  Sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  Dishwasher.  Hardwood Floors.  Available 
June 2009. 447-8430

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 Furnished, Laundry, Parking
 736, 787, 818 Ostrom

706 Livingston
514 Euclid

848 Ackerman
446-6268 or 446-2602

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
NO Pets CALL 469-0780. Fine-interiors-syra-
cuse.net

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
812 Ostrom Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

203 Comstock Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Rent from the landlord The Daily Or-
ange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

5 Bedroom House 755 Euclid
4 Bedroom Apt 702 Maryland
3 Bedroom 713 Ackerman,
415 Stratford, 122 Redfield

Lots of 1’s and 2’s on
Sumner, Ackerman, and Euclid

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com
 

1 Bedroom  Apartments

309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

rent YoUr oWn Home

2009-2010 

sAVe-sAVe-sAVe

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 Bedrooms 

Close to Campus 

Furnished, Spacious, Fireplaces, Parking 

Call 315 476-9933

nJtmGtCorp@AoL.Com

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010

John o. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

               478-7548

       collegehome.com

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

213 Comstock Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
710 Livingston Ave.
917 Ackerman Ave
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
510 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

five bedroom fully furnished house on livingston 
ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
one year lease begins in May. call dave at 345-
9955 or email davide2114@aol.com 

Help Wanted

Night Lights 
Hiring Dancers 

make up to $600 a week. 
Come in for an audition 

from 6 to 7:30PM 637 N. Salina St. 
478-4409

Microsoft live search brand reps needed at su 
earn extra cash and get real World Marketing 
experience limited Positions available apply 
by 10/01/08 at www.repnation.com/microsoftli-
vesearch 

2 for 1
all bottled beer and 
Grey Goose drinks!

2 for 1 
all menu items!

Limit one menu item
$12 minimum for delivery 

700 South Crouse Ave
(315)422-2123
We Deliver!

medium sudoku! hard sudoku!
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W hen Syracuse head coach Ange Bradley 
was asked on Wednesday to give her 
sales pitch to the community about her 

field hockey team, her response was a 40-second, 
prolonged run-on sentence that skipped around 
phrases like blue-collar workers, high team G.P.A. 
and “what sport is about”.

 She finished by adding, “We’re fun, fast, excit-
ing and we do score goals.”

 Afterwards, she asked the team’s sports 
information director what the standing atten-
dance record is. “We like breaking records,” she 
remarked.

 And seven years ago, when she was a first-year 
head coach at Richmond, she sat alone in the dark 
in a hotel room all night after a particularly dif-
ficult conference tournament loss. “I don’t really 
like to lose,” she said.

 Such is the psyche of Syracuse’s sprite two-
year head coach, who’s quickly taken oranges and 
made Orangina. She’s the czar of a rising team 
who’s made clear her vice-tight ideology. No score 
is too high in her hockey handbook. No limit is too 

vast in her outlook on SU’s potential.
 No coach has been so influential in the remak-

ing of a program, at least not around these parts. 
The Orange — 8-0 and No. 3 in the nation — is 
America’s hottest team thanks to an offense that 
takes few prisoners and fewer moral regard. Why 
not score a dozen goals in a game against Colgate? 
Who’s stopping us from outshooting New Hamp-
shire 18-4 in one half?

 Why not take a five-cylinder offense out 
for a little straightaway test drive? Brad-
ley’s got the keys. She devised the offense, 
brought in the players, implemented the 
system and runs SU’s greatest show on turf. 

Here a shutout and a blowout don’t have the 
same implications.

 Here works a coach who made t-shirts with 
the No. 59 on the back — signifying the number of 
goals needed to break SU’s scoring record. Who 
once banned her players from media interaction 
for a week — after a <itlalics>win. Who would 
parcel out water at practice only if her players 
won their drills.

 What results is a Syracuse team that currently 
leads the country in goals, goals per game, points, 
assists, scoring margin and blowout victories. In 
six years from 2000-06, under former head coach 
Kathleen Parker, SU won only three games by a 
margin of more than five goals; the Orange has 
done that four times already this season alone. 
Regimented by 21 months of Bradley’s discipline 
and dynamic, a juggernaut has formed. Bradley, 
it seems, has more than a little Mike D’Antoni in 
her.

 “I guess you have to score to win,” said SU for-
ward Lindsey Conrad. “And I think she just likes 
to win.”

t u e s d ay
september 23, 2008

m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

Devendorf 
granted 
extra year 
of eligibility 

daily orange file photo
ange bradley has implemented a high-scoring mentality to the Syracuse offense this season. The field hockey 
head coach has the Orange focused on breaking the school record of 58 goals scored in a single season . 

see devendorf page16

Goal oriented
Z a c h  S c h o n b r u n

just le jus

Don’t expect Ange Bradley to apologize for her high-scoring mindset

devendorf

o n l i n e n o w

More Just le Jus online
Check out Zach Schonbrun’s 
video podcast for more of his 
take on Ange  Bradley and the 
SU field hockey team. Watch it 
at dailyorange.com

By Tyler Dunne
ASST. SpOrTS EdiTOr

Eric Devendorf has been granted an 
extra year of eligibility by the Big 
East after his application for a medi-
cal hardship was granted, the Syra-
cuse athletic department announced 
Monday.
 The shooting guard tore his ante-
rior cruciate ligament Dec. 15 against 

East Tennessee 
State and missed 
Syracuse’s final 
25 games last sea-
son. The univer-
sity applied for a 
medical hardship 
on Devendorf’s 
behalf, which has 
been approved by 

the Big East. Devendorf will have 
junior eligibility for the upcoming 
season.
 Devendorf was granted the hard-
ship because he met the NCAA cri-
teria of having played in less than 30 
percent of Syracuse’s games last year 
— though he came close to missing 
that mandate. He played in 28 percent 
of Syracuse’s games (10-of-35), a figure 
benefited by the Orange’s three-game 
run in the NIT. The percentage would 
have been 31 percent if not for those 
three games.
 Syracuse’s offensive output last 
season decayed without Devendorf, 
who averaged 17 points per game 
and shot 40 percent from 3-point land 
before the injury. 
 In the game he tore his left ACL 
— a 125-75 romp against East Ten-
nessee State — Devendorf drained 
5-of-7 treys. Freshman guard Scoop 
Jardine initially replaced Deven-
dorf in Syracuse’s lineup, followed 
by junior forward Kristof Ongenaet. 
But the Orange could not replace the 
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WEDNESDAY
september 24, 2008

By Shayna Meliker
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Bob Costas, NBC sportscaster and 
Syracuse University alumnus, will 
host an on-campus question and 
answer session today.  
 Costas, who left the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications in 

1974 before 
graduation to 
work at WSYR-
TV and Radio 
in Syracuse, 
will speak 
at 2:30 p.m. 
in the Joyce 
H e r g e n h a n 
Auditorium in 
Newhouse III. 

After mul-
tiple play-by-
play announc-
ing jobs, 
Costas joined 
NBC Sports in 
1980. He cur-

rently hosts the network’s “Football 
Night in America” and was the prime-
time host for NBC’s Olympic Games 
coverage.

 Bob Lissit, an associate professor 
of broadcast journalism at SU, said 
Costas’ experiences in Beijing could 
serve to inspire students.

 “I think he had a marvelous oppor-
tunity to experience a major sporting 
event in a very unusual setting,” Lis-
sit said. “If I were a student anywhere 
on the SU campus, I think Bob Costas 
would be a wonderful person to come 
listen to.”

 Lissit said what Costas might have 
to share about the Olympics spans 
across academic disciplines, not 
just communications. He mentioned 
architecture, economics and political 
science.

 But the event was being promoted 
only to Newhouse students and not 
to the entire university. Newhouse 
e-mailed its faculty at the end of last 
week, asking them to notify students 
of the event.

CIRQUE DE SOLEIL
HI 76° | LO 52°

I N S I D E P U L P

Royal runway
SU professor opens 
exhibit on Marie 

Antoinette couture at the 
Everson Museum. Page 15

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Bouncing back
Pittsburgh receiver Derek Kinder 
returns to the fi eld stronger a 
year a half after tearing his ACL. 
Page 24

I N S I D E N E W S

Money matters 
Students deal with national 
economic recession and look to 
the election for change. Page 3

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Teaching travels
Krystie Yandoli discusses the 
fl aws of the Teach for America 
program. Page 5

kuon luo | staff photographer

PETER DEPASQUALE, a freshman art education major, takes advantage of the sunny weather Tuesday afternoon. He sketched Newhouse 
III outside Crouse College. While similiar weather is expected through the week, thunderstorms are anticipated to start Friday and end 
Sunday. The high for Wednesday is 76 degrees and 70 degrees for Thursday, and there is a 40 percent chance of weekend showers. 

Bob Costas 
to address 
university

t h e  wa r e h o u s e

School of Art and Design programs to move downtown
By Hope Morley

STAFF WRITER 

The School of Architecture has 
moved back to Slocum Hall, but The 
Warehouse is far from empty.

 The architecture students’ stay 
downtown was temporary, but the 
College of Visual and Performing 
Arts has claimed the downtown 
space as the permanent home of its 
School of Art and Design. 

 “Our goal is really to create a two-
way street,” said Ann Clarke, dean of 
VPA. “The result isn’t having design 
programs move off of campus but 

really to make a link. There’s design 
on main campus, and there’s design 
in The Warehouse. There’s student 
life opportunities in The Warehouse 
and obviously student life on main 
campus. We want to make that back 
and forth work.”

 Programs such as fashion, indus-
trial and interior design are planned 
to move downtown next semester. 
Two programs, advertising design 
and communication design, have 
been holding classes on the third 
fl oor of The Warehouse for more than 
a year. Those programs had previ-

ously been located in the Shaffer Art 
Building. 

 “It’s a little better than what was 
offered at Shaffer,” said Kathleen 
Guzowski, a junior advertising design 
major. “It’s kind of like its own com-
munity feel down there, and we all get 
to really interact with each other.” 

 Professor Toni Toland, program 
coordinator for ad design, said the 
main reason those programs already 
moved to The Warehouse is that she 
and professor Bob Cooney, program 
coordinator for communications 
design, jumped at the opportunity to 

try something new.
 “I like change,” Cooney said. “I 

think it’s good. It gives them a double 
perspective on things.” 

 While Cooney and Toland were 
excited about the new space, not all of 
their students were convinced. 

 “Anytime you change something, 
people tend to freak out,” Cooney 
said. “After we all moved here, the 
students completely changed their 
tone, and everyone seemed incred-
ibly happy and pleased to be here.”

 Brianna Collins, a junior com-
SEE WAREHOUSE PAGE 8 SEE COSTAS PAGE 4
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Bouncing back
Pittsburgh receiver Derek Kinder 
Bouncing back
Pittsburgh receiver Derek Kinder 
Bouncing back
returns to the fi eld stronger a 
year a half after tearing his ACL. 
Page 24

IF YOU GO
What: Bob Costas 
lecture
Where: Hergenhan 
Auditorium
When: Today, 2:30 
p.m.
How much: Free
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Harry E. Salzberg
Memorial Program
When: 2:30 p.m.
Where: Lender Aud., Whitman
How much: Free 

What: Film and Discussion:
“Children Playing Gods”
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 220 Eggers
How much: Free

What: Raymond Carver Reading
Series: Tomaz Salamun
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: Gifford Aud.
How much: Free

What: Latino Heritage Month
Speaker: Junot Diaz
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Joyce Hergenhan Aud.,
Newhouse III
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

Google enters smart 
phone market
Google and T-Mobile unveiled 
the first phone to run Google’s 
Android mobile operating sys-
tem in New York City Tuesday. 
The T-Mobile G1 goes on sale in 
the U.S. for $179 starting Oct. 
22, in direct competition with 
BlackBerry and the iPhone. The 
phone comes preloaded with 
Google applications including 
Gmail and Street View Maps. 
Android also runs a mobile ver-
sion of the Amazon MP3 store. 
Software developers can design 
and distribute applications on 
Google’s App market. The device 
includes a 3-megapixel camera, 
GPS, a sliding QWERTY key-
board, a touch screen and Wi-Fi.

House passes bill to 
protect Great lakes
The House approved the Great 
Lakes Compact Tuesday morning 
to protect the freshwater basin 
in the Great Lakes region. The 
bill prohibits almost any new 
diversion of the water to outside 
the Basin, and it requires lake 
border states to follow strict 
conservation standards. The 
Great Lakes basin accounts 
for 20 percent of the world’s 
fresh surface water supply. The 
Senate passed the compact 
previously, and it will now 
head to the White House.

Palin meets with 
foreign leaders
Sarah Palin, the Republican vice 
presidential nominee, ends today 
two days of meeting foreign lead-
ers in New York. The Alaskan gov-
ernor had previously never met a 
foreign head of state before sitting 
down Tuesday with Afghan Presi-
dent Hamid Karzai and Colombian 
President Alvaro Uribe. Her for-
eign policy credentials have also 
been questioned because she 
traveled outside North America 
for the first time last year. Palin did 
not take questions from reporters, 
who were forbidden from entering 
the private diplomatic discussion. 
After news networks protested, 
reporters were allowed to join the 
photographers and TV crew in the 
meeting.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation
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Back on the hill
The Sigma Chi fraternity reclaims 
space on the SU campus. 
 
p u l p

syracuse overseas 
The Daily Orange breaks down SU 
Abroad locations. 
 
s p o r t s 

From scratch
Paul Flanagan takes over SU’s new 
women’s ice hockey team.

s P o r T s  s C H E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 6 p.m., Providence, R.I. 
 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 7 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 27 
vs. Pittsburgh 
@ noon, Carrier Dome

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 28  
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 1 p.m., Amherst,  
Mass. 
 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 28  
vs. Rutgers 
@ 2 p.m., Piscataway,  
N.J.

MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 28  
vs. Connecticut 
@ 3 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium

T H I s  d ay  I N  H I s T o r y

Dr. Seuss, 
1991

Children’s 
author 

Theodor 
Seuss 

Geisel died 
at age 87.

The Enterprise, 
1960

The first 
nuclear-
powered 
aircraft 

carrier was 
launched.

Brooklyn, 
1957

The Brooklyn 
Dodgers 

played their 
last game 
at Ebbets 

Field.

Congress, 
1789

Act is passed 
to provide a 
U.S. attorney 
general and 
the Supreme 

Court.

SPortS BLoG

By John Clayton
SPORTS EDITOR

G reg Robinson couldn’t have felt any more 
comfortable this morning when he woke 
up and found that Daryl Gross had made 

an unsolicited call to ESPN to voice his displeasure 
with the performance of the football team and 
defend his own job performance as athletic director.

 In the resulting article on ESPN.com, Gross makes 
clear his dissatisfaction with Robinson’s performance.

 “It isn’t working out,” Gross said of Robinson 
in the story. “It’s very disappointing ... He has some 
work to do out in front of him.

 “We got so many good things going on here. The 
800-pound gorilla is football. You and I both know 
we’ve been very fair to Coach Robinson. Everyone 
wanted the guy’s head last year. I said I didn’t want 
Syracuse to become one of those three-years-and-
out schools. I said, ‘Let’s calm down and (if needed) 
we’ll get the first pick of the draft (of coaching 
candidates) next year.’ That’s where we are.”

 The backstory to this, of course, is that ESPN 

College Gameday analyst Lee Corso ripped Gross 
Saturday. Corso blamed Gross for the football pro-
gram’s problems, saying he shouldn’t have fired 
former head coach Paul Pasqualoni.

 Robinson, who was quoted in the story, was 
asked to respond to Gross’ comments at his weekly 
press conference Tuesday. He shrugged off any sug-
gestion that the article might serve as a distraction.

 “That’s Daryl’s business,” Robinson said. “I’m 
not an athletic director. I don’t think it’s my place 
to comment at all. Anything that he thinks is neces-
sary for our program, that’s his choice. Daryl’s a 
friend and he’s been very supportive of me.

 “He’s the athletic director. He’s my boss, he can 
say whatever he wants. And quite frankly, there 
hasn’t been the progress yet that there needs to be. 
I’m the first to say it. I’ve said it since day one.”

 Definitely odd that Gross would make that call 
and say what he said. You have to wonder if this is 
just the beginning of what could be a tension-packed 
rest of the season.

jsclayto@syr.edu

ben addonizio | photo editor
DARYL GROSS, SU athletic director, (right) told ESPN he finds the Orange football team’s per-
formance under head coach Greg Robinson (left) “disappointing.”

read more posts at sports.dailyorange.com
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By Katherine Salisbury
Contributing writer

A former child soldier shared his 
story with Syracuse students Tues-
day night.

The bottom level of Hendricks 
Chapel was filled with students by 
7:15 p.m. and by 7:30, people were 
standing in the aisles to hear Ish-
mael Beah present “The Making, 
and Unmaking, of a Boy Soldier.”

 Beah was forced to become a 
child soldier at the age of 12. He sur-
vived the war until age 16, when he 
was rescued by UNICEF and later 

relocated the United States.
 Beah took his memories and 

turned them into an award-winning 
book, “A Long Way Gone: Memoirs 
of a Child Soldier,” which was cho-
sen for SU’s 2008 freshman required 
reading selection. The Laura Han-
hausen Milton First-Year Lecture 
in The College of Arts and Sciences 
and the Syracuse Symposium spon-
sored Tuesday’s event.

 Phil Herman, a freshman in 
the Martin J. Whitman School of 
Management, said after reading 
the book, he thought Beah’s story 
was mostly about the violence of the 
war in Sierra Leone.

 “In the book, there was a lot of 
violence and hatred and fear,” Her-
man said. “But his speech was more 
about peace. Even though there was 

a war in Sierra Leone, it is still a 
beautiful country and he loves it.”

 Beah spoke about the impor-
tance of how his childhood was 
based on stories being passed down 
through generations. After coming 
to live in America and seeing the 
glorified images of war, he realized 
the story of his violent childhood 
was something he needed to share 
with the world.

 Beah said he still has horrible 
memories, and continued having 
nightmares while writing the book. 
However, he said every time he 
walked away from writing the book 
because it became too difficult, he 
thought of all the children still liv-
ing the life of a child soldier. He said 
it was his responsibility to put a 
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By Tom Auchterlonie
Staff writer

Syracuse University student Veronica 
Boehm said she knows all too well 
about the state of the United States 
economy.

 Higher gas and tuition prices made 
it too expensive for Boehm, a sopho-

more history major, 
to bring her car to 
campus. Now, last 
week’s bankruptcy 
announcement from 
investment banking 
firm Lehman Broth-

ers means she must search for a new 
student loan lender for the spring.

 “It hits more now,” Boehm said, 
describing the effect of the recent 
economic downturn on the cost of her 
education.

 The collapse of Lehman, along 
with the simultaneous purchase of 
investment bank Merrill Lynch by 
Bank of America, are just two exam-
ples of the string of bad news that 
have humbled the American economy 
recently. After Lehman’s collapse, 
weaknesses within insurance giant 
AIG also surfaced.

 Earlier this month, the federal 
government took over Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac, two of the country’s 
largest mortgage buyers, which were 
on the verge of bankruptcy. At the 
same time, the Department of Labor 
announced the unemployment rate in 
August had increased to 6.1 percent, 
its highest level since 2003. 

 While the price of gasoline has 
decreased since its July peak above 
the $4.10 mark for regular, it is still 
roughly $1.05 higher than a year 
ago, according to the Department of 
Energy’s Web site.

 Reacting to the turmoil on Wall 
Street, the White House, led by Presi-
dent George W. Bush and Treasury 
Secretary Henry Paulson, have pro-
posed a sweeping bailout plan that 
will give the Treasury Department 
$700 billion to buy bad assets-backed 
mortgage debt from financial com-
panies. Critics on both ends of the 
political spectrum have blasted the 
proposal for its wide scale interven-
tion in the market place.

 Some SU students said they have 
been hit by the current economic cli-
mate in ways both large and small:

Erin Scialabba, a freshman mag-
azine journalism major, said that 
her family skipped taking a vaca-
tion this past summer, and that she 
is careful about what she spends her 

students 
weigh in on 
economy
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Former soldier pleads for peace

carly piersol | contributing photographer
ishmael beah, a former child solder, depicts his experiences in Sierra Leone in his memoir, “the 
making, and unmaking, of a boy Soldier.” the book was chosen as the 2008 required freshman 
reading. beah was rescued by uniCef at the age of 16 and relocated to the united States. 

see beah page 4see spartans page 10 see candidates page 6

By Paul Squire
Staff writer

As a clip from the 2007 movie “300” 
played on the screen, Paul Cartledge 
sat in the front row and scribbled 
some notes on a pad of paper. He 
then stood up, rolled his eyes and 
announced, “Enough already!”

 Cartledge, a University of Cam-
bridge Greek history professor, spoke 
at Syracuse University Tuesday after-
noon about the historical accuracy of 
ancient Spartans portrayed in popu-
lar culture. The event was the first of 
the 2008-2009 Moses I. Finley Memo-
rial Lecture Series, which honors the 
memory of the ’27 SU alumnus. 

 Cartledge focused on “300,” a 
movie based on Frank Miller’s comic 
series of the same name, which was 
inspired by an earlier 1962 film, “The 
300 Spartans.”

 While Cartledge didn’t hesitate 
to point out the inaccuracies in the 
two films, he cautioned against over-
analyzing popular culture.

 “It is a mistake, I think to take a 
movie such as ‘300,’ which is literally 
cartoonish, that seriously,” he said.

 Cartledge did correct the his-
torical errors with enthusiasm. He 
cleared up the first myth quickly: 
There were actually 301 Spartans 
including their king who made their 
famous last stand at the Battle of 
Thermopylae.

 “The films should have been 
called ‘The 301 Spartans’ or ‘301,’” he 
said. “But that doesn’t have the same 
ring, does it?”

 The Spartans were also supple-
mented by another 700 Thespian troops 
who fought alongside them until the 
last man died, Cartledge said, but they 
were left out of both films.

 Cartledge also said not all 301 
Spartans died in the final battle. Two 
Spartans actually escaped before the 
battle began, though one hanged him-
self immediately out of disgrace upon 
his return. The other survivor threw 
himself onto enemy spears a year later. 

 Cartledge then launched into a 
critique of the movie “The 300 Spar-
tans,” which he called “specifically a 
Cold War movie.” The film’s attempt 
to compare ancient history to Cold 
War era events was one of its largest 
miss-steps, Cartledge said.

  Both “300” and “The 300 Spartans” 
used the Spartans’ last stand as an 
analogy to the struggles for freedom 
in the current world, such as the Cold 

expert points 
out errors in 
film portrayal 
of spartans

Ishmael Beah 
recounts youth 
marked by war
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 Jean Brooks, Newhouse’s assistant director 
of donor relations, said the internal publicity in 
Newhouse isn’t meant to make the event exclu-
sively for its students and faculty.

 An announcement for Costas’ visit was 
posted on Newhouse’s Web site, but it was not 
put on SU’s events calendar or announced by SU 
News Services.

 Kevin Morrow, director of SU News, said 
his offi ce provides the vehicle for SU’s colleges 
to announce events. The choice of whether to 
publicize an event to the entire university is up 
to the event’s sponsor — in this case Newhouse.

 “I know that Newhouse brought him princi-
pally to speak to Newhouse students,” Morrow 
said. “There’s a concern if it was widely publi-
cized, the number of people wanting to get into 
the auditorium would exceed capacity.”

 Brooks cited space limitations as the reason 
for not promoting to the whole university. The 
auditorium holds 350 people, and seating is 
on a fi rst come, fi rst serve basis. There will be 
overfl ow viewing in Newhouse II’s studio A and 
some designated classrooms.

 Aamir Noorani, a sophomore television, 
radio and fi lm major, said he’s looking forward 
to this year’s event, especially after hearing 
Costas speak last fall.

 “Because he was the main broadcaster for 
the Olympics, I defi nitely think he’ll get into the 
politics and free speech issues,” Noorani said. 
“After all these years and all his success, he still 
comes back here to motivate students.”

 Noorani said the fact that promotion is 
directed toward Newhouse students is unfair to 
the rest of the university.

 “He’s a guy of all cultures,” Noorani said. “I 
would say he impacts a lot more people than just 
those going into the media.”

 Some students said that his experience 
relates directly to what Newhouse students 
learn in their classes. Davis Reiter, a freshman 
broadcast journalism major, said she’ll be able 
to use what she learns from Costas in her fi rst 
Communications in Society research project. 
Her assignment is to discuss how the media 
portrayed China during the summer Olympics.

 “I’ve heard his name so many times on 
campus,” she said. “He’ll probably go into a lot 
of politics, but I’m really excited for him to talk 
about the culture aspect of the Olympics.”

shmelike@syr.edu
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face to the ongoing problem of children in war. 
 “I could tell the whole experience impacted 

all parts of his life,” said Ella Froggatt, a fresh-
man education major. 

 While speaking, Beah said this story was 
not easy for him to write. 

 “It continues to be diffi cult to tell it,” he 
said, when asked about reliving the memories. 
“But whether I speak about it or not, I am going 
to remember it. If it is going to come up in my 
head I might as well use it to benefi t others.”

 Beah spoke for about an hour and a half. 
During that time, the entire chapel was silent. 
Audience members on the second level leaned 

forward, eager to hear Beah’s words. 
 Along with revealing the realities of war, 

Beah acknowledged the process it takes to 
recover from violent war memories. It took 
him eight months in UNICEF rehabilitation 
and years of therapy to control his night-
mares.

 When the program ended around 9 p.m., 
the audience stood, clapping for Beah and the 
stories he shared. He concluded his speech 
by explaining how the world can help prevent 
a war like Sierra Leone’s from happening 
elsewhere in the world. 

 “Somebody sees a problem and says ‘Oh it’s 
broken,’” Beah said. “We think somebody else 
should fi x it. Nobody is going to do it. We have 
to do it.”

kmsalisb@syr.edu

BEAH
F R O M  P A G E  3
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T here have been three words 
coming out of everyone’s 
mouth on campus due to 

upcoming application deadlines and 
information session advertisements: 
Teach for America. Between conver-
sations among seniors and enthu-
siastic former members, Teach for 
America has been the buzz around 
Syracuse University. 

 Millions of American children are 
dropping out of high school. Largely 
poor, only a fraction of these teenag-
ers will ever graduate high school. 

 Teach for America is a non-profit 
organization that assists under-
privileged students in the inner city 
schools of the United States. The orga-
nization distributes educated college 
graduates throughout needy national 
school districts. Teach for America 
instructors provide two years of high-
level education that underprivileged 
students don’t experience due to class 
differences. 

 The program has a strong reputa-
tion and good intentions but has a 
major weakness: It employs short-
term teachers who are not in it for the 

long haul. 
 The two-year time commitment 

for Teach for America is appealing 
to students with other plans for their 
future but want to find a way to con-
tribute to a mission of social change. 
Good intentions aside, impoverished 
children should not be taught by 
people do not have long-term plans to 
continue teaching. 

 The students deserve to be taught 
by teachers who are in it for the long 
haul. The two-year mark leaves 
teachers with an impression that 
they are fulfilling their duties within 
this time period and do not need to 
continue with their efforts. 

 Despite recent recruiting efforts, 
some students are still skeptical. 

 “Teach for America sounds like 
an interesting idea, but I don’t have 
any interest,” said Briana Bartel, a 
television, radio and film major. “It 
seems like a process that has no con-
tinuation, and doing something for 
two years isn’t going to get the coun-
try in the right direction towards 
bettering our education system.”

 It is only a step in the right direc-

tion toward making a real change 
in the public education system, not a 
solution to the whole problem.

 In 2007, 13 million children in the 
United States are currently living 
in poverty according to the National 
Center for Children in Poverty 
at Columbia Unviersity. Only 10 
percent of those children graduate 
high school according to Teach for 
America’s Web site. Because of their 
financial situation, these children 
will be denied a proper education. 
Instead of asking why this is happen-
ing, we need to focus on what we can 
do to solve this problem.

 Cecilia VanHollen, an associate 
professor of anthropology at SU, has 
had many students participate in 

Teach for America. 
 “It’s inspiring for students to 

sit in a classroom with young and 
passionate instructors versus burnt 
out teachers who are tired of the 
unfortunate cycle that is the public 
education system in the inner cities,” 
VanHollen said.

 “With that said, it seems to be 
a popular trend to apply for Teach 
for America among college students 
at various universities across the 
country because it is a great resume 
builder,” she continued. “One 
can only hope that the applicants’ 
purpose for involvement is because 
they are idealistic and ready to teach, 
not because it looks good for future 
employment opportunities.” 

 Last Tuesday, Teach for America 
visited SU for one of the many infor-
mation sessions they give during 
recruitment season. The room was 
packed with students crammed 
at desks and sitting on top of each 
other, trying to figure out if Teach for 
America was right for them.

 Some students seemed to be 
thinking of their own futures rather 

than the disadvantaged children 
 “I’ve never wanted to be a teacher, 

but I think it’s important to try and 
instill a solid education in today’s 
youth,” said Caitlin Young, a senior 
fashion design major, who attended 
the event.

 Lindsey Ciochina, the Senior 
Recruitment Director for the pro-
gram, notified more than 70 SU stu-
dents about Teach for America. After 
listening to TFA alumni rehash their 
“valuable experiences” in their time 
spent as teachers, one might wonder 
whether this is really a program that 
is making an effective, difference, or 
one that enables students to feel like 
they’re making a difference.

 “It’s okay to put your life on hold 
for two years to come and teach in 
the corps,” Ciochina said. Although 
that might be true, if teaching is 
something you really want to put 
your heart into, why “put your life on 
hold?” Why not make it your life? 

Krystie Yandoli is a freshman in 
The College of Arts and Sciences. Her 

columns appear every Tuesday. She 
can be reached at klyandol@syr.edu.

Passing Grade: Teach for America inspires but not effective in long term
k r y s t i e  ya n d o l i

s c r i b b l e
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money on. She said she’s particularly worried 
about the state of the financial services sector, 
as her father is a financial advisor for Wacho-
via, a bank hit by the credit crunch. “We’re 
making a conscious effort not to spend exces-
sively and make only practical purchases,” 
Scialabba said.

Ashley Torregrossa, a junior psychology 
major, has made cutbacks in her discretionary 
spending. “It’s just limited going out to eat, 
spending money on luxury items,” she said, add-
ing that her father, who works for a mortgage 
company, has seen his income go down.

Zack Smith, a junior advertising major, 
found difficulty in getting a summer job.  “I was 
looking to work in restaurants to subsidize an 
internship that I had, and it was really hard to 
get a foot in the door at restaurants because no 
one’s been going out recently, and the restau-
rant business has taken a hit,” he said. Smith 
said his father, who owns a carpentry business 
and does home editions, has seen slow business, 
because there are fewer people making home 
improvements.

 The magnitude of the bad news has made 
the state of the economy the most important 
presidential election issue to voters, according 
to poll results.

 In a recent Newsweek poll conducted from 
Sept. 10 to Sept. 11, 39 percent of registered 
voters said the economy and jobs were the most 
important issues in picking which candidate 
they will vote for in November, beating out 
issues such as national security and the War in 
Iraq.

 With such concern about the nation’s finan-
cial status, attention turns toward what propos-
als the two major party candidates, Democrat 
Sen. Barack Obama and Republican Sen. John 
McCain, have for bolstering the economy.

 “I think the voters really would like to know 
what the perspective candidates are going to 
do about getting the country out of the cur-
rent economic crisis,” said Tom Barkley, an 
assistant finance professor in the Martin J. 
Whitman School of Management. “There’s a lot 
of unemployment, a lot of concern about people 

who are out of a job trying to find new jobs.” 
 Barkley said the most important things the 

candidates should look at include encouraging 
more students to enter math and science fields, 
improving investors’ confidence, increasing 
business productivity, reducing the price of 
commodities such as oil and strengthening the 
dollar.

 Both McCain and Obama supporters made 
the case for why they said they think their 
candidates were better suited to deal with the 
downturn.

 Lisa Daly, central New York coordinator for 
Syracuse for Obama, said she believes Obama is 
more in touch with voters’ economic concerns 
than McCain.

 “We just can’t continue the policies we’ve 
had,” she said. “They don’t work. They reward 
wealth instead of work.”

 In particular, Daly mentioned Obama’s 
alternative energy policy and its economic role 
in weaning the country off of oil. 

 “Senator Obama recognizes what a central 
role energy policy plays in economics, spe-
cifically I think his commitment to expanding 
alternative energy and investing in green jobs,” 
she said. “That’s the future, and to me that’s 
extremely important, and I think that people 
recognize in everyday life that’s extremely 
important when you’re paying $4 a gallon for 
gas.”

 Regarding the Treasury’s proposed bailout 
plan, Obama said it was a “welfare program for 
Wall Street executives” and laid out changes 
he would like to see made, including a limit on 
CEO pay for bailed out companies and a demand 
there be a federal investment share in the com-
panies that accept aid.

 On tax policy, Obama supports a tax credit 
of $500 per individual and $1,000 per family to 
offset payroll taxes on the first $8,500 of earn-
ings. He also supports elimination of capital 
gains taxes for small business, according to his 
Web site. 

 Obama proposes a $4,000 refundable tax 
credit as college financial aid on top of current 
grants and loans. He also supports a repeal of 
the 2001 and 2003 Bush tax cuts for people mak-
ing more than $250,000 annually and proposes 
raising the estate tax.

candidates
f r o m  p a g e  3

Students look to presidential candidates 
to alleviate problems of weak economy

see next page
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Comprehensive, Highly Regarded 
Academic Programs
• Conveniently located 25 miles north of New York City in Westchester County, home

to divisions of county, state, and federal courts as well as headquarters
for major corporations

• Beautiful 12-acre campus with wireless network access and the New York State
Judicial Institute and newly developed Judicial Studies Program

• Internationally recognized Environmental Law and International Law Programs

• Semester in London Program

• Lawyering skills honed through practice-oriented clinical programs, including:
Criminal Defense Clinic, Post-Conviction Clinic, Environmental Litigation Clinic,
Equal Justice America Disability Rights/Health Law Clinic, Securities Arbitration
Clinic, and the Immigration Justice Clinic 

• LLM and SJD Degree Programs for Lawyers

• Public interest experience gained through exposure to nationally recognized 
centers, including the Women’s Justice Center, Land Use Law Center/Real Estate
Institute, and the Center for Environmental Legal Studies with its Energy Project

For information on admissions, financial aid, and housing: Please contact the Office of Admissions, Pace Law School, 

78 North Broadway, White Plains, NY 10603, (914) 422-4210, visit us at www.law.pace.edu, or visit us at the Syracuse University of Law

School Day to be held on Thursday, September 25 from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on the Quad.
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 Obama also proposes a mortgage credit to 
make it easier for homeowners to deduct inter-
est when filing taxes. He calls for tougher penal-
ties on lenders who commit fraud. In addition, 
the senator calls for creating a homeowners’ 
fund to help people refinance their mortgages, 
according to his Web site.

 Nicholas Johnson, chairman for both SU’s 
College Republicans chapter and Students for 
John McCain, said that McCain has a better 
understanding of the marketplace and that his 
free marketplace philosophy is better suited 
than government intervention in most cases to 
handle downturns.

 “The free market is the best and most pro-
ductive economic system we’ve had through-
out history, and turning to government to fix 
all the problems is not the right way,” Johnson 
said. 

 “The government does have a place in the 
economy but it’s rare,” he said, adding that 
McCain will intervene in extreme cases, such 
as the government’s bailout of Freddie Mac 
and Fannie Mae, where economic consequences 
extend beyond one or two companies failing.

 In particular, Johnson said drilling for 
oil domestically to lower gas prices is one of 
McCain’s priorities. He said in addition to drill-
ing McCain supports nuclear, solar and wind 
power.

 Johnson also said energy policy, taxes and 
trade are areas that play to McCain’s strength. 

 McCain has proposed cutting the tax rate on 
corporations from 35 percent to 25 percent and 
lowering the capital gains tax. McCain wants 
to make the Bush tax cuts permanent and has 
called Obama’s partial rollback an unfair tax 
increase. 

 On the issues of foreclosure and lending, 
McCain has proposed giving homeowners fac-
ing foreclosure the opportunity to replace their 

loans with 30-year fixed-rate mortgages, which 
maintain the same interest rates, backed by the 
Federal Housing Administration. 

 To help students whose loans may be jeop-
ardized by banks not having as much money 
to lend as a result of the massive foreclosures, 
McCain proposes expanding lender of last 
resort capabilities to the federal student loan 
system, in coordination with the Department of 
Education.

 Like Obama, McCain has also said he is 
willing to consider the Treasury Department 
bailout. McCain also said he would like to see a 
limit on CEO pay and a clear plan to help taxpay-
ers eventually regain money to be spent by the 
Treasury.

 While each candidate promises to return 
results on his policies, Robert McClure, a profes-
sor in the Maxwell School of Citizenship and 
Public Affairs, takes a different position. He 
said economic trends are generally independent 
of what a president can do, with the exception of 
actions at the margin.

 “The forces that drive an American econ-
omy, particularly today and even in the past, 
are so multiple, so powerful, so global, that 
whether or not a government, by government 
action ... can have a great effect, even perhaps 
much effect, seems questionable to me,” said 
McClure, political science and public affairs 
professor. “You will hear candidates in both 
parties say something like this frequently: ‘If 
elected I will create ‘X’ number of jobs.’ That’s 
nonsense.”

 McClure also questioned the two candidates’ 
ability to deliver their promises. 

 “The more often you put people seeking 
votes in close proximity to voters with griev-
ances, the higher the probability the candidate 
will offer a pandering response,” he said. 

tbauchte@syr.edu
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munication design students has been taking 
classes downtown since the beginning of last 
year. She sees the same trend in other design 
students.

 “I love The Warehouse, I do,” Collins said. 
“A lot of people that I’ve talked to about moving 
down here, who aren’t already down here, are a 
little bit apprehensive because it’s far away from 
campus and everything, but I think the space 
that they give us is really great.”

 Beginning in October, The Warehouse will be 
undergoing renovations to bring it from a temporary 
architecture school to a permanent design space.

 The individual programs are planning the 
renovations. In meetings with the architects 
during the coming weeks, faculty will be able to 
create an ideal space for their students. Student 
opinions have been considered for choices like 
furniture and room layouts. 

 “No decisions are being imposed on the fac-
ulty,” Clarke said. “I’m actually looking forward 

to seeing what they choose.”
 Architecture faculty offi ces and an archi-

tecture gallery space occupied much of the 
fi rst fl oor of The Warehouse. Now that those 
features have been moved to Slocum Hall, 
the fi rst fl oor will be opened up into what is 
being called the Downtown Quad, possibly 
including an activities offi ce, registrar’s offi ce 
for students to add or drop classes and other 
university services. 

 “It will be a place, not necessarily to play 
Frisbee, but to hang out and do what you do on 
a Quad,” Toland said. “It will give it more of a 
homey, campus sort of feel.”

 Despite all the renovations, some students 
are still upset about the move. Mary Hundley, 
a junior fashion design major, said she may not 
have attended SU if VPA had been upfront about 
the potential move.

 “One of the reasons I went here rather than 
an art school is because I wanted to be sur-
rounded by other college students,” Hundley 
said. “No one can really understand the frustra-
tion unless they are in this situation.”

hemorley@syr.edu

WAREHOUSE
F R O M  P A G E  1

“One of the reasons I went here rather than an art 
school is because I wanted to be surrounded by 
other college students. No one can really understand 
the frustration unless they are in this situation.”

Mary Hundley
JUNIOR FASHION DESIGN MAJOR
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Enter the College FilterForGood
SM

 Challenge!

MANUFACTURER’S COUPON EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 2008

SAVE
$5.00
Save $5.00 on any Brita®  
Water Filtration System.

Brita® Water Filtration Systems can be found at  
major retailers nationwide. Visit www.brita.com  
for locations near you.
CONSUMER: Only one coupon per purchase on specified product. You pay sales tax. 
RETAILER: You are authorized to act as our agent to redeem this coupon in  
accordance with The Clorox Sales Company coupon redemption policy (available  
upon request). We will reimburse you for face value plus $.08 handling.  
Send coupons to P.O. Box 880409, El Paso, TX 88588-0409.

WIN A $10,000 ECO-GRANT
Idealism is a great thing, but actually making your campus sustainable is better. Enter the  

College FilterForGoodSM Challenge, sponsored by Brita, and you could win one of five $10,000 grants  

to put your ideas for greening our world  

into action. Whatever your idea to support  

green living may be, we want to help. A more  

sustainable world is here … if you want it. 

Visit www.FilterForGood.comSM  
to enter and learn more ways  
you can make a difference.

What is your
idea to change

the world?

Pulitzer Prize winner to open 
Latino Heritage Month events

By Rachel Eldridge 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 

A Pulitzer Prize-winning novel was in its begin-
ning stages in 1997 while its author, Junot Diaz, 
taught at Syracuse University.

 Diaz will return to SU today to speak at the 
Latino Heritage Month commemorative lecture. 

He will speak in the 
Joyce Hergenhan Audi-
torium in Newhouse III 
at 7 p.m. about his book 
“The Brief Wondrous 
Life of Oscar Wao,” 
which won the Pulitzer 
Prize for fi ction in April. 

 The Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, the student chapter of 
the National Association of Hispanic Journal-
ists and the English Department will host the 
speech.

 “To a large extent, Diaz embodies the aspira-
tions of U.S. Hispanic writers to enter the main-
stream literary market without sacrifi cing the 
texture of their cultural difference,” said Silvio 
Torres-Saillant, director of SU’s Latino-Latin 
Studies Program and an English professor. 

 Diaz, a Dominican-American, immigrated 
to the U.S. at the age of 6. He is the second Latino 
fi ction author to win the Pulitzer Prize, Torres-
Saillant said. The novel, which took 11 years to 
write and was released in September 2007, has 
been published in English and Spanish.

 “Having Diaz come as a Latino writer shows 
the diversity in the current media,” said Celina 
Tousignant, president of the NAHJ student 
chapter. “He isn’t a newsroom journalist, but 

regardless, he is a Latino in communications.”
 Diaz’s main character, Oscar Wao — a Span-

ish pronunciation of Oscar Wilde — is a 300-
pound Dominican-American teenage nerd who 
is obsessed with science fi ction and women. 
Oscar dreams of being the J.R.R. Tolkien of the 
Dominican Republic and of fi nding love, but an 
ancient Dominican curse, known as the “fuku,” 
has plagued Oscar’s family for generations, and 
he is its next victim, according to the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology News Web site. 

 Diaz’s fi rst work, a short story collection titled 
“Drown,” was released in 1997. His work has been 
published in The New Yorker, The Paris Review 
and Story, according to his Web site.

 After leaving the SU English department, 
Diaz is now a professor of writing and human-
istic studies at MIT and a fi ction editor for the 
Boston Review. Diaz earned his undergraduate 
degree in history from Rutgers University and 
received his Master of Fine Arts degree in cre-
ative writing from Cornell University, accord-
ing to the Making a Place for Latino/a Writers 
Web site.

 “I think that’s fabulous that he is Latino,” 
Tousignant said. “However, his ethnicity is sec-
ondary to being an extraordinary writer. Those 
who do great things should be viewed for their 
accomplishments fi rst and then their race.”

 “The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao” 
also won the Anisfi eld-Wolf Book Award, Day-
ton Literary Peace Prize, John Sargent Sr. First 
Novel Prize and National Book Critics Circle 
best novel. The rights were sold to Miramax in 
May 2008 to turn the novel into a movie.

rseldrid@syr.edu

IF YOU GO
What: Junot Diaz 
lecture
Where: Hergenhan 
Auditorium, 
Newhouse III
When: Today, 7 p.m.
How much: Free
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Better Taste, Better Value, Better for You

Store and Delivery Open till 4 AM!
FREE DELIVERY

315-423-3800
All Kalzones are made fresh please call ahead for faster service

207 E. Je�erson
www.kalzonies.com

www.myspace.com/394264421
Kalzones, Tenders, Dessert Kalzones, Ice Cream, and drinks

5 Kalzones 
for $25.50

Forget Pizza 

and Wings!

Bu�alo
BBQ Chicken

BBQ Steak
Southwestern

Steak N Shrooms
Steak N Potato

Pepperoni N Chicken
Baked Potato

Chicken Ranch
Chicken Fajita

Sausage
Garden 

Pesto
Cheese

Chicken Parmesan
Pepperoni

Philly
Chicken N Broccoli

Meatball Parmesan
Supreme

Steak N Onion
Italian

Hawaiian
Ham

Chicken Bacon Ranch
Spin N Chicken

Chicken Corden Bleu
Southwestern Chicken
Pepperoni N Shrooms

Cheeseburger
Bacon Cheeseburger

Sausage N Onion
Chicken N Bacon

Spicy Southwestern
Spinach

Pesto Chicken
OR MAKE YOUR OWN!

KALZONIES

$1 o� any 2 
Kalzones

buy 2 
Kalzones get 

a dessert 
Kalzone for $3

2 Kalzones 
and tenders 
for $15.50

2 Kalzones 
and an Ice 
Cream for 

$13.50

War or the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.
 Cartledge criticized “300” for its inaccurate 

use of over-the-top weapons, such as armored rhi-
noceros and elephants and for its biased good-and-
evil portrayal of the Spartans and the Persians, 
which he found to be the film’s largest problem. 

 “(In the movie) all Greeks are good, and all 
Persians are bad,” he said. 

 Cartledge condemned the “flamboyant” depic-
tion of the Persian king Xerses I as a narcissistic 
God-King obsessed with body piercings.

 Contrarily, he praised “300” for its more 
accurate portrayal of Gorgo, the Spartan king’s 
wife, as a powerful, driven woman. 

 “Spartan women, unlike Greek women, 
were allowed a public role,” Cartledge said.

 Cartledge also said that films like “300” 
were a good way of getting the public interested 
in history and that more people would be inter-
ested enough to learn about the actual history 
than take the film as historical fact.

 James Adams, a freshman in The College 
of Arts and Sciences, echoed that sentiment. 
Adams called Cartledge’s lecture “extremely 
interesting” and said he was inspired to go to 
the event because of “300.”

 “I wanted to see how accurate the movie 
really was,” he said.

 Films like “300” and “The 300 Spartans” 
are valuable because they preserve the legend 
of ancient Sparta, Cartledge said, especially in 
today’s armed forces. He recounted stories from 
soldiers he had spoken to who see the ancient 
warriors as inspiration. 

 “The tradition of Sparta is still very much 
alive and kicking,” he said. “What they are kick-
ing, I think you can guess.” 

pjsquire@syr.edu

sparta
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Start protecting yourself from yourself.
Call 1-866-399-6789 or 
visit us at everydaychoices.org.

215279A01
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Students 

Register 

for Free!

CREATING RESILIENCE 
IN SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

S YR AC U S E  C E N T E R  O F  E XC E L L E N C E  P R E S E N T S :
The 8th Annual Symposium on Environmental & Energy Systems

·Keith Tidball of Cornell 
University’s Civic Ecology Initiative
·Marty Anderies, founder of 
Arizona  State University1s Global 
Institute for  Sustainability
·John D. Spengler, Akira 
Yamaguchi  Professor of 
Environmental Health and
 Human Habitation, School of 
Public  Health, Harvard University
·Peter V. Nielsen, Professor 
of Indoor  Environmental 
Engineering, Aalborg University, 
Denmark
·Matt Raimi of Raimi + Associates 
and a  leading expert on LEED-
Neighborhood Development

Featuring:

Majora Carter, 
founder of 
Sustainable 
South Bronx

Kevin Surace, 
CEO of Serious 
Materials

September 29 & 30,2008
Oncenter, Syracuse

For more information and to register:
syracusecoe.org/symposium/2008

SYRACUSECoE
EXCELLENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL & ENERGY INNOVATIONS
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rose hips by casey landerkin | celander@syr.edu

the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

joshua mozes, 7 o’clock! by dave saracino | dfsaraci@syr.edu
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draw comics?

submit them to:

comics@
dailyorange.com
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By Christine Robertson
Staff Writer

F our mannequins in pink dresses greet Everson 
Museum-goers. The mannequins are a throw-
back to the 18th century when corsets were the 
norm, and Marie Antoinette was the poster-

child for fashion.
 The model in the forefront wears a taffeta dress with 

an elaborate pearl necklace, typi-
cal of the time period. But some-
thing seems uncharacteristic of 
the French style — the dress has 
a modern touch with Dolce and 
Gabanna belt and shoes, which 
spell out “sexy” in gold.

 Syracuse University pro-
fessor of fashion history Jeffrey 
Mayer has embodied the life of 
the French queen in his exhibit, 

“Styling the 18th-Century Superstar,” now on display at 
the Everson Museum of Art in downtown Syracuse.

 The exhibit is a spectacular presentation of fashions 
inspired by the Austrian-born Antoinette. Mannequins 
are dressed in styles by various designers from Chanel 
to Mossimo for Target. 

 Mayer pieced together gowns, jewelry, shoes and 
headpieces to create true works of art in the dream-like 
arrangements fit for a queen. He said he was inspired to 
create the exhibit after his students showed a high inter-
est in Sofia Coppola’s 2006 film “Marie Antoinette.”

 “It made me think about how I could stage a fashion 
presentation about Marie Antoinette without any 18th 
century clothing,” he said.

By Veronica Boehm
Contributing Writer

Tula Goenka’s activism has left 
her struggling to understand the 
typically apathetic stance that she 
faces from the Syracuse University 
community. She says her political 
efforts are important to her, and she 
is discouraged when people don’t 
know about world issues.

 “How do you get people to forget 
their homework, grades and job and 
commit to a cause?” said Goenka, 
an associate professor of television, 
radio and film at the S.I. Newhouse 

School of Public Communications.
 So Goenka took a personal, vest-

ed interest in educating SU students 
about world problems that have a 
huge impact on a global scale. She 
created the annual Human Rights 
Film Festival as a means to visually 
show the student body hardships 
that are occurring in other places.

 Tomorrow marks the beginning 
of Illuminating Oppression: the 6th 
Annual Human Rights Film Festi-
val, which will be held in the new 
Life Sciences Complex Auditorium. 
It is the brainchild of Goenka, whose 

life’s work lies in using film to shed 
light on parts of the world where 
human rights are abused. The idea 
of the festival was formed summer 
of 2002.

 “I became inspired in 2002, when 
I visited India after being away for 
7 years,” she said. “This was after 
September 11, and I was surprised 
by the Western world’s one view of 
what South Asia is, but it’s actually 
a much more complicated world.”

 Despite a relatively quick start 
— debuting in the spring of 2003 — 
the festival has proven to be nothing 

short of a success. In its first two 
years, the festival focused solely on 
South Asian issues. However in the 
last two years, it has become more 
international, featuring films that 
showcase stories from East Africa, 
the Republic of Bolivia and Brazil.

 The selection process trickles 
down from a sister festival, the Tri 
Continental Film Festival, which 
takes place annually in India. Profes-
sor Goenka has worked closely with 
the festival’s founder, a non-profit 
organization called Breakthrough 
that Goenka said uses popular cul-

ture to promote equality.
 “I curate the films from this 

larger festival (Tri Continental Fes-
tival),” she said. “The last two years 
I’ve selected only documentaries.

 “I try to pick films according 
to what is relevant. Some could be 

w e d n e s d ay
september 24, 2008

SU professor twists modern 
style with 18th century couture
in Everson Museum exhibit

Film festival to focus on human rights, oppression issues abroad
IF YOU GO
What: Human rights film festival
Where: Life Sciences Complex 
auditorium
When: Sept. 25 - Sept. 27
How much: free

see festival page 17

Threads
of thethrone

see exhibit page 17

IF YOU GO
What: 18th century 
fashion exhibit
Where: everson 
Museum of art
When: Sept. 20 - 
Jan. 11
How much: $5 
donation

matthew ziegler | contributing photographer
Couture dating back to the 18th century mixes with modern fashion in a new exhibit by Su professor Jeffrey Mayer. “Marie 
antoinette: Styling the 18th Century Superstar,” is now on display at the everson Museum of art.
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Michael 
Jackson  
from his 
2003 arrest 
on charges 
of child 
molestation.
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top 5 ✪
James 
Brown 
from his 
2004 
arrest on 
charges of 
domestic 
violence.

In light of George Michael’s recent arrest for drug possession, the Daily Orange presents its 
top five celebrity mug shots.

celebrity mug shots

Nick Nolte  
from his 
2002 DUI 
arrest.

Lindsay 
Lohan 
from her 
2007 arrest 
on charges 
of cocaine 
possession.

Yasmine 
Bleeth 
from her 
2001 arrest 
on charges 
of cocaine 
posses-
sion.
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Stuffed
s p i c e  r ac k

Simple 
ingredients at 

Aladdin’s come 
out on top in a 
comparison of 

Marshall Street’s 
pita places

AlAddin’s nAturAl EAtEry 
163 Marshall Street
Average price -  $7

Aladdin’s may not be the most popular, the Mediterranean-
style food offers a healthy alternative to other Marshall 
Street dining.  

 The chicken breast pita is the most popular item on the 
menu according to the maitre d, 
and rightly so. It’s simple, and each 
individual component is freshly 
marinated and cooked, avoiding 
the processed taste some have. The 
mayonnaise tzatziki sauce was a 
perfect tangy, creamy counter-
point. It marked the dish as the 
product of smart thinking and the 

appreciation for simple ingredients.
 Something as simple as taking a warm pita and rolling 

it tightly made it easier to eat, especially on the go. The res-
taurant is also known for the extensive vegetarian options.

 Aladdin’s is a chain with other locations in upstate New 
York, but the food doesn’t seem pre-prepared. It is fresh and 
a representation of Mediterranean roots. 

 Yes, it is more expensive but if you are in the mood for 
higher quality, this restaurant offers a gourmet pita.

PitA El sAhA
137 Marshall Street
Average price - $4

 Pita El Saha provides a much needed alternative. The 
restaurant prides itself on its fresh fruit and homemade 
hummus and falafel, something that the other pita options 
can’t offer.

 El Saha boasts the most options to cater each pita 
to personal taste. And the best 
thing about the restaurant is that 
it offers unique ingredients that 
normally would not be associated 
with pitas, adding an unexpected 
taste (pineapple specifically).

 The falafel is one of its most 
popular pitas, a valiant effort that 
fell short. This pita was packed 

with too many things to be crammed into a pita, and over-
whelming the taste buds.

 Despite the homemade charm, El Saha’s execution left 
much to be desired. The pita fell apart as soon as I took a 
bite, and the taste was muddled.

 The décor is outfitted for the Syracuse clientele, making 
it a niche environment for students. 

PitA Pit
107 Marshall Street
Average price - $5

The restaurant looks like a typical fast food chain — cute 
design, labeled napkins. The food itself is also typical of a 
fast food chain — a visible flowchart of production. Despite 
the obvious chain appeal, Pita Pit does provide a healthy 
and filling meal at an affordable price.

 The gyro pita is the most 
popular at the pita bar (there is no 
seating), which offers an accept-
able variation on a classic gyro. A 
real Greek restaurant would offer 
a higher quality taste and texture, 
but this chain interpretation has 
its high points, like the sweet tza-
tziki sauce.

 Other than that, the variation of pitas relies solely on 
the meat and sauce. 

 One benefit of the Pita Pit is that it offers different pita 
bread. So those who are trying to watch their girlish figures 
have the opportunity to swap white bread to wheat.

 It is a little more expensive than a fast food restaurant 
like McDonald’s, but your health is worth the extra cost.

While walking down Marshall Street, pedestrians pass three pita restaurants: Aladdin’s Natural Eatery, Pita El 
Saha and Pita Pit. The Daily Orange went to each of these restaurants and asked what they recommend. We ate it, 
reviewed it and decided which pita came out on top.

— by Stephanie Musat, Feature Editor
— photos by  Kuan Luo ,  staff photographer

do you AgrEE or disAgrEE?
Comment online at dailyorange.com

hot or not
Our rating out of  
5 chiles

hot or not
Our rating out of  
5 chiles

hot or not
Our rating out of  
5 chiles
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L ike most undergrads, I was required to 
take WRT 205. This was a course taught 
by a serious woman who did serious 

research. In contrast, I once spent an entire 
morning trying to figure out which cereal 
would take the longest to get soggy. (I still don’t 
know the answer to this; I lost interest some-
time around the Captain Crunch experiment.) 
To be perfectly honest, if the answer lies beyond 
Wikipedia, I find an easier question.

 This is not to say I am incapable of 
research. I just like to know that the guy who 
authored the brain surgery entry also has 
a deep interest in light sabers. So this past 
week, I delved deep into the history of Syra-
cuse.

 Syracuse University has a motto: Suos 
Cultores Scientia Coronat. Loosely trans-
lated, this means, “Our original colors were 
pink and green. That is the last time we ever 
drink tequila.” This is actually true (maybe 
not the tequila part, though it would explain 
a lot). SU went from pink and green to pink 
and blue and finally to orange, according to 
the Web site. The Web site was unspecific as to 
why the colors would need to be visible from 

the moon. 
 They came up with the original colors in 

1872, and changed to orange in 1889 after they 
won a football game at Hamilton. Predictably, 
Hamilton made “derisive comments” about 
the colors, to which SU responded “your 
mom.” Then they went home and changed the 
colors because no matter how manly you are, 
pink is just embarrassing. 

 I can’t help but wonder what happened in 
the 17 years in between. Apparently, nobody 
came to the school and said, “Gosh, I’m no 
expert, but I think those guys are laughing 
at us.” “Of course they are! We are wearing 
these silly leather helmets!” 

 In addition to being colorblind, Syracuse 
also has a proud architectural history. We 
are home to many famous historical land-
marks, including Carnegie Library. I visited 
Carnegie as part of my research. Well, to be 
accurate, I was going to class. But the first 
version sounds like I put a lot more effort into 
the research.

 Judging by the sign on Carnegie, the letter 
‘U’ was not discovered until sometime after 
1905. Either that, or Microsoft was in charge 

of spell check then, too: “Did you mean to 
spell “Syracvse Vniversity?”

 I also spent a lot of time reading the SU 
chronology. For example, the Hall of Lan-
guages once had a need for spittoons. This 
was apparently a serious issue, warranting 
the need for its own article in the newspaper. 
(Why my request for naptime has not been 
treated with similar gravitas is still an issue 
that upsets me.)

 After completing their calculus course, 
students used to go to Skaneateles Lake, place 
their books on a raft and set it on fire. Accord-
ing to the history, they stopped doing this 
because somebody set off the fireworks at an 
inopportune moment. (I am all for reinstating 
this tradition. I think I can probably still sell 

the remains on Half.com as “slightly used”).
 In 1886, there was a gym behind the Hall 

of Languages. Many of you may be wondering 
“What gym?” You’re wondering this because 
the undergrads burned it down.

 In the event that you were thinking of 
protesting the dining hall food, it’s been tried. 
In 1912, “Junior Elizabeth Reed, unhappy with 
the quality of dining hall food, is expelled after 
organizing a food strike.” In related news, 1966 
brought about an edict that men must wear 
socks in the dining halls. I’m no health code 
expert, but I kinda figured they’d encourage a 
shirt and perhaps some pants as well.

 In 1950, Edna Brandau said that the rea-
son why girls were prettier then than in the 10 
or 20 years earlier was because “Girls today 
eat a rounded meal, merely cutting out those 
foods which would make them plump or give 
them a bad complexion.”

 Apparently she had never eaten Sadler 
food.

Holden Fenner is a junior in the School of 
Information Studies. There are many rumors 

about him, but he assures you that none of them 
are true. He can be reached at htfenner@syr.edu.
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 After two years of gathering materials and 
assembling the exhibit, it was displayed for the 
first time in Lyman Hall on September 20. It is 
on display on the second floor of the Everson 
museum.

 The exhibit is organized into different 
themes, including fantasy in dress and the 
luxury of garments. It also explores the use of 
menswear by a 14-year-old princess for riding, 
along with the exoticism of the objects Antoi-
nette’s mother sent her from the Far East.

 There are seven sections to the exhibit: at 
play, robe en chemise, toil de joue, exotics, mens-
wear, at court, Marie Antoinette and Madame 
Alexander. Each segment features a group of 
mannequins posed in different positions, creat-
ing different scenes. 

 In addition to the garments, there are vari-
ous backdrop objects such as flowers, trees, 
fruits and vegetables looking like a garden. 
Antoinette rests within a small village created 
for her where she spent time pretending to be 
stewardesses and milkmaids.

 A ship with lace sails adorns the mannequin’s 
head in a sea of wild, white-blonde hair. In front 
of her, a sheep also wears a similar headpiece 
inspired by Antoinette’s small hamlet.

 One of the flashier parts of the exhibit is the 
exoticism section, which features rich, jewel-
toned dresses. A wooden screen adorned with 
painted toucans acts as a backdrop. 

 Two polyester dresses by Mary McFad-
den are featured: one emerald green and the 
other fuchsia and purple with elaborate bead-
ing. Two of the mannequins wear silk turbans 
with black, oversized feathers. The interesting 
objects sent from the Far East by Antoinette’s 
mother inspired these styles.

 The “at court” section of the exhibit pres-
ents a number of gowns by Oscar de la Renta, 
Karl Lagerfeld for Chanel and Valentino. One 
Caroline Herrera dress of black, gold and 
silver spreads out on a sitting mannequin, 
her head adorned by a miniature, gold dining 
chair.

 The designers paid extensive detail to the 
jewelry and shoes. Dangling necklaces of pearl 
and crystal emblems hang around the man-
nequins’ necks, perfecting the over-the-top look. 
Almost all shoes have some kind of beading or 
design incorporated into the finished product.

 A total of 47 models have made a different 
world out of the Everson. Mayer has definitely 
created something for anyone who appreciates 
fashion of both the past and present. But the 

exhibit isn’t limited to those who care about 
fashion. It is a work of art and a sight to see for 
almost anyone.

 “I think that it is fascinating that there are 

so many vestiges left of a young French queen in 
today’s style of dress,” Mayer said. “She may be 
dead, but she is not forgotten.”

carobe04@syr.edu
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matthew ziegler | contributing photographer
Mannequins modeled after the French queen displayed an array of fashion at the 
Everson Museum of Art in downtown Syracuse. 

used for a course, or something not previously 
viewed. For example, last year we showed a 
documentary about the Rwandan genocide, 
so this year I chose instead to pick a documen-
tary that focuses on the genocide in Sudan. It’s 
important to raise issues that haven’t been 
raised before.”

 This will be the first year when one of 
Goenka’s creations will be presented after 
being chosen at the Tri Continental Film 
Festival earlier this year. Her short film “El 
Charango” will be shown Saturday at 4 p.m.

 “It is a two-minute short film about music 
and how it can keep the spirit alive,” Goenka 
said. “The director of the film is also a Syra-
cuse alumnus.”

 Goenka warned first-time attendees of the 
event that many of the documentaries are 
graphic, shocking and often disturbing.

 “These stories are about real people all 
around the world, that some may have heard 

about but not necessarily seen,” she said. “It is 
important to take that sense of disturbance or 
anger and create change. Anyone can start a 
grassroots movement.”

 One film to be shown at the festival, “A 
Jihad for Love,” will be shown at 7 p.m. Thurs-
day, preceding a question-and-answer session 
with director Parvez Sharma. The film focuses 
on the gay and lesbian Muslim population. 

 Also, “Devil Came on Horseback,” one of 
the most praised documentaries about the 
genocide in Darfur, will be shown Saturday at 
7 p.m. 

 The main purpose of the event is to show-
case filmmakers who specialize in human 
rights films and documentaries, but Goenka 
said her main goal is to “bring stories to the 
Syracuse University campus that will open 
the eyes of the student and faculty popula-
tion.” 

 She urges students and faculty to come 
because of the power each movie has with 
regards to content and filmmaking. 

 “Society has become complacent,” she 
said. “Even though the economy has gone to 

pieces and we are in a war, we are still very 
protected. Since the 1960s, that kind of mobi-
lization has not happened. I believe it can be 
changed though, especially using the media.”

vrboehm@syr.edu
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Film schedule
Thursday, Sept. 25, 7 p.m. 
“The Women’s Kingdom”
“A Jihad for Love”

Friday, Sept. 26, 7 p.m. 
“I Want to be a Pilot”
“China Blue”

Saturday, Sept. 27, 1 p.m. 
“The Mall on Top of My House”
“VHS Kahloucha”

Saturday, Sept. 27, 4 p.m. 
“El Charango”
“My First Contact”

Saturday, Sept. 27, 7 p.m. 
“Devil Came on Horseback”
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she told him. In addition, he found comfort in 
knowing that Dr. Freddie Fu, a world-renowned 
orthopedic surgeon in the Pittsburgh area, had 
performed the surgery.
 After Kinder’s eye-opening junior year, 
scouts were talking, and projections began to be 
made about his senior year and about his chanc-
es in the National Football League. The torn 
ACL put those discussions on hold, but plenty 
of college players have suffered similar injuries 
and still gone on to professional careers.
 “There is no question he is going to be draft-

ed,” said Gil Brandt, a former Dallas Cowboys 
executive and a NFL draft guru. “Everyone’s 
looking for tall. He’s over 6-foot tall. They’re 
looking for guys who are athletic. He’s very 
athletic. They’re looking for guys with good 
character, and he’s got good character.”
 In fact, a player who has the operation done 
in college can become more appealing to NFL 
teams, Brandt said. 
 Having ACL surgery translates into less 
risk for the future, he said. Teams know the 
knee will be stronger than it ever was before the 
surgery.
 “When you have a guy that has all these 
qualities that he does, in all probability, right 
now he’s a better player than he would have 

been had the injury not happened in 2007,” 
Brandt said. “The injury will make him a better 
player in the long run.”
 Waunetta Kinder sees another benefit of 
the surgery and his redshirt season — a col-
lege degree for her son. Derek picked up his 
bachelor’s degree in economics last May with 
the rest of his classmates, just as his mother had 
wanted. Now, with an extra year at school, he 
has had time to pursue a second degree in com-
munications.
 And graduation in the spring meant it was almost 
time for training camp — the event Kinder was looking 
forward too even more than that West Virginia game 
last December. The months of rehab and watching his 
team from the sidelines were behind him. He arrived 

feeling 100 percent, he said. After the first hit, Kinder 
knew he was ready for the 2008 season.
 “I was actually really eager to get it out of the 
way,” he said. “I hadn’t felt any physical contact 
for a year and a half, so it was good to finally get 
tackled and be able to get up.”
 Kinder sees the NFL as a possibility again. 
Right now, he’s focused on picking up where he left 
off in 2006 and taking the Panthers to a bowl game.
 For the next two months, he will soak up 
each moment he has left on the field, now fully 
aware of how easily it can all slip away.
 “It was a long rehab process, and it’s been a 
long time coming,” Kinder said. “It feels good to 
be back out on the field.”

jtcaputo@syr.edu
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Lorenzen getting comfortable 
in UConn offensive system  

By Meredith Galante
Asst. Copy Editor

Last year, Tyler Lorenzen needed to learn his 
teammates’ instincts. In his first year with 
Connecticut, he didn’t know how his receivers 
would run their routes. 
 But in his second year with the Huskies, he 
knows the plays, he knows the players, and it’s 
showing. 
 This season, Lorenzen has completed 50-of-
85 passes for 519 yards in his first four games. 
With his success this year, Lorenzen has led 
UConn to an undefeated start.
 UConn (4-0), the top team in the Big East, 
will face the Cardinals (2-1) again on Friday 
night at Louisville, hoping for the same outcome 
from the 2007 game. 
 Last season against Louisville, Lorenzen 
rushed for a career-high 62 yards and threw for 
130 yards with no interceptions. Louisville head 
coach Steve Kragthorpe noticed Lorenzen’s 
efforts.
 “When you watch and watch UConn’s tapes 
you’ll notice they do not make mistakes,” said 
Kragthorpe, the second-year head coach. “They 
will not turn the ball over on offense and will 
create turnovers on defense. They make you 
beat them.”
 Lorenzen said he focuses on limiting turn-
overs and other mistakes. That didn’t hold true 
in the first two games of the season when Loren-
zen threw four interceptions. The next week, he 
responded with zero picks against Baylor. Last 
season, Lorenzen threw just six interceptions 
over 13 games.
 It’s the first Big East game of the season 
for Louisville and UConn. Lorenzen said head 
coach Randy Edsall has not changed anything 
in practice before entering Big East play, stick-
ing with the fundamentals and game-situation 
drills in practice.
 The repetitions in practice have Lorenzen a 
lot more comfortable at the helm. 
 “I know how a lot of the guys react in 
certain situations now,” Lorenzen said. “I 
understand the offense a lot better than I did 
last year so I learned a lot and am putting it 
into action this season. After playing so many 
games, I understand the execution a lot bet-
ter.”
 Prior to becoming the Huskies’ starting 
quarterback, Lorenzen spent the 2006 season 
playing football at Palomar Community Col-
lege in San Marcos, Calif. He was named 
Offensive Player of the Year for California 
Junior Colleges after completing 229-of-332 
passes for 2,960 yards, 26 touchdowns and 

three interceptions.
 With his team at the top of the Big East, 
Lorenzen said he is excited to play Louisville 
again.
  “Louisville is a much better team than the 
one they had on the field last year,” Lorenzen 
said. “I’m excited to go down there for the first 
time and get a feel for their great environment.”  

Mompremier released from hospital, will 
miss at least two games
 Brouce Mompremier collided with team-
mate Carlton Williams during the third quar-
ter of South Florida’s game against Florida 
International, on Saturday. The USF linebacker 
remained on the turf for 20 minutes before he 
was airlifted to a Jackson Memorial Hospital in 
Miami. 
 Mompremier spent the night at Jackson 
Memorial for observations. He was released 
Sunday and returned to South Florida. USF 
officials said he would miss at least two 
games.
 “Brouce is back in town. He’s fine, we are 
just letting him settle down a bit,” said USF 
head coach Jim Leavitt. “We are trying to 
get an idea what he can and can not do right 
now. We are kind of waiting to make sure 
he is okay before letting him get back in the 
game.”
 South Florida defeated Florida Interna-
tional, 17-9. Mompremier had two tackles in the 
game before the injury. 

Let the Games Begin
 The first Big East Conference games of the 
season will take place this weekend. Louisville 
(2-1) will play Connecticut at home on Friday at 9 
p.m. and Pittsburgh (2-1) will travel to Syracuse 
(1-3) on Saturday for a noon bout. 
 South Florida and UConn are the only 
teams in the Big East that remain undefeat-
ed. Rutgers has yet to win a game and will 
take on Morgan State, Saturday at home. 

mkgalant@syr.edu 

courtsey of uconn athletic communications
tyler lorenzen has started 17 straight games for Connecticut. the senior Lorenzen 
has completed 50-of-85 passes for 519 yards this year to help the Huskies start 4-0. 

Big East standings
Connecticut 4-0
south Florida 4-0
Cincinnati 2-1
Louisville 2-1
pittsburgh 2-1
West Virginia 1-2
syracuse 1-3
rutgers 0-3
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defending deep passes this season.
 Not that Holmes has been the only player 
in the secondary prone to gaffes. The Orange 
struggled to defend the deep pass against North-
eastern, which racked up 293 passing yards. A week 
earlier, Penn State tallied five touchdown passes, all 
of them longer than 15 yards.
 Holmes was responsible for two of those 
scores, both of which went to Nittany Lions 
wideout Deon Butler. In the first quar-
ter against Penn State, Holmes overplayed 
inside coverage, only to have Butler run a 
fade route to the outside and snag a 17-yard 
touchdown.
 Holmes said minute errors like that are ones 
he can correct. Blunders that will clear up as the 
sophomore logs more minutes at corner.
 Holmes was better against Northeastern, 

save for a mix-up in Syracuse’s zone coverage 
that led to a 27-yard Huskies touchdown pass in 
the second quarter.
 “I thought Mike looked good for a number of 
plays in the game,” said SU head coach Greg Rob-
inson. “I thought his technique was cleaner ... If 
opponents are going to work on Mike Holmes, I 
think when it’s all said and done, we’ll be doing just 
fine.”
 Especially now that the Orange might finally 
be able to form some chemistry in its secondary, 
with cornerback Nico Scott and safety Randy 
McKinnon healthy after missing time against 
Akron and Penn State.
 Syracuse will be relying on a unified second-
ary against a Panthers passing game that bossts 
playmaking senior wideout Derek Kinder. It 
will also be banking on Holmes having learned 
from some of his early season lapses.
 “For me personally, usually it takes for me to make 
a mistake, and then I won’t make that mistake again,” 
Holmes said. “It’s the experience thing for me.” 

Robinson reacts to Gross’ criticism
 Robinson was asked during his Tuesday 
press conference to respond to critical state-
ments by Director of Athletics Daryl Gross in an 
ESPN.com article posted earlier in the day. 
 According to the story, Gross made an unsolic-
ited call to ESPN to voice his displeasure with the 
performance of the football team and defend his 
own job performance as athletic director. ESPN 
College Gameday analyst Lee Corso criticized 
Gross for firing former head coach Paul Pasqua-
loni.
 “It isn’t working out,” Gross told ESPN.com 
with regards to Robinson. “It’s very disappoint-
ing … He has some work to do out in front of 
him.”
 Robinson shrugged off any suggestion the 
article might serve as a distraction.
 “That’s Daryl’s business,” Robinson said. 
“I’m not an athletic director. I don’t think it’s my 
place to comment at all. Anything that he thinks 
is necessary for our program, that’s his choice.

 “He’s the athletic director. He’s my boss, he 
can say whatever he wants. And quite frankly, 
there hasn’t been the progress yet that there 
needs to be. I’m the first to say it. I’ve said it 
since day one.”

Delone day-to-day
 Sophomore tailback Delone Carter said he 
was “not sure” whether he will be able to play 
against Pittsburgh this Saturday as he contin-
ues to rehab a pulled hamstring.
 Carter suffered the injury in the first quar-
ter of SU’s loss to Penn State. An MRI last week 
revealed Carter did not suffer a tear. He did not 
play against Northeasten.
 “I won’t know until Wednesday. I’m getting 
eased into practice this week,” Carter said. “I’m 
not willing to risk going out there and tearing it 
and being out for the season.”

jsclayto@syr.edu
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For Southerland, SAT final 
hurdle to getting to Syracuse

By Tyler Dunne
Asst. sports Editor

Jim Southerland insists his son is not nervous.
 He’s put in too much time and too much 
effort to fail this time around. Oct. 4 is game day 
for James Southerland.  
 He identified his weakness, algebra. Has a 
personal trainer, a SAT coach. And Southerland 
is practicing regularly, crunching out math exer-
cises daily in textbooks and on his computer. 
 So, no. This time, James Southerland is not 
nervous for the SAT — even though it’s what 
barred him from coming to Syracuse this fall.
 “He doesn’t seem nervous,” his dad said. 
“He’s upbeat.”
 James Southerland, a three-star recruit per 
Scout.com, was supposed to join Mookie Jones 
and Kris Joseph in Syracuse’s freshman class, 
this season. Instead, he is staying at Notre 
Dame Prep (Mass.) for another season. The 
18-year-old’s plans were thwarted after falling 
short of NCAA requirements on the SAT twice.   
 “This is the big part of me enrolling to Syra-
cuse,” James Southerland said. “I’m working on 
my math score — that was my big problem.”
 Beyond the SAT score, Southerland admits 
he is not mature enough yet. Not just for the 
rigorous Big East schedule, but for his class 
schedule. Waking up on time for class. Being 
independent. Southerland knew he was not 
ready for college all-together. And the operative 
snag blocking Southerland is academics. In 
less than two weeks, he’ll take the SAT for the 
third time. And again on Dec. 6, if he falls short. 
Southerland said he is 80 points below the score 
he needs to get accepted. 
 With only two classes, Southerland’s been able 
to prepare daily for the SAT, which his dad said was 
“exactly the main reason” his son isn’t at SU this fall. 
 “I’m sure he’ll be able to get there,” Jim South-
erland said. “That should not be a problem. From 
day one, he’s had extra prep time with the SAT 
test. (Notre Dame Prep) has had a lot success with 
a lot of guys, so I’m not worried.”
 The NCAA’s academic requirement for Divi-
sion I athletics is based on a sliding scale that 
combines an institutionalized test score with 
a grade point average. The higher the GPA an 
athlete has, the lower his SAT or ACT can be for 
admittance, and vice versa. Hence, a 3.5 GPA 
corresponds to a 400 score on the SAT (math 

and verbal). And at the other extreme, a 2.0 GPA 
demands at least a 1010 on the SAT.  
 “You have to know the system,” James 
Southerland said. “I have to prepare for it every 
day. It’s definitely not easy.”
  Neither is this whole waiting game. Last 
spring, at Syracuse’s game against Georgetown, 
Southerland watched in anxious ire from his seat 
at the Carrier Dome. As the last seconds ticked 
away in SU’s 77-70 win, fans spilled the court and 
Southerland needed to curb his enthusiasm.
 He wanted to be out there. The coming year, as 
planned. Syracuse has been his “dream school” 
since seventh grade when he watched Carmelo 
Anthony lead SU to a title. The moment only added 
to his hunger to play. And if it was him staring 
down the tidal wave of students, Southerland said 
he would’ve embraced the mosh pit.
 “I would have taken my chances,” South-
erland laughed. “Looked like everybody was 
having fun, they were winning and the crowd 
was behind them. Thirty-two thousand fans.”
 But academics have sidetracked this urge.
 After the game, Syracuse head coach Jim 
Boeheim told Southerland not to worry — that it’s 
a different process for him. A “patient process.” Be 
patient, and it will pay off down the road. 
 Reclassifying was a possibility for Souther-
land even before his academic troubles. The thin-
ly built, 6-foot-7 Southerland, who averaged 17.6 
points and 11.3 rebounds per game two years ago 
at Cardozo High School in Queens, N.Y., is using 
the extra year to beef up. He compares himself to 
Demetris Nichols, a shoot-first forward capable 
of catching fire from three. But after watching 
Syracuse and Georgetown up close last year, he 
knows it’ll take more than finesse. 
 “The Big East is a men’s league,” he said. “It’s a 
big mental thing, knowing I can compete with these 
guys.” 
 Southerland’s coach at Cardozo, Ron 
Naclerio — who has coached NBA players Rafer 
Alston and Royal Ivey — said it’s the norm for 
New York City prospects to take an extra year of 
prep basketball before college.
 “People see what he can be,” Naclerio said. 
“It’s like when the Mets drafted Darryl Straw-
berry — a tall, lanky 6-6 kid going to the minor 
leagues. You draft him based on what you think 
he can be. You didn’t see the Daryl Strawberry 
until several years later.

 “Some kids mature a little slower than oth-
ers. That extra year will be great for him.”
 It’ll be a deep breath of sorts for Southerland, 
considering his basketball career has been a 
race since committing to SU as a 16-year old. 
He was always the “young guy” at Cardozo, and 
last year at Notre Dame, Southerland competed 
against players two and three years older than 
him. So for Southerland — who was “always 
young for his age,” his father said — a year 
against peers should help. After all, there was a 
reasonable possibility that the raw wing could 
have been redshirted by Syracuse this year 
anyway, had he qualified.
 Southerland admits he still has to mature. 
But the kid worried about getting to class on 
time is growing up, his dad and former coach 
say. On Oct. 4, Southerland hopes to prove it. 
And punch his ticket to Syracuse. 
 “I’m already seeing the dividends,” Jim 
Southerland said. “He has a strong work ethic. 

He’s putting in the shots, lifting the weights 
and putting in the study time. His mindset is 
focused.”

SU to face Florida
 Regardless of what happens at the Car-
rier Dome in the opening round of the College 
Basketball Experience Classic, Syracuse will 
advance to the semifinals in Kansas City. 
Last week those automatic matchups were 
announced. On Nov. 24 and 25 the Orange will 
play Florida and defending-national cham-
pion Kansas will battle Washington. All four 
schools are the host teams for the 12-team 
tournament, which will be held Nov. 14-20. 
 The CBE championship round in Kansas 
City will run Nov. 24 and 25 at the Sprint Center. 
The other eight teams will play in a round robin 
style tournament, ensuring that all participants 
play four games total.

thdunne@syr.edu
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james southerland must play another year at Notre dame prep (Mass.) before 
attending syracuse due to academics. 
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By Jen McCaffrey
Staff Writer

The packet given to Megan Bellingham by 
her coaches told her everything she needed 
to know. It contained a workout regiment, 
designed specifically for the Syracuse sopho-
more forward to help build on her freshman 
season.
 Bellingham’s workout required her to run 
for 90 to 120 minutes one day, and then work on 
speed and agility the next. There were no SU 
women’s soccer coaches to give her directions 
or teammates to sweat it out with her. She 
would have to do this training on her own.
 “We’re obviously together all spring work-
ing out,” Bellingham said. “That’s the hardest 
part you have to push yourself, there’s no one 
sitting there with a stop watch you have to do it 
yourself.”
 That toil has paid off so far. In eight games, 
Bellingham has emerged as Syracuse’s top 
scoring threat. She has tallied six of the team’s 
11 goals, placing her third in the Big East in 
goals scored. Bellingham also is first in the 
conference in shots with 39.
 “She’s one of the best forwards I’ve ever 
worked with,” senior defender Sarah Van-
Sickle said. “She has an amazing shot. When 
I’m playing with her and she’s about to rip a 
shot, you get a little nervous.”
 Bellingham was only one of three freshmen 
to play in all 19 games last season. But she said 
she needed to improve her fitness to be able to 
play an entire game.
 The grueling workouts were a testament to 
Bellingham’s determination to become more 
physically fit and have a greater contribution 
to the team in her sophomore year. The hard 
work paid off when she scored the first goal of 
the season one minute and 30 seconds into the 
Orange’s season opener against Albany on 
Aug. 22. 
 It has only gotten better since then. Bell-
ingham has scored a goal in every game the 
Orange (3-3-2) has won and has at least one 
goal in five of the team’s eight games this 
season.
 “Obviously I’m more comfortable and 
familiar with the level of play and the confer-
ence we play in,” Bellingham said. “Another 
big difference is the change in our system. It’s a 
system I feel really comfortable in, and I think 
it’s working in everyone’s benefit so far.”
 The Orange has taken a new approach this 
season with a more offensive-minded formation 
that has benefited Bellingham’s play. SU head 
coach Phil Wheddon has said the team works 
to be more aggressive up the middle by playing 
off Bellingham — who is usually the Syracuse’s 
lone forward. This in turn creates more posses-
sion and goal-scoring opportunities. 

 “Being the lone forward at times on our 
formations a lot of it is directed towards her,” 
VanSickle said. “We need her to get that ball 
and hold it but then as a team we all work 
together to get to the finished product. She’s 
got to lay it off and get the ball back again, but 
she is a huge force up there that helps us.”
 Bellingham doesn’t like to give herself too 
much credit. The sophomore said she’s just 
filling her role. 
 “Being a forward that’s your job to score,” 
Bellingham said. “I just look at it as you’re 
doing your job same thing with Eliza, she’s got 
so many shutouts. I think as individuals on the 
field you need to focus on what you need to do 
to make the team most successful. That’s part 
of the mentality that most of our team is tak-
ing on.”
 As the rest of the season unfolds, Van-
Sickle, a co-captain, looks forward to watching 
Bellingham’s play against the Big East. A few 
more goals from her might help SU to reach its 
long-term goal of the Big East Tournament. 
 ”She’s only a sophomore so she has two 
more years,” VanSickle said. “She’s already 
amazing on our team, she’s scoring more 
goals than anyone, and she has so much 
more potential especially with Phil coming 
in, I definitely admire that. I think watch-
ing her over the next two years is going to 
be great.”

jcmccaff@syr.edu
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After intense offseason, 
Bellingham leads SU in goals 

sarah stapp | contributing photographer
megan bellingham has scored a goal in every game Syracuse has won this season. 
the sophomore is currently the third-highest scorer in the Big east with six goals.

Women’s soccer 
Quick Hits
record: 3-3-2 (0-0-1)

Last three games
Sept. 14 Colgate W (2-0)
Sept. 19 St. Johns t (0-0, Ot)
Sept. 21 Binghamton W (2-0)

Next three games
thursday Pittsburgh 7 p.m.
Sunday at West Virginia 1 p.m.
Oct. 3 at Georgetown 3 p.m.

Outlook
Syracuse started the season with a 
win at home but then lost or tied its 
next four games. Since its second win 
at home versus Colgate, the Orange 
has not lost a game with a record of 
3-0-2 at SU Soccer Stadium. after 
thursday’s game at home against last 
place Pittsburgh, the Orange will go 
on the road for three games, two of 
which (No.14 West Virginia and No.19 
Villanova) are against top 25 teams in 
the NSCaa/adidas rankings. 

wo m e n ’ s  s o c c e r

Want to write for Sports?
E-mail John Clayton at jsclayto@syr.edu
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By Conor Orr
Staff Writer

Clutching their neon orange substitute cards, 
the Syracuse bench players are always ready, 
always moving, in anticipation for their seven 
minutes. 
 Seven minutes: the length of time head 
coach Ange Bradley typically rotates reserve 
players. It may be all the playing time some 
girls get in a match, but in that time they carry 
the responsibility of bolstering their coaches 
fast-paced, quick-strike offense. 
 “When you have someone come in on a 
rotation, they’re fresh, they have a mental 
attitude that says, ‘I’m working hard for seven 
minutes,’” Bradley said. 
 In the No. 2 Orange’s (8-0) signature attack, 
players are constantly moving, pressuring 
the opposing team’s offense and quickly shift-
ing gears in a dead sprint towards the goal. 
This produces a need for a talented cycle of 
forwards and midfielders, each with their own 
unique skills that keep the Orange organized 
and on pace.
 Tracy Dietrick, a junior forward, is one of 
the mainstays in the seven-minute rotation. 
With two years under her belt in Bradley’s 
offense, Dietrick comes into games fast, but 
more importantly has the experience to make 
an immediate impact. 
 “Tracy’s just great,” Bradley said. “She 
works hard, always does her job and stays 
focused — she’s a tremendous support for the 
team.”
 With a 5-0 lead over New Hampshire on 
Sunday, Dietrick entered the game and took 
scope of the situation. After seeing forward 
Lindsey Conrad take the ball toward the box, 
Dietrick sprinted along side her teammate, 
creating space between her and the defenders 
while giving Conrad a second option.
 Conrad made an unexpected cut inside the 
circle, leaving Dietrick little room and time to 
work. In a flash, Dietrick shifted back to the 
other side of Conrad in some empty space, and 
when Conrad’s run fell short, Dietrick was 
there for the outlet pass, an open shot and a 
strong finish. 
 “It felt good to get that goal,” Dietrick said 
after the game. “It was how we played together. 
We’d been trying to get a good rotation and 
work that attack.” 
 Nicole Nelson, a freshman forward, is 
another one of Bradley’s weapons off the bench. 
Logging the most time out of any reserve 
player so far with 268 minutes played, she is 
valued for her aggressive play on the field.
 While best remembered for her game-
clinching goal against No. 10 Michigan State, 
Nelson has provided a spark for her team 
all season. In both weekend contests against 
New Hampshire and Maryland, Nelson orches-
trated key corner attempts — one of the best 
scoring opportunities in field hockey — with 
her speedy play.
 Emerging from a pack of opposing players, 
Nelson could be seen carrying the ball towards 
the goal, creating one-on-one situations with 
her and the goalie. 
 While keeping her eyes on the field, Nelson 
on multiple occasions took hits from the Mary-
land and New Hampshire goalkeepers, draw-
ing fouls and giving the Orange much-needed 
opportunities to score. 
 “A lot of it has to do with understanding,” 
Nelson said. “We have a press, we need to 
understand that’s really important (for our 
team).”

 Together, the Orange reserve attack con-
sists mainly of midfielder Mariana Vernet 
and forwards Heather Susek, Brittany Shan-
non, Nelson and Dietrick. That group has 
combined for almost 700 minutes of game 
time, while tallying 20 points off nine goals 
and two assists. 
 Bradley sees this year’s team especially 
as putting complete effort during practice to 
create a competitive environment. So much so, 
that it has slightly altered the way she man-
ages her players. 
 “I’ve had to coach a little differently than I 
would have with previous teams just because 
everybody works at such a high level,” Bradley 
said. “We did a run (the other day) to see where 
the people who weren’t playing as much are in 
their fitness, and they’re way past where they 
started in August. That’s how much the second 
group has improved which is really exciting 
because it just keeps making that first group 
that much better.”
 Bradley sees her reserves as an asset she 
said will pay dividends down the stretch for a 

championship. 
 “At the end of the day, we all get a ring, and 
that’s what we’re shooting for,” Bradley said. 
“Its not going to be whether so and so is the 
leading scorer, that same persons going to get 
a ring.”

ctorr@syr.edu
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Bench rotation helps Syracuse maintain fast-paced attack

mackenzie reiss | asst. photo editor
nicole nelson has recorded the most playing time, 268 mintues, of any Syracuse player off the the bench. Nelson, a true fresh-
man, has scored two goals so far this season, with the first coming in SU’s 12-0 shutout of Colgate. 

SyracuSe moveS to No. 2
the Syracuse field hockey team received 
a rankings boost this week, moving up to 
No. 2 in the latest StX/NfHCa Division i 
Coaches Poll, released on tuesday. 
 the No. 2 Orange (8-0) advanced one 
spot in the poll, surpassing former No. 2 
Maryland for the position. 
 the move up the standings comes 
after the Orange defeated No. 11 Louisville 
and New Hampshire last week.
 “it felt good,” head coach ange Brad-
ley said. “it’s a nice honor to get, but you 
know the big thing is that we’re number 
one in November, and that’s the huge 
thing.”
 the Orange look to defend its ranking 
this week, with road games against Provi-
dence, albany and Massachusetts. 
 Syracuse returns home Sunday, Oct. 
5, when it takes on Yale at J.S. Coyne Sta-
dium at 1 p.m. 

— Conor Orr, staff writer

F i e l d  h o c k e y

field hockey Quick hitS
record: 8-0 (1-0)

Last three games
Sept. 14 Delaware W (5-1)
Sept. 19 No.11 Louisville W (3-0)
Sept. 21 New Hampshire W (10-0)

Next three games
friday @Providence
Sunday @UMass
Oct. 1 @ albany
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ApArtments for rent
ApArtments + HoUses

Magalys 372-0756
torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

BrAnD neW 3  BeDroom  
fUrnIsHeD toWnHoUses 

flat panel tv’s, new kitches, stainless appli-
ances, baths, new hardwood floors, new 

bedroom furniture, couches, washer/dryer 
off street parking, garage, etc. Near South 

Campus Area
PADS LLC

Contact Alan 203-515-0933

ApArtments + HoUses
Sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

145 Avondale Pl.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Rent from the landlord The Daily Or-
ange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

4 Bedroom Apt 702 Maryland 
BIG! $360

2Bedroom 525 Euclid
 Includes utilities

small but cheap $485

Many 1 Bedrooms at 801 Euclid - Utili-
ties Included!

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

Five Bedroom fully furnished house on Livingston 
Ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
One year lease begins in May. Call Dave at 345-
9955 or email Davide2114@aol.com 

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010
John o. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments
over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

              478-7548
      collegehome.com

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of Ostrom and Clarendon across from DO 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

1 Block to Campus 
226 Euclid acroos from Shaw dorm 
4 bedroom and 2 bedroom furnished, laundry, 
good size rooms with plenty of storage space, all 
appliances. off street parking. Jerry 446-6318 or 
263-8575

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  Furnished.  Sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  Dishwasher.  Hardwood Floors.  Available 
June 2009. 447-8430

Furnished 2-8 Bedroom Apts/ Houses.
Livingston,Sumner, Claredon, Ackerman. 469-
6665

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508

1 Bedroom  Apartments

415 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.
302 Marshall St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

rent YoUr oWn Home

2009-2010 

sAVe-sAVe-sAVe

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 Bedrooms 

Close to Campus 

Furnished, Spacious, Fireplaces, Parking 

Call 315 476-9933

nJtmGtCorp@AoL.Com

See our website www.campushill.com for 
details on 2009/2010 availabilites. Or call 
us at 315-422-7110

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
1202 Harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.
415 Euclid Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 Furnished, Laundry, Parking
 736, 787, 818 Ostrom

706 Livingston
514 Euclid

848 Ackerman
446-6268 or 446-2602

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
NO Pets CALL 469-0780. Fine-interiors-syra-
cuse.net

o.p.r. Developers
Apt + Houses

GreAt ApArtments
 stILL AVAILABLe for 

sCHooL 
YeAr 2009-2010

studios
116 Comstock ave.
1 Bedroom Apts

722 Clarendon
300 Euclid

116 Comstock
2 Bedroom Apts 

320 Euclid
300 Euclid

832 Ackerman
737 Lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom Apts 
300 Euclid

1104 Madison
945 Ackerman
949 Ackerman
924 Lancaster
110 Comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 Clarendon
320 Euclid

873 Ackerman
1104 Ackerman

5 Bedroom Apts 
913 Ackerman
106 Redfield

810 Livingston
822 Lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom Apts 
860 Ackerman

318 Euclid
601 Euclid

114 Redfield
 

Please visit our website at 
www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 

apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

ApArments + HoUses
Sonia 350-4191

CIGANKA6@AOL.COM
www.universityhill.com 

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

ApArtments + HoUses
Maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

HeLp WAnteD

night Lights 
Hiring Dancers 

make up to $600 a week. 
Come in for an audition 

from 6 to 7:30pm 637 n. salina st. 
478-4409

Spring Break 09
Hiring Campus REPS
Travel Free / Earn$$
Free Beer Pong Table
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710 
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed
1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

Microsoft live search brand reps needed at su 
earn extra cash and get real World Marketing 
experience limited Positions available apply 
by 10/01/08 at www.repnation.com/microsoftli-
vesearch 

Miscellaneous

GRanD ReoPeninG !
the Yesterday Market & boutique

55 albany street
cazenovia, new York

Fri. sept 26th 6PM-9PM
sat. sept 27th 10aM-9PM

sun. sept 28th 12noon-5PM
one year ago i opened my shop at 57 

albany street, cazenovia, new York, and 
have now moved to a larger store next 
door at 55 albany street. on display is 
a great inventory of Vintage clothing & 

accessories, Jewelry, art, including many 
original paintings & signed prints, Period & 
retro furnishings (earnes era), lighting, 

decorative items and unusual items. i also 
have a nice selection of Men’s Pocket 
Watches (several 21 Jewel railroad 

grade) and several nice wrist watches. 
thank You, fran diorio, proprietor, ... 

Phone:315-655-9608, 
fadiorio@yahoo.com 

TRavel
spring break 09
free travel for groups
free Meals and drinKs
best Prices
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710 

Buy one get one half price

all menu items
$12 minimum for delivery

700 South Crouse Ave (315)422-2123 We Deliver!

5 4 9 2 1
2

7 3 8
1 5 9

6
7 5 4

9 2 6
7

8 6 4 2 3

1 9 7 2
7 2 4 5 9

2 8
9 8 3 4

5 2
7 4 5 6
3 1

8 5 6 4 3
7 3 9 4

easy sudoku!

hard sudoku!
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By Jesse Caputo
Staff writer

Looking at the 2007 football 
schedule last September, 
Derek Kinder couldn’t 

wait for his Pittsburgh team’s 
trip to West Virginia — a sure-to-
be pressure-packed season finale 
against the Panthers’ traditional 
rival. Never mind that a torn ante-
rior cruciate ligament in the wide 
receiver’s right knee would keep him 
from actually participating. Injury 
couldn’t derail Kinder’s excitement.
 But he couldn’t have foreseen 
how it would actually feel to watch 
his Panthers stun the then-No. 2 
Mountaineers, 13-9, to destroy West 
Virginia’s hopes for a BCS National 
Championship bid. All of a sudden, 
the game Kinder couldn’t wait for 
became hard to witness.
 “It was probably the tough-
est game that I had to sit there and 
watch,” Kinder said of the Dec. 1, 2007, 
game. “The atmosphere was electric.” 
 After an outstanding junior year 
in which Kinder lead his team in 
receptions (57) and yards (847), Kinder 
injured his right knee during spring 
practice of 2007 in a non-contact drill. 
The injury sidelined him for all of last 
season. Kinder was granted a medical 
hardship waiver and will be a senior 
this season, with one last chance to 
recapture his electric form of two 
years ago.
 The road to recovery was dif-
ficult for Kinder — facing the first 
major injury of his career. Fortu-
nately, he had plenty of help getting 

through it.
 His mother and father, who both 
left work immediately after hearing of 
their son’s injury, made the four-hour 
drive from Albion, N.Y., to Pittsburgh 
to be with their son — the same drive 
they usually took to all the Pitt home 
games at Heinz Field. 
 The Kinders will be in atten-
dance on Saturday to watch their 
son run into the Carrier Dome as the 
Panthers (2-1) take on Syracuse (1-3) 
at noon. 
 After surgery, Kinder needed 
his parents’ help with the smallest of 
tasks around his third-floor apart-
ment. He needed the positive encour-
agement to remind him that he would 
dress once more and step onto the 
field.
 “There’s a risk to everything 
that you do,” said Waunetta Kinder, 
Derek’s mother. “But there is also 
reward. So we just tried to point out 
all the positive aspects and let him 
know he had to work towards some-
thing. 
 “Granted, it’s not going to come 
easy, but if it’s worth fighting for, 
you’re going to have to work hard for 
it so you can’t give up at this point.”
 In addition to words of encour-
agement, Waunetta provided Derek 
with some of his favorite foods — 
homemade apple crisp and brown-
ies. She also did research on ACL 
surgery, rehab and the future suc-
cess of athletes who had the proce-
dure. 
 Derek was encouraged by what 

By John Clayton
SportS editor

Things weren’t as complicated for 
Mike Holmes last year.
 Sure, Holmes was thrown into 
the fire last season — a former high 
school running back who ended up 
starting eight games at safety for 
Syracuse as a true freshman.
 But at least at safety Holmes had 
some margin for error. At safety, he could 
get away with sloppy technique or mix-

ing up the occasional 
assignment.
 “Last year I was 
just able to use my 
talent and skills to 
make up for what I 
didn’t know,” Hol-
mes said.
 That’s not the case 

this year. In the spring, Holmes was 
moved to cornerback — a position at 
which slip-ups are magnified. The tran-

sition has been a difficult one, made 
harder by the fact Holmes never even 
played cornerback until he got Syra-
cuse last year. 
 Regardless, Holmes is Syracuse’s 
No. 1 corner. He is a mainstay in 
a secondary beset by injuries and 
still grasping for some semblance of 
chemistry as SU (1-3) prepares to open 
Big East play when it hosts Pittsburgh 
(2-1) Saturday at noon.
 “It’s a big transition. This year I’m 

really trying to hone in on techniques,” 
Holmes said of the move to cornerback. 
“A bad game for a cornerback could be 
determined from one or two plays.”
 Holmes has learned that cold les-
son more than once this year. The 
Jacksonville, Fla., native has been 
targeted by opposing passing games 
so far. He was burned twice for long 
touchdowns against Akron and Penn 
State and has struggled in general at 

w e d n e s d ay
september 24, 2008

 matt freed | pittsburgh post-gazette
derek kinder recovered from a torn anterior cruciate ligament he suffered in spring practice in 
2007. two years ago, the senior wide receiver led the team in receptions with 57.

career

f o o t b a l l  n o t e b o o k

Holmes slow to adjust to top cornerback role

see kinderpage 18

see holmes page 19
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Study up
Syracuse basketball recruit 
James Southerland needs to 
get his Sat score up before 
he gets to SU Page 19

After rehabbing from a torn 
ACL, Derek Kinder is ready to be 
a playmaker again for pittsburgh

rekindLed

Holmes
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By Daniel Bortz
Asst. Copy Editor

The pathway between Shaw Hall and 
College Place will be closed to the 
public by Monday morning, Syra-
cuse University representatives said 
Wednesday.

 The walkway is located behind 
the sorority house of Alpha Xi Delta 
and is a high traffic area for students, 
faculty and staff. People walking 
toward Euclid Avenue or to campus 
from Euclid or Shaw Hall use the pas-
sage. Though the university owns a 
portion of the route, the part directly 
behind AZD is private property and 
belongs to the sorority.

 This structural change comes not 
only from members of AZD issuing 
complaints to the Office of Campus 
Planning, Design and Construction, 
but also from an issue of public safety, 
said Rex Giardine, assistant direc-
tor for capital projects for the CPDC 
who’s overseeing the project.

 Closing of the passage is one of a 
number of campus design changes 
that have taken place this year. The 
CPDC has removed the stairs used by 
a number of students that led from the 
College Place parking lot to Comstock 
Avenue and has blocked off access to 
the lot by building a fence along the 
edge of Comstock. 

 The CPDC and a Department of 
Public Safety official met Monday 
with Deanna Phillips, the house 
mother of AZD.

 At the meeting, Phillips said the 
CPDC representative told her the 
office would post signs explaining 
that the pathway is private property, 
along with a fence at the back of the 
driveway, to control traffic flow and 
discourage students from trespassing. 
The CPDC set a two-week timeline for 
the signs and the fence, Phillips said.

 “When we met with the CPDC and 

thursday
september 25, 2008

By Shayna Meliker
Asst. nEws Editor

Bob Costas remembers standing in 
Tiananmen Square on the third night 
of the Beijing Olympic Games. 

 He didn’t find out until the day 
before that he’d actually be able to 

report from the 
historic location. 
NBC was broad-
casting a piece 
about the murder 
of the father-in-law 
of the U.S. men’s 
volleyball coach. 
Costas had to 
think of something 

personal to say after the story ended 
— in 10 seconds.

 “And then it hit me,” Costas said 
to a room of Syracuse University 
students Wednesday afternoon. “We 
came back and I said, ‘My friend, 
the late, great Jim McKay used to 
always say to me, ‘Bob, remember the 
Olympics are a sports event, yes. But 
they’re also a travelogue.’

 “Well look around, this is Beijing, 
China. This is Tiananmen Square on 
August 10, 2008.”

 Costas shared stories from the 
Olympics and discussed online 
journalism Wednesday at the S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public Commu-
nications.  Students and professors 
filled the 350-seat Joyce Hergenhan 
Auditorium in Newhouse III, and 
more watched from overflow seating 
in classrooms. The event began at 2:30 
p.m., and the students sitting in the 
first available row arrived two hours 
earlier.

 The host of NBC’s “Football Night 
in America” and the network’s prime-
time summer Olympics coverage 
spent two hours answering questions 
from students and professors. When 
one of the staff members asked Costas 
to start wrapping up after an hour, he 
refused.

 “No, no,” he said. “I’m here until 
4:30, or until they throw me out.”

By Matt Gelb
stAff writEr

P aul Flanagan, his wife and 
three kids left the coziness 
of Canton, N.Y., the small 
college town 20 miles south 

of the Canadian border, and the 
52-year-old Flanagan’s home for 50 
years. 

 They drove away from the five 

Frozen Fours, the program at St. 
Lawrence that raised Flanagan as a 
player, assistant coach and, finally, 
the sixth-winningest head coach 
in Division I women’s ice hockey 
history. 

 What he was looking for, Flana-
gan wasn’t sure. What he knew, is 
that a little drive couldn’t hurt.

 “There’s nothing to lose and 

maybe a lot to gain,” he said. “There 
was no pressure attached at all.”

 They trekked to Hamden, Conn., 
on a Friday last March, and looked 
at Quinnipiac, one of the schools 
that called Flanagan about a job 
after he finished a 28-10-1 season at 
St. Lawrence that ended without a 
Frozen Four berth.

part time sun 
hi 72° | lo 52°

I N S I D e p u l p

On board
the daily orange provides a guide 
to this year’s abroad season with 
reviews from students at eight sU 
Abroad locations. Page 11

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Moving along
officials say construction 
for the Carmelo K. Anthony 
Center is on schedule. 
Page 24

I N S I D e N e w S

Coming home
sigma Chi returns to campus 
after four years in ostrom 
Avenue house. Page 3

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

Fenced in
the d.o. Editorial Board 
comments on the inconvenience 
of the shaw walkway to College 
place closure. Page 5

mahala gaylord | contributing photographer
Paul flanagan will be behind the bench for the sU women’s ice hockey team when it plays its 
first game next week. flanagan previously led st. Lawrence to five frozen fours in seven years.

Paul Flanagan left a winning team to be SU’s first head coach

see flanagan page 19 see shortcut page 8see costas page 4

Bob Costas 
recalls time 
in Beijing

SU to close 
shortcut 
from Shaw

i c e  h o c k e y

COSTaS

Nothing to lose

Students must use
Comstock crosswalk
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Marketing Career Fair
When: 9:30 a.m.
Where: Flaum Grand Hall, SOM
How much: Free 
 
What: Staff 2 Staff Session
When: Noon
Where: 500 Hall of Languages
How much: Free 

What: Astronaut speaker
When: 1:30 p.m.
Where: Grant Auditorium
How much: Free

What: Human Rights Screenings
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Life Sciences auditorium 
How much: Free

What: Yiddish literature speaker
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Winnick Hillel Center
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

McCain seeks to 
delay debate, focus 
on economy
Sen. John McCain announced 
Wednesday he would postpone 
campaigning today and said 
he wants to move the Friday;s 
debate to a later date so he 
could work on finding a con-
sensus among other politicians 
in Washington, D.C. on the 
proposed government bailout. 
The Republican’s opponent 
Sen. Barack Obama said that 
he agreed both parties need to 
work together on alleviating the 
economic crisis, but that he sees 
no need to cancel the debate 
because “this is the time when 
people need to hear from the 
candidates.” 

NyC government  
officials must pay tolls 
New York’s state Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority board 
voted Wednesday to revoke gov-
ernment workers’ free passes to 
cross the seven bridges and two 
tunnels that connect New York 
City’s five boroughs. The 7-6 
vote revokes about 21,000 pass-
es that are used by emergency 
workers and government offi-
cials, including firefighters and 
police officers. MTA will gener-
ate about $10 million in new rev-
enue, which it needs to offset a 
budget deficit projected to be as 
high as $1 billion in 2009.

schwarzenegger doesn’t 
let Californians text  
and drive
Schwarzenegger signed into a 
law Wednesday a bill that bans 
motorists from text messaging 
while operating a vehicle. The 
signing comes less than two 
weeks after a head-on collision 
between a commuter train and 
a freight train after an engineer 
failed to stop for a warning sig-
nal, allegedly because he was 
texting. Drivers caught sending, 
reading or writing text messages 
will receive a $20 ticket for the 
first offense and a $50 ticket for 
subsequent offenses. The law 
goes into effect Jan. 1.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation
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EDITORIAL 
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Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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T o M o r r o w 
only on dailyorange.com

n e w s

The new facebook
The D.O. takes a look at the Web 
site’s features and redesign. 
  
p u l p

Campus charity
One student raises awareness 
for effects of incurable diease. 

 
s p o r t s 

sizing up Pittsburgh
A guide to preview SU football’s 
first Big East bout

s P o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 6 p.m., Providence, R.I. 
 
 
MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 26 
vs. Providence 
@ 7 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium 
 
 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 27 
vs. Pittsburgh 
@ noon, Carrier Dome

FIELD HOCKEY 
Sept. 28  
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 1 p.m., Amherst,  
Mass. 
 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 28  
vs. Rutgers 
@ 2 p.m., Piscataway,  
N.J.

MEN’S SOCCER 
Sept. 28  
vs. Connecticut 
@ 3 p.m., SU Soccer 
Stadium

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

O’Connor,
1981
 U.S. 

Supreme 
Court 

swears in 
first female 

justice

Wilson, 
1949

The 28th U.S. 
president 
collapses 

after 
giving speech 
in Colorado

War hero,
1775 

Ethan Allen 
captured 
by British 
soldiers

at attack 
on Montreal

Setting sail, 
1493

Columbus 
departs for 

America 
with 17 
ships on 

2nd voyage

“It makes me want to drop my books 
and run onto the football field.”

 
  Stephen Nowak 

SOPHOMORE ARCHITECTURE MAJOR

“It’s inspiring to anyone who knows 
who he is. The Nike sign doesn’t affect 
how I feel about the statue’s meaning.”

  David Carl
JUNIOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERING MAJOR

P E r s P E C T I V E s
complied by maria qualtere

How do you feel about the 
new Ernie Davis statue?

“I haven’t seen the statue but if nike 
helped pay for it and is a sponsor 
then I don’t think it’s a big deal.”

 Maria Andino
FRESHMAN INFORMATION STUDIES 

AND TECHNOLOGY MAJOR

“It’s great we’re honoring him, but 
the product placement is uncalled 
for. It causes it to lose credibility”

  David Rosen
SOPHOMORE INFORMATION STUDIES AND 

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

“Considering there are errors on 
it, I think it’s very disrespectful. 
Good intentions though.”

  Victor Wosu
SOPHOMORE INFORMATION STUDIES AND 

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

“It’s well overdue. I’m from Syracuse 
and I know his story. I’m so glad to 
see the university is honoring him.”

  Chase Morgan
SOPHOMORE BROADCAST JOURNALISM MAJOR
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Contributing writer

Inside 737 Comstock Ave., the entry-
way is a foyer, freshly retiled and 
made of granite. Farther inside sit 
three dens filled with $2,000 leather 
couches and $1,000 arm chairs. 

 This is the home of 30 Sigma Chi 
brothers, but even they don’t believe 
it. 

 “It’s like living in a ... hotel,” 
said Brendan Noll, a junior computer 
engineer major and member of the 
fraternity.

 Sigma Chi officially returned to 
campus Aug. 21 after four years at 
781 Ostrom Ave. The fraternity lost 
its university recognition in 1998 
after a pledge was sent to the hos-
pital, among other incidents, said 
Max Dorsch, president of Sigma Chi 
and a junior finance and marketing 
major. 

 The fraternity was evicted from 
its 737 Comstock house in 2000. For 
the next four years, members were 
living apart — in dorms, on South 
or off-campus. In the fall of 2004, the 
fraternity moved into its house on 
Ostrom. During this time, members 
went by the pseudonym Psi Psi — or 
a group of “underground indepen-
dents”, Dorsch said. 

 Without official recognition 
from the university and the Inter-
fraternity Council, Sigma Chi 
couldn’t receive funding or insur-
ance, said Mike Schottenstein, 
former IFC president and a broad-
cast journalism and policy studies 
major.

 After what Dorsch describes as a 
long and expensive interview process 
with the national chapter of Sigma 
Chi, Psi Psi was once again declared 
an official colony of the fraternity in 
2006. Two years later on Feb. 17, 2008, 
the brothers were initiated into the 
fraternity.

 Since the fall of 2004, Sigma Chi 
had called a small, “dilapidated 
cabin” on Ostrom its home.

 “We tried to operate a 55-person 
frat in a five-person house,” Dorsch 
said. 

 “We would throw parties in our 
attic,” recalled Brendan Ward, a tele-
vision, radio and film and finance 
major. “We would cram 100 people 
into a really tiny attic. Everyone 
below it would be scared that it would 
collapse at any minute.” 

 Now the fraternity brothers fear 
they won’t keep their new house on 
Comstock clean.

 “The house is a great gift for us,” 

Dorsch said. “And it’s our responsi-
bility to keep it up.” 

 The house was renovated after a 
$500,000 gift from alumni, which pro-
vided new interior paint, carpeting, 
flooring and furniture, among other 
improvements. 

 “We really don’t like to advertise 
the house,” Dorsch said. “Although 
we have a beautiful house, we’re 
not here for the house, we’re here 

for the guys.”   
 Ward said one of the things he 

loves about the new house is the 
accessibility it provides to fellow 
brothers.

  “We have a main central area 
where a brother can walk into the 
house at any time and is guaranteed 
to find a buddy,” Ward said. “When 
else do you get the chance to live with 

mackenzie reiss | asst. photo editor
the Sigma Chi fraternity house, located at 737 Comstock Avenue, was remodeled this summer with a $500,000 donation from alumni. the 
chapter reclaimed the house this year, following eight years of being relocated off campus as a result of several incidents in the late 90s.

author tells 
of cultural
heritage
Junot Diaz discusses
prize-winning novel

see diaz page 4

g r e e k  l i f e

Sigma Chi returns to renovated Comstock Avenue house

By Rachel Eldridge
ASSt. newS editor 

Junot Diaz said he knew that more 
than half his audience came to see 
him speak as a requirement.

 “Sometimes you have to drag stu-
dents to art,” he said, after demand-
ing that those students there raise 
their hands for attending out of aca-
demic obligation. 

 To celebrate Latino Heritage 
Month, Diaz, a Dominican-Amer-
ican author and former Syracuse 
University English professor, spoke 
to a crowded Joyce Hergenhan 
auditorium Wednesday night. Diaz 
recently won the Pulitzer Prize for 
his debut novel, “The Brief Won-
drous Life of Oscar Wao.”

 Diaz read two of his short stories 
that were previously published in 
The New Yorker. Both stories were 
written in second person, a path 
he is pursuing because he said he 
believes it is his weakest narrative.

 “It’s always easier to do some-
thing you’re good at,” he said. “This 
is a challenge for me.”

 Diaz also referenced some of 
the novel’s negative reviews and 
said he understood why some were 
upset about the themes of rape and 
enslavement. 

 Most of the questions asked in 
the question-and-answer session fol-
lowing his readings were related to 
Diaz’s book. The novel, which was 
released in September 2007, tells the 
story of a 300-pound teenager whose 
family has been plagued by “fuku,” 
an ancient Dominican curse. 

 “It is easy for me to relate to 
his works because we have had 
similar experiences in being a first 
generation Latino-American,” said 
Max Patino, the director of diversity 
recruitment in the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications. 
“Diaz was one of the main reasons I 
took my position here at SU.” 

 Diaz said that a version of his 
novel could have easily been pub-
lished within the first two years of 
its completion, but that he was not 
satisfied. 

 “Everyone knows it’s easy to 
knock out a book in a year or two,” 
he said. “But it’s entirely different if 
you want it to mean something.”

 He said he wrote more than 200 
versions of his novel before he was 

mackenzie reiss | asst. photo editor
max dorsch, junior finance and marketing major and president of 
Sigma Chi, stands in the basement of the renovated chapter house.

see sigma chi page 8
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satisfied. 
 “I am glad that Syracuse recognizes his 

contribution to the arts and to the Latino com-
munity,” said Jessica Santana, a sophomore 
accounting major. 

 Diaz said the Pulitzer Prize he won has not 
affected him.

 “It means nothing to me,” he said. “I have 
learned to isolate myself from other people’s 
opinions. It’s amazing when you don’t care 
about the system, how willing it is to reward 
you.” 

 Diaz went on to explain that art done with 
the intent of approval is deformed.

 “Approval can tolerate no mistakes,” he said. 
“Discovery, on the other hand, is predicated by 
mistakes. Writing is a discovery for me, and 
sometimes I get lost. Being lost is a good thing 
because I come back with better stuff.” 

rseldrid@syr.edu
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 Costas spent the first half-hour telling of 
his experience in Beijing during the 17 days of 
the Olympic Games. He disapproved of China 
airbrushing the image it presented to the world, 
especially during the opening ceremonies, and 
called the China Daily “almost comical.” 

 But he said he found a different atmosphere 
when interacting with the Chinese people.  

 “I have never seen an Olympics that’s so 
engaged an entire country,” Costas said. “Even 
Chinese citizens who privately would acknowl-
edge that they have serious differences with 
their government’s policy, they still felt tremen-
dous pride.”

 He described interviewing President 
George W. Bush about what Bush said to 
Vladimir Putin, the prime minister of Russia, 
after the conflict between Russia and Georgia 
broke out the night of the opening ceremo-
nies. 

 Costas recounted the physical humor of Bela 
Karolyi, who coached Olympic gold-medalists 
Mary Lou Retton and Kerri Strug. Karolyi, 
he said, believed the athletes of the Chinese 
women’s gymnastics team were clearly under 
aged. But Costas said his role as a journalist was 
to raise the issue without giving his personal 
opinion.

 Brian Greene, a senior television, radio and 
film major, spent a month in Beijing as a produc-
tion assistant for NBC.

 “I wish I could put together sentences the 
way he does,” Greene said. “The last thing he 
talked about — trying to get recognized but 
making sure quality journalism comes first — 
that really stuck with me.”

 Much of Costas’ answers addressed the 
importance of quality journalism and the future 
of the industry. He said in an era when everyone 

with a computer can be a journalist, fairness 
and decency still matter. Specifically criticizing 
blogs, he said some of the information on the 

Internet is “aggressively stupid.” 
 “Let’s be realistic here. If you open up the 

doors to everyone, then what you’ve got is a ver-
sion of everybody tries out for ‘American Idol.’ 
And most of them suck,” he joked.

 Had the Internet existed in the 1770s, Costas 
said Thomas Paine would have blogged his 
“Common Sense.”

 “What’s good is good, no matter how it’s dis-
seminated,” he said. “And crap is crap, whether 
it’s on the blogosphere, or whether you write it 
with quill pen on a piece of parchment paper 
or carve it into the wall of a cave with a jagged 
rock.”

 Though he focused intensely on the Olym-

pics and on online media, Costas also answered 
questions about the presidential election, his 
first baseball game at Yankees Stadium, the 
over-saturation of sports in the media and even 
the state of the SU football team.

 Kristin Quinn, a master’s student in maga-
zine, newspaper and online journalism, said she 
kept thinking about how Costas was once in her 
shoes, as a student at SU.

 “I came here not knowing a lot about broad-
cast journalism and sports, but what he said 
was really impressive,” Quinn said. “It’s inspir-
ing to see someone who loves their job as much 
as he does.”

shmelike@syr.edu

costas
f r o m  p a g e  1

matthew ziegler | contributing photographer
bob costas. an alumnus of Syracuse University, spoke to students and faculty Wednesday afternoon. He focused on his experi-
ences in Beijing, touching on the limitations on the press and the fact that citizens must apply to the government to hold protests.

diaz
f r o m  p a g e  3

Who is Junot Diaz?
Born in Santo Domingo, Dominican 
Republic, and immigrated to New Jersey 
at 6 years old.

Won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction with his 
debut novel “The Brief Wondrous Life of 
Oscar Wao.” 

Became the second Latino fiction author 
to win the Pulitzer Prize in April 2008. 

Taught as an English professor at SU.

Currently works at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. 

Has been published in The New Yorker, 
GQ and The Best American Short Stories.

Received his undergraduate degree 
from Rutgers University and his master’s 
degree in creative writing from Cornell 
University.

dailyorange.com
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Closing Shaw-College Place 
shortcut poorly planned, 

inconvenience to students

S c r i b b l e

T he pathway 
closure between 
Shaw Hall and 

College Place is not only 
an inconvenience for the sorority 
Alpha Xi Delta, it’s an inconvenience 
for majority of the Syracuse Univer-
sity student body.

 With the parking lot across the 
street from Shaw closed off, and the 
stairs that cut through that parking 
lot removed, students are being forced 
to use the small sidewalk behind AZD. 
This is too small a path for the large 
amount of students that travel from 
east campus to main campus every 
day, and it is unfair to the sisters of 
AZD who park their cars nearby on 
their private property.

 It makes sense that the soror-
ity wants the sidewalk closed. It’s 
mere feet from their house, and they 
shouldn’t have to deal with hundreds 
of kids passing through at all hours of 
the day.

 Safety is also a legitimate con-
cern, as cars coming down Comstock 
from a hill, where it is difficult to 

see people crossing the 
street. The recent cre-
ation of flashing lights 
and walkway across 

Comstock to the Life Sciences build-
ing helps with this, though it is an 
inconvenience to get to the walkway 
itself if you’re coming from the off-
campus area.

 But the illogical part of the whole 
situation is how the university didn’t 
seem to think it would be an issue 
to get rid of this shortcut. Hundreds 
of students used the shortcut in the 
Shaw parking lot to get from off-cam-
pus to main campus. Shaw is closest 
dining hall on campus, so that also 
adds to the high pedestrian traffic.

 By “forcing” students to cross at 
Euclid and Comstock is creating an 
even bigger pedestrian clog on those 
corners. And rerouting traffic to the 
Life Sciences complex? That building 
was not created to be a walkway, and 
that’s what it would be reduced to if 
students were forced to cut through 
its atrium. 

 The university should have found 

some way to create a safe pathway 
across from Shaw so students could 
continue to easily get from east cam-
pus to main campus. A simple walk-
way and pedestrian sign from Shaw 

across Comstock would be fine. 
 It seems as though university 

planners and officials did not take 
into consideration that this was a 
high-traffic area for students. The 

university needs to realize when stu-
dents are going to be impacted and 
take it into consideration, because 
right now all it is doing is created one 
inconvenience after another. 

For years, I have been a stark critic 
and activist of the various publica-
tions of The Daily Orange. For those 
of you who do not remember, my par-
ticipation in these issues began at 
the onset of the HillTV controversy 
of which several SU students felt it 
funny to disrespect and denigrate var-
ious members of Syracuse University 
communities of color, women, LGBT 
and other historically marginalized 
groups. And while The Daily Orange 
wasn’t necessarily complicit in this 
controversy, my colleagues and I 
(Jena Burgess being one of those), 
felt charged to hold all media outlets 
accountable for proper and appropri-
ate portrayals of these groups. 

 We pushed for reform committees, 
diversity committees, while sitting on 
those very committees and working 
for the change in many of the institu-
tions of SU that are ignorant of and 
disrespectful to these aforementioned 
groups (in a repetitive manner). But a 
history lesson is not what I am writ-
ing this letter to the editor today. 

 This all being said, today I stand 
impressed with The Daily Orange 
and its reporting of Ramadan in the 
article “‘It’s not supposed to be easy.’” 
As a Muslim and the former president 
of the Muslim Students’ Association 
for three years, I have seen portrayals 
of Muslims and Islam by the (student) 
media that conflicted with hopes of 

understanding and acceptance. 
 This isn’t to say that there haven’t 

been similar stories in the past; 
indeed, former DO reporters such as 
Andrew Restuccia have been commit-
ted to this work (as evidenced by his 
“Faces of Islam” article in 2006). But, 
in more recent years, there hasn’t 
been much substantive work done.

 I commend The Daily Orange for 
its work in this article. The report-
er took efforts to be reflective and 
insightful. A truly refreshing story, 
that gives me the hope to look forward 
to more to come in the future.

 
Yusuf Abdul-Qadir

Senior Middle Eastern studies major

e d i t o r i a l
by the daily orange 

editorial board

l e t t e r S  t o  t h e  e d i t o rSend your letter to the editor
editor@dailyorage.com
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the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com

the human condition by michael scialdone | mjsciald@syr.edu

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

rose hips by casey landerkin | celander@syr.edu

open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com
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Upcoming EvEnts

e s f
every thursday in the daily orange

p E r s p E c t i v E s
compiled by maria qualtere

How have the budget cuts affected your 
experience at ESF this year?

“Well I know about them, but 
I haven’t noticed anything 
different. In all our labs we still 
use the same materials.”

  Samantha Coccia
Sophomore wildlife Science major

“So far they haven’t affected me, 
so I guess that’s a good thing, but 
we can’t take classes at SU, and I 
wanted to take scuba diving.”

 Kalle Ostendorf
freShman landScape architecture major

“I’ve noticed that my classes are 
a lot bigger than they used to 
be. There’s a lot of restriction on 
classes at SU — we can’t take 
them unless they’re essential.”

 Dan Pauls
junior environmental Science major

“There’s not as many faculty here at 
ESF as there could be. Any cut hurts 
in the long run because we could 
always be doing more, especially with 
the way things are going, in regard 
to alternative fuel sources, etc.”

 Bill Dunker
Senior wildlife Science major

“My major takes a big portion of their 
required classes at SU so the budget 
cut has really affected freshmen. 
I think it’s really unfortunate that 
in the past, students have taken 
advantage of classes at SU.

 Lynn Metcalf
Senior foreSt engineering major

“The one class I do feel is needed 
is the scuba diving class. For a 
lot of our programs, it’s a big 
advantage to be certified.”

 Dan Liwicki
Sophomore foreSt engineering major

Today 
eSf high School student visit
high school students enrolled in the eSf 
high School program will be on campus 
between 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. in the nifkin 
alumni lounge in marshall hall. the 
program allows eligible students to take 
college-level courses while still enrolled in 
high school.  

Friday, 6-8 p.m.
alumni and family reception
alumni, faculty, students and parents will 
be served food and drinks in moon library.

Friday, 8-11 p.m.
coffee haus
alpha Si Sigma and the office of Student 
activities are sponsoring eSf’s own-version 
of “american idol,” which will take place in 
the nifkin alumni lounge in marshall hall.

Saturday, all day
woodsman team demonstration 
the eSf woodsman team will be demon-
strating logging and timbersport activities 
on the hendricks field. 

Wednesday, beginning of week-
long event
campus commuter challenge ii
the challenge aims to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions by encouraging the Syracuse 
community to find alternative transportation 
options to campus. individuals participating 
in the month-long challenge can log their 
commutes online. the participant with the 
most points will win a prize, which hasn’t 
been decided on yet. 

— courtesy of the SunY-eSf web site

Butter sculpture turned into 
biodiesel fuel
A butter sculpture, displayed at the New York 
State Fair, has been turned into 96 pounds 
of biodiesel fuel. The sculpture was taken 
back to campus to be warmed, cleaned and 
processed. Christopher Nomura, a professor 
in the chemistry department at ESF, and stu-
dents were involved in the process of creating 
the fuel. 

Alumnus joins New York State 
Department of Environmental Con-
servation
Kenneth Kogut, who graduated from ESF 
in 1977, was recently named the natural 
resource supervisor for the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation’s 
Region 6, which covers five counties. He will 
manage programs for the Fisheries, Wildlife, 
Habitat, Lands and Forests, and two other 
offices. He will also be the link between DEC, 
the public and various groups.

Scientists discover extinct plant in 
Syracuse
Scientists in ESF discovered this week a salt 
marsh plant — called a seaside goldenrod — 
that was thought to be extinct. The plant was 
discovered near Interstate 81 and the end of 
the Adams Street exit. ESF representatives 
said that this plant could be important for 
landscaping, as it was found in an area typi-
cally unsuitable for growing conditions.

Professor leads local watershed 
study
Russell Briggs, a professor at ESF, is leading 
a study of the Skaneateles Lake watershed. 
In an article from Capital 9 News, Briggs 
explained that there’s a combination of forest-
land and agricultural land there — and the 
risk of unsafe water comes from the agricul-
tural land. He said forestland typically pro-
vides the cleanest water. But runoff and fertil-
ization pose a risk to water from the agricul-
tural land section. Researchers are collecting 
samples to be tested for nitrogen, ammonia, 
phosphates and other chemical data.

Professor studies fish species 
evolution
Karin Limburg, a fisheries ecologist at ESF, 
served as the lead author of a paper published 
last month in Proceedings of the Royal Soci-
ety B, a British scientific novel. Limburg and 
the team of scientists researched the inner-
ear structure and vertebrae of Baltic cod 
found in a pre-Viking settlement on a Swed-
ish island, the Innovations Report published 
in a recent article. Limburg said that the 
overexploitation of fish can cause a species to 
evolve.

E s f  b r i E f s
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DPS, I couldn’t have planned it better. At the 
time that they arrived, it was change of classes 
and tons of people,” Phillips said. “It was a mob 
scene.”

 But Giardine said Wednesday that the pri-
vate property signs would be put up over the 
weekend, and if they don’t reduce the traffic 
flow, only then will the CPDC pursue other 
options like installing a fence.

 “There’s a natural draw — when you see 
a shortcut and see others taking it, there’s a 
tendency to follow those routes,” Giardine said. 
“But this alley is really an informal gateway the 
public should not be crossing.”

 Giardine added that there is an alternative 
route across Comstock Avenue that students 
can take. Further north of the intersection of 
Comstock and Euclid Avenues is an established 
mid-block crossing that would take students 
through the Center for Science and Technology 
and through the atrium of the new Life Sciences 
Complex.

 While Phillips and AZD acknowledged the 
limited number of access points to campus — 
especially with the construction taking place on 
Comstock Avenue — Phillips said the walkway 
is in fact a parking lot for sorority sisters and 
the heavy traffic is making it difficult for them 
to move their cars.

 “Cars are getting damaged by book bags and 
things like that, and students don’t realize that 
this is private property,” Phillips said. “I think 
they believe this is SU property, and I’m afraid 
of retaliation. But this is not something that 
we’re doing to spite them, it’s just that it’s not 
part of public access.”

 Though the walkway is private property of 
AZD, a tree along the path has a sign taped to 
it that reads, “Please try to stay off the rocks 
and don’t throw garbage on ground. Thank 
you!”

 Jen Turriziani, a sophomore biology major 
who lives in Shaw Hall, said she saw firsthand 
the tension between AZD and pedestrians 
using the sorority’s property as a shortcut to 
campus.

 “I was walking back to Shaw on Tuesday 
afternoon through the path behind AZD when 
the girl behind me tripped on the rocks and 
fell down,” Turrizianni said. “An older woman 
came out of the AZD house, and I thought she 
was going to ask the girl if she was OK. She 
yelled at the girl and said, ‘You’re trespassing on 
private property.’”

 Phillips’ concerns now extend beyond the 
material possessions of the AZD sisters, after a 
sister’s car was vandalized Tuesday night, Phil-

lips said.
 The vehicle’s rear window was smashed, 

residents of the house noticed Wednesday morn-
ing. Phillips and the sister whose car was dam-
aged filed a report with DPS, and the incident is 
under investigation.

 The issue with the walkway being used as a 
shortcut to and from College Place also relates 
to jaywalking, which DPS Chief Anthony Cal-
listo said he feels is a serious threat to student 
welfare on campus.

 “I would encourage students that are leaving 
or going to Shaw Hall to cross at the crosswalk,” 
Callisto said. “We’ve already had one serious 
accident on Comstock this year, where a student 
was run over by a vehicle.

 “Consistently for three years, I’ve had a 
fear that there will be more of these kinds of 
accidents where students are injured by not 
following the crosswalks.”

 Though some students may downplay jay-
walking and don’t view it as a serious crime, 
Callisto said from his perspective it’s a critical 
safety issue.

 “I’m not necessarily looking to pursue 
charges against people for jaywalking,” he said. 
“What I’m really worried about is that more 
people might be injured. Let’s face it, Comstock 
is a long straight stretch, and the possibility of 
someone traveling a little too fast on that road is 
possible, and students walking across it without 
a light to support them puts them in danger.”

 Nicole Ben, a freshman environmental 
design of interiors major, said she believes the 
passage behind AZD should be kept open to the 
public.

 “I’m very frustrated that they are closing 

this pathway,” Ben said. “Usually when I come 
from class to grab a bite to eat at Shaw I just like 
to cut through and take a shortcut. But now that 
the walkway is closing I’m going to have to walk 
all the way around.”

 Ben went on to add that despite the fact the 
passage is private property, she said she’s a 
fellow student and that she’s not interfering or 
damaging the property of the AZD sisters.

 Another SU student does not share Ben’s 
desire for the university to keep the pathway 
open. 

 “I don’t blame the sorority for shutting it 
down,” said Marc Heintzman, a sophomore 
public relations major. “If people were traips-
ing through my backyard, kicking my rocks 
around, I’d be irritated too.”

dsbortz@syr.edu
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30 of your best friends?”
 Quinn Callahan, a sophomore in the Mar-

tin J. Whitman School of Management, said he 
plans on living in the house in the future.

 But Callahan will have to wait two more 
years until he gets his chance. With such a 
high demand of brothers wanting to live in the 
house, the fraternity only has enough living 
space for seniors. With an exception of two 
underclassmen, next year will have 28 seniors 
living in the 30-person house. 

 Dorsch also said that the size of the house 
will allow the brothers to host more philan-
thropy events, which hasn’t been a possibility 
in the past. They hosted more than 100 alumni 
at a Homecoming tailgate and barbeque. 

 Tom Zayan, a junior computer engineer-
ing major and Sigma Chi brother, said the 
brothers clean the house after weekly chapter 

meetings.
 “We are so grateful,” Zayan said. “It’s a 

dream come true.”
tpollock@syr.edu

shortcut
f r o m  p a g e  1

Jaywalking Fast Facts
 In New York state, jaywalking fines are 
handled in traffic court since it’s similar to 
a parking ticket
 Rudolph Giuliani, when he served as 
mayor of New York City, increased the 
ticket charge for jaywalking to $50 to 
strengthen his campaign on enforcing 
stricter punishments on errant pedestri-
ans. 
 In a number of countries, jaywalk-
ing regulations don’t exist, making it an 
unknown concept
 In California, a pedestrian is generally 
allowed to legally cross a roadway any-
where along the road
 Jaywalking fines vary by municipality, 
or by city and town. In Tempe, Arizona, as 
of June 2006, jaywalking carried fines up 
to US$ 118. Fines range from $1 in Boston 
to $750 in Salt Lake City and Manchester, 
N.H.

SOURCES: DPS Chief Anthony Callisto, The New York 
Times, tozerlaw.com and boston.com

ben addonizio | photo editor
The walkway behind Alpha Xi Delta meets directly with university property. The path is 
lined with rocks and trash bins, though passersby don’t seem to mind the mess.  

Recent HistoRy oF 
tHe Psi-Psi cHaPteR
 1998: Fraternity loses its university 
recognition

 2000: Brothers evicted from their 737 
Comstock Ave. home

 2000 – Spring 2004: Members live 
apart in dorms on South or off-campus

 Fall 2004: Fraternity moves into new 
house at 781 Ostrom Ave.

 Aug. 21, 2008: Sigma Chi officially 
returns to campus and 737 Comstock 
Ave. house

sigma chi
f r o m  p a g e  3
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S
tudying abroad can be con-
fusing. 

Some students have 
dreams of going to exotic plac-
es for a semester to immerse 

themselves in culture and take inter-
esting classes, but once it comes down 
to the serious stuff — paperwork, 
credits, deciding where to go — things 
can fall between the cracks and get 
lost in translation. 

 Instead of leaving students to 
stand clueless amidst brochures, 
The Daily Orange has decided to 
break down the study abroad pro-
gram — country by country — to 
assist students.

 SU Abroad offers programs in 
more than 20 countries, and also has 
centers in seven countries: Chile, 
Hong Kong, France, England, Italy, 
Spain and China. The programs 
in these countries are not only 
composed of Syracuse University 
students, but students from other 
schools who make up 50 percent of 
the program. 

 While some colleges have pro-
grams in specific places or have spe-
cific requirements, (architecture is 
mainly based in Florence, and you 
typically have to be at a 300-level in 
Spanish to study in Chile), almost 
any student can study in whichever 
country he or she desires. Programs 
fit into any schedule; there are 
semester-long programs, summer 
programs and even some short-term 
spring and winter break programs. 

 These eight students are either 
currently studying abroad or have in 
the previous spring semester. Hope-
fully their experiences and thoughts 
can save students of headaches and 
other bouts with frustration. Good 
luck and safe travels. 

SU students review 
eight international 
destinations while 
studying abroad

The
Real
World 

will halsey | staff photographer
London, EngLand is one 
of seven SU Abroad locations 
where students can spend a 
semester taking classes in  
another country.

s u  a b r o a d  g u i d e
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W hen I arrived in Beijing in Janu-
ary, I didn’t know what to expect. 
I couldn’t. I had no idea what I 
was getting myself into. I knew I 

wanted to go abroad, and I knew I didn’t want 
to go to Europe. SU Abroad convinced me that 
Beijing was the better choice over Hong Kong 
if I really wanted to see and experience the real 
China. China was never even on my radar, save 
for a quick mention of the Beijing Olympics here 
and there.

 The semester began with a traveling semi-
nar — two weeks of lectures and visits to his-
toric places. Sixty students in the Hong Kong 
program met us in Xi’an where we checked 
out the Terracotta Soldiers and learned about 
ancient China. From there, we flew to Beijing 
then took the overnight train to Shanghai.

 The semester at Tsinghua University con-
sisted of daily four-hour long Chinese class. I 
know that sounds bad, but it wasn’t at all. The 
19 SU students took classes according to our 
Chinese language ability along with about 500 
international students.

 In my class alone there were students from 
Australia, Colombia, France, Italy, Kyrgyzstan, 
Mongolia, Peru, South Korea, Taiwan and Viet-
nam. Where else could I have mingled with my 
peers from around the globe?

 I took three other classes on top of the Chi-

nese class, and plus the traveling seminar, I had 
a whopping 21 credits. Not bad for a semester 
abroad, especially considering SU Abroad gave 
me a discount.

 Since I was in China and had the correct 
visa, cool opportunities were open to me. I got 
to visit Thailand, Mongolia, Russia and South 
Korea. Also, I ended up working for ESPN with 
Olympics coverage all summer.

 Beijing offered a great blend of ancient and 
modern China. I might spend my night in a 
shiny, tall building at one of the many wild 
nightclubs, but on the taxi ride there, I prob-
ably passed a donkey-pulled cart and ancient 
temples.

—  Spencer Raymond, spraymon@dyr.edu

Beijing
Due Date: Oct. 15
Cost: Program fee: $6,100 per semester
Undergraduate fee: $16,090 per semester
Financial aid is available
Currency Exchange: $1 U.S. = 6.821 Yuan
Visa: Students must apply for and obtain 
a student visa to complete a semester in 
Beijing. Upon acceptance into the program, 
students will receive letters from both SU 
and Tsinghua University, which must be pre-
sented along with other documentation to 
the Chinese consulate with jurisdiction over 
your permanent residence.
Housing: Housing is provided in the resi-
dence halls at Tsinghua University.

courtesy of spencer raymond
THE birD’s nEsT was built for the  Summer Olympics in Beijing. This facility was used 
for the racing events during the Games.
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courtesy of spencer raymond
The Beijing streets are similar to those of New York City, with skyscrapers and local 
cuisine on the sidewalks.

courtesy of spencer raymond
The greaT wall of china is the largest man-made structure on Earth. It can be 
seen from outerspace. 
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E ngland can feel a lot like America; 
the language, the Starbucks’ on 
every corner, the well, um, Ameri-
cans. 

 Sure, I’m in another country. But a differ-
ent culture — I have to find that for myself. 

 The one aspect lacking since the start 
of the SU London program is easy access 
into the London culture.

 My classes are with all American stu-
dents. Many of the free SU-sponsored trips 
are visits to tourist traps (Stonehenge is 
most definitely just a bunch of rocks. Cool?) 
Also, in London, unlike “more exotic” study 
abroad programs, students room with each 
other instead of a host family.  

 The burden is on the student to find 
London culture. Some students make the 
mistake of getting pre-arranged housing 
through SU (go find independent housing in 
the city) and of getting drunk every night at 
the American sports bar (even if the whisky 
you’re drinking comes from Scotland, it 
still doesn’t count).

 But, if you make an effort, it’s easy to 
notice a whole new culture. For example, 
saying “excuse me” is rare in England. 
If you’re in somebody’s way on the tube 
they’ll say, “sorry.” You say “sorry” back 
and move out of their way. As you move, 

hopefully another Brit will bump into 
you setting off a new chain reaction of 
apologies. And, it’s all done with awesome 
English accents. 

 Here’s some less shallow cultural 
advice:

— Engage in political discussions with 
Brits (oh man, do they hate Bush.). 

— Enroll in classes that offer a look 
into British life. One class I’m taking 
offers field trips to London theater pro-
ductions of “Les Miserables” and “Avenue 
Q.” Another class called “America: A 
Foreign Perspective” is taught by a Brit 
who knows more about the United States 
than I do. (But I bet he can’t recite all the 
lyrics to Will Smith’s “Gettin’ Jiggy Wit 
It.” Take that, Professor Boys).

— Find off-beat attractions: listen 
to crazy people exercise free speech at 
Speaker’s Corner in Hyde Park.

— Get wasted at a soccer/football game 
with football/soccer hooligans. (Go Chel-
sea! Man. U. is a bunch of wankers). 

 Just don’t make London a semester-
long party. Well, I guess that’s OK. Just 
make sure it’s with the British people. 
Reach out, or else as the British say, you’ll 
be, well, sorry. 

— Matt Levin, mrlevin@syr.edu

will halsey | staff photographer
The SU Abroad program in London hosts the larg-
est amount of SU students.

London

will halsey | staff photographer
William pettit feeds the birds in London’s Hyde Park. The park is located near the 
center of the city and hosts sporting events and concerts.  

will halsey | staff photographer
Bath, England, which is nearby London is a popular place to visit because
of the old architecture and vintage shops.

s u  a b r oa d  gu i d e

Due Date: Oct. 15
Cost: Program Fee: $6,700 per 
semester 
Undergraduate Tuition: $16,090 
per semester
Currency exchange: $1.85 U.S. 
= 1 pound
Visa: Apply online at the New 
York City, Chicago or Los Ange-
les consulate. SU recommends 
the Full Student Visa. 
Housing: Pre-arranged student 
housing is available, but many 
students choose to find alterna-
tive housing in Bloomsbury and 
elsewhere. 

Read the blogs
Follow Daily Orange staff writer, 
Matt Levin’s travels in London at 
levinlondon.blogspot.com

Follow Daily Orange staff 
photographer Will Halsey in 
London at wlhalsey.wordpress.com
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STRASBOURG, FRANCE
S trasbourg was absolutely amazing. 

The city lends itself to having a great 
study abroad experience. It is small, 

but not too small, and has everything 
from a historic cathedral to a street full of 
designer stores. 

 In all seriousness, every corner you 
turn there is a picture waiting to be taken. 
Strasbourg is such a quaint city and has 
really fun nightlife as well. The public 
transportation was so easy to use and 
understand.

 The French people themselves weren’t 
as bad as I had heard or thought they 
would be. Typically, they were nice to you 
if you tried to speak their language fi rst.

 Being able to study at a conservatory 
was such a great opportunity. We were 
able to meet lots of French students and go 
to many concerts throughout the area. I 
learned so much more than I ever thought 
I would by just being able to study at the 
conservatory. 

 My host family was so cute and so wel-
coming. My host mom would take me out 
to see different places that we might not 
have known about before. Once we went to 
a lake beach outside the city and a scenic 
bike trail near my house. They made me 
feel at home.

 I defi nitely miss Strasbourg, and I am 
planning on returning as soon as I can.

— Joanne Wheeler, jkwheele@syr.edu

Due Date: Oct. 10
Cost: Program fee: $7,400 per semester 
Undergraduate Tuition: $16,090 per 
semester
Currency Exchange: $1 US = 0.684 
euro
Visa: Syracuse University will process 
your Italian visa and work with the Ital-
ian consulate on.
Housing: Undergraduate students, 
with the exception of studio art and 
architecture students, live with Italian 
hosts.

FLORENCE, ITALY
T

he term “Scholarship in Action” has 
been thrown around the Syracuse 
University campus quite a bit the 

past couple of years. While professors and 
students debate the meaning of this new 
creed, a semester abroad may help one 
defi ne it.

 When talking about Scholarship in 
Action, Chancellor Nancy Cantor said, 
“Our great strength as a University is 
based on the interactive and collaborative 
nature of many of our programs, where 
faculty and students learn, discover and 
create through deep engagement and 
exchanges with practitioners and com-
munities throughout the world.” 

 Studying in Florence this semester, 
I see this interaction and discovery on 
a daily basis. Through engaging with 
people from all over the world, studying 
abroad has taught me not only to learn 
about the Italian culture and society, but 
also my own culture. I have come to real-
ize the meaning and impact of the Unites 
States on a global scale and how its actions 
truly affect the world. 

 While I have had many amazing 
experiences visiting world famous cit-
ies and viewing historic landmarks, the 
most meaningful thing happened while 
I was buying my books (and when does 
anything good ever happen when you are 
doing that?). 

 As I was checking out, the salesclerk, 
who I think was British, asked if I planned 
on voting. I told her I was. After telling me 
how disappointed she was in the number 
of students planning on not voting, she 
said, “This vote is not just for the U.S.; it 
is for the whole world.” If the “No U.S.A.” 

and “F*** Bush, No War” graffi ti doesn’t 
make one realize the impact of American 
policies around the world, a comment like 
this will. 

 While studying abroad is an awe-
some opportunity to drink beer in front 
of world-renowned architecture and 
century old buildings, the thing I will 
always remember and take away from 
this experience is a better understanding 
of the world around me. 

 On campus, a global understanding is 
banged into our heads, but the only way 
this can truly be accomplished is to visit 
the world around us and interact with 
people from all over the globe.

—  Eric Ferrante , emferran@syr.edu

FLORENCE, ITALY

Due Date: Oct. 10
Cost: Program fee: $6,100 per semester
Undergraduate fee: $7,400 per semester
Currency Exchange:  $1.5 U.S. = 1 
Euro
Visa: Students register with Campus 
France before applying student visas at 
usa.campusfrance.org/en/1.html.
After you have registered with Cam-
pus France, then you can apply for a 
temporary student visa or a year visa 
depending on your stay at the Consulat 
Général de France Web site.
Housing: Students can either live with 
host families or fi nd their own housing 
in Strasbourg or a surrounding city. If 
students want to live with a host, they 
are given a housing preference form 
and decide their housing conditions. 
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S
antiago, Chile is a sophisticated 
metropolis set within the peaks of 
the Andes and just a short drive from 

beautiful skiing, swimming and horseback 
riding. Yes, it’s certainly a South American 
paradise, for the most part. 

 My weekends have been fi lled with these 
escapades of sorts, and I have the breathtak-
ing pictures to prove it, but it’s not always as 
simple and accessible as European excur-
sions. As a whole, South America seems to 
just be catching on to the student-friendly 
wave, so I had to turn to some native assis-
tance: my host family, of course.

 Unfortunately, even after two months 
into my studies, I have yet to make any real 
Chilean friends. I’m taking classes full of 
Chilean students, with whom I’ve bonded a 
little over friendly homework small talk, yet 
I remain outside of the social circle. 

 As disappointed as I am, it’s not too sur-
prising. How many foreign students are you 
friends with? It’s not that people are closed-
minded, but that they already have friends 
and don’t have that same eagerness to make 

new ones everywhere they go. I’ve only 
gotten as far as meeting exchange students 
from other universities and countries. 

 Academically, life has been enjoyable 
for the most part. Classes are challenging 
but doable, and trekking around from cam-
pus to campus certainly keeps my weekdays 
interesting. The problem is the administra-
tion, whose accessibility and communica-
tion skills leave something to be desired.

 All in all, I’m having an incredible time. 
Once you get past the Latin machismo, this 
city became much like any other. There’s 
a great metro system, and the plazas and 
parks are well kept. 

 Most recently I’ve had a cream-of-the-
crop cultural experience during the month 
long deiciocho celebration, bigger and better 
than any Fourth of July party I’ve ever 
been to. Now if only I could get the Chilenis-
mos down. Let me warn all those Spanish 
students: these people take speaking to a 
completely different foreign language level.

— Danielle Alvarez, dealvare@syr.edu

Due Date: Oct. 15
Cost: Program Fee: $5,185 per semes-
ter 
Undergraduate Tuition: $16,090 per 
semester
Currency Exchange: 1 Chilean Peso = 
0.001881 U.S. 
Visa: Students must apply for and 
obtain a student visa to enroll in the SU 
Santiago program. Application must be 
made in person at the consulate clos-
est to you.
Housing: In both cities, local host fam-
ilies provide living arrangements.

SANTIAGO, CHILE

Most participants will choose a 
two-city program experience, which 
includes pre-semester language 
immersion in Cuenca, Ecuador, fol-
lowed by a semester of coursework in 
Santiago de Chile.

A
midst a city full of tapas, sangria, museums, 
gardens, theaters, palaces, exquisite archi-
tecture and European fashion, I am constantly 

forced to remind myself that Madrid is “home.” I 
don’t need to do everything today, because tomor-
row the city will still be here. It’s hard to believe that 
a month has already gone by, and I’ve completely 
adapted to call this fantastic city my home.

 Through my wonderful classes, taught entire-
ly in Spanish by overly enthusiastic professors, 
I have already been exposed to history, culture, 
literature, theater and even Spanish business. 
However, the most learning and discovery takes 
place outside the doors of the Instituto Interna-
cional.

 We live with our own Spanish host family, 
and beyond just the authentic meals of tortilla 
Española y “paella”, the family became my own. 
Living under their roof has given me the chance 
to debate politics with my Señora, listen to music 
with my Señor, fi ght with my “brother” and learn 
the best hang out spots from my “sister,” but most 
of all to improve my Spanish every day without 

even realizing it.
 Being in Madrid has meant constant explora-

tion. Every day, I’ve committed myself to walking 
in a different direction of the city to witness the 
parks, shops, and intriguing restaurants that one 
may not fi nd in a guidebook. There truly is more 
to do than one could possibly imagine and I’m 
always trying to do it all.

 Syracuse offers many activities to help the 
students explore Madrid and the surrounding 
areas, including movies, theaters, “fútbol” games, 
bullfi ghts, hiking trips and tours of the Royal 
Palace to name a few. For the young Madrileños 
(residents of Madrid), weekends are spent danc-
ing the night away until 6 a.m. and returning 
home on the fi rst metro to sleep the day away. For 
the Americans, a few hours of rest is all that is 
needed before jumping up for a new day.

 Madrid is so much more than a city of fl amen-
co dancing, bullfi ghts and Real Madrid games; it 
is a place with a unique history, rich culture and 
endless opportunities waiting to be discovered.

— Christina Simmons, casimmon@syr.edu

Due Date: Oct. 10
Cost: Program fee: $7,400 per semester
Undergraduate tuition: $16,090 
per semester
Financial aid is available
Currency exchange: $1 U.S. = 0.684 
Euro
Visa: Students who are U.S. citizens will 
need a student visa to study in Madrid. 
Visa applications must be submitted to 
the Spanish consulate with jurisdiction 
over your permanent residence.
Housing: Students are placed with 
hosts in Madrid. Hosts range from 
families with young children to single 
professionals. Breakfasts and dinners 
are shared with the hosts, as well as tra-
ditional Spanish activities and customs.

MADRID, SPAIN
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S U  A B R OA D  GU I D E

I
n early July, I left to study abroad for a 
semester in Brisbane, Australia. 

 I left so early because their sea-
sons are reversed — July is Australia’s 
winter. But even “winter” in Australia 
is nice — it was around 60 degrees every 
day. The sun is almost always shining, 
little rain falls, and there is a water short-
age that has led to restrictions through-
out the country. Since Brisbane is located 
in the state of Queensland, farther north 
than either Sydney or Melbourne, it is a 
warmer location for more of the semester. 
If you’re looking for heat, it’s the place to 
be.

 I’ve been allowed exactly four courses 
while I’m here for my hospitality and food 
service management major. The grading 
scale is a numerical 7 through 1 scheme 
instead of A through F, but achieving a 7 
is harder than getting an A at home. 

 Try to do some research yourself by 
e-mailing various staff members regard-
ing housing or other questions instead of 
relying on the SU Abroad offi ce because 

the people actually working at the uni-
versity in Australia know more and can 
be much more accurate in their answers.

 There is an Internet quota here at the 
University of Queensland (200 megabytes 
per month) that can be replenished at a 
cost, so don’t count on being able to use 
free, unlimited Internet as a means of 
communication to home.

 The Australia abroad program is 
spectacular, but everyday items as well 
as alcohol are much more expensive than 
they are at home. There are plenty of 
bars and clubs in the city to visit, but 
public transportation is somewhat lim-
ited. Though I chose to live on-campus 
and love the convenience, the majority of 
students live in apartments off-campus.

 Traveling around Australia is simple, 
and relatively cheap airfare is easy to 
fi nd if you’re on e-mail lists for the major 
domestic airlines. The country is gor-
geous and you can visit all the destina-
tions on long-weekend trips.

— Sarah Brain, sgbrain@syr.edu

Africa
Australia
Austria
Brazil
Canada
Carribean 
Republic
China
Costa Rica
Czech Republic
Dominican 
Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
Germany

India
Ireland
Israel
Japan
Kenya
Korea
Namibia
Russian 
Federation
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Switzerland
Turkey
West Indies

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

Other World Partner 
Abroad locations
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Hong Kong is a popular destination for 
business majors because the city is a hub 
for entrepreneruship. 

D
eciding to live halfway around the 
world for fi ve months can be intimi-
dating. Most of your friends will go 

to Europe, but this is exactly the reason 
why choosing Hong Kong is so great. 
Studying abroad should be about getting 
out of your element, and now is the time 
to do it. 

 Leave all preconceived notions at the 
door. A semester spent in Hong Kong is 
the epitome of “East meets West.” Canton-
ese people are deeply rooted in a strong 
sense of tradition and values that can be 
experienced through visiting the count-
less street markets and temples. 

 This culture shock can occasionally 
become overwhelming, but worry not; 
Central, the downtown Manhattan of the 
East, is simply a quick subway ride away. 
It is a haven to those looking for a more 
western style of living. It boasts incred-
ible restaurants, insane clubs and a sky-
line this article would never do justice. 

 Just Google “HK Skyline,” and every-
where else will lose its luster. If you’re 

more into a natural setting, this city 
in the jungle also has many beautiful 
beaches and hiking trails.

 For as much as Hong Kong has to 
offer, it is also the gateway to the rest of 
Asia. Every abroad experience incor-
porates travel, but what other program 
allows you to fi re jump rope at a beach 
party in Thailand, cliff jump off a water-
fall in Vietnam or climb Mt. Fuji in 
Japan?  

 You cannot make a bad decision on 
where to go abroad. Simply going will 
prove to be one of the best choices you 
will ever make. That said there are bet-
ter options for particular people. 

 Do not choose a program based on the 
classes they offer. They are all interesting 
and well taught, but the real education 
comes through living and experiencing 
Hong Kong. Five months over there will 
open your eyes to the rest of the world, 
and change your perspective forever.

— Brian Greene and Joy Yoo, 
bgreene@syr.edu, jjyoo01@syr.edu

HONG KONG, CHINA

Due Date: October 10
Cost: Program Fee $7,400 per semester 
Undergraduate Tuition $16,090 per 
semester
Financial Aid is available
Currency exchange: $1 US = $6.82 
Chinese Yuan
Visa: Students who are U.S. citizens 
will need a student visa to study in 
Hong Kong. Syracuse University will 
provide the forms for this visa, and 
students will submit their application to 
Syracuse
Housing: Students are given apart-
ment-style housing in a dormitory.

PROGRAM DATES 
FOR SPRING 2009
Beijing
February 5 - June 20

Hong Kong
January 6 - May 19

Florence 
Option I: January 12 - April 20
Option II: January 4 - April 20
Option III: January 12 - April 20

Strasbourg
January 3 - April 30

London
January 12- May 1

Madrid
January 3 - May 8

Santiago
February 16 - July 15

PROGRAM DATES 
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In addition to options at the seven main centers, 
Syracuse University students may choose to 
study at several other international locations 
at more than 20 SU Abroad World Partner 
universities.

While these programs do not necessarily 
offer the level of staff support or features found 
at other centers, they do provide a much wider 
range of locations available through screened 
institutions.

SU Abroad World Partners are affiliate uni-
versities in locations without an established 
university center. Students enroll through SU 
Abroad, pay SU tuition, receive SU credit and 
use SU financial aid. 

Students must have a minimum 3.0 G.P.A. to 
be considered for World Partners options.

The World Partners program offers a range of 
options for SU students: From enrolling in small 
programs sponsored by other U.S. universi-
ties (Costa Rica, Ecuador, India), to enrolling 
in foreign universities where classes are with 
other international students (Israel, Japan, and 
Korea), to directly enrolling in university cours-
es alongside local students (Australia, Chile, 
Ireland).

Application due dates vary by program. 
In case a student does not want to devote an 

entire semester abroad, SU provides smaller 
international programs through specific 
courses. HNR 350: “The Aqueducts of Ancient 
Rome,” an honors history course, spends a week 
in March traveling through Rome and France 
looking at architecture.

ANT/REL 471: “Religion and Society in Bra-
zil” takes students over Spring Break to Brazil 
to look at religious social interaction.

SPA300.1/ETS300.1/LAS300.1: “Spain and 
the Americas: Cultural Encounters, Transatlan-

tic Connections” is a 10-day, one-credit course 
takes students to Spain to examine some of the 
cultural history that links the Iberian Pen-
insula and the Western Hemisphere through 
several centuries. 

ETS 320: “Jane Austen in Context — Hers 
and Ours” analyzes Jane Austen’s novels in two 
sets of historical and cultural contexts: First, 
the early-19th century British contexts in which 
they were written, and, second, the contempo-
rary global contexts in which they continue to 
be adapted and read.

These courses are taught by SU profes-
sors and are included in the tuition for that 
semester.

— Stephanie Musat, Feature Editor

More abroad options for students
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Wanted to start a new team in seven months. 
Leave the comfort of home for this uncertainty? 
The offer, Flanagan said, got him in the car. So 
he’d listen to what they have to say. 
 They toured the SU campus, watched a 
men’s lacrosse game from a luxury box in the 
Carrier Dome and talked details with athletic 
department officials. They spent three hours on 
campus.
 When they got back into the family’s 2007 
Chevy Uplander, Flanagan’s wife, Sharon, 
whom he met on a blind date in 1983, looked at 
him.
 “I can’t believe how good I feel about this,” 
she said.

***

 It’s why he got into the car in the first place. 
Is there something more out there? The only 
other time Flanagan ever considered leaving St. 
Lawrence was three years ago, when Vermont 
offered him a job.
 This time, Flanagan felt wanted. He hadn’t 
felt that way in a long time. And everything else 
just made too much sense.
 He was thinking more and more about sav-
ing for retirement. Syracuse’s offer would solve 
that. He wanted his kids — ages 10, 14 and 
16 — to experience something different than 
life in Canton. And he wanted to escape the 
mounting pressure, the very same pressure he 
once craved, of fielding a perennial winner at 
St. Lawrence. At Syracuse, there would be few 
expectations in the beginning.
 “Once I got down here,” Flanagan said from 
his office at Manley Field House, “I started 
thinking that I’ve been there for 20 years. I’m 
52. Here’s a chance if I’m ever going to do it to 
spread my wings.”
 So he would come to Syracuse, where there 
were no skate sharpeners, not even pucks for 
when the players tried to scrimmage without the 
coaches around. This is no St. Lawrence, where 
hockey is the only Division I sport, and Flanagan 
turned the tiny liberal arts college with an enroll-
ment of 2,000 into a national power.
 But it’s a fresh start for Flanagan, the first 
head coach of the Syracuse women’s ice hockey 
team, which plays its first-ever game at Colgate 
on Wednesday.
 “I probably shocked some people because I 
grew up in Canton, went to school there, pretty 
much had lived there,” Flanagan said. “But at 
the same time, I was never averse to venturing 
out.”

***

 In the 26 years since he came back to Canton 
after spending two years as a mudlogger in Mon-
tana following graduation from St. Lawrence, 
the longest Flanagan ever spent away from 
Canton was three weeks.
 Flanagan drove his family back to Canton 
after the Syracuse visit. He spent the next 
day celebrating Easter Sunday at his home. 
But Syracuse needed an answer quickly. That 
night, he met with St. Lawrence athletic direc-
tor Margie Strait. The school, she told him, 
didn’t have a competitive counter offer for 
Flanagan.
 “They weren’t necessarily lavishing me,” 
Flanagan said. “Maybe they thought I was never 
going to leave.”
 “He’s just one of the best in the country in all 
of NCAA hockey,” Syracuse Director of Athlet-
ics Daryl Gross told The Daily Orange when he 
hired Flanagan on March 31. “He’s just got such 
a great record of credentials that it was really a 
no-brainer for us.”
 Sharon, his wife, said her initial response 

was one of pride. The idea that a school like 
Syracuse was interested in her husband was “a 
neat feeling.”
 Maybe that’s why Paul Flanagan left home.
 Flanagan drove to Ottawa the Monday 
morning after Easter and flew to Colorado 
Springs, Colo., to attend training camp for the 
U.S. women’s national team in preparation for 
the World Championships in China. Flanagan 
was an assistant coach on the gold medal 
squad.
 Jackie Barto, head coach at Ohio State and 
also the head coach of the U.S. national team, 
was Flanagan’s face-to-face confidant while 
struggling with the decision in Colorado. They 
talked about starting a program — being the 
first coach, making the first lineup, ordering the 
first jerseys. 
 “I could see the excitement and the energy as 
he talked about the opportunity,” Barto said. “I 
definitely think it was the right time for him.”
 Scott Wiley, the head coach at Colgate and 
a good family friend to the Flanagans, said he 
was not surprised at Paul’s desire to leave every-
thing he always knew.
 “I got the sense that at times, he felt like he 
wasn’t supported as he’d like to be,” Wylie said. 
“Syracuse had done a great job with that. The 
sense of them really wanting him made it quite 
a nice fit.”
 Wylie came to visit him a few times after 
Flanagan arrived in Syracuse. He sees a new 
Flanagan, someone with renewed energy. 
Recently, they fished together at Green Lakes 
State Park in Fayetteville. 
 “He just seems like he’s really enjoying it,” 
Wylie said. “He’s refreshed. The opportunity 
has really given him new energy.”

***

 But why was he drained in the first place? 
Admittedly, Flanagan said, he had everything 
he needed in Canton. His family was happy. He 
loved the community. He coached a winning 
team.
 Canton has been good to him. It was, after all, 
why he started coaching. The town is so small that 
when Flanagan came back from Montana in 1982, 

he ran into the athletic director at Canton High 
School. They needed a hockey coach.
 “Hey, you played hockey,” Flanagan remem-
bers him saying. “You gotta be able to coach.”
 So he did, while serving as a substitute 
teacher at the school. Then, in 1988, he went 
back to St. Lawrence as assistant coach on the 
men’s team. Eleven years later, he took over the 
women’s team.
 Canton loves its hockey, Paul says. And 
everyone in Canton knows the Flanagans, Sha-
ron says.
 Maybe that’s why Paul Flanagan left home.
 Flanagan compiled a 230-83-24 record and 
made five Frozen Fours in nine years as the 
women’s head coach. “He’s one of the best coach-
es in the country,” Wylie said. “I’d put him in top 
three or four in the country.”
 But, somewhere along the way, he grew restless.
 “There was always that pressure,” Flanagan 
said, relaxed in his new chair. “‘We need to get 
back (to the Frozen Four).’ One of those years, I 
thought, ‘There are a lot of teams out there that 
haven’t even come close to going to one.’ This is 
just different. I’ve lived with that pressure and 
it motivates you, but if I’m sitting in that chair 
two hours up the road, it’s like, ‘We gotta get 
back there again.’ There’s pressure. Each and 
every single night. Tons of pressure.
 “If we lost a game against someone we 
shouldn’t… that pressure to succeed, boy, it 
keeps you awake at night. It grinds on the play-
ers. You can see it in them. And here, right now, 
I hope there are no expectations other than to be 
competitive and to get better. It’s refreshing.”
 He stops to consider what he’s saying.
 “I never really thought about it that much, 
but now that I’m listening to myself speak here, 
there’s a certain part of me that’s like, ‘Hey, 
fresh start.’ Because I do like that pressure to a 
degree. I thrived on that. If I didn’t, I would have 
left what I was doing a long time ago.”

***

 So why did Paul Flanagan leave home for 
Syracuse?
 He’s sitting in the temporary coaches’ locker 
room at Tennity Ice Skating Pavilion on South 

Campus. In front of him is a brown and red 
St. Lawrence equipment bag. The Syracuse 
gear isn’t here yet. Stuck somewhere on the 
Canadian border, says full-time equipment man 
Trevor Simpson. Sticks, gloves, pants, helmets, 
it’s all on the way. Hopefully. 
 “Who cares?” Flanagan said. “It would be 
nice if we had all this stuff…”
 He’s just grateful to have a full-time equip-
ment man. The inadequate players’ locker room 
is cramped? Who cares? They’ll appreciate the 
bigger one when it’s built. They had to erect 
makeshift walls to form his office at Manley? 
Who cares? He’s just glad he can pick when his 
team practices (mid-day, so he can be home for 
dinner every night). 
 Flanagan’s not sure he would do what he just 
did — find a team in three months — again. But 
that’s over, for the most part. (“He’s basically 
working our ass off the whole time,” freshman 
forward Megan Skelly said.) Already, three 
days after he conducted the first-ever Syracuse 
women’s ice hockey practice, two recruits for 
next year are watching this Tuesday practice. 
 Back to the grind. But it doesn’t seem like a 
grind compared to St. Lawrence. No pressure. 
Low expectations. And he is the one creating it 
all.
 So why did Paul Flanagan leave home for 
Syracuse?
 He finds out, beginning Wednesday.

magelb@syr.edu
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flanagan
f r o m  p a g e  1

mahala gaylord | contributing photographer
paul flanagan takes over as Syracuse’s first-ever women’s ice hockey coach. Flanagan is the sixth-winningest head coach in 
Division I women’s ice hockey, with a 230-83-24 record while coaching at St. Lawrence.  

Flanagan File
Before he came to Syracuse, Paul Flana-
gan built a hockey powerhouse at St. 
Lawrence that went to five Frozen Fours 
in seven years.

Year Record NCAA Finish
1999-2000 18-15-2 Did not qualify
2000-01 24-8-3 Second place
2001-02 22-10-4 Did not qualify
2002-03 22-9-4 Did not qualify
2003-04 28-10-1 Third place
2004-05 28-8-5 Third place
2005-06 31-5-2 Semifinals
2006-07 29-8-3 Semifinals
2007-08 28-10-1 Quarterfinals



By Didier Morais
Staff Writer

For the last four years, Chris Crane’s core respon-
sibilities as an understudy were to analyze game 
film, carry a clipboard on the sidelines and 
patiently wait for an opportunity to play — two of 
those years in the shadow of Matt Ryan.
 Now Ryan is in the NFL, and Crane finally 
has received his long-awaited opportunity to be 
the starter at Boston College. 
 Still, Crane is under an intense amount of 
scrutiny as the starter. This season, several eyes 
will be analyzing his every move, hoping he can 
live up to the expectations of his predecessor.
 Last year, Ryan helped the Eagles rise to 
No. 2 in the nation at one point, was 11-3 as the 
starter and threw for 4,507 yards and 31 touch-
downs. As a result, the Atlanta Falcons selected 
him with the third overall pick in the 2008 NFL 
Draft, and eventually named him the team’s 
starting quarterback.
 But most Eagles fans have not quite adjust-
ed to the commencement of the Crane era in 
Ryan’s absence. During last weekend’s game 
against Central Florida, the fans vehemently 
booed Crane while he went 6-of-14 for 45 yards 
with one interception in the first half.
 Trailing 7-3, BC coach Jeff Jagodzin-
ski benched Crane for two offensive series. But 
Crane returned in the second half, passed for a 
touchdown, rushed for two more and rallied the 
offense to 31 unanswered points in the 34-7 win.
 Crane admits he usually isolates himself 
from the scrutiny, as a means to escape Ryan’s 
shadow and ignore the criticism.
 “I try to not look at any of the media, listen 
to it, read it, or think about it,” Crane said. “I 
pretty much just stay with my friends and my 
family, and do what my coaches ask me to do.”
 While Crane acknowledges that he can’t com-
pletely elude the comparisons between himself 
and Ryan, he wants to make one thing clear.
 “We are two different quarterbacks,” Crane said.
 The statistics corroborate Crane’s notion. In 
three games, he has rushed for 85 yards and four 
touchdowns, while passing for only two. During 
Ryan’s four-year tenure at Boston College, his 
rushing average totaled a paltry 58 yards, but he 
set school records in single-season passing yards 
(4,507) and career completions (807). 
 Essentially, Crane relies on his mobility 
more than Ryan. Once he breaks the pocket, 
his first impetus is to run. When Ryan broke 
the pocket, he usually scoured the coverage and 
looked for a target.
 In fact, the disparity between their styles is so 
great, that Jagodzinski had to change the offen-
sive playbook to adapt to Crane’s mobility. Senior 
wide receiver Brandon Robinson, who has caught 
passes from both Ryan and Crane, can attest to 
the change in philosophy throughout the years.
 “The biggest difference is that Chris is able 
to option the ball and run with it,” Robinson 
said. “He looks like the typical drop back quar-
terback, but he is a dual threat. Whereas with 
Matt, we never really did that because he didn’t 
really have the legs for it.”
 Regardless of the variance in playing styles, 
Crane continues to seek guidance from Ryan, as 
he handles the pressure of finally being Boston 

College’s starter.
 “He’s been pretty busy himself recently,” 
Crane said of Ryan. “But he basically just says 
play your game, endure the ups and downs, and 
things will turn out all right.”
 The No. 1 nod has been a long time coming for 
Crane, backed up Quinton Porter and Matt Ryan 
the past four years. It was a difficult transition for 
Crane, who had long been accustomed to the lime-
light as a four-year starter at Trinity High School. 
 “It would be very frustrating for anyone 
who is an athlete or who is a competitor,” Crane 
said. “Some people just have to wait their turn, 
and the only thing you can do is don’t let the 
frustration get the best of you. You have to basi-
cally sit there, learn as much as you can, bide 
your time, and when your shot does come, you 
have to take it.”
 Despite the promotion, Crane’s mindset and 
weekly routines remained the same. He contin-
ued to prepare for games, just like if he was still 
the backup. 
 “I’ve basically done the same things from 
every year,” Crane said. “I mean every starter 
and backup should be preparing just about the 
same way because the backup will always be 
one snap away from playing the entire year.”

Ball State receiver likely to recover
 Ball State senior wide receiver Dante Love 
suffered a career-ending cervical spine fracture 
during last weekend’s game against Indiana. 
After catching a short pass from quarterback 

Nate Davis, Love had a head-to-head collision 
with Hoosiers cornerback Chris Adkins and 
was knocked unconscious. 
 He remained motionless for 15 minutes, so the 
medical staff strapped him to a backboard and 
transported him to Bloomington Hospital. The 
doctors performed a five-hour surgery on Love, 
hoping to evade the possibility of paralysis. 
 A day after the surgery, Ball State released 
a statement, saying that the doctors expected 
Love “to live a normal and happy life,” but his 
football career would come to an abrupt end. 
Before the accident, Love entered the game as 
the nation’s leader in receiving yards per game, 
averaging 144.3 yards.

Game to Watch: No. 8 Alabama at No. 3 
Georgia 
       In a battle with SEC and national cham-
pionship implications, Georgia returns home 
this weekend to face Alabama. This weekend, 
fans should have their eyes on a pair of fresh-
man wideouts — Alabama’s Julio Jones and 
Georgia’s A.J. Green. 
 The 6-foot-4 Jones was the No. 1 wide receiv-
er recruit of the 2008 freshman class according 
to Scout.com. Through four games, he’s caught 
three touchdowns and leads the team with 132 
receiving yards. But so far this season, Green 
has overshadowed Jones, catching 16 balls for 
300 yards and two touchdowns. 

dsmorais@syr.edu
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Crane looks to 
emerge from 
Ryan’s shadow

courtesy of bc media relations
chris crane completed 16-for-34 passes and scored three total touchdowns in Boston College’s 34-7 win over Central florida. 
Crane replaced Matt ryan as starting quaterback after ryan was drafted third overall in the 2008 NfL draft by the atlanta falcons. 

AP ToP 25
1. Southern California 2-0
2. Oklahoma 3-0
3. Georgia 4-0
4. florida 3-0
5. LSU 3-0
6. Missouri 4-0
7. texas 3-0
8. alabama 4-0
9. Wisconsin 3-0
10. texas tech 4-0
11. Brigham Young 4-0
12. Penn State 4-0
13. South florida 4-0
14. Ohio State 3-1
15. auburn 3-1
16. Wake forest 3-0
17. Utah 4-0
18. Kansas 3-1
19. Boise State 3-0
20. Clemson 3-1
21. Vanderbilt 4-0
22. illinois 2-1
23. east Carolina 3-1
24. tCU 4-0
25. fresno State 2-1



that offered Jones a scholarship are Buffalo 
and Akron. Jones said he watched Akron’s 
42-28 win over SU three weeks ago, but he 
didn’t elaborate whether or not the upset 
would play into his ultimate decision.
 The job status of Robinson seems to be 
the bigger tipping point. Robinson’s presence 
off the field was one of the primary factors 
that peaked Jones’ interest in playing for the 
Orange. Weiss said that Robinson exudes the 
aura of a winner.
 Weiss said that at a coach’s conference in 
Atlantic City during the offseason, Robinson 
outshone some of college football’s most suc-
cessful coaches, such as Louisiana State’s 
Les Miles, when selling its programs to high 
school players.
 “He looks like the kind of guy who is a 
winner, even though he might be struggling 
right now, I know he is a winner,” Weiss said. 
“That is tremendous as a coach because that is 
showing that you have a lot of confidence, your 
self esteem is high, and you are working to get 
better.”
 At only 5-foot-10, 165 pounds, Jones will 
have to bulk up by the time he gets to college 
to compete at the Division I level. Both Weiss 
and Jones recognize this fact and have made 
it one of Jones’ primary goals during his 
senior year.
 “I’m a boney kid, I’m just fast,” Jones said. 
“I know at the next level everybody is about 180 
or 190 (pounds) so I have to get ready for those 
type of hits.”
 The soft-spoken Jones has some trouble 
identifying exactly what he is best at on the 
football field, but Weiss said speed and versa-
tility are his strengths. 
 Weiss even said he’s contemplating putting 
Jones at quarterback for certain situations 
because of his ability to outrun most defenders. 
Jones is not looking to play under center at the 
next level, but he is looking to add to a depleted 
Syracuse wide receiver corps.
 For Jones being part of a rebuilding 
effort does not turn him away from the 
chance to play big time college football. 
To come from where he grew up and 
play college football at its highest level 
is enough for him — wherever that may 
be.
 “Not a lot of people from my area go to big 
time D-I schools out of public high school,” 
Jones said. “Coming in I knew I could play 
college football, but I didn’t know a school 
such as Syracuse would be interested in me, 
let alone give me a full ride to play for them.”

jssutton@syr.edu
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courtesy of the press of atlantic city
leavander jones has given a soft 
verbal commitment to Syracuse for next 
fall. Jones caught 26 passes for 404 yards 
with four touchdowns last year at Atlantic 
City (N.J.) High School. 

recruit
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

The university’s goal is for the build-
ing to be LEED-certi fied, meaning it 
meets the standards of the Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design Green 
Building System — a sustainable and 
environmental ly-friendly construction 
initiative through the U.S. Green Build-
ing Council.
 Thurston said that by recycling the con-
struction waste locally and using products 
almost exclusively from local companies, the 
facility is already on pace to be certified, and 
now he hopes the building earns “silver” cer-
tification — an even “greener” designation.   
 “We’re excited,” Thurston said. “This is 
really a great project, and we’re excited to be a 
part of it.”
 Cleveland Hughes, the president of CHC Con-
struction Group, one of the groups facilitating the 
project, said the ‘Melo Center will be the first two-
court collegiate practice facility in the country. It 
also will be used by both the men’s and women’s 
teams — a rarity in college basketball.
 “It does put the SU facility miles ahead of 
other collegiate facilities in the country, and 
that could become a very important recruiting 
tool,” Hughes said. 
 Besides giving the two basketball teams a 
new practice center, the ‘Melo Center should 
reduce congestion in the Carrier Dome in the 
spring, when winter and spring sports need to 
share one space.
 Pete Sala, the associate athletics director 
for facility operation, said making practice 
schedules will be much easier now, because 
the basketball teams will only practice in 
the Dome the day before or the day after 
games. In recent years, the Dome has been 
booked virtually all day, with some teams 
having to start practice as early as 7 a.m.
 Syracuse is not alone in trying to improve 

its basketball facilities. Hughes said other Big 
East schools like Louisville are embarking on 
similar construction projects, but those are all 
one-court facilities.
 Said Hughes: “Everybody realizes that coming 
out of high school now, the athletes want something 
to more or less prepare them for the next level.”

jediamon@syr.edu

‘melo center
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

Syracuse looked sharp in its final tune-up 
before Big East play, traveling to Cornell 
and sweeping the Big Red, 3-0.
 The Orange (7-8) has now won three 
straight matches — a solid platform to build 
off of as it prepares to begin its Big East 
schedule Sunday at Rutgers. SU’s next five 
matches will be against conference foes.
 Three Orange players tied for the team 
lead with eight kills — freshman Erin Little, 
sophomore Hayley Todd and junior Kacie 
MacTavish. Little also led the team with 
seven blocks. April Quigley played distribu-
tor, doling out 31 assists. Syracuse domi-
nated in attack percentage, converting 30.6 
percent of its attacks compared to a 15.4 
percent mark for Cornell.
 The Big Red (1-6) had a chance to steal 
the opening set for Syracuse, leading for 
much of the frame. But Syracuse stormed 
back, tying the match at 21 before eventually 
prevailing, 25-22.
 The momentum carried over to the next 
two sets. SU streaked out to a 5-1 lead in the 
second set and never led by less than three, 
winning the frame, 25-18. The clinching set 
was close early, before the Orange went on a 

five-point run to take a 15-11 advantage. SU 
cruised from there, sealing a 25-20 win with 
kills from Little and Morton.

loncarica named ecAc player of the week
 The awards continued to pour in for No. 
2 Syracuse field hockey midfielder Martina 
Loncarica. The freshman was named the 
Eastern College Athletic Conference player 
of the week Wednesday.
 Loncarica tallied 11 points in Syra-
cuse’s (8-0) weekend wins over then-No. 11 
Louisville and New Hampshire. In the 3-0 
win against the Cardinals, the freshman 
assisted on all three Syracuse goals — tying 
the school record for assists in one game for 
the second time this year.
 Two days later, Loncarica registered 
three goals and two assists in the Orange’s 
10-0 drubbing of New Hampshire. The eight 
points tied for second on SU’s single-game 
list.
 Loncarica has already garnered two 
other awards this week — Big East player 
of the week and womensfieldhockey.com 
rookie of the week.

— Complied by sports editor John Clayton

s t a f f  r e p o r t

Volleyball sweeps Cornell, 
wins 3rd straight match 

“Everybody realizes that 
coming out of high 
school now, the athletes 
want something to more 
or less prepare them 
for the next level.”

Cleveland Hughes
PreSideNt, CHC CoNStruCtioN GrouP
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apartments for rent
Best locations
 apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom apts 
5-7 Bedroom Houses

 furnished, laundry, parking
 736, 787, 818 ostrom

706 livingston
514 euclid

848 ackerman
446-6268 or 446-2602

see our website www.campushill.com for 
details on 2009/2010 availabilites. or call 
us at 315-422-7110

o.p.r. developers
apt + Houses

Great apartments
 still aVailaBle for 

scHool 
Year 2009-2010

studios
116 comstock ave.

1 Bedroom apts
722 clarendon

300 euclid
116 comstock

2 Bedroom apts 
320 euclid

832 ackerman
737 lancaster
1104 madison

3 Bedroom apts 
300 euclid

1104 madison
945 ackerman
949 ackerman
924 lancaster
110 comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 clarendon
320 euclid

873 ackerman
1104 ackerman
5 Bedroom apts 
810 livingston
822 lancaster
1104 madison

6 Bedroom apts 
110 comstock

 
please visit our website at 

www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 
apartments

call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

Brand neW 3  Bedroom  
fUrnisHed toWnHoUses 

flat panel tv’s, new kitches, stainless appli-
ances, baths, new hardwood floors, new 
bedroom furniture, couches, washer/dryer 
off street parking, garage, etc. Near South 

campus area
pads llc

contact alan 203-515-0933

rent from the landlord the daily or-
ange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

4 Bedroom apt 702 maryland 
BiG! $360

2Bedroom 525 euclid
 includes utilities

small but cheap $485

many 1 Bedrooms at 801 euclid - 
Utilities included!

315-420-6937 
or email at 

su_topia@hotmail.com 

1 Bedroom  apartments

415 euclid ave.
309 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

917 ackerman ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University ave.
145 avondale pl.

1011 e. adams st.
302 marshall st.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

parking, full-time
maintenance and management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

4 Bedroom Houses
and apartments

145 avondale pl.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison st.
921 ackerman ave.

319 euclid ave.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

parking, full-time
maintenance and management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

apartments + HoUses
magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

aparments + HoUses
sonia 350-4191

ciGanKa6@aol.com
www.universityhill.com 

large furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

eleGantlY oVerlooKinG parK: 
1108-1205-1207-1209 madison 1-2-3 bedroom 
aprts, lofts, or house;
all luxuriously furnished, heated, hot water, park-
ing.  no pets.  
CALL (315) 4690780. E-mail: fine@a-znet.com
some pictures on web site : fine-interiors-syra-
cuse.net

five Bedroom fully furnished house on livingston 
ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
one year lease begins in may. call dave at 345-
9955 or email davide2114@aol.com 

apartments + HoUses
maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

lancaster 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! parking, 
porches, W/d,furnished, close, and clean! 
starts June 1.  call rich 374-9508

furnished 2-8 Bedroom apts/ Houses.
livingston,sumner, claredon, ackerman. 469-
6665

3 Bedroom apartments

329 comstock ave.
319 euclid ave.

145 avondale pl.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

parking, full-time
maintenance and management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

apartments + HoUses
sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

1 Block to campus 
226 euclid acroos from shaw dorm 
4 bedroom and 2 bedroom furnished, laundry, 
good size rooms with plenty of storage space, all 
appliances. off street parking. 
Jerry 446-6318 or 263-8575

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentinG for 2009-2010
John o. Williams

Quality campus area apartments
over 30 years of service

              call John or Judy 

              478-7548
       collegehome.com

2 Br furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of ostrom and clarendon across from do 
and shaw parking W/d 422-7138

2 Bedroom Houses
and apartments

302 marshall st.
145 avondale pl.
812 ostrom ave.
415 euclid ave.

1202 Harrison st.
510 euclid ave.
621 euclid ave.

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

parking, full-time
maintenance and management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5 Bedroom Houses
and apartments

604 Walnut ave.
1202 Harrison st.
115 Redfield Pl.
415 euclid ave

available for 2009-2010
fully furnished, laundry

parking, full-time
maintenance and management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

$100 reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  furnished.  sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  dishwasher.  Hardwood floors.  available 
June 2009. 447-8430

apartments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

for sale
1990 chevy capri classic 17 mpG 56K $2,300 
call 655-2777 good condition, stored winters  

Help Wanted
spring Break 09
Hiring campus reps
travel free/ earn$$
free Beer pong table
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710 

microsoft live search Brand reps needed at sU 
earn extra cash and Get real World marketing 
experience limited positions available apply 
By 10/01/08 at www.repnation.com/microsoftli-
vesearch 
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed
1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

september 25,  2008  23

the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

night lights
hiring dancers 

make up to $600 a week. 
come in for an audition 

from 6 to 7:30PM 637 n. salina st. 
478-4409

Miscellaneous
grand reoPening !

the Yesterday Market & boutique
55 albany street

cazenovia, new York
fri. sept 26th 6PM-9PM

sat. sept 27th 10aM-9PM
sun. sept 28th 12noon-5PM

one year ago i opened my shop at 57 
albany street, cazenovia, new York, and 
have now moved to a larger store next 
door at 55 albany street. on display is 
a great inventory of Vintage clothing & 
accessories, Jewelry, art, including many 
original paintings & signed prints, Period & 
retro furnishings (earnes era), lighting, 
decorative items and unusual items. i also 
have a nice selection of Men’s Pocket 

Watches (several 21 Jewel railroad 
grade) and several nice wrist watches. 
thank You, fran diorio, proprietor, ... 

Phone:315-655-9608, 
fadiorio@yahoo.com 

traVel
spring break 09
free travel for groups
free Meals and drinKs
best Prices
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710 

Harry’s Bar and ZJ’s Pizza
present

THE NFL TICKET IN HD EVERY SUNDAY!!
700 South Crouse Ave 

(315)422-2123 
We Deliver!

easY sudoKu!

hard sudoKu!MediuM sudoKu!
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plugging away
One year after groundbreaking, officials say ‘Melo Center on schedule

ben addonizio | photo editor
carmelo k. anthony center is scheduled to open on time in September 2009. The facility, financed in part by a $3 million donation 
from Anthony, will be home to two practice courts, a weight room, locker rooms and coaches’ offices.

By Jared Diamond
STAff WriTer

T
he slew of local media crowd-
ing around the vast, empty 
construction site adjacent to 
Manley Field House thought 

it was standing on a big pile of dirt. 
To Jeremy Thurston, that meaningless 
patch of land is worth a whole lot more.
 “We’re standing about where the 
reception desk is going to be for the 
facility,” said Thurston, vice presi-
dent of the Hayner Hoyt Corpora-
tion, the coordinating construction 
company for the Carmelo K. Anthony 
Basketball Center.
 At least, where the reception desk 
will be a year from now.
 Thurston confirmed Wednesday that 
construction of the two-story, 53,100-foot 
basketball practice facility, already col-
loquially known as the ‘Melo Center, is 

on schedule for its completion in Septem-
ber 2009. Placement of the steel for the 
foundation will begin in November after 
a mass excavation to make room for the 
retaining walls.
 The update comes about one year 
after Syracuse University held a ground 
breaking ceremony signifying the 
beginning of construction. Anthony, 
who starred on Syracuse’s 2003 national 
title team, pledged $3 million toward the 
building for the naming rights.
 “That thing is going to be finished 
on time,” SU Director of Athletics Daryl 
Gross told The Daily Orange in August. 
“I’ve been assured of that over and 
over. Because every time I go out there 
and don’t see a tractor, I go around 
screaming at everyone. 
 “But we’re proud of that. It’s going to 
help recruiting.”
 Work crews continue to clear out 

mounds of soil from a large hill on the 
northeast side of Manley Field House 
that will be replaced by a retaining wall 
and part of the building. Thurston said 
that process is ahead of schedule because 
of the nice weather in the Syracuse area 
this month and better than expected soil 
conditions. 
 Thurston also confirmed the 
general layout of the facility: two 
practice courts, a weight room and 
locker rooms on the bottom f loor, 
coaches’ offices on the top f loor. 
Part of Manley Field House will 
be knocked down to connect to the 
‘Melo Center through a Syracuse 
basketball Hall of Fame.
 The current basketball arena in 
Manley Field House will likely be used 
for track and field and multi-purpose 
training.
 

r e c r u i t i n g 
n o t e b o o k

Wr Jones 
relishing 
d-1 chance

see RecRuit page 21

o n l i n e n o w
Check out the latest edition of 
our video podcast, On the Beat, 
as our football beat writers 
preview Syracuse’s Big east 
opener against Pittsburgh. 
Watch it at: 
sports.dailyorange.com

see ‘melo centeR page 21

By John Sutton
STAff WriTer

Leavander Jones never expected this 
opportunity to come. Only rarely do 
football players in his high school get 
looks from Division I schools. 
 Jones is one of the lucky ones, and 
he’s hoping to make the best of his shot.
 The Atlantic City (N.J.) High 
School senior wide receiver recently 
gave Syracuse a soft verbal commit-
ment to play for the Orange next fall, 
according to Scout.com. He said that 
the education he would receive at SU 
put it above some of the other schools 
he was looking at. Coming from what 
his high school coach, Robert Weiss, 
described as “an inner city school,” 
not many other players in his high 
school have the chance to play college 
football, much less at the Division I 
level.
 “It feels good knowing that I can 
go to school for free, especially a Divi-
sion I college,” Jones said. “It’s some-
thing I always wanted to do, and it 
feels good to know that I finally have 
the chance to do it.”
 Jones’ chance may come else-
where. Like many of the other high 
school football players that Syracuse 
is recruiting this fall, the job status 
of head coach Greg Robinson is a 
concern for Jones, a two-star recruit 
according to Scout.com. He said 
wasn’t the tenuous situation at the 
helm for the Orange that was keeping 
him from making a solid verbal com-
mitment, but admitted he would look 
at other schools if Robinson was fired.
 “Not knowing who is coming in 
after him if he is to go, that changes 
my mind,” Jones said. “They would 
still be at the top of my list, but I would 
probably start looking elsewhere a 
little more.”
 The only other Division I schools 

On theBeat
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weekend
september 26-28, 2008

go all the way 
fri 66° | sat 69°

FOOTBALL EXTRA

No pressure
The Syracuse 
defense hasn’t 
been able to 
get to the quar-
terback con-
sistently this 
season.
Page 4

Cold streak
Lavar Lobdell is 
still struggling 
to live up to 
expectations at 
wide receiver.
Page 3

Pregame 
graphics 
inside
Get all the 
details behind 
Saturday’s 
matchup with 
position pre-
views, stats 
and more. 
Page 6-7

Second SeaSon
After starting 1-3, Syracuse 
looks to salvage its season 
in Big East play
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Carter is questionable, Collier might redshirt
Sophomore tailback Delone Carter said he was “not sure” whether 
he will be able to play against Pittsburgh this Saturday as he con-
tinues to rehab a pulled hamstring. Carter suffered the injury in the 
first quarter of SU’s loss to Penn State. An MRI last week revealed 
Carter did not suffer a tear. He did not play against Northeastern. 
When asked if he could have played against Northeastern, Carter 
laughed and said, “No, not at all.”
— Syracuse head coach Greg Robinson was asked about freshman 
tailback Averin Collier, and whether Robinson had made a decision 
to redshirt the highly touted tailback. Robinson was non-committal.
“I haven’t made a call on that,” Robinson said. “Averin is talented 
and he’s a gifted guy. I think he’s back to 100 percent, but we 
haven’t determined yet where we stand with a number of our 
freshmen yet.”
As for Collier’s take on this whole situation? I talked to Collier two 
weeks ago, and he said he would be open to a redshirt if that’s 
what the coaches decided. Contrary to the hype surrounding him 
when he first came to SU, Collier said he came to the Orange 
knowing he would likely have to wait his turn this season. All in all, 
he didn’t seem upset at all that he’s not really in the mix right now.
Unless Carter’s injury worsens or another injury hits the running 
back corps, it’s hard to see Collier seeing the field this year. 

—John Clayton, sports editor

t h u r s d a y,  s e p t.  2 5 

Big East  
Basketball Quick Hits
Pittsburgh has tacked on another 
three years to head coach Jamie 
Dixon’s contract, which now extends 
through the 2015-16 season. 
Two years ago, Dixon received an 
extension after Missouri and Ari-
zona State both made a push to get 
him. The Panthers probably felt it 
needed to cater to Dixon as other 
Big East coaches continue to land 
lucrative, long-term deals i.e. West 
Virginia’s Bob Huggins’ $20 million 
deal over the next 10 years.
—Speaking of Pitt, the Panthers 
starting guard Levance Fields may 
not be ready for the start of pre-
season practices. Five weeks ago, 
Fields had a second surgery on his 
left foot, but his rehab has been 
slower than expected, a report on 
Scout.com said. Team officials and 
doctors met Thursday to discuss 
the matter. 
—Connecticut freshman Nate Miles 
was arrested on charges he violated 
a restraining order that was placed 
on him Sept. 22 by UConn police. 
Miles made a phone call to the 
protected party that same day. The 
team had no comment, and Miles 
will report to court on Tuesday. The 
6-foot-7 forward played for five high 
schools and is a four-star recruit, 
according to Scout.com. 

—Tyler Dunne, asst. sports editor
joey baker | new media editor

delone Carter did not play last week against 
Northeastern after injuring his hamstring against Penn State. w e d n e s d a y,  s e p t.  24 

Orange will host Richmond 
in CBE Classic
It’s the promo you’ll hear on 
SportsCenter nonstop as Novem-
ber nears. It’s just too snappy to 
ignore: 14 games in 23 hours. And 
Syracuse will be part of it. Two 
games in the CBE Classic will be 
part of ESPN’s basketball kickoff 
marathon.  
Syracuse will host Atlantic 10’s 
Richmond at 6 p.m. on Nov. 18. 
The game marks the fourth time 
the Orange and the Spiders have 
battled. 
The mere metion of Richmond 
probably still strikes sore chords in 
the hearts of many SU fans. Seven-
teen years ago Richmond defeated 
SU in one of the greatest upsets 
in NCAA basketball history. In the 
first round of the 1991 tourney, No. 
15 seeded Richmond shocked the 
second-seeded Orange, 73-69. It 
was the first time ever that a 15th 
seed knocked off a 2nd seed. 

—Tyler Dunne, asst. sports editor

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation
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OREgOn statE 
UpsEts nO. 1 UsC
In a college football stunner, the 
Oregon State Beavers beat number 
one-ranked USC Thursday night, 
27-21.

Oregon State took advantage of a 
21-0 lead in the first half and a turn-
over late in the game. Freshman 
Jacquizz Rodgers ran for 186 yards 
and scored two touchdowns in the 
Pac-10 upset. 

Quarterback Lyle Moevao for Ore-
gon Statecompleted 18 of 26 pass-
es for 167 yards and two scores.

Oregon State coach Mike Riley said 
of his team: “They came out and 
competed. We were respectful, but 
not in awe.”

The Beavers also upset USC in 
2006 at Reser Stadium. Oregon 
State’s only other victory over a No. 
1 team was a 3-0 win over USC and 
O.J. Simpson in 1967. 

tEnnEssE COaCh 
has sURgERy aftER 
RaCCOOn fight
Pat Summitt, coach of the wom-
en’s Tenneesee Volunteers basket-
ball team, had shoulder surgery in 
the offseason after getting into a 
scrape with a raccoon. Summitt 
had arthroscopic surgery Thursday 
in Knoxville, Tenn., to repair recur-
ring instability problems.

Summitt, the winningest basketball 
coach in NCAA history has had 
problems with her right shoulder 
since dislocating it while chasing 
away a raccoon that was about to 
attack her dog. The March 5 attack 
came near her home right before 

the Southeastern Conference tour-
nament.

The coach will begin rehab in about 
a week. The Lady Vols start prac-
tice on Oct. 17.

ERniE Davis 
sCUlptOR spEaks
Nearly two weeks after the unveil-
ing of a statue of former SU run-
ning back Ernie Davis that depicts 
him wearing Nike shoes, sculptor 
Bruno Lucchesi is still waiting to 
make the corrections.

“I was shocked to learn that the 
material given to me for the helmet 
and the cleats were mistaken,” 
Lucchesi said in a statement. “I 
want to make it clear that I did 
exactly what I was asked to do and 
the mistake was not made by me. 
They told me that they were thrilled 
with it.”

The statue of the first black player 
to win the Heisman Trophy depicts 
him in modern-day football gear-
including Nike cleats. Davis won the 
national championship in 1959--near-
ly a decade before Nike was formed.

Lucchesi,  said all of the materials-
uniform, helmet, cleats and pads-
were supplied by the university. He 
also said that upon completion of 
the clay model prior to its bronzing, 
the university approved the project.

Syracuse athletic director Daryl 
Gross said he never saw the fin-
ished statue until just before its 
unveiling.

Nike, which has a contract with SU 
athletics, said the company had 
nothing to do with the mistakes.

“We didn’t even know the statue 
was being erected,” Nike spokes-
man Kejuan Wilkins said.
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M.I.A. SU wide receiver Lavar Lobdell 
only has three catches this season, 
and he’s getting impatient

jamie depould | staff photographer
lavar lobdell has caught three passes for 33 yards this season. The Christian Brothers Academy graduate has yet to score a touchdown in his collegiate career.

see LobdeLL page 9

By Jared Diamond
STAff WriTer

A flashback to the last time Lavar Lobdell 
scored a touchdown. Local football enthu-
siasts may remember it fondly.

 It happened at the Carrier Dome late in the 
fourth quarter of a game the crowd still had 
a reason to care about. After all, here was an 
opportunity to root against Ray Rice, a local 
enemy and former Rutgers star tailback, who 
had already scored three touchdowns. 

 With the score tied, Lobdell took the ball and 
scooted 27 yards to the endzone to give his team 

a 41-35 lead — the eventual final tally. “Finally, 
it shut Ray Rice up,” Lobdell said.

 It was a Syracuse fan’s greatest dream: Lob-
dell scoring the winning touchdown to propel 
the Orange to a key win against Big East rival 
Rutgers, leaving Rice, now with the Baltimore 
Ravens, wishing he hadn’t broken his verbal 
commitment to SU.

 One problem, though. 
 The year was 2004. The game, the Class 

AA New York State championship. Rice played 
for New Rochelle taking handoffs from now 
Providence basketball standout Geoff McDer-

mott. Lobdell was still a four-star wide receiver 
recruit at local Christian Brothers Academy, 
showing why Rivals.com ranked him the third-
best prospect in the state.

 “If someone had told me I would not score a 
touchdown since then,” Lobdell said, “I would 
have laughed in their face.”

 Yes, it has been almost four years since 
Lobdell, now a junior for the Orange, last expe-
rienced the endzone. Despite all the hype, Lob-
dell’s time at Syracuse has been nothing short 
of a frustrating disappointment. He has just 
16 catches and no touchdown in his collegiate 

career. By way of comparison, Donte Davis has 
12 receptions this season alone.

 As far as Lobdell is concerned, there is an 
easy explanation as to why this year has not 
gone well: He isn’t getting the ball thrown to 
him enough.

 “We like to run the ball,” Lobdell said. “I’ll 
say that.”

 Then, less than a minute later in the same 
interview:

 “How can I say this and be politically 
correct?” he said. “If the ball is in my hands 



joey baker | new media editor
art jones tries to tackle Northeastern quarterback Anthony Orio last Saturday. SU will try and put more pressure on Pittsburgh QB, Ben Stull,       this Saturday. SU only has 
four sacks this season. Nick Santiago leads the team with 1.5 sacks, while Jones and Anthony Perkins have one apiece.
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By Andy McCullough
ENtErPriSE EditOr

Vincenzo Giruzzi knows where home is — the 
other team’s backfield — and he knows how to 
get there. He just hasn’t done it enough this sea-
son. His team hasn’t gotten there enough either. 
Because, to Giruzzi, “getting home” means sack-
ing quarterbacks, and the Orange have just four 
sacks in four games.

 “We’ve been putting good pressure, but as 
far as getting home,” Giruzzi said, “we have to 
improve on that.”

 Syracuse (1-3) opens its Big East sched-
ule Saturday with another home game — and 
another chance to get home — when it hosts 
Pittsburgh (2-1) at noon in the Carrier Dome. So 
while stopping Panthers running back LeSean 
McCoy will be important, drilling quarterback 
Bill Stull matters too. 

 Nick Santiago leads the team in sacks with 
1.5, while Arthur Jones and Anthony Perkins 
each have one. Giruzzi has a half sack. Jones, 
despite dealing with almost constant double-
teams, also has four tackles for a loss. 

 The lack of a disruptive pass rush has hurt 
the past two years. After notching 34 sacks in 
2006, the Orange tallied nine in 2007. And while 
the defense is on pace for more this season, 
there are still problems. Quarterbacks average 
278 yards a game against this defense. Syracuse 
has allowed 13 touchdowns passes. 

 In last week’s 30-21 win over Northeastern, 
the Orange was unable to sack Huskies quarter-
back Anthony Orio, who threw for 293 yards and 
two touchdowns. But the defensive line did get 
after him, head coach Greg Robinson said at his 

Sunday press conference. 
 “I thought the other day that there was 

a pass rush,” Robinson said. “I thought the 
quarterback did well under pressure. He also 
escaped a couple times.”

 Said Perkins, who comes off the bench in the 
defensive line rotation, “We get there, we just go 
to get them down.”

 But sacks aren’t everything, Perkins said. If 
the pressure alters the offense’s execution, that 
makes a difference. Here’s one example: On a 

Located three miles from Notre Dame Stadium five miles to the College Football Hall of 
Fame, the Varsity Clubs of America is an all suite property that offers first class 

accommodations and facilities to its guests. Spacious one and two bedroom suites with 
indoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, fitness center, high speed internet, and a restaurant/lounge 
make Varsity Club a great choice for the Syracuse vs. Notre Dame game, November 22. 

1-800-946-4822Call

for reservations

Syracuse defense finding sacks hard to come by this season

see sacks page 9
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CAMERON DANTLEY and Syracuse fell short last year at Pittsburgh. Dantley threw for 
189 yards and two touchdowns in the second half in place of an injured Andrew Robinson.
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By John Clayton
SPORTS EDITOR

Cameron Dantley remembers last year’s match-
up with Pittsburgh. How could he forget? After 
all, it was the former walk-ons fi rst extended 
look at quarterback — a second half cameo in 
place of an injured Andrew Robinson.

 It was also almost his fi rst win. After an 
impressive second half showing, Dantley’s last-
second prayer eluded former SU wide receiver 
Mike Williams, and the Orange settled for a 
20-17 loss.

 The situation is completely different this 
year. Dantley will make his fourth consecutive 
start Saturday at noon when Syracuse opens its 
Big East schedule against the Panthers at the 
Carrier Dome. He’ll have a full four quarters 
this time to avenge last year’s near-miss.

 “That was my real fi rst big experience in a 
game,” Dantley said. “Playing at Pittsburgh in 
an NFL stadium and coming into a situation in 
the second half where we had a chance to win. It 
really tested to see how I was going to handle the 
situation against them.”

 For the most part, Dantley passed that test. 
On his second possession, he connected with 
Taj Smith for a 56-yard touchdown pass to tie 
the game at 10 — the fi rst of his two touchdown 
tosses in the game.

 The junior quarterback ended up complet-
ing 15-of-27 passes for 189 yards. He injected 
some life into a Syracuse offense that stagnated 
in the fi rst half (50 total yards) and lacked any 
semblance of a running attack all day (30 yards 
on 31 carries). 

 Syracuse had the ball and a chance to win in 
the waning seconds, but Dantley’s last second 
heave to Williams was batted away.

 “We’ve all looked at that play lots of time, 
coaches and players,” Dantley said. “It was kind 
of heartbreaking, but we did the best we could to 
come up with a big play in that situation.”

 Syracuse will need a similar performance 
from Dantley this week if it’s to produce an 
upset in its conference opener.

 If anything, this year’s match-up is more 
critical. Syracuse’s loss last year dropped the 
team to 2-7 — the season was already lost before 
Dantley’s failed heave. This time, the Orange 
has a chance to win its Big East opener for the 
fi rst time in the Greg Robinson era. That’s 
something that could prove vital if Robinson is 
to engineer a turnaround and strengthen his 
tenuous hold on SU’s head coaching job. 

 “Everybody’s 0-0,” Dantley said. “Nobody’s 
played each other in the conference yet. Every-
body’s pretty much starting at the same level in 
the spectrum.”

 That’s one reason for optimism. Another 
is that Syracuse can breathe a bit easier after 
getting its fi rst win of the season last Saturday 
against Northeastern. Dantley was 14-of-17 pass-
ing that game for 167 yards and a touchdown 
— playing a secondary role while the running 
game did the heavy lifting.

 That’s been the formula with Dantley so far. 
Let the running game do most of the work and 
rely on Dantley to hit easy check-down and roll-
out patterns.
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After narrow loss last year, 
Dantley faces Panthers again

SEE DANTLEY PAGE 8
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SATURDAY, NOON, TW 26
PITTSBURGH VS SYRACUSE

ROSTER

DEPTH CHARTBIG EAST SCHEDULE

NO. NAME POS. HT. WT. CL. HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
2  David Legree  QB 6-3 214 RF Brooklyn, N.Y./South Shore
3  Delone Carter  RB 5-10  214  So.  Copley, Ohio/Copley Senior
4  Cameron Dantley  QB 6-1  218  Sr.  Silver Spring, Md./    
      Phillips Exeter Academy/St. Albans HS
5  Marcus Sales  WR 6-0  184  Fr.  Syracuse, N.Y./    
      Christian Brothers Academy
6  Brett Hoffman  QB 6-3  215  Fr.  Worthington, Ohio/Thomas Worthington
6  Da’Mon Merkerson  CB 6-1  182  So.  Passaic, N.J./Saint Mary’s
7  Donte Davis  WR 6-0  173  So.  Chantilly, Va./Westfi eld HS
8  Cody Catalina  QB 6-3  221  RF  Ruffs Dale, Pa./    
      Greensburg Central Catholic
9  Andrew Robinson  QB 6-3  222  Jr.  Baltimore, Md./Calvert Hall
10  Dorian Graham  CB 5-11  185  Fr.  Fort Lauderdale, Fla./    
      Saint Thomas Aquinas School
11  Lavar Lobdell  WR 6-3  210  Jr.  Syracuse, N.Y./    
      Christian Brothers Academy
12  Tyrell Harris  CB 6-1  190  Fr.  Harrisburg, Pa./Bishop McDevitt HS
14  Ryan Ahern  DB 6’2  197  Jr.  Agoura Hills, Calif./Oaks Christian/  
      Roger Williams University
14  Grant Mayes  WR 5-10  180  Fr.  Roselle, N.J./Seton Hall Prep
15  Bruce Williams  WR 6-0  200  Sr.  Syracuse, NY../    
      Christian Brothers Academy
16  Ryan Nassib  QB 6-3  215  Fr.  Malvern, Pa./Malvern Prep
17  A.J. Brown  SS 6-0  201  Sr.  Warrenton, Va./Liberty
18  Trey Fairchild  WR 5-11  185  Fr.  Dublin, Ohio/Dublin Coffman HS
19  Matt Reid  CB 6-1  163  RF  Upper Marlboro, Md./   
      Frederick Douglass Sr.
20  Randy McKinnon  S 5-10  198  So.  Jacksonville, Fla./    
      The Potter’s House Christian Academy
21  Ryan Howard  CB 5-8  185  Sr.  Carson, Calif./Bishop Montgomery/  
      Long Beach City CC
22  Curtis Brinkley  RB 5-9  203  Sr.  Philadelphia, Pa./West Catholic
23  Daniel Bailey  WR 5-7  167  Jr.  Centreville, Va./Centreville
23  George Mayes  DB 5-10  182  Jr.  Roselle, N.J./Seton Hall Prep
24  Max Suter  S 5-11  190  So.  Ruffs Dale, Pa./    
      Greensburg Central Catholic
25  Derrell Smith  LB 6-1  224  So.  New Castle, Del./    
      Paul Hodgson Vocational Tech
26  Kevyn Scott  S 5-11  197  RF  Tamarac, Fla./    
      Saint Thomas Aquinas School
27  Frank Satterfi eld  WR 5-9  179  Fr.  Henderson, Nev./Green Valley
28  Averin Collier  RB 5-10  200  Fr.  Rochester, N.Y./Churchville-Chili HS
28  Nico Scott  CB 5-10  180  So.  Greenbelt, Md./Eleanor Roosevelt
29  Antwon Bailey  RB 5-8  196  Fr.  Washington, D.C./    
      St. John’s College High School
30  Vincenzo Giruzzi  DE 6-3  241  Sr.  Utica, N.Y./Proctor HS
31  Dan Vaughan  LB 6-2  221  Fr.  Gibsonia, Pa./    
      Pittsburgh Central Catholic HS
32  Doug Hogue  RB 6-2  216  So.  Yonkers, N.Y./Roosevelt
33  Ben Maljovec  TE 6-3  241  Sr.  Warren, Pa./Warren Area
34  Paul Chiara  S 5-11  205  Sr.  Mountain Lakes, N.J./Mountain Lakes
35  Michael Holmes  CB 5-11  185  So.  Jacksonville, Fla./Mandarin
36  Malcolm Conway  P 5-11  175  So.  Kingston, Pa./Wyoming Valley West
36  Jerry Harden  RB 5-9  188  Fr.  Fort Lauderdale, Fla./    
      Saint Thomas Aquinas School
37  Daniel Collier  FB 6-0  240  Jr.  Auburn, N.Y./Auburn
37  Michael Jones  RB 5-11  205  Fr.  Middletown, Pa./Bishop McDevitt HS
38  Ryan Novak  K 5’ 11  193  So.  Marcellus, N.Y./Marcellus
39  Austin Wallis  K 5-10  185  Fr.  Overland Park, KS/Blue Valley North
40  Ryan Donnelly  TE 6-3  234  Sr.  East Syracuse, N.Y./    
      East Syracuse-Minoa HS
41  Ryan Gillum  LB 5-11  220  RF  Youngstown, Ohio/Liberty

NO. NAME POS. HT. WT. CL. HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
42  Patrick Shadle  K 5-8  201  Sr.  Morgantown, W.V./Morgantown
43  Tony Fiammetta  FB 6-1  246  Sr.  Walkersville, MD/Walkersville
45  Jake Flaherty  LB 6-1  228  Sr.  Wakefi eld, R.I./South Kingstown
46  Parker Cantey  LB 6-3  218  So.  Brooklyn, N.Y./South Shore
46  Robert Nieves  FB 6-0  211  Fr.  Rye, N.Y./Rye
47  Rob Long  P 6-4  175  So.  Downingtown, Pa./Downingtown West
48  Carl Cutler  FB        6-1 1/2  234  Fr.  Norwich, VT/Hanover (NH) HS
49  Darnell Pratt  FB/TE 6-4  222  RF  Syracuse, N.Y./Nottingham HS/  
      Milford Academy
50  Mike Mele  LB 6-0  218  So.  Sea Girt, N.J./Manasquan
51  Kwaku Boah  LB 6-2  245  So.  Roosevelt, NY/Baldwin
51  Andrew Lewis  DE 6-3  282  So.  Centreville, Va./Centreville
52  Ollie Haney  OL 6-3  288  RF  Clark, N.J./A.L. Johnson
53  Chad Battles  LB 6-3  224  RF  Newport News, Va./Heritage
54  Mikhail Marinovich  DE 6-4  232  Fr.  San Clemente, Calif./JSerra Catholic
55  Anthony Perkins  DT 6-4  272  So.  Washington, D.C./DeMatha
56  Cory Boatman  DE 6-2  260  Fr.  Olney, Md./     
      Our Lady of Good Counsel HS
57  Maximilian Leo  LS 5-11  210  Jr.  Clay, N.Y./Bishop Grimes
57  Elon Mitchell  DT 6-2  245  Jr.  Round Rock, Texas/Stony Point
58  Mike Stenclik  LB 6-0  229  Jr.  Webster, N.Y./Webster-Schroeder
60  Jim McKenzie  C 6-4  286  So.  Springfi eld, Pa./Saint Joseph’s Prep
61  Dan Pena  DT 6-2  266  Sr.  New York, N.Y./HSES
63  Dave Zaske  LS 5-10  250  So.  Birmingham, Mich./    
      Bloomfi eld Hills Brother Rice
64  Corey Chavers  OT 6-5  296  Sr.  Jamesville, N.Y./Jamesville-Dewitt
65  Michael Kay  OL 6-2  281  Fr.  Capitol Heights, Md./C.H. Flowers HS
66  Jason Ross  LB 5-10  202  Jr.  Highland Park, Ill./Highland Park
69  Chris Basile  DE 6-4  280  Jr.  Brooklyn, N.Y./School of Legal Studies
70  Ryan Bartholomew  OG 6-3  290  So.  Mitchville, Md./DeMatha
71  Adam Rosner  OG 6-6  303  So.  Depew, N.Y./Depew
72  Nick Lepak  OT 6-4  318  Fr.  Auburn, N.Y./Auburn HS
73  Jonathan Meldrum  OT 6-5  303  So.  Boise, Idaho/Landstown/   
      Hargrave Military Academy
74  Nick Speller  OT 6-5  307  Fr.  Baltimore, Md./Edmondson-Westside
75  Ryan Durand  OG 6-5  303  Sr.  Leominster, Mass./Saint Bernard’s Prep
76  Ian Allport  OL 6-4  300  Fr.  Pulaski, N.Y./Pulaski Central
77  Tucker Baumbach  OT 6-5  307  So.  Middletown, Pa./Bishop McDevitt
78  Josh White  OT 6-5  289  RF  Salisbury, Md./Wicomico
79  Dalton Phillips  C 6-3  278  Sr.  Clancy, Mont./Helena HS/Carroll College
80  Nick Provo  TE 6-4 1/2  232  RF  West Palm Beach, Fla./John I. Leonard
81  Dan Sheeran  WR 6-3  211  So.  Golden Bridges, N.Y./John Jay
82  Van Chew  WR 6-1  165  Fr.  Manassas, Va./Centreville
83  Chaz Cervino  WR 5-10  183  RF  Wayne, N.J./DePaul Catholic
84  Michael Acchione  WR 6-0  159  Fr.  Solvay, N.Y./Solvay
85  Mike Owen  TE 6-4  251  Jr.  Riverhead, N.Y./Riverhead
86  David Stevens  TE 6-4  220  Fr.  Short Hills, N.J./Millburn HS
88  Lamar Middleton  DE 6-2  254  RF  Newark, N.J./Malcolm X. Shabazz
89  Roland Burke  TE 6’5  267  Sr.  Cicero, N.Y., Y/Bishop Grimes/   
      SUNY Brockport
90  Jared Kimmel  DE 6-6  259  So.  Harpursville, N.Y./Harpursville Central
92  Shane Kimmel  LB 6-1  238  Fr.  Ivyland, Pa./Council Rock HS
93  Jarel Lowery  DT 6-3 1/2  285  Fr.  Paterson, N.J./Paterson Catholic HS
94  Niko Rechul  P 6-2  195  Sr.  Huntington Station, N.Y./Huntington HS
94  Bud Tribbey  DT 6-0  282  So.  Richmond, Va./Varina
95  Nick Santiago  DT 6-3  284  Sr.  Utica, N.Y./Utica Proctor
96  Zary Stewart  DE 6-4  229  RF  Upper Marlboro, Md./   
      Frederick Douglass Sr.
97  Arthur Jones  DT 6-4  291  Jr.  Endicott, N.Y./Union Endicott
98  Romale Tucker  DE 6-4  231  Fr.  Washington, D.C./Frank W. Ballou HS/  
      Milford Academy
99  Chandler Jones  DE 6-5  238  Fr.  Endicott, N.Y./Union-Endicott HS

Offense
WR Lavar Lobdell, Chaz Cervino
LT  Tucker Baumbach, Jonathan Meldrum
LG  Ryan Bartholomew, Nick Lepak
C  Jim McKenzie, Dalton Phillips
RG  Ryan Durand, Adam Rosner
RT  Corey Chavers, Jonathan Meldrum
TE  Mike Owen, Nick Provo
QB Cameron Dantley, Andrew Robinson
TB  Curtis Brinkley or Delone Carter or   
 Doug Hogue  
FB  Tony Fiammetta, Ben Maljovec
WR  Donte Davis, Marcus Sales or 
 Van Chew

Defense
DE  Jared Kimmel, Anthony Perkins
NT  Art Jones, Bud Tribbey
DT  Nick Santiago, Andrew Lewis
DE  Vincenzo Giruzzi, Mikhail Marinovich
SLB  Derrell Smith, Parker Cantey
MLB  Jake Flaherty, Mike Stenclik
WLB  Mike Mele, Chad Battles
LCB  Mike Holmes, Ryan Howard
SS Randy McKinnon, Kevyn Scott
FS  Bruce Williams, Paul Chiara
RCB  Da’Mon Merkerson or Nico Scott

Special Teams
Kickoffs  Niko Rechul
PAT/FGs  Pat Shadle
Punter  Rob Long
LS  Max Leo
Holder  Rob Long
PR  Ryan Howard, Bruce Williams
KR  Max Suter, Mike Holmes

Friday
Connecticut vs. Louisville, 8 p.m., ESPN2

Saturday
Cincinnati vs. Akron, 3:30 p.m.

Morgan State vs. Rutgers, 3:30 p.m.

Marshall vs. West Virginia, 3:30 p.m.

South Florida vs. North Carolina State, 7:30 
p.m., ESPNU
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30-30-3
Syracuse’s all-time 
record against Pittsburgh

20-17
The score in Pitt’s win 
over SU last year

120
The combined rushing 
average of Pitt tailbacks 
LeSean McCoy and 
LaRod Stephens-Howling

198.2
The number of rushing 
yards Syracuse allows 
per game

271
Syracuse’s rushing yards 
last week against North-
eastern

115.7
The number of rushing 
yards Pitt allows per 
game

100
The percent of Syra-
cuse’s red zone offense

SYRACUSE OFFENSE
4 QB  CAMERON DANTLEY
22 RB  CURTIS BRINKLEY
43 FB  TONY FIAMMETTA
11 WR  LAVAR LOBDELL
7 WR  DONTE DAVIS 
85 TE MIKE OWEN
77 LT TUCKER BAUMBACH
70 LG   RYAN BARTHOLOMEW
60 C  JIM MCKENZIE
75 RG  RYAN DURAND
64 RT COREY CHAVERS

PITTSBURGH OFFENSE
11 QB BILL STULL
25 RB LESEAN MCCOY
30 FB CONREDGE COLLINS
88 WR ODERICK TURNER
81 WR DEREK KINDER
2 WR DORIN DICKERSON
77 LT JASON PINKSTON
55 LG  C.J. DAVIS
64 C ROBB HOUSER
74 RG  JOHN MALECKI
56 RT  JOE THOMAS

RB Delone Carter 
Questionable (pulled 
hamstring)
The sophomore tailback 
didn’t play last week 
against Northeastern 
after suffering the 
injury against Penn 
State. He did some 
running Tues-
day, but said 
he wasn’t 
sure he’d be 
able to play 
against the 
Panthers.

Pittsburgh 23
Syracuse 13
The Orange comes out with 
energy, but the Panthers’ 
superior talent level shines 
through in the end.

Pittsburgh 30
Syracuse 14
Pittsburgh and Syracuse 
usually play close games. 
That streak will end this 
time.

Pittsburgh 20
Syracuse 14
Expect plenty of physical 
play, but not enough offense 
from the Orange for a win.

SATURDAY, NOON, TW 26
PITTSBURGH VS SYRACUSE

These two played together 
once before, in the Big 33 All-
Star game. McKillop has to 
hope Brinkley won’t have the 
same day that he had back 
then, when he won the game’s 
MVP.

CURTIS
BRINKLEY

RB

SCOTT 
MCKILLOP

LB

This is Flaherty’s chance. If the 
Orange wants to win, it has to 
stop McCoy. If it wants to stop 
McCoy, Flaherty has to have a 
big day. 

JAKE FLA-
HERTY

LB

LESEAN 
MCCOY

RB

Stull’s thrown more intercep-
tions than touchdowns. Wil-
liams would like to add to his 
own INT total — he had one 
last week to seal the win over 
Northeastern.

BILL 
STULL

QB

BRUCE
WILLIAMS

FS

Houser, the Pitt center, along 
with whichever guard double-
teams Jones, will be key to 
setting up the Panther rushing 
attack. Jones needs to get into 
the backfi eld early and often.

ARTHUR 
JONES

DT

ROBB 
HOUSER

C

INJURIES

KEY MATCHUPS
TEAM RECORD (BIG EAST)
Connecticut  4-0 (0-0)
South Florida  4-0 (0-0)
Louisville 2-1 (0-0)
Pittsburgh 2-1 (0-0)
Cincinnati 2-1 (0-0)
West Virginia 1-2 (0-0)
Syracuse 1-3 (0-0)
Rutgers 0-3 (0-0)

BIG EAST STANDINGS

BEAT WRITER  PREDICTIONS

DID YOU KNOW?

JOHN 
CLAYTON

JARED 
DIAMOND

ANDY 
McCULLOUGH

PASSING COMP-ATT YDS TD INT 
Cameron Dantley 40-69 412 5 2
Andrew Robinson 14-31 103 0 1

RUSHING ATT YDS AVG TD 
Curtis Brinkley 68 358 5.3 3
Doug Hogue 29 138 4.8 1
Delone Carter 21 139 6.6 0

RECEIVING REC YDS TD 
Donte Davis 12 135 0
Mike Owen 10 97 2
Tony Fiammetta 7 60 0
Lavar Lobdell 7 32 0

PITTSBURGH ON OFFENSE

SYRACUSE ON OFFENSE
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SYRACUSE DEFENSE
90 DE JARED KIMMEL
97 NT ARTHUR JONES
95 DT NICK SANTIAGO
30 DE  VINCENZO GIRUZZI
25 SLB  DERRELL SMITH
45 MLB  JAKE FLAHERTY
50 WLB  MIKE MELE
35 CB  MIKE HOLMES
28 CB  NICO SCOTT
20 SS  RANDY MCKINNON
15 FS BRUCE WILLIAMS

PITTSBURGH DEFENSE
97 DE JABAAL SHEARD
95 DT  MICK WILLIAMS
50 NT  RASHAAD DUNCAN
91 DE  GREG ROMEUS
38 SLB  GREG WILLIAMS
40 MLB  SCOTT MCKILLOP
86 WLB  AUSTIN RANSOM
7 CB  JOVANI CHAPPEL
17 CB  AARON BERRY
4 SS  ELIJAH FIELDS
28 FS  ERIC THATCHER

SEASON LEADERS

BY THE NUMBERS STARTING LINEUPS

RUSHING ATT YDS AVG TD 
Curtis Brinkley 68 358 5.3 3
Doug Hogue 29 138 4.8 1
Delone Carter 21 139 6.6 0

PASSING COMP-ATT YDS TD INT 
Cameron Dantley 40-69 412 5 2
Andrew Robinson 14-31 103 0 1

RUSHING ATT YDS AVG TD 
Curtis Brinkley 68 358 5.3 3
Doug Hogue 29 138 4.8 1
Delone Carter 21 139 6.6 0

The fi rst time Syracuse and Pittsburgh 
played was in 1916. The Orange lost that 
game, 30-0. SU didn’t score against Panthers 
until the third time the two teams played, in 
1919.

DANTLEY BRINKLEY DAVIS

RECEIVING REC YDS TD 

Tony Fiammetta 7 60 0

DAVIS
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DANTLEY
F R O M  P A G E  5

jamie depould | staff photographer
CAMERON DANTLEY has completed 40-of-69 passes for 412 yards and five touch-
downs with two interceptions. Dantley started last year in SU’s 20-17 loss to Pitt.

 “He played well last week,” Robinson said 
of his junior signal-caller. “He was very effi -
cient. He did a good job running the ball a 
couple of times and he did a lot of things to 
keep it going.”

 Dantley will likely have to be even better 
against the Panthers, a grind-it-out team that 
relies on a strong running attack to control the 
ball. Syracuse will have to be effi cient and take 

advantage of all the scoring opportunities it gets.
 Dantley wasn’t quite able to do that last year, 

but that doesn’t mean he’s lacking in confi dence 
this time around.

 “We feel like going into any game we can 
play with anybody,” Dantley said. “The fact that 
it’s been two close games the last two years with 
them, it shows it’s going to be a good battle. It’s 
going to be physical — we were physical with 
them last year and it went right down to the 
wire. So we know we’re capable of playing with 
them.”

jsclayto@syr.edu

A drunk driver ruined something
precious. Amber Apodaca.

Friends Don’t Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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SackS
f r o m  p a g e  4

LobdeLL
f r o m  p a g e  3

2nd-and-8 against Penn State, Perkins burst 
through the line and blew up a screen pass, 
forcing quarterback Daryll Clark to throw an 
incompletion. To him, that’s as good as a sack. 

 “I know that at least he had to move,” 
Perkins said. “So I know that he has to make 
a wild pass or he’s just going to throw it away. 
If he throws it away, I count that as a sack. 
Because, he didn’t do anything. The ball is still 
at the same line of scrimmage.”

 Co-defensive coordinator Derrick Jack-
son agreed with his lineman. “I’d love to 
sit here and say that we lead the country in 
sacks,” Jackson said. “But at the end of the 

day, if pressuring the quarterback forces 
the guy to make a poor decision, throw an 
interception, not complete passes or give our 
secondary and linebackers help, I’m content 
with that.”

 The problem is that the pressure hasn’t 
always been consistent. Right after Perkins 
blew up that screen play, Daryll Clark threw a 
touchdown pass. 

 Before the season, the defensive line set 
a goal: lead the Big East in sacks. Conference 
play starts Saturday. Time to get started. Time 
to get home. 

 “We’re going to have stop the run,” Giru-
zzi said. “And then when we force them to 
pass — to do things that we really don’t want 
to do — then we have to get home.”

ramccull@syr.edu

a little more, you’ll know. I’d like to feel that 
pigskin a little more.”

 There always has been an excuse for why 
he wasn’t living up to the expectations. He was 
injured in 2005, forcing him to miss the last nine 
games, earning him a medical redshirt. Then in 
2006, he was too inexperienced having missed 
the season before. Last year, other receivers 
— Mike Williams and Taj Smith — prevented 
passes from coming his way.

 This season, it seemed there would be 
no more excuses. Lobdell came into train-
ing camp considered Syracuse’s top receiver, 
primed to finally break out. But Lobdell is 
sixth on the team in receptions with three, 
behind tailbacks Curtis Brinkley and Doug 
Hogue, tight end Mike Owen and even fullback 
Tony Fiammetta.

 And as he continues to struggle, the new 
excuse begins to form.

 “It’s really all about the plays that are 
called,” Lobdell said. “We want more produc-
tion, we want more passes thrown our way, but 
we got to wait for (offensive coordinator Mitch) 
Browning to call them.”

 When the ball has been thrown to him, 
though, Lobdell has struggled. He has dropped 
passes, and several times it appeared he and the 
quarterback were not on the same page.

 In Syracuse’s Sept. 13 game against Penn 
State, Lobdell dropped a pass in the fourth 
quarter thrown by backup Andrew Robinson. 
Later, Robinson threw a high ball in Lobdell’s 
vicinity that he arguably should have come 
down with. On the sidelines, SU head coach 
Greg Robinson and Lobdell seemed to have an 

animated meeting.
 At Greg Robinson’s press conference the 

next day, he tried to mitigate the expectations of 
his receiver.

 “The expectations for Lavar from the day he 
got here probably were unfair,” he said. “People 
expected him to be the second coming. That’s 
been hard on him.”

 Coming out of high school, however, it 
looked like Lobdell deserved those expecta-
tions. In his senior year at CBA, he caught 38 
passes for 733 yards and 21 touchdowns while 
leading the Brothers to the state title. At 6-foot-3, 
210-pounds, he has the body and athleticism to 
be a big-time college receiver.

 But drops have been a problem since he 
arrived at Syracuse, something the coaches 
have been trying to work out of his system.

 “He just needs to catch the ball consistently, 
he knows that’s the deal,” said wide receivers 
coach Chris White last week. “He has a nice 
package to him. He’s tall, he can run, he runs 
good routes, he’s fundamentally very good. But 
he needs to make plays when plays are thrown 
to him.”

 The question is whether or not he still can, 
if all the accolades he received were deserved. 
First on the agenda: score another touchdown 
in the Dome. This time, for the Orange, not 
Christian Brothers Academy.

 Lobdell says he knows he still has the abil-
ity to be the star everyone expected, that he 
expected from himself. He still has eight more 
games this year and all of next season to prove 
he is not a bust.

 He knows it’s coming. That’s something he 
has never doubted.

 “I know what I can do,” Lobdell said. “I’ll 
just leave it that.”

jediamon@syr.edu
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joey baker | new media editor
nick lepak has started two games on the offensive line for the Orange this season. Lepak and the SU line did not 
allow a sack for the first time in four years last Saturday.

Get to know 
guard Nick Lepak

By Zach Schonbrun
Staff Writer

Nick Lepak, the freshman offensive lineman from auburn, 
N.Y., has started two games for the Orange already this 
season. He recently spoke to the Daily Orange about his 
local high school and favorite food.

On people mispronouncing his last name: “it happens 
all the time. i get really annoyed with it. i just want every-
one to know its LeH-PiCK.”

On his former high school football team, auburn HS, 
currently being 0-3: “i think they’ll be alright, i’ve got all 
the faith in the world in Coach (Dave) Moscov and the 
players still there. i’m behind them 100 percent.”

On how he got into football: “My brother played football 
at auburn and was actually getting looked at by some 
schools, and he kind of was like ‘Hey, i think you’ll like it. 
it’s something fun to do.’ So i’m like all right, i’ll do it. So 
right in middle school i started and really enjoyed it.”

On his bench-pressing ability: “it’s in probably the 400s 
right now. i know i can do better.”

On whether he ever touched the football during a 
game in high school: “i did have a couple fumble recov-
eries, but besides that never. i always did want to try to 
run the ball but obviously i never got the chance. i’ve just 
got to come to terms that i’m a lineman.”

On what position he would love to play besides O-line: 
“i wouldn’t mind being a wide receiver. Just running 
those routes, getting the glory. i wouldn’t mind that from 
time to time.”

On his favorite food: “Stuffed shells. that’s like my 
weakness. My mom made them, and i just loved them, 
they were so good. they make them here from time to 
time, and i’m in my glory.”

zsschonb@syr.edu
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NorthwesterN 30, 
syracuse 10
Aug. 30, 2008

For most of three quarters, Syracuse found 
itself in sight of an upset. The Orange scratched 
its way through an ugly first half, and then 
took the lead early in the third quarter when it 
forced a turnover and Curtis Brinkley scored a 
touchdown.

It was all downhill from there. The Wild-
cats scored the final 21 points of the game en 
route to a comfortable win. The big blow for 
the Orange came when Northwestern safety 
Brendan Smith picked off an Andrew Robinson 
pass and returned it 26 yards for a touchdown to 
make it 23-10.

Northwestern tailback Tyrell Sutton gashed 
the Orange on the ground (144 yards), while 
the Syracuse offense was held to 225 total yards 
(Northwestern had 484).

akroN 42, syracuse 28
Sept. 6, 2008

The Syracuse offense got a shot of adrenaline 
in the form of a quarterback change: former 
walk-on Cameron Dantley started in place of 
opening day starter Andrew Robinson. 

Unfortunately, that change did nothing to help 
SU’s leaky defense, which was torn apart the 
entire afternoon. Akron racked up 478 total yards, 
led by 260 yards and a trio of touchdown passes 
from Zips quarterback Chris Jacquemain. 

Akron led by 14 before SU could blink, after 
Dennis Kennedy’s backbreaking, 35-yard touch-
down run on 3rd-and-23 in the first quarter. 
The Orange trailed, 28-14, at the half but clawed 
back, tying the game in the fourth on a 15-yard 
touchdown strike from Dantley to tight end 
Nick Provo. It was Dantley’s third touchdown 
pass of the game.

But the Zips came right back, scoring on its 
next two possessions and stymieing Dantley and 
company. The Zips — a 4-8 team in the Mid-Amer-
ican Conference — earned its first win against a 
Bowl Championship Series opponent ever.

PeNN state 55, syracuse 13
Sept. 13, 2008

The Orange’s first meeting with its former 
bitter rival since 1990 occurred amidst a fired 
up 45,000-plus at the Carrier Dome — the largest 
since 2003. That crowd was buoyed by the events 
leading up the contest — the premiere of “The 
Express” and appearances by actor Dennis 
Quaid and legendary tailback Floyd Little.

Even with the charged atmosphere, it was 
all Penn State after kickoff. The Nittany Lions 
marched up and down the field, overwhelming 
a severely undermatched SU side. Penn State 
led 28-0 before Syracuse finally got a first down 
(early in the second quarter).

A trio of Penn State quarterbacks all got play-
ing time, combining to toss five touchdowns. 
Meanwhile, Cameron Dantley and the SU attack 
regressed, managing only a meaningless touch-
down in the third when Penn State led 45-6.

syracuse 30, 
NortheasterN 21
Sept. 20, 2008

It certainly wasn’t pretty. But the Orange did 
enough against Division I-AA Northeastern to 
earn its first victory of the season and first in 11 
months.

Syracuse did most of its damage on the 
ground, racking up 271 rushing yards. Senior 
tailback Curtis Brinkley recorded a new career-
high in rushing yards with 145, while sopho-
more Doug Hogue also tallied 100 rushing yards. 
The duo combined for three touchdowns.

Still, the Orange endured a chorus of boos 
from a sparse Carrier Dome crowd as it entered 
halftime with the score 10-7. SU seemed to get 
the message, stretching the lead to 24-7 in the 
third quarter. The Huskies made a run in the 
fourth quarter, scoring a pair of touchdowns. 
But the Orange was able to hold them off, and a 
Pat Shadle field goal with less than two minutes 
remaining iced the game. 

GAME CAPSULES

joey baker | new media editor
curtis brinkley has rushed for 358 yards and three touchdowns this season in four games, while sharing carries with Delone Carter and Doug Hogue.
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Scott McKillop
Pittsburgh head coach Dave Wannstedt has 
always been a defensive specialist — but play-
ers like McKillop make that easy. The 6-foot-2, 
240-pound middle linebacker is Pitt’s rock, the 
cornerstone of its defense. Last year, his first as a 
starter, McKillop led the nation in tackles, accumu-
lating 151 total. 

Syracuse running back Curtis Brinkley played 
with McKillop five years ago, when both played 
for Pennsylvania’s squad in the annual Big 33 Clas-
sic against Ohio. Brinkley was the star that day, 
gaining 226 total yards and scoring twice. But he 
remembered McKillop, who had to wait two years 
behind star linebacker H.B. Blades. 
“I’m familiar with him,” Brinkley said. “He’s a 
great linebacker. Like I said, they got great people 
around him as well.”

leSean Mccoy
There’s no reason to avoid the issue. The focus 
will be on McCoy this weekend. The Panthers 
build its offense around the 5-foot-11, 210-pound 
sophomore running back. And the Orange knows 
it has to stop him to win.  

“They have some real good blocking schemes 
that are obviously based around him, and trying 
to get him to break out in the open field,” said SU 
middle linebacker Jake Flaherty. “In the open field, 
he’s a very fluid athlete and very fast and explosive 
and has some very nice moves.”

McCoy set a Big East freshman rushing 
record last season, racking up 1,328 yards — 140 
of those tallied in a win against the Orange. He’s 
gotten off to a slower start this season — 256 
yards in three games – but Syracuse still under-
stands the need to shut him down. 

“Obviously, we have to factor him in,” Flaherty 
said. 

SatURDay, noon, tiMe WaRneR 26
pittsburgh Vs. sYrACusE

it will be led by these

When Pittsburgh

players
visits Syracuse

courtesy of pittsburgh media relations

DeReK KinDeR
As much as the Orange would love to focus on Pittsburgh’s running 
game, players like Kinder will keep the team on its toes. Quarterback 
Bill Stull has struggled at times this season, throwing three intercep-
tions and one touchdown. But he has talented receivers around him, 
a unit guided by Kinder, a senior who leads the team with 11 catches 
for 105 yards. He caught Stull’s lone touchdown. 

“We’ve still got to be disciplined to know that they’ve got a good 
enough throwing offense that they can create and make plays,” said 
Syracuse co-defensive coordinator Derrick Jackson. “So we can’t sit 
there and just say, ‘We’re going to be 100 percent committed to the 
run,’ and allow them opportunities to expose us in other areas.”

Kinder is part of that. He was a stud in 2006, with 57 catches for 
847 yards and six touchdowns. But he tore his anterior cruciate liga-
ment in training camp last year. And now, against Syracuse’s finally 
healthy secondary, he has a chance to re-assert himself in Big East 
play.
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By Rebecca Kheel
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

They stand one foot apart, fi lling the grass 
median. Visible from campus and the sur-
rounding streets, each of the dowel rods 
stuck in the ground represents a soldier 
who has died in Iraq. 

 Numbers Without Number, an instal-
lation art piece by the Syracuse Univer-
sity graduate program in museum studies 
about the casualties of the Iraq war, was 
installed Sunday in the grass between the 
Schine Student Center and the S.I. New-
house School of Public Communications. 

It will be on display for one week.
 There will be a ceremony today at 

noon, during which Hendricks Chapel 
chaplains and chaplains from other reli-
gious sectors on campus will offer their 
thoughts on the piece.

 “We invited all the chaplains to par-
ticipate in any way they thought might 
be appropriate,” said Daniel Chermak, a 
graduate student working on the project 
who helped organize the event. “We want-
ed to try and be inclusive in this because 
it does involve sectarian confl icts. There 
are religious overtones to the war.”

 Chermak said he hopes today’s event 
will bring more Syracuse students to the 
installation.

 “They will be able to hear from some-
one besides us about what we’re doing,” he 
said.

 Wooden dowels were placed in the 

grass between Newhouse and Schine, 
spaced a foot apart, each signifying an 
unspecifi ed amount of casualties of the 
confl ict.

 “It’s a memorial to all casualties in 
the confl ict in Iraq,” said Nora Mattern, 
a graduate student in the museum cura-
torship program. “It commemorates all 
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carly piersol | staff photographer
The art installation piece Numbers Without Number, located in the grass between the Schine Student Center and 
the S.I. Newhouse school of Public Communications was created as a politically neutral memorial to the war in Iraq. 

SPD tickets 
spike after 
complaints

Art display honors Iraq casualties

SEE INSTALLATION PAGE 4

SEE CITATIONS PAGE 4

Graduate program 
installs rods as 
war memorial

SU Muslims 
prepare for 
holiday’s end

SEE EID AL-FITR PAGE 7

BY THE NUMBERS
Years fi ghting in Iraq: 5
Total authorized U.S. spending: 
$800 billion
U.S. spending in Iraq per second: 
$5,000
Total troops in Iraq: 152,900
U.S. troop casualties: 4,168
Iraqis displaced by war: 2,555,000

SOURCE: about.com

No classes scheduled 
Tuesday for Eid al-Fitr 

By Shayna Meliker
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The Syracuse Police Department 
issued an unusually high number of 
tickets in Syracuse University neigh-
borhoods this weekend, Department of 
Public Safety Chief Anthony Callisto 
confi rmed.

 The citations issued were for drink-
ing alcohol in public, hosting nuisance 
parties and noise violations, Callisto 
confi rmed.

 More DPS and SPD units than usual 
were patrolling off-campus neighbor-
hoods Friday and Saturday evenings, 
Callisto said. The patrol increase came 
after residents living in neighborhoods 
east of the university complained to 
SPD and the mayor’s offi ce during the 
last few weekends, he said.

 “There were extra units working 
last night, so it’s not surprising there 
were more tickets issued,” Callisto 
said.

 Sgt. Tom Connellan of SPD could 
not confi rm details as of Sunday night.

 This is the fi rst weekend of the 

By Adeniyi Amadou
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since the beginning of Ramadan on 
Sept. 1, millions of Muslims around 
the world have been fasting daily 
from food, water and worldly plea-
sures.

 This week, their fasting will end 
with the celebration of Eid ul-Fitr, 
and in honor of the Muslim holy day 
Tuesday, Syracuse University will 
not hold classes.

 Muslims will then begin the 
month of Shawwal, the 10th month 
of the Islamic lunar calendar, and 
end their fasting on either Tuesday 
or Wednesday, depending on the 
sighting of the moon.
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: William Edward Wallace: 
Writing a Biography of Michel-
angelo
When: 9:30 a.m.
Where: 500 Hall of Languages
How much: Free
 
What: Open Figure Drawing
When: 2 p.m.
Where: SUArt Galleries
How much: Free 

What: Rock the ‘Cuse Latino 
Voters’ Forum
When: 6 p.m.
Where: 304ABC Schine 
How much: Free

What: Multiracial Experience 
Forum: Multiracial People in the 
Media
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Hall of Languages
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by ryan balton

Bailout looks likely
Congress will vote today on 
the $700 billion bailout of the 
financial industry. This weekend 
tense negotiations resulted in a 
plan that includes strengthened 
safeguards for taxpayers. The 
110-page bill is the result of a 
week of political chaos and wari-
ness from both conservative and 
liberal lawmakers about rushing 
into a drastic economic decision. 
Leaders of both parties in the 
House and Senate indicated they 
would back the bill that they said 
was improved from the proposal 
the Bush administration made.

Fatal crash marks trend 
of increasing medical 
helicopter accidents
A medical helicopter crashed in 
foggy weather Sunday, killing 
four of the five people on board. 
The pilot radioed for help twice 
before the chopper came down 
for the deadliest medevac 
helicopter accident in Maryland 
history. Dead in the accident 
were the pilot, a paramedic, 
a medical technician and one 
of the victims from the traffic 
accident to which the helicopter 
was responding. The fifth 
rider, another victim, survived 
the accident and was in 
critical condition. The chopper 
crashed in District Heights, 
Md., about three miles from its 
destination. It marks the eighth 
fatal medical copter crash in 
the U.S. in the past year. 

Maine braces for unusual 
hurricane warning
As Hurricane Kyle headed north 
to the New England region on 
Saturday, the National Weather 
Service issued the coast of 
Maine a hurricane watch, the 
first in 17 years. Fishermen 
moved their boats to shelter 
as forecasters expected the 
center of the category 1 hur-
ricane to land ashore early this 
morning near Eastport, Maine, 
bringing waves of 15-to-20 feet 
and winds of up to 60 miles 
per hour. The storm imitates 
a nor’easter, but will instead 
dump several inches of rain 
instead of snow.
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on the beat
Our football beat reporters 
analyze the Pittsburgh 
game Saturday.

t o m o r r o w

Just le Jus
Check out columnist Zach 
Schonbrun’s video on the new 
womens hockey team.

s p o r T s  s C h E d u l E
FIELD HOCKEY 
Wednesday, Oct. 1 
vs. Albany 
@ 4 p.m., Albany, N.Y. 
 
ICE HOCKEY 
Wednesday, Oct. 1 
vs. Colgate 
@ 7 p.m., Hamilton, N.Y. 
 

ICE HOCKEY 
Friday, Oct. 3 
vs. Wisconsin 
@ 7 p.m., Madison, Wis.

MEN’S SOCCER 
Friday, Oct. 3 
vs. USF 
@ 7:30 p.m., Tampa, Fla.

PHoto  oF  tHe  weeK

T h i s  d ay  i N  h i s T o r y

Discovery, 
1988

Discovery,  
the first space 
shuttle since 
the Challeng-
er disaster, 
launched.

Tylenol,
1982

Seven people 
died after 

taking 
off-the-shelf 
Tylenol laced 
with cyanide.

Pasteur,
1949

French 
chemist 

Louis Pasteur, 
inventor of 

pasteurization, 
died.

England,
1399

King Richard 
II was the 

first English 
monarch to 
abdicate his 

throne.

matthew ziegler | staff photographer
Miriam Reed, President of the Black Communications Society, welcomes attend-
ees to the Rock the Vote forum in Schine Underground. 

“i knew she was the president of the 
group, so i waited for her to do some-
thing interesting onstage. I saw her 
about to clap her hands as she was 
introducing a speaker, so I took the 
shot.”

 — Matthew Ziegler

How I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.
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By Ryan Balton
Asst. copy editor

The economic crisis took center 
stage in a speech made Saturday 
by retired Gen. Wesley Clark, who 
was a major contender for the 2004 
Democratic presidential nomina-
tion. Clark spoke at a rally for local 
Democratic congressional candi-
date Dan Maffei.

 Clark criticized the country’s 
current administration for the cri-
sis.

 “People have been warning for 
the last two to three years that we 
were over-dependent on debt,” he 
said. “This is not a surprise. But 
the administration has been slow to 
grasp the challenges it faces.” 

 About 60 people filled the front 
room of Maffei’s campaign head-
quarters at 628 S. Main St. in North 
Syracuse. Among them was Zach 
Zagger, a member of the Syracuse 
University College Democrats and 
staff writer for The Daily Orange.

 “He was talking about the hom-
eowners and the people who are 
buying homes. More needs to be 
done for them in this financial cri-

sis,” said Zagger, a senior history, 
political science and newspaper 
journalism major and the coordi-
nating campaign director for the 
Citrus Political Action Committee 
(PAC). “We need to save the institu-
tions because we need those institu-
tions just to run the economy. But 
who’s really hurting here are the 
average people that are just buying 
the homes, that are working, and 
they need help too.”

 Maffei introduced Clark around 
11:30 a.m. on Saturday, about a half 
hour later than planned. Maffei said 
Clark was awarded the Silver Star 
after he was hit with four bullets in 
the Vietnam War as a commander. 
Clark also was the Supreme Allied 
Commander in Europe in the Koso-
vo War. 

 In his speech, Clark called the 
current chaos on Wall Street the 
fourth major crisis in the past eight 
years under President George W. 
Bush. The other three crises, that 
he said had been mismanaged, were 
Sept. 11, the War on Terror and Hur-
ricane Katrina. Clark said there 
had been “plenty of warning” about 

Sept. 11.
 In solving the economic crisis, 

Clark also said strength at the 
local level is as important, if not 
more important than having strong 
national leadership.

 “One of the things I learned in 
the Army in my 38 years in uniform 
is that you can do all you want at the 
top of the chain of command,” Clark 
said. “It’s great to have well edu-
cated generals and colonels to give 
fancy briefings and draw lines on a 
map. But the battles are won at the 
bottom, by the individual soldier.”

 Leslie Irvine was another SU 
student at the rally, who started 
interning for the Maffei campaign 
on Friday.

 “I was incredibly impressed, 
really impressed with Gen. Clark,” 
said Irvine, a senior policy studies 
and public relations major. “He’s a 
great advocate for Dan.”

 Irvine said she followed Maf-
fei’s unsuccessful bid for Congress 
in 2006, when Clark also came to 
the Syracuse area to endorse Maf-
fei. She now does press work and 

SU groups 
offer voter 
registration

see vote page 9

general endorses local candidate for Congress

ryan balton | asst. copy editor
Wesley clark, a retired general of the U.s. Army, announced his support for democratic congressional candidate dan Maffei at a rally 
for the syracuse native saturday. clark fought in the Vietnam War as a commander and was awarded the silver star after he was hit with 
four bullets. in his speech, he blamed the Bush administration for the current economic crisis, a major platform for Maffei in syracuse.  

see maffei page 9

By Jamie Munk
         stAff Writer 

Voter registration deadlines are fast 
approaching for this year’s land-
mark presidential election.

 Syracuse University students 
can choose to either register to vote 
locally in Onondaga County or vote 
by absentee ballot from their home 
counties. 

 Citizens can register to vote in 
Onondaga County by mail or in-
person at the local board of elections 
or any state agency that complies 
with the National Voter Registration 
Act. 

 Mail-in registrations must be 
sent to the Onondaga County Board 
of Elections by the deadline, Oct. 10.

 To register in person, the dead-
line is Oct. 24 at the board of elec-
tions office. The office is located on 
the 15th floor of the John H. Mulroy 
Civic Center in Syracuse. Voters 
who mail in their registrations must 
bring picture identification to the 
polls with them on Election Day, 
Nov. 4.

 For students who want to vote 
in their home state, absentee bal-
lots can be obtained by contacting 
the student’s home county board of 
elections and requesting a ballot. 
The deadlines for voting by absen-
tee ballot differ from regular voter 
registration deadlines, and can also 
differ among states and even coun-
ties. There are deadlines for both 
requesting an absentee ballot and for 
getting the cast ballot to the board of 
elections. 

 One Web site makes obtaining an 
absentee ballot easier. GoVoteAbsen-
tee.org provides voters with infor-
mation about absentee ballots by just 
typing in the zip code of where they 
are registered to vote. GoVoteAbsen-
tee was created by college students 
who were frustrated with the lack 
of information on absentee voting, 
according to the site.

 On campus, both College Repub-
licans and College Democrats are 
creating programs to get students 
registered. 

 The College Democrats plan to 
sponsor voter registration drives on 
campus, said Mike Short, a member 
of the College Democrats and New 
York state field director for Students 
for Barack Obama. Members of Stu-
dents for Barack Obama go to each 
of their events armed with voter 
registration forms and absentee bal-
lots for swing states, Short said. 

 Students can also register at the 
SU chapter of Students for Barack 
Obama’s upcoming concert, Barack 

Who is Dan Maffei?
syracuse native dan Maffei is 
the democratic nominee for the 
House of representatives from 
New york’s 25th district. Maf-
fei unsuccessfully ran in 2006, 
though the current race has got-
ten national attention as a likely 
turnover from a republican- to 
democratic-held seat. Maffei’s 
prior political experience is as a 
former a congressional aide to 
two U.s. senators. 

Who is Wesley 
Clark?
Wesley clark is a retired U.s. Army 
general who received the silver 
star and bronze star for his service. 
clark was the supreme Allied com-
mander in europe during the Koso-
vo War. He was a major contender 
for the 2004 democratic presiden-
tial nominee and won oklahoma 
in the primary elections. clark now 
leads a political action committee 
called WespAc: securing America.
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individuals regardless of nationality or religious 
affi liation. It’s a nonpartisan memorial.”

 The reason for not specifying the amount of 
people each dowel represents is because there 
is a wide discrepancy with regard to how many 
people have died in Iraq, Mattern said.

 Edward Aiken, a museum studies professor 
at SU who is overseeing the project, chose the 
subject because his studies have dealt with 
issues of borders, identity and memory. He 
said he was curious about how those issues 
might apply to Iraq. He also said he felt it was an 
important topic with the upcoming election, as 
war can shape the election’s outcome. 

 Aiken said those working on the project 
were careful not to reveal their own political 
beliefs.

 Numbers Without Number coincides and 
is in conjunction with the Visible Memories 

Conference that will be on campus Oct. 2 to Oct. 
4. The conference looks at how memories are 
displayed in visual culture. 

 The graduate program in museum studies 
does a project of this scale every year, such as 
last year’s On The Move exhibit at the Everson 
Museum. This year’s project is unique, Aiken 
said, because they have not done an outdoor 
installation of this sort before.

 Student said they chose the specifi c site 
because it would allow for maximum exposure 
and because of its proximity to the Pan-Am 
Memorial.

 “We feel it’s an essential point,” Mattern 
explained. “Students, faculty, staff and visitors 
really use these pathways to get from campus 
to off-campus. People who are driving by and 
people who are on Marshall Street will be able 
to see the exhibit. South of this site is a place 
of remembrance for the victims of the Pan-Am 
fl ight, so we wanted to extend this idea of a 
memorial.”

rhkheel@syr.edu

CITATIONS
F R O M  P A G E  1

INSTALLATION
F R O M  P A G E  1

ben addonizio | photo editor
JOSHUA BRILLIANT, a graduate student in VPA, installs one of the rods at the memorial. 
No designated number of dowels were used since the number of casualties is unknown.

ben addonizio | photo editor
The wooden dowels were placed one foot apart, each representing an Iraq casualty.

academic year that there has been such an 
increase in offi cers patrolling university neigh-
borhoods, Callisto said. That number is expected 
to remain high for next weekend, he said.

 There were 39 tickets issued early Sunday 
morning, The Post-Standard reported. As of Sun-
day night, Callisto could not confi rm how many 
people received tickets, or how many were SU 
students.

 All of the citations were issued by SPD, Cal-
listo said. But if SPD increases the number of 
patrols in a university neighborhood, DPS mir-
rors that by sending out more cars.

 The Post-Standard published an article Sun-
day with the names, ages and addresses of those 
ticketed, citing SPD reports.

shmelike@syr.edu
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Obama ads only offer hope for negative campaign

S c r i b b l e
David Saracino

D emocrats are nervous. The 
polls are tight, and this 
presidential race is going 

to remain close through November. 
Sen. Barack Obama is feeling the 
heat. The “audacity of hope” and the 
“change we can believe in” are both 
quickly fading away. 

 Obama has shifted course, with 
negative campaigning and personal 
attacks in the forefront. But he is not 
the only one guilty of such political 
tactics. Both Obama and Sen. John 
McCain would be best served to get 
away from personal attacks and 
focusing solely on their visions for 
the United States. 

 “Americans don’t mind slightly 
negative campaigning as long as it 
communicates the candidate’s spe-
cific policy differences,” said Jona-
than Hanson, a Syracuse University 
political science professor. 

 However, Obama is guilty of 
claiming to be above it all. From 
the beginning of his campaign, he 
pledged to stay away from negative 
politics. As Obama said earlier in 
the election, this sort of campaign-
ing “is not the kind of tone that we 
should tolerate.” 

 The fact is, Obama is not above 

negative politics, not even close. 
With a mere five weeks until Elec-
tion Day, it would be fair to say he 
is entrenched in a typical negative 
campaign.

 Evidence of his negative opera-
tion is mounting. The Washington 
Post article released earlier this 
month called “Obama Aired More 
Negative Ads Last Week” analyzed 
the nature of both candidates’ cam-
paign ads. 

The study found that in the 
week after the Republican National 
Convention, 77 percent of Obama’s 
commercials were negative, while 
only 56 percent of McCain’s were 
negative.

 Obama’s attacks on his Repub-
lican opposition have not been 
issue-oriented. His personal jabs at 
McCain are distracting the Ameri-
can public from the real problems 
with this country. 

 The Democrat’s campaign was 
quick to mock McCain for owning 
seven houses and 13 cars. These 
attacks make for good talking points, 
but they don’t exactly address issues 
that concern the average voter. 

 Even Vice President candidate 
Sen. Joe Biden has gone as far as 

to say that if Palin is elected with 
McCain, “it will be a backward 
step for women.” After everything 
women have worked for to gain equal 
treatment in this country, it is hard 
to believe that Palin’s election would 
be a step back. 

 “Recently, the attacks on Sarah 
Palin have been incredibly vicious,” 
said Jeremy Dickinson, a fifth year 
philosophy graduate student.

This particular election season 
has a key ingredient that should lead 
to a landslide Obama victory: An 
unpopular president whose approval 
ratings hover around 30 percent.  
 Because of this, the Obama 
campaign has tried to link McCain 
to President George W. Bush as 
often as possible. Biden’s main tactic 
during his speech at the Democratic 
National Convention was to name a 

McCain policy and then proclaim, 
“That’s not change! That’s more of 
the same!” 

 On campus, students do not 
think that merely equating the 
Republican candidate to President 
Bush is an effective strategy. 

 “Honestly, I think it’s a waste 
of time,” said Alex Haluska, a 
sophomore civil engineering major. 
“Everyone knows McCain stands 
apart from George Bush. Many 
people in the Republican party used 
to genuinely hate John McCain.”

 On the other hand, Emily 
Larson, a sophomore mathematics 
major, thinks that Obama’s strategy 
“is a good idea if he wants to win 
over some Independents.”

 Apparently, voters across 
the country are not buying what 
Obama is selling. It’s unlikely that 
Americans would cast a vote for an 
inexperienced community organizer 
solely because he is not Bush. 

RealClearPolitics.com, a website 
that comprehensively averages polls 
from across the nation, has data sug-
gesting an extremely tight, competi-
tive election.

Individual, state-by-state polls 
are very close. RCP categorizes any 

state inside of four percentage points 
as being a “toss-up” state. Currently 
11 states are listed as toss-ups, with 
nine of those states being worth 
more than 10 electoral votes.

 Obama’s shift to a negative cam-
paign is easy to understand. Recent 
elections have proven that negative 
campaigning wins votes. 

 “Even if voters say they don’t like 
it, they still respond to negative ads. 
Evidence absolutely suggests that 
negative campaigning is effective,” 
Hanson said.  

 Obama has found himself in 
a close race, and his campaign is 
implementing the devious political 
strategies that are sadly but surely 
effective in election seasons.

 Obama certainly does not 
represent some new, fresh form of 
positive politics. He is just as guilty, 
if not more so, as McCain of negative 
campaigning. 

Obama has merely perfected the 
art of being a classic, old school poli-
tician. Sorry, Senator, but that’s not 
change. That’s more of the same. 

Jimmy Paul is a sophomore 
political science major. His columns 
appear every other Monday. He can 

be reached at jdpaul01@syr.edu.

J i m m y  P a u l
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Lawsuit against university to 
go to trial, three more linger

By Melanie Hicken
Special projectS editor

Syracuse University is a defendant in four active 
lawsuits, one of which is set to go to trial in 
October. 

 O’Connor v. Syracuse University, a personal 
injury lawsuit, is set for a pre-trial conference 
today and will begin trial at the end of October 
in the Albany Civil Supreme Court, according 
to court records. The case stems from a fight that 
occurred after a club hockey game in February 
2005, said plaintiff Cornelius O’Connor’s lawyer 
John Bailey.

 Two of the other three cases, Margaret Ryan 
v. Syracuse University and Richard Kotkin v. 
Syracuse University, are also personal injury 
lawsuits. The other case, Green, Kevin and 
Green v. Syracuse University, is a negligence 
lawsuit in the Schenectady Civil Supreme Court, 
according to court records, but further details 
are unknown. Lawyers for both parties did not 
return phone calls.

 The university declined comment on all four 
cases. 

 “As a matter of policy, the university does not 
discuss matters in litigation or prior cases,” said 
SU spokesman Kevin Morrow. 

 Personal injury lawsuits are common among 
large entities such as universities because of the 
way the U.S. legal system is structured, said SU 
legal expert Keith Bybee. The U.S. does not have 
a loser-pays system, in which a losing plaintiff, 
the person who files a civil suit, must pay for the 
defendant’s legal fees. The lack of this penalty 
serves as an incentive for all kinds of cases, he 
said. He also cited the large number of lawyers 
available for people. 

 “It’s not too much of a surprise that a big 
organization would face these kinds of cases,” 
said Bybee, an associate professor of law and 
political science and director of the Institute for 
the Study of the Judiciary, Politics and the Media 
at SU. “It doesn’t tell you that SU is particularly 
negligent.” 

O’Connor v. Syracuse University
 On Feb. 11, 2005, the suit’s plaintiff, 

O’Connor, attended a club hockey game between 
SU and Slippery Rock University at SU’s Ten-
nity Ice Skating Pavilion because his son was 
a senior on the Syracuse team, said Bailey, 
O’Connor’s lawyer. At the end of the game, a 
fight broke out between an SU student not on 
the team and a Slippery Rock player who was 
leaving the ice. 

 “Mr. O’Connor attempted to separate the two 
and was seriously injured when he was caused 
to fall to the floor,” Bailey said. O’Connor frac-
tured his leg and ankle. His injuries required 
surgery and a five-day hospital stay, and he has 
permanent metal hardware in his leg, Bailey 
said. 

 O’Connor is suing to recover his medical 
expenses and pain and suffering, but has not 
specified a specific financial amount. Bailey 
could not provide the cost of O’Connor’s medi-
cal expenses but described them as “fairly sig-
nificant.”

 “The theory against Syracuse, in a nutshell, 
is that they failed to protect a patron at a sport-
ing event, and that their own procedures were 
not followed in connection with how to handle 
a hockey game, in particular when a hockey 
game ends, what is required of Syracuse secu-
rity people,” he said. 

 Bailey said SU maintains it behaved rea-
sonably in terms of providing protection and 

security. SU’s lawyer Michael Larkin referred 
comment to the university, which declined com-
ment. 

 O’Connor is also suing the two people in the 
fight: Slippery Rock player Matthew DiSanti and 
former SU student Brian McNiel. Bailey said the 
case against DiSanti and McNiel centers on the 
fact that they should not have engaged in fight-
ing, and that McNiel placed himself in imminent 
danger. He said their case is based on a legal 
concept that says danger invites rescue. 

 “Mr. O’Connor was attempting to rescue the 
Syracuse student from serious injury by fighting 
the hockey player,” he said. 

 McNiel’s lawyer Peter Cambs said he doesn’t 
believe there is liability on the part of any of the 
defendants. 

 “It’s an unfortunate situation,” he said. 
“Mr. McNiel was as much of a victim as Mr. 
O’Connor.”

Margaret Ryan v. Syracuse University 
 Margaret Ryan was on a paved area outside 

Manley Field House Oct. 12, 2007 when she fell 
because of a “defect in the property,” according 
to the civil complaint filed with the Onondaga 
County clerk.

 Ryan received an injury of “a permanent 
nature,” according to the complaint. Her com-
plaint says the paved area she fell on was 
“negligently maintained and was not in con-
formance or compliance with local codes and 
ordinances.”

 She is suing for unspecified damages. A 
preliminary conference was held in August, 
and no further court dates have yet been set, 
according to court records. 

 Ryan’s attorney Robert Williams did not 
return phone calls. SU declined comment.

Richard Kotkin v. Syracuse University
 Richard Kotkin was visiting a student at SU 

when he went to Archbold Gymnasium to play 
a game of basketball with friends, according to 
court records.

 During the game on the afternoon of Sat-
urday, March 26, 2005, Kotkin jumped to block 
a shot and fell, fracturing his ankle. He main-
tains that his fall was due to the floor being 
unduly slippery, according to court records. 
SU “negligently and carelessly permit(ted) the 
accident site to be maintained in an unsafe, 
dangerous and improper condition,” the civil 
complaint states. 

 Larkin deferred comment to the university, 
who declined comment. 

 Kotkin is suing for damages of $2.5 million 
in current and future medical bills and to 
account for pain and suffering, according to 
court records. 

 Kotkin’s witnesses include a friend who 
saw the fall and the orthopedic surgeon who 
treated him, according to court records. Uni-
versity witnesses include two students who said 
in signed affidavits that they played basketball 
in Archbold on the same day and did not find 
the floor to be slippery. 

 The case originated in Nassau County, 
where Kotkin is a resident, but SU filed a suc-
cessful motion, which Kotkin’s lawyer fought to 
transfer the case to Onondaga County. The suit 
had a preliminary conference in June. 

 No future court dates have been set yet, but 
Kotkin’s lawyer Scott Steinberg said all deposi-
tions have been conducted. 

 “The case is moving along,” he said. 
mghicken@syr.edu
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 “It’s like a little Christmas for us,” said Ali 
Benchakroun, a first year law student at SU. 
“This is our big holy day.”

 Eid ul-Fitr is more or less celebrated the 
same way by Muslims around the world, 
Benchakroun said. Families and friends 
gather to spend the day together and in the 
morning, around 7 or 8 a.m., go to the mosque 
to pray the Eid prayer and thank Allah for his 
blessings, Benchakroun said.

 “The great thing about it, is that the fact 
that we have a day off, a lot people are going 
to ask, why do we have a day off on Tuesday?” 
Benchakroun said.  “It’s a way for people to 
know about Islam.”

 But getting Eid ul-Fitr on the SU calendar 
has been a process years in the making. 

Making it official
 Eid ul-Fitr has been an official campus 

holiday since 1995, said Ahmed Kobeisy, Hen-
dricks Chapel Muslim chaplain and imam. He 
was instrumental in its addition to the school 
calendar. 

 “Since there is a great deal of commonali-
ties between Islam and the Judeo-Christian 
traditions, and since Muslims are integral 
part of the American mosaic, I had hoped 
and continue to hope that this society is seen 
as inclusive of Islam rather than being seen 
only as Judeo-Christian,” Kobeisy said in an 
e-mail Friday.

 In 1990, when he first volunteered to his 
current appointed position, Kobeisy said he 
had sensed Muslim students’ basic religious 
needs were not met by SU, and he vowed to 
challenge the status quo by addressing the 
university calendar committee. He proposed 
SU add the two main Muslim holy days, Eid ul-
Fitr and Eid al-Adha, the “Feast of Sacrifice” 
at the end of Hajj, the pilgrimage to Mecca.  

 “I decided (to request a Muslim holy day) 
because I know how hard it is for Muslim stu-
dents to practice and reconcile both religious 
demands with the demands of everything in 
life,” Kobeisy said. “Furthermore, I wanted 
the university to be inclusive and thirdly, I 
had hoped for the addition to be educational 
and help provide more information on Islam.”

 Maureen Breed, university registrar chair 
and calendar committee director, wrote in an 
e-mail that the school calendar, at that time, 
already accommodated Jewish students and 
faculty with Yom Kippur, added to the aca-
demic calendar in 1974, and Christians with 
Good Friday, added to the academic calendar 
in 1989, and vacations around Christmas and 
Easter. 

 The request was legitimate for young Mus-
lims who were pressed for acceptance and 
religious equality, Kobeisy said.

 “An important reason is that many Mus-
lim students would not profess their reli-
gious preference or affiliation out of fear of 
discrimination,” Kobeisy said. “I knew of 
Muslim students who would not miss classes 
to attend a Muslim holiday or a prayer for fear 
of bias, although it is a university policy to 
allow students to be absent for religious holy 
days.”

 After discussions with the Muslim Stu-
dent Association, Kobeisy urged the calendar 
committee, which sets the calendar for SU 
every five years, to have the two holy days 

included as university-recognized holidays 
and made an aggressive push toward that 
goal. Kobeisy’s early efforts met resistance 
from the committee, he said.

 At that time many universities across the 
country only had Christian holidays on their 
calendars, and schools with prominent Jew-
ish student body took off on Rosh Hashanah 
and Yom Kippur. So for many at SU, Kobeisy’s 
proposal ultimately meant a startling depar-
ture from the university’s scripted religious 
holiday calendar.

 According to MSA National, of the seven 
members of SU Calendar Committee in 1995, 
four were apprehensive of Kobeisy’s request 
and wanted to eliminate all holidays rather 
than adding one more, while only three mem-
bers supported Eid ul-Fitr. The setback was 
apparently not enough to dampen eager Mus-
lim students, said Yusuf Abdul-Qadir, a senior 
political science and Middle Eastern studies 
major.

 After members of the calendar committee 
questioned Kobeisy about the motives behind 
his request, they informed him of the possibil-
ity of adding only one holiday and not both, 
because the university did not have more than 
one day available to offer without affecting the 
instruction time, Kobeisy wrote in an e-mail. 

 “I had to choose Eid ul-Fitr over the other 
one because Muslim students would be com-
ing out of (a month of daily fasting), and they 
would need a break,” Kobeisy said. 

 Abdul-Qadir said progress was frustrat-
ingly slow at times. He said the effort of 
Kobeisy and MSA was deterred by competing 
administrations. 

 “Even today, we get people in the admin-
istration who are very supportive, but it’s 
always off the record,” Abdul-Qadir said. 
“There’s power politics on their part, and as a 
student, it’s frustrating.” 

 Elaborating on the difficulties with the 
back-and-forth bargaining between the Mus-
lim community and the university, Abdul-
Qadir said the effort was “kind of a revolu-
tion.”

 “It didn’t happen like that,” Abdul-Qadir 
said. “It was a joined, unified effort. We had 
allies.”

 Abdul-Qadir said fortunately some people, 
Christians and Jews alike within the univer-
sity were willing to listen. Muslim students 
needed all the help they could get, Abdu-Qadir 
said.

Saving the date
 Kobeisy and Muslims students gradu-

ally built allies in the university, and soon, 
members of the SU administration became 
involved, as eliminating all religious holidays 

from the official school calendar would have 
created more controversy.

 The senior administrators decided to delve 
deeper into the issue, and eventually agreed 
to support Eid ul-Fitr and fast-tracked its addi-
tion to the university’s calendar. 

 It was a remarkable turn of events for Mus-
lims in Syracuse, said El-java Abdul-Qadir, 
Yusuf’s older brother and an SU alumnus. 
He was also a member of the MSA staff that 
helped established Eid ul-Fitr as a holiday.

 “It was a long time coming,” he said. It was 
something that needed to happen. I am more 
grateful that it was approved than I am salty 
that it took so long to happen.”

 Today, some SU Muslims see the addition 
of Eid ul-Fitr as a foundation for a peaceful 
institutionalization of Islam in America. 

 “I think (the addition of Eid ul-Fitr to the 
school academic calendar) is revolutionary,” 
Yusuf Abdul-Qadir said. “It’s a step toward 
recognizing that Muslims are an integral part 
of this country.”

 While administrators wrestle with the 
school calendar, SU’s registrar, Breed, who 
headed the academic calendar committee that 
convened last year, said in an e-mail SU has 
a commitment to accommodate students’ cul-
tural and religious needs.

 With sizable Muslim populations and sig-
nificant demographic changes taking place 
in communities throughout the country, the 
addition of Muslim holy days to U.S. colleges’ 
and universities’ calendars “is the only right 
thing to do,” Benchakroun said. 

 “Syracuse started it, and it’s going to be 
a trend,” he said. “A lot of universities might 
follow.”

aiamadou@syr.edu

eid al-fitr
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“I knew of Muslim 
students who would not 
miss classes to attend a 
Muslim holiday or a prayer 
for fear of bias, although 
it is a university policy to 
allow students to be absent 
for religious holy days.”

Ahmed Kobeisy
Hendricks cHapel MusliM cHaplain
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open call for comics!

submit yours to
comics@dailyorange.com

rose hips by casey landerkin | celander@syr.edu

the perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

the human condition by michael scialdone | mjsciald@syr.edu

the life of boris by ben milczarski | sweatstain@juno.com
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the Block, in the Thornden Park Amphitheater 
Oct. 3.

 “It’s all about ease of access,” Short said. 
“College students are very busy, and when you 
have two exams and two papers due the next 
day, registering to vote might not be foremost 
on your mind. We have to approach students on 
their level by using the Internet and Facebook, 
and have fun events where they can register 
without a hassle.”

 The College Republicans has been work-
ing with the Student Association for Voter 
Engagement, and the two groups are planning 
to work together on a student-voter registra-
tion project, said Nick Johnson, chairman of 
College Republicans. The Student Association 
for Voter Engagement could not be reached for 
comment about a voter registration drive.

 Another group that can register people to 
vote is the New York Public Interest Research 
Group. The group is a student-directed organi-
zation that registers people to vote across the 
state. The Syracuse NYPIRG branch mainly 
serves SU and the State University of New 
York College of Environmental Science and 
Forestry, said Cliff Barragan, project coordi-
nator of the branch. 

 NYPIRG does some off-campus work as 
well, registering people to vote in the sur-
rounding communities. The organization goes 
out on campuses with clipboards and helps 
people register to vote in the time leading up to 
the election.

 In recent weeks, Barragan has set up voter 
registration tables in both Haven Hall and 
the Kimmel Food Court. NYPIRG also sends 
members with clipboards out to visible places 
on campus like the Quad, where they try to 
register students to vote. 

 The organization has gotten approximately 
300 new voter cards so far. Most of the students 
are registering to vote locally, but some want to 
fill out absentee ballots, particularly if they live 
in swing states like Ohio or Pennsylvania, Barra-
gan said. He estimated 90 percent of the students 
he has come across have registered to vote in New 
York. The other 10 percent plan to vote absentee. 

 NYPIRG cannot provide students with 
absentee ballots for their home states because 
they are a New York state organization, but 
they can provide students with deadline infor-
mation for voting absentee, Barragan said.

 “I think it’s really important for there to be 
easy access for voter registration because peo-
ple’s lives are becoming increasingly busy,” he 
said. “We just go out and try to make it super 
easy for people to register.” 

A version of this story originally appeared 
on Democracy Wise, http://knightpoliti-

calreporting.syr.edu/democracywise.
jlmunks@syr.edu

Love InDesign? Photoshop? Typography? 
Apply for a job. design@dailyorange.com

vote
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How to get registered
Barack the Block
A concert in the Thornden Park Amphi-
theater Oct. 3, sponsored by Students for 
Barack Obama, will offer voter registra-
tion.

GoVoteAbsentee.org
The Web site provides voters with all the 
information they need about absentee bal-
lots. By typing in the zip code of where a 
person is registered to vote, one can find 
out if they are indeed registered and when 
the absentee voting deadline is. 

Onondaga County Board of Elections
Voters can register by going in-person or 
mailing their application to the board’s 
office. John H. Mulroy Civic Center
411 Montgomery St. 
15th Floor
Syracuse, N.Y. 13202 

research for his campaign.
 Zagger echoed Irvine’s sentiments.
 “I thought Gen. Clark’s message really 

spoke to a lot of people, especially a lot of the 
veterans that were here,” he said. “His service 
and his dedication to his country is unparal-
leled, and the fact that he’s here in Syracuse, 
in Central New York, supporting Dan Maffei, 
speaks a lot to what Dan Maffei stands for and 
that he’s the right candidate for Syracuse.”

 Syracuse native Maffei’s major platform is 
economic change in the Syracuse area, includ-
ing middle class relief through healthcare 
reform and new jobs, according to his campaign 
Web site, which also lists energy independence 
and ending the Iraq War as priorities.

 “We’re not only going to change Central New 
York, we’re going to change this region,” Maffei 
said. “And we’re not only going to change this 
region, we’re going to change this country.”

 Before ending his speech, Clark empha-
sized the importance of local strength.

 “Look, we need new ideas and new lead-
ership in Washington,” Clark said. “If you 
believe in this country, you understand the 
strength of America. It’s not in Washington; 
it’s out here, in Syracuse. It’s in Buffalo. It’s 
in New York City. It’s across America with 
ordinary men and women.”

rsbalton@syr.edu

maffei
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crush

Sam Rockwell might be one of the sexiest 40 
year olds alive.

His most recent movie, “Choke,” is fi lm 
festival gold, but it wasn’t the fi lm’s direc-
tion that kept me on the edge of my seat, 
gripping my skirt. His role as a confused, 
confi dent sex addict was more enticing than 
those YouTube videos of Obama girl. 

While Rockwell was not and might never 
be a member of Hollywood’s A-List, his 
fi lms, ranging from “Charlie’s Angels” to 
“The Green Mile,” allow him to showcase his 
capabilities as a cinematic late-bloomer.

His acting talents only add to the sex 
appeal; who doesn’t love a guy who can 
make you laugh, cry, be disgusted and 

turned on within just three fi lms?
Rockwell has had a long journey — with 

his appearances, I mean. During his mid-30s, 
he walked around looking like a smooth-
skinned Albert Einstein — no joke. Easily 
forgiven, though, because he came back for 
“Choke” as scruffy and fi t as ever.

I fi rst fell in love with Rockwell in “Char-
lie’s Angels,” smoking the cigarette and 
dancing to hardcore techno — what could be 
better?

Rockwell is the ultimate bad boy with a heart. 
And you have to admit, the name Rock-

well helps. 
— Rebekah Jones, Asst. Feature Editor

rdjones03@syr.edu

SAM ROCKWELL
jeff vespa | wireimage.com
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Egyptian bloggers visit SU to cover U.S. election season

SEE FACEBOOK PAGE 13

College recruiters use 
Facebook to attract 
prospective students

SEE EGYPT PAGE 13

By Dan Kaplan
ASST. COPY EDITOR

A dam Clair was on his Facebook when he saw 
he had a friend request on his homepage.

Clair, a senior journalism major at Penn-
sylvania State University–University Park 

clicked on the link, thinking it would be a classmate, 
but it turned out to be more than a person — it was an 
entire school.

 The request was from the Graduate School of Jour-
nalism at Columbia University as a tool to recruit 
potential graduate students in the journalism fi eld.

 “For somebody, especially something as prestigious 

as the Columbia Journalism School, to recruit me was 
fl attering,” he said. 

 Recently, the Graduate School of Journalism at 
Columbia University, commonly referred to as the Jour-
nalism School, and other graduate schools around the 
country, created their own unique Facebook profi les. 
More than simply a network page, the profi le — named 
“Columbia J-School” — essentially personifi es the 
school, giving it the ability to add photos, join groups 
and, most importantly, “friend” prospective students.

 He hadn’t even considered graduate school prior 
to receiving his friend request from the Journalism 
School. He said that the chances of his attending gradu-

ate school rather than starting a career in the fi eld 
remained slim, but that the request had opened his eyes 
somewhat.

 In reaching out to Facebook, the Journalism School 
joins other Columbia University post-graduate institu-
tions, such as its Teachers College, in this new market-
ing initiative. But because each individual college at 
Columbia markets itself differently, not all of them have 
taken the plunge into online recruitment.

 “It’s very clear to us that this is a direction that we 
need to look into and experiment with,” said Christine 
Souders, associate dean for admission and fi nancial aid 

Requested

By Sierra Jiminez
OPINION EDITOR

In America, signing up for an online 
blog is free. But in Egypt, bloggers must 
pay for their words in censorship, gov-
ernment control and threats to their 
personal safety. For Wael Abbas and 
Ahmed Elderiny, the cost doesn’t mat-
ter. They still fi ght for a more politically 
active Egyptian citizenry. 

 The two bloggers visited Syracuse 
University last week as part of a year-
long project to improve journalism in 
Egypt and other Arabic regions of the 
world. 

 “Blogging the Election,” orga-
nized by the Kamal Adham Center for 
Journalism Training and Research 
at The American University in Cairo, 
sends eight Egyptian bloggers to the 
U.S. for three weeks in September, 
and again at the end of October, to 
blog about the 2008 presidential elec-
tion. 

 Along with visiting online news 
organizations like time.com, Washing-
tonPost.com and Huffi ngtonPost.com, 
the bloggers spend a week at some of the 
top journalism schools in the United 
States including: SU’s S.I. Newhouse 

School of Public Communications, 
University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill’s School of Journalism and Mass 
Communications, University of Texas’ 
College of Communication and the Uni-
versity of Nebraska-Lincoln College 
of Journalism and Mass Communica-
tions. 

 “We are not trying to make them 
into journalists,” said Lawrence Pin-
tak, director of the Kamal Adham Cen-
ter, explaining that bloggers are encour-
aged to express their opinions. “But we 
are trying to help them improve their 
craft.”

 The bloggers were chosen by the 
Kamal Adham Center based on their 
expressed interest in improving their 
journalism skills and experience in 
blogging on politics and society.

 “The fact that several of the blog-
gers involved in the project blog anony-
mously is a refl ection of the oppressed 
state of media in Egypt today,” Pintak 
said.

 Egypt has been under emergency 
law since 1981 when Hosni Mubarak 
became president. Since then, the coun-
try has been under strict regime that 
bans many democratic principles like 

the right to assemble.
 Most of the newspapers in Egypt 

are government-owned or moderated, 
making independent Internet and blog 
sites one of the only ways for people to 
express their true opinions. 

 “I wanted to work as a journalist 
but then I found out that the jour-
nalism in Egypt is not as free as it 
should be,” Abbas said. “I saw that the 
internet has potential to express your 
freedoms.”

 Abbas began publishing Arabic 
content online in 1998. But while 

nishan patel | the daily orange
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THURSDAYS AT 9 P.M. ON NBC
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every monday in pulp

Four top-rated TV shows return for their fall seasons
Back in action

“HOUSE” 
TUESDAYS AT 8 P.M. ON FOX
The tragic death of Dr. Amber Volakis has continued to be a moving 
theme in the medical mystery’s fi fth season. 

 Dr. James Wilson has chosen to resign, but knowing television 
these days, he will most likely be back soon. 

In Princeton-Plainsboro Teaching Hospital, things seem to be 
the same as always: House has an adversarial and sexual-tension 
driven relationship with Chief Hospital Administrator Lisa 
Cuddy, the doctors who work under House like to roll their eyes 
at him and no day is complete without the breaking of some 
ethical or hospital rule.

 The new patients this season are not any more or less unique 
than the previous ones. Yet, in every episode, around twenty 
minutes in, the doctors misdiagnose the patient. All the same, House 
manages to keep its medical curriculum innovative and House’s wit 
fresh.

The employees of the Scranton, Pa., branch 
of Dunder Miffl in are back for a fi fth season. 
The hour-long season premiere recapped the 
summer, following the offi ce’s journey of the 
corporate-sponsored weight loss competition. 

 The highlight of the weight loss competi-
tion occurred when assistant to the regional 
manager Dwight Schrute took  sales associ-
ate Phyllis Lapin fi ve miles downtown and 
abandoned her. Along with his lucid affair 
with accountant Angela Martin, Dwight’s 
character is crossing the line from funny to 
when can we kill his character off in a tragic 
plane crash?

 There are no new cast additions, although 
former secretary Pam Beesly is now studying 

art in New York City and former VP of Dunder 
Miffl in, Ryan Howard, is back in Scranton 
working as the branch secretary, an interest-
ing twist because Ryan’s arrest last season 
seemed like a good way to get rid of his unlike-
able character. 

 The new human resources woman, Holly, 
continues to romantically pursue regional man-
ager Michael Scott, but in the mix of a communi-
cation error, Michael missed yet another oppor-
tunity to take Holly out. Of course Michael’s 
socially awkward approaches to dating are still 
funny, but audience frustration with the long-
awaited hookup, along with the tension from 
pregnant former lover Jan Levinson, make the 
complex love octagon unnerving. 

“GREY’S ANATOMY” 
THURSDAYS AT 9 P.M. ON ABC

At the end of last season, we left Meredith Grey surrounded by 
candles that formed the outline of the house she hopes to live in with 

McDreamy (Dr. Derek Shepherd). By the end of this season’s two-
hour season premiere, the two are not any closer to moving in. 

Grey and Shepherd aside, the episode wasn’t too much different 
than the fi nale, or, for that matter, every other episode: Mark 
Sloan creates sexual tension with every woman, Cristina Yang 
is in desperate need of a man, George O’Malley is oblivious that 

Lexie Grey likes him, and Izzie still has not gotten over the death 
of her fi ancé. 

 The season will be undoubtedly fi lled with everyone sleeping 
with each other, new relationships and the sound of heart monitor 
alarms when an emotional conversation is taking place. Also, there 
may be some medical cases in between all of that. 

“HEROES” 
MONDAYS AT 8 P.M. ON NBC

Heroes is back again after last season’s suspension. Well, it aired 
last season, but even the producers know it was bad, posting a 
quote from USA Today on the show’s Web site stating “…if you liked 
Heroes in the fi rst season…you’d be wise to give the third a try.” 

The season kicked off with the shooting, death and resurrection of 
New York congressman, Nathan Petrelli, all within the fi rst fi ve min-
utes. A bit confusing but makes for an interesting sub-plot.

Two seasons ago, the villain known only as Sylar was assumed to be 
dead by everyone in the free world. Viewers refused to believe that one 
of the main characters and principle eye-candy would be killed off, and 
the super-villain has been united once again with the all-star cast. 

 The product placement for Sprint aside, “Heroes” is sure to take a 
turn for the better with a more singular plot focus that unites all the char-
acters. Oh, yeah, and more gore and boobs. 

By Ben Tepfer 
and Rebekah Jones

THE DAILY ORANGE

F our of television’s most popular shows, “Heroes,” “The Offi ce,” 
“House” and “Grey’s Anatomy,” returned this past week to tie up 
loose ends and create new twists and turns for their new seasons.  

However, the theme of most of these shows seems to be “same problems, dif-
ferent season,” as almost none of the shows seem to veer off their familiar, 
formulaic paths created at the beginning of the series. While audiences 
might be a bit more impressed if writers stepped out of the box, there’s no 
doubt these four shows will have successful seasons.

images courtesy of fox broadcasting company, abc studios, and nbc studios
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By Racquel Clarke
STAFF WRITER

Rosh Hashanah and Eid ul-Fitr are only a day 
apart on the calendar this year, and the Turkish 
Student Association’s Annual Friendship Dinner 
plans to unite their two religious groups, Jews and 
Muslims, in the Goldstein Auditorium at 6:30 p.m.

 The Jewish New Year will be wrapping 
up just as the end of the holy Islamic fasting 
month commences, as both Muslims and Jews 
celebrate their different holidays together.

 The dinner is aimed at bringing these two 
faiths, along with many others, closer together 
in both dialogue and unity.

 Held during Ramadan, the dinner breaks 
the daily fast where Muslims who practice this 
tradition do not eat or drink from dawn until 
sunset to focus on prayer, sacrifi ce and humility 
for a month.

 Dinner invitations were sent to various reli-
gious organizations on the SU campus, as well 
as churches in the Syracuse area, said Gokhan 
Aydin, vice president of the Turkish Student 
Association.

 “We would like to see how people are willing 
to get together in spite of their differences and 
try to fi nd some common grounds,” Aydin said.

 The campus and community response has 
been positive. This year, 200 guests are expected 
to attend, the maximum occupancy for Gold-
stein Auditorium. For more than fi ve years, 
the annual dinner took place at smaller hotel 
venues in Syracuse.

 “This time it is going to be a little bigger,” 
Aydin said. “In previous ones, we just focused 
on SU, but this time we are extending invites to 
people outside of SU.”

 Guests will include city offi cers, FBI rep-
resentatives, government representatives, the 
Salvation Army, international community 

members and local businessmen. Students and 
faculty from SU, Onondaga Community College, 
the State University of New York College of 
Environmental Studies and Forestry and SUNY 
Oswego were also invited.

 Thomas Wolfe, SU’s dean of student affairs, 
and Kelly Sprinkle, the dean of Hendricks Cha-
pel, will give speeches on their experiences in 
Turkey from the Hendricks Chapel interfaith 
travel study trip last spring.

 “We want people to hear directly from people 
who have been to Turkey,” Aydin said. “We are 
trying to heal the information gap — the misun-
derstanding and misperception of Turkey in the 
U.S. and the U.S. in Turkey.”

 The program will also include keynote 
speaker Ali Yurtsever, a research scholar at 
Georgetown University, an Adhan (a call to 
prayer), a movie on Turkish cultural history 
and traditional Turkish baklava dessert.

 “In Turkey, there are a lot of different cul-
tures and faiths living together: Catholic, Jews 
and Muslims,” Aydin said. “They have been liv-
ing together for more than a thousand years.”

 The Turkish Student Association’s mission 
is to educate citizens of Turkey and the United 
States about each other in an effort to promote 
global peace.

 “Our main goal is to bring people together 
from different backgrounds to experience unity 
and diversity by building bridges between cul-
tures and faith,” Aydin said.

 Although the dinner is not open to the 
public, it is important for students to know that 
there are events like this on campus, Aydin 
said.

 “We are trying to hold it next year too and 
make more events like this — not this just a once 
a year thing — and make it a natural process.”

reclarke@syr.edu

at the Journalism School. “It’s an additional way 
of reaching prospective students that we didn’t 
have in the past, and it’s something that we’re 
really looking forward to using.”

 The school’s primary goal with the profi le 
is to reach out and attract students toward 
visiting the many college fairs Columbia tours 
year-round. It focuses specifi c attention on 
those already involved in journalism, such 
as newspaper editors and staff writers, and 
allows them to ask questions directly via post-
ing on the profi le’s wall.

 Northwestern’s Medill School of Journalism 
and University of California at Berkeley’s Jour-
nalism School have Facebook profi les as well.

 “It’s more of a general query type of pro-
gram,” said Monica Burnette, assistant direc-
tor of admissions and fi nancial aid at the 
Journalism School. “Honestly, we don’t look at 
individual student profi les when we’re looking 
at admissions; it’s not part of the admissions 
process at all.”

 This came as welcome news to students. 
While many expressed interest in the possibility 
of graduate school and commended Columbia 
for reaching out, the possibility of exposing 
questionable content on profi les had initially 
held some students back.

 “Facebook is used to get in contact with your 
friends, so it’s not exactly professional,” said 
Bianca Graulau, a freshman broadcast journal-
ism major in the S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications. 

“My question is whether they would take into 
consideration the content of someone’s profi le to 
admit that person into their school. I don’t think 
it’s the best method.”

 The “J-School” profi le currently boasts 187 

Facebook friends, including 12 from Syracuse 
University, and has attracted students of all 
different university standings — opening up the 
possibility of graduate school to each.

Freshman advertising major Dave Biles, 
expressed interest in and respect for the Jour-
nalism School’s initiative, despite being in a 
different major altogether.

 “I think it would defi nitely be a way to get to 
individual students, which I think is a challenge 
in today’s marketing and advertising world,” he 
said. 

“I defi nitely think it’s a good, more personal 
way to get in touch with possible students.”

 The question remains as to whether and how 
a communications school with a similar level of 
prestige, like Newhouse, will venture into the 
online recruitment market. 

 Joel Kaplan, associate dean for professional 
graduate studies at Newhouse, said that the 
school hadn’t yet ventured into the popular 
social networking sites like Facebook and MyS-
pace, but kept the option open for the future.

 “We haven’t done it on the graduate level 
yet,” Kaplan said. “I would never say that we 
wouldn’t do it, certainly if it seems attractive to 
students. You use everything at your fi ngertips, 
all your tools, to get people interested.”

 But Kaplan downplayed the possibility of 
a venture as a means of keeping up in compe-
tition with other graduate schools. Rather, 
he said that what is most important through-
out the whole process is each student’s indi-
vidual comfort.

 “There’ll be people on occasion who say 
‘Come to Newhouse instead of Medill,’ or ‘Come 
to Newhouse instead of Missouri,’ but for the 
most part, we’re happy wherever they go,” he 
said. “Everyone has strengths, and everyone 
has weaknesses, and in most cases wherever 
you go, you’ll make the best of it.”

sdkaplan@syr.edu
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sending his content to online Arabic newspapers, 
he realized that they were becoming restricted 
by the government just as traditional newspa-
pers had been. 

 By 2004, Abbas began his own blog: Egyptian 
Awareness. At the time, the streets of Egypt were 
fi lled with political activity, protesting another 
term of Mubarak as the Egyptian leader. “These 
kind of activities were not getting enough cover-
age,” Abbas said. He began taking pictures, 
video and audio of the events. 

 Soon, people began sending Abbas their own 
content, including a video documenting the tor-
ture of an Egyptian citizen in a police station in 
which an independent journalist identifi ed the 
victim. 

 The video marked a signifi cant cooperation 
between the blogging world and the traditional 
journalism in Egypt.

 Similar to Abbas’s experience, Ahmed 
Elderiny began blogging in 2005 because of the 
freedom an independent medium provided. 

 Elderiny, 27, is the fi rst and youngest person 
to create an independent radio station in Egypt 
— political parties own most. TeetRadio, named 
after the sound broadcasting stations used when 
censoring comments, was formed in January 
2008. The broadcast uses sarcasm to reach Egyp-
tian citizens and educate them on the critical 
issues in the country.

 “We are speaking freely,” Elderiny said. “We 
are saying the prohibited content, and we are 
expressing our generation.”

 But the ability to speak freely comes at a 

price for the Egyptian bloggers.
 “The offi cial media is attacking us all the 

time, calling us liars and forgers,” Abbas said.
 The media in Egypt has consistently degrad-

ed Abbas’ reputation. The government has even 
gone as far as to broadcast on television that he 
had a criminal record, Abbas said. 

 Despite the harsh criticism bloggers and 
activists face in Egypt, strides are being made 
in the fi ght towards a free speaking society. In 
2007, Judge Abdel Fattah Murad demanded the 
closing of 50 blogging, human rights and news 
Web sites in Egypt. 

 Murad also made claims against three Egyp-
tian bloggers, saying that they had blackmailed 
him and defamed the reputation of Egypt. This 
year, The Administrative Court ruled against 
Murad, refusing to ban the 50 Web sites.

 “Of course we’re scared,” Abbas said when 
asked how he felt about the government’s nega-
tivity towards bloggers. “It’s a game that we 
agreed to play, but we cannot get scared away. 
Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose.”

 For Abbas and Elderiny, speaking freely is 
not a choice — it’s a necessity. 

 “You have to express yourself, your nation, 
the class you belong to and the country you are 
living in,” Elderiny said.

 Until the citizens of Egypt are able to speak 
up for themselves, blogging will continue to 
fl ourish in Egypt. 

 “We are trying to be the spark that starts 
the three institutions that are absent in soci-
ety: the civil society, the free media and the 
political parties,” Abbas said. “People think 
we are here to replace them, but we’re only 
here temporarily.”

sirodig@syr.edu
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In defeat, goalie Cavicchia has his ‘best game’ for Orange

Syracuse devastated after 
overtime loss to No. 5 UConn

megan lange | staff photographer
geoff lytle tries to control the ball against Connecticut yesterday. UConn scored a 
goal in the 101st minute to defeat SU 1-0 in double overtime. SU outshot UConn, 19-12.

m e n ’ s  s o c c e r

By Michael Bonner
ASSt. SportS Editor

The Syracuse men’s soccer team was on the 
ground, in disbelief of what just happened, the 
opportunity that it let slip away. 
 Forward Kyle Hall walked around in a daze 
with his hands on his hips. Midfielder Geoff Lytle 

bent down on one knee 
until senior Pete Rowley 
came over to lift him 
up and hug him. Justin 
Arena, Raoul Meister 

and Kenny Caceros collapsed to the ground, 
Arena and Meister with their faces in the grass. 
They didn’t move, the ball getting past goal keeper 
Robert Cavicchia had taken the life out of them.
 The Syracuse men’s soccer team battled No. 
5 Connecticut for 100 minutes in a scoreless tie. It 
couldn’t make it to 101 minutes. 
 UConn’s O’Brian White’s ended all hopes of an 
upset with a header that gave the Huskies a 1-0 win 
in front of 1,114 at the SU Soccer Stadium Sunday.
 “It just sucks to play that hard, to play that 
well and not get a goal,” forward Spencer Scho-
maker said. “That’s pretty much what was going 
through my mind. How can that happen?”
 The Orange (5-2-2, 2-2) was coming off a 3-0 
win over No. 22 Providence Friday night and was 
looking to make it two straight wins over ranked 
opponents. Syracuse felt the outcome didn’t jus-
tify how it played. 
 “Oh, I definitely believe we outplayed them,” 
said junior Tom Perevegyencev. “I mean we 
played one of our best games today.”
 UConn (5-1-3, 3-1) was active from the onset, 
but SU responded. The Orange outshot the Hus-
kies 14-3 from the 20th minute to the 53rd minute. 
At times, Connecticut’s keeper Josh Ford needed 
to make miraculous saves.
 Perevegyencev set the team up for its best 
scoring opportunity in the first half, juking three 
defenders along the right side of the net to set up 
Isaac Collings in the middle for a one-timer. Ford 
made an outstanding, something he didn’t have 
to do last year against Syracuse. In Storrs, Conn., 
last year Ford didn’t have to make a single save. 

The Huskies attempted 24 shots to the SU’s two. 
 Ford’s job seemed to get easy as the game went on. 
After peppering Ford through the first 53 minutes, the 
roles reversed down the stretch. The Huskies outshot 
the Orange 6-3 in the final 47-plus minutes. 
 “I think it’s just the fatigue factor,” head 
coach Dean Foti said. “You’ve got to manage your 
personnel so you can get through these games. 
Especially the second game in three days, it’s 
tough to manage for any team.”
 The Orange seemed to change strategy toward 
the end of the game. Syracuse kept at least four 
defenders on its back line even as the ball was 
crossing into the midfield. The defenders seem-
ingly wanted no part of an offensive strike until 
a flurry of Syracuse shots with less than a minute 
in the first overtime. At times, Schomaker was 
the only forward in UConn territory, as ten others 
protected the goal. 
 With the exception of the last minute of play 
in the first overtime, the ball primarily stayed in 
the Orange’s half of the field. Foti and the players 
though said it had nothing to do with strategy. 
 “Yeah they were in our half but they didn’t 
produce any dangerous situations,” Perevegy-
encev said. “They produced one header off a cor-
ner but we saved that.”
 The players said they felt like they missed an 
opportunity to knock off one of the nation’s best, 
but in time, they will build off this type of per-
formance. Even in the loss, Foti and his players 
agreed it was their best performance of the year. 
 “I said we wanted to win the game and we’re 
disappointed,” Foti said, referring to what he told 
his team after the game. “But if we can produce 
this kind of soccer for as long as we produced it 
then 99 percent of the time, you’re going to come 
away with a better result than we got today.”
 Even if this was SU’s best game, the score-
board still read 1-0 in favor of the Huskies. The 
players fell to the ground for a reason — they felt 
their best was better than the UConn’s best. 
 “Games like these are pretty sad for us you 
know,” Perevegyencev said. “It’s just we were the 
better team, and they got away with it.”

mibonner@syr.edu

SyraCUSe 0
CoNNeCtiCUt 1

By Matt Ehalt
ASSt. Copy Editor

Rob Cavicchia watched the ball roll safely out of 
bounds, and he took a deep breath. It was over-
time, and Syracuse’s senior goalkeeper had just 
made another key save against No. 5 Connecticut, 
this time deflecting the ball just enough with his 
right cleat to send it wide.
 Cavicchia turned aside shot after shot from 
the Huskies. UConn kept trying to find a way to 
beat Cavicchia, which had only happened four 
times this season. 
 In the 101st minute, though, Connecticut 
found a way past the senior — a beautiful header 
from reigning Big East offensive player of the 
year and M.A.C. Hermann Trophy winner (best 
collegiate soccer player) O’Brian White. 
      The shot gave the defending Big East 
champion UConn a 1-0 double-overtime victory 
over Syracuse Sunday afternoon at SU Soccer 
Stadium and overshadowed a great effort by 
Cavicchia.
      “I think for me personally this was probably 

my best game so far,” Cavicchia said. “Minus the 
Notre Dame game, this is the most I have been 
challenged, and I think I did what I had to do, and 
unfortunately, that last goal I think was perfectly 
placed.”
      While Syracuse (5-2-2, 2-2) outshot UConn (5-1-3, 
3-1), 19-12, the Huskies had more shots on goal, 7-6. 
Cavicchia saved two shots each half and two in 
the first overtime. Several times, he stopped shots 
that he had minimal time to react to, sometimes 
leaving the Huskies frustrated.
      In the 11th minute, Cavicchia fully extended to 
make a diving stop to his right on White’s shot, a 
common sight Sunday. White had six of UConn’s 
seven shots on goal.
      “Rob is doing his job, and there are going to 
come times when you play against good teams 
that are going to threaten the goal and he did 
his job,” SU head coach Dean Foti said. “A 
goalkeeper makes the saves they are supposed 
to make and makes a couple of really good ones 
when you play against the good teams, and he 
did that today.”

      As the game wore on, UConn’s opportunities 
to score increased because of Syracuse’s lack of 
offensive production. The Orange had 14 shots in 
the first 60 minutes, but managed only five more 
over the last 41 minutes.
      In the first overtime, UConn spent time on the 
attack for about nine of the 10 minutes. Cavicchia 
punched a floating ball out of the Syracuse goal 
area to prevent a possible close-range shot early 
in overtime. 
      Cavicchia’s ability to keep such a highly touted 
team off the board for more than 100 minutes of 
play earned praise from his teammates. 
      “It’s a big time game playing No. 2 (Soccer 
America Poll) in the country,” junior defender 
Pete Hill said. “He’s worked hard the entire last 
year to get ready to make saves like that and play 
in big games like this and keep us, with the excep-
tion of that one last play, in the games and he’s 
done a great job all year.”
      Cavicchia could only do so much. Before a 
minute passed in the second overtime, Akeem 
Priestley found White in the center of the box for 

a header that sailed right of Cavicchia’s dive and 
ended the game. 
      Cavicchia said it was a beautifully executed 
goal. Hill said there was a little breakdown in the 
defense, but when White gets opportunities like 
that, he’s going to convert them. Foti said the play 
is why the Huskies are so highly ranked and why 
White was the recipient of the Hermann award, 
which he called soccer’s version of the Heisman 
Trophy.
      The goal left a sour taste in Syracuse’s mouth, 
but the goalie seemed to take the loss rather 
upbeat. He knew he had played a great game and 
at least could take some consolation that it took 
a header by the best player in the country in the 
101st minute to beat him.
      “Definitely, it feels better to get beat by some-
thing I felt was beautifully executed,” Cavicchia 
said. “I mean, yeah, I’m not happy but I’ll take 
away the fact it was great goal. If they had scored 
on a questionable goal, it would not feel good at 
all. It makes it a little easier.”

mrehalt@syr.edu     
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“The momentum was in our favor. The offense 
was executing, the defense was doing good ... I’m 
very upset right now.”
 That’s because Saturday looked destined to 
be Syracuse’s day. 
 Like when sophomore cornerback Mike Hol-
mes gave the Orange a 7-3 lead, taking a first 
quarter kickoff and streaking down the left 
sideline for a 90-yard touchdown return.
 Or when Brinkley, who ran for 119 yards on 16 
carries, broke a highlight-reel run in the second 
quarter, shaking Pitt defenders and scampering 
43 yards. That set up a 25-yard Pat Shadle field goal 
to give SU a 17-13 lead at the half.
 Or when freshman wideout Van Chew — 
with one career catch coming into the game 
— made a circus grab in tight coverage for a 
36-yard score to put the Orange up, 24-13, in the 
third quarter. It was Dantley’s second touch-
down pass.
 With each big play and defensive stop, the 
Orange sideline swelled. That confidence — evi-
dent only in flashes these past three-and-a-half 
seasons — was all of a sudden brimming.
 Then the fourth quarter came. 
 The Orange’s bend-but-don’t-break defense 
was gashed open by the Panthers’ tailback tandem 
of LaRod Stephens-Howling and LeSean McCoy, 
which combined for 220 rushing yards. Stephens-
Howling scored both of Pitt’s fourth quarter 
touchdowns, the first of which knotted the game at 
24 less than a minute into the frame (the ensuing 
two-point conversion try was good). 

 “I don’t feel like they made any adjustments,” 
senior safety Bruce Williams said. “They ran a 
power (run) play seven times in a row. We’ve 
seen it. It’s just a matter of us getting right and 
tightening down.”
 Amid the Panthers’ flurry, Syracuse’s run-
fueled offense stalled, failing to keep hold of the 
ball and give the Orange defense a breather. (The 
Panthers dominated time of possession by a near-
ly 2-to-1 margin.) “One thing goes wrong, or one 
series goes wrong or we go three-and-out, it just 
seems like our rhythm gets upset,” Dantley said.
 The junior quarterback also committed one 
costly turnover. With Pitt (3-1) clinging to a 
27-24 lead, defensive end Greg Romeus forced 
a Dantley fumble that the Panthers recovered 
deep in SU territory. Eight plays later, Stephens-
Howling bounced right and loped into the end 
zone from three yards out to give the Panthers a 
10-point edge with under four minutes left. 
 Robinson stood motionless on the sideline 
as the play unfolded — no reaction from the 
coach who has now won twice in 22 Big East 
games. After a few seconds he looked up 
toward the video screen just in time to watch 
a replay of the score: A second glance at yet 
another game slipping through the embattled 
head coach’s grasp.
 “I thought we were going to be good enough 
to win the football game, and there was moments 
in that game that I thought we had our chances 
to win the football game,” Robinson said. “They 
played better in the last 10 minutes of the foot-
ball game than we did.”

jsclayto@syr.edu
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season beatings. This team has learned from 
those losses. This team has improved. 

 This coach has not. 
 Head coach Greg Robinson was asked, in 

general, why his team lost. Robinson retreat-
ed to a familiar refrain: He just didn’t know. 
“I don’t really know what the answer is, other 
than, they made some plays that we didn’t 
make,” Robinson said. “And we have to assess 
why. It isn’t that clear. I don’t get replays and 
all those other things.”

 A typical answer these somber Syracuse 
days, but that’s OK. Because when Robinson can 
explain why decisions were made, it’s tough to 
understand. 

 For example, why was never-before used 
freshman running back Antwon Bailey in the 
game for Syracuse’s first possession in the 
fourth quarter? Why, when the score was now 
tied, and Curtis Brinkley was running wild, 
was he not given the chance?

 Because usual replacement Doug Hogue 

was hurt and Brinkley needed a breather, 
Robinson said. One problem: Brinkley said he 
was fine. Ready. Willing. More than willing. 
“I wasn’t hurt or nothing,” Brinkley said. “I 
wasn’t tired.”

 Why didn’t Robinson call more run blitzes 
to disrupt Pitt’s ground attack? Time and 
again, the Panthers pounded the front seven 
of the Orange, churning out 220 yards behind 
LeSean McCoy and LaRod Stephens-Howling. 
Time and again, Syracuse used the same tame 
defensive schemes, reacting instead of attack-
ing. Why didn’t he at least try something 
different?

 “There were some times we just played 
a lot of base defense, where it was just like 
trying to make plays,” said Nick Santiago, a 
senior defensive tackle, who, like Brinkley, 
has put up with this for four years now. “But 
I think that we just got to start bringing the 
heat more as far as blitzing and stuff like 
that.”

 Why no blitzing? “When teams are in two 
tight ends and two backs, easier said than 

done,” Robinson said. “It sounds real good, 
but, hey, it’s feast or famine.”

 So Syracuse chose to take what was given: 
a steady diet of power running from the Pan-
thers.

 And, of course, there was the punt in the 
first quarter. The punt when Syracuse led 
14-3, had a 4th-and-1 at the Panthers’ 38 and a 
full wind of momentum whipping at its back. 
That punt. 

 It happened first in the game, but it’s saved 
for last here, because, really, it was the coup 
de grace of nonsensical. 

 Why not go for it?
 “We had the lead,” Robinson said. “We had 

the lead right there … That’s desperate. That’s 
desperate, in my mind. No. You play smart 
football. You punt it down there and you’re 
supposed to stop them.”

 Pitt drove down for a field goal after the 
punt, and the Orange missed an opportunity. 
Robinson insisted afterward that his team 
needed more than a yard, maybe even two, to 
get that first down. Of course, Robinson said 

the ball was around the Pitt 45, and that was 
seven yards off.  

 But calling it “desperate?” It is easy to 
second-guess. But it’s also easy to gain a yard. 
Pittsburgh’s Dave Wannstedt, a coach in hot 
water himself after an opening loss and a few 
slow starts, certainly appreciated getting the 
football back. 

 And when Pitt faced a key fourth down 
— 4th-and-inches from its own 32, trailing by 
eight in the third quarter — it went for it. And 
got it. And tied the game four plays later. 

 One man might see that situation as 
desperate. Another might see it as necessary. 
Sometimes, things can be both. Sometimes, 
desperation is a good thing. 

 Because other people in the Syracuse 
athletic department make decisions, too. Rob-
inson’s choices on Saturday might have been 
enough to force a move.

 At this point, that would make sense. 
Andy McCullough is the enterprise editor of The 

Daily Orange, where his columns appear occasion-
ally. You can reach him at ramccull@syr.edu.

max nepstad | asst. staff photographer
GreG robinson dropped the Big East opener for the fourth straight year. He is now 
8-32 in his career at Syracuse, with a 2-20 Big East record.

s t a f f  r e p o r t

No. 2 SU field hockey team wins pair of close road games
Syracuse field hockey earned a pair of road wins 
this weekend, beating Providence, 4-2,  Friday 
before edging Massachusetts, 5-4, on Sunday.
 Four different players scored to help No. 2 
Syracuse (10-0, 2-0) earned its second Big East 
win of the season against the Friars. Providence 
(5-4, 0-2) tied the contest at 2 less than four min-
utes into the second half, but sophomore forward 
Shelby Schraden put SU in front before senior 
midfielder Shannon Taylor provided an insur-

ance tally. Syracuse outshot Providence 11-2 in 
the first half and 15-6 for the game.
 Syracuse survived a scare against the Min-
utemen. The Orange jumped out to an early 4-0 
lead into halftime, but Massachusetts (7-3) out-
scored SU, 4-1, down the stretch even though 
SU held the advantage in shots, 22-14. Martina 
Loncarica’s ninth goal of the year in the 50th 
minute gave the Orange a 5-2 lead. Five differ-
ent players recorded a goal in the win. 

Volleyball’s winning streak continues
 Syracuse’s volleyball team won its fourth 
straight match, traveling to Rutgers and sweep-
ing the Scarlet Knights, 3-0. During the streak, 
the Orange (8-8) has won 12 games while losing 
only one. The first two sets were competitive as 
the Orange won 25-22 and 25-21 respectively. In 
the final set, Syracuse put Rutgers away con-
vincingly, 25-15. Rutgers committed 19 errors, 
while the Orange made just five. 

orange routed by West Virginia
 The Syracuse women’s soccer team was 
blown out on the road Sunday by No. 13 West 
Virginia, 8-0. SU (4-4-2, 1-1-1) is now 0-3 on the 
road. West Virginia (7-1-3, 2-0-1) led 3-0 at half-
time, and kept adding to its lead in the second 
half. Syracuse did not attempt a shot on goal, 
while the Mountaineers fired 11 at goalie Eliza 
Bennett-Hattan. 

— compiled by Michael Bonner, asst. sports editor
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Pitt rushing tandem wears down Syracuse

david krebs | asst. photo editor
lesean mccoy rushed for a season-high 149 yards against the Orange on Saturday. The Panthers rushed the ball 29 times in 
the second half of the game for 161 yards and McCoy and LaRod Stephens-Howling rushed for 220 yards combined.

By Andy McCullough
EnTERPRiSE EdiTOR

The Syracuse safeties could recognize Pitts-
burgh’s formations on Saturday, and they could 
warn their teammates what to expect. But the 
advice of Bruce Williams and A.J. Brown was 
not enough for the Orange front seven, not 
enough to prevent the basic running plays that 
were coming at them. 
 And, by the second half, not enough for a 
win. 
 “We were yelling to our linebackers ‘the 
power’s coming,’ or ‘they’re coming with their 
trap,’” Williams said. “And then one thing led 
to another and they’re breaking out, and me 
and A.J. are chasing them down.”
 There was little subtlety in the Panthers’ 
second half attack, a continuous cascade of 
straight-forward running plays — 29 rushes 
in all, dives and traps mostly — as it churned 
out a 34-24 comeback win against Syracuse on 
Saturday. 
 Panther quarterback Bill Stull threw the 
ball nine times in the second half, and just 
twice in the fourth quarter. Tailbacks LeSean 
McCoy and LaRod Stephens-Howling did most 
of the damage. McCoy was the workhorse, 
pounding his way to a season-high 149 yards, 
and Stephens-Howling was the jitterbug, scoot-
ing around and through the Syracuse defense 
for 71 yards and two scores. 
 The running backs were the fulcrum of 
Pitt’s 89-yard drive to tie the game at 24 early 

in the fourth quarter. McCoy carried six times 
and snapped off a 34-yard jaunt, while Ste-
phens-Howling ran the ball twice and scored 
the tying touchdown. 
 It didn’t matter which back carried the 
ball Saturday. They had the same effect on 
the Orange, Brown said. “They both have the 
same, similar things,” Brown said. “It’s just 
one’s bigger and one’s smaller.”
 And both chewed up clock. Pittsburgh held 
the ball for 19:52 in the second half, dominating 
time of possession and towing itself back into 
the game. Then, into the lead and into a win. 
 The numbing, Novocain drip selection of 
handoffs catalyzed the Panthers when they 
were sluggish. But they never wavered, even 
when they trailed. 
 Early on, it seemed like a rushing attack 
might not be in the cards for the visitors. 
Pitt came out throwing and fell behind by 11 
points in the first quarter and again in the 
third. 
 So the Syracuse defense had reason to be 
optimistic heading into the second half. The 
Orange led, 17-13. It had harassed Stull and 
harnessed the Pitt backs. It prevented big 
plays, the “explosive” plays that head coach 
Greg Robinson worries about. 
 The defense had bent, but not broken. “We 
played good,” defensive tackle Nick Santiago 
said of the first half. 
 “And that second half, I don’t know what 
happened.”

 The Pitt running game happened. The Pan-
thers ran a two-tight end set most of the game, 
their front seven (average weight: 280 pounds) 
ramming into the Syracuse front seven (aver-
age weight: 250 pounds) play after play, narrow-
ing the gap with chunks of yards accumulated 
on the ground. 
 “We let them get to a point where we let 
them get to a lead,” Robinson said. “And I’d 
say this about them, when they get into that 
situation, they’re tough because they go to two 
tight ends, two backs and all of a sudden those 
quick-hitting backs, with more blocking on 
you, it’s tough.”
 The last Pittsburgh scoring drive showed 
that. The Panthers took over at the Orange 
34 after a Cameron Dantley fumble. They led 
27-24. McCoy ran three straight times up the 
middle: three yards, then six, then four. As a 
change of pace, he ran right on the next play. 
McCoy picked up another four yards. Glancing 
blows, really. But steady blows. 
 Then Stephen-Howlings subbed in and fin-
ished the job. He got four carries, too: seven 
yards, then one, then six, then a three-yard 
touchdown to seal the Panthers win. 
 That was the second half, in an exaggerated 
nutshell: The Panthers kept driving the ball 
forward. Simple, but effective. Enough for a 
win. 
 “I guess it was too easy for them,” Williams 
said, “because they stuck with one play.”

ramccull@syr.edu

PITTSBURGH
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
Stull 17-29 166 1-0
 
Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
McCoy 28 149 0
Stephens-Howling 13 71 2
Collier 2 23 0
Stull 1 2 0

Receiving 
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Kinder 8 92 0
Stephens-Howling 2 22 0
Turner 2 19 0
dickerson 2 11 1
McGee 1 13 0
Baldwin 1 8 0
McCoy 1 1 0

SYRACUSE
Passing
	 C-A	 YARDS	 TD-INT
dantley 9-17 137 2-0 

Rushing
	 CAR.	 YARDS	 TD
Brinkley 16 119 0
Hogue 4 8 0
A. Bailey 2 5 0
d. Bailey 1 -2 0
dantley 4 -4 0

Receiving
	 REC.	 YARDS	 TD
Lobdell 3 52 0
davis 2 33 1
Chew 1 36 1
Sales 1 6 0
Owen 1 5 0
Hogue 1 5 0

SCORING BY QUARTERS
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 F
Pittsburgh 3 10 3 18 34
Syracuse 14 3 7 0 24 

SCORING SUMMARY
1st quarter
Pitt — Lee 40 field goal, 10:37
SU — Holmes 90 kick return (Shadle 
kick), 10:27
SU — davis 27 pass from dantley 
(Shadle kick), 5:42

2nd quarter
Pitt — Lee 43 field goal, 12:10
Pitt — dickerson 2 pass from Stull 
(Lee kick), 4:08
SU — Shadle 25 field goal, 0:00

3rd quarter
SU —Chew 36 pass from dantley 
(Shadle kick), 12:40
Pitt — Lee 44 field goal, 7:20 

4th quarter
Pitt — Stephens-Howling 9 run (Bald-
win 2-pt. from Stull), 14:26
Pitt — Lee 25 field goal, 9:17
Pitt — Stephens-Howling 3 run (Lee 
kick), 3:22
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By John Clayton
SPORTS EDITOR

Curtis Brinkley couldn’t hide his aggrava-
tion. The senior starting tailback wanted 
the ball with the game tied at 24 early in 
the fourth quarter against Pittsburgh. He 
wanted to help the Orange regroup after 
losing the lead it had held most of Saturday’s 
34-24 defeat.
 Instead, Brinkley stood on the sidelines as 
never-before-used freshman Antwon Bailey 
carried twice and the Orange went three-and-
out. The Panthers would score on the ensuing 
position to take the lead for good. 
 “It was very frustrating,” Brinkley said. 
“I wanted to be in the game. But at the end of 
the day it was a coach’s decision, and the coach 
decided to put somebody else in. But I was 
frustrated about that.”
 He had good reason to be frustrated. 
Brinkley had sliced through the Pitt defense 
in the fi rst half, racking up 97 yards on 10 
carries. He fi gured to get more in the second 
half — Delone Carter sat out the second 
straight game with a pulled hamstring, and 
Doug Hogue was limited in the second half by 
a foot injury. 
 But Brinkley only received six carries in 
the second half and watched as Bailey became 
SU’s featured back for a series in the fourth 
quarter. 
 “Curtis Brinkley needed a blow so we put 
(Bailey) in,” Robinson said after the game.
 Not so, Brinkley said.
 “I wasn’t tired,” Brinkley said. “My momen-
tum carried me throughout the whole game. 
My adrenaline was rushing since the fi rst 
play.”
 Bailey, a freshman from Landover, Md., 
carried twice for fi ve yards. On third down, 
quarterback Cameron Dantley was stopped 
for no gain on a broken play, and Syracuse 
punted the ball away. Pitt drove downfi eld 
and tacked on a fi eld the next drive to make it 
27-24.
 Brinkley was back on the fi eld the next 
drive, carrying twice for 12 yards. (He fi nished 
with 119 yards on 16 carries.) But that drive 
halted when Pittsburgh pounced on a Dantley 
fumble.
 That turnover ended up being a back-break-
er for Syracuse — Pitt scored eight plays later 
to make it 34-24. But Brinkley kept coming back 
to the possession before that when he wasn’t in 
the game.
 “If it were up to me, I would have played 
more,” Brinkley said. “But like I said, the 
coach’s wanted someone else out there, and all 
I could do was listen to them and respect their 
decision.”

Holmes to the house
 Sophomore cornerback Mike Holmes 
gave Syracuse a shot of momentum before the 
Orange offense even touched the ball. After a 
Pittsburgh fi eld goal, Holmes took the ensuing 
kickoff and bolted up the left sideline 90 yards 
for a touchdown.

 “We came in the game knowing that we 
need a big showing out of the kickoff return-
ers,” Holmes said.
 It was Syracuse’s fi rst kick return for a 
touchdown since safety Max Suter’s 93-yard 
return against Louisville last year.
 Holmes also set a Syracuse single-game 
record with 207 kick return yards — one shy of 
the Big East record set by former Miami running 
back Najeh Davenport against SU on Nov. 28, 
1998.

Chew’s circus catch
 Freshman wide receiver Van Chew 
provided perhaps SU’s biggest highlight 
against the Panthers, making a spectacular 
36-yard touchdown grab in the third quar-
ter.
 On 3rd-and-2, Chew ran a go route up the 
left sideline. Dantley lofted the ball toward 
the endzone and Chew, despite the tight cov-
erage on him, leaped, contorted his body, and 
somehow came down with the ball inbounds. 
That gave SU a 24-13 lead.
 “I was running the goal route, so in my 

mind I knew I just had to get past the defender,” 
Chew said. “I saw the ball in the air and just 
jumped up and caught it.”
 Chew’s grab was the second of his brief 
career, and his fi rst touchdown reception. 
Sophomore wideout Donte Davis also snagged 
his fi rst touchdown, a 27-yard strike in the fi rst 
quarter.

Double duty for Merkerson
 Da’Mon Merkerson’s return to wide 
receiver didn’t go too smoothly. The sophomore 
cornerback, who played wideout last season, 
dropped a pass right in his midsection in the 
fi rst quarter. The catch would have given Syra-
cuse a fi rst down.
 Merkerson, who caught eight passes for 
101 yards last year, didn’t have any catches in 
his return to receiver against Pitt. He did line 
up on offense on several occasions. 
 “They said they wanted to see me at receiv-
er again to see if it would help them out,” 
Merkerson said. “I’m always willing to do what 
I can to help the team.”

jsclayto@syr.edu
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Brinkley sits 
for key series 
in 4th quarter

david krebs | asst. photo editor
CURTIS BRINKLEY rushed for 97 yards on 10 carries in the first half, but only carried 
the ball six times in the second half for 22 yards. In a crucial drive in the fourth quar-
ter, Brinkley sat while never-before-used freshman tailback Antwon Bailey filled in.

Mike Holmes 
The perpetually picked-on corner 
had his best game of the season: He 
returned a kickoff for a touchdown and 
looked much better in coverage.

Curtis Brinkley
Brinkley continues to play like the idea 
of a rotation is a joke. Another 100-
yard game for the senior. 

The offensive line in the fi rst 
half
Brinkley didn’t gain those yards by 
himself. The line provided plenty of 
gaps for him to slash through.

DRILL
UP

DOWN

HERO

ZERO

Cameron Dantley
He threw two touchdowns, but fal-
tered late when he was needed. The 
fourth quarter fumble was devastating.

The offensive line in the sec-
ond half
And the line had a part in Dantley’s 
downfall. The protection collapsed on 
two key sacks late in the game. 

Jared Kimmel
On a defensive line that was pounded 
in the second half, Kimmel was the 
biggest no-show. 

LeSean McCoy and 
LaRod Stephens-Howling 
The two backs chugged for the yards 
Pitt needed in the second half — 220 
in the game — and two touchdowns. 

Greg Robinson 
He coached not 
to lose in the fi rst 
half, and made 
strategic blunders 
in the second. 
Hence, a 32nd 
loss for Robinson.

TURNING POINT

8:05
4th Quarter 
Jabaal Sheard jumps on Cameron Dant-
ley’s fumble at the Syracuse 34. Pitt 
scores eight plays later. 

ZERO
Greg Robinson 
He coached not 
to lose in the fi rst 
half, and made 
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ApArtments for rent
1 Block to Campus 
226 Euclid acroos from Shaw dorm 
4 bedroom and 2 bedroom furnished, laundry, 
good size rooms with plenty of storage space, all 
appliances. off street parking. Jerry 446-6318 or 
263-8575

See our website www.campushill.com for 
details on 2009/2010 availabilites. Or call 
us at 315-422-7110

o.p.r. Developers
Apt + Houses

GreAt ApArtments
 stILL AVAILABLe for 

sCHooL 
YeAr 2009-2010

studios
116 Comstock ave.
1 Bedroom Apts

722 Clarendon
300 Euclid

116 Comstock
2 Bedroom Apts 

320 Euclid
832 Ackerman
737 Lancaster
1104 Madison

3 Bedroom Apts 
300 Euclid

1104 Madison
945 Ackerman
949 Ackerman
924 Lancaster
110 Comstock  

605 Walnut 
4 Bedrooms

410 Clarendon
320 Euclid

873 Ackerman
1104 Ackerman

5 Bedroom Apts 
810 Livingston
822 Lancaster
1104 Madison

6 Bedroom Apts 
110 Comstock

 
Please visit our website at 

www.oprdevelopers.com for listings of 
apartments

Call 478-6504
to check out your home away from home!

$100 Reward for 1st renters.  Beautiful 4 or 5 
bedrooms, close to campus.  Furnished.  Sun-
porches.  Off-street parking.  Laundry.  Micro-
wave.  Dishwasher.  Hardwood Floors.  Available 
June 2009. 447-8430

Best LoCAtIons
 Apts-HoUses

 2009-2010
2 or 3 Bedroom Apts

514 Euclid 
7 Bedroom Houses

787 Ostrom
 Furnished, Laundry, Parking

446-6268

2 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

302 Marshall St.
145 Avondale Pl.
812 Ostrom Ave.
415 Euclid Ave.

1202 Harrison St.
510 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Five Bedroom fully furnished house on Livingston 
Ave. Washer/dryer, parking and more. $375/per. 
One year lease begins in May. Call Dave at 345-
9955 or email Davide2114@aol.com 

3 Bedroom Apartments

329 Comstock Ave.
319 Euclid Ave.

145 Avondale Pl.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK: 
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison 1-2-3 bedroom 
aprts, lofts, or house;
All luxuriously furnished, heated, hot water, park-
ing.  No pets.  
CALL (315) 4690780. E-mail: fine@a-znet.com
Some pictures on web site : Fine-Interiors-Syra-
cuse.Net

ApArtments + HoUses
Magalys 372-0756

torizamagalys@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com

BrAnD neW 3  BeDroom  
fUrnIsHeD toWnHoUses 

flat panel tv’s, new kitches, stainless appli-
ances, baths, new hardwood floors, new 

bedroom furniture, couches, washer/dryer 
off street parking, garage, etc. Near South 

Campus Area
PADS LLC

Contact Alan 203-515-0933

ApArtments + HoUses
Sonia 382-9497

soniaaz@live.com
www.universityhill.com 

ApArtments + HoUses
Maria 718-300-5173

mariauniversityhill@yahoo.com
www.universityhill.com 

collegehome 
your home away from home

the cornerstone of off-campus housing 
2-3-4-5-6-7-8  Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

noW rentInG for 2009-2010
John o. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments
over 30 years of service

               call John or Judy 

                478-7548
        collegehome.com

ApArtments + HoUses
Greg 877-1161

greggalster@twcny.rr.com
www.universityhill.com 

Furnished 2-8 Bedroom Apts/ Houses.
Livingston,Sumner, Claredon, Ackerman. 469-
6665

2 BR furnished apts 2009-2010
corner of Ostrom and Clarendon across from DO 
and Shaw parking W/D 422-7138

LANCASTER 3, 5, 8  bedroom only! Parking, 
Porches, W/D,Furnished, Close, and Clean! 
Starts June 1.  Call Rich 374-9508

1 Bedroom  Apartments

415 Euclid Ave.
309 Euclid Ave.
621 Euclid Ave.

917 Ackerman Ave.
115 Redfield Pl.

509 University Ave.
145 Avondale Pl.

1011 E. Adams St.
302 Marshall St.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

ApArments + HoUses
Sonia 350-4191

CIGANKA6@AOL.COM
www.universityhill.com 

Rent from the landlord The Daily Or-
ange has called “responsive,”

“friendly” and “fair.” 

4 Bedroom Apt 702 Maryland 
BIG! $360

2Bedroom 525 Euclid
 Includes utilities

small but cheap $485

Many 1 Bedrooms at 801 Euclid  
Utilities Included!

315-420-6937 
or email at su_topia@hotmail.com 

5 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

604 Walnut Ave.
1202 Harrison St.
115 Redfield Pl.
415 Euclid Ave

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

4 Bedroom Houses
and Apartments

145 Avondale Pl.
115 Redfield Pl.

1202 Harrison St.
921 Ackerman Ave.

319 Euclid Ave.

Available for 2009-2010
Fully Furnished, Laundry

Parking, Full-time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Large Furnished Houses, 5-7 bedrooms, free 
laundry. 09-10 school year. 315-374-7866 

foUr BeDroom fLAt
furnished, Dishwasher, two porches, 
off street parking, Laundry, Carpet, 

Hardwood floors.

476-2982
student Housing, LLC

for sALe
1990 Chevy Capri Classic 17 MPG 56K $2,300 
Call 655-2777 good condition, stored winters  

HeLp WAnteD
Microsoft Live Search Brand Reps Needed At SU 
Earn Extra Cash And Get Real World Marketing 
Experience Limited Positions Available Apply 
By 10/01/08 At www.repnation.com/microsoftli-
vesearch 

Help Wanted: $10/hr. 6hr/wk. must have car- 15 
min. from S.U. Cleaning, Cooking, Shopping. 
437-0010 

night Lights 
Hiring Dancers 

make up to $600 a week. 
Come in for an audition 

from 6 to 7:30pm 637 n. salina st. 
478-4409
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classified discount rates

runs classifieds boxed
1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info

deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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the Particulars 

and Pricing

The Classifieds list prices include 15 
words. each additional word is 10 cents 
per day. bold and caPitaliZed words 
cost anadditional 5 cents per word.the 
boxed list pricesare per inch. there is 
no per word charge and bold and caPs 
are free.

spring break 09
hiring campus rePs
travel free/ earn$$
free beer Pong table
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710 

Travel
spring break 09
free travel for groups
free Meals and drinKs
best Prices
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710 

Monday night football 
special at Harry’s Bar!

Free wings-
bucket of 5 splits for $3.75

700 South Crouse Ave (315)422-2123 We Deliver!

Buy one get one half price

all menu items
$12 minimum for delivery

6 3 9
1 6 4 5

2 3 7 6
4 7 9 1
5 4
9 8 2 7
1 4 6 3

5 4 7 8
7 9 4

easy sudoku!

7 9
3 7 8 2
6 3 1

8 6 9
5 8 3

5 9 2
8 1 7

6 4 3 5
6 1
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Adv. Tix on Sale HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3: SENIOR YEAR (G) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CITY OF EMBER (PG) �
EAGLE EYE (PG-13) � (120 420) 730 1020
EAGLE EYE - DP (PG-13) � (1250 350) 700 950
MIRACLE AT ST. ANNA (R) - ID REQ'D (1130 300) 630 1000
NIGHTS IN RODANTHE (PG-13) (100 400) 710 940
FIREPROOF (PG) (1240 340) 650 945
FOREVER STRONG (PG-13) (125 445) 745 1030
CHOKE (R) - ID REQ'D (150 425) 725 955
IGOR (PG) (1140 205 430) 910
OC: GHOST TOWN (PG-13) (1150) 1025
GHOST TOWN (PG-13) (215 450) 750
LAKEVIEW TERRACE (PG-13) (1230 110 330 410) 640 930 1010
MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL (R) - ID REQ'D (105 335 405) 705 935 1005
RIGHTEOUS KILL (R) - ID REQ'D (140 440) 740 1015
THE WOMEN (PG-13) (135 435) 735 1015
TYLER PERRY'S: THE FAMILY THAT PREYS (PG-13) (1245 345) 645 925
BURN AFTER READING (R) - ID REQ'D (115 415) 715 955
THE DARK KNIGHT (PG-13) (1210) 635

Adv. Tix on Sale HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3: SENIOR YEAR (G) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CITY OF EMBER (PG) �
MIRACLE AT ST. ANNA (R) - ID REQ'D (100 430) 800
NIGHTS IN RODANTHE (PG-13) (150 420) 720 950
FOREVER STRONG (PG-13) (125 425) 710 1035
EAGLE EYE (PG-13) � (110 140 400 440) 700 730 945 1015
MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL (R) - ID REQ'D (115 355) 715 1010
IGOR (PG) (205 445) 705 920
LAKEVIEW TERRACE (PG-13) (215 450) 750 1025
THE WOMEN (PG-13) (225 500) 735 1000
TYLER PERRY'S: THE FAMILY THAT PREYS (PG-13) (105 405) 745 1030
RIGHTEOUS KILL (R) - ID REQ'D (220 455) 740 1005
BURN AFTER READING (R) - ID REQ'D (210 435) 725 1020
HOUSE BUNNY (PG-13) (415) 955
MAMMA MIA (PG-13) (120 410) 655 940
THE DARK KNIGHT (PG-13) (1255) 645

Adv. Tix on Sale HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3: SENIOR YEAR (G) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CITY OF EMBER (PG) �
EAGLE EYE (PG-13) � (120 420) 720 1000
NIGHTS IN RODANTHE (PG-13) (230 450) 740 1015
MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL (R) - ID REQ'D (210 440) 730 950
IGOR (PG) (150 400) 650 920
LAKEVIEW TERRACE (PG-13) (200 430) 710 935
THE WOMEN (PG-13) (140 410) 700 940
RIGHTEOUS KILL (R) - ID REQ'D (225 505) 745 1010
BURN AFTER READING (R) - ID REQ'D (220 500) 750 1005
HOUSE BUNNY (PG-13) (135 405) 705 930
THE DARK KNIGHT (PG-13) (130 445) 800

©2008Times For 9/29/08
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G
reg Robinson ran along-
side his defense, shepherd-
ing them from one end of 
the field to the other. The 

third quarter had just ended and 
Pittsburgh was driving — threaten-
ing Syracuse’s eight-point lead. So 
the SU head coach tried to spur his 
lagging defense, leading the charge 
as the teams switched sides between 
quarters.

 He shouted, clapped and motioned 
with the rolled up sheet in his hand. 
One more quarter. That was all Syra-
cuse needed. All it needed for a ban-
ner win in its Big East opener. All it 
needed to show its season wasn’t lost 
quite yet.
 Instead, Robinson watched as his 
team folded, allowing the Panthers 
to seize control and run away with 
a 34-24 win in front of 27,549 at the 
Carrier Dome Saturday. Pittsburgh 
scored the game’s final 21 points, 

its ball control-style wearing down 
a Syracuse team that had played 
front-runner all day. The Orange was 
limited to 27 total yards and one first 
down in the final 15 minutes, unable 
to answer Pitt’s offensive flurry.
 “I give Pitt credit, especially 
there in the fourth quarter when 
they got control of the game and did 
a lot of things,” Robinson said. “It’s 
still a 60 minute game … I think we 
had our chances, that’s the thing 
that I say, that we had chances and 

didn’t really capitalize enough.”
 Missed opportunities have been 
a common occurrence for Syracuse 
(1-4) this season, but the Orange 
needed this game, needed a bright 
start to its conference schedule. 
 Any loss Saturday would have 
been difficult to swallow. But Syra-
cuse’s fourth quarter collapse made 
it even harder.
 “We shoulda won the game,” 
senior tailback Curtis Brinkley said. 

m o n d ay
september 29, 2008

3 4  P I T T S B U R G H  V S .  S Y R A C U S E  2 4

david krebs | asst. photo editor
larod stephens-howling breaks away from Syracuse’s A.J. Brown during pittsburgh’s 34-24 victory over Syracuse Saturday at the 
Carrier dome. Syracused led by 11 points twice, but the panthers outscored the orange 18-0 in the fourth quater to win the game.

Syracuse collapses in 4th quarter, falls to Pitt in Big East opener

Logic lacking 
in Robinson’s 

coaching moves

a n d y  m c c u l l o u g h

planet lovetron

see pittsburgh page15

see mccullough page 15

fadinG away

I n the end, little of this 
made sense. The figures 
didn’t compute, the synaps-
es didn’t fire — whatever, 

pick a metaphor, they all fit. Even 
some of the players didn’t get it. 

 A coach who has won twice in 22 
Big East games getting complacent? 
The same coach saying that trying 
to gain a yard was “desperate?” 
A running back who had almost 
100 yards in the first half carrying 
the ball six times in the second? A 
defense that saw the game slipping 
away, ground down by the oppo-
nent’s ground game, but still not 
blitzing?

 None of it made sense in Syra-
cuse’s 34-24 loss to Pittsburgh, a sad 
end to a day that had started with 
such a promise. 

 Syracuse let a flat Pitt squad 
inflate and let a double-digit second 
half advantage evaporate. The 
Orange didn’t pounce on the Pan-
thers when it had a chance to in the 
first half and didn’t close them out 
when it needed to in the second half.

 All that stuff makes sense. Los-
ing is just the way of the world these 
days for Syracuse football. 

 But after the game the explana-
tions came. And things stopped mak-
ing sense. 

 Because this wasn’t like the early-

o n l i n E n o w

new episode
Check out the latest installment 
of our video podcast, on the 
Beat, as our football beat 
writers breakdown Syracuse’s 
34-24 loss to pittsburgh. Watch 
it at: sports.dailyorange.com

On th
eBeat

BIg numBER

the amount of points pitts-
burgh outscored Syracuse 
by in the fourth quarter.

thEy saId It
“we shoulda won the game. The 
momentum was in our favor. 
The offense was executing, the 
defense was doing good.”

Curtis Brinkley
SyrACuSE SEnior tAilBACk

‘tangIBlE ImPRoVEmEnt’ tRackER

18
does it get worse than this?

going bowling

After game no. 5:
syracuse played better, 
but that’s not enough for     
robinson. he needs to win.

●
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